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Questions in Fluid Meclianics: Understanding Foams and Foaming 

By D.D.Joseph' 

Foams are common, complex, and not well understood. Most 
of the common foams are a two-phase medium of gas and liquid 
with a particular structure consisting of gas pockets trapped in 
a network of thin liquid films and Plateau borders. Some of the 
well-known foams are bubble baths, dishwater detergent foams, 
and the foam head on beer. Technologies impacted by foaming 
are widespread. Foams can be useful, from shampoos to the 
placement of sand in cracks in oil fields to increase secondary 
oil recovery. But foams can be undesirable in many chemical 
applications such as the high-temperature cracking of hydrocar
bon oils, and unsightly downstream of paper mills. Foams are 
very hard to control. All foams are unstable, but some are more 
unstable than others, a subject in which our understanding is 
far from complete. 

What are the conditions required to create and maintain 
foams? A foam cannot form in a pure liquid; surfactants 
are required. Foams are thermodynamically unstable; when left 
to rest they collapse. To create a foam it is necessary to intro
duce gas at a rate faster than the collapse rate of bubbles. The 
rates required to create foams depend on the foaming mixture 
and the means by which the gas is introduced. In dishwater the 
gas is stirred in by a water jet, in soda water an abrupt drop in 
pressure causes rising gas bubbles to foam, and foaming bubble 
reactors, in which gas and surfactant in water are continuously 
injected, will foam only when the gas velocity crosses a critical 
threshold for a fixed liquid velocity [1]. A general theory giving 
critical conditions for foam formation observed in practice has 
yet to be given. 

Where is the foam? Foaming systems segregate under 
gravity, foam above and bubbly liquid below. The foam in 
foaming bubble reactors is created at a mysterious phase change 
interface between the foam and bubbly mixture across which the 
topology, gas fraction and velocities are sharply discontinuous. 
Foam fractions can be reduced to zero by increasing the liquid 
or decreasing the gas velocity to values below the foam thresh
old. The factors controlling the formation and position of such 
an interface are unknown. Even the interface below a head of 
beer drops when the beer foams strongly; beer drinkers know 
that there is a lot of liquid in the head stabilized by the alcohols 
and other surfactant in the beer. The so called "foamy" oils 
which produce anomously high rates of primary oil recovery 
are something like a very viscous beer in which the gas bubbles 
rise very slowly; when the bubbles rise fast enough, foam ap-
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pears at the well head [2]. Since foams have ever so much gas, 
they are much lighter and rise to the top or are centrifuged to 
the center. 

What is the difference between foaminess and stability? 
Creation and maintenance of foams are different; the former 
relates to foaminess and the latter to stability. Bad champagne 
foams even more strongly than beer under mild depressuriza-
tion; but the champagne foams don't last long. We can get the 
same head on beer and champagne initially on depressurization, 
but champagne foam is much less stable. Devices for measuring 
foaminess have been described but theories for these devices 
are not known [3, 4 ] . Though there is a huge literature on the 
stability of foams, many questions remain unanswered. 

Surface Tension vs. Gibbs Elasticity It is thought that 
small surface tension is required for good foaming systems but 
good foamers appear to correlate more strongly with the rate 
at which surface tension changes than how much it changes. 
People who study the stability of foams have come to realize 
that "Gibbs elasticity," which is related to surface tension gra
dients and Maragnoni effects, is even more important than the 
value of the tension [1,4]. Gibbs elasticity measures the change 
of surface tension with area; a change in area induces a change 
of concentration, so that the measure combines deformation 
with material properties. The lowest tension in a surfactant mix
ture is realized when it saturates the surface. In the highly 
turbulent surfactant mixture the stretched portions of bubble 
surfaces desaturate and can absorb more; the saturation condi
tion (CMC) seems not to enter into the dynamics. Many mate
rial properties enter into the creation and stability of foams; 
viscosity, density, diffusion and film thickness of the bulk liquid 
as well as a number of interfacial properties other than tension 
are relevant. It can be said that the collective action of all these 
factors is not understood. 

How are foams controlled with solid particles? Defoam-
ing literature [ 5 ] focuses on the action of hydrophobic liquids 
and solids in breaking aqueous foams. Silicon oils are effective 
but they degrade at the high temperatures found in commercial 
reactors. Hydrophobic particles break foam in laboratory tests, 
but even hydrophilic particles will suppress foam by fluidized 
bed mechanisms recently discovered [1]. The solid particles 
fluidize in the bubbly mixture below the foam, but not in the 
foam, they increase liquid holdup by bed expansion and greater 
wetted area. Suppression of foam with a fluidized bed is a new 
and practical idea which needs further study. The beneficial 
effects of fluidized particles are even greater when hydrophobic 
particles are used [6]. 
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Foams are non-Newtonian. What are their rheological 
properties? Foam rheology is another important subject 
for applications which is not well understood. Foams can trap 
and immobilize small and hght particles, showing that foams 
have an effective yield stress. This property makes foam a good 
drilling fluid for carrying away cuttings in oil-field drilling. 
When foam flows there is some kind of viscosity after yield, 
but particles won't circulate in the foam, and the foam itself 
does not circulate as an ordinary fluid. Foams have viscoelastic 
properties like polymer solutions; heavy particles driven into 
the foam by turbulence in the bubbly mixture fall back out 
of the foam lined up in a vertical chain of linked particles, 
characteristic of particle solutions. This kind of particle migra
tion has not been discussed before. Complex and exotic, the 
true nature of foams has yet to be revealed. 
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Technological Competitiveness: A Fluids Engineers' Viewpoint 

Column 8—An Update by Jules L. Dussourd' 

This is an update to earlier editorials on a topic that is just 
as timely today as it was some years ago when a visible surfac
ing of shortcomings in our technological competitiveness in 
fluid handling machines became apparent. At that time, our 
industry suffered a major loss in market share for these products 
to competitors overseas. Today, while we may feel good about 
our current booming economy, the rebound has not brought 
about a recapture of this market. Instead, it has drawn its 
strength from the blossoming out of the electronic industry, 
producing a proliferation of service jobs, albeit at the expense 
of manufacturing and fluids engineering jobs. Competitiveness 
in our fluids engineering based industry is still in need of a 
boost, just as much now as it did then. 

A few years ago, to confront this issue, a broad based initia
tive was launched by the Fluids Engineering Division. Eventu
ally, after much soul searching, the initiative led to the recogni
tion that there was a need to direct more attention to the proce
dures going into the design of certain fluid based products. 

This conclusion was reached through panel sessions and fo
rums at ASME conferences and it was stated and publicized 
as white papers and editorials in this Journal. One proposed 
solution was a plan for more direct cooperation between univer
sities' and industry's engineers with the ASME as a facilitator, 
thereby infusing into the design process an enhanced adeptness 
with analytical design tools. Another idea was based on the 
vision of enormous time savings, potentially possible if our 
basic technologies were made available to users through instan
taneously exercisable software, through the good offices of 
the technical societies, in addition to the printed word in the 
Transactions. 

Both recommendations dealt with design software in one 
form or another through the intermediary of the ASME and this 
in turn evoked issues of liability. This was pointed out early by 
the Board Committee on Technical Development, To address 
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this issue, the ASME Committee on Legal Affairs was called 
upon and formally commissioned to deliver an opinion in '96. 

At the '96 Congress and Exhibition in Atlanta this committee, 
on the strength of searches it had executed, not only rendered 
a favorable opinion but made the further recommendation that 
the ASME Council on Engineering look into the overall feasibil
ity of a software based, as well as a Transactions based ASME 
as the way to the future. This is a revolutionary undertaking. 
Obviously, in addition to liability, there are other issues such 
as availability, standardization, quality, cost/benefit, and practi
cality. 

If a positive recommendation to this proposal were to be 
made by the Council on Engineering, the users of the technolo
gies thus disseminated by the ASME, could have instantaneous 
access, say through an ASME web site, to software giving direct 
numerical solutions to the theories developed by authors of 
papers at conferences, or to many of the often laborious solu
tions of basic engineering problems addressed in textbooks or 
in original papers. The ones to benefit from this service are the 
users, such as the product engineer developing his design or 
the applied researcher working on an advanced product for 
industry. 

Now that the Council on Engineering has become involved, 
the original FED initiative is in the hands of the relevant ASME 
governing bodies for a decision about the need for an overall 
study. While this was one of the key elements of the original 
FED proposal to come under study, it is the more fundamental 
one and the one most likely to have a profound effect in enhanc
ing the effectiveness of the design procedures going into indus
trial fluid machines. 

With this development, the role of FED has been formally 
ended, at least for the time being. But continued individual 
support is hereby solicited to help ASME be a leader in reaching 
out into this future, taking advantage of the advances now revo
lutionizing all forms of communications. To sum up this initia
tive, it may be useful to recall that the fundamental charter of 
societies like the ASME calls for the dissemination of techno
logical know-how by all effective means, not just through the 
publication of technical literature. 
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Flow Past Large Obstructions 
Between Corotating Disks in 
Fixed Cylindrical Enclosures 
Numerical calculations have been performed for isothermal, laminar, three-dimen
sional flow past one or two fixed obstructions radially aligned and symmetrically 
located between a pair of disks corotating in a fixed cylindrical enclosure. The single-
obstruction cases respectively model the influence on the flow of (a) a magnetic head 
arm support and (b) an air lock. The dual-obstruction cases model the simultaneous 
presence of these two objects. The air lock produces an interdisk cross-stream plane 
blockage of 62 percent while the two head arm supports produce blockages of 31 
percent and 62 percent, respectively. For the cases with the air lock and arm support 
simultaneously present, the circumferential angle between them is fixed to 40 or 80 
deg. Velocity, pressure, shear .stress and the disk torque coefficient are predicted 
mostly for a Reynolds number (Re = VlRl/v) corresponding to 10,000, approximately, 
where R2, fi, and u are the disk radius, the disk angular velocity in rad/s, and the 
kinematic viscosity of air at 300 K, respectively. The calculations show that a large 
blockage significantly alters the interdisk flow characteristics by markedly raising 
the pressure ahead of an obstruction and accelerating the flow through the empty 
space around it. This induces a detached region of reversed flow ahead of the 
obstruction, quite distinct from that in its wake. The disk surface pressure distributions 
point to a potential source of dynamical instability in rotating disk flows with obstruc
tions. By redeflning the torque coefficient and Reynolds number to account for dual 
blockage effects the relationship between the.se two quantities generally follows the 
theoretical expression of Humphrey et al. (1992). It is shown that the bulk of the 
drag on an obstruction is form drag as opposed to friction drag. 

Introduction 

Background to the Problem of Interest. Rotating disk 
flows are relevant to a variety of industrial equipment including 
turbomachinery components, heat and mass exchangers and 
magnetic disk storage devices (MDSD). This investigation is 
concerned with the motion of air between corotating disks in a 
configuration approximating current miniaturized MDSD typi
cal of the hard drives in some current workstations and desktop 
computers. However, because of the geometrical simplifications 
invoked, the study is of more general value. 

Earlier work on the fluid mechanics of corotating disks in 
fixed enclosures typical of MDSD has been reviewed by Abra-
hamson et al. (1991) and Humphrey et al. (1991). The latter 
reference provides a taxonomy of possible flow fields according 
to, for example: geometry, whether the interdisk flow is ob
structed or not, ventilated or not, and laminar or turbulent. The 
present investigation is concerned with the case of unventilated, 
obstructed, isothermal, laminar flow between a pair of disks 
corotating in a fixed, axisymmetric enclosure. The configuration 
of interest is shown in Fig. 1. It allows for the presence of one 
or two relatively large obstructions radially aligned along the 
midplane of the interdisk space. Although simplified by the 
assumption of a cylindrical enclosure to facilitate numerical 
analysis, the approximation is realistic in that it preserves the 
basic physics. The dimensions shown in the figure are typical 
of some current computer disk drives. 

For a comprehensive analysis and more recent summary of 
the current state of understanding of unventilated, unobstructed, 
enclosed corotating disk flows, see Humphrey et al. (1995). 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING . Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
May 3, 1996; revised manuscript received December 12, 1996. Associate Techni
cal Editor: O. Baysal. 

The corresponding analysis for obstructed flows, the subject of 
this work, has not yet been performed. Notwithstanding, we 
note the experimental investigations by Abrahamson et al. 
(1989), Tzeng and Humphrey (1991), Hudson and Eibeck 
(1991), Usry et al. (1993), Gor et al. (1994), and Girard et 
al. (1995) using obstructions of rectangular cross-section. With 
reference to Fig. 1, obstruction blockage is defined here as /3 
= [tL]/lH(a + Rj- Ri)] where L ( = L^ or L,,) is the length 
of the obstruction in question. In particular, the measurements 
obtained by Tzeng and Humphrey and Usry et al. are for rela
tively thin (fin-shaped) obstructions with 7 < /? < 16 percent, 
while those obtained by Gor et al. are for thicker (block-shaped) 
obstructions with /? = 23 percent and 46 percent. Tzeng and 
Humphrey show that the form drag on a thin obstruction in
creases non-monotonically with increasing obstruction length, 
and that for a fixed obstruction length it tends to an asymptotic 
limit with increasing Re. A comparison between the studies by 
Usry et al. and Gor et al. shows that for Re = 22,000 the rms 
of the streamwise velocity component 90 deg downstream of a 
thick obstruction, and at a radial location corresponding to the 
space between the obstruction tip and the hub, is two to three 
times larger than for a thin obstruction. Potential sources of 
unsteadiness in these flows include a rotationally driven shear 
instability originating near the enclosure wall (Humphrey et al.) 
and the presence of the obstruction. However, for flows with 
high Reynolds number and obstructions with tlH > 0.75, ap
proximately, the primary source of unsteadiness will be shearing 
of fluid accelerating past the obstruction tip; see Abrahamson 
et al., Gor et al., and Girard et al. 

Detailed analytical and/or numerical studies of the unob
structed flow between enclosed corotating disks typical of 
MDSD have been performed by Chang et al. (1989, 1990), 
Schuler et al. (1990) and Humphrey et al. (1992, 1995). How
ever, we have been unable to uncover comparable numerical 
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Fig. 1 Flow configuration consisting of a stack of disks corotating in a 
fixed cylindrical enciosure. The figure shows two typical interdisk space 
obstructions (an air lock and an arm support), here drawn only between 
the center pair of disks. All relevant dimensions and the cylindrical coor
dinate system are defined. 

investigations for highly obstructed flow iP > 50 percent). 
Chang and Li (1990) present numerical results in qualitative 
agreement with the mean and rms circumferential velocity com
ponents measured by Tzeng and Humphrey (1995) in a mildly 
obstructed turbulent flow with /3 < 16 percent. Predictions of 
the cross-stream secondary flow reveal a complex recirculating 
motion immediately downstream of the obstruction. However, 
with increasing 9 the fluid motion rapidly recovers the mean 
characteristics of an unobstructed flow. Because these results 
are for obstructions with /3 much smaller than in current MDSD 
they are of limited interest or value to this study. 

Time-averaged measurements of the disk torque coefficient, 
obtained by Daily and Nece (1960) in a single-disk geometry 
without obstructions, and by Hudson and Eibeck (1991) in disk 
stacks with single interdisk obstructions ranging in blockage 
from /3 = 0 to 60 percent, approximately, are the target of the 
theoretical analysis by Humphrey et al. (1992) spanning the 
laminar and turbulent flow regimes. They derive a general corre
lation with two adjustable coefficients capable of predicting 
energy dissipation to within ±11 to ±20 percent, depending on 
the number of disks in the stack. Critical to the universahty of 
the correlation is the scaling of the characteristic velocity (QR2) 
by the quantity (1 — [tL]/[HR2]) in their definition of a modi
fied Reynolds number, Re*,. The scaling accounts for the in
crease in dissipation due to flow acceleration in the space be
tween the rotating hub and the obstruction tip. Thus, in that work 
Re*, = Re/(1 - [tL]/[HR2]), a relation of special relevance 
to the interpretation of present predictions of the disk torque 
coefficient in the presence of obstructions. 

Objective of This Study. We are concerned here with the 
numerical calculation of the three-dimensional flow in the space 
between the center pair of disks for the configuration shown in 
Fig. 1, with one or two obstructions present in the interdisk 
space. (Although not shown in the figure, equivalent obstruc
tions are presumed to exist in the interdisk spaces above and 
below the center one, thus preserving reflection symmetry with 
respect to any disk not adjacent to the top or bottom of the 
enclosure.) One obstruction type corresponds to the magnetic 
head arm support typical of MDSD, the other to an air lock 

whose function is to release the magnetic head arm support 
when the disks start rotating. 

The significance of this study lies in the fact that the obstruc
tions investigated represent much larger blockages, especially 
in the axial direction, than investigated previously. As will be 
shown, in the case when the obstructions are simultaneously 
present the resulting flow is significantly altered relative to the 
single obstruction case. To our knowledge there is no experi
mental or numerical study corresponding to the highly ob
structed flows of interest here, particularly for geometries with 
two obstructions simultaneously present. 

It was stated above that the dimensions in Fig. 1 are typical of 
some current computer disk drives. Yet the aim of the industry is 
to produce even smaller devices with larger speeds of rotation. 
For a drive with dimensions equal to half those shown in the 
figure and rotating at 10,000 rpm the characteristic Reynolds 
number would be Re = 4 X 10", approximately. Using for 
guidance the experimental results of Daily and Nece (1960) 
for single disks rotating in fixed unobstructed enclosures, this 
value of Re is well below that required for transition to turbu
lence (which is Re > 1.5 X 10^ when H/R2 > 0.05). While 
the flow-shearing effects of an obstruction in the interdisk space 
might, in principle, lower the value of Re for transition, the 
small values of H/R2 in current and, especially, future disk 
drives disallow major oscillations in the axial direction of the 
air flow in the wake of the obstruction. This, combined with 
large levels of damping through viscous dissipation, should 
work to stabilize the flow in the interdisk space. For these 
reasons we have focused on calculating the present configura
tion in the laminar flow regime, setting the highest value of Re 
accurately resolvable with the grid refinements available. 

Numerical Methodology 

Summary. The CUTEFLOWS algorithm has been used to 
perform the numerical calculations of this study. Details of the 
code and of its testing are extensively documented in Humphrey 
et al. (1995) and the references therein. A summary of the finite 
differencing approach, the solution methodology and the code 
testing is provided here. Additional grid refinement tests con
ducted for the present investigation are discussed in the section 
on "Results and Discussion." 

The numerical algorithm uses finite difference approxima
tions of the exact conservation equations for mass, momentum 
and energy expressed in Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates 
and assuming incompressible, constant property flow. The dif
ference equations are derived on a staggered grid using a control 
volume approach. The algorithm explicitly calculates the time 
evolution of primitive variables (velocity, pressure and temper
ature). The conservation equations are discretized in space em
ploying a second-order accurate central differencing scheme for 
the diffusion and pressure terms, and a third-order accurate 
upstream weighted differencing scheme for the convection 
terms. 

The set of time-dependent ordinary differential equations re
sulting for the velocity components at their respective grid loca
tions is solved employing a second-order accurate Runge-Kutta 
algorithm. For this, the velocity field at each new time step is 
decomposed into two contributions, involving and not involving 
the pressure field, respectively. The pressure-less contribution 
to velocity is computed directly using an RK2 algorithm. The 
pressure contribution is calculated using the discrete Poisson 
equation for pressure that results from the imposition of the 
divergence-free condition for the velocity field at the end of 
each half-time step. In this calculation, the numerical advan
tages afforded by the conjugate gradient procedure makes it the 
solution method of choice. 

The convergence of the numerical solution is assessed by 
monitoring the value of the total mass residual. The iteration 
sequence within a time step is terminated when this residual 
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falls below a preset value. Monitoring the time variation of the 
dependent variables at selected points in the flow establishes 
the rate of convergence of the algorithm towards a steady or 
steady-periodic solution. 

The CUTEFLOWS algorithm has been subjected to numer
ous rigorous tests including the calculation of: (1) two-dimen
sional unsteady bluff body flows (Treidler, 1991; Tatsutani et 
al., 1993; and Li and Humphrey, 1995); (2) steady and un
steady rotating disk flows (Humphrey et al, 1992, 1995); (3) 
two backward-facing step benchmark problems corresponding 
to isothermal (Tatsutani et al., 1992) and nonisothermal (Igle-
sias et al., 1993) flow conditions, respectively; (4) two-dimen
sional wall-driven enclosure flows (Phinney and Humphrey, 
1996). These tests have definitively established the goodness 
of the algorithm and provide guidance concerning the antici
pated level of grid refinement necessary for the calculations of 
the present study. 

Calculation Conditions and Grid Testing. Calculations 
were performed for the geometrical configuration and dimen
sions corresponding to the center pair of disks shown in Fig. 1, 
with the dimension of the gap between the disk rim and the 
enclosure wall, a, set equal to zero. This approximation greatly 
simplifies the implementation of boundary conditions and is 
justified by the findings of Humphrey et al. (1992) who show 
that integral quantities especially, such as the disk torque coef
ficient, are essentially independent of the quantity a for values 
a/R2 < 0.08. The majority of the calculations were performed 
with the disk speed of rotation fixed to 600 rpm, corresponding 
to Re = 9615. For the obstruction representing a magnetic head 
arm support two lengths were explored, LA/(/?2 — Ri) = 0.462 
and 0.923, corresponding to interdisk blockages of ,0 = 31 and 
62 percent, respectively. For the obstruction representing an air 
lock the length was LJiR^ - i?,) = 0.923, corresponding to P 
= 62 percent. In the cases with both obstruction types simultane
ously present in the interdisk space, the circumferential angle 
between them was fixed to a = 40 or 80 deg. As shown in Fig. 
1, the obstructions were tapered in the radial direction to con
form with the cylindrical coordinate system used. 

No-slip and impermeable wall boundary conditions were im
posed for the three velocity components at all solid surfaces. 
Thus: U^= Uo = Ur = 0 on all five surfaces of an obstruction 
and along the enclosure wall; U,, = U,. = 0 and Ug = Q,Ri at 
Ru the rotating hub surface; and U, = U^ = Q and {/» = Or 
along both of the disk surfaces. Anticipating the possibility of 
time-dependent non-axisymmetric wavy solutions, of the type 
predicted by Humphrey et al. (1995) for unobstructed disk 
flows, calculations were performed for the whole interdisk 
space. However, both the test cases explored on the three grids 
tested, discussed below, and all of the cases calculated subse
quently, converged to steady flows which were symmetric about 
the interdisk symmetry plane. Notwithstanding, initial calcula
tion transients involving asymmetric meanderings of the flow 
across the symmetry plane precluded applying the grids used 
to a half interdisk space in order to increase numerical accuracy. 
(In fact, attempts to do this yielded unconverged results.) There
fore, all of the grid tests and subsequent calculation cases are 
for the entire interdisk space. 

Nonuniform grids were employed to increase node densities 
in regions of steep velocity gradients in each of the coordinate 
directions (especially near surfaces and downstream of the ob
structions) using grid expansion factors smaller than 1.2. The 
(r, z, 61) grids explored were (28, 28, 40), (28, 28, 57) and 
(34, 34, 50). The calculation time step used was A? = 10"' s, 
yielding a maximum value of Az^/;^Af < 36 on the (28, 28, 
57) grid. The calculations at Re = 9615 were always started 
from rest, with converged calculation times typically taking 
about 300 hours on a dedicated IBM RISC/6000. The calcula
tions at higher Re were initiated using the converged results for 
the nearest lower value of Re. 

§ 

CM 

0.00 

Fig. 2 Circumferential variation of ttie radially averaged wall shear 
stress (circumferential component) plotted as a function of grid refine
ment. Calculations are for the case of two obstructions simultaneously 
present in the interdisk space: an air lock with p = 62 percent and a 
magnetic head arm support with p - 3^ percent, separated by an angle 
a = 80 deg. 

Of the additional grid refinement tests performed for this 
study, we present in Fig. 2 the results obtained for the circumfer
ential variation of the radially averaged wall shear stress compo-

nent, Tg^\„ = (Rj — Ri)" j / To^\„dr. These calculations are 

for the case of two obstructions simultaneously present in the 
interdisk space: an air lock with /3 = 62 percent and a magnetic 
head arm support with ^ = 31 percent separated by an angle 
a = 80 deg. These and other results for the average wall shear 
stress are discussed for their physical content further below, in 
the section on "Results and Discussion." Here we simply note 
the very small differences in fez I» among the three grids ex
plored. The same is true for detailed profiles of U^, Ug, and U,. 
provided in Humphrey and Suzuki (1996), henceforth referred 
to as H&S, for the same flow configuration and conditions, and 
calculated on the same grids, from which the distributions of 
Tfe I „ shown in Fig. 2 were derived. For example, for the Ug 
component the profiles display differences ranging from 2 to 4 
percent between the (28, 28, 40) and the (28, 28, 57) grids, 
and from 1 to 2 percent between the (28, 28, 57) and the (34, 
34, 50) grids. Accordingly, all subsequent calculations upon 
which the data in Figs. 3 to 6 are based were performed using 
the (28, 28, 57) grid. This degree of grid refinement guaranteed 
between 4 and 8 nodes for resolving the rotating disk and fixed 
wall boundary layers of the flow. Although present calculations 
are not free of numerical diffusion, we estimate that the average 
inaccuracy of the field variables predicted on the (28, 28, 57) 
grid is less than 5 percent. 

Results and Discussion 
This section presents primarily the results for two obstruc

tions simultaneously present in the interdisk space. The com
plete set of results for single and dual obstructions is available 
in H&S. All of the cases calculated converged to steady flow 
solutions which were symmetric about the interdisk midplane 
and devoid of the circumferentially periodic foci of axial vortic-
ity characteristic of unobstructed flows. 

Velocity. Isocontours of the circumferential velocity com
ponent, Ue, calculated on the interdisk midplane are shown in 
Fig. 3 for the case of the air lock and an arm support simultane-
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Fig. 3 Isocontours of the circumferential velocity component in the in-
terdislc midpiane for the dual obstruction cases with: (a) a = 40 deg and 
LA/{Rt - fli) = 0.462 ip = 31 percent); {b) a = BO deg and L^/tfla - R,) 
= 0.462 (j8 = 31 percent); (c) a = 80 deg and UHR2 - R,) = 0.923 (/3 = 
62 percent). In all cases Li/[fii - fli) = 0.923 (/3 = 62 percent). Reversed 
flow regions are shown in gray. 

ously present in the flow. Both the effects of obstruction separa
tion angle (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) and of arm support blockage 
(Figs. 3{b) and 3(c)) are illustrated. Not surprisingly, the con
tours reveal reversed flow regions (Ug fCO) immediately behind 
both obstructions. Unusual, however, is the new finding of a 
reversed flow region over a large fraction of the interdisk mid-
plane (near the hub between 9 = 180 and 350 deg, approxi
mately, relative to the angular location of the air lock). This 
flow reversal was observed for all configurations involving the 
air lock, and for the case of the larger arm support when solely 
present. It was not observed for the case of the smaller arm 
support when solely present. The phenomenon is due to the 
combination of two effects. First, the presence of a large ob
struction in the interdisk space induces a large pressure rise in 
the fluid approaching the obstruction relative to the fluid in its 
wake. Second, in passing through the gap between the hub and 
the tip of a large obstruction, the accelerating flow causes a large 
pressure reduction immediately downstream of the obstruction. 
These two effects combine to induce the flow reversal observed 
near the hub. Note, however, that because the disks and the hub 
rotate with positive Ue, there cannot be a true "separation" of 
the flow along any of these surfaces in the classical sense; that 
is, with the wall stress equal to zero somewhere along these 
surfaces. 

Midpiane contours of Ug for the case of a single arm or 
lock obstruction (not shown here) reveal velocity flow patterns 
qualitatively similar to those shown in Fig. 3. The only configu
ration not displaying the region of flow reversal between 6 = 
180 and 350 deg was that corresponding to the smaller arm 
support. Consequently, we conclude that the generation of this 
type of flow reversal requires a minimum blockage of the inter
disk space. While no attempt was made to determine this mini
mum blockage, its value lies between LJiR2 - R\) = 0.462 
(/3 = 31 percent) and LJ^R^ - R{) = 0.923 (^ = 62 percent) 
for the geometrical and dynamical flow conditions investigated. 

Pressure. Midpiane pressure contours corresponding to the 
velocity results in Fig. 3, provided in H&S, illustrate the large 
pressure drops that arise in the flows past one and two obstruc
tions, especially when their cross-sections are large. The effect 
is shown even more clearly by plotting the circumferential varia
tion of the radially averaged pressure acting on a disk surface, 

F\„ = (Ri - /?i)"' /* ' P(0, r)\„dr, as a function of e/lir. 

The results are given in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) where the reference 
pressure, PQ. is the value of P at 9 = 180°, r = Ri and z = 
0. The circumferential variations of P\„, especially for single 
obstructions, are fairly self-explanatory. Except for the foflow-
ing remarks, they require no special elaboration. For the case 
of two obstructions simultaneously present, we note the marked 
difference between the shape of the P | „ profile when both ob
structions are large relative to the other cases plotted. It is clear 
that the fluid trapped between two large obstructions remains 
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Fig. 4 Circumferential variation of the radially averaged pressure on the 
surface of a disk with: (a) one obstruction and (b) two obstructions. 
Dashed line corresponds to unobstructed flow case. 
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Fig. 5 Circumferentiai variation of tiie radially averaged wall shear 
stress (circumferential component) on the surface of a disl< with: (a) 
one obstruction and (b) two obstructions. Dashed line corresponds to 
unobstructed flow case. 

at relatively low velocity and maintains a corresponding high 
pressure. Of the two effects, blockage and separation angle, the 
former has the stronger influence on the distribution of P\„. 

While the above are steady-state results, the circumferential 
variation of the radially averaged pressure points to a potential 
source of flow-driven dynamical instability in current MDSD. 
In all cases, some fraction of a disk surface experiences a larger 
pressure-induced force acting normal to it than the complemen
tary fraction and, failing the existence of the exact (symmetri
cal) pressure distribution on the other surface of the same disk, 
a net torque will arise about an axis normal to the disk axis of 
rotation. In current MDSD, particularly at high Reynolds num
ber, the flow in the obstructed interdisk space is expected to 
be unsteady, and phase differences between the instantaneous 
circumferential distributions of pressure acting on either side 

of a disk have the potential for inducing complex dynamical 
instabilities. 

Shear Stress. Contour plots of the TS^ component of stress 
acting on a disk surface are provided in H&S for one and 
two obstructions present in the interdisk space. Corresponding 
profiles of the radially averaged wall stress, Te^\„, defined 
above, are plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5(ii) as a function of 6/ 
2n. In all cases the profiles show the disk dragging on the air 
that approaches an obstruction {Te^\„ < 0 fov 91 2-K < 0) . 
However, to get past an obstruction the bulk of the air must 
accelerate through the gap between the tip of the obstruction 
and the rotating hub. This causes the local speed of the air to 
exceed that of the disk with the consequence that Tê  | „ is posi
tive in and downstream of this gap, the magnitude of rej,^ 
increasing with increasing blockage. 

When two obstructions are present, the first is always the air 
lock and the initial increase in Te^ \ „ is quite marked. Past the 
lock the flow decelerates and r«z | „, reverts to a negative value. 
If the second obstruction is the large arm support with the same 
blockage as the lock, the flow is reaccelerated to the point that 
T,)j,|„ becomes positive again. Otherwise, the value of r»J,„ 
remains negative. These complicated variations in Te^ \ ,„ are • 
reflected in the distributions of the disk torque coefficient dis
cussed next. 

Disk Torque Coefficient Calculations of the disk total torque 
coefficient, C^ = ITIpQ.'-Rl, where T = fj J^' T^Aydrde 
is the torque for one of the two disk surfaces, were performed 
for the various dual obstruction configurations with Re = 9615, 
and for the air lock on its own for three higher values of the 
Reynolds number. (Note that the hub surface contribution to CM 
amounted to less than 1 percent of that due to the disk surfaces 
for all the cases investigated.) The values for CM at Re = 9615 
revealed large geometricaUy dependent differences; see H&S. 
However, it was found that these could be reduced by scaling 
velocity in the definitions of C^ and Re as recommended in 
Humphrey et al. (1992) to account for the effect of flow accelera
tion due to the obstructions. Thus, redefining the Reynolds num
ber as Re^ = Re/[(I - <L/fl7?2)L(l - tLIHR^)\^V"- and the 
torque coefficient as C% = CM[(1 - tLIHR2)\f,{\ - tUHR2)\L] 
in order to conform to the theory in the limit of a very large and 

10° : — I — I — I — I — [ — 

10-' r 

Ô  

10-2 

o lock only, L L / ( R 2 - R I ) = 0 . 9 2 3 
V arm only, LA/ {R2-RI )=D.462 

A a=40° and LA/ (R2-R I )=D.462 

O o=B0' and LA / (R2 -R I )=0 .462 

• a=80° and LA / (RZ-R I )=0 .923 

D unobstructed flow 

10" 

fle M 

Fig. 6 Variation of the modified disl< torque coefficient, CM, with the 
modified Reynolds number, Revr, for unobstructed and obstructed flow 
configurations. The solid line shows the variation predicted by theory, 
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Table 1 Form (C^ = /3p/[l/2p(n/?2)^<Li]) and skin friction 
{Cf = Dfl[\l2p(ilRif\l2(Ci + di)Li\) coefficients for the single 
and dual interdisk obstruction cases {i = L or A) with Re 
= 9615. Dp and Dj are the sum total of the 0-aligned pressure 
and the shear forces, respectively, acting on the surfaces of 
the obstructions. 

Lock Arm 

Case C, 

Lock only with Lt/(/?2 - Ri) = 0.923 1.99 0.27 — — 
Arm only with Z,^/(ff2 - « i ) = 0.462 — — 1.52 0.11 
Both with a = 40° and LJ{R2 - R,) 

= 0.462 1.78 0.25 0.65 0.12 
Both with a = 80° and LJiRi - /?,) 

= 0.462 1.80 0.26 0.63 0.08 
Both with a = 80° and LJ{R2 - R,) 

= 0.923 0.66 0.15 1.98 0.10 

the coexistence of laminar and turbulent regions when Re > 
10 ̂  approximately. 

The calculations reveal a strong geometrical dependence of 
the velocity field and its associated integral (derived) quantities. 
A striking finding is the presence of a detached region of re
versed flow near the hub in the interdisk space upstream of an 
obstruction when its blockage is large. The geometrical depen
dence of the flow is also reflected in the form and friction drag 
coefficients of the obstructions, and the disk torque coefficient. 
Attempts to correlate the latter quantity via an extension of the 
correlation derived by Humphrey et al. (1992) were successful 
but point to the need to improve the estimate for the characteris
tic velocity in the correlation when two obstructions are simulta
neously present in the interdisk space. The disk surface pressure 
distributions obtained suggest a potential source of dynamical 
instability in rotating disk flows with obstructions. This bears 
upon the major problem of track misregistration in MDSD and 
is the subject of continuing research. 

a very small obstruction simultaneously present, the results in 
Fig. 6 were obtained. The continuous line in the figure shows 
the expected theoretical variation which, according to the analysis 
of Humphrey et al. (1992), is of the form C% « Ref "^ in the 
laminar flow regime. The air lock calculations display the - j 
exponent dependence and, whereas the rescaling has significandy 
diminished geometrical dependent differences, these remain for 
the dual-obstruction cases pointing to the need for a more gener
ally applicable correlation. 

Values of the obstruction form drag (C^ = D,,/ [ 2p( CIR2) ̂ ?L, ]) 
and skin friction ( Q = D//[5p(n^2)^5(c; -I- di )L/ ]) coefficients 
(i = L or A) are provided in Table 1 for each of the flow 
configurations explored with Re = 9615. In every case the bulk 
of the drag on either obstruction is form drag, but skin friction 
is not negligible. Inspection of the values in the table shows 
that placing an arm downstream of the lock works to lower 
both the form and friction drag on the lock, the total drag force 
reduction being as much as 64 percent (relative to the lock on 
its own) if the arm and lock are of the same (large) cross-
section. It is also clear from these results that the form drag on 
the arm downstream of the lock is significantly reduced (relative 
to the arm on its own) if the arm is smaller than the lock. In 
contrast, when the arm and lock are of equal (large) cross-
section, the form drag on the arm exceeds that of the lock 
by a factor of 3, approximately. These findings, including the 
unintuitive three-fold increase in form drag just mentioned, are 
readily explained by reference to the circumferential distribu
tions of pressure plotted in Fig. 4b. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The isothermal flow in the space between a pair of disks 
corotating in a cylindrical enclosure, with one or two obstruc
tions present, has been investigated. Time-dependent, fully-el
liptic, three-dimensional forms of the momentum and continuity 
equations were solved numerically with a procedure that is 
second-order accurate in both space and time. Careful grid re
finement tests were performed, and in all cases the results con
verged to steady flow solutions which were symmetric about 
the interdisk midplane and devoid of the circumferentially peri
odic foci of axial vorticity characteristic of unobstructed flows. 

The numerical study has been restricted to the laminar flow 
regime for three reasons: (1) because the trend in the disk drive 
industry is towards larger speeds of rotation (Re «: fJ) but 
smaller geometries (Re « Rj) with deliberately induced/con
trolled streamlined flow to minimize track misregistration; (2) 
to allow the necessary grid refinement to calculate the flow 
accurately and reveal correct physical trends; (3) to avoid the 
introduction of state-of-the-art turbulence models which have 
yet to be proven for this highly complex class of flows involving 
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Suppression of Fluid Forces 
Acting on a Square Prism by 
Passive Control 
Suppression of fluid forces acting on a square prism by passive control of the ap
proaching flow was investigated in the present study. Flow was controlled using a 
small flat plate upstream of the prism. The position of the flat plate was varied within 
the range of S/W = 0 ~ 3.0 (S: distance between the flat plate and square prism, 
W: width of square prism) and the width h of the flat plate ranged from 2 mm to 8 
mm (h/W = 0.05 ~ 0.19). Steady and unsteady fluid forces, vortex shedding fre
quency, and flow pattern were systematically investigated. The maximum reduction 
of time-averaged drag was 75 percent, and the maximum reduction in fluctuating lift 
and drag was 95 and 80 percent, respectively, using a flat plate jg of the size of the 
square prism. 

1 Introduction 
The suppression of fluid forces and vortex shedding over 

a bluff body has received much attention, because practical 
applications are foreseen in various areas of engineering. Many 
methods for such suppression have been developed, and several 
have been successful (Zdravkovich, 1981). All previous meth
ods have been designed to reduce fluid forces by controlling 
the separated shear layer and then suppressing the formation of 
the vortex. Many researchers have investigated the suppression 
of fluid forces acting on a circular cylinder, which is a funda
mental bluff body configuration. However, little research has 
been conducted on the rectangular cylinder, which is an equally 
valid bluff body configuration. Bearman (1965) attempted to 
reduce time-averaged drag by fitting a splitter plate onto the 
rear of the rectangular cylinder. Both Lesage and Gartshore 
(1987) and Igarashi and Itoh (1993) reduced time-averaged 
drag by setting a small rod upstream of a square prism, and 
Sakamoto et al. (1991) reduced both the time-averaged and 
fluctuating fluid forces by inserting a small cylinder into the 
separated shear layer. However, most of this research has only 
investigated time-averaged drag, whereas research concerning 
the fluctuating fluid forces that act on rectangular cylinders is 
very rare. However, because fluctuating fluid forces can gener
ate aerodynamic oscillation of bluff bodies, the suppression of 
fluctuating fluid forces is very important in engineering applica
tions. 

The aim of the present work was to reduce the fluid forces 
acting on a square prism by exerting passive control on an 
approaching flow using a small flat plate (hearafter referred to 
as the control plate) upstream of the square prism. The position 
and width of the control plate were varied systematically, and 
the magnitude of reduction of the steady and unsteady fluid 
forces was determined in order to identify the optimum position 
and width of the control plate. In addition, the mechanism of 
the flow control, the structure of the controlled wake, and the 
behavior of the controlled approaching flow are discussed in 
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detail based on the vortex shedding pattern and visualized flow 
pattern around the square prism. The applicability of the present 
method for reducing fluid forces and suppressing vortex shed
ding is also evaluated. 

2 Experimental Arrangement and Procedure 
The experiments were performed in a low-speed, closed-cir

cuit wind tunnel. The test section of the tunnel was rectangular, 
with a height of 0.6 m, a width of 0.4 m, and a length of 5.4 
m. Two types of square prisms were used for the experiment: 
one with two load cells inside for the measurement of fluid 
forces, and another with a semiconductor pressure transducer 
inside for the measurement of static and fluctuating pressure. 
Both prisms had a width of 42 mm and a length of 400 mm, 
spanning the width of the test section of the wind tunnel. The 
prism used for the measurement of fluid forces consisted of an 
active section and a dummy section, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
load cells, attached with four semiconductor strain gauges, were 
installed inside the prism. The load cell installed in the active 
section measured the combination of fluid forces and other 
forces caused by vibration transmitted through the prism sup
port. The load cell installed in the dummy section only measured 
the forces caused by the vibrations. The fluid forces alone were 
determined by subtracting the output of the load cell installed 
in the dummy section from that of the load cell installed in the 
active section. The width h of the control plate was 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, and 8 mm (h/W = 0.05 ~ 0.19). The control plate was set 
in tension on the centerline upstream of the square prism, as 
shown in Fig. 2. No vibration of the control flat plate was 
generated during measurement. 

Experiments were performed at a constant free-stream veloc
ity of U„ = 20 m/s. The position of the control plate was varied 
within the range of S/W = 0 ~ 3.0 along the centerline (y = 
0) upstream of the prism. The corresponding Reynolds number, 
Re ( = U„W/v), was 5.6 X 1 0 \ The turbulence intensity of the 
freestream was below 0.2 percent. The flow on the axial plane 
through the mid-section of the prism was visualized using 
smoke. Important symbols and the definition of the coordinate 
system used in the present study are shown in Fig. 2. The 
blockage effect of the test prism was 7 percent, and was not 
corrected. 
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Fig. 1 Arrangement of load cell installed in square prism 
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Fig. 2 Definition sketch and coordinate system 
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Fig. 3 Time-averaged drag coefficient for different spacings SI\N and 
widths h of control plate. (Uncertainty in Co: within ±3 percent.) 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Control of Time-Averaged Drag. Figure 3 shows 
the relationship between the time-averaged drag coefficient Co 
and the position of the control plate S/IV on the centerline (y 
= 0) upstream of the square prism in relation to the varying 
width of the control plate within the range of 2 mm to 8 mm 
(hlW = 0.05 ~ 0.19). The value of C„ decreases as both the 
distance between the control plate and the square prism S/W 
and the width of the control plate increase. Thus, the optimum 
position of the control plate that minimizes the value of Co 
could be determined for each control plate width. Furthermore 
the matter to which notice should be paid with respect to the 
distribution of Co is that the value of these is drastically 
changed, i.e., a so-called jump phenomenon is observed in the 
value of CD within a specific range of S/W for every width of 
the control plate. The jump phenomenon is also observed when 
two square prisms or circular cylinders with the same dimen
sions are arranged in tandem (Sakamoto and Haniu, 1988; Arie 
et al., 1983). The observation of this phenomenon with two 

bodies in tandem having a size ratio of less than 1/10 and 
different configurations is interesting. 

The maximu drag reduction values (C«o - C„)/CDO (CDO'-
time-averaged drag coefficient without control plate) are shown 
in Table 1. The maximum reduction of time-averaged drag is 
approximately 80 percent when the size of the control plate is 
approximately ^ that of the square prism. Previously, the au
thors (1994) reduced the time-averaged drag of a square prism 
to approximately 30 percent by directly controlling the sepa
rated shear layer with the use of small flat plates -j^ of the size 
of the prism, suggesting that indirect control of the separated 
shear layers by changing the characteristics of the approaching 
flow is more effective than direct control of these separated 
shear layers. 

Table 1 Maximum reduction in Co for different widths of control plate 

Width of control f lat olate h 
Size rat io of control plate and square prisn h/w 
Haxinun values of draK reduction 

2 m 
0.04« 
58 « 

3 m 
0.071 
66 « 

4 m 
0.095 
75 % 

5 m 
0.119 
79 % 

6 « . 
0.143 
t2% 

8 ma 
0.191 
85 % 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = projected area of active sec
tion of prism 

Co = time-averaged drag coeffi
cient of prism = 
D/(0.5 pUlA) 

Cof, Cif = r.m.s drag and lift coefficient 

Cor = time-averaged total drag co
efficient = Co + (h/W)Co„ 

Coil = time-averaged drag coeffi
cient of control plate = 
D,/(0.5pUlh) 

Cp = time-averaged pressure coef
ficient = (p - Pa)/(Q.5pUl) 

Cpi, = time-averaged base pressure co
efficient = {ph - p„)/i0.5Ul) 

Cpf = r.m.s pressure coefficient = 
^f/(0.5pUl) 

D, D,, = time-averaged drag acting on 
prism and control plate 

Do = time-averaged drag acting on 
prism without control plate 

Dj = time-averaged total drag includ
ing control plate 
fluctuating drag and lift acting 
on prism 

h = width of control plate 
Pb = base pressure acting on prism 

D„L, 'f^H 

Pf = fluctuating pressure acting on 
prism 

p„, U„ = static pressure and velocity of 
free-stream 

S = spacing between prism and con
trol plate 

W = width of prism 
X, = position of piezometric holes of 

surface of prism 
72 = average time interval of modes 

1 and 2 
-yn 
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Fig. 4 Distribution of time-averaged pressure coefficient and r.m.s. 
pressure coefficient. (Uncertainty in Cp and Cp,: wltfiin ±3 percent.) 

Koenig and Roshko (1985) studied the time-averaged drag 
of the forward portion of a circular cylinder, the axis of which 
was parallel to a wind-tunnel freestream and which was shielded 
by a disk placed coaxially upstream of the flat face of the 
cylinder. They reported that the drag of the forward portion of 
a circular cylinder decreases from 0.72 to 0.01 under optimum 
conditions of the disk diameter and gap, and for such optimum 
shielding the stream surface which separates from the disk reat
taches smoothly onto the front edge of the cylinder, in what is 
formed a cavity flow. In the present method, although the con
trol plate upstream of the prism produces a shielding effect, the 
drag reduction of the drag is caused by a decrease in the base 
pressure value on the rear surface of the square prism rather 
than the shielding effect of the control plate because the rolling-
up of the shear layer from the trailing edge is very weak. There
fore the present method is essentially different from that of 
Koenig and Roshko. 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the time-averaged pressure 
coefficient Cp and that of the fluctuating pressure coefficient 
Cpf on the square prism when a control plate with a width of h 
= 5 mm was positioned at S/W = 0.71, 1.43, 1.90, and 2.38. 
When the control plate was positioned at a distance smaller 
than S/W = 1.95, where the jump phenomenon occurs, the flow 
that separated from the control plate reattached to the front 
surface of the square prism, and a quasi-stationary vortex region 
formed between the two bodies. As a result, the front surface 
of the square prism was exposed to the vortex region, and the 
pressure value on the front surface decreased. Specifically, Cp 
and Cpf on the front surface of the square prism reached a 
minimum at approximately S/W = 1.90, immediately before 
the jump phenomenon occurs. In the range exceeding the jump 
phenomenon range, the value of Cp on the front surface is 
considerably smaller than that without the control plate due to 
the influence of the wake of the control plate. In addition, the 
base pressure coefficient on the rear surface of the square prism 
is very small at any S/W value because the rolling-up of the 
shear layer from the trailing edge is weak. The base pressure 
value also reaches its minimurn immediately before the jump 

phenomenon range, and begins to recover at distances that ex
ceed the jump phenomenon range. Furthermore, because the 
time-averaged pressure acting on the front surface is reduced 
from 0.7 to 0.1 by the shielding effect of the control plate, the 
contribution of the shielding effect of the control plate to the 
reduction of the time-averaged drag is about 30 percent. On the 
other hand, since the base pressure acting on the rear surface 
is reduced from 1.7 to 0.4, the contribution to the reduction 
of the time-averaged drag is about 70 percent. Therefore the 
reduction of the time-averaged drag is caused by the decrease 
of the base pressure value rather than the sheilding effect of the 
control plate. 

3.2 Control of Fluctuating Fluid Forces and Vortex 
Shedding. Figures 5 and 6 show the r.m.s. values of the fluc
tuating lift coefficient Q / and the drag coefficient Co/ when the 
position S/W and the width h of the control cylinder are varied 
within the ranges of S/W = 0 ~ 3.0 and /j = 2 ~ 8 mm, 
respectively. The maximum reductions of C^f and Co/ for each 
width of the control plate are shown in Table 2. C^f and Cof 
are lowest immediately before the jump phenomenon range. 
The maximum reductions of Cj,/ and Cpf are approximately 95 
and 80 percent, respectively, with a control plate as large as 
•j^ of the size of the square prism. Thus, fluctuating fluid forces 
can be almost entirely suppressed using a control plate that is 
considerably smaller than the square prism. C/,/ and Co/ begin 
to recover in the range of S/W beyond the jump phenomenon 
range, but remain considerably smaller than without the control 
plate. For example, with a control plate of /? = 8 mm (h/W = 
0.19), the reduction of C^f is 90 percent. Thus, Q / is almost 
entirely suppressed even if the control plate is located in the S/ 
W range beyond the jump phenomenon range. 

Figure 7 shows the waveforms and the power spectrum distri
bution of the fluctuating lift using a control plate with width h 
= 3 mm (h/W = 0.07). As shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d), in the 
vicinity of the jump phenomenon range, no distinct spectrum 
peak value was observed. Fluctuating lift is caused by the Kar-
man vortex formed downstream of the square prism. Therefore, 
it can be concluded that alternate vortex shedding is perfectly 
restricted immediately before the jump phenomenon range. An
other notable feature is that when a control plate was positioned 

S/W 

Fig. 5 R.m.s. lift coefficient for different spacings S/W and widths h of 
control plate. (Uncertainty in CL,: within ±3 percent.) 
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• 25 

CDt=0-218(No control) 

' s /w •̂  
Fig. 6 R.m.s. drag coefficient for different spacings S/W and widths h 
of control plate. (Uncertainty in Cor: within ±3 percent.) 

at S/W = 1.55 both a large and a small amplitude signal of 
fluctuating lift were observed as shown in Fig. lid) and (e). 
Thus, a bistable phenomenon occurs when the control plate is 
located within the jump phenomenon range. This phenomenon 
is also observed with two square prisms or circular cylinders 
in a tandem arrangement, and is interesting in relation to flow 
instability. 

3.3 Classification of Controlled Flow Patterns. Figure 
8 shows schematic sketches of the three different flow patterns 
observed at different positions of the control plate. Pattern A 
is generated in the range from S/W = 0 to the distance S/W at 
which the formation of the Karman vortex street begins to be 
perfectly suppressed. In this pattern, one of the separated shear 
layers of the control plate attached to the front surface of the 
square prism rolls in between the bodies to form a quasi-station
ary vortex region, and the others flow out along the side surface 
of the square prism. The rolling-up of the shear layer separated 
from the square prism is weak, whereby the formed Karman 
vortex becomes fairly obscure. Pattern B is generated at the S/ 
W distance immediately before the jump phenomenon range. In 
this pattern, the suppression of fluctuating fluid forces is caused 
by the formation of a flow pattern in which the shear layer that 
separated from the control plate attaches to both sides of the 
front surface of the square prism. One flows into the quasi-
stationary region formed between the two bodies, and the other 
again separates from the leading edge of the square prism. The 
small-scale vortices conveyed by the shear layer separated from 
the leading edge are diffused in the course of transportation due 
to interference with the wake of the control plate, and dissipate 
instead of becoming a large-scale Karman-type vortex. This 

Table 2 Maximum reductions in Cu 
control plate 

and Co, for different widths of 

Tidth of control f lat plate h 
Size ratio of control plate and square prism h/f 
Kaxipium values of fluctuating l i f t reduction 
Baxinum values of fluctuating drag reduction 

2 m 
0.048 

3 m 
0.071 

90 « 93 « 
6i %\n % 

4 QL 

0.095 
95 « 
78 % 

5 m 
0.118 

97 9i 
82 % 

6 m 
0.14i 

98 % 
83 % 

8 Dm 

0.191 
98 % 
83 % 

(a) No control 

^^^^^AAAA 1 
4.0 

O 
0 

4-0 

(b) S/W = 0.71 

1 < 
. 

(c) S/W=1.43 

4 .Or -. 
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/\ /\ /\ /\ r\ r\ / 2 
y \J \y \y \J •^ \J i 

(e) S/W=1-55 

WWW^ I 1 
( f ) S/W=2.86 

Fig. 7 Waveform and power spectrum of fluctuating lift 

suppression of Karman vortex formation reduces the fluctuating 
fluid forces acting on the square prism. Pattern C is generated 
at S/W distances beyond the jump phenomenon range. In this 
pattern, Karman vortex streets are formed behind both the con
trol plate and the square prism. However, since the position of 
the rolling-up of the shear layer of the square prism recedes 
downward due to turbulent diffusion, the fluid forces become 
smaller than without the control plate. 

Figure 9 shows observed smoke patterns at different positions 
of a control plate with a width of 4 mm. The Reynolds number 
Re = 6.5 X 10'' employed in this observation is smaller than 
the 5.6 X lO" adopted for the measurement of fluid forces, but 
this difference does not influence qualitative evaluation. In the 
flow visualization shown in Fig. 9(a), without a control plate, 
the formation of a Karman vortex street is clearly observed. 
The flow visualization shown in Fig. 9{b) is pattern A. The 
shear layers of the control plate are attached to the front surface 

- ^ 3 ^ ^ ; ^ ^ -

(c) Pattern C 

Fig. 8 Classification of controlled wake flow patterns 
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(c) S/W = l , 43 (f) S/W=Z.38 

Fig. 9 Smoke patterns of wake flow for different positions of control 
plate 

of the square prism, and the front surface of the prism is exposed 
to the wake of the control plate within a considerable range. 
The position of the rolling-up of the shear layers separated from 
the square prism recedes downward, and the width of the wake 
becomes narrower than without the control plate. The flow visu
alization shown in Fig. 9(c) is pattern B, in which alternate 
vortex shedding from the square prism is perfectly suppressed. 
The flow visuaHzation shown in Fig. 9 ( / ) is pattern C, gener
ated with the control plate in the region beyond the jump phe
nomenon range. Alternate vortex shedding is observed behind 
either the square prism or the control plate. The flow patterns 
shown in Fig. 9id) and (e) are generated with the control plate 
in the jump phenomenon range. This pattern is slightly different 
from that observed during the measurement of fluid forces, due 
to a different Reynolds number. Both pattern B and pattern C 
are clearly observed. 

3.4 Characteristics of the Flow in the Jump Phenonenon 
Range. Figure 10(a) shows a sample time history of the 
pressure fluctuation on the side surface of the square prism 

^ 0 - 8 

0 - 6 -

0-A 

0-2 

Ca) 

6425 .50 .75 65.00 -25 

S(mm) 

Fig. 11 Average time intervals of modes 1 and 2 

when a control plate with a width of h = 3 mm is located 
within the jump phenomenon range, at S/W = 1.55. A switching 
phenomenon is observed in the flow mode of this region. Little 
pressure fluctuation is observed in pattern B (mode 1), in which 
no vortex shedding is created, whereas large pressure fluctuation 
is observed in Pattern C (mode 2), in which vortex shedding 
is created. Kim and Durbin (1988) investigated the statistical 
properties of the mode-switching phenomenon of flow around 
a pair of circular cylinders arranged side-by-side in a uniform 
flow, and reported that the probability density distributions of 
the time intervals of the individual modes are approximately 
represented by a Gamma distribution. Figure 10(b) shows like
wise the probability density distributions of the time intervals 
for pattern B generated with the control plate in the jump phe
nomenon range. The distributions are approximately repre
sented by the Gamma distribution 

1-0 

0-5 

S/W = 1.55 

h/W=0.07 

10 

(b) 

Fig. 10 Switching of flow occured in jump phenomenon range, (a) Sam
ple record of pressure fluctuation on side surface of prism, {b) Probability 
density distributions of intervals during which mode 1 prevails. 

f(x) = 
r(r) 

{\xY~'e' (1) 

where jt = // T (T: the average time duration of pattern B), and 
r and \ are constants related to the mean value x„ (= 1) and 
the variance x^„ of x by x,„ = r/X and x^^, = rl\^. Figure 11 
shows the fractions of time during which mode 1 or mode 2 
prevailed, denoted as 71 and -)'2 (71: mode 1, 72: mode 2) , 
respectively. In the middle of the jump phenomenon range, at 
S = 64.75 mm, modes 1 and 2 occured at the same probability. 

Figure 12 shows the interval SJh between the two bodies 
where the switching phenomenon began to appear for varying 
widths of the control plate. The interval Sc/h is expressed by 
the following equation: 

Sc/h = W/h + 8.0 (2) 

3.5 Optimum Width of the Control Plate. As described 
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, fluid forces, and especially of time-
averaged drag decrease as the width of the control plate in-
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Fig. 12 Spacing occured jump phenomenon 

'° h/W '' 

Fig. 13 Minimum values of time-averaged drag of prism and total drag 
including control plate 

creases. However, provided that the drag produced by the con
trol plate increases at a greater rate than that of the reduction 
of the drag of the square prism, the total drag Dj, which is the 
sum of the drag D,, of the control plate and that of the square 
prism, does not decrease. The drag D/, of the control plate is 
estimated on the basis of the free-streamline theory developed 
by Parkinson and Jandali (1970), which states that the drag 
can be predicted using the base pressure measured for each 
control plate. Figure 13 shows the minimum values of Co and 
CDT at different widths of the control plate. The total drag coef
ficient CDT is expressed by the following equation: 

COT = (£> + D,)/{0.5pU'W) = Co -f- CodMW), (3) 

where Do is the drag of the square prism without the control 
plate, DT is the minimum total drag value, and (Do - DT)/DO 

is the reduction of total drag. As shown in Fig. 13, the reduction 
of total drag remains almost constant at approximately 75 per
cent when the ratio between the control plate and the square 
prism exceeds h/W = 0.12 (/z = 5 mm). In addition, because the 
fluctuating fluid forces are almost entirely suppressed beyond h/ 
W = 0.1, it can be concluded that the optimum width of the 
control plate is up to ^ of the size of the square prism. 

4 Conclusions 
The objective of this paper was to investigate the suppression 

of fluid forces acting on a square prism by introducing a small 
flat plate upstream of the prism. The main results of the present 
study are summarized as follows: 

(1) Because the maximum reduction of the time-averaged 
total drag, which is the sum of the drag acting on the control 
plate and that acting on the square prism, remains almost con
stant at approximately 75 percent beyond h/W = 0.12, the opti
mum width of the control plate is determined to be as large as 
•|Q of the size of the square prism. 

(2) The maximum reductions in the fluctuating lift and drag 
are approximately 95 and 85 percent, respectively, using a con
trol plate with a width of 4 mm. Thus, fluctuating fluid forces 
can be almost entirely suppressed using a control plate -j^ of the 
size that of the square prism. 

(3) Three wake flow patterns resulted from varying the 
position of the control plate. The greatest reduction of fluid 
forces acting on the square prism occurs in the flow pattern in 
which alternate vortex shedding is perfectly suppressed. 

(4) Two patterns (or modes) that switch randomly over 
time appear if the spacing between the square prism and the 
control plate is within an appropriate range. The statistical prop
erties of the mode switching are the same as those observed in 
the case of flow around two circular cylinders with the same 
dimensions arranged in tandem or side-by-side. 
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A Numerical Study of Vortex 
Shedding From a Square 
Cylinder With Ground Effect 
A numerical study has been conducted to investigate the behavior of the vortical 
wake created by a square cylinder placed in a laminar boundary-layer flow. The 
calculations are performed by solving the unsteady 2D Navier-Stokes equations with 
a finite-volume method. The Reynolds-number regime investigated is from 500 to 
1500. Another parameter that is varied is the distance of the cylinder from the wall. 
The initial and subsequent development of the vortex shedding phenomenon are 
investigated. The presence of the wall is found to have strong effects on the properties 
of these vortices, as well as lift, drag, and Strouhal number. 

1 Introduction 

Flow over a bluff body is an active research topic of various 
disciplines in many engineering problems. It produces wake 
flow which is frequently associated with unsteady and periodic 
vortex shedding that is causing dynamic forces on the structure. 
When a wall or ground is present in the flow, the shear effect 
makes the velocity of the approaching stream vary in the direc
tion normal to the bluff body. Then the behavior of vortex 
shedding behind an obstacle parallel to the ground will be af
fected significantly. Typical examples are the vibrations of pipe
lines laying on the sea-bottom under the effect of the sea-cur
rents; pipelines and bridges under the effect of the wind, etc. 
Vortex shedding will cause a noticeable erosion of the supports 
of these structures. 

The problems of vortex shedding from bluff bodies have 
been extensively studied since the pioneering work of Strouhal 
(1878) and Von Karman (1912). Excellent surveys of vortex-
induced oscillations of bluff bodies have been given by Bearman 
(1984) and WilHamson (1996). Studies on the problems of 
wake development and vortex shedding behind a rectangular 
cylinder in free-stream flows have recently been investigated 
both numerically and experimentally by Davis et al. (1982), 
Franke and Rodi (1990), Okajima (1982, 1990), Okajima et 
al. (1992), and Kelkar et al. (1992). There are only a few 
investigations on the subjects of wake development and vortex 
shedding behind an obstacle under shear due to the presence of 
a wall. Kiya et al. (1980) and Kwon et al. (1992) investigated 
experimentally vortex shedding from a circular cylinder in mod
erate Reynolds-number shear flows. Ayukawa et al. (1993) 
conducted an experimental study on the effect of the shear rate 
on the Strouhal number for a uniform shear flow over a square 
cylinder. It can be noticed that the shear rate influences not only 
the vortex shedding frequency and the drag coefficient but also 
the flow development in the wake of a bluff body. No walls 
are present in these shear flows considered. Davis et al. (1984) 
and Mukhopadhyay et al. (1992) investigated the vortex struc
ture behind a rectangular cylinder in a confined channel. The 
presence of this confined wall leads to numerous changes in the 
characteristics of the flow about cylinder, including the increase 
of drag coefficient and Strouhal number, and moving recircula
tion zones between the wake and walls. Beside these studies 
for laminar flow, Franke and Rodi (1991) have calculated the 
vortex shedding past a square cylinder with various turbulence 
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models. Durao et al. (1991) have measured the velocity charac
teristics of the flow around a square cylinder placed near a 
channel wall with laser-Doppler velocimetry a tRe= 1.36X lO"* 
to get detailed results of time averaged mean flow properties, 
turbulence intensities and Reynold stresses. These data revealed 
the structural difference of near wakes with and without vortex 
shedding from the wall effects. 

The presence of a wall modifies in a certain number of ways 
the behavior of the vortical shedding behind a cylinder. When 
a two-dimensional square cylinder is attached to a plane wall, 
regular vortex shedding is absent (e.g.. Good and Joubert, 
1968). When there is a gap between the cylinder and the wall 
the onset of vortex formation appears at a critical gap height. 
Tanigushi et al. (1983) found that this value is 0.5 times the 
side of a square cylinder. It would be interesting to understand 
the influence of a nearby wall on vortex shedding. Experiments 
on the flow around a square cylinder placed at various heights 
above a wall at high Reynolds numbers were carried out by 
Durao et al. (1991) and Bosch and Rodi (1995). Durao et al. 
found the critical value for the gap beyond which vortex shed
ding occurs to be in the range sIB = 0.25, . . . , 0.5 at Re = 
13600. In the experiments of Bosch and Rodi, steady flow was 
observed for sIB = 0.25 while vortex shedding was observed 
for sIB = 0.5 at Re = 22000. Although some studies on this 
configuration at high Reynolds number [0(10"*)] have been 
conducted, the study on vortex-shedding flow past square cylin
ders near walls in laminar Reynolds-number range on the other 
hand, has not yet been investigated. A study on the laminar 
Reynolds-number range may be considered to complement the 
previous works for the influence of a nearby wall on the vortex-
shedding flow. 

The present work performs a numerical investigation of a 
square cylinder which is placed parallel to the wall and perpen
dicular to a boundary-layer flow at different distances from the 
wall. In order to consider the extreme cases between the cylinder 
placed in and outside of the boundary layer, a thick boundary 
layer of five cylinder lengths is considered in this study. A much 
thinner boundary layer in which the boundary-layer thickness is 
only 0.8 cylinder lengths is also included to delineate the effects 
of the shear flow and of the wall itself in the laminar boundary 
layer. In the present study, we assume that the boundary layer 
flow is free from turbulence, therefore only a two-dimensional 
laminar flow field at different Reynolds numbers is investigated. 
We find that velocity field induced by the vortices is distorted 
by the velocity gradient and by the presence of the wall. There 
are two parameters to describe the wall effect for a given bound
ary-layer flow, one is the gap height of the cylinder to the wall 
and the other is the Reynolds number of the boundary-layer 
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Fig. 1 The considered fiow probiem 
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Fig. 2 Calculation domain and boundary conditions for the fiow probiem 

flow. Varying these parameters, the wall effects on the wake 
development and vortical shedding behind a square cylinder 
and on the aerodynamic forces acting on the cylinder are investi
gated. 

In practice, flows past bluff bodies at high Reynolds numbers 
are usually influenced by stochastic turbulent fluctuations, and 
they are often three-dimensional in the boundary layer flows. 
Extensions to including the effect of turbulent fluctuations 
through a turbulence model and to three-dimensional flows 
should be addressed in the future study. The work presented 
here is only a first step toward the development of a more 
general calculation method. 

2 Formulation of Flow Problems 
The physical problem considered in this study is a two-dimen

sional boundary layer flow of an incompressible fluid around a 
square cylinder. Figure 1 shows the geometry and coordinates 
of the flow problems. Square cylinder of side B is placed in a 
boundary layer of thickness (5 at a gap distance s from the wall. 
The two-dimensional boundary-layer flow is generated from a 
uniform stream over a flat plate, f/o is the uniform velocity 
of the fluid outside the boundary layer thickness. The two-
dimensional Navier-Stokes and continuity equations for un
steady incompressible viscous flow can be written in dimen-
sionless form as 

du dv 

dx dy 
0 

1 du du du _ dP 
dt dx dy dx Re 

d^u d^u 

dx''' dy^ 

(1) 

(2) 

dv dv dv dp I 
\- u l-u — = - - — I 

dt dx dy dy Re 

d\ d^v 

dx^ "̂  dy^ 7r + — {7r^ + 7r-.] O ) 

25.0 

Fig. 3 The arrangement of the computational grid in the computational 
domain for s/S = 3.5 

Table 1 Grid independence test (Re = 10\ SIB = 5.0) 

s/B Grid number St 

3.5 

5.5 

130 X 100 
260 X 200 
(difference) 
130 X 110 
260 X 220 
(difference) 

0.111 
0.110 
0.9% 
0.121 
0.119 
1.7% 

1.66 
1.69 
1.8% 
1.93 
1.97 
2.0% 

with the following dimensionless variables: 

x-^ 
X = — , 

B y = 

u* 

IT.' Uo 

t*Uo 

B ' 

Re 
V 

where M , v are the dimensionless velocity components in the x 
and y directions, respectively, in a Cartesian reference frame. 
P is the dimensionless pressure; v is the kinematic viscosity; p 
is the density of the fluid and Re is the Reynolds number. 

In order to make the problem computationally feasible, arti
ficial confining boundaries are sufficiently far from the cylinder 
so that their presence has little effect on the characteristics of 
the flow near the square cylinder. For the case of sIB = 7.5, the 
distance between the artificial boundary and the upper surface of 
cylinder is set to 5.5 B. Figure 2 shows the computation domain 
in which the equations are solved and the outer l3oundary condi
tions are specified. The initial and boundary conditions for solv
ing Eqs. (1) , (2), and (3) are as follows: 

a t r = 0; u = uiy) everywhere outside the cylinder 

for f > 0 

top boundary — = 0, v 
dy 

0 

• . , , du ^ dv ^ 
right boundary — = 0, — = 0 

dx dx 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = frontal area of the cylinder 
B = length of the square cylinder 

Coav — time-averaged drag coefficient 
Cums- = rms value of fluctuating lift coef

ficient 
/ = frequency of vortex shedding 
P = dimensionless pressure 

P* = dimensional pressure 
Re = Reynolds number { = UQBIV) 

s = gap height of cylinder from the 
wall 

50 = spectrum of the drag force varia
tion 

51 = spectrum of the lift force variation 
St = Strouhal number (=fB/Uo) 

t = dimensionless time 
t* = dimensional time 

u, V = dimensionless velocity compo
nents in the ix,y) direction 

D* = velocity components in the (x*, 
y*) direction 

Uo = velocity outside the boundary 
layer 

p = density of fluid 
u = kinematic viscosity of fluid 
6 = the boundary layer thickness 
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Fig. 4 Comparison among (a) Strouhai number, St, and (fa) drag coeffi
cient, Cos,, results for the fiow past a square cyilnder in a free stream 

At the entrance of the domain, the velocity profile u(y) is 
obtained from the laminar boundary layer of Blasius solution 
(Schlichting, 1979). At the cylinder and the bottom wall, the 
no-slip condition is applied. 

3 Method of Solution 
In this study, the governing equations are solved numerically 

for those boundary conditions specified previously. We employ 
a finite-volume method to solve the equations in primitive vari
ables on a nonuniform and staggered MAC (marker and cell) 
jgrid system. The computation domain is divided into Cartesian 
cells. Mesh cells are concentrated around the square cylinder 
and along the bottom wall. One of the nonuniform grids is 
illustrated as Fig. 3. The position of the cylinder can be placed 
in various gap heights to the wall. In the staggered grid system, 
pressures are defined at cell centers and normal velocities are 
defined at cell faces. 

To solve the partial differential equations, Eqs. (1), (2), 
and (3), the convection terms of the transport equation are 
discretized by the power-law scheme (Patankar et al., 1972) 
while the diffusion and source terms are treated by the second-
order central difference. The hybrid scheme of the power-law 
descretization which switches between UDS (upwind interpola
tion) and CDS (central difference) may have a second order 
approximation when the nonuniform grid is refined (Ferziger 
and Peric, 1996). For time discretization the fully implicit first-
order Euler scheme is chosen. It provides high stability but 
requires small time step in order to obtain accurate solutions 
(more than 100 time steps per period of vortex shedding are 
used). The coupling between the continuity and momentum 
equations is achieved with the SIMPLE-C predictor-corrector 
algorithm of Van-Doormaal and Raithby (1984). The system 
of linear algebraic equations is solved by the alternating direc
tion line by the line iteration method. The convergence criterion 

is specified as the average of mass source over all flow field 
being smaller than 10"' . 

The nonuniform computational meshes employed in this 
study ranges in size from 130 X 100 to 130 X 155 for various 
values of s/B, with the first and second number being the num
ber of mesh points in the x-direction and in the y-direction 
respectively. The grid is finer near both the surfaces of the 
square cylinder and the bottom wall to better resolve the gradi
ents near the wall. The first point at a distance from each wall 
is 0.01 B. Small time steps (At = 0.025) are utilized in the 
initial phase to resolve the fluid motion of the impulsive start. 
Time steps are then increased to a value of At = 0.05 without 
significant increase in the number of iterations required to con
verge at each step. Numerical experiments have also been con
ducted to determine an adequate grid distribution for the present 
study. Refinement of the numerical grid by a factor of 2.0 is 
performed in the computations for two cases of sIB = 3.5 and 
5.5 at Re = 10^ Table 1 indicates the comparison of the Strou
hai number and the ampUtude of the average drag coefficients 
from the two grid distributions in each case. It shows that the 
differences for those cases are all less than 2 percent. Therefore, 
results that are presented in this study are considered to be grid 
independent. 

4 Results and Discussion 
The presence of the ground affects a certain number of ways 

the behavior of the vortical row shedding behind a square cyUn-
der. Using the previously described numerical method, series 
of numerical computations have been carried out for a boundary 
layer flow around the cylinder at various gap heights from the 
wall. It is made of the pictures which present the phenomenon 
of vortex shedding either in an undisturbed stream or in presence 
of a wall. In the present study the cylinder is placed in the 
section such that the boundary layer thickness is 5 = 5i? at 
different gap heights from the wall. A case in which the bound
ary-layer thickness is thinner (only 0.8 cylinder lengths) is also 
conducted for comparison. 

In order to assess the accuracy of the numerical computation 
of the present study, the case of a uniform flow past a square 
cylinder was computed for Re = 500, 1000 and 1500 and com
pared with previous studies. In Fig. 4(a) we compare the varia
tion of Strouhai number with Reynolds number with experimen
tal data of Okajima (1982). Figure 4(fo) is the computed aver-
aged-drag coefficient Com compared with some predicted results 
of Davis and Moore (1982), Arnal et al. (1991), and Li and 
Humphrey (1995). The computed Strouhai numbers of this 
study fall in the experimental results of Okajima. The computed 
averaged-drag coefficients are also in close agreement with nu
merical results of previous studies. 

The behavior of the vortical wake behind a cylinder placed 
at various gap distances from the'ground is determined from 

0.15 

0.14 

0.13 

0.12 

St 0-" 

0.10 

0.09 

o.oa 

0.07 

R6=500 1 

Re=1000 j- 6/B=5.0 

Re=1500 ' 

Re=1000 S/B=0.8 

0.0 2.0 4.0 

s/B 
-̂V-

Fig. 5 Variation of Strouhai number with gap height ratio at different 
Reynolds number 
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t=T/2 t = T/2 t = T/2 

Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6{b) Fig. 6(c) 

Fig. 6 Streamlines during one periods of vortex sliedding for Re = 10^, S/B = 5.0 and (a) s/B = 5.5; (ft) s/B = 3.5; (c) s/B = 1.5 

the analysis of the evolution of the flow development. The 
ground effect on the flow development behind a square cylinder 
is investigated by varying the gap height ratio sIB. All of the 
results in the computations are obtained in the range of the 
stationary periodic flow pattern (over seven shedding cycles 
were run). The dynamic forces acting on the cylinder come 
from the influence of vortex shedding on the distribution of 
pressure and shear stress. The vortex-shedding frequency ( / = 
\IT) can be determined from the time period of the oscillation 
of the lift coefficient, and then the Strouhal number (St = fBI 
Uo) is obtained. 

Some results are presented in the following. Figure 5 shows 
the calculated Strouhal number in relation to the gap height 
ratio, s/B at different Reynolds numbers for the thickness ratio 
of the boundary layer, 6/B = 5. When the cylinder is immersed 
in the boundary layer {s/B < 5), the velocity field induced by 
the vortices is distorted both by the velocity gradient and by 
the presence of the wall. It results in inhibiting the flow develop
ment of wake and decreasing the shedding frequency. The fre
quency of vortex shedding decreases with the decrease of gap 
height ratio of the cylinder to the wall. The decrease becomes 
more significant in the higher values of Reynolds number flows. 
When the cylinder is placed outside the laminar boundary layer 
(i.e., s/B > 5), the Strouhal number differs insignificantly from 
that of the uniform flows. 

A typical history of the streamlines of flow pattern during 
one Strouhal shedding period for s/B = 5.5, 3.5, 1.5 of Re 
= lO-* with 6/B = 5 is shown in Figs. 6 ( a ) , 6(b), and 6(c ) . 
It can be noticed from the stream function contours that the 
velocity gradient of the boundary layer flow makes the stag
nation streamline on the upstream side of the cylinder biased 
upward toward the fast side of the flow. For the case of s/B 
= 1.5 a recirculation zone is formed behind the cylinder on 
the ground and the formation of the reattachment influences 
the vortex shedding of the wake flow. When the cylinder is 
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closer to the ground, the recirculation zone becomes larger 
and further influences the development of the vortex shed
ding. It is found that when s/B ~ 0.5, the wake behind the 
cylinder becomes stationary and vortex shedding is prohib
ited. Figure 7 shows the streamlines of the flow pattern for 
s/B = 0.5 at Re = 10' . 

In order to delineate the effects of the shear flow and of 
the wall itself, a much thinner boundary layer of 6/B = 0.8 
is considered and the calculated Strouhal number with respect 
to the gap height ratio at Re = 10' for 6/B = 0.8 is also 
illustrated in Fig. 5 for comparison. The Strouhal number 
increases With decreasing the gap height ratio. This is differ
ent from that of the thick boundary layer, 6/B = 5 aforemen
tioned. In the thick boundary layer, when the cylinder is 
immersed in the boundary layer, the shear effect decreases 
the velocity of the stream which collides with the cylinder. 
While in the thin boundary layer the wall effect increases 
the velocity at the gap similar to the blockage effect of the 
confinement. With increasing blockage ratio the value of 
Strouhal number increases as studied by Davis et al. (1984) 
and Mukhopadhyay et al. (1992). The decrease of the gap 
height ratio in the thin boundary layer will correspond to the 
increase of the blockage ratio in confined flow. It is then 
evident that the value of Strouhal number increases with de-

6/B=S.O, s/B=O.S, Re=1000 

Fig. 7 streamlines for Re = 10^, S/B = 5.0 and s/B = 0.5 
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t = 0 5/B=0.8, s/B=0.5, Re=1000 

t = T/4 

t = T/2 

t=3T/4 

Fig. 8(a) 

t=0 

t = T/4 

t = T/2 

Fig. 9 Streamlines for Re = 10^, S/B = 0.8 and s/B = 0.5 

It is clearly seen that the gap flow between the cylinder and 
the wall is apparently accelerated by the presence of a wall. 
As the gap height ratio becomes small (e.g., s/B = 0.5), 
the wake behind the cylinder as shown in Fig. 9 becomes 
stationary. 

The behavior of the average drag coefficient. Com, as a 
function of the gap height ratio, s/B at different Reynolds 
number for the thick boundary layer, 6/B = 5 is illus
trated in Fig. 10. The term Coav is defined as Com = Fom/ 
i^pUlA) in which Fn„v is the average drag force, UQ is the 
velocity of the free stream, and A is the frontal area of cylin
der normal to the approaching stream. To obtain Coav, the 
instantaneous drag coefficient is first computed at each time 
step by integrating the surface pressure and friction around 
the square. As the stationary vortex shedding is achieved, 
the instantaneous drag coefficient is averaged over several 
shedding cycles to obtain Coav The figure shows that Com 
decreases significantly with the decrease of s/B for cylinder 
immersed in the boundary layer. When the cylinder is placed 
outside the boundary layer (i.e., s/B > 5) , Com differs insig
nificantly from that of uniform flow. 

For the thin boundary layer, 6/B = 0.8, the variation of 
C,)m with respect to s/B is also plotted in Fig. 10. It shows 
that the time-averaged drag coefficient is increased dramati
cally as the gap height becomes small. The wall that leads 
to an increase of the average drag coefficient and the Strouhal 
number is just the same as that in the confined flow. The 
average lift coefficient for all cases considered in this study is 
0(10"^) or less. Table 2 is a summary chart of computational 
results which presents the effect of wall on Strouhal number, 
drag, and lift coefficients at Re = 10' for two thickness ratios 
of boundary layer. 

Figures 11 and 12 present the power spectra of the time 
histories of drag and lift coefficients for various gap height 
ratios at two thickness ratios of the boundary layer with Re = 
10'. It is seen that a subharmonic has entered into the fluctuation 
of Co due to the distortion of the vortices behind the cylinder 
caused by the velocity gradient in the presence of the wall. 
The relative strength of the subharmonic to the first harmonic 
increases at smaller s/B. The induced subharmonics become 
more significant in the thin boundary layer at the presence of 
a wall. The fluctuating lift coefficient still contains the first 

t=3T/4 

Fig. 8(6) 

Fig. 8 Streamlines during one periods of vortex shedding for Re = 10^ 
S/B = 0.8 and (a) s/B = 1.5; (b) s/B = 1.0 

creasing the gap height ratio in the thin boundary layer. Fig
ure 8 presents the flow patterns during one Strouhal shedding 
period at s/B = 1.5 and 1.0 with 6/B = 0.8 and Re = 10' . 

"Dav 
1.0 

O Re=1000 [ S/B=5.0 
* Re=1500 J 
• Re=1000 8/B=0.8 

4.0 6.0 

s/B 
tr^-

Fig. 10 Variation of thie average drag coefficient witli gap height ratio 
at different Reynolds number 
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Table 2 Summary chart of computational results for two thickness ratios of boundary layer (Re = 10̂ ) 

Configurations 

SIB = 0.8 

61B = 5.0 

s/B 

5.5 
3.5 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 

CO 

7.5 
5.5 
4.5 
3.5 
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 

St 

0.122 
0.124 
0.135 
0.140 

No shedding 
0.122 
0.122 
0.121 
0.117 
0.111 
0.088 
0.080 

No shedding 

Cr)av 

1.98 
1.97 
2.14 
2.15 
2.24 
1.99 
1.99 
1.94 
1.83 
1.66 
0.79 
0.50 
0.31 

^-^ Drills 

0.10 
0.09 
0.11 
0.07 
0.00 
0.10 
0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.04 
0.00 
0.00 

0.00 
-0.02 
-0.05 
-0.06 
-0.40 

0.00 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.06 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 

Ci,,„ 

1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.00 
0.00 
1.18 
1.14 
1.09 
1.03 
0.90 
0.36 
0.00 
0.00 

harmonic in all cases considered in this study and its strength 
(spectrum amplitude) decreases with decreasing gap height ra
tio. The thick boundary layer has faster decay of the spectrum 
strength than that of the thin boundary layer. It means that the 
vortical intensity of the wake has faster decay in the ground 
effect for the thick boundary layer than that for the thin bound
ary layer. 

5 Conclusion 
With the numerical simulation of a finite-volume method, the 

presence of a wall in a flow past a square cylinder is successfully 
performed. The formation of vortex shedding in the wake of 
the cylinder is influenced when a wall is present. In the thick 
boundary layer (e.g., S/B = 5), the presence of a wall will 
distort the vortices (flattening) and lead to a decrease of the 
Strouhal number and the average drag coefficient. For the thin 
boundary layer (e.g., 6/B = 0.8), the wall leads to an increase 
of the Strouhal number and the average drag coefficient. At a 
critical gap height (e.g., s/B = 0.5), the vortex shedding is 
suppressed by the flow reattachment on the wall to form a 
recirculation zone and the wake behind the cylinder becomes 
stationary, With the presence of a wall, a subharmonic in the 
fluctuating drag is induced and its strength (spectrum ampli-

• s/B=5,5 

• 3/8=3.5 

A / 

j 
i 

ill. 

8/0=5,5 

s/B=3,5 

(a) spectrum of C^ (b) spectrum of CD 

Fig. 11 The fluctuating spectra of lift and drag coefficients for various 
s/B at Re = 10^ and S/B = 5.0 

• 3/B=.5.S 
s/Brf.5 

• S/B=1.0 

• syB=S,5 

• 8 /0=3,5 

LAA 0.4 OS og 

f 
(a) spectrum of CL (b) spectrum of Co 

Fig. 12 The fluctuating spectra of lift and drag coefficients for various 
s/B at Re = 10^ and S/B = 0.8 

tude) compared with the first harmonic increases as the gap 
height ratio decreases. 
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Application of Large Eddy 
Simulation to an Oscillating 
Flow Past a Circular Cylinder 
Three-dimensional sinusoidally oscillating flows around a circular cylinder are inves
tigated by using a viscous flow method (VFMj and a large eddy simulation (LES). 
A second-order accurate in time fractional step method and a combined finite-differ
ence/spectral approximation are employed to solve the flltered incompressible Na-
vier-Stokes equations. To demonstrate the viability and accuracy of the method, we 
calculate two cases of steady approach flows at Reynolds numbers Re = 700 using 
VFM and Re = 10'' using LES. For sinusoidally oscillating flows at P = 1035, the 

flow is 2D for KC < 0.5, 3D for 0.5 < KC < 2, and turbulent for KC > 2. For KC 
= 0.5, 0.8 and 1, the flow is calculated using VFM. For KC = 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10, 
we have simulated the flow using LES with the Smagorinsky subgrid scale model. 
The drag and inertia coefficients are calculated from the in-line force acting on the 
cylinder and are in very good agreement with experimental data. 

1 Introduction 

In the present study, 3D incompressible sinusoidally oscillat
ing flows around a circular cylinder are investigated using the 
large eddy simulation (LES) method. The physical problem 
being modeled is a simplification of wave forces acting on an 
offshore platform. Here, we model the wave action on a plat
form leg to be a sinusoidal oscillation of the fluid in the hori
zontal plane past a fixed circular cylinder. The three-dimension
ality present in the flow is due to the natural instabihty of the 
2D flow at sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, leading to the 
development of wake turbulence. This wake turbulence is car
ried with the wake vortices as they oscillate back and forth due 
to the flow reversal in the sinusoidal oscillation. 

The numerical procedure is verified by the case of a steady 
approach flow past a cylinder which depends only on the Reyn
olds number while the flow generated by the oscillation of 
the cylinder, or oscillating flows around the cylinder, can be 
characterized by two parameters. One is the Keulegan-Carpen-
ter number, defined as KC = U,„T/D. The other is the Reynolds 
number Re = U„,Dlu, or /3 = D^luT which is the ratio of 
Reynolds number to Keulegan-Carpenter number. Here U^ is 
the maximum velocity of the ambient flow, T is the period of 
oscillation, D is the diameter of the cylinder, and v is the kine
matic viscosity. 

Even though LES has been used by many investigators, most 
applications have been limited to internal flows. In recent years, 
some researchers have applied LES to steady approach flows 
around a cylinder. But, very little work has been done for oscil
lating flows past a cylinder using LES. Most numerical studies 
for oscillating flows around a cylinder were only based on lami
nar flow and a 2D simulation, e.g., see Wang and Dalton (1991) 
and Justesen (1991). Some experiments, e.g., Sarpkaya (1986), 
have shown that flows should become 3D and then turbulent 
as the governing parameters increase in value. A brief synopsis 
is that, at a given value of /?, the flow goes through a series of 
different flow regimes as KC changes. For a given value of f3, 
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the flow is 2D and laminar at low KC. As KC increases, a 
viscous transition to a 3D wake occurs. The next regime, oc
curring with increase in KC value, is that wake turbulence is 
generated. The final regime is identified as one in which separa
tion has occurred after further increase in KC. In particular at 
P = 1035, we note, from Sarpkaya's (1986) Fig. 7, that the 
transition to a 3D wake (the Honji instability) occurs at KC — 
1.1, transition to turbulence occurs at KC =̂  1.5 and separation 
at KC =i 1.9. We recognize that there could be some experimen
tal scatter in these values, especially at larger values of /3, even 
leading to uncertainty about the order in which the regimes 
appear. 

The Honji instability is a 3D vortical instability first discov
ered by Honji (1981). Honji's experiments showed that, when 
/9 is between 50 and 800, the flow becomes 3D when KC is 
between 1.2 and 2.4. The critical KC for the flow to become 
unstable to 3D disturbances, KC^r, shows a steeper decrease 
with increasing /? when /3 is smaller than 200. When /? exceeds 
200, KCcr decreases much more slowly. When KC is greater 
than KCcr, the streak sheets form steady mushroom-like struc
tures on the sides of the cylinder which are perpendicular to 
the direction of oscillation. These structures have equal spacing 
along the axial direction, and lie alternatively on the two sides. 
Honji also observed that, when KC is further increased to be 
greater than a transitional KC number, KC,, the flow becomes 
turbulent due to long-standing separation of the Stokes layer 
(the layer of high vorticity and gradients close to the wall of 
the cylinder). For the range of P considered, the difference 
between KC, and KC„ is relatively invariant (between 0.9 and 
1.2). Apparently separation occurs after the Honji instability, 
at a KC value between KC^ and KC,. 

Here, we perform a 3D LES calculation of an oscillating flow 
past a circular cylinder with verification demonstrated by a 
steady approach flow calculation. 

2 Governing Equations 
The governing equations are the filtered incompressible Na-

vier-Stokes equations. To nondimensionalize the governing 
equations, we use two sets of scales. For the oscillating flows, 
we use the radius of the cylinder, R, for the length scale; the 
maximum freestream velocity, U„, for the velocity scale; the 
period of oscillation, T, for the time scale. For the steady ap
proach flows, we use the radius of the cylinder, R, for the length 
scale; the freestream approach velocity, U, for the velocity 
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scale; RIU for the time scale. These scalings for oscillating 
flow resulted in two nondimensional numbers, the Reynolds 
number. Re = IRUJv, and the Keulegan-Carpenter number, 
KC = Ujr/2R. The nondimensional filtered governing equa
tions are given as 

V • V = 0, (1) 

i — + (V X V) X V = -V<^+ — V ' V - V - T , (2) 
a at Re 

where V is the resolved velocity vector, T is the turbulent stress 
tensor, </> is the nondimensional pressure head, defined as </> 
= p + y • V/2, t is the nondimensional time, and p is the 
nondimensional pressure; a = 2KC for oscillating flows and a 
= 1 for steady approach flows. The governing equations were 
in polar-cylindrical coordinate form for solution. 

In the present computation, we use the eddy viscosity model 
of Smagorinsky to model the turbulent stress. As indicated by 
Speziale (1985), this model is Galilean invariant. The Smago
rinsky eddy viscosity model is given as 

Ty = -li^rSij = -2C^A^S,j^2SijS,j, (3) 

where Sy is the strain rate tensor and Cj and A are the model 
constant and characteristic length respectively. A value of Q 
= 0.1 was used for all of the calculations and A is the cube 
root of the product of the mesh sizes. 

In the present calculation, for sinusoidally oscillating flows 
starting from rest, the velocity is zero everywhere at the begin
ning of the calculation and is given by U(t) = U^ sin (Int/ 
T). For steady approach flows, the initial velocity is taken as 
the 2D potential flow velocity. On the wall of the cylinder, 
we use the no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions for 
velocity. Far from the cylinder, we use the condition that the 
wake vorticity crosses the boundary undisturbed. In the circum
ferential and axial directions, we use periodic boundary condi
tions. No wall damping was used. 

3 Numerical Method 
We use a second-order fractional step method to discretize 

the governing equations inj;ime. In this approach, we first obtain 
an intermediate velocity, V, by omitting pressure and using an 
Euler scheme on the convective terms and the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme on the viscous terms. This intermediate velocity is cor
rected by pressure, which is obtained through a Poisson equa
tion, to satisfy the continuity equation. Finally, the boundary 
conditions on velocity are applied to get the velocity at the next 
time step. In this section, we present this procedure in semi-
discrete formulation in vector form. 

The intermediate velocity, V, is obtained from 

1 V - V 1 
- — = - N " -)- T" -H - L", 
a Ar 2 

(4) 

where the superscripts refer to time step, N, T, and L represent 
the convective terms, turbulent stress term and viscous terms 
respectively. The velocity V is corrected by pressure to obtain 
a second intermediate velocity, V, from 

1 V - V 
A/ a 

= -V(A" 

Finally, the velocity at time step « + 1 is obtained from 

a At 2 ' 

(5) 

(6) 

In this equation, the pressure head, </>, is unknown; to determine 
it, we apply the continuity equation. Since we intend to satisfy 
the continuity equation for every time step, « or n + 1, we first 
take the divergence of Eq. (6) and set 

and we obtain 

g«+i = V V"+' = 0, 

e = V V = 0. 

(7) 

(8) 

Then we take the divergence of Eq. (5) and apply Eq. (8) to 
get 

V > " 
V - V 

aAt 
(9) 

After (̂ ""̂  "^ is found from by Eq. (9) with appropriate boundary 
conditions, V and V"^' can be calculated from Eqs. (5) and 
(6), respectively. No boundary conditions are necessary for 
either of the two intermediate velocities. This fractional-step 
method is a combination of the ideas of Kim and Moin (1985) 
and Karniadakis et al. (1991). 

To control this time-splitting error, we use the consistent 
scheme developed by Karniadakis et al. (1991) on boundary 
conditions for pressure on solid boundaries where the velocity 
vanishes, i.e.. 

dn 
- ^ = - - ^ n - V X (V X V), 

Re 
(10) 

where n refers to the direction normal to the wall and n is the 
unit normal vector. Because we only have one direction (i.e., 
radial direction) which does not have a periodic boundary con
dition, we use a combined Fourier spectral approximation, in 
the circumferential and axial directions, and a finite-difference 
approximation, in the radial direction, to discretize the govern
ing equations. In the radial direction, the coordinate transforma
tion, r = e^, is used to generate a finer mesh near the wall of 
the cylinder than further away from it. Thus we can specify a 
uniform mesh size A^ in the computational domain because we 
expect the variations of flow variables to be greater near the 
wall. 

4 Force Description 

Determination of the velocity field allows the instantaneous 
force to be calculated from an integration of the circumferential 
pressure and vorticity distributions on the cyUnder surface. 

Nondimensionalizing the in-line force and the transverse 
force by pV'^dl'l to obtain the drag and lift coefficients, we 
have 

C. = 
2 Jo di 

2 Jo 

cos 6d9 

sin Ode 

'y /*27r 

u!,smede, (11) 
Re Jo 

2 r̂ " 
CJ, cos Odd, (12) 

Re Jo 
where p„ the surface pressure, has been replaced using the 
azimuthal component of the Navier-Stokes equations and Wj is 
the nondimensional vorticity on the cylinder surface. 

The force in a wavy flow situation is traditionally decom
posed into two parts: a drag part, proportional to the fluid veloc
ity squared, and an inertial part, proportional to the fluid acceler
ation. This force description is referred to as the Morison equa
tion (see Sarpkaya and Isaacson, 1981) and its dimensionless 
form is 

CF = CD sin d\sm 9\ + CM — cos 0, 
KC 

(13) 

where Cp is the dimensionless force coefficient. CM is the inertia 
coefficient and Co is the drag coefficient. 

Equation (13) is multiplied by cos 8 and integrated to give 
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Fig. 1 Drag and lift coefficients versus time for Re = 100 

KC I" 
•K' J O 

cos e Cfde. 

Then (13) is multiplied by sin 9 and integrated to give 

3 r̂ " . 
sin eC.dO. 

(14) 

(15) 

5 Discussion of Results 
To illustrate the computational procedure, we choose /3 = 

1035, and let KC values range from 0.5, where the flow is 2D 
and laminar, to 10.0, where the flow is 3D and turbulent. This 
range of KC values takes us through the complete range of flow ' 
behaviors that are expected in an oscillating flow past a fixed pjg. 3 in-nne and transverse force coefficients versus time for KC = 3.0 
circular cylinder. Each calculation will be carried through 50 and p = 1035 
cycles, except for KC = 8,10 where the calculation was reduced 
to 30 cycles because of the increased computational effort. The 
force coefficients are determined by averaging the calculated 

Q 

o 

o 

CD 
CL 

1 /^ ,^ 1 

V - ' ' 1 

\ ; W i • \ ; \ ; • ;; 

' , ; '; ;' ' ; ' ' / ', •' '; •'' 

1.0 • 

0.5 • 

O -0.5 

• EXP(Re= eOQO) 

180 

theta 

Fig. 2 Steady approach fiow past a cylinder at Re = 10'' (3D LES). 
(a) Drag and iift coefficients versus time; (ft) time-averaged pressure Fig. 4 Velocity components at (r, e, z) = (1.15, n/4,0) for KC 
coefficient versus circumferential angle (data from Norberg, 1992). p = 1035. (a) v, the 8 component; (ft) w, the z component. 

3.0 and 
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-1 • 

Fig. 6 Validation for different grid resolutions and time steps at KC = 
5.0, p = 1035. : 160 X 128 X 16, A t = 0.001; : 240 X 192 x 16, 
At = 0.0005. 

Figs. 5(a and b) 

Fig. 5(c) 

Fig. 5 Velocity components at (r, 0, z) = 
fi = 1035. (a) u, the r component; (b) ir, 
component. 

are damped for these cases. The time step was 0.002 for the 
laminar cases and 0.001 for the turbulent flow cases, except at 
KC = 8, 10 where the time step was 0.0002. 

To validate the code, we ran two steady approach-flow cases, 
Re = 100 and 10*. The mesh sizes and time step are as given 
above. For Re = 100, the 2D drag and lift coefficients, Co and 
Ci, are shown in Fig. 1. Extremely good agreement is found 
with the experimental values of Cu.w% — 1-3, C/„n,ax — 0.3, and 
Strouhal number, S = 0.16. Our calculated values are Ccvg = 
1.29, Ci,,„„ = 0.3, and S = 0.168. At Re = 1 0 \ the 3D results 
are shown in Fig. 2. Again, very good agreement with the 
experimental values is found. The average Co values are Cc ,cai 
= 1.15 and Co.exp ^ 1.2; the r.m.s. Q values are Ci,cai = 0.46 
and Ci.exp — 0.4 to 0.5; the values of 5 are ĉai = 0.206 and 5exp 
^ 0.21. The time-averaged pressure coefficient is also shown 
in Fig. 2; good agreement is shown with data at a slightly 

(1.5, 0, 0) for KC = 4.0 and 
tlie e component; (c) w, z 

results from the twentieth to the fiftieth cycles, except for KC 
= 8, 10 where the averaging was done between the sixteenth 
and thirtieth cycles. 

The number of mesh points for the calculations was 160 X 
128 X 16 in the r, 9, z directions respectively. The effect of 
grid size was examined extensively by Zhang (1995) and the 
mesh system and time step used in these LES calculations were 
found to be satisfactory for a stable, converged solution. The 
convergence study compared results for several different 
meshes ranging from 128 X 64 X 8 (radial, circumferential, 
axial) to 160 X 128 X 16 to 240 X 192 X 32 with at least two 
axial values used at each set of radial and circumferential values. 
The complete details of the convergence study are not presented 
here for the sake of brevity. The computational domain is 25 R 
in the radial direction, and 4R in the axial direction. The z 
dependence was suppressed for KC = 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 since the 
physical flow was expected to be 2D. An earlier study by Zhang 
and Dalton (1995) demonstrated that z-direction disturbances 

Fig. 7 In-line and transverse force coefficients versus time for KC = 5.0 
and p = 1035 
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different value of Re. Further documentation of the code is 
found in Zhang (1995). 

For the oscillating flow, the lowest KC values, KC = 0.5, 
represents a straightforward 2D laminar flow calculation, requir
ing no turbulence modeUng. The physical wake remains sym
metric, so the force acts only in the direction of the oscillating 
flow; no transverse force is present. The numerical wake also 
remained symmetric with the calculated transverse force as zero. 
The comparison between the calculated and experimental force 
coefficients is shown in Table 1, where the experimental values 
are from Sarpkaya (1986). The CM comparison is quite good 
while the Co cai value is about 6 percent higher than the experi
mental value of Sarpkaya. Wang (1968) obtained a solution to 
this 2D problem, via the method of inner and outer expansions, 
which has become known as the Stokes-Wang solution. Since 
the physical flow is still 2D at KC = 0.5, we can compare our 
calculated values to the theoretical results of Wang, which are 
Cp = 1.66 and C,„ = 2.07. We note an extremely good compari
son with our values of 1.65 and 2.05, respectively. 

For 0.8 s KC :£ 2, the flow has become 3D but still remains 
viscosity dominated, i.e., no turbulence is established yet, ac
cording to Sarpkaya (1986). As seen in Table 1, the calculated 
Co values agree quite well with the experimental values through 
KC = 1.0 with the calculated values being about 10 percent 
low at KC = 1.5 and 2. The agreement between calculated and 
experimental values of CM remains quite good through this 3D 
viscous regime. 

At KC = 3.0, the flow is well established in the 3D turbulent 
range as documented by Sarpkaya (1981). The in-fine and 
transverse forces are shown in Fig. 3 and the regularity of the 
force is obvious. The transverse force is no longer zero, although 
it is relatively small compared to the in-line force. The trans
verse force coefficient C^ is not sinusoidal in its behavior, as 
is the in-line coefficient Cf. The presence of a nonsinusoidal Ci 
implies that the wake has become asymmetric and the periodic 
reversal of the oscillating flow, along with the induced velocity 
effects of the wake vortices, produces an irregularity in the 
transverse force. Figure 3 shows very litde variation in peak C^ 
which implies a relatively weak wake asymmetry; this observa
tion is substantiated by the magnitude of C/,. The 9 and z compo
nents of the dimensionless velocity are shown in Fig. 4 at (r, 
e, z) = (1.15, 7r/4, 0) . The ^-component at KC = 3, which 
corresponds to a fluid oscillation amplitude of only Q.96R, still 
has a strong oscillatory character. The motion, with small oscil
lation amplitude, doesn't generate large wake vortices (although 
they have become slightly asymmetric) and the 6 velocity still 
bears a potential flow identity but with obvious induced-velocity 
effects. The axial velocity, in Fig. 4(&), has developed after' 
about the fourth cycle of oscillation and shows the random 
character expected of the wake turbulence. 

All three velocity components at KC = 4 are shown in Fig. 
5 at (r, 6, z) = (1.5, 0, 0) which is behind the rear stagnation 
point on the cylinder. The radial component is shown in Fig. 
5 (a ) . For a symmetric wake, the radial velocity would be nega
tive at (1.5, 0, 0) . However for this asymmetric wake, we note 
that the radial velocity varies between positive and negative. 
The power spectrum of the radial velocity (not shown here) 
shows the energy is focused at the oscillatory period and the 
first subharmonic. The asymmetry of the wake is shown quite 
clearly in the ^-component of velocity in Fig. 5{b). It is also 
noted from comparing Figs. A{b) and 5(c) that the maximum 
values of the z-component have also increased as KC increased 
from 3 to 4. 

The next case to discuss is KC = 5. As KC increases, it is 
reasonable to expect that a mesh size effect could influence the 
results. So, we offer another convergence test. Figure 6 shows 
the in-line force coefficient for two different mesh sizes: 160 
X 128 X 16, Af = 0.001; 240 X 192 X 10, Ar = 0.0005. The 
force coefficients are virtually identical. They are in phase with 
very little difference in peak values over the entire 25 cycles 

Fig. 8 In-line and transverse force coefficients versus time for KC = 8.0 
and /3 = 1035 

shown in Fig. 6. Thus, we continue with the 160 X 128 X 16 
mesh system with a time step of 0.001. 

The physical flow for KC = 5 is one with an increased 
asymmetry in the 3D turbulent wake. The calculations of Cp 
and C/̂  are shown in Fig. 7. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 7 
shows that C .̂̂ nx has decreased, as expected, as KC increased. 
The C/r plot at KC = 5 shows more irregularity due to the 
increased asymmetry of the wake vortices. The transverse force 
at KC = 5 has increased by a factor of about two over that at 
KC = 3. 

The results for the force coefficients at KC = 8 and /3 = 
1035 are shown in Fig. 8. The influence of a higher harmonic 
is seen in the in-line force coefficient while the transverse force 
coefficient shows the randomness expected due to the sweep of 
an unsymmetric vortex wake back and forth over the cylinder. 
The cases for KC = 3 and KC = 8, shown in Figs. 3 and 8, 
respectively, show the effect of increasing KC when the wake 
is turbulent (for both cases). The larger KC means that the 
fluid oscillation has increased by a factor of 8/3 (the ratio of 
KC numbers). The increase in fluid oscillation distance means 
that the wake vortices have formed a greater asymmetry and 
the wake turbulence has become more established. The velocity 
components at (r, 6, z) = (1.5,7r/4,0) are shown in Figs. 9{a-
c). The 3D nature of the flow, the Z-component of velocity, is 
shown in Fig. 9(c) . The magnitude of LJ at KC = 8 in Fig. 
9(c) is no greater than the w-magnitude at KC = 4 (shown in 
Fig. 5(c)) . 

The last case to present is at KC = 1 0 . The in-line force 
coefficient, shown in Fig. 10, is similar to the KC = 8 result 
with essentially the same magnitude and higher harmonic influ
ence. A spectral analysis of the KC = 10 result yielded a peak 
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20 25 30 

Fig. 9 Velocity versus time at (r, e, z) = (1.5, w/4, 0) for KC = 8.0 and 
p = 1035. (a) Radial velocity versus time; (b) circumferential velocity 
versus time; (c) axial velocity versus time. 

at a frequency of one with a lesser peak at a frequency of 3 
and an even lesser peak at a frequency of 2. The transverse 
force coefficient at KC = 10, shows an irregular behavior when 
plotted against time, similar to that shown for all of the turbulent 
wake cases, i.e., from 3 ^ KC ^ 10. This randomness in the 
transverse force coefficient is due to the asymmetric nature of 
the wake vortices which increases as KC increases. 

Figure 11 shows a plot of Cp and C^ versus KC for fi = 
1035. The calculated values are noted to agree extremely well 
with the experimental values. 

The Cray C90 computer at the Pittsburgh supercomputer 
center was used for these calculations. A typical run time was 
approximately 10 Service Units of Cray C90 time for 50 
cycles of fluid oscillation. An electronic version containing 
spectral results of this paper is available on www.me.uh.edu/ 
faculty _and_staff/faculty/Dalton.html. 

6 Conclusions 
We have performed an LES primitive-variables solution of 

the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations using a fractional 
step method to advance time for the case of an oscillating in
compressible fluid past a fixed circular cylinder. The Smagorin-
sky model was used to represent the eddy viscosity. Our goal 

25 30 

Fig. 10 In-line and transverse force coefficients versus time for KC 
10.0 and p = 1035 
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Fig. 11 Comparison of calculated Co, CM values to Sarpkaya's data 
(1986) for p = 1035. 0 calculated Co, * experimental Co, A calculated 
CM, O experimental CM, Stokes-Wang tlieory. 

is to represent wave forces on a circular cylinder. To this end, 
we have calculated values of Cp and C^ from the Morison 
equation which agree quite well with experimental data repre
senting the same flow. The axial wake structure has been calcu
lated within the limits of the finite length of cylinder considered 
herein. A longer cylinder length would be necessary to deter
mine to what extent the axial structure would be affected by 
the particular finite computational length of this study. 
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Prediction of Transpired 
Turbulent Boundary Layers With 
Arbitrary Pressure Gradients 
An integral method, using Coles combined inner and outer law as the velocity profile, 
is developed for calculation of turbulent boundary layers with blowing or suction 
and pressure gradients. The resulting ordinary differential equations are solved nu
merically for the distribution of skin friction coefficient and integral thickness along 
the surface. Comparisons of predicted skin friction coefficients with experimental 
data are made for a wide range of blowing and suction rates and for various pressure 
gradients, including adverse, zero and a strong favorable gradient. In addition to 
good agreement with experimental data for constant blowing fractions F, the method 
is also successfully tested on cases where the blowing fraction is variable with 
position. Predictions, in general, exhibit satisfactory agreement with the data. The 
integral method predictions are comparable to, or better than, a number of finite 
difference procedures in a limited number of cases where comparisons were made. 

Introduction 
The problem of calculating the skin friction coefficient distri

bution along a surface covered by a turbulent boundary layer, 
with the combined effects of transpiration and pressure gradient, 
is important both in its own right and because the solution is 
needed to solve for the convective heat flux distribution. Possi
ble applications here include blades and vanes of gas turbine 
engines, combustor liner cooling, and rocket nozzles. 

Viability and feasibility of integral prediction methods, as 
compared to finite difference solutions of the partial differential 
form of the conservation laws, were supported by the results of 
the second Stanford conference, Kline et al. (1981), for turbu
lent boundary layer flows without transpiration. At that time, 
there were no integral methods for transpired flows presented 
for evaluation at the conference. 

Das and White, (1986) and Das (1988) present a relatively 
simple integral method for turbulent boundary layers with pres
sure gradient, but with no transpiration. They used Coles com
bined law of wall and wake along with an empirical correlation 
for the wake strength, TT. Numerical solution of a single ordinary 
differential equation resulted in the skin friction coefficient dis
tribution. Comparisons with experimental results were favor
able. Das (1992) reformulated the integral method of Das and 
White (1986) to an inverse mode in which the displacement 
thickness distribution in x is prescribed as the input. This re
sulted in good predictions for separated turbulent boundary lay
ers. Integral methods which addressed the calculation of the 
transpired turbulent boundary layer include those of Torii et al. 
(1966) and of Thomas and Kadry (1990). The early results of 
Torii et al. (1966) were for zero pressure gradient. The model 
employed assumptions that some functions in transpired flow 
had the same form as the known ones in untranspired flow and 
also used an approximation to relate the momentum thickness 
Reynolds number to the x Reynolds number. The more recent 
work by Thomas and Kadry (1990), uses a polynomial approxi
mating sequence for the shear stress variation across the bound
ary layer, in conjunction with mixing length relations, to solve 
numerically for a velocity profile. This numerical velocity pro
file information is used to perform integrations, numerically. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING . Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
August 14, 1996; revised manuscript received January 12,1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: P. M. Sockol. 

which are needed in the finite difference solution of the x mo
mentum equation. Comparisons are made, for a range of con
stant blowing fractions, F, to experimental data for zero pres
sure gradient and for an adverse pressure gradient. Some of 
these results compare favorably with finite difference solutions 
for two test cases at the second Stanford conference (Kline et 
al., 1981). However, they didn't start their calculations until 
after the third data point, beyond the region of the largest gradi
ents in Cf. Their integral method also requires some fairly com
plicated numerical work in order to be used. 

The work being presented here represents a generalization 
and extension of the previous work of Das and White (1986) 
and Das (1988) to the more complex problem posed by transpi
ration at the surface. The use of the combined law of wall and 
wake in the form valid for transpired turbulent boundary layers 
(Coles, 1971) along with the aid of inner variables and a vari
able transformation, allows the exact analytic evaluation of all 
needed integrals to become a practical task. Solution of the 
resulting ordinary differential equations leads to the distribution 
of skin friction coefficient, momentum thickness, and other inte
gral parameters along the surface. 

Analysis 

The present development is for a constant property two-di
mensional turbulent Ijoundary layer, which is steady on the 
average and subject to surface transpiration and streamwise 
pressure gradient. The governing conservation laws are those 
for mass and x momentum. Their partial differential forms are 
integrated across the boundary layer and the following inner 
variables are introduced. 

«* = VT„/p, U* = U/U*, Us uJu*, 

y* = u*ylv, and b* = u*blv. 

This gives the following form of integral x momentum equation. 

u,— [ u^y"--—! u*u*" dy^ + ut ^ 8^ 
dx J„ dx Jo dx 

u]F 
(1) 
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The blowing fraction F = v„/u,,. Next, the momentum thickness, 
9, and the displacement thickness, 6*, are written in terms of 
inner variables, namely, 

e = -f u^dy'--^( u^'dy (2) 
«., Jo USs Jo 

Us U, Jo 

Using Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (1) gives the more compact form 
shown next. The shape factor H = 6*/9. 

de 
— + 
dx 

H +2\ du^ 

«,, / dx 

1 

M.V 

+ F (4) 

The velocity profile needed for evaluation of the integrals in 
Eqs. (2) and (3) is taken to be Coles (1971) combined inner 
and outer law for transpired turbulent boundary layers. Coles 
(1971) provided extensive evidence that this velocity profile 
fits experimental data remarkably well. To achieve some con
ciseness of form the new variable a is defined as follows. 

a = - l n > ' ^ +A(x) 
K 

(5) 

Using Eq. (5), the Coles (1971) combined inner and outer law 
for transpired turbulent boundary layers can be written as shown 
next. 

= (J +—W + — 
K 4 f.2 K 

(6) 

In Eq. (6) , 7r(x) is the wake strength parameter and W, the wake 
function, is given by the following commonly used polynomial 
representation due to Moses (Das and White, 1986). 

W{yl&)^2[2{yl6f-2(yl8y (7) 

Next, the velocity profile, Eq. (6) , must be used to evaluate 
the integrals which appear in Eqs. (2) and (3) . If c and W 
from Eqs. (5) and (7) are inserted into Eq. (6), M"̂  will contain 
twelve terms, and this must be squared for use in Eq. (2). It 
was noticed that much of this work could be reduced if the new 
variable a, defined in Eq. (5) was used as the integration vari
able instead of _y *. Thus, it follows from Eq. (5) that 

dy* = ^exp(o- - A)da (8) 

Here, A is an additive function in the velocity profile that is, in 
general, a function oix for a transpired turbulent boundary layer, 
and is discussed in a separate section immediately following Eq. 

(12). Using this, it turns out to be practical to perform the 
needed integrations analytically. Thus, after defining, 

^ = \n 6^ + KA - \, (9) 

one finds that. 

I u dy = —:y- H : : — h 
K K 4K' 

' 12/ 35 
(10) 

The result for /^ u'^ dy^ is prohibitively long to be included 
here and is available in Oljaca (1993). The integrity of these 
integrations was checked several times, both analytically and 
also by numerical calculation of the original integrals for a 
number of representative cases. The numerical integrations 
agreed with the analytic expressions to within 0.05 percent for 
most of the test cases. Details are available in Oljaca (1993). 

With the integrals evaluated which are needed in Eqs. (2) 
and (3) for ^ and 6*, the derivative of 9 required in Eq. (4) is 
performed analytically and Eq. (4) takes the following form. 

B,qi + BA + BA + B.^ + B.^ = B, (11) 
dx dx dx dx dx 

In order to solve for variables defined in Eq. (11), it is necessary 
to find expressions ior 6*, A, n, vt and ut along with their 
derivatives, and solve simultaneously with Eq. (11). The coef
ficients. Si -> Bj, are algebraic functions of 6^, A, TT, V* and 
ut and are available in Oljaca (1993). Since u,t can be written 
as D,t = Fu^, it follows that 

(12) 

Relations for A. A number of proposals have been sug
gested in the literature for the form oiA(x), the function which 
appears in the velocity profile, Eqs. (6) and (5). Stevenson 
(1963) finds that his data are represented well when A is chosen 
to be constant, as it is for no transpiration. However, the weight 
of the evidence seems to indicate that A depends on i;,„ or F . 
Bradshaw (1967) recommends for suction, F < 0, a relation 
that can be written as follows. 

r/l)+ 

dx 

„ dut . dF 
= F — - + ut — 

dx dx 

A = 5 -h 1375U,: F < 0 (13) 

Simpson (1970), on the basis of his data, suggests the use of 
the following expression. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

Rex 

A = additive function in velocity 
profile 

Cf = Irjpu] skin friction coeffi
cient 

F = D„/M, blowing fraction 
H = 6*19 shape factor 
K = 0.41 von Karman's constant 

Ka = (vlu])dujdx acceleration 
parameter 

L = reference lengths 
P = static pressure 

, Re« = UsXiv, ufilv Reynolds num
bers 

M, M, = local X component and 
freestream velocity 

w 

* = yT„lp friction velocity 
t = «/(<*, uju* 
\f = local y component of velocity 

at the surface 
,: = vju* 
X = space coordinate along the sur

face 
y = space coordinate perpendicular 

to the surface 
= yu*lv 
- wake function, Eq. (7) 

P = defined in Eq. (17). Clauser's 
equilibrium parameter 

6 = local hydrodynamic boundary 
layer thickness 

6+ = 6u*/u 
6* = local displacement thickness 
A = a a t y + = 5 + 

Ax = lattice spacing in x direction 
d = local momentum thickness 
ly = kinematic viscosity 
-IT = Coles wake strength 
p = mass density 
a = defined by Eq. (5) 

Tw = local wall shear stress 
^ = defined by Eq. (9) 
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A = 5 + — [Vl + 10.81^: - 1] - 10.81 (14) 

By analysis of blowing data from Kline et al. (1981), Silva-
Freire (1988) develops the following relation for blowing, F 
> 0, and implies its validity for suction, as well. 

A = 5 - 512F F > 0 (15) 

It was decided to use Eqs. (13) and (15) for A in the present 
work. With this, the derivatives of A can be written as 

dx 
= 2750 utF 

+ dF dut 

dx dx 
F < 0 

(16) 

^ = - 5 1 2 ^ , 
dx dx 

F > 0 

Equation (16) for the derivative of A can now be used simulta
neously with Eq. (11). 

Wake Strength Relation. For an equilibrium boundary 
layer, the wake strength, TT, in the velocity profile, Eq. (6), 
depends only upon the Clauser pressure gradient parameter, /?, 
(Mellor and Gibson, 1966). 

0 = 
dP 

dx 
(17) 

The present work uses a slightly modified form of the /3-7r 
relation recommended by White (1991), a relation based on 
the correlation of a large number of data points. 

0 = -0 .5 + 0.767r + 0.427r' (18) 

In Eq. (18), 0.5 has replaced the 0.4 used in the original relation 
in White (1991). There were two reasons for the modification. 
First, the wake strength, TT, goes to zero as ^ -> -0 .5 , not -0 .4 , 
(Mellor and Gibson, 1966). For ,5 = 0, the original expression 
gives TT = 0.426 which is somewhat lower than the values 
usually recommended and observed, TT values greater than 0.5 
are indicated for 0 = 0 by the data given in Coles (1971). In 
fact, a 0 — TT relation specifically for favorable pressure gradi
ents, in Das and White (1986), gives TT = 0.55 at /3 = 0. The 
change which gave Eq. (18) gives a value of TT = 0.513 at 0 
= 0. 

With the aid of Euler' s equation of motion and some of the 
inner variable expressions, Eq. (17) can be rewritten as follows. 

Us dx 
(19) 

Substituting this into Eq. (18), differentiating (18) with respect 
to X and using Eq. (3) for 6* gives the TT derivative shown next. 

dTT _ dUs „ rf^M,, 

dx dx dx^ 

„ dUs 

dx 

„ d8* ^ dA „ dvl , ^ „ , 
+ S,—- + Si--- + Sn~ (20) 

dx dx dx 

Si, S2, etc. are functions of (5"̂ , ut, A, TT, V^, M,, and dujdx, 
(Oljaca, 1993). Equation (20) provides an additional relation 
for the wake strength that can be used simultaneously with Eq. 
(11). 

The last equation needed for closure is given by the velocity 
profile, Eq. (6) , evaluated at y"^ = 6'^, where M"̂  = ut, and 
then differentiating. This leads to the next equation. 

— = C 
dx 

dF dut ^dA drr 
C2 -r C3 — A — Z 

dx dx dx dx 
(21) 

Solution Procedure for the Equations. Equation (12) was 
used to eliminate dv^/dx from Eqs. (11) and (20). That done, 
the remaining Eqs. (11), (16), (20), and (21) were put in a 
form suitable for solution by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill 
method, given in White (1991), for simultaneous ordinary dif
ferential equations. The step size. Ax, was continually cut in 
half until two successive solutions gave results sensibly inde
pendent of the step size used. Typical of the step size refinement 
was a case of Andersen et al. (1972) in which F ~ 0.002 

a n d Us . Here the step size was reduced until the 
maximum change in Q/2 was of magnitude 0.1 percent leading 
to a nondimensional step size of A(x/L) = 0.0032. 

Initial values of u^ , S'*', TT, and A are needed to start the 
solution of the set of differential equations. Generally what is 
known is the value of C//2 at the starting position x„. This gives 
the initial value of ut since ut = vC//2. With this and the 
specified blowing fraction function, F , one has u.t = Fu^ and, 
therefore, from the appropriate equation, (13) or (15), the value 
of A is found. Eliminating 0 between Eqs. (18) and (19) gives, 

_ ^ £ ^ 5* = „0.5 + 0.7677 + OAlTT^ (22) 
u, dx 

Next Eqs. (3) and (10) are combined to eliminate the integral 
and give 6* with functional form: 

6* =f[6*, TT, ut,A, Us(x)] (23) 

The function/, in Eq. (23), is quadratic in TT SO that when S* 
is eliminated between (22) and (23), the result is a quadratic 
equation for TT in terms of 6'^ which we write as follows. 

TT^(X„) + D,TT{X„) + D2 = 0 (24) 

Di and D2 are known functions of 6* and of the known values 
of u* and A. The last equation needed is the velocity profile, 
Eq. (6) , evaluated at y* = 5^ where the wake function, Eq. 
(7), has the value 2. Defining A as the value of cr at y"̂  = 6'^, 
Eq. (6) becomes. 

Us 
^ 2TT V* 

A + — + — 
K 4 

A2 + 
47r 

K 
A + 

ATT^ 
(25) 

Finally, Eqs. (24) and (25) are solved iteratively as follows. A 
low value of 8^ is chosen as a first estimate. Equation (24) is 
then solved for the value of TT{XO). These values for TT and 6'*^ 
are used in Eq. (25) to calculate ut. This procedure is repeated 
until the value of u^ calculated from Eq. (25) agrees with the 
known value at x„. 

A similar procedure is used to calculate starting values if the 
momentum thickness Reynolds number is known at x„ rather 
than the skin friction coefficient. 

Results and Discussion 

The comparisons between predicted skin friction coefficients 
Cf, and experimental data are shown in the various figures. 
These results include cases of blowing (F > 0) and suction (F 
< 0) where F, in general, is variable with distance, x, along 
the surface. Included are cases of constant freestream velocity. 
Us, adverse pressure gradients (decelerating flows) and, for a 
couple of cases, favorable pressure gradients (accelerating 
flows). A few cases in which there is a step change in transpira
tion rate are also shown. Finally, some representative predic
tions of momentum thickness Reynolds number Re«, as a func
tion of x are also given. The predictions of C//2 were begun 
with the measured value at the first data point unless otherwise 
indicated. The same is true for Re^ predictions. The results 
predicted with the wake model of the present work are shown 
as either a function of Re;̂  or xlL depending on the way the 
experimental data was presented by the different sources in the 
references. 
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Fig. 1 Predictions and data. F = 0.0, u, = constant, L = 5m.; F = +0.004, 
Us = constant and F = -0.004, Us ~ x ° " , L = 2.286 m (7.5 ft) Test cases 
from second Stanford Conference. 

Figure 1 shows predictions and data for three test cases used 
at the second Stanford Conference (Kline et al., 1981). For the 
case of zero pressure gradient and F = 0, the agreement between 
predictions and data is very good as would be expected for this 
simplest case. Agreement also seems very reasonable for the 
other two cases shown, suction and deceleration {F = -0.004 
and u,Xx) ~ x'°'^^) and strong blowing {F = +0.004) and zero 
pressure gradient. In fact, predictions of the present method 
compare favorably to predictions by the various finite difference 
methods presented at the second Stanford conference, (Kline 
et al , 1981). It is noteworthy that the magnitude of the skin 
friction coefficient for F = +0.004 is significantly lower than 
for F = 0. Blowing reduces the value of the skin friction coeffi
cient due to the fact that the boundary layer becomes thicker 
and the velocity gradient at the wall becomes smaller. In the 
limit of very strong blowing the entire boundary layer would 
be blown off, and the C/ would be reduced to zero. On the other 
side, the magnitude of the Q increases with increasing suction 
as it approaches the asymptotic suction limit of C/ = —2F. 

The data in Figs. 2 and 3 are from Simpson et al. (1969) 
and is for zero pressure gradient. Figure 2 shows data for a 
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Fig. 2 Predictions and data, u, - constant 
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Fig. 3 Predictions and data. Us = constant. F ~ ±x 

range of constant blowing fraction, F, from very strong suction, 
F = -0.00757 to very strong blowing, F = +0.0078. Predicted 
curves of C//2 versus Re,, the solid lines, exhibit, for the most 
part, good agreement with the data for these zero pressure gradi
ent cases. Figure 3 shows results for suction and blowing which 
is inversely dependent upon x"'^", where the exact functional 
form of F is shown to the right of the plot. Agreement of 
predictions and data is similar to that for the constant F results 
of the previous figure. 

In Fig. 4 are shown experimental results of Andersen et al. 
(1972) for constant F from 0.00 to 0.008 and zero pressure 
gradient. It is important to note that the difference between 
predictions for F = 0.00 in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 is due to the fact 
that experimental initial conditions for Cf/2 at the same x/L 
position are different due to different starting conditions near x 
= 0. Overall, predictions seem to be adequate though they are 
somewhat high for F = +0.00375 and 0.008. The integrity of 
much of the data of Andersen et al. (1972) has survived the 
scrutiny of the evaluators at the second Stanford conference 
(KUne et al., 1981). However, they did conclude that the data 
for F greater than 0.004 may have three dimensional effects 
associated with it and this was particularly true for F = +0.008. 
Figure. 5 shows data, also from Andersen et al. (1972), for 
the most complicated cases, namely, simultaneous deceleration 
with u,,{x) ~ x'"'^, and variable blowing with F ~ x " " . The 
meaning of the expressions for variable F shown in Fig. 5 and 
also in Fig. 3 is slightly different. In Fig. 3, F is exactly repre
sented with the given functional form, while in Fig. 5 the num
ber which appears first, for example, the —0.004 in F = —0.004/ 
x°" in the top curve of Fig. 5, refers to the value of F at the 
first data point while the power on x, the 0.17, gives the general 
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Fig. 4 Predictions and data, u^ = constant. L = 2.286 m (7.5 ft) 
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Fig. 7 Predictions and data, u, = constant. Step change in F from 
F = 0.00 to: F = -0.0033, x > 0.308 m: F = -0.0029, x > 0.6096 m: 
F = -0.0025, X > 0.9144 m 

functional dependence of F on x. The actual expression for F, 
in this case, is F = -0.004 [c/(a + bx)]°". Shown are cases 
for both variable suction and variable blowing. There is reason
able agreement between predictions and the data. 

Shown next in Fig. 6 are results for accelerating flows. The 
solid curves represent predictions obtained using the wake 
model of the present work, while the dashed curves represent 
predictions of the simpler Silva-Freire model developed in Su
cec and Oljaca (1995). Results of the Silve-Freire method are 
included both to be comprehensive and to show a case where 
the Silve-Freire method fails to predict experimental data satis
factorily. The top solid curve is for F = -f-0.00395 and a strong 
acceleration with nominal value of the acceleration factor, K„, 
being 2.0 X 10"^ and constant over most of the surface. The 
experimental data is from Lloyd et al. (1970). Predictions are 
high for the last three data points. For the lower solid curve, 
the data are from Thielbahr et al. (1972). F is constant at 
-1-0.0058 while the acceleration factor K^ is sensibly constant 
at 1.45 X lO"*" over the first half of the surface and then drops 
abruptly to zero for the last 40 percent of the surface. The 
predicted results follow the data remarkably well even in the 
"relaxing" boundary layer on the last 40 percent of the surface. 

Results for a step change of F from 0 to a constant negative 
value, when there is no pressure gradient, are shown in Fig. 7. 
The data are due to Watts et al. (1974). For the top solid curve 
F = 0.00 for 0 < ;c < 0.308 m and F = -0.0033 for x > 0.308 
m. For the middle dashed curve, F remains at 0.00 for x < 
0.6096 m and then changes to -0.0029 while for the lowest 
curve F = 0.00 for x < 0.9144 m before changing to F = 
-0.0025. The predictive method used a linear ramp for F to 
approximate the step change in F . This was needed because the 
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Fig. 6 Predictions and data. Accelerating flows. F = +0.0058, R, = 1.45 
X 10^ , L = 2.286 m (7.5 ft); F = +0.00395, /C, = 2 X 10-^ L = 1.016 m 
(3.33 ft) 

present formulation could not accommodate the large change in 
F and in Cf/2 that occurs in the step without getting a negative 
quantity under a square root. Agreement with the data range 
from good to fair. 

In Sucec and Oljaca (1995), some of these same transpiration 
cases were computed using a simpler wake model due to Silva-
Freire (1988). The last two terms of Eq. (6) in the Coles wake 
model are replaced by a single simpler term, vtltW/K, in the 
Silva-Freire model, ff, a second wake strength parameter, is 
given by the following expression. 

-1.95 In IFI - 3.1 (26) 

Predicted results using the Coles wake model of the present 
work were compared to those of the simpler wake model em
ployed in Sucec and Oljaca (1995). It was found that in three 
of the five cases of Andersen et al. (1972), in which both F 
and u, are constant, the Silva-Freire wake model gave better 
results. It is felt that this is due to the fact that the wake strength 
relation, equation (26), was determined from the data of these 
five cases. For cases in which either M,, or F , or both vary with 
x, the results were mixed. In some of these cases, both models 
gave essentially the same results, while in others. Coles wake 
model gave better results and in still others, the Silva-Freire 
model was better. However, in the accelerating flows of Thiel
bahr et al. (1972) and of Lloyd et al. (1970), as well as the 
cases of Watts et al. (1974) which had step changes in F, the 
Coles wake model clearly yielded better predictions. This is 
evident in Fig. 6 where the Silva-Freire wake results are shown 
as the dashed curves while the solid curves are for the wake 
model of Coles used in the present work. In Fig. 7, the predic
tions of the Silva-Freire wake model are shown for the single 
case of a step change in F from 0 to a value of F = 0.0033. 
Once again, the results, though not as pathological as in Fig. 6, 
are not as good as the results of the present paper. Though 
not shown, this is also true for the other two cases shown in 
Fig. 7. 

The breakdown of the Silva-Freire wake model for the two 
cases of severe acceleration in Fig. 6 is caused by the fact that 
the wake strength parameter, given by Eq. (26), is independent 
of the Clauser parameter, P, defined in Eq. (17). Unlike the 
Coles wake strength n which, as given in Eq. (18), depends 
upon P and gradually goes to zero during an acceleration as /? 
approaches -0 .5 , ft retains its value, dependent on F, until TT 
reaches zero. At this point, (no wake) f must be set equal to 
zero and this causes the abrupt, and large, increases in Cf/2, 
which are seen as the vertical spikes in Fig. 6. It is this defi
ciency of the Silva-Freire wake strength, 7f, namely, no depen
dence upon the pressure gradient parameter p, along with the 
fact that 7f doesn't approach zero as F -» 0 and hence must be 
set to zero at a low value of F (see Eq. (26)) which causes us 
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Fig. 9 Momentum and displacement thlcl<ness Reynolds number pre
dictions and data 

to recommend the use of the Coles wake model, embodied in 
Eq. (6) , for the general case where MJ is a function of .x;. 

Besides prediction of the skin friction coefficient it is also 
possible to compute other important hydrodynamic parameters, 
although there is limited amount of experimental data for these 
parameters. Some calculations of momentum thickness Reyn
olds number, Re^, are shown in Fig. 8 for some representative 
cases of F values and pressure gradients. The dashed curve 
represents the predictions for the case of strong blowing, F = 
-1-0.0058 and an acceleration over the first 60 percent of the 
surface, the case from Thielbahr et al. (1972) discussed in 
connection with Fig. 6. Predicted Re,, values follow the data 
well. The middle curve is for F = -I-.002 and u, a constant and 
is from Andersen et al. (1972). The data points are also from 
Andersen et al. (1972) for the lowest curve, variable suction, 
F 0.002JC ° " and deceleration, u,{x) ~ x'"'^. Predictions 
are somewhat high for this case. 

Figure 9 shows some additional momentum thickness Reyn
olds number predictions, the dashed curves, and some represen
tative displacement thickness Reynolds number results as the 
solid curves. The F = 0.00 results at the top of the figure are 
for u. while those at the bottom of the figure are for 
constant u^. Predictions compare pretty well with the data for all 
cases except for the displacement thickness when F = 0.00375. 

Conclusion 

Cole's form of the law of the wake for a turbulent boundary 
layer with transpiration is used as the velocity profile for the 
integral x momentum equation written in terms of inner vari
ables. The numerical solution of this equation gives predictions, 
of skin friction coefficient and momentum thickness, that exhibit 
reasonable agreement with experimental data. These predictions 
included cases of blowing and suction, for both constant and 
variable with x transpiration and for cases of zero, adverse and 
favorable pressure gradients. Particularly encouraging is the fact 
that present method predicts well the experimental data for 
complex cases of "relaxing" boundary layer and step change 

in blowing function. Present predictions also compared well 
with some of the finite difference techniques used at the second 
Stanford Conference. Continuation of the basic approach pre
sented to the associated heat transfer problem is being worked 
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Effect of a Crossflow at the 
Entrance to a Film-Cooling Hole 
Understanding the complex flow of jets issuing into a crossflow from an inclined hole 
that has a short length-to-diameter ratio is relevant for film-cooling applications on 
gas turbine blades. In particular, this experimental study focu.ied on the effect of 
different velocities in a coflowing channel at the cooling hole entrance. Flows on 
both sides of the cooling hole (entrance and exit) were parallel and in the same 
direction. With the blowing ratio and the main.stream velocity at the hole exit re
maining fixed, only the flow velocity in the channel at the hole entrance was varied. 
The Mach number at the hole entrance was varied between 0 < Mac < 0.5, while 
the Mach number at the hole exit remained constant at Ma«, = 0.25. The velocity 
ratio and density ratio of the jet were unity giving a blowing ratio and momentum 
flux ratio also of unity. The single, scaled-up film-cooling hole was inclined at 30 
deg with respect to the mainstream and had a hole length-to-diameter ratio of L/D 
= 6. Flowfield measurements were made inside the hole, at the hole inlet and exit, 
and in the near-hole region where the jet interacted with the crossflow at the hole 
exit. The results show that for entrance crossflow Mach numbers of Ma^ = 0 and 
0.5, a separation region occurs on the leeward and windward side of the cooling 
hole entrances, respectively. As a result of this separation region, the cooling jet 
exits in a .skewed manner with very high turbulence levels. 

Introduction 

Understanding the complex interaction of a jet injected into 
a crossflow is a phenomena of particular interest to the gas 
turbine industry. The primary motivation is such that by provid
ing better blade cooling, higher turbine efficiencies can be at
tained by increasing turbine inlet temperatures. One such blade 
cooling technique is film-cooling whereby compressor bleed air 
is exhausted through the turbine blade surface through cooling 
holes. These holes typically have relatively short length-to-di
ameter ratios and are inclined relative to the crossflow at the 
jet exit. Although there are a large number of possible flow 
conditions at the cooling hole entrance, there have been no past 
film-cooling flowfield studies that have investigated the link 
between what is happening on the inside of the turbine blade 
to what is happening on the outside of the turbine blade as the 
film-cooling jet exits. Instead, past film-cooling studies have 
not considered a crossflow at the hole entrance but rather a 
stagnant plenum supply or very long supply tubes giving unreal-
istically long hole length-to-diameter ratios. The emphasis of 
this paper is understanding how a crossflow at the entrance of 
a film-cooling hole can affect the jet as it issues into a crossflow 
at the exit. 

Understanding the effects of a crossflow at the entrance to a 
short hole in which the exiting flow is not yet fully developed 
can have implications for both numerical and experimental sim
ulations of film-cooling. Depending upon where the film-cool
ing hole is located in an actual turbine blade, there are a number 
of different hole inlet conditions that can occur. In this study, 
the flow at the cooling hole entrance was considered to be 
parallel and in the same direction (co-flowing) to the flow at 
the exit of the cooling hole as would occur, for example, in the 
midportion of a nozzle guide vane (see Fig. 1). 

The study reported in this paper is aimed at film-cooling 
holes for gas turbine blades where typical hole length-to-diame-
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ter ratios are short and inclined relative to the crossflow at the 
hole exit. Specifically, the hole length-to-diameter ratio in this 
investigation was an LID = 6 and the inclination angle was 30 
deg relative to the entrance and exit crossflows. A single, scaled-
up round cooling hole with parallel crossflows at the entrance 
and exit of the hole was investigated. In this study, only the 
crossflow Mach number at the hole entrance was varied between 
0 < Ma,. < 0.5 while the Mach number at the hole exit was 
held constant at Ma« = 0.25. The jet-to-mainstream velocity 
ratio (VR) and density ratio (DR) remained constant for all 
conditions at VR = 1 and DR = 1. 

The following sections briefly review relevant jet-in-cross-
flow studies, give a description of the flow facility used for 
these experiments, and describe the discharge coefficient and 
flowfield results. After the flowfield results are discussed, there 
is an additional section discussing a physical description of the 
flow which is then followed by some conclusions. 

Previous Studies 

Previous studies have documented the flowfield of jet injec
tion into a crossflow with both long (typically not used in gas 
turbine applications) and short jet hole lengths. These studies 
have encompassed a range of injection angles, and jet-to-main
stream velocity (VR) and density (DR) ratios. With the excep
tion of the discharge coefficient study reported by Hay et al. 
(1983), there are no film-cooling studies in the open literature 
that have investigated the effect of a crossflow at the hole en
trance. 

Normal jet injection studies with unit density ratio (DR = 
1), such as Crabb et al. (1981) and Andreopoulos and Rodi 
(1984), showed two obvious effects on the mean flowfield; the 
degree of which depended on the jet-to-mainstream velocity 
ratio. First, the jet was bent over by the crossflow at the exit 
and second the crossflow was deflected upward by the jet 
blockage. Both of these studies had relatively long supply holes 
for the jet at LID = 30 for the Crabb et al. study and LID = 
12 for the Andreopoulos and Rodi study. Andreopoulos and 
Rodi found at a low velocity ratio (VR = 0.5) that the effect 
of the crossflow at the jet exit was to skew the exiting jet profile 
and force the jet to exit primarily from the downstream half of 
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Fig. 1 Illustration of a flow configuration inside a nozzle guidevane 

the hole exit plane. In fact, Andreopoulos and Rodi found at 
this low velocity ratio that the jet started to bend while still 
inside the hole passage. In contrast, at a high velocity ratio (VR 
= 2) they found that the j et bending occurred after the jet exited 
the hole passage. 

Andreopoulos and Rodi also discussed that the resulting tur
bulence characteristics are a combination of several mecha
nisms. These mechanisms include the turbulence being trans
ported to the jet hole exit from the upstream boundary layer 
and from inside the hole itself, turbulence being produced due 
to various mean velocity gradients, and turbulence being sub
jected to the strong streamline curvature as result of the bending 
jet. Andreopoulos and Rodi found at the jet centerline the loca
tion of the maximum turbulence kinetic energy and turbulent 
shear stress coincided with the maximum streamwise velocity 
gradient and concluded that the mean velocity gradient, 
dUldy, was the dominant turbulent production mechanism. 

Flowfield studies of inclined jet injection, with relatively 
short hole length-to-diameter ratios, include the experimental 
studies by Pietrzyk (1989), Pietrzyk et al. (1989), Subramanian 
et al. (1992), and numerical studies by Leylek and Zerkle 
(1994), Benz et al. (1993), and Garg and Gaugler (1995). 
Pietrzyk (1989) made flowfield measurements for an inclined 
jet (35 deg) subjected to a strong crossflow for jet-to-main
stream velocity ratios of VR = 0.25, 0.5, and 1 at a density 
ratio of DR = 1 and velocity ratios of VR = 0.25 and 0.5 at a 
density ratio of DR = 2. The hole length-to-diameter ratio was 
typical of what would be found in gas turbine applications at 
LID = 3.5. The cooling hole for their configuration was sup
plied by a stagnant plenum. One of the dominating mechanisms 
hypothesized by Pietrzyk et al. (1989) was the formation of a 
separation region on the leeward side of the cooling hole en
trance at high velocity ratios. As the jet-to-mainstream velocity 
ratio increased and the separation region began to form on the 
leeward side of the cooling hole, the jet fluid was pushed into 
the windward portion of the cooling hole. Hence, the primary 
jet exit location was shifted from the leeward side of the cooling 
hole at low blowing ratios, similar to Andreopoulos and Rodi 

(1984), to the windward side of the cooling hole. This separa
tion region was a result of the large turning angle encountered 
by the coolant on the leeward side of the hole. 

In addition to skewing the exiting jet profile, Pietrzyk et al. 
(1989) found a change in the location of the peak turbulence 
levels for different velocity ratio jets. At a low velocity ratio 
of VR = 0.25, a turbulence level of nominally Tu = 4 percent 
or less exited the coohng hole. As the jet interacted with the 
mainstream, the peak turbulence level was Tu = 12 percent 
which occurred at 2.5 hole diameters downstream of the jet 
hole center. The primary mechanism for this turbulence level 
was the large streamwise velocity gradient, dUldy. At a high 
velocity ratio, where the formation of the separation region at 
the hole entrance was hypothesized, the turbulence levels exit
ing the cooling hole was Tu = 20 percent. This high turbulence 
level was equal to the peak turbulence level occurring down
stream of the cooling hole due to the streamwise velocity gradi
ent. 

Leylek and Zerkle (1994) documented a full three-dimen
sional computational study to complement the experimental re
sults of Pietrzyk et al. (1989). Included in their model was the 
supply plenum, cooling hole, and the mainstream crossflow. In 
the study of Leylek and Zerkle, the separation inside the jet 
hole was evident. Leylek and Zerkle also found that at large 
length-to-diameter ratios {LID > 3) and high blowing ratios 
(M > 1) or small length-to-diameter ratios {LID < 3) and low 
blowing ratios (M < 1), the flow inside the cooling hole became 
more similar to a fully developed turbulent pipe flow. Benz et 
al. (1993) also realized the importance of simulating the flow 
inside the jet hole as they prescribed a uniform velocity profile 
at the cooling hole entrance that resulted in a skewed jet exit 
profile for a film-cooling hole in the leading edge region of a 
turbine blade. 

As mentioned earlier. Hay et al. (1983) studied the effects 
of jet entrance and exit crossflows on the discharge coefficients 
of film-cooling holes. Being able to predict the discharge coef
ficients is critical in the sizing of film-cooling holes since an 
excess of unnecessary coolant fluid represents a loss in the 
turbine working fluid. Hay, et al. investigated a range of Mach 
number crossflows at the inlet and exit of their cooling hole, 
hole inclination angles, and hole length-to-diameter ratios. They 
found that the crossflow at the jet entrance had a stronger effect 
on the discharge coefficient relative to the effect of the crossflow 
at the hole exit. For example, in the case where the crossflow 
at the hole entrance, which was parallel and in the same direc
tion as the flow at the hole exit, increased from Ma^ = 0 to Ma,, 
= 0.4, the discharge coefficient increased by 30 percent. In 
contrast, as the exit Mach flow increased from Ma«, = 0 to Ma^ 
= 0.5, the discharge coefficient decreased by only 10 percent 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

CD = discharge coefficient = actual 
mass flowrate/ideal mass flowrate 

D = cooling hole diameter 
DR = jet-to-mainstream density ratio 

L = cooling hole length measured 
along the centerline axis 

M = jet-to-mainstream blowing or 
mass flux ratio, M = pjVjIp^Vr^ 

Ma^ = Mach number of the crossflow at 
the jet hole entrance 

Ma„ = Mach number of the crossflow at 
the jet hole exit 

P,,c = stagnation pressure at hole en
trance 

p« = static pressure at the hole exit 
Rcp = Reynolds number based on hole 

diameter 
Re# = Reynolds number based on mo

mentum thickness 
Tu = turbulence intensity (percent) 

u',v' = streamwise and vertical rms ve
locities 

U,V= streamwise and vertical mean 
velocity components 

Vj = total jet velocity based on inlet 
hole diameter and mass flux 

VR = jet-to-mainstream velocity ratio 
X = streamwise distance measured 

from the cooling hole centerline 

y = vertical distance measured from the 
top of the cooling hole 

y^ = vertical distance measured from the 
bottom of the coolant channel 

z = spanwise distance measured from 
the cooling hole centerline 

(5<,ij = boundary layer thickness, 99 per
cent point 

6 = momentum thickness 
p = density 

Subscripts and Superscripts 
c = crossflow conditions at the hole 

entrance 
00 = crossflow conditions at the hole exit 
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Table 1 Flow conditions for exit and entrance crossflow 
conditions 

Coolant supply channel ^ . „ . „ ^ ^ Fllm-cooling hole 
(20mm X 60mm) mmaows ^^^ ^^^^^ 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the test rig showing the primary channel at the 
cooling hole exit and the supply channel at the cooling hole entrance 

for pressure ratios of 1.05 < P,,c/jO» < 1.4 and remained con
stant when the pressure ratios were P,,c/p„ > 1.4. 

The exiting velocity profile can, in fact, have a significant 
impact on the heat transfer occurring downstream of the film-
cooling hole. The importance of the exiting jet profile on surface 
heat transfer is critical and best described by Garg and Gaugler's 
(1995) study. The numerical results presented by Garg and 
Gaugler (1995) showed large differences in surface heat trans
fer depending upon the exiting jet velocity and temperature 
profiles for several film-cooled turbine blades. Garg and Gaugler 
presented heat transfer predictions that had differences by as 
much as 50-60 percent depending upon whether a parabolic or 
one-seventh jet profile was assumed to exit the cooling hole. In 
addition, Schmidt et al. (1996) presented a discussion on the 
hole length-to-diameter effects which, in fact, causes differing 
exiting jet profiles. In comparing their data, which had an L/D 
= 4, to the data of Sinha et al. (1991), which had an L/D = 
1.75, a clear detachment and reattachment of the jet from the 
downstream surface occurred for the shorter L/D = 1.75, but 
not for the longer L/D = 4. 

These experimental and numerical results illustrate the impor
tance of understanding the formation of the jet inside the cooling 
hole before the jet exits into the mainstream crossflow. A 
skewed exiting jet profile increases the penetration of the jet 
since there is a higher effective velocity in some locations at 
the jet exit. An increased penetration of the jet can cause a 
detachment of the jet from the downstream blade surface. This 
jet detachment has a large penalty in turbine blade cooling. In 
addition to a skewed jet profile, the separation region occurring 
at the hole inlet produces relatively high turbulence levels for 
the exiting jet. These high turbulence levels will increase the 
coolant fluid diffusion and reduce the thermal protection of the 
blade. 

To evaluate how the entrance condition ultimately affects the 
film-cooling flowfield, the facility used for these experiments 
included a channel at the film-cobling hole entrance and exit, 
which could provide either a plenum condition or crossflow 
condition. The channel at the hole entrance represents the inter
nal core of a nozzle guide vane while the channel at the hole 
exit represents the external flow around the nozzle guide vane. 
In the study presented here, the hole geometry as well as the 
supply channel geometry was based on a consensus of European 
gas turbine companies. The following section describes the ex
perimental facility used for these experiments. 

Experimental Facility 
The experiments discussed in this paper were conducted in a 

test facility at the Institut fiir Thermische Stromungsmaschinen 
(ITS), Universitat Karlsruhe. This facility is described in detail 
by Wittig et al. (1996) with previous shaped film-cooling hole 
studies, also conducted in this facility, reported by Thole et al. 
(1996). A sketch of the test section, which contained the single, 
scaled-up film-cooUng hole is shown in Fig. 2. The jet hole 
entrance and exit crossflow channels were controlled indepen
dently, which allowed the effect of the entrance Mach number 
crossflows to be studied. 

Mach number 
Mean freestream velocity (m/s) 
Freestream turbulence intensity 

(%) 
Total temperature at injection 

(K) 
Re£) 
6gg/D at x/D = - 5 
Re0 at x/D = - 5 
699/D at x/D = - 7 

Exit crossflow 
conditions 

0.25 
85.0 

2 

300 
5.2 X 
0.8 
3000 

10" 

Entrance crossflow 
conditions 

0, 0.30, and 0.5 
0, 102.7, and 168.0 

1 

300 
6.6 X 10" 

0,2 

The primary channel at the jet exit was 90 mm in width and 
41 mm in height while the supply channel at the jet entrance 
was 60 mm in width and 20 mm in height. The hole diameter 
for these experiments was 10 mm and was machined into a flat 
aluminum test plate that was 30 mm thick. For these studies, 
the holes were machined to have sharp comers which, in fact, 
may not be representative of an actual turbine blade depending 
on the manufacturing procedure used. The round hole was in
clined at 30 deg giving a hole length-to-diameter ratio of L/D 
= 6. The flow conditions in the primary and supply channels 
are given in Table 1. The jet-to-mainstream velocity ratio and 
density ratio were constant at VR = 1 and DR = 1 for all of 
the flowfield results presented in this paper. 

The air for both flow channels was supplied by a large com
pressor that has a capacity of producing 1 kg/s at 11 Bars. Flow 
for the coolant channel was also provided by the compressor, 
but driven by a sealed external blower in the supply flow loop. 
The turbulence levels at both the entrance and exit to the cooling 
hole were a result of those naturally occurring in both of the 
flow loops. 

The flowrate in the supply channel was varied to give the 
different Mach numbers at the hole entrance. For the Ma^ = 
0.3 case, the mass flowrate in the supply channel was 0.12 kg/ 
s. In contrast, for each of the three channel conditions studied 
the flowrate through the cooling hole was fixed at 7.5e-03 kg/ 
s giving a velocity ratio of VR = 1. Fixing this mass flowrate 
was achieved by adding the 7.5e—03 kg/s to the supply channel 
which was then ejected from the hole. To reduce the uncertainty, 
the mass flowrate through jet hole was determined by measuring 
this mass flowrate entering the secondary supply channel. Leak 
tests were conducted on the secondary supply channel to insure 
that all of the mass flowrate entering the supply channel was 
exhausted only through the cooling hole. The discharge coeffi
cients, pressure ratios, and stagnation and static pressure ratios 
for all three flow entrance crossflow conditions are shown in 
Table 2. Note that the high velocity condition in the channel 
(Ma<: = 0.5) may be undesirably high for internal flows in an 
actual turbine vane, but was studied to better understand the 
hole entrance effects. In addition, the crossflow velocity that is 
present at the hole entrance depends on a number of design 
considerations. 

The inlet flow conditions for both the jet entrance and exit 
channel flows are shown in Fig. 3. The boundary layer profile 

Table 2 
conditions 

Ma, = 0.0 
Ma, = 0.3 
Ma, = 0.5 

F'low conditions for the three entrance crossflow 

Stagnation 
pressure, P,,, 

(mbars) 

1097.5 
1086.4 
1176.0 

Hole exit Pressure 
static pressure ratio, 

/?„ (mbars) /',,,//'» 

996.6 1.10 
996.9 1.09 
996.2 1.18 

Discharge 
coefficient. 

0.72 
0,72 
0,47 
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Fig. 3 Inlet flow conditions for the primary channel and for the supply 
channel 

measured in the primary channel (at the jet exit) was measured 
five hole diameters upstream of the hole centerline. The coolant 
supply channel (at the jet hole entrance) was measured seven 
hole diameters upstream of the hole centerline. As illustrated 
in Fig. 3, the bottom of the test plate refers to the inlet to the 
coolant hole. The supply channel flow was considered to be a 
boundary layer flow with a thickness of 699 = 2 mm (yc/H = 
-0.1) as compared to a channel half-height of 10 mm at a 
location of seven hole diameters upstream of the hole inlet. 

A two-component, coincident, fiber optic laser Doppler velo-
cimeter (LDV) was used to measure velocity fields for the three 
flow cases. The commercial Dantec LDV system had an 85 mm 
fiber optic probe and Enhanced Burst Spectrum Analyzers. A 
beam expander reduced the probe volume size to a diameter of 
74 iim and a length of 0.6 mm. The data was bias corrected 
using residence time weighting. Both the primary and supply 
channel flows were seeded with oil (DES) particles having a 
mean diameter of 0.5 /xm. Because the supply channel and 
primary flow were at different pressures, valves were used 
downstream of the seeder such that the seeding injection was 
independently controlled to avoid velocity biases. 

The test section in the mainstream channel had glass on both 
side walls and top walls which allowed for optical access. The 
LDV was positioned on the side of the test section to measure 
the streamwise and vertical velocity components and was posi
tioned on the top of the test section to measure the streamwise 
velocity components inside the jet hole. When positioned on 
the side of the test section, the LDV was rotated at 45 deg and 
tilted at nominally 4.5 deg to allow near-wall measurements. 
As a result of the tilt, the vertical velocity, v, reported in this 
paper contains a small lateral velocity component. Similarly 
when the LDV was positioned on the top of the test section, a 
7 deg tilt was needed to avoid severe surface reflections. In 
both measurement configurations, however, the tilt has no affect 
on the streamwise velocity component. 

Uncertainty Estimates 

Based on a 95 percent confidence interval, both bias and 
precision uncertainties were quantified. The data presented in 
this paper were typically averaged over 10,000 points or more 
depending on the data rate. The bias uncertainty for the mean 
velocities were 0.4 percent whereas the precision uncertainties 
were one percent in the freestream and 3.4 percent near the 
wall. The precision uncertainty for the rms velocity measure
ments were 1.4 percent in the freestream and 5.8 percent near 
the waU. The precision uncertainty in the turbulent shear stress 
was 5.6 percent. Positioning the LDV probe volume with respect 
to the hole was Ax = ±0.05 mm, Ay = ±0.05 mm, and Az 
= ±0.05 mm. The uncertainty in setting the coolant mass flow-
rate was two percent and the overall uncertainty in the discharge 
coefficient was four percent. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Mole entrance cros&flow Mach number, Ma^ 

Fig. 4 Discharge coefficient measurements for a range of entrance 
crossflow Mach numbers (Ma^) and no exit crossflow (Ma„ = 0) 

Discharge Coefficient Measurements 
Discharge coefficients were measured for a number of condi

tions. Figure 4 shows the variation of the discharge coefficients 
as a function of the crossflow at the hole entrance alone. Note 
that for the data presented in Fig. 4, there is no crossflow at 
the hole exit. 

The four curves represent different ratios of total coolant (at 
jet hole entrance) to static (at jet hole exit) pressure {P,,clp^) 
ratios between 1.11 < P,,Jp^. < 1.63. Similar to the results 
presented by Hay et al. (1983) who investigated a P,,clp«= ratio 
greater than 1.6, as the entrance crossflow Mach number in
creases to Ma^ = 0.4, so does the discharge coefficient. How
ever, at P,,clp«= = 1'63 there is a decrease in the discharge 
coefficient as the crossflow Mach number at the inlet increases 
beyond Ma^ = 0.4. This increase in the discharge coefficient 
foUowed by a decrease occurs for all pressure ratios. Although 
the maximum discharge coefficient for all the pressure ratios 
investigated is between C,, = 0.85 and 0.86, the Ma^ at which 
this maximum occurs decreases as the P,Jp«, ratio decreases. 
For the lowest pressure ratio, P,,clp,>= = 1.11, the maximum 
occurs at a Ma^ = 0.18 while at the highest pressure ratio, P,,J 
Poo = 1.63, the maximum occurs at Ma^ = 0.3. The data also 
indicate that as the pressure ratio across the hole increases, the 
Mac range over which the discharge coefficient is a maximum 
increases. Gritsch et al. (1997) show that the same trends occur 
even when there is a crossflow up to a Maoo = 0.6 at the exit 
of the hole. 

Hay et al. (1983) attributed the increased discharge coeffi
cient to the additional dynamic head. Figure 4 clearly indicates 
that there is an additional effect occurring as the inlet crossflow 
Mach number is increased beyond the condition of the maxi
mum discharge coefficient. This effect will be clarified in the 
following sections of this paper which describe the flowfield 
measurements. It is clear, however, that the crossflow at the 
hole entrance plays a key role in the discharge coefficient for 
that jet hole at all pressure ratios. 

Flowfield Results 
Although flowfield measurements have previously been re

ported for round film-cooling holes with a crossflow at the jet 
exit, as mentioned in the introduction, there have not been any 
studies which have investigated the effect of a crossflow at the 
jet entrance. The following sections present the mean flowfield 
results and turbulent flowfield characteristics for single, scaled-
up round jet hole all at a velocity ratio of VR = 1. The three 
cases presented are for jet entrance crossflow Mach numbers at 
Mâ . = 0, 0.3, and 0.5. The jet exit crossflow Mach number 
remained constant for all of the flowfield tests at Ma,, = 0.25. 

The turbulent flowfield measurements are presented in terms 
of turbulence levels which use the measured rms velocities 
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Fig. 5 Mean streamwise velocity contours inside the jet hole at xlD 
- 0 . 7 5 for entrance crossflows of Ma^ = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 

Flow 
Direction 

Fig. 6 Mean streamwise and vertical velocity contours at the entrance 
to the jet hole at VcID = - 0 . 1 5 with a crossflow at the hole entrance of 
Mac = 0.3 

referenced with the relevant mean velocity rather than the local 
mean velocity. For the turbulence levels presented inside and 
just at the jet hole exit plane, the streamwise rms velocities are 
used and normalized by the average jet velocity, Tu^ (percent) 
= 100 X VM /V,, whereas the turbulence levels presented after 
the jet has exited into the crossflow, the streamwise and vertical 
rms velocities are normalized by the mean mainstream velocity, 
Tu (percent) = 100 X VO.5(M'^ + i; ' ' ) /l7„. Since these tests 
were conducted at a VR = 1, both the mean mainstream and 
average jet velocities are the same. 

Flowfield Inside Jet Hole. To fully understand the jet pro
file at the hole exit, measurements were made inside the jet 
hole passage as shown by the measurement plane in Fig. 5. The 
mean streamwise velocity component inside the jet hole were 
measured by placing the LDV above the jet hole. Reflection 
effects were minimized by putting a slight tilt on the LDV and 
by painting the inside surface of the hole with a velvet black 
paint. The measurements were taken in a vertical-spanwise 
plane at a streamwise distance of xlD = -0.75 upstream of the 
hole centerline or just 0.25 hole diameters downstream of the 
windward edge of the cooling hole. This location was chosen 
because it was the farthest upstream position that still allowed 
the LDV beams to cross as they entered into the cooling hole. 

The streamwise mean velocity contours inside the cooling 
hole for the three different entrance crossflow Mach numbers 
(Mac = 0, 0.3, and 0.5) are shown in Figure 5. The streamwise 
velocity contours are normaUzed by the total jet velocity. As 
indicated by the figures, the position at which the highest con
tour level occurs depends strongly upon the entrance crossflow 
Mach number. For the plenum-type supply (Ma^ = 0) , a large 
portion of the jet (highest streamwise velocity contour) is at 
the top portion of the cooling hole. This placement of the jet 
is consistent with previous studies (Leylek and Zerkle, 1994). 
The previous computational study by Leylek and Zerkle has 
shown that when there is no crossflow at the hole entrance, i.e., 
a stagnant plenum, the jet inside the hole is pushed towaids the 
windward edge of the hole because of the separation region on 
the leeward entrance to the hole. These experiments confirm 
that in fact the jet has been pushed toward the windward side 
which would appear at the top of the vertical-spanwise plane 
at x/D = -0.75. 

As the cross-flow Mach number is increased at the hole en
trance, the position of the maximum streamwise velocity con
tour shifts toward the leeward side of the cooling hole. Where 
the entrance crossflow Mach number is Ma^ = 0.3, the maxi
mum streamwise velocity is located primarily in the center of 

the hole {y/D = -0 .5 ) . There is only a slight shift toward the 
leeward side (bottom) of the cooling hole for the higher cross-
flow entrance Mach number, Ma<. = 0.5. Figure 6 shows the 
total velocity contours (based on the streamwise and vertical 
velocity components) at the hole entrance of the jet for the Mâ . 
= 0.3 crossflow condition. These measurements were taken at 
yc/D = -0.15 which is downward into the supply channel 
measured at the entrance of the cooling hole. Figure 6 indicates 
that a large portion of the jet is entering in the center of the 
cooling hole. 

The turbulence levels inside the jet holes (based on the rms 
of the streamwise velocity fluctuations and the mean freestream 
velocity) are quite different for the three different entry Mach 
number crossflows. Figure 7 shows a comparison of those turbu
lence level contours. Veiy high turbulence levels occur for both 
the low and high entry crossflow conditions (Ma,. = 0 and 0.5). 
The peak turbulence levels for these two cases are nominally 
Tu = 17 percent. The turbulence levels for the condition in 
which the entry and exit crossflow Mach numbers are matched 
Ma,: = 0.3 is much lower with a peak at Tu = 10.5 percent. It 
is clear that for the portion of the hole that was mapped, most 
of the hole has overall lower turbulence levels for the Ma,. = 
0.3 case. High turbulence levels exiting the hole for film-cooling 
applications can have a detrimental effect in that the jet fluid 
will tend to mix with the ' 'hot'' mainstream fluid more rapidly 
and not be as effective in cooling the blade surface. 

Flowfield at the Jet Exit. The total velocity contours 
(based on the mean streamwise and vertical velocity compo
nents), measured in a streamwise-spanwise plane just at the 
exit of the hole (y/D = 0.1), are shown in Figs. 8. Depending 
upon the development of the jet inside of the cooling hole, there 
are countervening effects between the crossflow at the jet exit, 
which tends to bend the jet, and the jet velocity profile itself, 

Ma,=o.o Ma,=0.3 Ma=0.6 

0.0 ^ p o;5 0.0 , 0.5 
z/D 

0.0 ,„ 0.5 
Z/D 

Fig. 7 Turbulence level contours inside the jet hole at x/D = - 0 . 7 5 for 
entrance crossflows of Ma,, = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 
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Fig. 8 Total velocity contours at the exit of the jet hole at yID = 0.1 for 
entrance crossflows of Mac = 0> 0-3, and 0.5 

Ma^=0.0 

Ma=0.3 

Ma=0.5 

which may have a higher momentum in particular regions due 
to the skewed velocity profile. 

As shown in the previous section for the low Mach number 
crossflow at the hole entrance, Ma^ = 0, a large portion of the 
jet is located in the windward side of the cooling hole. The 
skewing of jet profile for the Mâ . = 0 case would be such that 
the jet flow is able to counteract the mainstream crossflow at 
the jet exit. In fact, the jet exit location begins near the windward 
side of the cooling hole. At a Ma^ = 0.3, the jet exit moves 
more towards the leeward side of the cooling hole and at a Ma^ 
= 0.5, the jet exit is even more near the leeward side of the 
cooling hole at relatively high velocities. The skewing of the 
jet as it exits the cooling hole causes a higher penetration into 
the crossflow at the exit of the hole (as will be shown in the 
next section). 

The turbulence levels (based on the streamwise and vertical 
velocity components and the mean freestream velocity) at the 
jet exit, shown in Fig, 9, are similar to those seen inside the jet 
hole. Note that there is a change in the scale used for the 
turbulence level contours as compared to the scale that was 
used in Fig. 7. Very high turbulence levels occur for the Ma^ 
= 0 and 0.5 cases whereas for the Ma^ = 0.3 case the turbulence 
levels are much lower. The peak turbulence level exiting those 
cooling holes is Tu = 16 percent and Tu = 21 percent for the 
Ma^ = 0 and Ma^ = 0.5 cases, respectively. The peak turbulence 
level exiting the hole for the Ma^ = 0.3 case is lower at Tu = 
11 percent. 

Flowtield in the Mainstream Crossflow. The mean 
streamwise-vertical velocity vectors, measured at the jet center-
line in the streamwise-vertical plane, are shown in Fig. 10. As 

Ma.=0.0 Ma=0.5 

Flow 
Direction 

Fig. 10 Mean velocity vectors in the exit crossflow at the hole centerline 
(zlD = 0) for entrance crossflows of Ma^ = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 

expected from the previous discussion, the Ma^ = 0 case shows 
a strong vertical jet penetration which begins near the upstream 
edge of the cooling hole. In comparison, the Ma<: = 0.5 cross-
flow at the entrance causes the jet to exit from the leeward side 
of the cooling hole. 

Figure 11 shows the streamwise and vertical velocity profiles 
in the near-hole region at the jet centerline at xlD = 0 and 1. 
These figures clearly show that for no crossflow at the hole 
entrance (Ma^ = 0) the jet has exited the cooling hole x/D = 
0. At the downstream edge of the jet hole, x/D = 1, the Ma<: 
= 0.5 case shows higher streamwise and vertical velocity com
ponents indicating the exit location near the leeward side of the 
hole. 

The turbulence level contours, measured at the jet centerline 
in a streamwise-vertical plane, are shown in Fig. 12. As dis
cussed in the previous section the turbulence levels exiting the 
hole are significantly higher for the Ma^ = 0 and Ma^ = 0.5 
entrance conditions. In addition, large mean streamwise velocity 
gradients for the Ma^ = 0 and Ma,, = 0.5 entrance conditions 
are causing higher peak turbulence levels after the jet has exited 
the cooling hole in comparison to the Ma^ = 0.3 case. The peak 
turbulence levels, which occur at x/D = 2, are Tu = 28 percent 
for the Ma^ = 0 case and Tu = 36 percent for the Ma^ = 0.5 
case. In contrast, at x/D = 2 the peak turbulence level for the 
Mac = 0.3 case was Tu = 16 percent. 

Physical Description of Entrance Crossflow Effects 
The previous sections describe the flowfield differences oc

curring when a crossflow is present at the entrance to a represen-

y / D 

* j 1 ^ 

Ma = 0.3 

1 . S H » , 

A Ma .. 0.5 

• ' ' • ; • • 

Ai 0 0.2 0.4 O.e 0.8 

v/U 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.i 

v/U 

Fig. 9 Turbulence level contours at the exit of the jet hole at y /D = 0.1 
for entrance crossflows of Ma,, = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 

Fig. 11 Comparison of the streamwise and vertical velocity components 
in the near-hole region at the hole centerline (zlD = 0) for entrance 
crossflows of Mac = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 
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Ma,=0.0 

Ma„ = 0.25 

Fig. 12 Turbulence level contours in the exit crossflow at the hole cen-
terline {z/D = 0) for entrance crossflows of MBC = 0, 0.3, and 0.5 

tative film cooling hole as it exits into a crossflow. This section 
gives a physical description of this jet flow. 

At a velocity ratio of VR = 1 with no crossflow at the hole 
entrance, previous studies have shown that a separation region 
occurs on the leeward side of the hole entrance (Pietrzyk et al., 
1989 and Leylek and Zerkle, 1994). These previous studies 
have shown that there are a number of effects that result from 
this separation region. First, the exiting profile is skewed caus
ing more jet fluid to exit from the windward side of the jet hole. 
This skewed profile causes a higher penetration distance of the 
jet into the mainstream. As was discussed in the introduction, 
when the separation region occurs on the leeward side of a short 
L/D hole in which the skewness of the profile would be more 
prominent than for a long L/D hole where the velocity profile 
had more time to readjust from the separation, adiabatic effec
tiveness measurements indicated the cooling jet detaches and 
then reattaches to the downstream surface (Schmidt, et al., 
1996). Second, the exiting jet has very high turbulence levels 
which promotes a more rapid mixing with the hot mainstream. 
The data presented in this paper concurs that when there is no 
crossflow at the entrance to the jet hole (Ma, = 0) a large 
portion of the jet exits from the windward side of the hole 
having turbulence levels higher than would occur say, for exam
ple, a pipe flow. 

Pietrzyk (1989) presents a good description of the shear 
layers occurring due to the cooling jet/mainstream interaction at 
low and high velocity ratios. The shear gradients are particularly 
relevant since the dU/dy gradients at the jet centerline are re
sponsible for the turbulence production. At velocity ratios 
greater than VR > 0.5, he shows a windward shear layer that 
occurs at the interface between the mainstream and the cooling 
jet as the jet exits the hole; a wake region behind the jet which 
is formed due to the jet blockage; and a wall-jet layer formed 
downstream of the wake region near the wall. Pietrzyk (1989) 
pointed out that the highest turbulence production occurs in the 
windward shear layer, or rather the interface between the jet 
and the mainstream, and is primarily a result of the large d VI 
dy velocity gradients. Similarly in this paper for the case with 
no crossflow entrance to the jet hole (Ma, = 0) , the peak 
turbulence levels occurred at an xlD = 2 where the most intense 
dUldy velocity gradients occurred. 

For the cases presented in this paper in which a strong cross-
flow existed, the Ma, = 0.5 crossflow also showed elevated 
turbulence levels exiting from the cooling hole, similar to the 
case with no crossflow at the hole entrance. However, the jet 
profile exiting from the cooling hole is much different in that 
a large portion of the jet is skewed towards the leeward side of 
the cooling hole. In the highest entrance crossflow case, there 

Mac = 0 

Ma„ = 0.25 I^^I> 

Ma, 0.30 

M a . = 0.25 

Ma, = 0.50 

Fig. 13 Physical Interpretation of the effects that a crossflow at the jet 
hole entrance has on the jet flowfield 

are even higher dU/dy velocity gradients because the higher 
jet velocities are interacting with the low-speed fluid near the 
wall. As a result, turbulence levels even higher than those for 
the no crossflow case (Ma, = 0) occur. For the case where 
the entrance crossflow is Ma, = 0.3, the turbulence levels are 
significantly lower exiting the hole and the velocity profile indi
cates that the jet exits more towards the middle portion of the 
hole. This more uniform jet profile then reduces the velocity 
gradient and, subsequently, the turbulence production. 

As the Mach number increases at the entrance to the jet hole 
from Ma, = 0 to Ma, = 0.5, the separation region which forms 
changes from the leeward side of the jet to the windward side 
of the jet hole. This effect is shown schematically in Figure 13. 
Since the turbulence levels are fairly low and the jet profile 
inside the hole appears to be more symmetric for the Ma, = 
0.3 entrance crossflow, the effect of the separation region, if 
there is a separation region, is not very large. In the Ma, = 0 
case, the downstream fluid has a large turning angle to overcome 
which causes the separation on the leeward side of the hole 
entrance. In the Ma, = 0.5 case, the upstream fluid has an 
effectively large turning angle to overcome which causes a 
separation on the windward side of the hole entrance. Consistent 
with those separation regions are that both the Ma, = 0 and 
Ma, = 0.5 cases have high turbulence levels occurring inside 
the hole. 

The discharge coefficients which were presented showed the 
entrance crossflow effect alone. Those results indicated that 
there was an entrance crossflow condition in which the dis
charge coefficient was a maximum. Below a Ma, < 0.15, all 
of the pressure ratio cases indicated increases in discharge coef
ficients as the Ma, increased. The increase in the discharge 
coefficient with increasing Ma, occurs because the separation 
region on the leeward side of the hole passage begins to become 
minimal. For the low pressure ratio case of P,,Jp^ = 1.11, the 
discharge coefficient begins to rapidly decrease at a Ma, = 0.2 
indicating that the total pressure is not high enough to overcome 
the frictional and separation losses. For the high pressure ratio 
case P,,clp^ = 1.63, the additional total pressure is enough to 
overcome the losses for a larger Ma, range. 

Conclusions 
The results presented in this paper indicate the importance 

of understanding not only the effects of the crossflow at the jet 
exit, but also flowfield effects at the jet hole entrance. The 
flowfields for a round, inclined hole having a short length-to-
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diameter ratio in which the jet is exposed to a crossflow at the 
hole entrance haye not been reported in the open literature prior 
to this investigation. These types of flows commonly occur as 
film-cooling holes on gas tvirbine blades and, in particular, a 
crossflow at the hole entrance occurs for nozzle guide vanes. 
With improvements and changes to inner blade convective cool
ing schemes, an understanding as to how a crossflow at the hole 
entrance can influence the exiting jet profile and the discharge 
coefficients (hole sizing) is needed. 

The mean velocity field measurements show that when the 
jet has no crossflow at the hole entrance, there is a separation 
region on the leeward side of the hole entrance which causes 
the jet to exit from the upstream portion of the hole. Alterna
tively, when there is a high velocity crossflow at the hole en
trance, there is a separation region on the windward side of the 
hole entrance which causes the jet to exit from the downstream 
portion of the hole. These skewed profiles lead to higher turbu
lence production after the jet interacts with the mainstream. 

In addition to a skewing of the jet as it exits the hole, in
creased turbulence levels inside the cooling hole and reduced 
discharge coefficients occur because of this separation region. 
As turbulence levels increase, the jet fluid would have a ten
dency to mix quickly with the mainstream at the jet exit. From 
a gas turbine film-cooling standpoint, this effect is detrimental 
because of the decreased cooling capability. 
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Turbulence Model for Steady 
and Unsteady Boundary Layers 
in Strong Pressure Gradients 
A new turbulence model for two-dimensional, steady and unsteady boundary layers 
in strong adverse pressure gradients is described. The model is developed in a 
rational way based on understanding of the flow physics obtained from experiments. 
The turbulent shear stress is given by a mixing length model, but the mixing length 
in the outer region is not a constant times the boundary layer thickness; it varies 
according to an integral form of the turbulence kinetic energy equation. This approach 
accounts for the history effects of the turbulence. The form of the near-wall mixing 
length model is derived based on the distribution of the shear .stress near the wall, 
and it takes into account the pressure and convection terms which become important 
in strong adverse pressure gradients. Since the significance of the normal stresses 
in turbulent kinetic energy production increases as separation is approached, a model 
accounting for this contribution is incorporated. Experimental data indicate a change 
in turbulence structure near and through separation. Such a change can be significant 
and is accounted for here using an empirical function. The complete model was 
tested against steady and unsteady, two-dimensional experimental cases with adverse 
pressure gradients up to separation. Improved predictions compared to those obtained 
with other turbulence models were demonstrated. 

Introduction 
Interest in calculating two-dimensional, steady and unsteady, 

boundary-layer flows in strong pressure gradients is old, but it 
remains very important due to the large number of fluid flow 
devices that work under these conditions. A number of formula
tions have been used to predict those flows (Schetz, 1993). The 
simplest methods employ the mixing length or eddy viscosity 
concepts, which have been proven very useful in equilibrium 
boundary layers. Although reasonable agreement has been ob
tained for some cases, the validity of such an approach is ques
tionable in view of the experimental findings which indicate 
that, in the case of strong adverse pressure gradient and/or 
separation, the shear stress profile depends not only on the local 
velocity profile and distance from the wall but also on the 
upstream development of the turbulence (i.e., the "history" of 
the turbulence). This observation has led some to develop mod
els that attempt to account for the lag of the large eddy structure 
to the local conditions of the shear flow. Bradshaw et al. (1967) 
were among the first to employ the turbulence kinetic energy 
(T.K.E) equation for the development of the Reynolds shear 
stress. Assuming that the ratio of the Reynolds shear stress and 
the turbulence kinetic energy is constant along a streamline and 
introducing empirical functions for the dissipation and diffusion 
terms, they were able to transform the T.K.E. equation to an 
equation for the development of the shear stress. Despite the 
ability to account for "history" effects, this approach has disad
vantages (McDonald and Camarata, 1968). The most im
portant, is that the method requires the knowledge of the distri
bution of certain empirical functions across the boundary layer, 
with the diffusion function being the most uncertain one. They 
used flat plate boundary layer data to obtain their functions. 

Johnson and King (1984) proposed a hybrid Reynolds stress/ 
eddy viscosity model. Starting from the experimental observa
tion that the maximum shearing stress is the proper scaling 
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parameter for strong adverse pressure gradient and separating 
flows, they proposed an ordinary differential equation for the 
maximum turbulent shear stress that was heuristically deduced 
from the differential turbulence kinetic energy equation. The 
proportionality factor in the eddy viscosity model for the outer 
region is adjusted so that the maximum shear stress predicted 
from the model coincides with the value calculated from the 
ordinary differential equation. This approach predicts lower val
ues of the outer eddy viscosity in the near-separation and sepa
rated zone, compared to simpler models, giving velocity pro
files, surface pressure and skin friction coefficients that are in 
better agreement with experiments. The model still requires 
empirical functions for the diffusion and the dissipation of 
T.K.E. Simpson (1987) and Menter (1991) compared this 
model to others and concluded that it gave superior results for 
strong adverse pressure gradients for steady two-dimensional 
flow. 

Dindar and Kaynak (1992) compared the unsteady Johnson-
King model calculations with those of the Baldwin-Lomax and 
Cebeci-Smith models for the flow over an oscillating airfoil at 
a reduced frequency of 0.1. The comparison indicates that the 
Johnson-King model gives results in better agreement with the 
data. Srinivasan et al. (1993) compared the performance of an 
algebraic eddy viscosity model based on the Renormalization 
Group theory (Yakhot and Orzag, 1986) the Johnson-King 
model, the Baldwin-Barth model (Baldwin and Barth, 1991) 
and the Spalart-Allmaras model (Spalart and Allmaras, 1992) 
for the flow over an oscillating airfoil at a reduced frequency 
of 0.1. They found that for unsteady attached flow the first two 
and the last model give good agreement with experiments. For 
the light-stall case, the same models give only qualitatively 
correct results for airload hysteresis. For the deep stall cases on 
the downstroke the results were not even qualitatively correct. 

Higher order methods, which involve extra equations for the 
T.K.E., dissipation rate e and/or the Reynolds stresses have 
also been used. A review can be found in the papers by Simpson 
(1987) and Hytopoulos and Simpson (1993). 

The present paper, introduces a new approach to the predic
tion of boundary layer flows in the presence of strong pressure 
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gradients. The assumptions built into the basic model have been 
chosen to be consistent with experimental and theoretical find
ings, so that the model can be rationally extended to the predic
tion of unsteady and three-dimensional flows. The basic features 
of the turbulence model include: (a) the use of the integrated 
T.K.E. equation as a way of taking into account "history" 
effects, (b) the use of T̂ ax as the scaling factor, (c) a model 
for the shear stress profile in the near wall region, where the 
assumption T = T„, is not valid for strong adverse pressure 
gradients, (d) the contribution of normal stresses, and (e) an 
empirical function that attempts to take into account the change 
of the turbulence structure near separation. All of this results 
in an auxiliary differential equation for the factor in the outer 
region mixing length model. This is coupled to a numerical 
treatment of the differential equations of motion. 

Development of the Model 

The Role of the T.K.E. Equation. One of the key pieces 
of experimental information is the observation that for boundary 
layers in strong adverse pressure gradients and separated flows 
the most important scaling parameter is not the wall stress, but 
the maximum shear stress. Also, for flows varying rapidly in 
the streamwise direction, the convection and diffusion of the 
Reynolds shear stresses cannot be neglected, so models based 
on an equilibrium assumption are not appropriate. This has 
led many researchers to transform the T.K.E. equation into an 
equation for the Reynolds shear stress based on the finding that 
the ratio of the Reynolds stress to the T.K.E. is almost constant 
across the boundary layer (at least for .156 < y < .15S). This 
constant is approximately 0.15 for a zero pressure gradient, 
and it becomes lower for adverse pressure gradients. Further, 
empirical correlations have been introduced for the diffusion 
and dissipation terms of the equation and the T.K.E. equation 
has been applied along the path of maximum turbulent kinetic 
energy (s) leading to an ordinary differential equation govern
ing the streamwise development of T̂ ax (Johnson and King, 
1984). The direction (s) has subsequently been taken as simply 
the streamwise direction. The rational extension of this assump
tion to unsteady and/or three-dimensional cases is not obvious. 

Because of the above and the wefl-known uncertainty in the 
specification of the diffusion term, it was decided that an integral 
approach for the T.K.E. equation was advantageous here, since 
use of the boundary-layer theory assumptions along with inte
gration across the boundary layer from the wall to the far-field, 
eliminates the diffusion term. The partial differential T.K.E. 
equation is reduced to an ordinary differential equation (O.D.E) 
for the steady flow case and to a partial differential equation in 
(x, t) for the unsteady case. The new equation governs the 
development of the maximum stress Tmux in time (t) and space 
(x) and is the mechanism through which the "history" effects 
are taken into account. After integrating and keeping the normal 
stress term, the T.K.E. equation reads (Schetz et al., 1993): 

I /OK dUK _ 5 f / ^-^ 
-— + —-— + UV — h (M 

\ at ox oy 

- H V K ] o = 0 (1) 

The ratio of the Reynolds shear stress to the T.K.E. is expressed 
in the following way: 

pK 
A,F- (2) 

It was observed experimentally that the ratio of the shear 
stress to the T.K.E. is reduced in the presence of an adverse 
pressure gradient (Bradshaw, 1967), this is taken into account 
here through an empirical relationship (Shiloh et al , 1981). 

The ratio is taken to be equal to A|F~'', where Aj is a constant 
chosen here as 0.25, and p = 1.25. 

The factor F expresses the ratio of the total turbulence energy 
production to that from the shear stress (Shiloh et al., 1981), 
and it is defined as: 

F = I + [{u V ) — 
dx 

UV • 
dy 

(3) 

As separation is approached, both the normal stresses and the 
velocity gradient in the x direction increase, resulting in in
creased production of T.K.E. due to the normal stresses. At the 
same time, the production due to shear stresses is decreasing, 
resulting in a ratio between the two terms of up to 0.5 (Simpson 
et al., 1977). The normal stress effects in the turbulence energy 
equation can be modeled using the approximation that F is 
constant across the boundary layer, which is true for the mid-
region of the boundary layer (Simpson et al, 1981). The model 
proposed by Collins and Simpson (1978) and Shiloh, Shivapra-
sad and Simpson (1981) is used here. This model is based on 
the assumption that the stresses can be related to the T.K.E., at 
the location where the shear stress becomes maximum, in the 
following way: 

ICtK/F"* (4) 

Combining this with the definition of F and the ratio of the 
shear stress to the T.K.E (=AiF '̂ ^ = a,),F can be expressed 
in terms of the mean flow variables as follows: 

F = 1 + 

mi 
dx 

A, /d£ 
[dy 

(5) 

Shiloh et al. (1981) report a value of 2.79 for the ratio of the 
two constants. The subscript (max) indicates that the derivatives 
are evaluated at the location where the Reynolds shear stress 
profile has a maximum, where one also has a finite non-zero 
value for {dU/dx)/(dU/dy). Thus the modeled term of F is 
well-behaved even in cases where dUldy -> 0 somewhere within 
the boundary layer, such as in a wall-jet flow. 

A model, based on dimensional considerations, was intro
duced for the calculation of the dissipation term: 

(6) 

The dissipation length (L^) is taken to be equal to the mixing 
length in the Law of the Wall region. This is consistent with 
the observation that the production and the dissipation are the 
two dominant terms in this region of the flow and they almost 
cancel each other, being closely equal and opposite in magni
tude. A problem with Eq. (6) is that it predicts zero dissipation 
on the wall. Theoretical results (So et al., 1992) show the 
asymptotic value on the wall is: 

_Z1 (7) 

Despite this deficiency, the model equation predicts a maximum 
at about the same location where DNS solutions predict the 
existence of a plateau. The simplest approach and the one fol
lowed here is to assume that the dissipation between the wall 
and the location where the model predicts a maximum value is 
constant and equal to the maximum value. 

The dissipation length in the near wall region has to be modi
fied using the van Driest damping function, but a different 
damping constant is required for the results to be consistent 
with the values predicted from DNS. Wolfstein (1967) has also 
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adopted different values for the mixing and dissipation lengths 
in his near-wall damping functions. A value of A^ between 12 
and 14 seems to give good agreement, and the value of 14 has 
been used here. The dissipation length for the outer region is 
assumed proportional to the boundary layer thickness just as 
for the mixing length. The constant of proportionality has been 
chosen equal to 0.082, a value which is lower than the usually 
used value of 0.09 for the mixing length, but in good agreement 
with the experimentally observed values of Simpson et al. 
(1977). In equilibrium regions, we take the mixing length in 
the outer region to be /„, = C6 with C = 0.09 and the dissipation 
length to be L,, = 0^6 with Q = 0.082. As C is reduced by the 
auxiliary equation in strong adverse pressure gradients, it is 
assumed that Q = (0.082/0.09)C. 

Introducing Eqs. (2) , (5) , and (6) into Eq. (1), one obtains: 

d 
(Tn. Ji) + — (T„ 

OX 
Jc) - (T„^Jp) + (T'J,^M = 0 (8) 

where 

r 
A, 

dU 

dy. 

4 = 1 -^^fFdy, 

-[ui^,y 
Jo A, 

L = [ L.I 
dy. 

and / i s the non-dimensionalized Reynolds stress profile with 
respect to the maximum value at the x location and time t. The 
four integrals are functions of the time ( 0 and space (x) vari
ables only. In the case of a steady flow, the time derivative is 
zero, and Eq. (8) becomes an O.D.E. The integration of the 
equation requires the specification of the maximum shear stress 
as an initial condition at the beginning of the computational 
domain. The model also requires an initial distribution for the 
velocity and stress fields. This information can be supplied by 
initially solving for the flow variables using a simple algebraic 
model. 

In unsteady flow, Eq. (8) becomes a P.D.E., and both initial 
and boundary conditions are required. An initial distribution of 
the maximum shear stress as a function of the spatial coordinate 
(x) at time ? = 0, as well as the value of T^VL^ at JC = A:O as a 
function of time, are required. The first condition can be ob
tained by a steady solution at f = 0. The second condition can 
be given either by experimental results or by a simple algebraic 
model. 

Mixing Length Distribution. The governing equation for 
the maximum shear stress does not predict the shear stress 
across the boundary layer. It only provides a scaling factor for 
the shear stress profile at each x location. To complete the 
calculation of the shear stress, a formula that relates the shear 
stress to the other mean flow variables and its maximum value 
must be proposed. A mixing length formula based on an expres
sion for the stress profile has been chosen to accomplish this 
task. 

The mixing length is usually assumed proportional to the 
distance from the wall for the near wall region and proportional 
to the boundary layer thickness in the outer region (Schetz, 
1993). The near wall formulation assumes a constant distribu
tion of shear stress given as the product of the mixing length, 
Ky, the velocity scale, (KydU/dy) and the velocity gradient 
(dU/dy). In an attempt to improve this deficiency, Johnson 
and King (1984) proposed an approximate near-wall model that 
uses the same length scale but introduces the square root of the 
maximum shear stress as the characteristic velocity scale in 
their eddy viscosity formulation. Johnson and Coakley (1990) 
have proposed another algebraic velocity scale which is derived 
based on the assumption of a linear stress distribution between 
the wall and the maximum values of the shear stress. Here, a 
new mixing length formulation is proposed based on an expres

sion for the distribution of the near wall shear stress profile. 
The derivation is based on the observation that the Law of the 
Wall remains valid even in the presence of strong adverse pres
sure gradients (Ludwieg and Tillman, 1950, McDonald, 1969). 
Extending the expression that Coles (1955) presented for the 
momentum equation for steady, two-dimensional flow to the 
case of unsteady flow and neglecting the normal stress term, 
one can write: 

= 1 + 3)+p+ + 
u\ dx Jo 

(y^)dy^ 

V du. 

dt ul 
y^hiy") (9) 

The function h(y*) = U/Ur depends ony* only, and it can be 
calculated from the universal Law of the Wall. An extended 
mixing length formula for the inner region can now be derived, 
if we require that: 

/ 
duV 
dy) 

(10) 

where r is given by Eq. (9), rather than the usual assumption 
r = T„ or some ad hoc assumed variation. The expression for 
the mixing length becomes: 

Kyol 1 + y+p* + 
ly dUr p 

ul dx Jo 
h\y*)dy* 

+ - ^ y h{y^) 
Ur at 

(11a) 

where D ( = 1 - exp(-y"^/A*)) is the van Driest damping 
function. The mixing length in the outer region is: 

hii .out ^ O (nb) 

A hyperbolic tangent function is used for blending the inner 
and outer mixing length region expressions. 

' / j j ' m tanh 
'm 

(12) 

The mixing length approach (Eqs. 10-12) is used to calculate 
the shear stress distribution across the boundary layer, while 
Eq. (8) determines the maximum shear stress level. This is 
accomplished by adjusting the value of C, at each (x, t), so 
that the maximum value of the shear stress predicted from Eq. 
(10) is equal to the one predicted from the auxiliary equation 
(Eq. 8), at the same location. 

Numerical Implementation. The closure model (Eqs. (8) , 
(10), (l\a-b), and (12)) coupled with the incompressible, 
steady and unsteady, boundary layer equations provide a closed 
system of equations that is solved numerically. The momentum 
and continuity equations have been discretized using the Finite-
Element Method (F.E.M) (Schetz et al., 1993). The details of 
the method and extensive investigation of the numerical accu
racy have been presented in the same reference. Based on the 
results of that investigation, the bilinear element (with a global 
error behaving as /i^) was chosen for all the runs presented in 
this work. 

For steady cases, Eq. (8), is an ordinary differential equation, 
and is integrated using a Runge-Kutta method. For unsteady 
cases, Eq. (8) is a partial differential equation, and using the 
transformation Q = I,Tmm< it can be written as follows: 
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dQ ^ diWQ) 

dt dx 
AQ + BQ' 

where: 

B = ;3/2 w = 
/, 

(13) 

(14) 

Equation (14) has the form of a wave equation; the coefficient 
W represents the speed of propagation of the wave. It is solved 
with a Crank-Nicolson time differencing scheme. 

Test Cases and Performance of the Model 
The predictive ability of the model has been evaluated using 

four well-documented incompressible, turbulent flow test cases: 
(a) flow over a flat plate, (b) Samuel and Joubert steady, strong 
adverse pressure gradient flow (Samuel and Joubert, 1974), (c) 
Simpson, Chew and Shivaprasad (1981) steady, strong adverse 
pressure gradient flow with separation, and (d) Simpson et al. 
(1983) unsteady, strong adverse pressure gradient flow with 
separation. 

The first case is the simplest turbulent flow, and all proposed 
models must be able to predict it correctly. The next two steady 
flow cases have been used as test cases for the 1980-1981 
AFOSR-HTTM-Stanford conference on complex turbulent 
flows (Kline et al., 1981). This allows the comparison of the 
performance of the new model with the performance of a num
ber of models used at the conference. Finally, the unsteady flow 
of Simpson et al (1983) was chosen for two main reasons: ( 0 
it is a logical extension to the steady experiment (case c) and 
(«') the reduced frequency of the experiment is an excellent 
representation of flows of engineering interest. The predictions 
with the new model are compared to the predictions of other 
models that are available in the literature for these cases. 

Turbulent Flow over a Flat Plate. The inlet profile at Re^ 
= 5000 was created by using the log law for the inner region 
and the Coles Law of the Wake (Schetz, 1993) for the outer 
region. The skin friction coefficient calculated using both the 
new model and the simple algebraic model show a very small 
difference. Both results are also in excellent agreement with the 
usual skin friction laws, and all other variables are predicted 
accurately. 

Samuel and Joubert Steady Adverse Pressure Gradient 
Flow. The case involves a flow with an increasingly adverse 
pressure gradient. The calculation starts at x = 0.855 meters. 
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(1): from Kline et al. (1981), (2): from iUlenter (1993). 

The t/-component of the velocity at the starting location was 
taken from the experimental results, and V was set equal to 
zero. The free-stream velocity is obtained from experimental 
data and it is applied as a boundary condition on the upper 
boundary of the numerical domain. The pressure gradient is 
then calculated using the Bernoulli equation. 

The results presented here were obtained on a 200 X 74 
grid, equally-spaced in the .Jc-direction, and with a geometric 
progression in the y-direction. The node nearest to the wall was 
chosen so that j " ^ = 1 -̂  3. These values were chosen after 
numerical experimentation indicating no further changes in the 
solution. 

Figure 1 presents the results of calculations with the new 
model and other models (Kline et al., 1981 and Menter, 1993) 
and the data. The comparison shows that the new model per
forms equally well or better than the other models. 

Figure 2 gives velocity profiles. This clearly shows that the 
calculations of the new model are again equal to or better than 
the other models. Figure 3 shows that as the pressure gradient 
is increasing, the simple algebraic model fails to reproduce the 
Law of the Wall, which the experimental results obey (Samuel 
and Joubert, 1974). 
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Comparisons for the shear stress profile for the last station are 
presented in Fig. 4, which indicates that even for this sensitive 
variable, the new model performs equally well or better than 
any other model. 

Simpson, Chew and Shivaprasad Steady Flow With Sepa
ration. This flow has a much stronger adverse pressure gradi
ent. The location x = 0.8051 meters was chosen as the starting 
point. There was some concern regarding the low Reynolds 
number based on the momentum thickness at this station, Re^ 
= 1677. Below Re^ = 5000, some suggest a variation of the 
constants describing the Law of the Wall with the Reynolds 
number (Simpson, 1970). The numerical domain is extended 
up to the point that the method predicts separation. This is done 
for two reasons: a) a boundary layer code, cannot solve for 
reverse flow, and b) the mixing length expression for the inner 
region is not compatible with the experimental observations for 
separated flows. The U-velocity profile at the starting location 
is obtained from the experimental results, while V is set equal 
to zero. The free-stream velocity was applied as a boundary 
condition on the upper boundary and the pressure gradient was 
obtained from the Bernoulli equation. 

The results presented here have been obtained on a 200 X 
75 grid, equally spaced in the .^-direction and with geometric 
progression in the j;-direction. The node nearest to the wall was 
chosen so that 3;* = 1 -̂  3. No changes were observed in the 
solution on a finer grid. 

Figure 5 shows the calculations for skin friction compared 
with the data. The comparison indicates that the performance 
of the new model is very good. Velocity profiles are presented 
in Figs. 6 and 7. The comparison indicates that as separation is 
approached, a log region still exists, but the U* intercept of the 
Law of the Wall seems to be lower which implies a change in 
the constant in the Law of the Wall. Intermittent backflow might 
be playing an important role. The comparison also indicates 
that the new model tends to give a fuller profile for this location. 

The stress profiles are presented in Fig. 8. Compared to the 
results of Fletcher and Mellor, the calculations of the new model 
are again equal or superior. 

Simpson, Chew and Shivaprasad Unsteady Flow With 
Separation. The amplitude of the unsteady motion is approxi
mately 0.3, and the reduced frequency, uLllUei = 0.61, The 
initial station was again not easy to choose due to low Reynolds 
number effects; it was decided that the same x location could 
be used for the unsteady flow. To avoid any region of separation 
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during the unsteady simulation, the domain extends up to the 
location x = 2.75 m. 

The free-stream velocity could be written in terms of a Fou
rier series as follows: 

t/,, = f/4 1 + S ^ cos {ujt - 4>i,) 
1=1 ^ ' 

(15) 

where £/,> is the amplitude of each harmonic and (/):j is the phase 
lag. The ratio of the first harmonic to the mean velocity and </>,> 
= 200° was experimentally found to be approximately constant 
up to X = 3.0 meters. The higher harmonics have amplitudes 
of less than three percent, so the numerical representation used 
here includes only the first harmonic. In this case, a phase lag 
of 196 degrees gives better agreement with the experiment. The 
results presented here were obtained on a 130 X 50 grid. 

An Euler implicit integration scheme was used for the mo
mentum equations. The Crank-Nicolson scheme was used for 
the integration of the auxiliary P.D.E. After experimentation 
with the value of the time step, the division of the cycle into 
1350 steps was used for obtaining the results presented here. 
The repeatability of the solution was checked using the maxi
mum shear stress, displacement and momentum thickness as 
criteria. All of those parameters indicated that by the third cycle 
a periodic solution was obtained. 

The results start with the average skin friction coefficient 
equal to the average wall shear over a cycle divided by one 
half the average free-stream velocity value squared. Figure 9 
shows the results of the calculations, the unsteady data and the 
steady data. The new model and the simple algebraic model 
both give results in very good agreement with the unsteady 
experiment up to x = 2.3 m. 

The velocity profile, at x = 2.74 m, is presented in Fig. 10. 
This location is close to the point where intermittent backflow 
appears, and it has stronger pressure gradients during part of 
the cycle. The new model proves that it has a superior perfor
mance in strong pressure gradients. 

Turning attention from the time-averaged results to instanta
neous variations, we first present the phase lag of the wall shear 
stress with respect to the free-stream velocity. Both the new 
model and the simple algebraic model give almost identical 
results which are in good agreement with the experiment in 
Fig. 11. 

Figure 12 presents the ratio of the 1st harmonic of the wall 
shear stress to the mean value. Both models predict the same 
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ratio, which is lower than the 0.667 from experiment. The two 
models indicate an increasing amplitude as the pressure gradient 
becomes stronger and backflow appears, in contrast with experi-
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ment. The same behavior but with a sharper increase is exhibited 
by the quasi-steady model of Houdeville and Cousteix (Cous-
te ixe ta l , 1979). 

The ratio of the first harmonic of the velocity to the mean 
value as a function of y for the location x = 2.1 A meters is 
presented in Fig. 13. The comparison indicates that both the 
new model and the simple algebraic model predict the correct 
trends, but the new model gives values that are in better agree
ment with the experiment. The phase lag of the first harmonic 
as predicted from the two models for x = 2.1 A meters is shown 
in Fig. 14. The comparison indicates that both models are in 
agreement with the experimental results. 

Figure 15 compares the velocity profiles atx = 2.74 meters. 
These are the phase-averaged profiles that correspond to: (a) 
free-stream velocity minimum, {b) free-stream velocity equal 
to the average velocity and increasing, (c) free-stream velocity 
maximum, and {d) free-stream velocity equal to the average 
value and decreasing. All four figures indicate that the new 
model gives profiles that are in better agreement with the experi
mental profiles compared to the simple algebraic model. 
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Discussion 
A new, general and rational approach has been developed for 

the prediction of steady and unsteady, turbulent boundary layer 
flows under the presence of strong adverse pressure gradients 
up to separation. The foundations of the new method are based 
on experimental observations. The model uses the integrated 
T.K.E equation in an attempt to take into account the "history" 
effects of turbulence, which eliminates the need for any assump
tions concerning the path of the maximum shear stress. This 
becomes important in the case of unsteady flows where the 
assumption that the path is parallel to the x-axis is questionable. 
The extension of the Johnson-King concept to unsteady, free-
stream flow is not straightforward, since the J-K T^M transport 
equation cannot be associated with a particular position or path 
in an unsteady flow. Hysteresis of the shearing stress profiles 
precludes the use of the simple, smoothed 7-A" stress profile. We 
believe we have made a fundamental contribution in providing a 
rational basis for a r^ax transport equation for unsteady flows. 
The integrated formulation, coupled with the boundary layer 
theory assumptions, eliminates the diffusion term of the equa
tion, the modeling of which is uncertain. The resulting auxiliary 
differential equation governs the development of the maximum 
shear stress which is used as a scaling parameter. 

A mixing length approach is used for describing the stress 
profile across the boundary layer, and a model based on the 
distribution of the near wall shear stress has been developed. 
The mixing length for the outer region is assumed proportional 
to the boundary layer thickness, but the proportionality factor 
can vary with the streamwise distance. The variation of this 
factor is governed by the requirement that the maximum value 
of the stress profile must be equal to the value that the auxiliary 
equation predicts. The model in its present form requires deter
mination of the boundary layer thickness as a part of the calcula
tion in order to find the mixing length in the outer region. This 
might be viewed by some as a limitation in extending the model 
for use in Navier-Stokes equation codes,, because difficulties in 
finding the outer edge of an embedded boundary layer have 
been reported as a result of numerical "noise" in the predicted 
velocity profiles when crude grids are used. That is more prop
erly to be viewed as a numerical problem than a turbulence 
modeling issue. Nonetheless, one could modify the present 
model using, as but one example, the approach in the Baldwin-
Lomax algebraic model for finding the equivalent of the bound
ary layer thickness. 

The new model also incorporates the important contribution 
of the normal stresses in T.K.E production. This term has been 
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modeled in an approximate, but rational way. In order to account 
for the change of the turbulence structure as separation is ap
proached, a model has been incorporated for the variation of 
the Bradshaw constant Oi. It was also found that allowing the 
outer layer dissipation factor to vary proportionally with the 
mixing length factor improved the results. 

The complete model was implemented into a Finite Element 
Method code solving the boundary layer equations. The imple
mentation of the model into any other numerical method is 
straightforward. The model is designed in such a way, that the 
momentum equations solver sees it only as a means of providing 
mixing length values. 

The model was tested against four flow cases. For the turbu
lent flat plate case, the model gave identical results with the 
simple algebraic model, as it should. The next two cases tested 
the ability of the model for steady flows in the presence of 
strong pressure gradients up to, but not including, separation. 

The new model gave improved results compared to the simple 
algebraic model for all flow variables. Specifically, the new 
model gave excellent results for all flow variables when com
pared with the experimental results of Samuel and Joubert. The 
model performs, for this case, equally well or better when com
pared to other turbulence models available in the literature. For 
the steady Simpson experiment, which has a much stronger 
pressure gradient, the results were improved over the algebraic 
model. Some differences with the experimental results may be 
the result of some of the modeling assumptions breaking down 
very close to separation and/or the presence of intermittent 
backflow. In general though, the new model exhibited the cor
rect trends for this test case. The real strength of the model 
becomes obvious when the velocity profiles are plotted on a 
semilogarithmic scale. Unlike the algebraic model, the new 
model reproduces the Law of the Wall in the presence of strong 
adverse pressure gradients, as the experimental results indicate. 

For the unsteady strong adverse pressure gradient test case, 
the new model showed improved performance in predicting the 
time-averaged values of the flow variables. The velocity profiles 
near separation are in excellent agreement with the data. The 
good agreement between the predicted and the experimental 
phase-averaged velocity profiles indicates the ability of the 
model to give superior results not only in the time-averaged 
sense but also for each phase of the cycle. 
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Calculation of Fully-Developed 
Turbulent Flow in Rectangular 
Ducts With Nonuniform Wall 
Roughness 
The predictive capabilities of four transport-type turbulence models are analyzed 
by comparing predictions with experimental data for fully-developed flow in (1) a 
rectangular duct with a step change in roughness on one wall (Case 1), and (2) a 
square duct with one rib-roughened wall (Case!). The models include the Demuren-
Rodi (DR) k-e model, the Sugiyama et al. (S) k-e model, the Launder-Li (LL) 
Reynolds stress transport equation model, and the differential stress (DS) model 
proposed recently by the authors. For the first flow situation (Case 1), the results 
show that the DS model yields improved agreement between predicted and measured 
primary and secondary mean velocity distributions in comparison to the DR and LL 
models. For the second flow situation (Case 2), the DS model is superior to the DR 
and S models for predicting experimentally observed mean velocity, turbulence kinetic 
energy, and Reynolds stress anisotropy behavior, especially in the vicinity of a comer 
formed by the juncture of adjacent smooth and rough walls. The results are analyzed 
in order to explain why the DR model leads to the formation of a spurious secondary 
flow cell near this corner that is not present in the experimental flow. 

Introduction 

The nature of turbulence-driven secondary flow in straight, 
rectangular ducts is sensitive to local wall roughness conditions. 
More specifically, secondary flow can arise by virtue of a pe
ripheral step change in wall roughness in addition to corner 
generated secondary flows that exist in this type of duct config
uration. If periodically spaced ribs are located normal to the 
primary flow on one or more walls of the duct, then these 
walls have an effective roughness different from that of adjacent 
smooth walls. This combination of mixed wall roughness condi
tions also alters secondary flow patterns in the cross plane from 
those which exist in a wholly smooth-walled duct. The use of 
artificially roughened duct walls is of practical interest in heat 
transfer applications where rib-roughening of a gas turbine 
blade passage has been proposed as a means of augmenting 
heat transfer between the passage coolant and exposed blade 
surfaces (Han, 1988; Hsieh and Hong, 1989; and Zhang et al, 
1993), and as a means of facilitating active cryogenic cooling 
of aerodynamically heated surfaces on hypersonic aircraft 
(YounetaL, 1994). 

Previous research on flow in rectangular ducts with periodi
cally spaced ribs has focused primarily on two aspects of the 
overall problem, namely: (1) understanding the nature of local 
flow and heat transfer in the entire duct cross section midway 
between, and directly above, adjacent ribs, and (2) understand
ing the nature of local flow and heat transfer in the duct mid-
plane region, with specific emphasis on Nusselt number behav
ior along the rib-roughened surface and the sensitivity of this 
behavior to rib geometry, spacing, permeability, offset distance 
from the wall, etc. Experimental and numerical investigations 
in these two areas have generally been for a rectangular duct 
flow that is both hydrodynamically and thermally fully devel
oped, as interpreted for a duct with periodically spaced ribs. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
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Experimental studies in the first area include studies of flow in 
a square duct with one rib-roughened wall (Fujita et al., 1989, 
1990a) and with two opposite rib-roughened walls (Fujita et 
al., 1988; Yokosawa et al., 1989). Additional data are also 
available for flow in a 2:1 aspect ratio rectangular duct with 
one rib-roughened long or short wall (Fujita et al., 1989, 
1990b), with two opposite rib-roughened long walls (Hirota et 
al, 1996) and with two opposite rib-roughened short walls 
(Hirota et al., 1993, 1994a, 1995). In all of these studies one 
specific square rib configuration and a fixed rib spacing were 
employed. The data from these studies generally provide de
tailed information on local flow behavior directly above, and 
midway between, adjacent ribs, including axial mean velocity 
profiles, secondary flow vectors, distributions of five of the six 
Reynolds stress components, and peripheral wall shear stress 
distributions along the smooth-walled portions of the duct. This 
type of information and details of local flow behavior in the 
duct midplane region for ribs positioned on opposite long walls 
of a 2:1 aspect ratio rectangular duct are provided by Liou et 
al. (1993a), who appUed LDV techniques to measure the flow-
field in contrast to the above-mentioned studies, which em
ployed hot-wire techniques. A few related experimental studies 
have also been conducted that provide information on local 
temperature distributions in the cross plane and peripheral Nus
selt number distributions along the smooth-walls of a square 
duct with one rib-roughened wall (Hirota et al., 1994b) and 
with two opposite rib-roughened walls (Fujita et al., 1988). 
The numerical predictions of Sugiyama et al. are generally in 
good agreement with experimental results from the above-men
tioned studies for flow in a square duct with one or two opposite 
rib-roughened walls (1993a, 1993b, 1993c), and for flow in a 
2:1 aspect ratio rectangular duct with one rib-roughened long 
wall (1993d). More recent predictions by Sugiyama et al. 
(1995) underestimate, however, experimentally observed pe
ripheral Nusselt number variations in a square duct with one 
rib-roughened wall when the duct walls are maintained at a 
constant elevated temperature by external heating. 

The afore-mentioned studies show that different secondary 
flow patterns can be generated in a rib-roughened square or 
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rectangular duct depending on the number and orientation of 
walls with periodically-spaced ribs. In order to clarify one as
pect of the overall problem, namely the sensitivity of secondary 
flow predictions to wall roughness conditions, this paper will 
focus on predicting local flow behavior in a square or rectangu
lar duct that has only one roughened wall. Before doing so, 
however, it is expedient to summarize briefly studies related to 
the second area mentioned earlier, namely data and predictions 
that focus on local flow and heat transfer behavior in the duct 
midplane region, so that complexities present in the flow can 
be fuUy appreciated. Only studies related to flow and heat trans
fer over periodically spaced ribs positioned on one wall of the 
duct will be discussed. The nature of the results is qualitatively 
similar to that which has been observed in square and rectangu
lar ducts with two opposite rib-roughened walls, where recent 
studies have examined the sensitivity of local heat transfer and 
friction factor behavior to rib shape (Liou and Hwang, 1993), 
rib pitch and rib height (Liou and Hwang, 1992, 1993), rib 
stagger (Hong and Hsieh, 1993), rib permeability (Hwang and 
Liou, 1995), combined rib-groove effects (Zhang et al , 1994), 
duct aspect ratio, (Hong and Hsieh, 1993) and orthogonal duct 
rotation in order to simulate more adequately actual flow condi
tions in a gas turbine blade passage (Zhang et al., 1993, Hsieh 
and Hong, 1995, lacovides et al., 1996). 

Flow in rectangular ducts with periodically spaced ribs is 
characterized by local flow separation and reattachment pro
cesses that occur between adjacent ribs for rib spacings that 
have typically been employed in previous studies. These pro
cesses affect local wall temperature and Nusselt number distri
butions, as measured, in recent years by means of laser holo
graphic interferometry techniques applied to flow in rectangular 
ducts having a constant heat flux boundary condition on the 
rib-roughened wall. The results of Lockett and Collins (1990), 
for example, show that maximum heat transfer occurs at the 
forward top corner of a square-sectioned rib, whereas minimum 
heat transfer (maximum wall temperature) occurs near the base 
corner of the rearward facing rib wall. In a subsequent study, 
Liou et al. (1993b) investigated the influence of rib height 
and rib spacing on local wall temperature and Nusselt number 
distributions on a rib-roughened surface and found that a rib 
pitch-to-rib height ratio of 10 maximized the average heat trans
fer between the duct and its surroundings for their particular 
operating conditions. Their results also indicated the presence 
of a local temperature hot spot at the rear base rib corner for 
all rib configurations. In order to alleviate these hot spots, 
Hwang and Liou (1994) have proposed the use of square ribs 
with staggered rows of in-line holes in the axial flow direction 
(perforated ribs). For their particular operating conditions, they 
found that a maximum increase in the average Nusselt number 
occurs when the net hole open area is about 44 percent of the 
rib face area, and that hot spots behind the ribs can be eliminated 
if the rib hole open area is sufficient to allow through flow into 
the rib base region. In subsequent work, Liou et al. (1995) 
proposed an alternate method for eliminating hot spots behind 
ribs, namely to position the ribs at a fixed offset distance from 
the wall. Their results demonstrate the effectiveness of this 
concept and show that improvements in thermal performance 
based on a constant pumping power constraint can be as high 
as 100 percent, provided that the ratio of gap height-to-rib thick
ness is at or below 0.58, with 0.38 being the optimum value 
over the range of Reynolds numbers considered in their work. 

On the basis of the previous discussion, it should be evident 
that the present state-of-the-art for predicting local flow and 
heat transfer in a rib-roughened rectangular duct has not yet 
addressed the issue of how flow along the juncture of a rib-
roughened wall with a bounding smooth wall should be mod
eled. Heat transfer studies have generally been confined to the 
duct midplane region, including a recent large-eddy simulation 
study which examines the time-dependent nature of flow next 
to a rib-roughened wall (Braun and Neumann, 1996), and the 

flow studies mentioned earlier focus primarily on the nature of 
flow in the cross plane directly above, and midway between, 
adjacent ribs. There is a need, therefore, to investigate how well 
previously proposed turbulence models apply over the entire 
flow field, not just in the midplane region or at specific stream-
wise locations in the duct. In order to advance our knowledge 
in this area, the present paper addresses the issue of which of 
four transport equation models performs best in terms of pre
dicting secondary flow behavior in a rectangular duct with 
mixed wall roughness conditions. Proper simulation is im
portant because secondary flow effects alter local wall tempera
ture distributions, so that improper simulation can lead to inac
curate prediction of peripheral variations in the local Nusselt 
number. From the standpoint of computational convenience 
(and practicality), predictions in this paper are restricted to 
streamwise-averaged flow behavior and do not account for local 

' flow behavior in the immediate vicinity of a corner formed by 
a rib end face in contact with a smooth endwall. The specific 
question addressed in this paper is whether or not any of the 
four selected turbulence models can predict the relative size 
and strength of experimentally observed secondary flow cells 
in the flow and their distorting effect on the primary flow and 
local turbulence structure. If the comparisons made produce 
positive results, then future work can focus on the applicability 
of the best performing model to predict the full complexity of 
the actual flow, including flow over individual ribs and local 
corner effects generated by rib-endwall junctures. 

Prescribed Turbulence Models 
The present study was motivated by the level of performance 

exhibited by the Reynolds stress transport equation (DS) 
model proposed recently by the authors for predicting devel
oping turbulent flow in a smooth-walled rectangular duct 
(Naimi and Gessner, 1995). In that study it was shown that 
the DS model is computationally efficient and leads to better 
agreement between predictions and experiment than alternate 
turbulence models proposed by Demuren and Rodi (1984) and 
by Myong and Kobayashi (1991). In the present study results 
based on the DS model are compared with those based on 
the Demuren and Rodi (DR) k-e model, the (S) k-e model 
formulated by Sugiyama et al. (1991), and the (LL) Reynolds 
stress transport equation model proposed recently by Launder 
and Li (1993, 1994). All four models employ modeled forms 
of the Reynolds stress transport equations, which can be writ
ten in compact form as: 

C,v Da = Pi, + $,, - £,, (1) 

where C,j - Dj, is the convection-minus-diffusion effect, f ,y 
corresponds to mean-strain rate generation, #j, is the pressure-
strain effect, and e,y represents viscous dissipation. In the DR 
and S models a transport equation for the turbulence kinetic 
energy, k, is generated by letting^ = (' in Eq. (1) and specifying 
a gradient diffusion model for Dy. In order to develop algebraic 
expressions for the individual Reynolds stresses, Q - D.j is set 
equal to zero in the DR model, which is equivalent to assuming 
that each Reynolds stress component is in local equilibrium. As 
an alternative, Sugiyama et al. (1991) adopt the relatively sim
ple model proposed by Rodi (1976) to model the convection-
minus-diffusion effect on the individual Reynolds stresses, 
namely: 

Q> - Du = 
UiUj 

(P-e) (2) 

In the Reynolds stress transport equation model proposed by 
Launder and Li (1993, 1994), Z),j is modeled in terms of an 
eddy diffusivity tensor and Q - Dy is represented as: 
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c,, °" - ^' dx, 

d_ 

dx, 

k \ dUjUj 
V + c,UkUi- —— ( 3 ) 

ej dxt 
(ctjy'k' 

(11) 

with Cs = 0.22. An alternative expression adopted by Naimi 
and Gessner (1995) utilizes a "weigh ted" version of the con
vection-minus-diffusion effect of the form: 

£>,, tXcD U, 
dujUj d 

dx, 
V + — 

dx, \ Ok) dx. 

dUiUj 

+ {1-OLCD)-6IAP- ^) ( 4 ) 

where acD = 0.75, a^ = 1.0, P is the production rate of turbu
lence kinetic energy, and e is its dissipation rate. 

In order to model pressure-strain behavior, the DR, DS, and 
S models all assume that the total effect is the combined result 
of turbulent interactions (^,j-1, mean-strain rate effects, 4>ij,2, and 
wall proximity effects, </>„,„, so that 

c&,j = (4>,i + (j>j,\ + ((/),j + ,i)j,\ + (4>,j + 4>j,)„ ( 5 ) 

with 

and 

i^kij + 4>ji)i = " ' ^ i T ( " ' " i ~ T ^'j'^ 

dU 
{4>,j + (t>j,)2 = {af + af) - ^ 

OXm 

(6) 

(7) 

where Eq. (6 ) corresponds to the model proposed by Rotta 
(1962) and Eq. (7 ) is the model proposed by Launder et al. 
(1975) in which a™ is represented as a linear combination of 
the Reynolds stresses, namely: 

ay' = a6,jU„Ui + /3(S„iuarj + SmjuJ^i + &„u„Uj + 6ijU„,Ui) 

+ CiS^iuiUi + IvSmiSlJ + V{SmlS,j + 6mj5u)]k ( 8 ) 

Following Launder et al. wall proximity effects in Eq. ( 5 ) are 
modeled as: 

(</>« + <i>rX 

c\-{wrj-l 6,jk] + + {bf + bf) f^ / , (9) 

where cf = c,, = 0.09 and £,,, = 1 in the DR and S models. In 
the DS model, cf is not specified a priori, but is a calculated 
coefficient whose numerical value depends on i,,, the ratio of 
the production rate of turbulence kinetic energy from the pri
mary flow to its dissipation rate. The DR, DS, and S models 
all utilize Buleev's (1963) length scale to model the behavior 
of the effective distance (S) in Eq. ( 1 0 ) . The tensor bf in Eq. 
( 9 ) has the same functional form asa'li', except that the primary 
coefficients in the expression for a™ (a, P, r/, v, and Cj) are 
replaced by primed (wall correction) coefficients (cf. Launder, 
Reece, and Rodi, 1975, Eqs. ( 1 8 ) - ( 2 0 ) ) . In the DR model, 
a , /3, 7?, and v are expressed in terms of C2 after constraints 
dictated by symmetry, continuity, and the application of Green's 
third identity are applied to a™- This procedure reduces the 
number of primary coefficients in Eqs. ( 6 ) - ( 8 ) from six to 
two, namely Ci and C2. If a similar procedure is applied to 
bf, then the net result is two independent wall correction coef
ficients in Eq. ( 9 ) , namely c', and Cj. By applying the continu
ity constraint to af and bf in a different manner, Gessner and 
Eppich (1981) show that three independent coefficients can be 
generated for the primary (c i , C2, y) and wall correction (c[, 
C2, y') coefficients, which are the coefficients employed in the 
DS model. A similar procedure was followed by Sugiyama et 
al. (1991) in order to specify three independent primary (c i , 
C2, C) and wall correction (c\, C2, ^ ' ) coefficients in their 
pressure-strain model. This approach, as noted by Sugiyama et 
al., allows greater flexibility in matching pressure-strain coeffi
cients to experimental data. 

In contrast to the aforementioned studies which model near-
wall pressure-strain effects as a separate entity. Launder and Li 
(1993, 1994) have proposed an alternate pressure strain model 
which eliminates the need for simulating wall effects separately, 
namely: 

'iM ^y,2 (12) 

where (pijj is an extended version of the turbulence interaction 
model originally proposed by Rotta (1962) and (/),j,2 represents 
the effects of mean-strain rate interactions and is cubic in form 
relative to highest-order products of the Reynolds stress tensor. 
Explicit (and lengthy) expressions for 4>,ji and <f>,j_2 are given 
by Launder and Li (1993, 1994) and will not be repeated here. 

The behavior of the dissipation rate tensor e,j in Eq. (1) is 
simulated in all four models by means of the isotropic relation
ship: 

dx„. 3 5<y« (13) 

In Eq. (9) the wall damping function,/,, is modeled in terms 
of von Karman's constant, K, Prandtl's length scale, Ip, and the 
effective distance from the wall {S} by the relationship: 

/ . /„ 
K{S) 

(10) 

where « = 1 (linear wall damping) in the DS and S models, 
and M = 2 (quadratic wall damping) in the DR model. Naimi 
and Gessner (1995) applied both the DR and DS models to 
predict developing turbulent flow in a smooth-walled square 
duct. Their results clearly show that a linear wall damping func
tion is more appropriate and that quadratic wall damping is 
required in the DR model only because the wall correction 
coefficients in their pressure-strain model yield Reynolds stress 
anisotropy levels that are too high in the near-wall region. 

In reference to Eq. (10), Prandtl's length scale, Ip, can be 
written in alternate form as: 

The transport equation for the isotropic dissipation rate e is 
essentially the same in the DR, DS, and S models, except for 
minor variations in the specified coefficients. The transport 
equation for e in the LL model is qualitatively similar, except 
that the diffusion term is modeled in terms of components of 
the Reynolds stress tensor, not the turbulence kinetic energy, 
and the coefficient of the "destruction of dissipation" term 
(CJ2) is not constant, but is sensitive to Reynolds stress anisot
ropy. Both of these differences can be considered minor relative 
to the differences that exist among the pressure-strain compo
nent of the four models under study. Accordingly, any observed 
differences among results predicted by these models can be 
attributed primarily to the manner in which pressure-strain ef
fects have been simulated. 

This conclusion can be justified further by referring to the 
expressions for the convection-minus-diffusion effect in the 
Reynolds stress transport equations given by Eqs. (3) and (4). 
In his developing square duct flow predictions, Naimi (1993) 
coded Eqs. (3) and (4) as alternate representations for the same 
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effect and found that predicted mean velocity (U) and turbu
lence {k and TTv) distributions based on Eq. (3) were essentially 
the same as those based in Eq. (4). Some numerical instabilities 
were encountered, however, when Eq. (3) was applied in rough 
wall duct flow calculations, as described by Naimi (1993), and 
therefore Eq. (4) was adopted in generating the DS model 
results presented in this paper. These results are expected to be 
the same as those which would have been generated if Eq. (3) 
had been used in place of Eq. (4). 

Test Cases 
In order to investigate the predictive capabilities of the four 

selected turbulence models, two test cases were examined: (1) 
Hinze's (1973) fully-developed flow in a partially roughened, 
rectangular duct having a 4.9:1 aspect ratio and Fujita et al.'s 
(1989) periodic fully-developed flow in a square duct with one 
roughened wall. The walls of Hinze's 450 mm X 90 mm duct 
were smooth, except for two roughened portions on one long 
wall, each 175 mm in length and symmetrically positioned about 
the duct midplane, with an open (smooth) area between these 
two portions. The roughness elements in his duct consisted of 
uniformly distributed plastic grains glued to the wall along the 
length of the duct, with an average roughness height of 4 mm. 
The 50 mm X 50 mm square duct of Fujita et al. was roughened 
by means of a square (1 mm x 1 mm) ribs mounted on one 
wall normal to the axial flow direction at 10 mm intervals along 
the length of the duct. Data were taken at x/D,, = 126 (Hinze) 
and x/Di, = 90 (Fujita et al.), where D,, is the duct hydraulic 
diameter, starting with uniform flow at the duct inlet (x = 0). 
The operating Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter 
and maximum/bulk velocity was fixed in each study, namely 
Re = 1.5 x 10^ (Hinze) and Re = 6.5 X 10" (Fujita et a l ) . 

Hinze's test case represents the "purer" rough wall flow 
study, inasmuch as his roughness elements were uniformly dis
tributed over a portion of one duct wall. Fujita et al.'s test 
case with periodically spaced ribs is also acceptable, however, 
inasmuch as data taken by the authors show that flow distribu
tions measured in the entire duct cross section directly above a 
rib are very similar to those measured midway between ribs, 
except in the near-wall region adjacent to the rib-roughened 
wall. Accordingly, the data of Fujita et al. can still serve as a 
basis for comparison with numerical predictions based on as
sumed streamwise homogeneity of the flow, i.e., predictions 
which do not account for local flow behavior over individual 
ribs or at the juncture of these ribs with a bounding wall. The 
data presented in this paper correspond to that which Fujita et 
al. measured between adjacent ribs. 

Numerical Method of Solution 
For Hinze's test case, comparisons are made with DR and 

LL model results generated, respectively, by Demuren and Rodi 
(1984) and Launder and Li (1994). The S model results for 
Fujita et al.'s test case are taken directly from computed results 
presented by Sugiyama et al. (1993, 1995). Inasmuch as DR 
model predictions for this test case are not available in Demuren 
and Rodi's paper, the DR model was coded in the present study 
in order to make more comprehensive comparisons with Fujita 
et al.'s results. The full system of equations which describe the 
DS model is given by Naimi and Gessner (1995). In order to 
solve the system of equations corresponding to either the DR 
or DS model, a revised version of the staggered cell, three-
dimensional, stream wise-marching (parabolized in the primary 
flow direction) SIMPLER algorithm of Patankar (1980) was 
employed. Second-order backward differencing was utilized in 
the primary flow (x) direction to model the convection terms. 
In the transverse flow (y and z) directions the convection and 
diffusion terms were modelled by means of Patankar's power 
law formulation, which is considered to be a nominally first-

order accurate scheme. For the present calculations, however, 
the local cell Peclet number was sufficiently small, so that con
vection and diffusion gradients in the cross plane could be 
determined by means of second-order accurate central differenc
ing. This was possible because of the relatively low magnitude 
of the transverse mean velocity components, V and W, which 
were typically less than 6 percent of the axial bulk mean veloc
ity, C/fc. 

At the duct inlet (x/D,, = 0) , a low turbulence level, uniform 
mean flow was prescribed, and k and e were assigned nominally 
small values, so that the turbulent eddy viscosity was several 
times larger than the kinematic viscosity. At this location, the 
Reynolds shear stress components were set equal to zero and 
each Reynolds normal stress component was set equal to (|) k. 
For both the DR and DS model simulations described in this 
paper, the first meshline near a bounding wall was positioned 
at a y* location within the interval 30 < y* < 100, so that the 
law-of-the-wall could be apphed as a wall function on that line. 
The velocity component normal to the wall was set equal to 
zero on the wall and the binormal velocity component on the 
first meshline was determined by means of the procedure out
lined by Tatchell (1975). For the DS model, a zero gradient 
condition was applied to each Reynolds stress component at 
the wall, and the dissipation rate on the first meshline was set 
equal to the turbulence kinetic energy production rate on that 
line. In applying the DR model, the wall functions for U, k, 
and e prescribed by Demuren and Rodi (1984) for smooth and 
roughened walls were utilized. 

Starting with the above initial conditions, the system of equa
tions was solved for each test case over the whole development 
length of the duct. The initial forward step size was typically 
0.0025 D,,, but was progressively increased to 0.0125 D,,. The 
convergence criteria included a residual check on all of the flow 
properties and global (duct cross section) mass flow conserva
tion. The local and global mass flow criteria were 1 X 10^'" 
and 1 X 10~", respectively, when normalized by the bulk mass 
flow rate. For Hinze's duct, a 40 X 100 clustered grid in the 
cross plane (duct half section) was specified, whereas a 20 X 
40 clustered grid in the duct half section was used to predict 
the flow investigated by Fujita et al. Computations performed 
with finer grids in the cross plane indicated that essentially grid 
independent solutions had been reached for the two test cases 
using the above-specified grids. DR and DS model computations 
were performed on an HP715 workstafion. Approximately 3.5 
hours were required to complete the DS model computations 
for Fujita et al.'s test case, whereas roughly 25 hours of CPU 
time were required to compute Hinze's test case. Similar com
putational times were observed when the DR model was em
ployed. 

In applying the DS model to predict Hinze's flow, the B 
constant in the log-law wall function for the roughened wall 
was prescribed as -8.0, rather than —4.6, as specified by De
muren and Rodi, in order to obtain improved agreement between 
predicted and measured secondary flow levels. When the DR 
and DS models were applied to predict Fujita et al.'s flow, B 
was specified as —7.3 for the rib-roughened wall on the basis 
of experimental results obtained by Hirota et al. (1994). This 
value (B = -7.3) differs slightly from the rough wall value 
prescribed by Sugiyama et al. (1993a, 1995) in their predictions 
for this test case (B = —8.4), which is based on the earlier 
measurements of Fujita et al. (1988). In order to examine the 
effect of this difference on the results, DS model computations 
were also performed for Fujita et al.'s flow with B specified as 
-8 .4 . This change in B from —7.3 to -8.4 caused a slight 
increase in the secondary flow (less than 5 percent), and a shift 
in axial mean velocity and turbulence kinetic energy contour 
positions near the rough wall by an amount less than 1.0% of 
the half duct width. 
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Results and Discussion u/u^ 
Hinze's Flow, The evolution of the secondary flow field in 

Hinze's duct predicted by the DS model is shown in Fig. 1 as 
a function of dimensionless streamwise distance along the duct 
(X/DH). In the inlet region at x/D,, = 15 (Fig. la), it can be 
seen that five secondary flow cells have been generated in the 
half duct cross section with two cells of unequal strength 
roughly centered about each comer bisector and an additional 
cell centered near the step change in wafl roughness that exists 
at z/b = 0.78. Downstream of x/Di, = 15, the clockwise vortex 
near the lower left corner ( a ty = z = 0) and the clockwise 
vortex near the upper left corner iatyi(2a) = l , z = 0) grow 
in lateral extent until they combine to form a single clockwise 
vortex near the left duct wall which maintains its integrity be
tween x/Di, = 30 and x/D,, = 126. Beyond x/D,, = 15, the 
relatively weak counter-clockwise vortex near the lower left 
corner and the counter-clockwise vortex above the step change 
in roughness also grow in lateral extent until they combine to 
form a single counter-clockwise vortex that exists at the fully-
developed state (x/D,, = 126). The counter-clockwise 
"pocket" vortex originally formed near the upper left corner 
of the duct continues to exist over the entire flow development 
length, so that three discrete secondary flow cells exist in the 
final, fully-developed state. These results are in complete accord 
with the three cell structure predicted by the LL model, as 
demonstrated by Launder and Li (1994). 

The distorting influence of the secondary flow on the primary 
flow at the fully-developed state is shown in Fig. 2, where 
comparisons are made between Hinze's measured (dashed-line) 
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Fig. 2 Primary isovelocity contours for Hinze's flow 
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Fig. 1 DS model predictions of secondary flow evolution in Hinze's 
duct 

velocity distributions and predicted (solid-line) distributions 
based on the DR, LL, and DS models. In reference to DR model 
predictions, it can be seen that the distortion of isovelocity 
contours near the lower wall between zib = 0.8 and z/b =1 .0 
is underestimated by this model (Fig. 2(a) ) , which implies that 
secondary flow levels predicted by the DR model are too low. 
In contrast, Fig. l{b) shows that distortion of isovelocity con
tours in this region is overpredicted by the LL model, which 
implies that secondary flow levels predicted by this model are 
too high. A comparison of Figs. 2(a) , 2(i)), and 2(c) shows 
that the DS model yields predicted contours that agree best with 
Hinze's data throughout the duct cross section. These results 
are compatible with predicted and measured secondary flow 
distributions on the duct midplane {z/b = 1.0), as shown in 
Fig. 3, which indicates that the DS model, in comparison to 
the DR and LL models, yields best overall agreement between 
predicted and measured distributions. In this context it should 
be noted that the negative secondary flow velocities measured 
by Hinze near the upper wall (y/(2a) = 1.0) are questionable, 
inasmuch as these negative velocities correspond to an out
wardly directed secondary flow away from the upper wall which 
should distort isovelocity (U) contours in this region. Inasmuch 
as no such distortion is evident in Fig. 2, the negative values in 
Fig. 3 are probably incorrect, so that lack of agreement between 
model predictions and data near the upper wall in Fig. 3 is 
not indicative of deficiencies in model performance. This same 
conclusion was reached by Launder and Li (1994), who attrib
uted the negative secondary flow values measured by Hinze 
(1973) near the upper wall to possible probe interference ef
fects. Inasmuch as Hinze does not provide details of his mea
surement technique, other than mentioning that hot wires were 
used, this statement may well be true, noting that Gessner 
(1964) had to correct secondary flow velocities measured by 
means of a single wire rotation technique for wall interference 
effects. 
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Figures 4 and 5 compare DR and DS model predictions of 
turbulence-related varialsles on the duct midplane {zIb = 1.0) 
with Hinze's data. Both models exhibit some relative strengths, 
with the DS model predicting 'uv profile behavior that is gener
ally in better agreement with its experimental counterpart (Fig. 
4) , whereas the DR model yields better agreement between 
predicted and measured k profiles (Fig. 5) . This figure also 
shows that DS model predictions of e are in qualitative agree
ment with Hinze's data. Predicted e levels are approximately 
half of that measured by Hinze and probably lie within the 
uncertainty level of this difflcult-to-measure variable. 

Fujita et al.'s Flow. Isovelocity (dashed-line) contours 
measured by Fujita et al. (1989) in the half cross section of a 
square duct with periodically spaced ribs on one (lower) wall 
are shown in Fig. 6(«) . Predictions based on the DS, DR, and 
S models are shown as mirror-image contours in Figs. 6(ii), 
6(c) , and 6(c(), respectively. From this figure it can be seen 
that 5 model predictions in the central region of the duct yield 
primary flow velocity values that are too high compared to the 
experimental results, and that the level of outward distortion of 
experimental contours away from the upper wall in the duct 
midplane region is underestimated by this model. In contrast, 
both the DR and DS model predictions are in relatively good 
agreement with the experimental contours, except in a small 
region near the lower corner, where contours predicted by the 
DR model have inflection points indicative of a possible second
ary flow cell in this region (refer to the region near zla - 2.0 
in Fig. 6(c) . This supposition is confirmed by the secondary 
flow patterns in Fig. 7, which shows that the DR model predicts 
a secondary flow cell near the corner formed by the juncture 
of the smooth and rough walls (at y = 0, zla = 2.0) that is not 
present in the experimental flow (compare Figs, la and 7c) . 
Indeed, the data in Fig. 7(a) show that only one dominant 
secondary flow cell is present in the experimental flow, although 
the pattern in the upper left corner appears to indicate that 
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another, much smaller, secondary flow cell may also exist. Pre
dictions by the DR, S, and DS models in that order predict the 
presence of a moderate, weak, and very weak secondary flow 
cell in the upper right (mirror image) comer which may be a 
real effect. The direction of experimental secondary flow near 
the lower comer al y = z = 0 in Fig. 7(a) is predominantly 
inward toward the comer, an effect simulated only by the DS 
model. All three models predict the dominant secondary flow 
cell observed in the experimental flow, but not the position 
of its center, with the DS model providing the best overall 
simulation. 

Predicted wall shear stress distributions are compared with 
distributions measured in the duct cross section midway be
tween adjacent ribs in Fig. 8. The upper set of distributions 
apply along the smooth wall normal to the rib-roughened wall, 
whereas the lower set applies to the smooth wall opposite to 
this wall. In reference to the upper figure, it can be seen that 
the DR and DS models both initially overpredict and then un-
derpredict wall shear stress levels measured by Fujita et al. 
(1989). Predicted distributions based on these models also ex
hibit uncharacteristic "dips" that are not present in the experi
mental distribution. In contrast, predictions based on the S 
model are in relatively good agreement with experiment along 
the entire wall, except for slightly lower predicted values be
yond yl{2a) = 0.4. In reference to the lower figure, S model 
predictions now show the poorest agreement with experiment 
of the three models tested. The S model distribution has a non-
characteristic peak near zla = 0.1 and underestimates wall shear 
stress levels in the mid-region of the wall. The DS model also 
underestimates wall shear stress levels in this region, whereas 
the DR model yields the best overall agreement between predic
tions and experiment. None of the models performs consistently 
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well along both walls, however, so no definitive conclusions 
can be drawn regarding which model is the best performer 
relative to local wall shear stress predictions. Both the DR and 
DS models lead to peripherally averaged (global) wall shear 
stress values normalized by the bulk dynamic pressure, 0.030 
and 0.029, respectively, which underpredict the resistance coef
ficient measured by Fujita et al. (0.035) at the same operating 
Reynolds number (6.5 X 10'') by approximately 15 percent. 
This discrepancy is due primarily to an underprediction of the 
actual total pressure loss that occurs along a rib-roughened wall, 
inasmuch as total pressure losses incurred by rib-induced flow 
separation are not simulated by either model. 

Experimental contours of the turbulence kinetic energy are 
compared with contours predicted by the DR, DS, and S models 
in Fig. 9. The distortion of experimental contours near the upper 
wall is simulated relatively well by the DR and DS models; the 
S model does not capture the observed variations as effectively. 
It can also be seen that the DR and S models lead to relatively 
high gradients (as demonstrated by contour convergence) near 
the lower corner formed by the juncture of the smooth and 
rough walls aiy = 0, zla = 2. This effect is even more evident 
if one compares experimentally measured Reynolds stress an-
isotropy contours with predicted contours based on the three 
models. Figure 10 shows that relatively high gradients of w^ 
- v^ exist near the lower comer at >> = Q, zla = 2 in contours 
predicted by the DR and S models that are not present in the 
experimental flow or in contours based on the DS model. The 
high concentration of gradients of w^ - v^ predicted by the DR 
model near the lower comer correlates well with the position 
of the fictitious vortex predicted by this model (compare Figs. 
Ic and 10c). Inasmuch as cross-planar gradients of w^ - û  
and mv act as a source or sink effect relative to the generation 
or destruction of axial vorticity in the flow, it would appear that 
inaccurate prediction of w^ — û  and mv by the DR model is 
responsible for the fictitious corner vortex predicted by this 
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Fig. 8 Periplieral wall shear stress distributions for Fujita et al.'s flow 
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model. In order to explore this_point further, consider the DR 
model expressions for w and vw, which, if secondary 
flow effects are neglected as a first approximation, can be writ
ten, respectively, as: 

w 
2pc, e 

— 2/36V k' 
vw = — 

at/y __ (duV 
dz dy I 

at/ 
dy 

mi 
dz 

(14) 

(15) 

where Ci and /3 are the same coefficients as those which appear 
in Eqs. (6) and (8) , respectively. In the DR model c,, is specified 
as 0.09 throughout the flowfield, but as Cazalbou and Bradshaw 
(1993) have demonstrated, c^ actually varies continuously 
across the width of typical two-dimensional channel and flat 
plate boundary layer flows. Their high Reynolds number esti
mates of c^ for the near-wall (equiUbrium) region vary between 
0.055 and 0.065. If this range of values is also applicable to 
the near-wall region of streamwise corner flows, then specifying 
c^ as 0.09 in Eqs. (14) and (15) can lead to an axial vorticity 
source effect that is too high in the corner region and, in turn, 
the generation of a spurious secondary flow cell. This possibility 
was examined by calculating the field variation of c^ from DS 
model results for Fujita et al.'s test case from the following 
expression: 

c„ = 
(uv^ + uw^) 1\ 1/2 

/t̂  [{dUldyY + {dUldzY] 1/2 
(16) 

which is an extended version of the two-dimensional expression 
for c^^ analyzed by Cazalbou and Bradshaw (1993). The behav
ior of the ratio of the production rate of turbulence kinetic 
energy from the total mean flow to its dissipation rate, ^, was 
also evaluated from DS model results, inasmuch as the expres
sions for w^ — v^ and vw given by Eqs. (14) and (15) are also 
based on the assumption that ^ = 1 everywhere in the flow. 
The calculated field variations of ^ and c,, are shown in Fig. 
11. From the figure it can be seen that .f = 1 is a reasonable 
approximation throughout the flow, except in the central region 
of the duct and near the corner bisector of the upper right corner, 
which is formed by the juncture of two adjacent smooth walls. 
It can also be seen, however, that c^ is much less than 0.09 in 
the near-wall and near-corner regions of the duct, noting that 
c^ = 0.05 in these regions. In reference to Eq. (14), this behav
ior implies that specifying c^ as 0.09 should lead to elevated 
w^ — D̂  contour levels, behavior that is clearly evident in Fig. 

•y/(2a) •y/(2a) 

Fig. 11 DS model predictions of tlie behavior of £ and c„ for Fujita et 
al.'s flow 

10, where DR model contour values for w^ - i/̂  near the smooth 
wall at y/(2a) = 1 and near the rough wall at y = 0 exceed 
DS model contour values, which are in relatively good agree
ment with experimentally observed behavior. 

On the basis of these observations, it appears that the high 
concentration of gradients of w^ - v^ predicted by the DR 
model in the vicinity of the smooth-rough wall juncture at y = 
0, zla = 2 (Fig. 10(c)) and the corresponding spurious second
ary flow cefl (Fig. 7(c)) are a direct result of specifying an 
elevated value for c^ (0.09) in this region. More representative 
behavior is predicted by the DS model, which does not require 
a priori specification of c^, noting that in the vicinity of the 
smooth-rough wall juncture, experimentally measured primary 
flow velocity, secondary flow velocity, turbulence kinetic en
ergy, and Reynolds stress anisotropy distributions are all pre
dicted with relatively good accuracy (compare Fujita et al.'s 
results with DS model predictions in Figs. 6, 7, 9, and 10, 
respectively.) 

Concluding Remarks 

The predictive capabilities of four transport-type turbulence 
models have been examined as they apply to the prediction of 
fully-developed turbulent flow in a rectangular duct with mixed 
wall roughness conditions. The test cases included one case for 
which a step change in uniform wall roughness existed on one 
wall (Hinze's flow) and another case for which equally spaced 
ribs were positioned on one wall normal to the axial flow direc
tion (Fujita et al.'s flow). The primary criterion for evaluating 
model performance was accurate prediction of the secondary 
flow field and its distorting influence on other flow variables. 
For both test cases, the comparisons made in this paper show 
that the DS model yields the best performance with respect to 
predicting primary and secondary flow velocity distributions 
on, and near, the duct midplane for Hinze's flow and with 
respect to predicting local flow behavior in the entire duct cross 
section for Fujita et al.'s flow, including the corner region near 
a smooth-rough wall juncture. Extension of this model to predict 
local flow behavior in the immediate vicinity of individual ribs 
in a rib-roughened duct and in the immediate vicinity of a rib-
endwall juncture obviates the use of the law-of-the-wall as a 
valid near-wall boundary condition, which is the only wall func
tion employed in the DS model, and the use of Buleev's length 
scale model to simulate wall damping effects on pressure-strain 
behavior. Replacement of these model components in order to 
simulate local flow behavior over individual ribs and near a rib-
endwall juncture more accurately is a formidable task, even if 
wall topography parameters are eliminated from the pressure-
strain model, as proposed by Launder and Li (1993, 1994). 
From a modeling point of view, large-eddy simulation (LES) 
techniques may offer the only viable alternative for modeling 
the flow accurately over these geometric configurations, recog
nizing that the actual flow over rib-roughened walls is character
ized by time-dependent phenomena that can only be captured 
by the application of direct numerical simulation or LES tech
niques. 
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Boundary Layer Excitation by 
Periodic Heating of a Thin 
Ribbon' 

Introduction 
Active boundary layer control has generated much interest due 

to benefits associated with controlling laminar-to-turbulent transi
tion. Moving the transition region downstream often reduces the 
overall drag and heat transfer at the surface, whereas moving the 
transition region forward may be useful in preventing boundary 
layer separation. A potential means of active boundary layer con
trol is to create selective disturbances to either cancel or reinforce 
those natural disturbances preceding transition. 

The role of two-dimensional periodic disturbances, or Tollmien-
Schlichting (T-S) waves, in boundary transition was demonstrated 
by Schubauer and Skramstad (1947) and Klebanoff et al. (1962). 
These T-S waves mark the first stage in the progression from 
laminar to turbulent flow. Many experiments have explored two-
dimensional wave superposition techniques as a means of delaying 
transition by prolonging the time between the initial formation of 
the T-S waves and the further developments leading to turbulent 
flow. Wave superposition techniques, such as electromagnetically 
excited ribbons, surface vibration, periodic heating, and sound, 
were tried by Thomas (1983), Gilev (1985), Liepmann et al. 
(1982), Maestrello (1985), and Gedney (1983). More recently, 
conti'ol of random disturbances was studied by Pupator and Saric 
(1989). Active boundary layer control using a disturbances super
position technique is contingent upon the ability to introduce distur
bances of a prescribed nature. To delay transition, the created 
disturbances must exhibit amplitude and phase characteristics ca
pable of reducing or canceling the boundary layer disturbances, 
whereas to enhance transition, the disturbances need to excite or 
increase the instabihty. 

This paper describes a technique for introducing controlled peri
odic disturbances into a boundary layer with a pulsed-voltage input 
to a thin nichrome ribbon. The input resuhs in periodic heating 
and cooHng of the ribbon, which causes it to vibrate as a result of 
thermal expansion and contraction. This is similar to the technique 
described by Kudelka and Franke (1989). The excited ribbon, 
when positioned within a boundary layer, introduces periodic dis
turbances in the boundary layer. This paper further describes the 
physical parameters governing the ribbon vibration, illustrates the 
boundary layer response on a flat plate to the ribbon vibration 
and shows that selective disturbances reinforce boundary layer 
transition. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The experiments were structured to determine the physical 

response of the ribbon to a given input and the subsequent 
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response of the boundary layer to the vibration of the ribbon. 
The experiments were performed on a flat plate in two wind 
tunnel facilities. Both wind tunnels are open-circuit, suction-
type wind tunnels and provide low-speed, low-turbulence flow 
throughout the test section. The wind tunnel at the Air Force 
Institute of Technology (AFIT) has a 0.23 by 0.23 by 0.9 m 
test section. The maximum flow velocity through the empty test 
section is 16.5 m/s with a turbulence level«/(/of approximately 
0.25 percent over the entire velocity range. The L-2A wind 
tunnel at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics (VKI), 
Belgium has an octagonal test section 0.28 m wide and 1.3 m 
long. The maximum flow velocity through the empty test section 
is 36 m/s with a turbulence level u/U of 0.5 percent for flow 
velocities between 6 and 25 m/s. 

The two flat plate models used in this study were fabricated 
from 11-mm-thick, fiber-reinforced phenolic and differed from 
each other only in the width required to completely span the 
test section of the respective tunnel in which they were used. 
Both models were equipped with a 0.07-m-long flap at the 
trailing edge to adjust the oncoming streamlines to improve the 
flow at the leading edge. 

The ribbons were placed on or near the surface of the model 
and perpendicular to the flow direction. The ribbon width was 
either 0.8 or 1.6 mm, the ribbon thickness was 0.13 mm, and the 
ribbon length varied from 0.2 to 0.3 m. The ribbon resistances 
varied from 1.2 to 4.4 ohms. Two methods were used to mount 
the ribbons to the models. The first method was to rest the ribbon 
on the model surface and wrap the ends around the edges of the 
model as shown in Fig. 1(a). Spring tension was applied from 
beneath the model to take up slack as the ribbon expanded during 
heating. With this design, the ribbon could be located at any 
streamwise position along the model surface. The second method 
is shown in Fig. l ( ^ ) . The streamwise placement of the ribbon 
was either at 0.1 or 0.13 m from the leading edge, and the distance 
above the surface was varied from 0 to 8.4 mm. Tension was 
appUed in-line with tiie ribbon using a spring attached to one end. 
The spring force was monitored with a strain gage balance 
attached to the other end of the ribbon. 

The general equipment arrangement consisted of two basic 
systems. The first used a function generator and a power ampli
fier to supply an electrical square wave pulse input to the ribbon. 
The input characteristics were measured with a digital voltme
ter, frequency counter, and/or oscilloscope. The second moni
tored the physical motion of the ribbon due to the square wave 
pulse with a Fotonic (light) sensor and the effects on the bound
ary layer with a hot wire anemometer. A spectrum analyzer 
and an oscilloscope were used with the Fotonic sensor and 
anemometer. Ribbon temperatures were measured with thermo
couples welded to the ribbons and temperature indicating paints 
and labels. 

Results and Discussion 
Ribbon Temperature and Vibration. The behavior of the 

nichrome ribbon depended on the pulsed voltage input and the 
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physical properties of the ribbon material. The ribbon tempera
ture variation resulting from the pulsed voltage input is shown 
schematically in Fig. 2. Periodic heating and cooUng caused the 
ribbon to expand and contract and to vibrate. Neglecting gravity 
effects and assuming the vibration takes place in a single plane, 
the vibration resulting from this input can be qualitatively de
scribed as one-dimensional. For a ribbon with fixed ends, the 
natural frequencies are similar to those for a stretched wire fixed 
at two ends, which is described by Thompson (1965) as integral 
multiples of {nl2l){TlmY''^. Modeling the ribbon as a ther
mally thin wall with only convective heat transfer at the surface 
leads to a time constant T for the ribbon expressed as mlc/hA. 

The average ribbon temperature varied from 35-66°C above 
ambient depending on input voltage, flow conditions, and ribbon 
location. From calculations based on the time constant, the tem
perature change of the ribbon over one cycle (heating over j of 
the period and cooling over | of the period) was found to be 
approximately TC. Based on a coefficient of thermal expansion 
of 13.7 X 10'' mm/mm°C and a length of 0.3 m, the change in 
ribbon length was only about 0.004 mm over one cycle. These 
results are for a frequency input of approximately 100 Hz. A 
lower input frequency would give more time for heating and 

cooling over a cycle, resulting in larger changes in temperature 
and length. 

In the experiments, ribbon vibration frequencies and ampli
tudes varied depending on the input frequency for fixed input 
voltage, tension, and freestream conditions. When the ribbon 
vibrated, the frequencies observed were integral multiples to 
the input frequency. For a ribbon with a density, width, thick
ness, and length of 8246 kg/m^ 0.8 mm, 0.13 mm, and 0.3 m, 
respectively, the calculated fundamental natural frequency of a 
stretched wire would vary from approximately 40 to 60 Hz for 
a ribbon tension range from 0.5 to 1.0 N. 

The ribbon vibration response to a pulsed voltage at 68 Hz 
with no flow is shown in Fig. 3. As indicated by the Fotonic 
sensor output, the ribbon vibration consisted of many harmonics 
of this input frequency. The input frequency was apparently 
close to the natural frequency or a multiple thereof. The fre
quency peaks, with their corresponding signal amplitude in pa
rentheses, were 68 Hz (52 mV), 136 (10.4), 204 (7.3), 272 
(96.1), 340 (4.88), 472 (10.7), 540 (3.66), and 744 Hz (2.14 
mV). 

Changes in the input frequency, input voltage, ribbon tension, 
and/or freestream velocity resulted in changes to the ribbon 
vibration characteristics. The highest ribbon ampUtudes gener
ally occurred at the higher frequencies, such as 272 Hz and 
above, even when excited by lower frequency inputs. In all 
cases, frequency inputs falling between those that produced 
the higher amplitude responses yielded significantly reduced 
amplitudes at the higher frequencies. 

Boundary Layer. The boundary layer response to the vi
brating ribbon with a 100 Hz input is shown in Fig. 4, Immedi
ately downstream of the ribbon, the boundary layer oscillations 
were dominated by a 300 Hz component, trace (a). At a dis
tance 166 mm from the ribbon, the amplitude of the 300 Hz 
frequency component had diminished and the dominant fre
quency became 200 Hz, trace (b). Trace (c) shows the predomi
nance of the 100 Hz component 216 mm from the ribbon. The 
amplitude of this 100 Hz disturbance was much larger than 
either of the previous disturbances. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = surface area 
c = specific heat 
/ = frequency 
h = convective heat transfer coefficient 
/ = length of ribbon 

m = mass per unit length 

Re^ = Reynolds number, US/u 
T = tension 
U = mean velocity at boundary layer 

edge 
u = velocity fluctuation in A:-direction 
V = voltage 
X = distance from plate leading edge 

}' = distance above plate surface 
S = displacement thickness 
u = kinematic viscosity 
T = time constant, mlc/hA 

Subscript 

r = ribbon 
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The evolution of the propagating disturbances in Fig. 4 is 
shown on the stability diagram in Fig. 5 (Schlichting, 1979). 
The three lines emerging from the origin represent lines of 
constant l-nfvl [/^, which correspond to constant frequency lines 
for the 100, 200, and 300 Hz components. The 300 Hz line lies 
entirely in the stable region. This explains the damping of this 
component. The 200 Hz line passes through the instability re
gion and reaches maximum amplification near Rcj = 730. Be
yond this point, the 200 Hz disturbance is damped and the 100 
Hz disturbance enters the instability region, which explains the 
growth in the 100 Hz component. 

Similar stability results occurred with an 87 Hz input signal 
for which the amplitude of the 87 Hz signal and five higher 
harmonic frequencies all initially decreased with distance along 
the plate boundary layer. Only the 87 Hz signal, after decreasing 
significantly in amplitude, started to increase again beyond 200 
mm from the ribbon. This behavior again is consistent with the 
damping and amplification of the disturbances predicted by 
Fig. 5. 

In similar experiments, it was found that a vibrating ribbon 
placed entirely outside the boundary layer induced periodic ve
locity disturbances directly behind the ribbon but not within the 
boundary layer. Also, when the ribbon was glued to the surface, 
no effects on turbulence intensity were detected within the 
boundary layer as a result of strictly periodic heating and cool
ing. 

The influence of the vibration amplitude on boundary layer 
transition is illustrated in Fig. 6. Trace (a) shows a small ampli-
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2.2% 

Fig. 6 Influence of ribbon disturbance on turbulence intensity at x 
457 mm. Input: 3.7 Vrms, x, = 127 mm, y, = 2.0 mm, U = 6.3 m/s. 

tude disturbance created by the 926 Hz, 3.7 Vrms input to the 
ribbon. At the downstream location, x = 457 mm, the boundary 
layer remained laminar, having a turbulence intensity of 1.6 
percent, trace (b). Trace (c) shows that a much larger distur
bance is created as the result of an 819 Hz, 3.7 Vrms input to 
the ribbon. The influence of this larger disturbances is seen 
downstream. At x = 457 mm, trace (d), the boundary layer 
shows more than an 8-fold increase in the turbulence intensity 
over that of trace (b) to 13.8 percent. 

Conclusions 

A thin nichrome ribbon can be made to vibrate with signifi
cant amplitudes by pulsing it with a periodic voltage at particu
lar frequencies. The frequency components of the ribbon vibra
tion are harmonics of the input forcing frequency. The distur
bances created by the vibrating ribbon due to periodic heating 
and cooling are transmitted to the boundary layer of the air 
flowing over the ribbon. The boundary layer oscillations created 
by the vibrating ribbon have the same frequency composition as 
the ribbon vibration. The amplitudes of the individual frequency 
components change as the boundary layer develops. The ob
served downstream amplification and damping of selected fre
quency components agree with the predictions of lineiir stability 
theory. Boundary layer transition can be enhanced for particular 
amplitude and frequency voltage input to the ribbon. Further 
studies should be considered for the use of this means of bound
ary layer control. 
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Measurements in a Transitional 
Boundary Layer With Gortler 
Vortices 

(Data Bank Contribution)* 

The laminar-turbulent transition process has been documented in a concave-wall 
boundary layer subject to low (0.6 percent) free-stream turbulence intensity. Transi
tion began at a Reynolds number, Re^ (based on distance from the leading edge of 
the test wall), of 3.5 X 10' and was completed by 4.7 X 10\ The transition was 
strongly influenced by the presence of stationary, streamwise, Gortler vortices. Tran
sition under similar conditions has been documented in previous studies, but because 
concave-wall transition tends to be rapid, measurements within the transition zone 
were sparse. In this study, emphasis is on measurements within the zone of intermittent 
flow. Twenty-five profiles of mean streamwise velocity, fluctuating streamwise velocity, 
and intermittency have been acquired at five values ofRe^, and five spanwise locations 
relative to a Gortler vortex. The mean velocity profiles acquired near the vortex 
downwash sites exhibit inflection points and local minima. These minima, located in 
the outer part of the boundary layer, provide evidence of a ' 'tilting'' of the vortices 
in the spanwise direction. Proflles of fluctuating velocity and intermittency exhibit 
peaks near the locations of the minima in the mean velocity profiles. These peaks 
indicate that turbulence is generated in regions of high shear, which are relatively 
far from the wall. The transition mechanism in this flow is different from that on flat 
walls, where turbulence is produced in the near-wall region. The peak intermittency 
values in the profiles increase with Re^, but do not follow the ' 'universal'' distribution 
observed in most fiat-wall, transitional boundary layers. The results have applications 
whenever strong concave curvature may result in the formation of Gortler vortices 
in otherwise 2-D fiows. 

Introduction 

Streamwise concave curvature is inherently destabilizing, and 
can lead to early transition from laminar to turbulent flow. Un
der some conditions, concave curvature will cause the formation 
of stationary, streamwise vortices, known as Gortler vortices, as 
first described by Gortler (1940). The first direct experimental 
evidence of Gortler vortices was provided by Gregory and 
Walker (1956) through flow visuaUzation, and by Tani (1962) 
through flow measurements. A schematic of Gortler vortices on 
a concave wall is shown in Fig. 1. Several investigators have 
considered Gortler vortices and their effect on transition. Liep-
mann (1943) noted that transition occurs at lower momentum 
thickness Reynolds numbers (Re^) on concave walls than on 
flat walls. He found that transition occurred when the Gortler 
number, G, was between 6 and 9, decreasing with the free-
stream turbulence intensity (FSTI). He stated that the transition 
mechanism on convex walls was similar to that on flat walls, 
but different than that on concave walls, due to the vortices. 
Wortmann (1969) observed instabilities in Gortler vortices 
which caused spanwise shifting or "tilting" of the vortex pairs. 
The shifting occurred in a "completely steady manner," and 
caused inflection points in the mean streamwise velocity pro
files. Bippes (1978) did not observe the inflection point profiles 
described by Wortmann, but reported spanwise meandering of 
the vortices. Swearingen and Blackwelder (1982) observed 

* Data have been deposited to the JFE Data Bank. To access the file for this 
paper, see instructions on p. 738 of this issue. 
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Steady vortices which appeared at repeatable locations. The lo
cations were believed to be determined by the geometry of the 
upstream screens in the wind tunnel. Transition to turbulence 
occurred at G values between 6.7 and 9. Mean streamwise 
velocity profiles normal to the wall and in the spanwise direction 
showed strong inflection points. Aihara and Koyama (1981) 
and Aihara et al. (1984) reported that horseshoe vortices were 
generated by Gortler vortices, and that the horseshoe and Gortler 
vortices then interacted, causing transition to turbulence. Riley 
et al. (1989) observed transition on concave surfaces under 
various free-stream turbulence conditions. They reported that 
on strongly curved surfaces, the Gortler vortices meander, and 
that when G exceeds 15 to 20, spanwise variations in boundary 
layer parameters cannot be detected. Crane et al. (1987) and 
Leoutsakos and Crane (1990) provided intermittency measure
ments at a few stations in transitional boundary layer flows in 
which Gortler vortices were present. They found very short 
transition lengths, typically about four boundary layer thick
nesses, at the upwash locations of the vortices. Their flows were 
complicated by nonzero streamwise pressure gradients. Winoto 
and Low (1991) used spectral analysis to detect transition in a 
flow with Gortler vortices. Finnis and Brown (1996) considered 
laminar boundary layers with Gortler vortices subject to favor
able pressure gradients. They noted that favorable pressure gra
dients raise the critical Gortler number for transition. Recently, 
Baughn et al. (1995) and Eckert et al. (1995) reported prelimi
nary evidence of Gortler vortices on the pressure sides of turbine 
airfoils under low FSTI conditions. The evidence of the vortices 
appeared downstream of the separation zone near the leading 
edge of the airfoils, in a region of concave-curvature and favor
able pressure gradient. Several other investigators have consid
ered boundary layers with Gortler vortices. Floryan (1991) and 
Saric (1994) provided reviews. 
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downwash 

upwash 

Fig. 1 Schematic of Gortler vortices (from Crane and Sabzvari, 1984) 

Kim and Simon (1991) and Kim et al. (1992) considered 
cases on a concave wall with a constant radius of curvature of 
1 m. Included in the study was a case taken under low (.0.6 
percent) FSTI conditions. The free-stream velocity was held 
constant at 17.2 m/s throughout the test section. The concave 
curvature led to the formation of stable Gortler vortices, which 
were first observed downstream of the first measurement station. 
The test wall was heated, and the vortices were observed with 
liquid crystal thermometry as warm and cold streaks. The vorti
ces originated in the laminar flow region and persisted through 
transition into and throughout the fully-turbulent boundary 
layer, downstream. The vortices increased in size as the bound
ary layer grew and remained visible to the end of the test section. 
Kim and Simon (1991) took measurements at five streamwise 
stations in this flow. The flow was laminar at the first station, 
transitional at the second, and fully-turbulent by the third. Tran
sition occurred farther upstream in this flow (where Rê ^ = 3.5 
X 10^ and Rê _, = 4.7 X 10^) than in a similar low-FSti case 
done on a flat wall (where Rê .̂  = 8.8 X 10^ and Re,,, = 13.8 
X 10''). Velocity and temperature profiles at Re^ = 9.7 X 10^, 
Rcfl = 665 followed the turbulent velocity and temperature laws 
of the wall in the inner part of the boundary layer (y* < 200), 
but the wake was strongly affected by the curvature and vortices. 
Data were acquired at the upwash and downwash locations of 
the vortices at each station. These locations appear to be stable 
in that they always appeared at the same spanwise positions. 

In this study, more detailed documentation of this Kim and 
Simon (1991) case is provided. Kim and Simon (1991) ac
quired mean and fluctuating velocity profiles at two spanwise 
positions at a single streamwise position in the transition region. 
In the present study, streamwise velocity profiles were acquired 
at five spanwise positions at each of five values of Re, in the 

transition region to better document the effect of the Gortler 
vortices on transition. Detailed measurements of mean velocity, 
turbulence intensity, and intermittency are provided. In contrast 
to many of the earlier studies, which focused on the initiation 
of transition in boundary layers with Gortler vortices, attention 
in the present study is on the path from the beginning to the 
end of transition and the role of the Gortler vortices in the 
transition process. 

Facility 
All experiments were conducted in an open-return, blown-

type wind tunnel. Details are available in Kim and Simon 
(1991). Air is drawn in through a filter, a heat exchanger, a 
screen pack, and a nozzle. Gortler vortex locations are believed 
to be determined by the most downstream screen in the screen 
pack. The nozzle has a 10.6:1 contraction ratio and a 68.6 cm 
X 11.4 cm exit area. The 6:1 aspect ratio at the exit was chosen 
to minimize secondary flows at the centerline of the curved test 
section. Downstream of the nozzle, the flow enters the test 
section, a curved channel. The test wall, 68.6 cm wide X 138 
cm long, has a constant radius of curvature of 97 cm. At the 
leading edge of the test wall is a suction slot, used to bleed off 
the boundary layer which grows in the nozzle. The flow rate at 
the suction slot was adjusted to provide flow parallel to the test 
wall approaching the leading edge, as indicated by a wool tuft. 
The outer wall of the test section is a flexible polycarbonate 
sheet which was positioned to give a zero streamwise pressure 
gradient. 

Instrumentation. Velocity measurements were made using 
a boundary layer type hot-wire probe (TSI model 1218-T1.5) 
and a constant-temperature, hot-wire bridge (TSI model IFA-
100). The hot-wire sensor diameter and active length are 3.8 
fim and 1.27 mm, respectively. The active length is about 50 
wall units. The uncertainty in mean velocity is 3-5 percent, 
except in the very near wall region (y^ < 5) where conduction 
effects between the hot-wire and the test wall are significant 
and near-wall corrections (Wills, 1962) are applied. The uncer
tainty in the fluctuating velocity, if', is 5 percent, except very 
near the wall where attenuation due to spatial resolution effects 
is possible. Ligrani and Bradshaw (1987) warn of reductions 
in measured turbulence quantities very near the wall due to 
the finite spatial resolution of hot-wire probes, and present a 
correlation showing a 25 percent reduction in tT' at y* = 17 
when the active length is 50 wall units. An analog circuit (de
scribed by Kim and Simon, 1991) was used with the hot-wire 
signals to distinguish between turbulent and non-turbulent re
gions of the transitional flow. The circuit determines the first 

Nomenclature 

y 

Cf = TjipUlll), skin friction coef- U^ 
ficient u"" 

FSTI = free-stream turbulence intensity 
/ ( y ) = function of intermittency u' 

G = RQgiOIR, Gortler number 
n = turbulent spot production rate "T 
n = nv^lU], dimensionless turbu

lent spot production rate 
RC;, = Reynolds number based on dis

tance from leading edge 
Rce = momentum thickness Reynolds 

number 
U = local streamwise velocity 

U, = free-stream velocity at start of 
transition 

U„v = core velocity extrapolated to the u 
wall 

= free-stream velocity 
= V/Ur local velocity in wall coordi

nates 
= rms of fluctuating component of 

streamwise velocity 
= ^T,^/p, friction velocity 

X = streamwise coordinate 
= coordinate normal to the wall 
= yUr/v, distance from wall in wall 

coordinates 
= coordinate in spanwise direction 
= 99.5 percent boundary layer thick-

y = intermittency (fraction of time 
flow is turbulent) 

p = density 
8 = momentum thickness 

6„ = spanwise averaged momentum 
thickness 

(7 = turbulent spot propagation pa
rameter 

T„. = wall shear stress 

Subscripts 
s = transition start 
e = transition end 

Superscripts 
overbar = time-averaged 

: kinematic viscosity 
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Table 1 Measurement of locations 

Streamwise 
Station 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Re^ 

3.73xl0' 

3.98x10^ 

4.03x10^ 

4.25xlo' 

4.44x10* 

Spanwise Station 

a - dovmwash centered 

b - midway between a and c 

c - midway between a and e 

d - midway between c and e 

e - upwash centered 

and second time derivatives of the instantaneous hot-wire volt
age. When either of these derivatives is above a threshold value, 
the flow is declared turbulent. The uncertainty in the intermit-
tency (fraction of the time the flow is turbulent), y, is 5 percent. 
At each point in the velocity profiles, data were acquired for 
40 seconds at a 100 Hz sampling rate but with sampling time 
of less than 1 X 10 ~' seconds. The hot wire signal was low-
pass filtered at 5 kHz. The hot-wire was moved for profile 
measurements with a motorized traversing assembly capable of 
a minimum step size of 5 //m. All data acquisition and probe 
traversing were controlled with a desktop computer through an 
IEEE interface bus. 

Results 

Mean Velocity Profiles. Twenty-five velocity profiles were 
measured at different effective streamwise positions and differ
ent cross-stream positions within the transition region as shown 
in Table 1. Instead of moving the probe to different streamwise 
positions within the transition zone, all measurements were 
taken at x = 0.36 m (designated station 2 by Kim and Simon, 
1991) and the free-stream velocity was varied from 16.5 m/s 
to 20 m/s. Although increasing the Reynolds number by increas
ing the free-stream velocity is not exactly equivalent to increas
ing Re by moving downstream (due to strength of curvature 
effects associated with boundary layer growth), the two meth
ods of varying Re are approximately equivalent if the transition 
zone is short, as in the present case. The free-stream turbulence 
level remained nearly constant at 0.6 percent as the velocity 
was varied. Free-stream spectra are available in Volino and 
Simon (1994). The location and size of the vortices remained 
constant over the free-stream velocity range considered. Vortex 
locations were determined by traversing the hot-wire probe in 
the spanwise direction at a constant y position of 0.4 mm from 
the test wall. The position of maximum velocity was taken as 
the downwash, and the position of minimum velocity was taken 
as the upwash. The vortices were approximately 2.2 mm wide 
(upwash to downwash). This compares to a boundary layer 
thickness, 9̂9.5, of approximately 3 mm. 

Figure 2(a) shows mean velocity profiles' at Re^ = 3.7 X 
10'. Distance from the wall is normalized using the spanwise 
averaged momentum thickness. Momentum thickness varied by 
approximately 25 percent in the spanwise direction. The varia
tion in the profiles with spanwise position is obvious. The near-
wall velocities are highest at the downwash positions. Since the 
boundary layer tends to be thinner at the downwash location, 
the velocity gradients tend to be higher there. Some of the 
profiles, particularly the downwash profile, have strange shapes 
with inflection points. These are believed to be caused by span-
wise "tilting" of the Gortler vortices, as depicted in Fig. 3. 
Similar behavior was noted by Wortmann (1969). A profile 
taken normal to the test wall will cut through a tilted vortex. 
As the probe is moved away from the wall, its position relative 

' The velocity in the core of the channel varies in the )'-direction due to the 
curvature of the test section. U^,^ is a velocity extrapolated from the core to the 
test wall, as described by Kestoras and Simon (1993). It is used in place of the 
free-stream velocity, (Jo.. 
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a-downwash -»— 
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c - mid-vortex a-• 
d -M--

e-upwash - ^ -

tj 
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-

Fig. 2(a) 
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Fig. 2(b) 

Fig. 2 Mean streamwise velocity profiles at (a) Lowest Re< (=3.7 x 10°) 
and (b) higtiest Re, (=4.4 x 10°). Uncertainties: abscissa 10, ~0, 10; 
ordinate 3, 2, 3.6. Uncertainty for each axis given in percent as 1) bias, 
2) precision, and 3) overall uncertainty. 

to the upwash and downwash locations will change. The upwash 
and downwash positions, therefore, are only accurate at the test 
wall. This makes the definition of the various boundary layer 
thicknesses somewhat ambiguous. Momentum thickness, for 
example, was thickest at locations " a " and " e " corresponding 
to the upwash and downwash locations, and thinnest at location 
"fo." If the vortices were not tilted, one would expect the largest 
momentum thickness at the upwash and the smallest at the 
downwash. Because of the ambiguity, spanwise averaged values 
are used in this paper. 

Figure lib) shows the mean velocity profiles at Re,̂  = 4.4 
X 10 ̂  The near wall gradients are higher than in the lower 
Reynolds number profiles. This is expected, since the skin fric
tion should increase as the boundary layer proceeds through 
transition. The profiles also appear more inflectional than at the 
lower Reynolds numbers. 

Upwash Profile 
Location 

Downwash Profile 
Location 

Fig. 3 Upwash and downwash profiles cutting through "tilted" vortices 
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^Turbulent Correlation C, = 0.0256/fle," ^ur 
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Kee. 

Fig. 4 SIcin friction coefficient versus Re^ .̂ Uncertainties: abscissa 6, 
10, 12; ordinate 5, 10, 11. Uncertainty for each axis given in percent as 
1) bias, 2) precision, and 3) overall uncertainty. 

When plotted in wall coordinates (see Volino and Simon, 
1995a), the low Re, profiles of Fig. 2(a) appear somewhat 
laminar-like. The high-Re, profiles of Fig. 2(b) appear more 
turbulent-like, and are closer to the turbulent law of the wall 
shape. This is particularly true near the upwash location. Be
cause the boundary layer is thickest at the upwash, the boundary 
layer there should tend to be more mature (higher Rce), and 
should therefore tend to be farther along in the transition pro
cess. 

Skin Friction. Skin friction coefficients were determined 
from the velocity profiles by fitting the very near-wall data to 
the line M* = y^. Skin friction coefficient values are plotted 
versus Ree_ in Fig. 4. In general, Cf is highest at the downwash 
locations, where the boundary layer is thinnest. Skin friction 
coefficients generally increase at each spanwise position as Re^ 
increases and the boundary layer proceeds through transition. 
Standard correlations for laminar and fully-turbulent boundary 
layers on flat plates are shown for reference. The laminar corre
lation follows from the Blasius solution and the turbulent corre
lation is from Schlichting (1979). The data lie between the 
laminar and turbulent correlations, as expected for a transitional 
boundary layer. 

Fluctuating Velocities. Profiles of fluctuating streamwise 
velocity, «' , are plotted in Fig. 5. The fluctuations are normal
ized on Ucu,. The downwash profiles are shown in Fig. 5(a) 
and the upwash in Fig. 5(^) . The fluctuation level rises as Re, 
is increased. There is a near-wall peak in all of the profiles at 
y/d « I (y* = 22) and a second peak in the downwash profiles 
at y/9 »» 5 (y^ » 100). The near-wall peak is typical of all 
boundary layers. The second peak is attributed to the Gortler 
vortices. A peak in the outer part of a boundary layer with 
Gortler vortices was reported also by Swearingen and Black-
welder (1987). This peak occurs at the location of the local 
minimum in the mean velocity profiles (Fig. 2) . The fluctuation 
levels at the upwash (Fig. 5(^)) are higher than those in the 
corresponding downwash profiles and a typical flat-wall turbu
lent boundary layer (U'/UT approaches 5 at the upwash, com
pared to a peak value of 2 to 2.5 in most turbulent boundary 
layers). This indicates that the fluctuation level in the outer part 
of the boundary layer is high relative to the local wall shear 
stress, suggesting significant turbulence production in the outer 
part of the boundary layer. The near-wall peak is broader at the 
upwash than at the downwash. At the higher Re,, at the upwash 
location, the near-wall peak shows some signs of dividing into 
two peaks, one at y/d «= 1 and the second at y/9 ^ 2.5. This 
second peak location corresponds to the emergence of an inflec
tion point in the mean velocity profiles at the upwash location 
(Fig. 2{b)). 

Intermittency. Profiles of the intermittency, y, were mea
sured along with the velocity profiles. These are shown for the 
downwash (Fig. 6(a)) and the upwash (Fig. 6(b)) locations. 
In the downwash profiles the near-wall intermittency rises from 
near zero at the lowest Re, to about 85 percent at the highest 
Re,. There is a peak in y near y/d = 5. This peak corresponds 
to the local minimum in the mean velocity seen in the downwash 
profiles (Fig. 2), and the second peak in « ' (Fig. 5(fl)). The 
inflection point in the mean velocity profile, caused by a tilting 
of the vortices, appears to be a source of turbulence production. 
This causes a local rise in the intermittency above the near-wall 
values. This suggests that the instability which causes the tilting 
of the Gortler vortices, by producing a region of high mean 
velocity gradient near the inflection point, may be driving the 
transition process in this flow. Swearingen and Blackwelder 
(1987) state that the Gortler vortices do not break down to 
turbulence themselves, but set up a flow field which is unstable 
to other instabilities. These secondary instabilities cause the 
breakdown to turbulence. Figure 6(h) shows the intermittency 
profiles at the upwash locations. As at the downwash locations, 
there is a regular progression through transition. The intermit
tency drops very near the wall in the upwash profiles. The 
intermittency should go to zero at the wall, where the velocity 
goes to zero and viscous effects dominate. This near-wall drop 
was not resolved in the downwash profiles, possibly because 
the boundary layer is thinner at the downwash locations. A 
comparison of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows that in the near wall 
region (y/6 < 2) the intermittency tends to be slightly higher 
at the upwash locations than at the corresponding downwashes. 
As stated above, the boundary layer is thicker at the upwash 
locations, so it is reasonable to expect that transition would 
occur there first, resulting in higher intermittencies. Several 
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Fig. 5 Fluctuating streamwise velocity profiles at (a) downwash loca
tions and (b) upwash locations. Uncertainties: abscissa 10, ~0,10; ordi
nate 3, 4, 5. Uncertainty for each axis given in percent as 1) bias, 2) 
precision, and 3) overall uncertainty. 
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Tabie 2 Transition start and end and turbuient spot propagation rates 
based on intermittency measurements 
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Fig. 6 Intermittency profiies at (a) downwash locations and (b) upwash 
locations. Uncertainties: abscissa 10, ~0,10; ordinate 4,3, S. Uncertainty 
for each axis given in percent as 1) bias, 2) precision, and 3) overaii 
uncertainty. 

investigators provide additional evidence that transition begins 
at the locations of inflection points in the upwash velocity pro
files, where a shear layer instability develops. Finnis and Brown 
(1996) discuss "meandering" or "sinuous" flow at these loca
tions, or alternatively the formation of horseshoe or crossflow 
vortices which lead to rapid breakdown to turbulence at the 
inflection point locations. Finnis and Brown (1996) cite evi
dence from several studies including Bippes (1978) and Swear-
ingen and Blackwelder (1987). In agreement with the above 
results, Leoutsakos and Crane (1990) noted that transition be
gins at upwash locations, near a region of high shear, and pro
ceeds rapidly, by lateral spreading. Lateral spreading would 
tend to equalize the upwash and downwash intermittencies, and 
at Re.t = 4.44 X 1 0 \ the upwash and downwash have nearly 
equal near wall intermittencies of 0.8. 

Transition Location. The transition start and end locations 
can be determined from the transitional flow intermittency data 
by using Narasimha's (1984) theory, which, in turn, was de
rived from Emmons' (1951) theory of turbulent spots. The 
highest 7 value in the 7 vs y profile at each streamwise measur
ing station in a test are selected and used to calculate the func
tion 

/ ( y ) = ( - l n ( l -y)r (1) 

which is then plotted versus x or Re;̂  (plotting versus Re^ is 
equivalent to plotting versus x in cases with unaccelerated flow 
and constant fluid properties, such as the present case). For 
most flows along flat-walls, the data lie along a straight Une in 
these coordinates. A least-squares fit to the data is extrapolated 
t o / ( 7 ) = 0 a n d / ( 7 ) = 2.146, which correspond to y = 0 and 
y = 0.99, respectively. The corresponding Rê ^ values at the 

Position 

Up. 
wash 
Mid-
Vortex 
Down-
wash 

Rexs 
xlO-6 

0.356 

0.353 

0.350 

Rexe 
xlO-6 

0.472 

0.467 

0.468 

Rees 

403 

363 

351 

Refle 

686 

500 

586 

effective 
n c x 
lOll at 
trans, 
start 
14.2 

11.7 

5.9 

effective 
n o x 
tol l at 
trans, 
end 

93.4 

105.2 

91.7 

effective 
overall 
iiox 
t o l l 

34.2 

35.4 

33.0 

two extrapolated points are taken as the locations of the start 
and end of transition, Re;̂ ^ and Re^ ,̂ respectively. Volino and 
Simon (1995b) applied this technique to find the transition 
start and end locations in several flows along flat plates. The 
extrapolation technique could not be applied in a straightfor
ward manner in the present case along the concave wall, how
ever. The present data, when plotted a s / ( 7 ) versus Re,, do 
not lie along a straight line. The trajectory o f / ( 7 ) versus Re;̂  
changes slope within the transition region. Thus, Rê _ and Re^, 
were determined in this case using two extrapolations. The data 
near the start of transition were extrapolated t o / ( y ) = 0 to 
determine Re,:, and the high-y data were extrapolated t o / ( y ) 
= 2.146 to find Re^ . This was done at three of the span wise 
locations for this case, corresponding to the downwash (a) , 
upwash (e) and mid-vortex (c) locations of the Gbrtler vortices. 
Transition start and end locations are given in terms of Re;̂  and 
Rco in Table 2. At the three spanwise positions, Re^ was between 
361 and 403 at the start of transition, and between 500 and 686 
at the end of transition. At the 0.6 percent FSTI of the present 
case, correlations such as those given by Abu-Ghannam and 
Shaw (1980) or Mayle (1991) predict transition start at Re^ « 
600 and transition end at Re^ !=» 1600. In terms of Re^, these 
flat wall correlations predict transition start at about 1 X 10'', 
compared to the measured value of 0.35 X lO*" in the present 
case. Hachem and Johnson (1990) present a transition correla
tion for concave walls. When applied to the present case, their 
correlation predicts Re^ = 0.25 X lO*", an improvement over 
the flat wall correlation. Concave curvature is causing early 
transition in the present case. 

Intermittency Distribution. The intermittency within the 
transition zone is plotted as a function of the dimensionless 
streamwise coordinate (Re;j - Re_,̂ )/(Rej:̂  - Re^) in Fig. 7. 
The abscissa is a modified version of a coordinate used by 
Dhawan and Narasimha (1958). Dhawan and Narasimha used 
{x - Xs)l{Xc - X,), with Xs taken at y = 0.25 and x^ taken at 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

{Re^ - Re„)/(Re,, -

Fig. 7 Intermittency distributions through transition. Uncertainties: ab
scissa 4,10,11; ordinate 4,3,5. Uncertainty for each axis given in percent 
as 1) bias, 2) precision, and 3) overall uncertainty. 
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y = 0.75. Here, Rê ,̂  is taken at the extrapolated 7 = 0 location 
and Rê ^ at the extrapolated 7 = 0.99 location. The modification 
was done to give Re^ estimates which are closer to the actual 
start and end of transition. The change was purely algebraic; 
the theory remains exactly as Dhawan and Narasimha presented 
it. Dhawan and Narasiniha presented a formula which, when 
modified to take the changed abscissa into account is 

1 - exp -4 .6 
Re, - Re,_ 

Re, - Re, 
(2) 

This curve is plotted along with the experimental data in Fig. 
7. Volino and Simon (1995b) found good agreement between 
the theoretical curve and data from several studies done in 
unaccelerated and accelerated flow along flat plates. Gostelow 
and Walker (1991) showed that the agreement is also good for 
adverse pressure gradient cases on flat plates. The present data 
indicate that the theory does not always hold when curvature 
effects are introduced. Although it is possible to force any two 
data points from an experimental case to fit the theoretical curve 
(through appropriate choice of Re,̂  and Re,J, it is impossible 
to fit all of the concave-wall data to the theoretical curve. This 
behavior is believed to be due to a change in the transition 
mechanism associated with the Gortler vortices in the low-FSTI 
concave-wall flow. On the concave wall, transition tends to 
progress more slowly, in a relative sense, during early transition 
and more quickly during later stages of transition, compared to 
flat-wall behavior. The Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) model 
is based on the growth of turbulent spots in the near-wall region. 
Since the Gortler vortex flow includes an additional mechanism 
for turbulence production in the outer part of the boundary 
layer, it might be expected that the transition path should deviate 
from that given by Eq. (2). 

Turbulent Spot Propagation Rate. The production and 
growth of turbulent spots in the transition region can be calcu
lated using the information provided above and Dhawan and 
Narasimha's (1958) theory. As given by Mayle (1991), 

7 = 1 — exp na (x — X,)' (3) 

where n is the turbulent spot production rate and a is the turbu
lent spot propagation parameter. A dimensionless spot produc
tion rate, n, is defined as nu'^IU]. The velocity, [/„ is the free-
stream velocity at the start of transition. The product ntr is 
directly related to the length of the transition zone. Given the 
location of the transition start and na, it should be possible to 
calculate the location of the end of transition and the intermit-
tency within the transition region. From the above discussion, 
one can show that 

4.6 

(Re,^ - Re,,)^ 
(4) 

in unaccelerated flow, where Re,̂  and Re,^ are taken at 7 = 0 
and 7 = 0.99. A single value of no- is applied through transition. 

Spot propagation rates were calculated for the present case 
and several flat wall cases, and are plotted in Fig. 8. Also shown 
is a correlation given by Mayle (1991). Mayle (1991) and 
Volino and Simon (1995b) showed that data from several flat-
wall studies agreed well with this correlation. In flat-wall cases, 
where the intermittency data agree with Narasimha's (1984) 
theory, the choice of a single na for the entire transition region 
is appropriate. For the concave-wall case, however, the local 
effective ha values increase as one moves downstream through 
transition. The first three 7 values in each of the three concave-
wall curves in Fig. 7 were used to determine an effective local 
na sA the start of transition. Similarly, the last two 7 values in 
each curve were used to determine an effective local na for the 

Fig. 8 Turbulent spot production rate based on y. Uncertainties: ab
scissa 3,4,5; ordinate 3,20,20. Uncertainty for each axis given in percent 
as 1) bias, 2) precision, and 3) overall uncertainty. 

end of transition. These are presented in Table 2 for the upwash, 
downwash and mid-vortex locations of this case. In Fig. 8, all 
the concave wall na lie significantly above Mayle's correlation. 
The effective ha increases by an order of magnitude between 
the beginning and the end of transition. An effective overall 
ha, based on the extrapolated Re,^ and Re,^ values given in 
Table 2, is also presented. 

Conclusions 

The flow in this case is interesting and complex due to the 
presence of the stable Gortler vortices. These vortices appear 
to dominate the transition process. The vortices cause inflection 
points in the mean velocity profiles, which lead to a breakdown 
to turbulence at a location which is far from the wall relative to 
the equivalent location in a flat-wall boundary layer. Transition 
occurs farther upstream than in flat-wall cases of comparable 
FSTI. The transition zone is shortened and the path through 
transition, in terms of the intermittency, is altered by the pres
ence of the vortices. 

JFE Data Bank Contribution 

The data bank contribution includes 25 files containing data 
from the 25 velocity profiles considered in this paper. Each 
file contains a table with columns of y, U, y^, u*, u' and 
intermittency. Also included is a header containing information 
such as the local skin friction coefficient, boundary layer thick
nesses, and Reynolds numbers. An explanation file contains a 
nomenclature for the data files. 
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Numerical Analysis of Turbulent 
Flow in Fluid Couplings 
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional unsteady turbulent flows in fluid couplings 
was carried out by numerically solving Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating coordi
nate system. The standard k-e model was used to take turbulence into account. A 
finite volume scheme with colocated body-fitted grids was used to solve the basic 
equations. Computed fiow structures show the vortex generation and its effect on the 
torque transmission. Computed local velocity and torque flow compare well with 
measurements. 

1 Introduction 
A fluid coupling is used for torque transport from a prime 

mover to a machine without mechanical contact. A coupling 
consists of an input rotor (pump impeller) with radial vanes 
and a similar matching output rotor (turbine runner), facing 
each other with a small gap without mechanical contact. These 
two disks are enclosed in a casing which is mounted on the 
shaft of the pump and rotates with the pump, see Fig. 1(«). 
The casing is filled with a liquid (generally an oil of low viscos
ity), and the pump is driven by a prime mover, e.g., an electric 
motor or an internal engine. A circulatory motion of the fluid 
relative to the rotation of the coupling in the passage between 
the vanes of the pump and turbine sets up, Fig. l ( i ) . The 
turbine is dragged by the circulatory fluid and rotates with a 
lower speed than the pump. The difference in the pump and 
turbine speeds is called the slip. Without the slip a solid body 
rotation will set in and a relative motion between the fluid and 
the rotors will be absent. The circulatory motion appears as a 
large vortex, see Fig. l ( ^ ) , and the circulatory fluid transmits 
the torque. The center of the vortex where the circumferential 
velocity vanishes is denoted as the neutral point and its distance 
from the axis as the nutral radius r«. For efficient torque trans
port the neutral point should lie in the gap between the pump 
and the turbine and the full circulatory fluid should move from 
to one to the other. If the circulation remains confined mainly 
in one half of the torque converter (pump or turbine), the 
transmitted torque will be substantially reduced. Secondary vor
tices may appear in the corners, see Fig. l ( ^ ) . These vortices 
do not contribute to the torque transport since the associated 
circulation is confined either in the pump or in the turbine. Any 
flow structure which causes secondary motion confined in one 
half of the coupling causes a loss in transported torque. 

The main difference between torque converters which are 
used in automatic transmission of automobiles and fluid cou
plings is that in the former the fluid does not flow directly from 
the pump to the turbine as in couplings but through a stator. 
This gives a dominant direction of the circulating fluid in a 
torque converter (e.g., from rotor to stator to rotor) and also 
causes a loss in the transmitted torque. In contrast to the torque 
converter a fluid coupling transmits the same torque from the 
pump to the turbine. 

Fluid couplings are commonly used to drive air compressors 
and pumps in power plants and chemical industries. Further 
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uses are found in mechanical handling equipments, conveyors, 
elevators, hoists, mining, earth moving machineries, power 
plants of ships and some transmission system of large trucks 
and rail road trains, see Langlois (1979). 

The couplings can be classified depending on the amount of 
oilfilling as fixed-fill and adjustable fill. Even for the fixed-fill 
coupling, it is not generally completely filled in order to allow 
thermal expansion of the oil. The dissipative heating can raise 
the oil temperature substantially (80°C or more, see Holler, 
1989) since only free convection on finned outside surface of 
the casing is used in practice for cooling. 

The adjustable-fill is used for starting, braking and in general 
for controlling the amount of the transmitted torque. In both 
operational conditions then the circulating fluid is in general a 
two-phase mixture of oil and air. Only in ideal experimental 
situation an adjustable filling system can maintain a fully filled 
coupling in operation, see Middelmann (1992). 

In order to avoid resonant vibration the input and output 
rotors have different number of blades. Because of the absence 
of a dominant direction of the fluid flow these blades are simply 
radial and not profiled. 

During operation the fluid in the high pressure side (i.e., the 
pump) moves radially between the vanes of the pump from the 
axis toward the rim and then axially toward the turbine and 
flows between vanes of the turbine toward the turbine hub and 
thereafter from the turbine to the pump. Because of the rota
tional speed difference or slip and because of the difference in 
number of blades in pump and turbine, the circulating fluid 
suffers continuous impact of the blades since they are not 
aligned with the incoming fluid. Consequently, the flow is ex
pected to be turbulent particularly at large slip even with low 
rotational speed or at small slip with large rotational speed. As 
already mentioned, because of the absence of a stator vane there 
is no main flow direction through the blades. This makes it 
difficult to measure the flow properties in fluid couplings. In 
the case of torque converters the mean velocity and the Reyn
olds stresses have been measured, see a summery of Lakshmi-
narayana (1991). In contrast, the investigations in the case of 
fluid couplings have been limited to measure the transmitted 
torques, see Langlois (1979). Recently Middelmann (1992) 
used a one component Laser-Doppler-Anemometer to measure 
the mean velocity in the axial direction at one selected point. 

In contrast to several numerical studies of torque converters, 
see e.g., Rai (1989), calculations of the three dimensional un
steady flow in fluid couplings have been reported only by the 
authors' group, Kost et al. (1994), Bai Li (1994), and Bai Li 
et al. (1994). 
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pump turbine casing 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a fluid coupling 

vanes 

secondary 
vortices 

Fig. 1 (b) Schematic of the circulatory motion of the fluid in the vane 
channel i.e., in the passage between the vanes of the pump and the 
turbine; r^: neutral radius where circumferential speed is zero 

transmitted torque on the flow structure, particularly the vortices 
and circulating zones. The numerical results compared reason
ably well with experiments at small slip, but deviated substan
tially at large slip. Clearly turbulent flow computations at large 
slip are needed. The problem there is the implementation of 
proper turbulence model. 

For no slip, i.e., for the same rotational speeds for the pump 
and the turbine, a soUd body rotation will be obtained. Slip 
will introduce disturbance in the flow. The two parameters, the 
rotational speeds of the pump and the turbine (or the rotational 
speed of the pump and the slip) will determine whether the 
circulatory flow betwen the vane channels of the turbine and 
the pump will be laminar or turbulent. The vanes will naturally 
introduce further disturbance. Analysis of stabiUty and transi
tion of such flows has never been reported. However, Laser 
velocimetric measurements of Middelmann (1992) show the 
turbulent nature of flow in a fluid coupling. The circulatory flow 
in the coupling is expected to show strong streamline curvature 
and nonisotropy in turbulence structure. A proper description 
of turbulence requires possibly Reynolds stress model. Such 
models need higher order correlations which are for complex 
geometries unknown. Besides computations with such model 
can be quite expensive. It should be mentioned that the compu
tation of flow field in a fluid coupling with a standard k-e model 
has not been reported. A standard k-e model may not be too 
far from reality for the case of large rotational speed, large slip 
and large number of blades. 

The main purpose of the present work is to test the validity 
of the standard k-e-turbulence model for the flow simulation in 
a fluid coupling. Flow field and the resulting torque have been 
computed with this turbulence model and wall law in couplings 
for different speeds, slips and geometry. Computational results 
are compared with available experiments. 

Kost et al. (1994) developed a computational scheme based 
on finite volume technique to solve nonsteady three dimensional 
Navier-Stokes equations in body-fitted coordinates on a rotating 
reference frame. Kost et al. (1994) computed only laminar flows 
for a fully filled coupUng and observed the dependence of the 

2 Mathematical Model 

2.1 Basic Equations. The coupling is assumed to be com
pletely filled with an incompressible viscous fluid. The flow in 
the coupling is described by the three dimensional unsteady 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in conjunction with 

Nomenclature 

a = coefficients of discretized 
equations 

A = surface area of vane channel 
B = breadth 
c = velocity vector in absolute 

system 
Ci, C2, c^ = constants in turbulence 

model 
Cm = absolute velocity component 

in A:-direction 
f = Coriolis vector 
d - hubdiameter 
D = diameter 
E = wall function constants in 

Eq. (2.14) 
J = Jacobian 
k = turbulent kinetic energy 
j = unit vector in axial direction 

G = production rate of turbulent 
kinetic energy k 

M = rotational moment 
Ps = hydrostatic pressure 
p = reduced pressure: p = Ps — 

5 - p - ( n X r ) ( n X r) 
r = radius 

r = position vector 
Re = Reynolds number, with QpD as 

reference velocity 
s = slip 

5'̂  = source, term 
Sc, Sp = linearized component of source 

terms S^ = S^ + Spcf) 
u = velocity vector in relative sys

tem 
t = time 

Ui = covariant velocity components 
[/<, = reference velocity 
V = control volume 
V = volume flow rate 
Xi — generalized coordinates, « = 1, 

2 ,3 
y, = Cartesian coordinates, / = 1,2, 

3 
Z = number of vanes 
a = underrelaxation factor 

0j = cofactor of J 
X = nondimensional moment 

Xm = time-averaged X 
S = axial distance between pump 

and turbine 

Sn = distance from wall 
e = dissipation rate 

Cd = d/D 
^B = B/D 

IJb, V - dynamic and kinematic viscos
ity respectively 

jj,,, v, = turbulente dynamic and kine
matic viscosity, respectively 

p = density 
ak, Oe = constants in k-e-turbulence 

model 
uj'j = difference operator in momen

tum equations defined in Eq. (2) 
n = angular velocity 

Indices 

nb = neighbor, nb = E, W, N, S, T, 
B 

N = neutral point or line 
P = center point of a control volume; 

pump 
r = radial 
T = turbine 

W = wall 
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the eddy viscosity concept. The equations in body-fitted coordi
nates using Cartesian velocity components are written in a non-
dimensional form for a coordinate system rotating with a con
stant angular velocity ftp: 

Continuity equation: 

Momentum: 

J —^ -I- — 
dt dxi 

s- UiUit 

dUj 

dxj 

J-Re 

= 0 (1) 

+ ppi 

= J - / . (2) 

with 

OH-

dXk 
(3) 

Here, the Einstein summation convention is assumed. The curvi
linear coordinates and the Cartesian coordinates yi, 
yj, y^ are shown in Fig. 2. The Cartesian velocity components 
Mt, k = 1, 2, 3 are nondimensionalized by (/„ = (Op — fi^) • D, 
Q.p and Vlp denote, respectively, the angular velocity of the pump 
and turbine, fi] is the cofactor in the Jacobian J of the coordinate 
transformation _y, = y, {Xj).fk is the Cartesian component of the 
Coriolis force f = 2u X j . /? stands for the reduced pressure, 
which includes the static pressure, the influence of the centrifu
gal acceleration and the turbulent fluctuation pressure. 

The dimensionless parameter in Eq. (2) is the Reynolds num
ber Re, which is defined with a reference velocity flpD: 

Re 
p{Q.p-D)D _ piipD-

M M 
(4) 

s is the nondimensional slip between the pump impeller and 
the turbine, which is defined as: 

fir 

Vctf is the nondimensional effective dynamic viscosity: 

Veft = u, + \ (6) 

The nondimensional turbulent viscosity v, is given by: 

V, = i^ 'Re c^ — (7) 
€ 

Instead of the Reynolds number and the nondimensional slip 
one can define as dimensionless parameters the Ekman number 

k -y: - - B 

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional control volume and nomenclature 

L2p-Q'] 

Fig. 3 Computational domain: P—pump, T—turbine, iX—angular veloc
ity; t,^ = dID, Cfl = BID, is = SID 

= vlQ,pD^ and the Rossby number which for the present case 
will be the same as the slip, see Kost et al. (1994). 

The turbulence kinetic energy k is nondimensionalized by 
Ul and its dissipation e by Ulflp. They are computed by using 
the standard k-e model of Launder and Spalding (1979) in 
body-fitted coordinates: 

,dk d 
i — + — 

dt axi 
sUik 

J-Re fij 
dk^ 

dXj 
= J ( G - e ) (8) 

^ de d 
J — + — 

dt dXi 
sUie -

J-Re dxj 

C17G 
k 

c,e'/k\ (9) 

G denotes the production rate of k, which is given by: 

G = 
Re-P dx, ' dx'" ^ 

dUj 

dx iP'l (10) 

The standard constants are employed: 

c^ = 0.09, c, = 1.44,6-2 = 1-92, 

CT4 = 1.0, a, = 1.3 

2.2 Boundary Condition. The analysis of the flow field 
in fluid couplings with rectangular meridional shape is limited 
to one pitch by assuming equal number of blades in the pump 
impeller and in the turbine and by prescribing periodic boundary 
conditions at the boundary surfaces in the circumferential direc
tion of the computational domain (cf. Fig. 3). Since the geomet
ric form of the blades is simple, it is possible to use one grid 
block for the calculation. 

The blades of the turbine runner are treated as internal obsta
cles moving relative to the computational domain. Figure 4 
shows a sketch of this procedure. The timestep is determined 
by the grid resolution in the circumferential direction. This pro
cedure is suitable to avoid the problems arising from matching 
the flow quantities due to patched or overlaid grids, which move 
relative to each other, see Rai (1989). But it is not suitable for 
complex geometric form, e.g. torque converters. 

Except the boundary surfaces in the circumferential direction 
the other boundaries are walls. The wall functions given by 
Launder and Spalding (1979) are employed to describe the 
boundary condition along the walls of the pump impeller and 
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t = tn U rel.T 

t > t n U reI,T 

pump impeller turbine numer 

Fig. 4 Sketch of the relative movement of the turbine blade through 
computational domain in the circumferential cross-section (r = con
stant); arrow: direction of the relative velocity of the turbine Urgi.r 

the turbine. The velocity vectors at the walls are described by 
the no slip condition: 

0, pump impeller 

- ( j X r ) , turbine runner 
(11) 

The strongly implicit procedure (SIP) of Stone (1968) is 
used here to solve the discretized equations. Within each SIM-
PLEC procedure only one iteration is performed for the momen
tum, k and e equations, and the pressure-correction equation is 
iterated (inner iteration) until the residual norm is reduced by 
a factor of 5 or the maximum 25 iterations (inner iteration) are 
reached. 

After the inner iterations next iteration for the momentum, k 
and e equations are performed. The iterative convergence was 
achieved when the sums of residue of each equation became 
less than 10"^. Now the new pressure, velocity and k and e 
fields are obtained for the new time step. The computations for 
the next time step can be started. For this time step the relative 
position of the pump and turbine is changed by a grid. A peri
odic solution is obtained when the flow field in every relative 
position of the pump and turbine corresponds to the flow field 
of the previous period. This generally needs computations in 
five successive geometric periods. With the present code the 
convergence for steady laminar flows in a 90 deg bend and in 
a diffusor history has been investigated and compared with 
multigrid convergence, see Bai Li et al. (1993). Multigrid con
vergence acceleration for the present computation has been 
planned for future. The present computations needed 200 outer 
iterations for each time step. 

3 Method of Solution 

Using Cartesian velocity components the basic equations are 
discretized by employing a finite-volume scheme. The flow do
main is subdivided into a finite number of control volumes 
(CV). All dependent variables are defined in the centerpoint P 
of the CV (cf. Fig. 2 for grid arrangement and nomenclature). 
Integration of the momentum Eqs. (2) for each CV leads to a 
balance equation of momentum fluxes through the CV faces 
and volumetric sources. The diffusive part of the momentum 
fluxes can be obtained by assuming linear variation of the vari
ables between adjacent grid points. Evaluation of the convection 
fluxes requires discretization schemes for interpolating the vari
able values at the CV faces from their nodal values. 

In the present code, the convective fluxes are split into an 
implicit part which is obtained by first-order upwind differenc
ing, and an explicit part containing the difference between the 
second-order accurate central differencing scheme and the up
wind approximation. This technique originally suggested by 
Khosla and Rubin (1979) is known to enhance the stability 
of the iterative solution algorithm. The resulting finite volume 
equation for variable 4> can then be written in general form: 

ap<t)p 
Z a„t<i>nb + K H ap4>t (12) 

where the coefficients a„i, represent the combined convection 
and diffusion effects and b% contains the discretized source 
terms (i.e., transient term, pressure gradient, and Coriolis term) 
and explicitly treated parts of the convection and diffusion 
fluxes. 

Since the equations are nonlinear and strongly coupled by 
the convective and Coriolis term, for the convergence of the 
iterative solution procedure under-relaxation of variable 
changes (</)p - (j)f) with a factor 0 < a^ < 1 is necessary in 
order to enhance the diagonal dominance of the coefficient ma
trix. 

At each timestep, the velocity, the pressure, the k and e fields 
are interactively calculated with the SIMPLEC algorithm of Van 
Doormal and Raithby (1984). In order to avoid an oscillatory 
pressure field due to the nonstaggered variable arrangement a 
special interpolation has been used to determine the mass fluxes 
through CV faces from the adjacent CV-centered quantities, see 
Rhie and Chow (1983). The pressure and velocities are coupled 
through a pressure correction equation, which is of the form of 
Eq. (12). 

4 Results and Discussion 
With the simulated velocity feld the torque can be calculated. 

Using moment of the momentum theorem, the torque can be 
written as: 

M = 
dL_dI^ 

dt dt I 
with 

W) -I 

+ \ p(r X c)dV 

p(r X c)dV 

(13) 

The substantive derivative of Eq. (13) has been divided into 
an unsteady part of the transmitted torque which is the result 
of local unsteadiness of the velocity field and a convective part 
caused by the change of the moment of momentum experienced 
by the fluid between the entrance and exit of the impeller. The 
torque transmission coefficient X. of a fluid coupling is defined 
as: 

M(t) 

pQ.pD^ 
(14) 

and the mean value of the torque transmission coefficient \„, 
can be obtained by an integration of \ over the time period. 

Computations have been performed for different dynamical 
parameters Re and s with the following geometrical parameters 
(cf. Fig. 3): 

Crf = dID = 0.326, CB = BID = 0.281, l,^ = SID = 0.01; 

number of the blades Z = 24, 48: 

g = dID = 0.337, CB = BID = 0.267, C« = ^ID = 0.01; 

number of the blades Z = 12; 

The typical number of grids used is 35 X 28 X 56. The 
typical computation time for one calculation on an IBM RISC 
System/6000 530H computer is about 72 CPU hours. 

In order to estimate the numerical error the grid dependance 
of the results we computed the flow with 24288 cells (grid 1), 
54880 ceUs (grid 2), and 76440 ceOs (grid 3) for the same 
flow condition. The time averaged nondimensional moments X.,,, 
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Fig. 5 Nondimensional time-averaged moment X^ versus grid points; 
geometry: ?« = 0.326, JB = 0.281, ^̂  = 0.01, Z = 24, Re = 6.7-10^ s = 
0.05 

computed from there three grids are plotted in Fig. 5. The 
difference in \,„ between grid (2) and grid (3) is 0.13 percent 
and difference in \,„ between grid (1) and grid (2) is 1.44 
percent. An extrapolation of the curve in Fig. 5 to grid-indepen
dent results shows that the results of grid (2) will differ from 
grid independent value by 2.7 percent. In the present work, we 
have used for the systematic study the grid (2). 

a) s-3% 

1.00 

total torque 
eonv. part 
insL part 

Fig. 7(a) Instantaneous velocity (relative to pump system) in circumfer
ential cross-section at neutral point tN/D = 0.370 for Re = 6.7-10°, s = 
1 - nr/flp = 0.40; arrow: direction of the absolute rotation of the cou
pling; left; pump; right: turbine; geometry: t,^ = 0.337, ^s = 0.267, In = 
0.01, Z = 12 

î : ^ >' * 

4 * 

'* ' * 

2T Fig. 7(b) Reduced pressure for the case of Fig. 7(a) 

b) s-40% 

A 1 0 

Fig. 6 Nondimensional moment K as function of nondimensional time; 
geometry: C,^ = 0.326, t,B = 0:281, ŝ = 0.01, Z = 24, Re = 6.7 • 10° 

Due to the periodicity of the rotation of the turbine runner 
in relation to the pump impeller the flow is periodic. Figure 6 
shows the time history of the moment of momentum over a 
time period for Re = 6.1 • 10^ and the slip s = 0.03 and 0.4, 
respectively. In both cases of slip minimum moments are ob
tained when turbine blades come to alignment with the pump 
blades. In this case the interference between the vanes and the 
influence of the impact of fluid with the next row of turbine 
blade are minimum. 

For the case of i = 0.03 (Fig. 6(a)) the amplitude is approxi
mately 8 percent of the average value whereas for s = 0.4 
the amplitude becomes 20 percent of the average value. If the 
amplitude is a measure of the degree of unsteadiness, it in
creases with the slip. For small slip (s = 0.03) the local change 
of momentum with time is small. 

The influence of the unsteady part on X. is negligible for very 
small value of s (Fig. 6(a) ) . For higher slip (s = 0.4) the 
influence of the local unsteadiness is large. This influence mani
fests itself not only on absolute value but also causes a phase 
shift. For s = 0.4 the local change of instantaneous flow shows 
substantial influence on moment (Fig. 6) in comparison to s = 
0.03. With i = 0.4 both the absolute value of the maximum 
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moment as well as the instantaneous changes become notice
able. 

Figure 7(a) shows instantaneous velocity vectors relative to 
the rotating pump system in the circumferential cross section 
at the neutral plane (r = r^ = 0.370) in a three dimensional 
representation. The neutral plane denotes the zero velocity point 
between the entrance flow and the exit flow of a blade channel. 
The shading of the Fig. 1(b) denotes the induced pressure. We 
notice that the fluid flows from the pressure side of the turbine 
to the suction side of the pump. The flow in the pump is directed 
radially outward and in the turbine inward. 

Figure 8 shows time average velocity vectors in a circumfer
ential cross section (r/D = const.) through the turbine in area 
of inflow to the turbine. Since the flow from the pump to the 
turbine is not aligned, the flow tears at the leading edge forming 
a separation bubble at the suction side of the blade. This separa
tion bubble hinders the circulating flow between the pump and 
the turbine and reduce the torque. For small s (Fig. 8(a)) the 
separated bubble is small, hence its effect on flow is also weak. 
For large s (s = 0.4, Fig. 8(b)) the bubble is large with a 
marked influence on flow. 

Figure 9 shows the velocity fields in the axial (blade-to-
blade) cross sections. The velocity vectors are displayed relative 
to the angular velocity of the pump. Due to the centrifugal force 
the main flow is directed radially outward. The Coriolis force, 
which affects transversally the flow, results the noneven pres
sure change in the flow. For s = 0.05 (Fig. 9(a)) a secondary 
vortex (passage vortex) has been therefore formed on the suc
tion side of the blade near the shroud. Through the loss of 

a) s-0.03 

r/D-0.4*5 
(T) 

I 

b) 8-0.40 

a. 

a 
l|fe^ ^ M ^ : n i l 

y3 /D -0 .145 

Fig. 8 Mean velocity field (relative to turbine system) in a circumferential 
cross-section in the turbine blade for Re = 6.5-10°, (a) s = 0.03, {b) s 
= 0.40; geometry: C,a = 0.326, t,B = 0.281, ŝ = 0.01, Z = 24 

Fig. 9 Mean velocity fields (relative to pump system) in an axial cross-
section for Re = 6.7 • 10° and (a) s = 0.05, (/)) s = 0.40; ±: pressure and 
suction sides of the blades; geometry: l,a = 0.326, £B ^ 0.281, Is = 0.01, 
Z = 24. 

kinetic energy of the vortex and the mixing course of the vortex 
with the primary circular flow, the mechanical energy of the 
fluid is lost, so that the circular flow is delayed and the torque 
transmission is hindered. For s = 0.4 (Fig. 9(b)) the secondary 
vortex is hardly visible. In contrast to s = 0.05 the pressure 
difference the turbine and the pump is much larger for A' = 0.4. 
This naturally increases the rate of circulation. The coriolis 
force is not strong enough to divert the fluid to the pressure 
side, hence no secondary flow appears. 

Figure 10 compares computed axial velocity contours with 
the experimental results in a coupling with 24 vanes for Re = 
6.7 • lO*" and s = 0.8 and 0.4. The experimental results have be 
obtained by Middelmann (1992). Shaded area indicates flow 
from the turbine to the pump. Because of different plotting in 
experiments and numerics the shading appears different. The 
numbers of the isolines show the ratio of the local velocity c„, 
and the volume averaged velocity r^. The agreement between 
experiment and numeric is both qualitatively and quantitatively 
very good. The flow structures for the two cases of slip are 
qualitatively same. For s = 0.4 the maximum c„,,nax is 2.9 c",„. 
For i = 0.8 the flow around the leading edge of the vane is 
indicated by the change of direction in the pressure side. Figure 
10 also shows the formation of the separation zone in the upper 
area of the turbine vanes. The separated bubble reduces the area 
for the circulatory flow and thus accelerates the circulatory flow. 
The position of the neutral Unes (0-line) or lines of zero velocity 
as obtained from experiments and computations agree well. 
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Fig. 10 Comparison of prediction with experiment of IMiddelmann (1992): contours of the mean axial 
velocity in the gap between pump and turbine for Re = 6.7 -10°, a) s = 0.8, b)s = 0.4; shaded area: negative 
velocity direction (from turbine to pump) 

Similar good agreement is found in the position and form of 
the lines of maximum velocity. However, near differences in 
the computed and experimental flow structure appear. This is 
possibly due to the inadequacy of the k-e turbulence model. 
The computed flow fields for different slips were used in Eq. 
(3) to calculate the torque for two configurations one with 24 
vanes and the other with 48 vanes. Figure 11 shows the op
erating curves for \,„ against .s for z = 24 from experiments of 
Middelmann (1992) and present simulation. We plotted the 
results of laminar simulation of Kost et al. (1994) for compari
son. For the case of z = 48, Fig. 12 shows X,„, against s. In the 
region of 0 < .? s 0.4 the agreement between the experiment 

Xm•^o^ 

I.O 0.8 0 6 0 . 4 0.2 

Q 
p 

and turbulent computations is quite good. The maximum differ
ence is less than 10%. In the region of 0.4 < i' < 1.0 the 
difference between the experiment and the turbulent computa
tions can be 20 percent. With large slip, the degree of turbulence 
and unsteadiness of the flow increase and the k-e-model proba
bly is not any more adequate. Comparison of Figs. 11 and 12 
hints that the unsteadiness can be dampened by increasing the 
number of vanes. 

5 Concluding Remarks 
Flow in fluid couplings has been simulated. The good agree

ment from the present study and the experiment in both for the 
local velocity and for the operating characteristics indicates that 
for the complicated flow in fluid couplings modeling by the 
standard k-e turbulence model delivers viable results. 

Flow structures in fluid couplings have been analysed to ex
plain the physical process of the torque transmission. The un
steady torque transport shows that for small slip nonsteadiness 
results from the convective part whereas with large slip local 
change becomes stronger than the convective part. Increasing 
the number of vanes one can dampen nonsteadiness. 
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Flg.11 Operating characteristics for a coupling with Z = 24;\„—mean Fig. 12 Operating characteristics for a coupling with Z = 48; geometry: 
torque transmission coefficient; geometry: t,^ = 0.326, t,B = 0.281, I,, = ^̂  = 0.326, £s = 0.281, «̂ = 0.01; 1—experiment of Middelmann (1992), 
0.01; 1—experiment of Middelmann (1992), 2—turbulent simulation: Re 2—turbulent simulation: Re = 6.7' 10", 3—laminar simulation of Kost et 
= 6.7-10°, 3—laminar simulation of Kost et al. (1994): Re = 6.7•10« al. (1994): Re = 6.7-10° 
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Secondary flow leads to loss in torque. Two types of second
ary flow may appear. With small slip the vortex in axial cross 
section is strong. With large slip the in cylindrical cross section 
becomes important. 
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Effects of Efficiency Techniques 
on Accuracy of Dynamic-
Overlapped Grids for Unsteady 
Flows 
There is a strong need for advancements to compute unsteady flows involving moving 
boundaries and bodies. Currently, there appear to be two dynamic approaches and 
their variants proposed for this problem: unstructured and domain decomposition 
methods. The present objective was to further explore the overlapped grids when it 
was enhanced with several enabling and efficiency techniques. Their effect on the 
accuracy was studied primarily from a qualitative point of view. Unsteady Euler 
equations were solved by a characteristic-based alternati'ng-direction-implicit scheme 
on overlapped subdomains capable of moving with respect to each other. Initially, 
the errors due to discretization, Courant number, and interpolations, were studied 
by solving the Riemann problem and comparing with its exact solution. It was con
cluded, that a second- or higher-order method, temporally and spatially, was needed 
even in the dynamic interpolation regions. Secondly, the effects of intermediate grids 
and diagonal inversions were demonstrated by simulating the 2-D flowfield history 
of a store separating from a wing section along a prescribed trajectory. For computa
tional efficiency, using approximate diagonal inversions for the discrete equations 
produced less accurate but acceptable results. However, to ease the grid generation, 
overlaying an intermediate subdomain in a region of high flow gradients had signifi
cant impact on the accuracy. 

Background 
A brief review of the literature on computational fluid dynam

ics (CFD) should reveal its unpreparedness as far as unsteady 
flows are concerned. This is even more so for unsteady flows 
involving a complex configuration with its components in rela
tive motion. Beyond and above the issues of algorithms for 
steady flows, three more constraints become active for unsteady 
algorithms: 1) time accuracy, 2) time-dependent discretization 
of the physical domain for moving- or relative-moving-bound
ary problems, 3) significantly improved computational effi
ciency. What follows are brief comments on each of these is
sues. 

The accuracy of a CFD method may be obtained either for
mally by inspecting the leading truncated term in a Taylor 
expansion, or by a Richardson extrapolation (Celik and Zhang, 
1995), or by a systematic evaluation of the truncation error by 
grid refinement (Roache, 1995). However, since the methods 
in question here are often used for nonlinear equations on non
uniform grids to resolve nonlinear physical phenomena, such 
accuracy checking methods may prove to be insufficient. Fur
ther, the implementation and accuracy of the boundary condi
tions may not be fully consistent with the method. Then, a 
qualitative demonstration of accuracy through comparisons with 
exact solutions, or experimental data with well established un
certainty limits, or independently obtained numerical bench
mark solutions, become very practical. For time accuracy, in 
particular, these alternatives may either be lacking or some of 
them may even be irrelevant. As for computational efficiency, 
since explicit methods are too restrictive in the size of the time 
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Steps that they can use, and since most of the implicit CFD 
algorithms are first-order accurate in time, it is important to 
study the higher-order accuracy for implicit methods (Pulliam, 
1993, Zhang et al., 1994). 

For the relative moving boundary problems, currently there 
appear to be two competing approaches proposed: dynamic un
structured method (Singh and Baysal, 1995) and dynamic do
main decomposition method {D^M). When the latter was re
cently used in simulating a 3-D store separation by Yen and 
Baysal (1995), an acute need was strongly sensed to further 
explore some issues related to its accuracy and efficiency. To 
this end, Meakin (1994) had conducted a series of 2-D computa
tional experiments, but all the subdomains in these cases were 
forced to engage in the same motion, i.e., no relative motion, 
and a central finite-difference method was used. Hence, in the 
present investigation, several enabling and efficiency techniques 
were studied using D^M and solving the unsteady Euler equa
tions by a characteristic-based, alternating-direction-implicit, 
finite-volume scheme on overlapped subdomains capable of 
moving with respect to each other. 

Synopsis of Methodology 
The unsteady, compressible, and inviscid flow equations (Eu

ler) are solved using the implicit, finite-volume, upwind algo
rithm, described by Thomas et al. (1990) for static bodies, and 
its extension to relafive-moving-boundary problems by Baysal 
and Yen (1991). The consistency, stability, accuracy, and vali
dation of the "baseline" scheme are well documented in the 
literature and, therefore, are not repeated herein. Flux-difference 
splitting is used to construct the formally up to third-order-
accurate spatial differences. Time integration is performed by 
one of the Euler formulas, all of which may be implemented 
as a two-parameter family (Beam and Warming, 1978). After 
applying the time linearization, the coefficient matrix is approxi
mately factored, with each factor being solved by a 4-by-4 
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block-tridiagonal algorithm. Hence, the "delta" form of the 
discretized (A) Euler equations is, 

[A('(d„Ei)] 
JAt I + a JAt 1 + a 

^ ^2" = (TK-JR-H-S., (1) 

where 

R.H.S. = 

+ 1 

^ [Ai'E, + AeE2] + ^^— AQ"-
1 + a 1 + a 

- - - a + If ]At\ At\ Ax\, Axl (2) 

Q and E are the vectors of conserved variables and fluxes, 
respectively. The last term denotes the order of magnitude of 
the leading truncated term. Due to the multidimensional nature 
of the problem, the nonuniform grids, and the boundary condi
tion implementations, the spatial accuracy may not attain its 
formal value, but it is at least second-order. On the other hand, 
the temporal accuracy depends on the values of the parameters 
a and 9, and the magnitude of the neglected terms in the linear
ization and factorization, which are represented by //. For a = 
0 and 9 = 1, the truncated term is second-order; but for a = 
1 and 6' = 1, it is i?[// • Ar^ At^]. When the second-order flux 
Jacobians and the product of the first-order flux Jacobians are 
small, //tends to zero. Hence, the method approaches temporal 
second-order accuracy. 

A diagonal approximation (Pulliam and Chaussee, 1981) of 
a spatial factor in Eq. (1) may be obtained as follows: 

JAt 
+ [Af.(5,£,)] 

- Tf + [A?A+ -I- A ? A " ] 
JAt ^ ^ 

T:; (3) 

where A - = (A ± | A | )/2 are the diagonal eigenvalue matrices 
and 7"- are the right eigenvectors of the flux Jacobian A = 9 ,£i . 
Then, due to the repeated eigenvalues, only scalar diagonal 
inversions, rather than the block inversions, are needed in each 
direction. Hence, the computational cost should be notably re
duced (about 40 percent for single and static grid simulations). 
However, as it will also be explored with the present results, 
this approximation may reduce the temporal accuracy and give 
shock computations a nonconservative feature, that is, slight 
error in shock speeds. 

Dynamic Overlapped Grids. The discretized flow equa
tions are solved on a composite grid consisting of overlapped 
subdomain grids (Steger et al , 1983). These subdomains may 
be static (Baysal et al., 1991) or in relative motion (Baysal and 
Yen, 1991). By coupling this method with a trajectory algo
rithm, the dynamic-overlapped-grids mode of dynamic domain 
decomposition method, D^M, (Yen and Baysal, 1995) was 
developed. The dynamic-multiblock and dynamic-zonal grid 
modes of D^M were not used in the present work. The motion 
of each subdomain grid is accounted for by the time-dependent 
curvilinear coordinate transformations, whereby the grid speeds 
are also determined: 

9 , r = -d,x,-d,^^"', m,k= 1,2. (4) 

The term d,Xk is the grid speed for the physical domain, and it 
is of primary importance for unsteady aerodynamic problems 
involving moving boundaries. 

Among the important issues in developing D^M we, its accu
racy and efficiency. D^M has several advantages in this regard. 
First, a subdomain and its cells are not deformed, therefore, the 
geometric conservation can be preserved (Thomas and Lom
bard, 1978). Second, this method can virtually calculate unlim
ited subdomains, and each subdomain may move independent 
from the others. Third, since the governing equations are written 
in an inertial frame of reference, all the primitive variables 
are absolute everywhere and at any time irrespective of the 
subdomain on which they are computed. Therefore, they can 
be transferred from one subdomain to another regardless of the 
relative motion between them. Finally, D^M may conceivably 
allow the use of different sets of flow equations and different 
solution techniques in different subdomains, provided that the 
interface boundary conditions are properly implemented. 

It should be noted that dynamic overlapped grid approaches were 
independently developed for various applications by others, such 
as, Meakin (1994), Lijewski and Suhs (1994), Duque et al. (1995), 
Jordan et al. (1995), and Sahu and Nietubicz (1995). 

On Simulation Error. The error of a CFD simulation may 
be due to the following, some of which may not be mutually 
exclusive: 1) modeling error, 2) dissipation and dispersion com
ponents of the discretization (or truncation) error, 3) domain 
dependency error, 4) time-linearization error, 5) approximate 
factorization error, 6) interpolation error of the domain decom
position, 7) error related to inappropriate boundary conditions 
or incomplete convergence, and 8) round-off error. Owing to 
their relevance to the present results, brief comments only on the 
dispersion and factorization errors, and a source of interpolation 
error are discussed next. 

Due to the discretization error, simulated unsteady flows may 
propagate essentially in a dispersive medium. Since there is 
no converged solution achieved by a time-accurate marching 
procedure, the phase error can continue to accumulate, resulting 
in the group velocity of the motion to deviate significantly from 
its phase velocity. Also, the lack of an accurate method to 
control its direction causes the phase error to accumulate non-
isotropically. Hence, the dispersion error becomes as important 
as the dissipation error for unsteady flows, mandating higher-
order discretizations not only spatially but also temporally. 

Factored implicit methods have been widely used because of 
their memory efficiency and numerical stability, which also has 
the advantage of rendering the efficiently solvable tridiagonal 
form. However, the factorization introduces an extra numerical 
error, which may be of the same order as the discretization 
error. In Eq. (1) , the order of magnitude of AQ" is tf (Af); but, 
when a higher gradient is encountered, its order may rise to tf (1) 
(Beam and Warming, 1978). Consequently, the approximate 
factorization method may carry the second-order temporal error. 
Controlling the maximum Courant (CFL) number (around 
unity) of each cell is suggested in several reports (Ridder and 
Beddini, 1992, and Baysal et al., 1994) to minimize this error. 
Also implied in this suggestion is the adverse impact of the 
factorization on the numerical stability. On the other hand, oth
ers (e.g., Pulliam, 1993, Zhang et al., 1994) have suggested a 
subiteration time stepping procedure to remedy the problem. 

An interpolation error arises from the information transfer 
across the subdomain interfaces. The type of interpolation 
should be chosen such that the overall accuracy is about the 
same order as the discretization error. To show this mathemati
cally, consider a 1-D, «th-order differential equation, 

dlE = R{i,E). (5) 

To solve this problem on a composite grid that consists of two 
overlapped subdomains, k and k', for which the indices are ; 
and 7, respectively, the A^jth-order-accurate discrete system of 
equations can be written as follows: 

{D^D^Y'^qt = «, + i9(A^fi+'), (6) 

where ^f is the numerical solution in subdomain k. The A'2th-
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order interpolation to the points in subdomain k from the points 
in subdomain k' can be represented in the following form: 

q^ = Yaij-gr + ^(AC) (7) 

where qj' is the numerical solution in subdomain k' and a 
denotes the interpolation. The goal, therefore, is to make Â2 as 
close to N-i as possible. It can be shown, that an interpolation 
formula with an overlap width given by (0.25nNi + 1) is 
M-th-order-accurate, provided that the spatial step sizes are 
constant in the overlap region and that they are small compared 
to the width of the overlap region (Chesshire and Henshaw, 
1990). Therefore, with the present upwind-biased scheme, to 
maintain the spatial second-order accuracy representation of 
scalar and vector quantities in a second-order differential equa
tion (Eq. (1)) , two sets of interpolation points are needed. 

For moving subdomains, the impact of interpolation on tem
poral error and numerical stability has not been fully studied. 
One generator of this error is the increased ratio of those cells 
which receive their update explicitly (hence At time lag) to the 
total number of cells, since in addition to the physical bound
aries, the subdomain interfaces are treated explicitly. For the 
accuracy of the vector quantities in moving grids, and for rela
tive-moving problems with more than two overlapping subdo
mains at a given point, there appears to be another source of 
phase error. This point is illustrated via an example below. 

Consider two interpolation points, which belong to two differ
ent subdomains (G2 and G,) but close enough to each other to 
receive data from the same region of a third subdomain (Gi). 
The eigenvalues (characteristic wave directions) at any of these 
points are 

h = u=u,-d,r' + d,c 

u u,-d,r" + d,^" (8) 

For simplicity, let m = 1 (1 - D), then, by substituting Eq. 
(4), K, is 

\ , = U = urd,^e -d,xrd,,e = («i - c),^,)-5,,C'. (9) 

Now, it is assumed that the velocity U\ is transferred by a 
second-order interpolation and 9,,^' »i 1, but G2 and G3 have 
unequal grid speeds, diXxiG^) * d,Xi{G^). Then, from Eq. (9), 
it can be seen that \ |(G2) * ViCGj). This results in the flow 
properties of these interpolation points to propagate in different 
directions; that is, a phase shift. Therefore, in addition to a 
second-order interpolation of the primitive variables, there is 
the issue of satisfying the correct transfer of grid speeds. 

Finally, yet another possible source of error is related to 
the premise of current flux-difference methods (Thomas et al , 
1990): solving the locally one-dimensional Riemann problem, 
where the directions of numerical fluxes are assumed to be 
normal to the present cell surfaces. However, if there are two 
non-similar grid topologies overlapped with each other, then 
the flow properties computed in different subdomains are likely 
to propagate in different characteristic directions. This may 
eventually require a grid-independent Riemann solver (Rumsey 
et al., 1991), which also would need to be practical to use. 

Demonstrative Cases 

Moving Shock Problem. The classical Riemann problem 
of a moving normal shock inside a tube was considered, since 
it had an exact solution for the shock's amplitude to check 
dissipation and shock's speed to check dispersion. The nondi-
mensional tube conditions were selected as: 

velocity: shock = 2.00, upstream flow = 1.25, 

downstream flow = 0.00 

ratios across shock: pressure = 4.50, density = 2.67 

downstream flow: pressure = 0.714, density = 1.000 

Seven cases were selected to study the various effects and some 
of the computational details were tabulated (Table 1). In A.5-
A.7, the Cartesian grid G| covered the tube's inside, and the 
much finer Cartesian grid G2 was overlaid on Gi for the shock 
region. Computations were started at the time when the shock 
reached the nondimensional axial location x = 0.4. The instanta
neous pressure distributions along the centerline of the tube 
after 0.6 nondimensional time units (t) are plotted in Fig. 1. At 
this moment, the calculated exact values of the upstream and 
downstream pressures were 3.214 and 0.714, respectively, and 
the shock was at x = 1.6. 

The adequacy of the global grid G-, was established by com
paring A. 1 and A.2 and found out that the pressure distributions 
were almost identical (Fig. 1(a)) . The difference between A.l 
and A.3 was their temporal accuracy. Although, there was al
most no amplitude error for these cases, the shock location was 
underpredicted in A.3. Hence, temporal second-order accuracy 
was deemed necessary for an acceptable dispersion error. To 
demonstrate the effect of using a greater-than-unity CFL num
ber, the global time step in A.4 was increased to 10 times that 
of A.l, such that the maximum CFL number was 6.0. Despite 
its correct prediction of the shock wave location, A.4 showed 
oscillations to wrongly predict the shock amplitude. 

Cases A.5 and A.6 were computed on the same composite 
grid, but with different sets of interpolation points. Using the 
two-sets in A.5, a second-order data transfer across the subdo
main interface (Eq. (7)) appeared to have been achieved (Fig. 
\{b)). Whereas, using one-set of interpolation points in A.6 
could not preserve the pressure amplitude within the overlapped 
subdomain G2. 

A comparison of A.l, A.5 and A.7, shown in Fig. 1(c), 
demonstrated the accuracy of using static overlapped grids (A.5 
versus A.l) and dynamic (G2 moving with the shock) over
lapped grids (A.7 versus A.l and A.5). All the cases displayed 
a good comparison of the shock speed and amplitude with the 
exact solution, despite rather benign fluctuations at the overlap 
region. This suggested that the interpolation error of the static 
and dynamic overlapped grids was about the same order of 
magnitude as the discretization error (dissipation and disper
sion ) of the baseline CFD algorithm. 

To scrutinize the dynamic-overlapped grids further, the pres
sure contours and velocity vectors of A.7 at t = 0.6 were exam
ined (Fig. 2) . The computed shock wave appeared very close 
to the exact solution: a normal wave front from the top of the 
tube to its bottom, with crisper resolution on the finer G2 grid. 
However, a close up view of the overlap region revealed the 
minor pressure fluctuations as the shock wave crossed the over
lap boundary. This also manifested itself in a nonzero normal 
velocity component (maximum magnitude of 0.3). This numer
ical error was largely attributed to the deliberately exaggerated 
disparity in the sizes of the cells on either side of the interface. 
The numerical slope of the shock wave crossing the interface 
had two different values (Fig. 3). Therefore, the higher pressure 
(coarser mesh) ' 'pushing'' the flow into the lower pressure area 
(finer mesh), generated the physically unexpected normal flow. 
However, this error did not increase with time. 

The unit CPU time and the used memory for each case are 
also reported in Table 1. The unit processing time decreased 
by 2 percent for A.2 due to longer data vector lengths (more 
grid points), but the memory increased almost linearly with the 
grid size. The time and memory decrease in A.3 were due to 
the lesser number of terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) for the first-
order temporal computations. The additional grid in A.5-A.7 
increased the memory and the processing time. Although the 
increase in time was not significant for the static cases (less 
than 8 percent), it was so for the dynamic grid case, which 
more than doubled. 
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Table 1 Computational details for the moving shock problem 

Case 

A.l 
A.2 
A.3 
A.4 
A.5 
A.6 
A.7 

Grid 
type 

SC 

sc 
SC 

sc 
TC 
TC 
TC 

Grid size 
GJG2 

205*51 
301*101 
205*51 
205*51 
205*51/141^ 
205*51/14lH 
205*51/14lH 

N51 
«51 
<51 

D^M 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
SO 
SO 
DO 

Sets 
of IP 

n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
2 
1 
2 

Accuracy 
t?(AO 

2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

(Ax)„,i„ 

.010 

.005 

.010 

.010 

.007 

.007 

.007 

(CFL) 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
6.0 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8 

CPU time 
^s/step/cell 

5.3 
5.2 
5.2 
5.3 
5.7 
5.6 

11.0 

Memory 
(megabytes) 

6.4 
18.4 
5.6 
6,4 

11.2 
11.2 
12.0 

SC single Cartesian, TC two Cartesian, SO static overlapped, DO dynamic overlapped, IP interpolation points. 

2-D Store Separation From a Wing Section. To study 
the numerical errors associated with relative-moving overlapped 
grids as well as the approximate diagonalization (Eq. (3)) , 
subdomain grids with different topologies were overlapped for 
a hypothetical 2-D store separation problem (a vertical plane 
from the 3-D configuration given by Yen and Baysal, 1995), 
and moved with a prescribed 3-DOF motion (streamwise and 
normal translations, and pitching), which was intentionally ex
aggerated: 

x = u-t = 0.\t, y = u - f = - 0 . 3 f , 6» = w ? = 0.1r (10) 

The freestream was transonic at Mach number 0.95. Some com

putational details for the numerical cases are provided in table 
2. The composite grid of B.l and B.2 consisted of two subdo-
mains: an 0-type moving grid for the store (G3), which was 
overlapped on a C-type global grid (G|) that was generated for 

4.0 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

.5 

4.0 

4>-, ^ i ; 

• Case 1 
- Case 2 
- Case 3 
- Case 4 
' Exact solution 

I I I I I I I L 

Fig. 2(a) 

.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
Distance 

3.5 

3 .0-

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0-

.5 

0, 

H«U»^ 

- Case 5 
- Case 6 
• Exact solution 

J I I I I I U _l J I I I I 

Fig. 2(b) 

.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
Distance 

riMiU 
^^^ f taB i 

4.0 

3.5 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

.5 

0, 

•7«*ic*—' 

Case 1 
Cases 
Case 7 
Exact solution 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I i _ 

.4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 
Distance 

Fig. 1 Comparison of normalized pressure for moving shocl< to show 
effects of: (a) grid refinement, order of temporal accuracy and CFL num
ber; (b) sets of interpolation points; (c) static and dynamic overlapping. 
M, = 2, M, = 1.25, Pilp, = 4.5. 

Fig. 2(c) 

Fig. 2 An instant (t = 0.7) of moving shocit computed on dynamic over
lapped grids (case A.7). (a) Pressure contours. Overlaid finer grid is 
outlined, (b) Close up of the shock crossing the outer boundary of over
lap, (c) Close up of velocity vectors at shock crossing outer boundary 
of overlap. Ms = 2, M, = 1.25, P2lp^ = 4.5. 
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interface, 
\ 

Tiner grid 

coarser grid 

pressure contours 

— Numerical slope for finer grids 
— Numerical slope for coarser grids .^ 

Fig. 3 Close up of pressure contours and shock slope computed on 
coarser global grid and finer overlaid grid (case A.7). M, = 2,M, = 1.25, 
Pi/p, = 4.5. 

the airfoil. The radii of Gi and G} were 85 and 3 store diameters 
(d), respectively. The composite grid of B.3 and B.4 had an 
additional static subdomain (Ga), often used to ease grid gener
ation and enhance the interpolation. Hence, this 24.7rfby IS.ld 
Cartesian grid served as the intermediate grid. Note that the 
interpolation points for grids G2 and G3 were intentionally put 
very close to each other near the lower surface of the airfoil, 
so that any interpolation error in the high gradient region would 
be accentuated (Eq. (9)) . Although a formal grid refinement 
study is not reported herein, the adequacy of the grids were 
previously established by Newman and Bay sal (1992), when 
the 3-D, steady-state solutions were successfully compared with 
the experimental data for this configuration. Starting with the 
freestream conditions, the computations were marched with lo
cal time steps to obtain converged solutions for the steady flow. 
Then, the computations were continued using global time steps. 

For the steady flow obtained by block inversions on two 
subdomains (B. l ) , the normalized pressure contours are shown 
in Fig. 4, and the surface pressure coefficient (C,,) distributions 
are shown in Fig. 5. Their counterpart plots, obtained by diago
nal inversions (B.2 not shown here for brevity) requiring 40 
percent less time, were virtually identical. Therefore, as also 
indicated by Pulliam and Chaussee (1981), for converged 
steady computations, approximate diagonal inversions were 
deemed to yield comparable accuracy to the block inversions, 
even with the overlapped grids. 

After 4f of separation, the instantaneous surface Cp distribu
tions of the unsteady flow from B.l and B.2 are compared in 
Fig. 6. For these two cases, it was observed that the off-surface 
flow structures and the Cp values on the airfoil were mostly 
similar, including the shock's location and the amplitude. How
ever, the Cp differential between the store's upper and lower 
surfaces, as predicted by B.l, was smaller than that of B.2, yet 
the peaks were still matched well. Hence, it was concluded that 
the two methods, which produced similar steady-state solutions, 
had differences, attributable to the diagonal inversions, in their 
dynarriic-grid solutions at certain instants. 

In B.3 and B.4, both of which employed the intermediate 
subdomain G2 but the latter with the diagonal inversions, the 
steady flow predictions were quite similar to each other. How-

Table 2 Computational details for the 2-D store separation 
problem 

Case 
Grid size 
G1/G2/G3 

Matrix CPU time Memory 
inversions /^s/step/cell (megabytes) 

B.l 7479/3201/0 4 x 4 blocks* 
B.2 7479/3201/0 diagonal** 
B.3 7479/3969/3201 4 x 4 blocks 
B.4 7479/3969/3201 diagonal 

43.8 
28.2 
53.7 
39.3 

4.8 
4.8 
6.4 
6.4 

P„ 0.71 
Pm» 1-20 
Pmin 005 
Pincr 0.05 

Fig. 4 Normalized pressure contours of steady flow from case B.1 (two 
grids and block Inversions). Overlaid store grid Is outlined. M . = 0.95. 

ever, the normalized pressure contours of the off-surface flow 
from B.3 (Fig. 7) , when compared to B.l (Fig. 4) , revealed a 
spurious interaction of the tail shocks. That is, in addition to 
the predicted physical refraction, a numerical refraction was 
obtained. Although small, differences between the Cp distribu
tions of B.l and B.3 (Fig. 5) were also observed and attributed 
to the use of intermediate subdomain. This might be due in part 
to the donor and recipient cells of the interpolation having 
highly discrepant areas (note that interpolations were not area 
weighted), and in part to the use of a characteristic-based 
scheme, where the differences in cell wall normals could trans
late into discrepant numerical flux directions (Rumsey et al., 
1991). 

After At of separation, the instantaneous pressure contours of 
the unsteady flows from B.3 and B.4 are presented in Figs. 8 
and 9, respectively. The corresponding instantaneous surface 
Cp distributions are compared in Fig. 10 to observe the com-

i 
1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance, x 

= eq. (1) ** eq. (3). 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance, x 

Fig. 5 Pressure coefficient distributions of steady flow from cases B.1 
(two grids and block Inversions) and B.3 (three grids and block inver
sions): (a) airfoil surface, (6) store surface. Nl^ = 0.9S. 
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I 

1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance, x 

Fig. 9 Normalized pressure contours of unsteady flow at f = 4 from 
case B.4 (three grids and diagonal inversions). Overlaid store grid is 
outlined. M^ = 0.95. 

I 

1.6 

1.2 

0.8 

0.4 

0.0 

-0.4 

-0.8 

-1.2 

-1.6 

-1—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—r 

I I I I i L-rti 
3 4 5 6 

Distance, x 

10 

Fig. 6 Pressure coefficient distributions of unsteady flow at f = 4 from 
cases B.I (two grids and block inversions) and B.2 (two grids and diago
nal inversions): (a) airfoil surface, {b) store surface. M„ = 0.95. 

pounded effect of diagonal inversion and intermediate subdo-
main. The off-surface flows looked quite similar to each other 
(Figs. 8 and 9) , but the inboard flows had differences from 
those predicted in B.l. This difference was again attributed to 
the use of the intermediate grid. Interestingly, however, the 
spurious shock-shock refraction that was seen at the steady-
state (Fig. 7) , disappeared during the separation, at least for 
the instant shown (Figs. 8 or 9). This was attributed to the fact 
that the interpolation points of G3, along with the store, had 
moved away from the airfoil, such that they were no longer 
coincident or very close to those of G2. 

As for the surface flows, the corresponding Cp distributions 
(Fig. 10) were by and large similar to those of B.l and B.2 
(Fig. 6) . The adverse effect of approximate diagonal inversions, 
when the intermediate grid was present (Fig. 10), appeared 
quite similar to what was observed with the two-subdomain 
cases (Fig. 6) . That is, C,, differential between the store's upper 

Fig. 7 Normalized pressure contours of steady flow from case B.3 (three 
grids and blocic inversions). M., == 0.95. 

P . 0.71 

Pmax 1.20 

Pmin 0-05 
Plncr 0.05 

A: Case B.3 
B: Case 8.4 

i 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance, x 

1 — I — I — r 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Distance, x 

Fig. 8 Normalized pressure contours of unsteady flow at f = 4 from case Fig. 10 Pressure coefficient distributions of unsteady flow at f = 4 from 
B.3 (three grids and block inversions). Overlaid store grid is outlined. cases B.3 (three grids and block inversions) and B.4 (three grids and 
M„ = 0.95. block Inversions): (a) airfoil surface, (b) store surface. M» = 0.95. 
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and lower surfaces as predicted by B.3, was smaller than that 
of B.4, but the peaks were matched. Therefore, the diagonal 
inversions caused the same type of inaccuracy and the existence 
of the intermediate grid could not alter this. 

Finally, the CPU time savings in B.4 was 27 percent due to 
the diagonal inversions. Considering all the cases, it was ob
served that the savings decreased as the computations became 
dynamic and as the number of subdomains increased. As ex
pected, the memory increased with the number of subdomains, 
that is, with more grid points. 

Conclusions 

The overlapped-grid mode of a recently developed dynamic-
domain-decomposition methodology (D^M), and using several 
enabling and efficiency techniques, was studied. Two demon
strative problems were computed by a characteristic-based alter
nating-direction-implicit scheme, to understand the impact of 
such measures on the accuracy, primarily from a qualitative 
point of view. Initially, the effects of grid refinement, order 
of time accuracy, greater-than-one CFL number, number of 
interpolation points, and static and dynamic overlapping, were 
demonstrated by computing a moving shock (Riemann) prob
lem. The results suggested the following to achieve an accept
able accuracy: two sets of interpolation points, temporally and 
spatially second- or higher-order method, for factored implicit 
methods, CFL number restricted more than what is dictated by 
the stability. 

For the methodology employed, the effects of approximate 
diagonal inversions, motivated by its computational efficiency, 
and overlaying more than two subdomains in a region of high 
flow gradients, motivated by the ease of grid generation that it 
offered, were demonstrated. This was done by simulating the 
2-D flowfield history of a store separating from a wing section 
along a prescribed trajectory. The results suggested that: the 
use of approximate diagonal inversions produced less accurate 
but acceptable results; overlaying an intermediate subdomain 
in a region of high flow gradients could produce nonphysical 
results. 

Although the present results should contribute to the under
standing of the impact on accuracy by the methodology de
scribed, more systematic studies on the accuracy of such meth
ods are deemed essential. Another equally important issue 
would be to reduce the increase in the processing time due to 
the proposed methods for the moving body problems. Inevita
bly, the challenge is to do the latter without a significant sacrifice 
of the former. 
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Numerical Experiments on 
Application of Richardson 
Extrapolation With Nonuniform 
Grids 
Some unresolved problems related to Richardson extrapolation (RE) are elucidated 
via examples, and possible remedies are suggested. The method is applied to the case 
of turbulent flow past a backward facing step using nonuniform grid distributions. It 
is demonstrated that RE can be used to obtain grid independent solutions using the 
same grid refinement factors in both coordinate directions. The use of generalized 
wall functions together with the standard k-e model seems to work well even if the 
grid refinement extends into the viscous sublayer. In addition, the grid convergence 
index and other standard uncertainty measures are compared, and a new uncertainty 
measure is suggested which seems to be a better indicator for the grid convergence 
error. 

Introduction 

In their earlier studies Celik and Zhang (1993, 1995) have 
applied Richardson extrapolation to some simple turbulent flow 
calculations and reported successful results. Demuren and Wil
son (1994) reported successful applications of the same method 
to laminar, separated flows. Celik and Zhang (1995) used uni
form grid distributions with wall functions to bridge the viscous 
sublayer. The first point in the calculation domain was carefully 
located such that it remained mostly within the log-law region. 
Several questions remained unanswered in these earlier studies. 
Some of the relevant questions are: 

(/) Can we apply the Richardson extrapolation for cases with 
oscillatory convergence? (;'/) Can this method be applied with 
nonuniform grids? What would be a representative grid size 
parameter? {Hi) What would the error be if the first grid point 
remained in the sub-layer? (jv) How well would the method 
work when arbitrary grid refinement factors are used? (u) How 
can one ensure that the grids used are actually in the asymptotic 
range? Asymptotic range is used in the sense that the grid size 
is such that the higher order terms in the Taylor expansion are 
dominated by the leading order term. 

In this study, answers are sought to some of the above ques
tions with regard to application of Richardson extrapolation 
to turbulent flow calculations. A well-documented commercial 
code, namely, PHOENICS (Ludwig et al., 1989) is used to 
perform the numerical experiments. This code uses a hybrid of 
the first order upwind scheme, and the second order central 
differencing scheme, hence the theoretical order of the method 
should be between 1 and 2. The turbulent flow example is the 
flow over a backward facing step which is extensively studied 
in the literature (see e.g., Speziale and Thangam, 1992; Than-
gam and Speziale, 1992; Karniadakis et al., 1989; and Avva et 
al., 1988) for which grid independent solutions are also avail
able. The experiments performed by Kim, et al. (1980) are 
used as a guide for the numerical computations. A detailed 
comparison with experimental results is avoided to keep the 
scope of the paper focused on Richardson extrapolation. The 
standard k-e turbulence model is used for closure. The objective 
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is to seek answers to the above mentioned questions, focusing 
in particular to application of RE with nonuniform grids. 

Theory 

Assuming that the dependent variable F is a continuous and 
differentiable function of a representative grid size, h, it can be 
shown that (Richardson, 1910), for an arbitrary grid size, h, 
the error E^, is given by 

El, = F „ FH = Cih + Cjh^ + C^h^ + (1) 

Keeping only the leading term in the asymptotic range (i.e., 
when h is small) and replacing f exact by Fext, the following three 
equations can be written 

F - Fi = C(aihy 

F - F2 = daih)" 

F- F,== Cia^h)" 

(2a) 

(lb) 

(2c) 

to determine the three unknowns, namely, the coefficient C, the 
apparent order of the method, n, and the extrapolated value F 
= Fext to zero grid size. Here ai, a^, and a^ are the grid refine
ment or coarsening factors defined as, a,- = hi Ih.^u the ratio of 
the grid size, ft, to the size of a reference grid size, h„i. Without 
loss of generality, one of the factors a; can be taken as unity 
hence making that grid the reference grid; in this paper we take 
a\ = \. Solving the above equations for the three unknowns 
yields 

n = |ln [(F2 - F,)l(F, - F,)]/ln (a^) - f(n)\ (3«) 

f(n) = In [(^3/^2)" - 1 )/(«5 - l )]) / ln (fla) db) 

F,„ = (a"2F, - F2)/(a"2- 1) (3c) 

The absolute value in Eq. (3a) is necessary in order to ensure 
extrapolation towards decreasing h. Otherwise, the solution 
allows negative values of n and the extrapolated value, Fe„ is 
on the increasing h side. For oscillatory convergence where the 
error decreases with an alternating sign, the argument (F2 -
F3)/(Fi — F2) is less than zero. For these situations Eq. (2b) 
can be written with a minus sign on the r.h.s. without loss of 
generality assuming that C is constant. Then Eqs. (3(a)-(b) 
are modified as 
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Table 1 Key parameters and the cases investigated using the standard k-e model 

Case* 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Grid 
(NX X NY) 

25 X 20 
35 X 28 
50 X 40 
75 X 60 
100 X 80 
150 X 120 

Y2 X 10' 

1.1750 
0.7590 
0.4774 
0.2818 
0.1939 
0.1144 

x,/H 

4.765 
5.260 
5.636 
5.863 
5.972 
6.063 

a, = Y2(i)/Y2i6) 

10.271 
6.635 
4.173 
2.463 
1.695 
1.0 

a, = NY(6)/NY(i) 

6.0 
4.286 
3.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 

n = |ln [(F, - F2)l{Fy - F^)V\n (a^) - / ( « ) ! (4a) 

/ ( n ) = In [{a^la^Y + l ) / (a3 + l)]) / ln (a^) {Ab) 

If (33/02 * «2, Eqs. ( 3 a ) - ( 3 c ) need to be solved iteratively. 
As it shall be shown later in the text, even if the solutions 

converge to grid independent profiles, sometimes (usually at 
some discrete points of a field data) the calculated apparent 
order is quite unrealistic and this leads to unrealistic extrapo
lated values. To avoid this n must be bounded within its theoreti
cal limits, e.g., within 1 and 2 for the hybrid scheme used in 
the present numerical simulations. 

Computational Details 

Turbulence Model. The standard k-t model is used; here 
k is the turbulent kinetic energy and e is the dissipation rate of 
k. The model constants with the standard notation are: K = 
0.435, E = 9.0 (wall roughness parameter), Q = 0.09 ( = 
Q C ; ; C,, = 0.1643, C; = 0.5478), C^ = 1.44, C-,, = 1.92, a^ 
= 1.0, a, = 1.314. 

Grid Distribution. The calculation domain {-AH & x ^ 
16 / / ; 0 s ); s AH) is divided into two regions, namely the 
step region, —AH <x<0, H<y< 3H, and the channel 
region, 0 < x < 16H, Q < y < H. Here H is the step height, 
X is the axial direction, and y is the transverse direction perpen
dicular to the channel walls. In the step region the grid is distrib
uted uniformly in the x-direction. In the y-direction a nonuni
form, power law grid distribution is used with a power of 1.4 
expanding from both walls toward the center symmetrically. In 
the channel region the grid in both directions is nonuniform. In 
the x-direction a continuously expanding grid with a power of 
1.1 is used. In the y-direction the grid is distributed symmetri
cally with a power of 1.3. The power-law grid distribution is 
given by rjj = [{j - jf[m)/{ji^n - JRVJV"'"" inside a normalized 
region extending from 0 to 1. The number of grids is distributed 
such that there are NX/5, NY/2 grid in the step region, and 
4(NY/5) and NY/2 cells in the channel region, NX and NY 
being the total number of grids in the x- and the y-directions, 

2 3 4 s 

«(i) = N(«)m(i) 

Fig. 1 Variation of reattacliment length with grid refinement factor 
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respectively. It should be emphasized that the grids in the x-
and >-directions are distributed in such a way that a grid re
finement factor defined by 

a, = NF/N(i) (5) 

remained same in both directions: here NF is the number of 
grid points for the finest grid, and N(i) is the number of grids 
for case (/). This seems to be, at least for the present application, 
a consistent grid refinement parameter for nonuniform grids. In 
general, one has to be cautious in distributing the additional 
number of grids. Preferably, the local grid stretching coefficients 
should remain the same, i.e. the grids should have the property 
of geometric similarity. 

Inlet Condition. A uniform velocity distribution in the 
axial direction ({/-velocity) is prescribed as f/ = f/i„ = 13.0 
m/s. The V component in the transverse direction is set equal 
to zero. The turbulent kinetic energy, k, and the dissipation rate, 
e profiles, are also uniform at the inlet which are calculated 
according to 

/fei„ = OmSUfJA; Ein = 0.1643jtil,'V(0.09//) 

Wall Boundaries. The generalized wall function approach 
(Rosten and Worrell, 1988; Launder and Spalding, 1974) is 
used where the logarithmic law of the wall for the velocity 
component parallel to the wall is written in terms of the turbu
lent kinetic energy, k, representing the wall velocity scale via 
the relation k = f/*^/,/C^, U* being the wall friction velocity; 
k is deduced from the regular transport equation, in which the 
production term for the near wall cells is calculated by an ana
lytic integration based on the wall-shear stress. The dissipation 
rate for these cells is fixed at an average value obtained by 
analytical integration. If j ^ = lj*ylv < 11.5 then U, k and t 
are extrapolated to their wall values based on viscous sublayer 
constraints. 

Iteration Convergence. False time relaxation method is 
used in calculating the steady state solutions iteratively. For 
this, the time step is adjusted to provide the appropriate relax
ation while marching toward a steady-state solution. The itera
tion convergence criteria used is that there was less than 0.1 
percent change in 1000 iterations in the value of dimensionless 
reattachment length, xJH. The integral sum of the residuals 
for the {/-momentum equation were all less than 3.56Z1-04, 
those for the coarse grid solutions being much less. The residu-

Table 2 Results of Richardson extrapolation: using a, 
NY{6)INY(j) 

Cases used (XnlHL Oil «2, «3 

3,2, 1 
4, 3, 2 
5, 4, 3 
6,5,4 
5, 3, 1 
6,4,2 

0.97 
1.67 
1.11 
1.53 
1.37 
1.37 

6.55 
6.10 
6.26 
6.17 
6.18 
6.19 

1.0, 1.429, 2.0 
1.0, 1.5, 2.143 
1.0, 1.333, 2.0 
1.0, 1.5,2.0 
1.0, 2.0, 4.0 
1.0, 2.0, 4.286 
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Fig. 2 Variation of error witii grid refinement factor 

als for the continuity equation were approximately an order 
of magnitude less than those for the {/-momentum equation. 
Residuals for the other variables were not monitored. 

Influence of the Domain Size. Thangam and Speziale 
(1992) reported that in their calculations the channel length 
downstream of the step would have to be at least 30// in order 
to reduce domain dependency errors below acceptable values. 
In the present calculations the outlet was located at 16// down 
stream of the step; calculations with 30// did not show any 
significant variation in the results. More specifically, the change 
in the reattachment length was less than 1.0 percent. The inlet 
boundary was located at —4//upstream of the step. Calculations 
with —5H did show some influence but this difference was 
sufficiently small and it should not render the conclusions made 
below. 

Interpolation. Application of Richardson extrapolation us
ing various grids requires interpolation of fine grid result to 
coarse grid nodes. This interpolation process should be done 
with care such that the interpolation errors do not pollute the 
accuracy of the over all calculation procedure. This was accom
plished by using a third order Newton's divided difference poly
nomial for interpolation in a pseudo one-dimensional manner, 
first in the x-direction to obtain profiles at desired A:-locations, 
and subsequently in the y-direction. 

Description of the Cases Studied. The flow problem is 
analogous to the case which was studied experimentally by Kim 
et al. (1980) which is the well known case of turbulent flow 
past a backward facing step. For the present simulations the 
Reynolds number based on the step height is 1.5 X EOS, the 
kinematic viscosity is 3.302£'-06 m^/s, the density is 1.0 kg/ 
m ^ the step height, H, is 0.0381 m and the channel width is 
3 / / . Six different (but similar) grid distributions with almost 
arbitrary grid refinement factors were used to investigate the 
feasibility of Richardson extrapolation when applied with non
uniform grid distributions. The key parameters for the cases 
investigated are Usted in Table 1. 

value of Xn/H approaches a grid independent value of 6.2. A 
grid independent value of 6.25 was reported by Avva et al. 
(1988) and Thangam and Speziale (1992) for the standard k-
e model. When the inlet profiles are prescribed according to 
experiments (results not shown here) the asymptotic value of 
Xg/H improves somewhat and a value of 6.25 does seem to be 
a grid independent solution obtained in this study by extrapola
tion. In Table 2 the results of Richardson extrapolation using the 
dimensionless reattachment length as the dependent variable, F, 
is shown for a combination of grids. In all cases except one, 
the extrapolated value is close to 6.2. As it is seen in Fig. 1 the 
reattachment length appears to reach a grid independent values 
of 6.2. Table 2 also shows that the calculated apparent order 
" n " of the numerical methods is between 1. and 2. with an 
average value of 1.3. This conclusion is further confirmed by 
Fig. 2 where the error defined by Eq. (1) is plotted against the 
grid refinement factor in a log-log scale. In this figure the slope 
of the straight line passing through the shown points represents 
an average order for the numerical scheme utilized, which is 
found to be about 1.3 in close agreement with Table 2. All this 
indicates that the reattachment length can be determined to an 
order greater than or equal to one which is consistent with the 
overall apparent order of the computations in spite of the fact 
that a first order error may be introduced by using the velocity 
at the first grid node in calculating XR . 

The results of Richardson extrapolation using the ratios of 
cell sizes near the wall as grid refinement factors showed that 
the extrapolated values did not change, even though the values 
of n were considerably smaller compared to those seen in Table 
2. Here we use the grid refinement factors calculated from the 
overall number of grid nodes (Eq. (5)) as suggested by Roache 
(1994), rather than calculating them from the actual local cell 
sizes which are cumbersome to calculate when nonuniform 
grids are used. Since the extrapolated values of the variables 
are of primary importance, the use of grid refinement factors 
defined by Eq. (5), which do not change for similar grid distri
butions (e.g., grids generated with the same power functions as 
in the present case) should not affect' the generality of the 
procedure. 

The extrapolated Cp profiles using various grid combinations 
are shown in Fig. 3. The pressure coefficient converges to an 
approximately grid independent profile beyond 100 X 80 grid 
(Case 5). The variation band among the extrapolated values is 
within -0.03 to 4-0.03. The relative error is not a realistic 
indicator in this case because the magnitude of Cp values are 
close to zero over a large domain. It is noteworthy to see that 
the extrapolated Cp values using the coarser grids (Cases 4, 3, 
and 2) are in close agreement with those obtained from the 
finer grids, e.g.. Cases 6, 4, and 2. Even when cases 3, 2, and 
1 (the coarsest grids) are used, the extrapolated Cp profile is 
in close agreement with the grid independent one, except maybe 
a few points near minimum pressure. The scatter near x = 0 is 

Results and Discussion 
The reattachment length, x^, was calculated by finding the 

location of zero axial velocity at the first grid node inside the 
calculation domain. A third order Newton's divided difference 
polynomial was used for interpolation purposes. It should be 
noted that using the values of axial velocity at the first grid 
node introduces a local first-order error in XR (Roache, 1996; 
see also later discussion). However, extrapolating the axial ve
locity to the axis and looking for a zero value is not practical 
because the velocity must be zero everywhere at the wall to 
satisfy the no slip condition. Looking for zero derivative of the 
velocity will also introduce unwanted errors in the calculation 
of XR. The results for various grid distributions are listed in 
Table 1 and XR/H is plotted against the grid refinement factor, 
a,-, in Fig. 1. It is seen that as the grid is refined the asymptotic 
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Fig. 3 Extrapolated Cp on step side wall 
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Table 3 Richardson extrapolation applied to velocity profile at XRIH = 8.0 

J 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
27 
28 

y{m) 

7.58e-4 
2.62e-3 
5.03e-3 
7.76e-3 
0.0108 
0.0139 
0.0173 
0.0208 
0.0242 
0.0273 
0.0303 
0.0331 
0.0355 
0.0373 
0.0393 

0.0426 

0.0472 

0.0526 

0.0587 

0.0653 

0.0725 

0.0799 

0.0871 

0.0937 

0.0998 

0.1052 
0.1098 
0.1131 

U 
(Case 2) 

2.6117 
3.5591 
3.6609 
3.8383 
4.1014 
4.4592 
4.9196 
5.4751 
6.0909 
6.7312 
7.3702 
7.9781 
8.5185 
8.9277 
9.3676 

10.0310 

10.4960 

10.6050 

10.6270 

10.6410 

10.6530 

10.6620 

10.6570 

10.6120 

10.4340 

9.8277 
8.4811 
6.4440 

U 
(Case 4) 

2.6421 
2.8328 
3.0081 
3.2701 
3.6229 
4.0729 
4.6254 
5.2682 
5.9624 
6.6714 
7.3698 
8.0283 
8.6100 
9.0514 
9.5073 

10.1520 

10.6190 

10.7250 

10.7480 

10.7670 

10.7870 

10.8060 

10.8170 

10.7960 

10.6530 

9.9863 
8.4440 
6.6461 

U 
(Case 6) 

2.2292 
2.4820 
2.7705 
3.1108 
3.5225 
4.0193 
4.6102 
5.2846 
6.0042 
6.7339 
7.4492 
8.1213 
8.7136 
9.1629 
9.6220 

10.2610 

10,7010 

10.7880 

10.8110 

10.8320 

10.8550 

10.8790 

10.8950 

10.8780 

10.7190 

9.8995 
8.1854 
6.1345 

U 
(Extra.) 

2.2511 
2.0555 
2.5980 
3.0326 
3.4888 
4.0082 
4.6091 
5.2831 
5.9933 
6.7034 
7.4491 
8.2037 
9.1124 

22.574 
10.752 
0 
18.571 
0 
10.943 
0 
10.885 
0 
10.901 
0 
10.922 
0 
10.946 
0 
10.973 
0 
10.991 
0 
10.963 
0 
10.755 
0 
9.9309 
8.1526 
6.2718 

n 

4.1563 
0.8658 
1.2496 
1.6029 
1.9931 
2.5479 
3.8671 
3.3542 
1.5085 
0.0664 
8.8496 
1.0891 
0.3333 
0.0119 
0.1396 

0.0187 

0.4218 

0.7316 

0.7648 

0.7836 

0.8018 

0.8189 

0.8545 

0.9718 

1.4990 

0.8185 
3.1498 
1.4469 

partly due to interpolation errors. Similar comments apply to 
the pressure distribution along the wall opposite to the step (not 
shown here). 

Richardson extrapolation was applied to calculate extrapo
lated velocity profiles, for various cases. An example is shown 
in Table 3 where the profiles at xlH = 8.00 for Cases 6, 4, and 
2 are given along with the extrapolated profile and the calculated 
apparent order. In this Table the convergence at points 1, 10, 
and 26 are examples for oscillatory convergence. It is seen that 
at some points the calculated apparent order, such as 3.87, 
0.012, and 3.15 at grid nodes 7, 14, and 27, respectively, are 
unrealistic (note that this is one of the worst cases). These lead 
to unrealistic extrapolated values, e.g., 22.57 m/s at grid node 

14. Such irregularities are bound to happen, especially for axial 
velocity profiles as illustrated by Celik and Zhang (1993) in 
more detail. It may be tempting to conclude that the numerical 
solution is still not in the asymptotic range. However, this does 
not seem to be the case, because all indications are that as grid 
is refined from Case 1 to Case 6 the velocity profiles seem to 
converge to a grid independent profile as it is seen in Fig. 4, in 
addition to the clear indication of grid convergence seen in 
the variation of the reattachment length (see Fig. 1) which is 
calculated using axial velocity profiles. The same conclusion 
may not be valid for the turbulent quantities, i.e., k and e, since 
these are more sensitive the changes in the grid. To avoid such 
unrealistic behavior, here it is proposed that the calculated val-

-
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Fig. 4 Convergence of velocity profiles at xlH = 2.67 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of extrapolated velocity profiles at xlH = 2.67 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of extrapolated k-prof iies at x/H = 2.67 

ues of n be bounded such that it is always between 1 and 2 
which are the minimum and maximum theoretical values for 
the present numerical scheme. This practice is only valid for 
mixed-order methods such as the presently used hybrid scheme. 
When this procedure is applied, Richardson extrapolation seem 
to work well (see Fig. 5) . Grid independent profiles (except 
may be for k and e) at x/H = 2.67 could be obtained from 
grids as coarse as 75 X 60. In practice, this should lead to 
significant computational savings. Typically 200 X 100 grid is 
necessary for grid independent solution for all dependent vari
ables (Thangam and Speziale, 1992; Thangam and Hur, 1991). 

The extrapolated kinetic energy profiles at x/H = 2.67 are 
shown in Fig. 6. Again a reasonably good agreement is obtained 
among all extrapolated profiles. The error margins for the fc-
profiles are larger compared to the [/-profiles, indicating the 
more sensitive behavior of the kinetic energy calculations as 
mentioned above. The error margins among the extrapolated 
profiles is within -0.005 to +0.005, the maximum errors being 
in the near wall region as it is expected. Similar results were 
observed for the profiles at other locations. 

Grid Convergence Index. Figure 7 shows various uncer
tainty (or error) measures for the computed reattachment length, 
as a function of the grid refinement factor. The usual error 
measure is the approximate relative error defined for any two 
grids by 

e. = (F, - Ff)/F, (6) 

where Ff is the solution computed with the fine grid, and F^ is 
the solution computed with the coarse grid. The true relative 
error, e,, is computed using the grid independent solution, F,cf, 
from 

e, = (Fref - Fft) /F,e (7) 

Another uncertainty measure (an error band) is the grid con
vergence index, GCI, suggested by Roache (1994), for fine 
grid solution 

GCl,= 3(F,-Ff)/[(r"~ DFA (8a) 

where r is the grid refinement factor between the coarse grid 
and the fine grid (r > 1). It can be shown that (see Appendix 
A) 

GCI/= 'ieJir" - 1); r, = fl,+i/a; iib) 

estimates the error as it was originally intended to be so (see 
Roache, 1994, for a discussion). Although overestimation is a 
desirable feature so that the uncertainty measure is a conserva
tive estimate, the degree of overestimation should not be too 
much to cause excessive suspicion, and hence unnecessary grid 
refinement, particularly for studies involving more than three 
grids. To this end we suggest here a new uncertainty measure 
using the extrapolated value of the quantity in question with 
the minimum values of n (i.e., n = 1, linear extrapolation), 
defined by 

(Fext ~ F^)/Fa (9a) 

where Fex, is calculated using Eq. (3c) . Fe„ and F,^f may differ 
in that the first is the solution extrapolated to zero grid using any 
two grids (Eq. (3c)) , and Fref is the "truly" grid independent 
solution. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that GCI/ and e^a 
can be expressed in terms of each other for n = 1 as 

eex. = [(r- l ) / ( r - F , / F / ) ] G C I / / 3 (9b) 

It is shown in Fig. 7 that this new measure very closely approxi
mates the actual relative error, and it is slightly conservative. 
It is suggested that Eqs. (6) or (9) be used as an approximate 
measure of the grid convergence error in studies focusing on 
numerical aspects of computational fluid dynamics. Either of 
these error measures can also be used to determine whether the 
computations are in the asymptotic range. 

It should be noted that special precaution is required in inter
polation and extrapolation, because small changes in the depen
dent variable leads to significant changes in the calculated ap
parent order " « . " 

Conclusions 
Remedies were found to some problems relevant to the appli

cation of Richardson extrapolation (RE) using nonuniform 
grids to turbulent separated flows. These were illustrated by 
applying the method to the case of turbulent flow past a back
ward facing step. The feasibility of the grid convergence index 
(GCI) suggested by Roache (1994) was also investigated. The 
following conclusions can be made based on the results of the 
present study: 

The apparent order of the numerical scheme must always be 
taken as the positive roots of the asymptotic equations. Other
wise the extrapolation is towards the wrong direction, i.e., to
ward coarser grid. In case of oscillatory convergence, the trunca-
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Grid refinement factor 
It is seen from Fig. 7 that the approximate relative error 

measure (Eq. (6)) underestimates the true relative error, e,. 
Whereas, the GCI (Eq. (8)) calculated using both the minimum pig. 7 Variation of various uncertainty estimates with grid refinement 
(n = 1), and maximum (n = 2) values of «, significantly over factor 
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tion error is allowed to change sign keeping the coefficient still 
constant. This gives a new set of equations to be solved, but it 
works. In spite of all these iixes, the method may still give 
unrealistic exponents and, hence, unreasonable extrapolated val
ues (at some discrete points) especially in cases where the 
change in the dependent variable is very small. This can be 
avoided by limiting the apparent order used in the extrapolations 
to its theoretical range, but then the generality of the method is 
reduced by assuming rather than calculating the value of n. 

When the method is applied to the case of flow over a back
ward facing step, with all of the above precautions, it gave 
excellent results in case of reattachment length, good results for 
the axial component of the velocity, but only fair results for the 
turbulent kinetic energy. However, the user must be very care
ful, since there may be many pitfalls in application of RE to 
other flow problems. 

Significant computational "savings" (i.e., reduction in num
ber of grid points) can be achieved by extrapolating the grid 
dependent solutions to ' 'zero'' grid size. A reduction by a factor 
of 2""^ in each coordinate direction is possible which can lead 
to as much as 180 percent savings in 3D computations. 

In particular, this study showed that RE works with nonuni
form grids with the same grid refinement factors used in both 
coordinate directions. The grid refinement does not have to be 
made by grid halving as noted by Roache (1994). The grid 
refinement factor defined by Eq. (5) seems to be a good repre
sentative grid size parameter for nonuniform but similar grid 
distributions. 

The GCI suggested by Roache (1994) overestimated the un
certainty excessively as it was originally designed to do so with 
the idea that GCI is an error band not an error estimator. The 
relative error which is calculated using the extrapolated values 
(with n = 1) of the dependent variable in question seems to be 
a much realistic measure of the grid convergence error. This 
suggests that a factor of one rather than three should be used 
in GCI in rigorous grid convergence studies. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

The Relations Among Various Notations Used in This 
Paper 

This Appendix explains the relationship between various er
ror measures and indices used in the main text of the paper. 

The factor a, used in this paper and listed in Table a. 1 (see 
also Table I) is called the grid index and defined with respect 
to a reference grid size, hy^u as follows: 

a,- = /j,/ft„ (a.l) 

where hi is the grid size of the " f ' t h grid. By this definition 
if a, > 1.0 (i.e., h,a = finest grid size) the subsequent grids 
are coarser by a factor of a,; for a, < 1.0 (i.e. /!„! = coarsest 
grid size) the subsequent grids are finer by a factor of a,. The 
grid refinement ratio, r, used by Roach (1994) is defined as 

r = hclh, H (a.2) 

where the subscripts c and /denote coarse grid and fine grid, 
respectively. These two indices are not necessarily the same. 
Only in the case where /ẑ ef is taken to be the smaller of the two 
subsequent grid sizes, a and r will be the same. The grid factor 
a is a more general index in that it can represent both grid 
coarsening and grid refinement, and it is not necessary to know 
the actual grid size to compute it. That is if only the total 
number of grids are reported for each grid, this parameter can 
be calculated (see Eq. (5)) . 

In the present paper /î f is taken to be the finest grid size, 
hence a, > \ and it is related to r by 

r; = {ai+xlaj); i = 1, 2, 3, (a.3) 

For example, for i = 2, a^ — hj/hi, ^2 = h2/hi, ri = a^luj = 
h^lhj = 1.333 (see Table a.l) 

The Relation Between e^n and GCI/. The relative error, 
gext, based on an extrapolated solution, is defined by Eq. (9) , 
which is 

Table a.l Summary of data used for Fig. 7 

a. 

1.000 
1.500 
2.000 
3.000 
4.286 
6.000 

xM 
6.063 
5.972 
5.863 
5.636 
5.260 
4.765 

«/ 
2.990 
4.450 
6.190 
9.800 

15.800 
23.760 

1^1, 

1.500 
1.830 
3.870 
6.670 
9.410 

GCI, 
( « = 1) 

9.00 
16.40 
23.20 
46.70 
70.60 

GCI, 
(n = 2) 

3.60 
7.40 
9.30 

19.20 
29.40 

£exl 

2.91 
5.19 
7.19 

13.47 
19.05 

r 

1.5000 
1.3330 
1.5000 
1.4287 
1.4000 
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eex. = (Fex, - F„)/Fe.. (a.4) e,„ = [ l / ( r - F,/F;-)][(F^ - F,)/F/] (a.6) 

When this is compared with the GCI/ proposed by Roache 
where F^ represents a solution at a given size h, and Fe„ is the (1994, Eqs. (7) and (10) of the original reference) it is seen 
solution obtained by Richardson extrapolation (i.e., Eq. (3.c)) that for M = 1 
using « = 1 and two grids including the grid with size /z. Let ' p ii7\^nri n. t n\ 
;? =/tI be the smaller grid size, and/J2 the coarser, and let/i„f e^» - VKr i)i(r t,ll'f)\(J^^lfli (&.i) 
= hi, then it follows that Ui = \, r = a-i, and from Eq. (3.c), It should be noted that GCI/will be three times Cext only when 
with n = 1, we obtain F^ = Ff, indicating fully converged (grid independent) solu

tions. For example, for i = 5, r = 1.4, Ff = 5.26, F,. = 4.765, 
f̂ î = (rFf — F^)l{r - 1) (a.5) '^^i* êxt = 0.81 GCI//3 = 19.05. Similarly, for the approximate 

relative error e„ defined by Eq. (6), it can be shown that (for 
Substituting Equation (a.5) in to (a.4) with Fh = F/and simpli- " - 1) 
fying yields ê  = (f - l)GCI//3 (a.8) 
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Shape of an Annular Liquid Jet 
Analytical and experimental studies have been done to determine the shape of a 
vertical, axisymmetric, annular liquid jet. From a balance of the surface, pressure, 
gravity, and inertia forces, a nonlinear, second-order, ordinary differential equation 
is obtained for the shape of the annular jet. This equation is solved numerically by 
the Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method. An annular jet either converges (closes), diverges, 
or maintains (theoretically) its original radius depending upon the magnitude of the 
difference between the inside and outside pressure. This corresponds to, in terms of 
a dimensionless pressure p, whether p is less than, greater than, or equal to 2. An 
experiment has been performed to verify the analytical solution. The jet velocity, 
inside pressure and other parameters have been varied to obtain different shapes of 
the jet, both closing and diverging. Good agreement with the analytical prediction 
is found. 

1 Introduction 

Liquid jets in the forms of simple and annular jets and water 
bells have been studied for a long time, more than one hundred 
years. Many studies have dealt with the geometric shape of the 
liquid jets. Annular liquid jets have been studied by Baird and 
Davidson (1962), Binnie and Squire (1941), and Boussinesq 
(1869). The closing length of an annular liquid jet has been 
studied by Hoffman et al. (1980). Water bells have been studied 
by Dumbleton (1969), Lance and Perry (1953), Shoji (1973), 
and Taylor (1959). 

There are many actual and suggested applications of liquid 
jets. Enhancement of heat transfer with impinging liquid jets is 
well known. An interesting suggestion for the use of annular, 
liquid-metal jets to act as a renewable first wall and blanket for 
inertial confinement fusion (ICF), or laser fusion, power reac
tors was made in the late seventies by Hoving (1976) and 
Maniscalo et al. (1977). The required annular jet parameters 
for this application would appear formidable: jet thickness, 
about half a meter; and jet radius and closing length, a few 
meters. The closing length of such a thick liquid jet can be in 
the kilometers (Hoving, 1977). Annular liquid jets have other 
more practical applications such as the formation of spherical 
shells (Kendall, 1986), acoustic barriers (Walker and East, 
1984), and spray technology (Lefebvre, 1989, and Masters, 
1985). Instability and breakup of an annular jet is of primary 
interest in such applications. Many studies have addressed the 
instability and breakup of annular liquid jets, two recent studies 
being those by Meyer and Weihs (1987) and Shen and Li 
(1996). Since surface force is an important parameter in de
termining the shape of an annular jet, an accurate theoretical 
prediction of the jet profile or its closing length coupled with 
experimental observation can be a tool for determining the sur
face tension of liquids. 

The numerical method suggested by Boussinesq (1869) for 
working out the shape of an annular liquid jet from the basic 
momentum equation is cumbersome, as pointed out by Baird 
and Davidson (1962). Several studies have made various as
sumptions to obtain simplified equations for the annular jet 
shape. Among the simplifying assumptions are the following. 

1. The effect of gravity is negligible. 
2. The radius of axial curvature is much larger than the jet 

meridian radius. 

3. The jet velocity is high and the closing length is large 
such that the jet surface can be considered to be nearly 
vertical. 

4. Pressures inside and outside the annular jet are equal. 

Binnie and Squire (1941) have solved for the jet profile using 
all of these four assumptions. Baird and Davidson (1962) have 
used the first three assumptions while allowing for pressure 
difference between the inside and outside of the annular jet. 
The third and fourth assumptions have been used by Hoffman 
et al. (1980) in estimating the closing length of an annular 
liquid jet. Tuck (1982) conducted an analytical and numerical 
study of annular water jets with and without the effect of gravity. 
However, he neglected the surface tension effect. 

The objectives of the present work are to analytically solve 
for the shape of a vertical annular liquid jet without the four 
assumptions mentioned above, and to verify the analytical pre
diction by experimental observation. The analytical solution is 
presented in Section 2 where the governing differential equation 
for the shape of the jet is obtained and numerically solved to 
show the effects of the various parameters. Section 3 describes 
the experimental apparatus and experimental results. The ana
lytical and experimental results are compared in Section 4. The 
concluding remarks are given in Section 5. The present work 
does not address the issue of instability on the shape or closing 
length of an annular liquid jet. 

2 Analytical Solution 

The shape of an annular liquid jet will be determined by the 
initial jet radius R^, initial jet thickness 6^, density of the liquid 
p, its surface tension a, initial average liquid velocity u„„ accel
eration due to gravity g, and the pressure difference between 
inside and outside the jet Ap. If r is the jet radius at any axial 
position X, then a functional relationship for r can be written 
as 

r =f{x, R,„ So, «„,, g, p, Ap, a). 

It can be shown by dimensional analysis that 

r=fix, 6„,p; Fr, Bo), 

(1) 

(2) 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in tite JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
June 3, 1996; revised manuscript received March 19, 1997. Associate Technical 
Editor: P. W. Bearman. 

where the bar signifies that the parameter is dimensionless, and 
Bo and Fr are, respectively, the Bond and Froude numbers. 

The forces that determine the shape of an annular liquid jet 
are gravity force, surface tension force, inertia force, pressure 
force, and friction force. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a closing 
circular, annular liquid jet. The annular jet has two free surfaces, 
outer and inner. At the exit of the annular nozzle, the mean 
radius of the jet is R„ and its thickness is 6„. The axial distance 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a closing annular jet showing the coordinates, pa
rameters, and forces on a jet element. Fc,Fg,Fp, F„^, and F„2 are, respec
tively, centrifugal (inertia), gravity, pressure, surface (axial curvature), 
and surface (meridian curvature) forces 

X is measured from the exit of the annular nozzle. At x = 0, 
the average liquid velocity is denoted by u,„. The pressures 
inside and outside of the jet are denoted by p, and p„, respec
tively. The direction of acceleration due to gravity g is along 
X. The jet closes at a distance x = L when it is converging. 

Because of the two curvatures, one around the axis (merid
ian) and the other along the axis, there are two surface forces 
acting along the centers of these two curvatures. A small ele
ment with the forces acting on it is shown in Fig. 1. The element 
is located at an axial position x where the mean jet radius is r. 
The forces acting on the element are given by the following 
equations. 

Fg = {2'irrds)8pg 

Fai = (iTrrds) 

F^2 = (2nrds) 

2a 

2a 

F, = (2T:rds)6p — 
re 

Fp = (2Trrds)Ap (3) 

Here Fg,F„i, F^i, F^, and Fp are, respectively, the gravity force, 
surface force due to the axial curvature, surface force due to 
meridian curvature, inertia force (centrifugal), and pressure 
force. The length of the element is ds along the axial curvature 
and its thickness is 6. The density and surface tension of the 
liquid are denoted by p and a, respectively. The average liquid 
velocity in the element is u and the radius of the axial curvature 

is r^. The pressure difference between inside and outside is Ap 
= iPi - Pa)-

Neglecting any friction loss, the liquid velocity at any x is 
given by 

= 4(,ul + 2gx). (4) 

Axial curvature will not affect the jet velocity since gravity is 
the only external force and x is measured along gravity, not jet 
profile. However, to include the effect of air drag or any other 
friction force, the above equation will have to be modified. The 
jet thickness at any x can be obtained from continuity condition. 
It is given by 

6 = 
u,„R„do 

(5) 

Now, by force balance in the direction of the local radius of 
the axial curvature, we get 

Tc COS 9 
+ 1 

rpg6 
2a 

tan Q 

u^rpS 1 Apr 

2a cos 9 2a COS 9 
= 0 (6) 

where 9 is the angle between the direction of gravity and tangent 
to the local axial curvature. Boussinesq (1869) used Eq. (6) 
directly, together with Eqs. (4) and (5), to numerically solve 
for the jet profile. Using the initial values, r^ is calculated from 
Eq. (6). Now a small step change in 9 is applied to give new 
values of r and x, and hence u and S from Eqs. (4) and (5), 
respectively. With these new values, Vc can be recalculated, and 
the process continued to find the shape of the jet. This method 
is obviously cumbersome and the accuracy may also be ques
tionable. 

An ordinary differential equation for the jet radius r can be 
obtained by a straightforward manipulation of Eq. (6). Denot
ing differentiation with respect to x by prime, tan 6, cos 9, and 
Vc in above equation can be written as 

tan 9 

cos 9 = 

J_ _ _ 

Vl +{r'Y' 

[1 + . ( r ' ) ^ ] ' 

and 

(7) 

Equation (7) is substituted in Eq. (6) and the resulting equation 
and Eqs. (4) and (5) are nondimensionalized by substituting 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

di = initial inner diameter of the 
annular jet 

d„ = initial outer diameter of the 
annular jet 

/ = signifies functional rela
tionship 

F, , F„ Fp, 
Fai, Fa2 = forces due to inertia, grav

ity, pressure difference, 
surface tension (axial), 
and surface tension (me
ridian) 

g = acceleration due to gravity 
h = uniform step size along x 

in numerical solution 

L = closing length of a converging jet 
Pi = jet inside pressure 
p„ = jet outside pressure 
R„ = initial mean jet radius, {do + rf,)/2 

r = mean jet radius at any x 
Tc = radius of the axial curvature 
u = average jet velocity at any x 

u„, = initial mean jet velocity 
X = axial distance measured from the 

exit of the annular tube 
6 = jet thickness at any x 

6„ = initial jet thickness, {do - d, )/2 
p = density of the jet liquid 
a = surface tension of the jet liquid 

9 = angle between the di
rections of jet velocity 
and gravity 

X, r, 6„, S, u = x/Ro, rIRo, So/R„, 61 
Ro, lilutfi 

ds = length of a jet element 
along the jet velocity, 
Fig. 1 

Ap = (P; - P„) 
p = l^pl{alRo) 

Bo = Bond number, 
(pgRDia 

Fr = Froude number, 
ull{gRo) 

We (=Fr Bo) = Weber number, 
{pRoui)/a 
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x^ xlR„, ?•-> rlR„, 6 -• 6IR0, U-* ulu,„, andp"-* A.pl{alRo). 
The final equations for the liquid velocity, jet thickness, and jet 
radius become, respectively. 

M = J l + 
2x 

6 = and 

1 + 
2x 

Fr 

(8) 

(9) 

We6„ 
1 + 

2x 

Fr 
1 + (r'f 

Bo 6, 

2 J I + 

= r' + ^ Vl + (r'f - 1 
2£ 2 

Fr 

0. (10) 

In these equations, Fr = ulJ{gRo), Bo = pgRl/a, and We = 
pRoulJa are, respectively, the Froude, Bond, and Weber num
bers. The initial conditions are: at JT = 0, r = 1, and r ' = 0. 

Equation (10) describes the shape of an axisymmetric, ver-
tial, annular liquid jet. This is a nonlinear, second-order, ordi
nary differential equation with initial conditions. The thickness 
of the jet at any axial location is given by Eq. (9). Whether the 
jet closes, maintains constant radius, or diverges will determine 
whether the thickness will increase, remain more or less con
stant (aside from a slight decrease due to the velocity increase), 
or decrease. 

The condition for constant jet radius can be obtained from 
Eq. (10) by putting r = 1 and r' = r" = 0. This gives p = 2, 
which in dimensional form is 

2(7 
(11) 

This implies that F,, = F^i, and that the jet will not close and 
will maintain its initial radius when the pressure force balances 
the meridian surface forces. 

This analysis does not deal with the stability of the annular 
jet. The assumptions for this theoretical solution are the follow
ing. 

• The annular jet is vertical and hence axisymmetric. 
• There is no energy loss due to friction with the sur

rounding medium. 
• Jet radius is always very large compared with its thick

ness, i.e., r > 6, 
• The velocity profile relaxes quickly upon exit from the 

nozzle and does not affect the shape of the jet. 

The third assumption allows one to take the mean jet radius 
to represent the inner and outer surface radii. This, however, is 
not true near the end when the jet is closing and may introduce 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 2 Effect of pressure on the shape of an annular liquid jet for We ^ 
100. (a) p = 1.0, (b) p = 2.0, and (c) p = 4.0 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 Effect of pressure on the shape of an annular liquid jet for We •-
200. (a) jo = 1.0, (b) p = 2.0, and (c) p = 4.0 

error in the theoretical prediction. However, comparison with 
experimental data show that this error is small. The main benefit 
of this assumption is that it is not necessary to know for a 
converging jet the closing radius of the inner surface. The as
sumption of zero closing radius will introduce a singularity in 
calculating the meridian surface force F^i-

Experiments with a very short annular nozzle can be con
ducted to eliminate the last assumption. With a very short noz
zle, there will not be enough time for the velocity profile to 
develop, and the velocity profile will be nearly flat. The present 
analysis does not use any of the four assumptions mentioned 
in Section 1 and used in the previous studies for predicting the 
shape of an annular liquid jet. 

The nonlinear, second-order, ordinary differential equation, 
Eq. (10), together with the two initial conditions constitute an 
initial-value problem. By rewriting this equation in the form r" 
= f(x, r, r', 6„, p. We, Bo, Fr), it can readily be solved 
numerically by the Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method (Kreyszig, 
1988 and Nystrom, 1925). The Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method 
is a fourth-order method. 

The numerical solution is started with r = I and r ' = 0 at 
X = 0. A small but uniform step change h in x'\& taken. After 
each step increase in x, the new values of fand r ' are obtained 
by the numerical solution. At each x, the new values of u and 
6 are also obtained from the Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively. For 
a converging jet, calculation is terminated when r becomes 
equal to 612. At this point, x is equal to the closing length. For 
a diverging jet, the solution is terminated either at a preselected 
axial distance or when the jet becomes horizontal. Since the 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom method is of fourth order, halving h re
duces the truncation error to one-sixteenth, and convergence to 
the correct solution is very quickly obtained. 

t 5 

2 

Who 

4 -e-

7, 

D9 

^ 6 

Fig. 4 A schematic of the experimental apparatus. 1 -upper tank, 2-an-
nular tube, 3-lower tank, 4-liquid pump, 5-flow control valve, 6-compres-
sor, 7-pressure relief valve, 8-lncllned-tube manometer, 9-pressure regu
lator, and 10-annular jet (converging) 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the photograph and theoretical prediction of a 
converging jet: water, do = 37 mm, d, = 35 mm, u„, = 1.39 m/s, Ap = 
2.32 Pa 

The effects of pressure and We on the shape of an annular 
jet are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for We 100 and 200, respectively. 
The liquid is water and the initial jet outside diameter and 
thickness are, respectively, 1 cm and I mm. For p = 1.0, the 
jet converges, and it diverges forp = 4.0. The radius of the jet 
remains constant at the initial radius for /r = 2.0. The jet thick
ness changes with axial distance corresponding to the changes 
of radius and velocity, as required by continuity. Weber number 
can be doubled, keeping other parameters constant, either by 
increasing initial jet velocity to v2u„ or halving the liquid sur
face tension. The jet shape is the same for either case. 

3 Experimental Investigation 

The theoretical analysis presented in the previous section has 
a few assumptions. In order to verify the accuracy of theoretical 
prediction, an experimental study was undertaken. In this sec
tion, the experimental apparatus and results are presented. 

Figure 4 shows the experimental apparatus which produces a 
circular, annular hquid jet and allows variation of the parameters 
affecting the jet shape. The jet issues from the annular space 
between two concentric tubes marked 2 in the figure. The initial 
radius and thickness of the jet are varied by choosing appro
priate diameters of the inner and outer tubes. The annular nozzle 
is connected to the upper tank 1 from which the liquid escapes 
by gravity and collects in the lower tank 3. The initial jet veloc
ity (at the exit of the annular nozzle) is varied by varying the 
hquid head in the upper tank by means of the liquid pump 4 and 
valve 5. A pressure difference between the inside and outside of 
the jet can be maintained and varied by using the compressor 
6 and pressure regulator 9. The pressure differential, which is 
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I ' " ' I 

E 
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Um [m/s] 

0.87 

1.17 

1.67 

Theory Experiment 

• 
A 

• 
I : Range of uncertainty 

A P [Pa] 20 

Fig. 7 Comparison of closing length with theoretical prediction for con
verging jets: water, d„ = 15 mm, d, = 13 mm, (S„ = 1 mm), u„ = 0.87, 
1.17, 1.67 m/s 

quite small, is measured by the inclined-tube manometer 8, 
which uses immiscible water and alcohol as the barometric 
fluids. Two inclination angles were used, giving two magnifica
tion factors, 5 and 10, for the inclined manometer. The manome
ter could be read with 0.5 mm accuracy. The valve 7 vents to 
the atmosphere; it is used for resetting the pressure inside the 
jet. The annular nozzle is made of commercial brass tubes. The 
two tubes are connected at the upper ends only and the tube 
length is large compared with the hydraulic diameter to mini
mize entry effects. 

For the different annular nozzles, calibration of liquid jet exit 
velocity against the head in the upper tank was done by actual 
measurement of the amount of liquid flow in a fixed time. 
Because of the various losses, a simple application of the Ber
noulli's equation does not give the exit velocity accurately. 
Maximum error in measuring the average exit velocity was 
estimated to be less than 2 percent. Photographic observations 
were made for comparison of the overall shape of the converg
ing and diverging jets with theoretical prediction. For a converg
ing jet, the closing length is the axial distance from the exit of 
the annular nozzle to the point where the jet closes. This closing 

300 

E 
E 

200 
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Um [m/s] 

1.12 
1.70 
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2.87 
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• 
• 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the photograph and theoretical prediction of a 
diverging jet; water, d,, = 15 mm, d, = 13 mm, u„ = 1.15 m/s, Ap = 26.6 
Pa 

10 AP[Pa]20 

Fig. 8 Comparison of closing length with theoretical prediction for con
verging jets: water, d„ = 15 mm, d, = 12 mm, (So = 1.5 mm), u„ = 1.12, 
1.7, 2.29, 2.87 m/s 
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length increases with the increase in jet velocity, inside pressure, 
jet thickness and initial radius; it decreases with the increase in 
surface tension. This closing length was measured for different 
values of these parameters for comparison with the present 
theory. The measurement was made against a scale set close to 
the jet taking care to avoid any parallax error. 

To maintain a higher pressure inside a diverging jet, a flat 
plate was held at bottom of the jet. The divergence of the jet 
increases with the increase in inside pressure. For diverging 
jets, the radius at a specific axial distance was measured for 
comparison with theory. This radius could not be measured 
easily during the experiment as a scale could not be placed in 
the plane of this radius. A scale drawn on the flat plate could 
not be satisfactorily used either because of the disturbance of 
the jet surface due to the impact with the plate. Therefore, this 
radius measurement was taken from photographs of diverging 
jets. 

According to the theoretical prediction, an annular jet will 
maintain its initial radius when the dimensionless pressure dif
ference p = 2. However, it was not possible to make the closing 
length substantially long by trying to approach p = 2; the jet 
becomes unstable and intermittent breaks occur on the surface, 
thus preventing the attainment of p = 2. This instability of the 
annular liquid jet needs further study. 

In the next section, experimental observation is compared 
with theoretical prediction to determine the accuracy of the 
theory. It is estimated from an error analysis that the error bar 
on the experimental data is about JO percent. The sources of 
error are inaccuracy in liquid properties (density and surface 
tension) and error in measuring the initial jet size (radius and 
thickness), initial velocity, and differential pressure. 

4 Comparison of Theory With Experiment 
The overall shapes of a converging and a diverging jet are 

compared with the theoretical prediction in Figs. 5 and 6, re
spectively. It can be seen that the present theory predicts well 
the overall shape of both converging and diverging jets. How
ever, the closing of the converging jet does not appear as smooth 
as in the theoretical prediction. This is to be expected as the 
assumption that the jet radius is much larger than the jet thick
ness is not valid near the closing point. This limitation is absent 
for a diverging jet, and the theoretical prediction match better 
the experimental observation. 

Figure 7 compares the closing lengths of converging water 
jets from theory and experiment for d„ = 1 5 mm, 6„ = 1 mm 
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Fig. 10 Comparison with tlie approximate anaiyses of Baird and David
son (1962) and Hoffman et al. (1980) for converging water jets with do 
= 37 mm, d, = 34 mm, (S„ = 1.5 mm) 

and three initial jet velocities: 0.87, 1.17, and 1.67 m/s. The 
theoretical prediction is good. At p = 2, theory predicts the 
closing length to be infinite. It was not possible in the experi
ment to approach p = 2. A few data near this value for u„, = 
0.87 m/s show larger error. In general, the theoretical prediction 
for the closing length is somewhat greater than the experimental 
observation. This is to be expected, and it has resulted from the 
invalidity of the assumption of 8 < r near the closing point. 

The same comparison as in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8 for rf„ 
= 15 mm, 6„ = 1.5 mm, and u,„ = 1.12 to 2.29 m/s, and in 
Fig. 9 for d„ = 37 mm, 6„ = 1.5 mm, and u„, = 1.08 to 1.89 
ra/s. The accuracy of theoretical prediction in these two figures 
is similar to that in Fig. 7. 

Figure 10 compares the approximate analyses of Baird and 
Davidson (1962) and Hoffman et al. (1980) with the present 
theory and experimental data. In the former reference, Ap * 0 
and in the latter Ap = 0. The present analysis and Baird and 
Davidson's analysis agree with the experimental data well. The 
prediction of closing length by Hoffman et al. is much higher 
than experimental data. This is to be expected as the effect of 
axial curvature is neglected in their analysis. These two analyses 
differ greatly from the present analysis in predicting the closing 
length at low velocities. This is again due to the assumption 
that re > rby Baird and Davidson and r,. = » by Hoffman et 
al., which are increasingly in error when the jet closing distance 
is small due to low velocity and/or small Ap. In fact, the jet 
collapses quickly after exiting from the nozzle at sufficiently 
low velocities. For short closing lengths, r^ is small and compa
rable to r. 

0.5, 

+15%.. 

„ . . . • • • • • • • - 1 5 % 

° : Experimental data 
— : Theory 
I : Range of uncertainty 

5 6 

•p 

8 

Fig. 9 Comparison of closing length with theoretical prediction for con- Fig. 11 Comparison of experimentally obtained r at x = 2.0 with theoreti-
verging jets: water, c(„ = 37 mm, d, = 34 mm, (S„ = 1.5 mm), u„ = 1.08, cal prediction for diverging jets: water, d„ = 15 mm, d, = 12 mm, u„ = 
1.49, 1.89 m/s 1,10 m/s 
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0.5, 

0 : Experimental data 
— : Theory 
1 : Range of uncertainty 

+1.Q%-

Fig. 12 Comparison of experimentaily obtained 7 at }f = 2.0 witli theoreti
cal prediction for diverging jets: water, do = 37 mm, d, = 35 mm, u„ = 
1.39 m/s 

In the last two Figs. 11 and 12, dimensionless jet radius at the 
dimensionless axial distance of 2 is compared with theoretical 
predictions for diverging jets with do = 15 mm, 6„ = 1.5 mm 
and u,„ ~ 1.1 m/s, and d^ = 37 mm, S^ = 1 mm and «„, = 1.39 
m/s, respectively. The number of data points are few here since 
they had to be taken from photographic observations. The accu
racy of theoretical prediction is good, within ±10 percent for 
the larger jet and ±15 percent for the smaller jet. 

5 Conclusions 
The shape of annular jets can be described with good accu

racy by Eq. (10), which is a nonUnear, second-order, ordinary 
differential equation and has been derived by a force balance. 
It was derived by a straightforward manipulation of the force 
balance equation first proposed by Boussinesq (1869). The jet 
converges when the pressure due to the meridian surface tension 
is greater than the difference between the inside and outside 
pressures (p, -/?<,) and diverges when it is smaller. The present 
theory predicts well the shape of both converging and diverging 
jets, the accuracy being ±15 percent. The invalidity of the 
assumption that the jet thickness is always much smaller than 
jet radius near the point of closure of a converging jet does not 
appear to affect the theoretical prediction significantly. 

Theoretically, an annular jet will maintain its initial radius if 
the meridian surface force is just balanced by the difference 
between the inside and outside pressure. However, it was not 
possible to approach this magnitude of pressure difference and 
obtain a long converging jet. Instability leading to breaks on 
the jet surface always appeared and did not allow any further 
increase of the inside pressure. This needs further study. 

The average velocity is used as the jet velocity in the theoreti
cal analysis. Since the velocity profile relaxes fairly quickly 
(Lienhard, 1968), the use of the average velocity seems to be 
acceptable, as is indicated by the good agreement with experi
ment. A comparison with the data obtained with a very short 
annular nozzle would verify this observation. The effect of fric

tion with the air is also negligible for the relatively low veloci
ties in the present experiment. 

A flowing liquid-metal blanket for ICF reactors using a single 
jet is obviously impractical, the closing length would be very 
long (Hoving, 1977). However, multiple concentric annular 
jets with negative pressure difference to shorten the closing 
length might be feasible for such an application. Jet instability 
limiting the closing length is probably an important consider
ation for this configuration. There may be other ICF-specific 
feasibility issues, such as how to provide for the penetration of 
multiple laser beams. 

Future work on annular liquid jets should focus on the effects 
of stability and friction drag on jet shape and closing length, 
analysis of a nonvertical jet, and the possibility of realizing a 
multi-layered liquid blanket for application to ICF reactors. 
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Air Entrainment in the 
Developing Flow Region of 
Plunging Jets—Part 1: 
Theoretical Development 
Air-water bubbly flows are encountered in many engineering applications. One type 
of air-water shear flows is the developing flow region of a plunging jet. The mecha
nisms of air entrainment by plunging liquid jets are discussed in the light of new 
experimental evidence. Then the air bubble diffusion is analyzed analytically in the 
near-flow field of both circular and two-dimensional plunging jets. The theoretical 
developments are compared with existing circular plunging jet data and new experi
ments performed with a two-dimensional vertical supported jet. The study highlights 
two mechanisms of air entrainment at the plunge point depending upon the jet impact 
velocity and results suggest that the dispersion of air bubbles within the shear layer 
is primarily an advective diffusion process. 

Introduction 

When a water jet impinges a pool of water at rest, air bubbles 
may be entrained and carried away below the pool free surface 
(Figs. 1 and 2). This process is called plunging jet entrainment. 

In chemical engineering, plunging jets are used to stir chemi
cal as well as to increase gas-liquid transfer (e.g., McKeogh 
and Ervine, 1981, Bin, 1993). In sewage and water treatment 
plants, aeration cascades combine the effects of flow aeration 
and high turbulence level, enhancing the mass transfer of vola
tile gases (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen, volatile organic compounds). 
Plunging jet devices are used also in industrial processes (e.g., 
bubble flotation of minerals). Planar plunging jets are observed 
at weir spillways and overfalls. Some similarity between the 
planar plunging jet and the jet of a plunging breaking wave in 
the ocean was noted by several authors (e.g.. Coles, 1967, Lon-
guet-Higgins, 1982). A related case is the continuous impinge
ment of a solid surface into a liquid pool and the associated air 
entrainment (e.g., Burley and Jolly, 1984). Despite the wide 
range of applications, few studies investigated air bubble en
trainment in the developing shear layer of plunging jets. 

At a plunging jet, the near-flow field (below the impingement 
point) is characterised a developing shear layer with some mo
mentum transfer between the high-velocity jet core and the 
receiving pool of water, at rest at infinity (Fig. 1). In presence 
of air entrainment, an air bubble diffusion layer takes places 
(Figs. 1 and 2). The air diffusion layer may not coincide with 
the momentum sheaf layer. Further downstream the jet flow 
becomes fully-developed. 

In the present paper and its companion (Cummings and Chan
son, 1997), the authors investigate the air bubble entrainment 
in the developing region of plunging jet flows. New experiments 
were performed with a vertical supported jet (Fig. 2, Table 1). 
The results provide new information on the air entrainment 
mechanisms, the advective diffusion of air bubbles, the momen
tum exchange process, and the distributions of chord lengths of 
entrained bubbles. The mechanisms of air entrainment and air 
bubble diffusion are discussed in this paper. The experimental 
apparatus, velocity distributions and the chord length data are 
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described in the companion paper. It is the purpose of these 
two papers to assess critically the overall state of this field, to 
present new analysis and experimental results, to compare these 
with existing data, and to present new compelling conclusions 
regarding momentum and air concentration development of jet-
entrained gas-liquid flows. These conclusions will bring to
gether the behavior of both axisymmetric and planar jets im
pinging on free surfaces. 

Background 

Several researchers (see bibliographic review by Bin, 1993) 
showed interest in circular plunging jets. Numerous experiments 
were performed with small circular jets (typically 0 i < 5 mm). 
Most researchers investigated qualitatively the air entrainment 
process. 

Several studies showed that air entrainment takes place when 
the jet impact velocity exceeds a characteristic velocity. And 
thejet length and jet turbulence level both affect the quantitative 
value of that characteristic velocity (see next section). The 
mechanisms of air entrainment depends upon the jet velocity 
at impact, the physical properties of fluid, the jet nozzle design, 
the length of free-falling jet and thejet turbulence (Bin, 1993). 

Some studies, in particular the thesis of Van de Sande 
(1974), McKeogh (1978), Van de Donk (1981), and Evans 
(1990), contributed significantly to our present understanding 
of the entrainment/entrapment process of air at the impingement 
point. Unlikely only a small number of studies investigated the 
flow field below the impingement point: e.g., McKeogh and 
Ervine (1981), Van de Donk (1981) and Bonetto and Lahey 
(1993). McKeogh and Ervine (1981) and Van de Donk (1981) 
recorded air concentration profiles and velocity distributions 
primarily in the fully-developed flow region, while Bonetto and 
Lahey (1993) presented results obtained in both the developing 
and fully-developed flow regions. 

Two-dimensional plunging jet flows received much less at
tention. Some studies (Goldring et al, 1980, Sene, 1988) were 
performed with supported jets to investigate the flow patterns 
but no information is available on the distributions of air content 
and velocity below the impingement point. 

Bin (1993) highlighted the lack of information on the veloc
ity profiles and air content distributions in the vicinity of the 
impingement point and in the near-flow field. 
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Fig. 2 Photograph of air bubble entrainment at a vertical supported jet 
(side view). The support in on the left. The air bubble diffusion layer is 
clearly seen with the white downward diffusion cone. On the right note 
the rising air bubbles. V^ =^ 6.14 m/s. 

Circular plunging jet Free-falling planar plunging jet 

>^ 
1air'2 

Fig. 1 Sketch of air entrainment at a vertical supported jet, a circular 
plunging jet and a free-falling two-dimensional plunging jet 

Mechanisms of Air Bubble Entrainment 
In a plunging jet situation, air bubbles start to be entrained 

when the jet impact velocity Vi exceeds a critical value. Dimen
sional analysis suggests that this critical velocity is a function 
of the fluid properties, the turbulence characteristics (velocity 

and length scales) and the angle of the jet with the free-surface. 
For the vertical supported jet experiment, the authors observed 
air bubble entrainment for V, > 1.1 to 2.0 m/s when the jet 
turbulence intensity at impact Tu varies from 1.3 down to 0.3 
percent. With vertical circular plunging jets, McKeogh (1978) 
and Ervine et al. (1980) observed air entrainment for Vi > 0.8 
m/s when the turbulence intensity at the jet nozzle was larger 
than 3 percent, and they noticed lai'ger inception velocities at 
lower turbulence levels at nozzle. 

When air bubbles are entrained, visual and photographic ob
servations obtained during the present series of experiments 
indicate two major air entrainment process. For low velocities 
(i.e., V| < 2 m/s), air bubble entrainment was observed to be 
caused by the pool of water being unable to follow the undula
tions of the jet surface and small air pockets are formed. Air 
enters the flow following the passage of these disturbances 
through the interface between the jet and the receiving fluid 
(Fig. 3(a)) . High-speed videocamera images indicates that 
most bubbles are entrained as individual bubbles and air pock
ets, which are subsequently broken up into smaller size bubbles. 

For large jet impact velocities (i.e., Vj > 3 to 8 m/s), experi
ments on both circular (Van de Sande and Smith 1973) and 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C air concentration defined as the 
volume of air per unit volume of 
air and water; it is also caUed void 
fraction 

D, = turbulent diffusivity (m^/s) 
D* = dimensionless turbulent diffusiv

ity: £»* = A / ( V r ) ; D * = D,/ 
(Vid,) for two-dimensional shear 
flow and D* = D,/{V,rt) for circu
lar jet 

d = flow depth or jet thickness (m) 
measured perpendicular to the flow 
direction 

di = jet thickness (m) at the impact with 
the receiving pool of liquid 

g = gravity constant: g = 9.80 m/s^ in 
Brisbane, Australia 

/o = modified Bessel function of the 
first kind of order zero 

gair = air discharge (m^/s) 
Q„ = water discharge (m' /s) 

cjaiv = air discharge per unit width (m^/ 
s) 

q„ = water discharge per unit width 
(m'/s) 

r = radial distance (m) from the jet 
centerline 

r' = radial coordinate (m) 
r, = jet radius (m) at impact 

Tu = turbulence intensity defined as: 
Tu = u'/V 

Tuo = turbulence intensity measured at 
jet nozzle 
dimensionless variable 

= root mean square of longitudinal 
component of turbulent velocity 
(m/s) 

= velocity (m/s) 
: mean flow velocity (m/s) at jet im
pact 

• channel width (m) 
X = distance along the flow direction 

(m) 

u 
«' 

V 

W 

X\ = distance (m) between the channel 
intake and the impact flow condi
tions 

Y = characteristic flow depth or flow 
thickness (m) normal to the flow 
direction 

y = distance (m) measured normal to 
the flow direction 

(5 = boundary layer thickness (m) de
fined in term of 99% of the maxi
mum velocity 

b„t = thickness (m) of the air sheet set 
into motion by a high-velocity 
plunging jet (Fig. 3) 

0, 0' = radial angular coordinate 
0 = diameter (m) 

Subscript 
air = air flow 
w = water flow 
1 = impact flow conditions 
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Table 1 Experimental flow conditions of vertical plunging jets 

Ref. 
(1) 

Run 
(2) 

q« 
m^/s 
(3) 

V, 
m/s 
(4) 

m 
(5) 

Comments 
(6) 

McKeogh and Ervine (1981) 

Van de Donk (1981) 

Bonetto and Lahey (1993) 

Chanson (1995a) 

Present study 

VDDl 
VDD2 

BU 
B13 
B16 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 

2-m/s 
6-m/s 

0.024 
0.048 
0.072 
0.096 
0.108 

0.0240 
0.0720 

3.13 
3.9 
2.5 
3.3 

4.463 
10.19 

6.18 
8.91 
5.27 

2.36 
4.06 
5.89 
8.0 
9.0 

2.39 
6.14 

0.20 
0.20 

0.03 
0.03 
0.01 

0.090 
0.090 
0.090 
0.090 
0.090 

0.0875 
0.0875 

Circular jet. 
Fig. 6. 01 = 0.009 m. Tuo = 5% 
Fig. 8 and 9. 0 , = 0.009 m. Tuo 
Fig. 9. 0 , = 0.009 m. Tuo = 1% 
Fig. 9. 0 , = 0.009 m. Tuo = 1% 
Circular jet. 
Fig. 3.22. 0 , = 0.0057 m. 
Fig. 3.23. 0 , = 0.0059 m. 
Circular jet. 
Fig. 11. 01 = 0.0051 m. 
Fig. 13. 0 , = 0.0051 m. 
Fig. 16. 01 = 0.0051 m. 
Two-dimensional supported jet. V 
rf, = 0.0102 m. Tu = 1.70%. 
d, = 0.0118 m. Tu = 1.50%. 
rf, = 0.0122 m. Tu = 0.74%. 
d, = 0.012 m. 
di = 0.012 m. 
Two-dimensional supported jet. V 
rf, = 0.010 m. Tu = 1.6%. 
rf, = 0.0117 m. Tu = 0.75%. 

0.269 m. 

0.269 m. 

Notes: 
(a): Longitudinal distance between the nozzle and the free-surface pool. 
Tu: Jet turbulence intensity at impact. 
Tuo: Turbulent intensity measured at jet nozzle. 

planar (authors' experiments) plunging jets indicate a qualita
tive change in the air entrainment process. A thin sheet of air, 
set into motion by shear forces at the surface of the jet, enters 
the flow at the impact point (Fig. 3(/>)). The air sheet behaves 
as a ventilated cavity (e.g., Michel, 1984): the length of the air 
layer fluctuates considerably and air pockets are entrained by 
discontinuous "gusts" at the lower end of the air layer (Fig. 
3). The elongated air sheet is intermittently broken by a "re
entrant jet" mechanism. Visual observations and conductivity 
probe measurements show clearly that some air is entrained in 
the form of elongated pockets. For jet velocities between 3 and 
6 m/s, the authors observed air sheet thickness 6„i of about 0.5 
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¥ jet 
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1 
\< 
^ entrained 
î air pockets 

Sequence of large air pocket entriiinmenl 

Fig. 3 Sketch of air entrainment at a vertlcai supported jet. (a) Low-
velocity air entrainment meciianism; (b) high-velocity air entrainment 
process 

to 5 mm. The jet velocity at which the air layer appears is an 
inverse function of jet turbulence: i.e., for 'smooth' jets, the air 
sheet will appear at larger velocities than for 'rough' jets. 

The observations of air sheet thickness can be compared with 
the analysis of Lezzi and Prosperetti (1991) and Bonetto et al. 
(1994) (Table 2). The former suggested that the instability 
responsible for air entrainment is caused by gas viscosity while 
the latter study assumed that gas entrainment is induced by a 
Helmholtz-Taylor instability. The analysis of Bonetto et al. 
(1994) seems to fit better the authors' observations (Table 2). 
But additional data are required to confirm this point. 

Analysis of the Air Bubble Diffusion Process 

The air bubble diffusion at a plunging liquid jet is a form of 
advective diffusion: For a small control volume, the continuity 
equation for air in the air-water flow is: 

div (CV) = div {D, grad C) (1) 

where D, is the turbulent diffusivity. Equation (1) implies a 
constant air density (i.e. neglecting compressibility effects), it 
neglects buoyancy effects and is valid for a steady flow situa
tion. 

Considering a circular plunging jet, assuming an uniform 
velocity distribution, for a constant diffusivity (in the radial 
direction) independent of the longitudinal location and for a 
small control volume delimited by streamlines (i.e., stream 
tube), Eq. (1) becomes a simple diffusion equation: 

D, dx 

\_d_ 
r dr 

d£ 
dr 

( 2 ) 

where x is the longitudinal direction, r is the radial direction, 
and the diffusivity term D, averages the effects of the turbulent 
diffusion and of the longitudinal velocity gradient. The bound
ary conditions of the axisymmetric problem are: C{x < Xx, r) 
= 0 and a circular source of total strength Q^i, at { J: - A:I = 0 , 
r = ri). 

The problem can be solved analytically by applying a super
position method. At each position {x, r, 9'], the diffusion 
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Table 2 

Reference 
(1) 

Thickness of air sheet set into motion in high-velocity two-dimensional plunging jet 

6.1 

Vi = 2.4 m/s V| = 3 m/s V, = 6 m/s V, = 9 m/s Comments 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (7) 

Experimental data 
Present data 
Analysis (*) 
Lezzi and Prosperetti (1991) 
Bonetto et al. (1994) 

N/A 

0,065 mm 
0,65 mm 

0.06 mm 
N/A 

0.5 to 5 mm 

0.04 mm 
N/A 

0.03 mm 
6.6 mm 

Two-dimensional jet. 

Calculations deduced from the 
measured air entrainment flux. 

Note: 
(*) Calculations applied to two-dimensional plunging jet. 

equation is solved for each point source of strength dq^t located The problem can be solved by superposing the contribution 
at {0, ri, ^ [} . The contribution of each point source is: of each point source. The solution of the diffusion equation is: 

8C 
A-KD,{X — Xi) exp - AD,{x - Xi) 

(3) 

where r'^ = (r cos 0' — r, cos 9[)^ + (r sin i ri sin 9[)^ 
and {r,6' ] and {rud[} are the polar coordinates of the current 
point and of the point source respectively. The general solution 
of the air bubble diffusion equation is solved by superposing 
all the point sources: 

Jo 
6Cde[ 

and using the definition of the air flow rate: 

The solution of the air bubble diffusion becomes: 

(4) 

(5) 

Gai 

fi'MD*^ 
• exp 

-I- 1 

4D* Xi 

r\ 

X /n 
1 

2D* X- xx 

rx 

Circular plunging jet (6 ) 

where /Q is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of 
order zero' and D* = £),/(V|ri). 

Considering a two-dimensional free-falling jet, the air bub
bles are supplied by point sources located at {x = Xi, y = +(i,/ 
2} and {x = X\, y = —d\l2\ in the two-dimensional plane. 
Assuming an uniform velocity distribution, for a diffusion coef
ficient independent of the transverse location and for small con
trol volume {dx,dy\ limited between two streamlines, the con
tinuity equation (Eq. (1)) becomes a simple diffusion equation: 

Vi 9 C _ o ^ 

D, dx ~ dy^ a) 
where y is the distance normal to the jet centerline or jet support 
(Fig. 1). The boundary conditions of the two-dimensional free-
jet flow are: C(x < Xj, y) = 0 and two point sources of equal 
strength {0.5Q„i,/W ] located at {Xi, -I-af,/2} and {x,, -rfi/2 ). 

C 

+ exp 

two-dimensional free-falling plunging jet (8a) 

where <2air is the volume air flow rate and di is the thickness of 
the free-jet at impact. D* is a dimensionless diffusivity: D" = 
DAVidx). 

Considering a two-dimensional supported jet, the air bubbles 
are supplied by a point source located at (x = Xi, y = +di} in 
the two-dimensional plane and the strength of the source is gair/ 
W. The diffusion equation can be solved by applying the method 
of images and assuming an infinitesimally long support. It 
yields: 

/o(«) = 1 + (MV2^) + («''/2^*4^) + («'/2"*4=*6") + . 

-I- exp — 

two-dimensional supported plunging jet (&b) 

where Qair is the volume air flow rate, D* is a dimensionless 
diffusivity: D* = D,/(Vidt). Note that di is the thickness of the 
supported jet at impact. 

Remarks. Equations (6), (8a), and (Sb) are new analytical 
solutions of the advective diffusion of air bubbles (Eq. (1)) . 
The two-dimensional and axisymmetrical solutions differ how
ever because of the boundary conditions and of the integration 
method. 

Note first that Eqs. (6), (So), and (Sb) are three-dimensional 
solutions of the diffusion equation. They are valid in both the 
developing bubbly region and in the fully-aerated flow region. 
For circular plunging jet and two-dimensional free jets, the core 
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of the jet (i.e., r = 0, y = 0) becomes aerated, respectively, 
for: 

D,(x - Xi) 
> 0.039 

fully-aerated jet flow region [C{r = 0) > 0.01] (9a) 

7 1 1 \ 

^^^\ AD* x - Xs 

Gaf > 0.01 

47rD' 
X X\ 

fully-aerated jet flow region {C(y = 0) > 0.01] (9/?) 

Note also that the solutions of two-dimensional plunging jet 
flows (Eq. (8a) and (8/?)) derive from a classical solution of 
the two-dimensional advective diffusion equation (e.g., Crank, 
1956, Fischer et al., 1979). In the developing air bubble diffu
sion layers (i.e., C (y = 0) = 0), Eqs. (8a) and {%b) can be 
approximated, respectively, by: 

C = 1 &, 
2 G„ 

i ^ - 1 

: exp 
47rD* 

d. 

C = 
e.v 

: exp -

4nD* 

AD* 

A 
AD' 

X 

' y_ _ 

xdi 

X -

- Xt 

di 

free 

• • ^ 1 Xl 

jet (10a) 

supported jet (lOii) 

Note further that the analytical developments imply a con
stant diffusion coefficient D„ where D, averages the effects of 
turbulent dispersion and streamwise velocity gradient. Such an 
assumption does not reflect the real nature of the turbulent shear 
layer not the existence of vortical structures (e.g.. Fig. 4(a), 
Chanson, 1995b). Nevertheless, the agreement between experi
ments and theory is within the accuracy of the instrumentation, 
suggesting that the air bubble diffusion process is little affected 
by the turbulent shear flow. 

Additional details of the calculations were presented in Chan
son (1995a). 

-x-x' •'" 

BONETTO and LAHEY (1993) 

rl - 2.55 mill 

0 

X 

Dala(Vl=6,18m/s) 

Data(Vl=8,91ni/s) 

- EQ. (6) 

Fig. 4 Air bubble diffusion in the developing shear region of circular jet. 
Comparison between Eq. (6) and experimental data (Bonetto and Lahey, 
1993). 

^^^— EQ. (Bb) [x-xl-lCmm] 

- — UQ. (81»>[x-xl=50mm] 
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Fig. 5 Distributions of air concentration in the developing flow region 
of vertical supported plunging jets. Comparison between Eq. (8b) and 
experimental data (present study: impact velocity V, = 6.14 m/s). 

Results and Discussion 

Comparison Witli Experimental Data. Equations (6) and 
(8/?) have been compared successfully with experimental data 
(Van de Donk, 1981; Bonetto and Lahey, 1993; Chanson 1995a, 
Present study). Details of the experimental flow conditions are 
listed in Table 1. Figures 4 and 5 show some examples. 

Figure 4 compares Eq. (6) with the recent data of Bonetto 
and Lahey (1993) while Chanson's (1995a) data are compared 
with Eq. (8fo). Both Figs. 4 and 5 show a good agreement 
between experimental data and analytical solutions of the advec
tive diffusion equation. 

Note that Eq. (8a) cannot be verified in the fully-aerated 
flow region (i.e., C (y = 0) > 0) because of the absence of 
experimental data. 

Discussion. Downstream of the entrainment point, the dis
tributions of air content exhibit a distinctive shape (Figs. 4 and 
5) which can be modelled by an advective diffusion equation. 
The analytical integration of Eq. (1) provides three-dimensional 
solutions (Eqs. (6), (8a), (8fo)) which are valid in both the 
developing bubbly region and in the fully-aerated flow region. 

Three parameters characterise the advective diffusion solu
tions (Eqs. (6) and (8)): the air flow rate Qai,/Q„,, the dimen-
sionless diffusivity D" and eventually the location of the sym
metry line of the air content profile. For the experiments of Van 
de Donk (1981), Chanson (1995a) and the authors, the data 
and analytical solutions were best fitted with the air flow rate 
and the diffusivity being constants independent of the longitudi
nal position [x - Xl). For the authors' experiments, the air flow 
rate was calculated from the continuity equation for air as ^jj, 

= J^ CVdy where C and V are local values (Cummings and 
Chanson 1997). Such results and the close agreement between 
data and analytical solutions suggest that the diffusion of air 
bubbles below the impingement point is primarily an advective 
diffusion process. 

Note that the data of Bonetto and Lahey (1993) could not 
be checked in details because of the insufficient number of data. 

The authors wish to emphasize that Eqs. (6) and (8) are not 
valid very-close to the entrainment point. At the impingement 
point, the air entrainment/entrapment process cannot be simply 
modelled by an advective diffusion mechanism. For the authors' 
experiments, Eq. (8) and experimental data were in good agree
ment for (x - Xt) s 20 mm. 

Conclusion 

The authors have investigated the mechanisms of air entrain
ment at plunging liquid jets. They performed new measurements 
in a large vertical supported jet experiment (0.3 < V, < 9 m/ 
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s). The flow field below the impingement point was investi
gated with conductivity probes and high-speed pictures. 

1 Air bubble entrainment is observed when the jet impact 
velocity becomes larger than a critical value of about 1.1 to 2.0 
m/s for the two-dimensional vertical jet experiment. 

2 At the plunge point, two mechanisms of air entrainment 
can be observed: individual bubble entrainment at low-jet veloc
ity (i.e. Vi < 2 m/s), and a ventilated-cavity mechanism at 
high-velocities (i.e., Vi > 3 to 8 m/s). 

3 Below the impingement point, the air concentration pro
files follow closely new analytical solutions of the diffusion 
equation for both circular plunging jets (Eq. (6)) and two-
dimensional plunging jets (Eq. (8)) . The close agreement be
tween data and theory suggests that the dispersion of air bubbles 
within the shear layer is primarily an advective diffusion pro
cess. 

In a companion paper (Cummings and Chanson, 1997), the 
velocity field will be described and bubble chord length distribu
tions will be presented. 
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Air Entrainment in the 
Developing Flow Region of 
Plunging Jets—Part 2: 
Experimental 

(Data Bank Contribution)* 

When a water jet impinges a pool of water at rest, air bubbles may be entrained and 
carried away below the pool free surface: this process is called plunging jet entrain
ment. The study presents new experimental data obtained with a vertical supported 
jet. Distributions of air concentration and mean air-water velocity, and bubble chord 
length distributions measured in the developing shear layer are pre.sented. The results 
indicate that the distributions of void fraction follow closely analytical solution of 
the diffusion equation. Further, the momentum shear layer and the air bubble diffusion 
layer do not coincide. Chord length data show a wide range of air bubble sizes and 
overall the experimental results .suggest strong interactions between the entrained 
air bubbles and the momentum transfer mechanisms. 

Introduction 
When a falling nappe impinges a pool of water, air bubbles 

are entrained at the intersection of the jet with the receiving 
waters (Fig. 1). Large numbers of air bubbles are entrained 
into the turbulent shear flow. This process is called plunging 
jet entrainment. Plunging jet applications include plunging jet 
columns, drop structures along waterways, cooling system in 
power plants, plunging breakers and waterfalls. 

In a first paper (Cummings and Chanson, 1997), the authors 
reviewed the current knowledge on the plunging jet entrainment. 
They showed that most researchers studied circular jets of small 
sizes, and few experiments described quantitatively the flow 
field below the free-surface of the receiving pool. It is the pur
pose of this paper to present new experimental results obtained 
with a vertical supported plunging jet. First, the experimental 
apparatus is described in details. Then experimental results of 
air concentration, mean air-water velocities, and chord length 
distributions are presented. In a later part, the results are dis
cussed and compared with other data. 

Experimental Apparatus 

Plunging Jet Apparatus. The experimental apparatus con
sists of a fresh water planar jet issuing from a 0.269-m X 0.012-
m slot nozzle and plunging into a 0.3-m wide (Fig. 1). The 
receiving channel is 1.8-m deep with glass walls (10-mm 
thick). The supported-jet nozzle is made of 6-mm thick PVC 
with lateral perspex windows for flow visualisation. The jet 
support length is 0.35 m and the angle of the support with the 
horizontal was 89-degrees for all experiments. The water supply 
(Brisbane tap water) comes from a constant-head tank with a 
constant water level of 12.9 m above the nozzle. The experiment 
provides average jet velocities from 0.3 to 9 m/s. 

* Data have been deposited to the JFE Data Bank. To access the file for this 
paper, see instructions on p. 738 of this issue. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINRERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
December 5, 1995; revised manuscript received April 11, 1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: 0 . C. Jones. 

The discharge was measured with orifice meters. The error 
on the discharge measurement was less than 1%. 

Instrumentation. In the free-falling jet, clear water jet ve
locities and turbulent velocity fluctuations (in clear-water 
flows) were measured with a Pilot tube connected to a pressure 
transducer (Validyne^'^ DP15, diaphragm ranges 2.2 to 22 kPa, 
accuracy 0.25 percent of full-scale). The transducer was 
scanned at 500 Hz and the accuracy of the clear-water velocity 
data was normally estimated as: AV/V = one percent. At very-
low velocity (e.g., V < 0.5 m/s), measurements with the Pilot 
tube oriented vertically could mount up to 15 percent. 

Two conductivity probes were used to record the air-water 
flow characteristics. A single-tip conductivity probe (inner elec
trode 0 : 0.35 mm, outer electrode 0 : 1.42 mm) was used to 
perform air concentration measurements only. A two-tip con
ductivity probe was used to record simultaneously the air con
centration and air-water velocity. The two tips were aligned in 
the direction of the flow. Each tip is identical and has an internal 
concentric electrode ( 0 = 25 p,m, Pt) and an external stainless 
steel electrode of 200 /xm diameter. Both conductivity probes 
are excited by an air bubble detector (Ref. AS25240). This 
electronic system was designed with a response time less than 
10 /iS and it was calibrated with a square wave generator. Most 
measurements were recorded with a scan rate of 40 kHz per 
channel. The analysis of conductivity probe data provided the 
void fraction (i.e., air concentration), mean air-water interface 
velocity and chord length distributions at various positions 
within the developing shear layer. 

The error on the air concentration (void fraction) measure
ments was estimated as: AC/C = 2 percent for 5 < C < 95 
percent, AC/C ~ 0.001/( 1 - C) for C > 95 percent, and AC/ 
C ~ 0.001/C for C < 5 percent. The mean air-water velocities, 
recorded using the double-tip conductivity probe, were com
puted with a cross-correlation technique. The analysis of the 
velocity field and chord length distributions implies no slip 
between the air and water phases. The error on the mean air-
water velocity measurements was estimated as: AV/V = five 
percent for 5 < C < 95 percent. AV/V = 10 for 1 < C < 5 
and 95 < C < 99 percent. With the two-tip conductivity probe, 
the minimum detectable bubble chord length was about 100 pm 
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20 Velocity distribution in the free-falling jet 
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the vertical supported jet experiment 

in a 1-m/s flow and 450 /um in a 9-m/s jet based upon a data 
acquisition frequency of 40 kHz per channel. 

Measurements were taken on the channel centreline. The dis
placement of the probes in the direction normal to the jet support 
and along the jet direction were controlled by two identical 
scale-verniers. The error in the longitudinal and perpendicular 
positions of the probes is less than 0.25 mm in each direction. 

Additional measurements were performed using high speed 
photographs with a flash speed of 33 ji% (e.g., Chanson and 
Cummings, 1994) and high-speed video camera images with a 
shutter speed of 500 pu%. 

Calibration and Validation of the Measurement Tech
niques. Several calibration tests were performed to compare 
the single-tip and double-tip conductivity probes. Identical ex-
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Fig. 2 Distributions of air concentration and mean air-water velocity the 
free-falling jet—comparison between experimental data and calcula
tions 

periments were performed with both the single-tip and conduc
tivity probes. In each case, identical air concentration data were 
observed (within the accuracy of the data) suggesting that the 
probe diameter has little effect on the void fraction measure
ment. 

To validate the double-tip probe measurement technique, 
measurements were performed within the free-falling supported 
jet (i.e., X < Xx). Velocities were recorded using both the dual 
tip conductivity probe and Pitot tube. The tips of each probe 
were located at the same location for comparison. The data 
were compared with theoretical calculations: ideal-fluid flow 
calculation outside of the boundary layer and power law velocity 
distribution within the developing turbulent boundary layer. 
Figure 2 presents typical results. The agreement between the 
two probes and the theoretical calculation are within the accu
racy of the measurement techniques. 

Nomenc la tu re 

d 

= air concentration defined as the 
volume of air per unit volume of 
air and water; it is also called void 
fraction 

= maximum air concentration in the 
air bubble diffusion layer 

= turbulent diffusivity (m^/s) 
= dimensionless turbulent diffusiv

ity; D* = D,/(V,di) for two-di
mensional shear flow 

= flow depth or jet thickness (m) 
measured perpendicular to the 
flow direction 

3fi = jet thickness (m) at the impact of 
a supported plunging jet with the 
receiving pool of liquid 

g = gravity constant: g = 9.80 m/s^ 
in Brisbane, Australia 

K = integration constant in Goertler's 
(1942) solution of the motion equa
tion in a free shear layer 

Q = volume discharge (m'/s) 
q = volume discharge per unit width 

(mVs) 
« = dimensionless variable 
V = velocity (m/s) 
Vi = mean flow velocity (m/s) at jet im

pact 
W = channel width (m) 
X = distance along the flow direction 

(m) 
xi = distance (m) between the channel 

intake and the impact flow condi
tions 

y •= distance (m) measured normal to 
the flow direction 

ĉ„ax ~ distance (m) normal to the bot
tom where C = C„ax 

y^a = distance (m) normal to the flow 
direction where V = 0.5 Vj 

i/j. = eddy viscosity (m^/s) or momen
tum exchange coefficient 

w = vorticity (s~') 
0 = diameter (m) 
A = error 

Subscript 
air = air flow 
w = water flow 
X = component in the x-direction 
y = component in the y-direction 
1 = impact flow conditions 
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Further comparisons between Pitot tube and conductivity 
probe data were performed during each experiment. Velocities 
were recorded as close as possible of the support, and the data 
were compared successfully with the ideal-fluid flow velocity 
deduced from the continuity and Bernoulli equation. Typical 
results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Additional verifications were 
conducted by checking the continuity equation for water at each 
cross-section (i.e., ?» = JQ (1 — C)Vdy). 

Experimental Flow Conditions. A large number of experi
ments were performed with jet impact velocities ranging from 
0.5 to 9 m/s. The entire flow characteristics were recorded for 
two jet velocities (Table 1). For most experiments, the vertical 
jet impacted the receiving pool of water at 0.09-m below the 
jet nozzle. The impact flow conditions were not fully-developed 
and the ratio of the boundary layer thickness over jet thickness 
S/d, was less than 0.2. 

During the experiments, the plunging jet was unsteady and 
fluctuating while the probes were fixed and did not follow the 
fluctuations of the flow (e.g., fluctuations of pool free-surface). 
As a result, the data (e.g.. Figs. 3 and 4) exhibit a greater scatter 
than the probe accuracy, reflecting the unsteady fluctuating na
ture of the investigated flow. 
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Fig. 3 Distributions of air concentration and mean air-water velocity In 
the developing flow region of vertical supported plunging jets—compari
son between Eqs. (1) and (3) and experimental data (impact velocity 
V, = 2.39 m/s) 

Full details of the experimental apparatus and instrumenta
tion, and experimental results are reported in Cummings 
(1996). An earlier series of experiments performed in the same 
facility was reported in Chanson (1995). 

Experimental Results and Discussion 

Air Concentration Distributions. Figures 3 and 4 present 
some experimental results for two jet impact velocities and at 
several locations below the impingement point. Both air concen
tration and velocity profiles are plotted as functions of the dis
tance normal to the jet support. 

For a two-dimensional supported jet, the air concentration 
data followed closely an analytical solution of the diffusion 
equation (Cummings and Chanson, 1997): 

C = 

( l a ) 

where C is the air concentration defined as the volume of air per 
unit volume of air and water, x is the longitudinal jet direction, x, 
is the impact point location, y is the normal direction, di is the 
impact jet thickness of supported jet, Qair is the volume air flow 
rate and D* is a dimensionless diffusivity (D* = D,/(Vidi) for 
vertical supported jet). Equation ( l a ) was compared success
fully with experimental data (e.g.. Figs. 3 and 4). 

In the developing air-water flow region (i.e., C (y = 0) = 
0), Eq. ( l a ) can be simplified as: 

C = 
fiw 

: exp 
47rD* 

developing air-water flow region (1^) 

Mean Air-Water Velocity Distributions. Downstream of 
the intersection of the free-falling jet with the receiving pool 
of water, a free-shear layer develops (Fig. 1). For monophase 
flows, Goertler (1942) solved the equation of motion for a plane 
shear layer assuming a constant eddy viscosity I^T across the 
shear layer: 

VT = 
1 

4K'-
{x - Xi)Vi (2) 

where Â  is a constant. The solution in the first approximation 
yields (Rajaratnam, 1976, Schlichting, 1979): 

V_ 
V, 

1 + erf 
K(y - yso) 

(3) 

where yso is the location where V = V\H and erf is the error 
function: 

erf ( M) = - ^ J 
VTT ' ' O 

exp(—M )̂(iM (4) 

Equation (3) is an analytical solution of the motion equa
tion developed for two-dimensional monophase flow. In air-
water flows, the presence of air bubbles within the shear 
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Fig. 4 Distributions of air concentration and mean air-water velocity in 
the developing flow region of vertical supported plunging jets—compari
son between Eqs. (1) and (3) and experimental data (impact velocity 
V, = 6.14 m/s). 

Chord Length Distributions. At each position lx,y} be
low the entrainment point, the chord length' distributions were 
also computed. A dual tip conductivity probe, used to measure 
air bubble size characteristics, detects only the bubble chord 
lengths. If the bubbles are small (i.e. less than 0.1 mm), the 
bubble diameter probability distribution can be deduced from 
the bubble chord probability distribution by assuming that all 
the bubbles are spherical or ellipsoidal (e.g., Herringe and 
Davis, 1976, Clark and Turton, 1988). In the present bubbly 
free-shear-layer flow, video pictures and still camera photo
graphs showed the entrainment of large bubbles with a large 
variety of shapes (Cummings, 1996). For these reasons only 
the bubble chord data are presented here. 

In Fig. 5 the bubble chord probability histograms are shown. 
The histogram columns represent each the probability of a bub
ble chord length in one millimetre intervals (e.g., the probability 
of a chord length from 2.0 to 3.0 mm is represented by the 
column labeled 3). The histograms describe all the bubble de
tected across the shear layer width at depths (x — Xi) - 10, 50, 
100 and 200 mm. 

First, note the broad range of bubble chord lengths: i.e., from 
less than 0.1 mm to more than 30 mm. The observations of 
bubble chord length indicated consistently a broad range of 
bubble sizes, extending over several orders of magnitude. 

Second, Figs. 5(a) and 5{b) show clearly the existence of 
large chord-length bubbles sX. {x - Xx) = 10-mm (i.e., very 
close to the entrainment point). Further downstream (i.e., {x -
xi) = 100 to 200 mm), most large chord length bubbles have 
disappeared presumably by a bubble breakage process in the 
turbulent shear flow. This bubble breakage is confirmed by high 
speed video and photographic observations, showing that the 
bubbles can be entrained in the form of elongated air packets 
which break later within the free shear layer. Bubble de-
trainment is unlikely to account for the disappearance of the 
larger bubbles so close to the entrainment point. 

Discussion. For a two-dimensional shear layer, the vorticity 
w can be deduced from the velocity profile (Eq. (3)) by neglect
ing the term dVyldx. In dimensionless terms, it yields: 

2 V, dy 

1 

A-K 
VT X — Xi 

V,rf, 

layer is expected to affect the shear flow which in turn affects 
the diffusion of air bubbles. In Figs. 3 and 4 the mean veloci
ties of the air-water mixture (experimental data) are com
pared with Eq. (3 ) . Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the air-
water velocity profiles have the same shape as in monophase 
flows. 

In the air-water shear layer of vertical supported jets, the 
authors estimated K = 10.6 and 6.3 for V, = 2.39 and 6.14 ml 
s, respectively. In comparison, for monophase shear flows, 
Rajaratnam (1976) and Schlichting (1979) deduced K = \\ 
and 13.5. As the rate of expansion of the shear layer is 
proportional to \IK, the new results suggest that the air 
bubbles cause an increase in the expansion rate for the 6.14-
m/s jet. 

Remarks. In Figs. 3 and 4, the velocity conductivity probe 
data are compared with Pilot tube measurements in the low air 
content region close to the support. 

Note also that, during the experiments, the plunging jet was 
unsteady and the free-surface level fluctuating while the probes 
were fixed to the channel. Hence, the experimental results (e.g.. 
Figs. 3 and 4) exhibit more scatter than the accuracy of the 
probes. 

X exp -

y - y5o 

Vj X — X\ 
(5) 

y^d^ 

Equation (5) is very similar to Eq. (1^). It implies that, for 
plane shear layers, the advective diffusion of vorticity is of 
similar shape as that of air bubble (Eqs. ( l a ) and (1^)). The 
diffusion processes of air bubbles and vorticity are primarily 
defined by their dimensionless diffusivity (i.e., D,/iV,di) and 
ur/iVtdi), respectively) and their axis of symmetry (i.e., 
Yc^,^^ and y^o, respectively). 

Air Diffusion Layer and Momentum Shear Layer. First it is 
important to note that the momentum shear layer (as described 
by the mean air-water velocity field) does not coincide with 
the air bubble diffusion layer. Further, with vertical supported 
plunging jets, the new experiments showed consistently that 
1—the momentum shear layer is shifted outwards (away from 
the support) in comparison with monophase shear flows, and 
that 2—^50 > Fc„,„ where yc,„ is the location where the air 

' Length of the straight line connecting the two intersections of the air-bubble 
free-surface with the tip of the probe as the bubble is transfixed by the probe 
sharp-edge. 
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Table 1 Experimental values of turbulent diffusivlty and eddy viscosity at vertical supported jets 

Ref. 
(1) 

Run 
(2) 

V , • 

m/s 
(3) 

d, 
m 
(4) 

Xl 
m 
(5) 

Im 

q« 
(6) 

D, 

VA 
(7) 

p-x 

V,di 
(8) 

Comments 
(9) 

Chanson (1995) 

Present study 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
2-m/s 
6-m/s 

2.36 
4.06 
5.89 
8.0 
9.0 
2.39 
6.14 

0.0102 
0.0118 
0.0122 
0.012 
0.012 
0.010 
0.0117 

0.090 
0.090 
0.090 
0.090 
0.090 
0.0875 
0.0875 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

0.057 
0.543 

0.039 
0.018 
0.037 
0.061 
0.053 
0.039 
0.038 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

0.011 
0.027 

Two-dimensional supported jet. W = 0.269 m. 

Two-dimensional supported jet. W = 0.269 m. 

Notes: 
N/A: not available. 
"Jair = /o°° CVdy, where both C and V were measured locally. 
W: plunging jet width. 

concentration is maximum (i.e. C = C^ax) at a given cross-
section (Fig. 1). 

For monophase flows, Rajaratnam (1976) quoted: 

— ^ ' = -1-0.041 monophase shear layer (6) 
•^ ^l / monophase 

while the authors' results suggest that: 

™̂ ~ '' ' ' = -H0.226 + 0.024y, 

air-water shear layer (7) 

where V, is in m/s. In comparison, the symmetry line of air 
bubble diffusion layer (i.e. y = ^c^^) was estimated as: 

rfi 

Probability 

-1-0.10 

(Chanson, 1995, 2 < V, < 9 m/s) (8) 

Depth below the free-surface [mm] 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 

Bubble chord length [mm) 

Fig. 5(a) Impact velocity l^, = 2.35 m/s 
(B) Impact velocity Vi = 6,14 niys 

Probability 
Depth below the free-surface [mm] 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 

Bubble chord length [mm] 

Fig. 5(6) Impact velocity V, = 6.14 m/s 

Fig. 5 Bubble chord length probability histogram for a vertical sup
ported jet at various cross-sections below the entralnment point 

Basically the present air-water flow data (Eqs. (7) and (8)) 
imply that the symmetry lines of monophase shear layer, air 
diffusion cone and air-water shear layer satisfy: ()'5o)moiiophasc < 
Yc„,,^ < ()'50)air -water • 

Turbulent Diffusivlty and Eddy Viscosity. There is little in
formation on the turbulent diffusivlty. Chanson (1995) reported 
some air bubble diffusivlty values. These results are compared 
with the authors' results in Table 1. Momentum exchange coef
ficients observed in the air-water shear layer are reported also. 
In each case, the values of D, and vj were determined from the 
best fit of the data (Table 1). 

For the small number of results presented in Table 1, it is 
worth noting that the dimensionless turbulent diffusivlty and 
eddy viscosity are of the same order of magnitude. Further the 
turbulent diffusivlty of air bubbles tends to be larger than the 
momentum exchange coefficient for the two series of experi
ments (Table 1, columns 6 and 7). 

Overall Discussion of Plunging Jet Flows 
Plunging jet entralnment takes place when the jet impact 

velocity exceeds a critical velocity. This characteristic velocity 
is a function of the jet turbulence. For small jet velocities (larger 
than the critical velocity), air is entrained in the form of individ
ual air pockets and bubbles. At larger jet velocities, large air 
packets are entrained and broken up subsequently in the shear 
flow. 

The near-flow field is characterized by a developing shear 
layer and an air diffusion layer (Fig. 1). New experimental 
results with the vertical supported jet have shown that these 
layers do not coincide. Below the impingement point, the air 
entralnment is primarily an advection-diffusion process (Cum-
mings and Chanson, 1997). And most air is entrained in the 
region of high-velocity {y < ysa). Although the velocity distri
bution has the same shape as for monophase flows, its quantita
tive parameters {VT, ym) are affected by the air entralnment 
process. 

The interactions between the air bubble diffusion and the 
shear flow are significant. The presence of bubbles within the 
shear layer modifies the momentum transfer between the high-
velocity jet core and the surrounding fluid (at rest at infinity). 
And the turbulent shear flow contributes to the bubble breakage, 
leading to a broad spectrum of bubble sizes in the shear layer 
(Fig. 5) . 

JFE Data Bank Contribution 

Plunging jet experiments were performed using a two-dimen
sional vertical supported jet facility. The apparatus consists of 
a glass tank with a depth of 1.8 m, a width of 0.30 m and a 
length of 3.6 m. A PVC rotatable slot nozzle supplies a planar 
supported jet, 0.27 m wide and 0.012 m thick. The length of 
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the plate that supported the jet was 0.35 m and its inclination 
with the horizontal was 89 degrees for all experiments. The 
water supply comes from a constant head tank, which has a 
constant water level of 12.9 m above the nozzle. 

A summary of the experiments is presented in section 2 be
fore the full set of data (Sections 3 and 4). The full set of 
experimental data was first published in: Chanson, H., 1995, 
' 'Air bubble Entrainment in Free-Surface Turbulent Flows. Ex
perimental Investigations," Report CH 46/95, Department of 
Civil Engineering, University of Queensland, Australia, June, 
368 pages (ISBN 0 86776 611 5). 

Conclusion 

New experiments were performed in the developing flow 
region of a vertical supported plunging jet. The air-water shear 
flow was investigated. The main results of the study are: 

1 In two-dimensional plunging jet flows, the distributions of 
air concentration follow closely analytical solutions of the diffu
sion equation (Cummings and Chanson, 1997). And the veloc
ity profiles have the same shape (Eq. (3)) as monophase flows. 
But the data show that the rate of spread of the shear layer is 
enhanced by the entrained bubbles for the 6.1-m/s jet experi
ment. 
2 The results show consistently that the air bubble diffusion 
and momentum exchange layers do not coincide. The momen
tum shear layer is shifted away from the jet support compared 
to monophase flows, and air bubble diffusion takes place pre
dominantly in the inner part of the shear layer: i.e., yc„„ < yso-
3 Chord length data show a broad range of entrained bubble 
sizes. The measurements show also the entrainment of some 
large air pockets which are subsequently broken into smaller 
air bubbles as they are entrained within the shear flow. 

Overall, the developing flow region of plunging jets is sub
jected to strong interactions between the entrained air bubbles 
and the momentum transfer mechanism. 
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The Influence of the Regulator 
Diameter and Injection Nozzle 
Geometry on the Flow Structure 
in Pneumatic Dimensional 
Control Systems 
The present paper describes an experimental investigation of the various parameters 
affecting the operation of industrial pneumatic controllers based on the jet nozzle 
principle. A test rig was built to monitor supply pressure, air temperature, airflow 
characteristics, and the static pressure distribution over the flat plate on which the 
jet impinges. The results demonstrate the existence of a low pressure, separated flow 
zone, subject to fouling, which subsequently was eliminated by appropriate changes 
of the injection nozzle geometry. The previous experimental findings were also con
firmed by numerical simulation of the fiow. Experimental results also show that the 
internal diameter of the regulator, situated inside the measuring branch, has an 
important influence on the sensitivity of the apparatus, as well as influencing its 
range. 

1 Introduction 
The pneumatic dimensional control method is a widely used 

process in numerous industrial metrology applications through
out the world. The principle behind the method is in fact quite 
simple. If air under constant pressure (p„; = const.) flows 
through two orifices, A and B placed in series (Fig. 1), the 
static pressure p in the chamber between the two orifices is a 
function of the ratio of their two areas (Wattebot, 1937). If the 
area of the orifice A is fixed, and the exit of nozzle B is situated 
at a small distance 6 from a nearby plate, the pressure p{6) in 
the intermediate cavity is a function of 5, and through calibration 
can be used to measure or control 6. In order to improve the 
accuracy, Fortier (1950) introduced the differential measuring 
system illustrated in Pig. 2, consisting of two branches; one 
used as a reference and the other for measurement purposes. In 
this layout, the flow in the nozzles A and C is choked (Mach 
number = 1), with subsonic flow through nozzles B and D. 
Depending on the area ratios A^lAg and/or AclAo, it is possible 
to have any one of the following four flow regimes: subsonic 
at both A and B, subsonic at A and sonic at B, sonic at A and 
subsonic at B, or sonic at both A and B. According to MoUe 
(1955 and 1956), one can use the pressure ratios Pailp{&) or 
p{6)/Pa to discriminate the flow regimes in the nozzles. In the 
present paper, we will study the case shown in figure 3, where 
the flow is subsonic at A and sonic at B with 6 s D^IAd. 
The case where 6 > D^IAd, with sonic and subsonic flows 
respectively at A and B, has also been investigated, but the 
results are not presented here. The principal objective of the 
present work was to investigate the influence of the injection 
nozzle geometry and the characteristics of certain important 
elements in the pneumatic control system affecting the quality 
of the measurements. 

2 Experimental Setup 
2.1 Description of the Apparatus. In order to investigate 

the effects of the nozzle geometry and the regulator diameter 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in tiie JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
February 16, 1995; revised manuscript received January 28, 1997. Associate 
Technical Editor: M. M. Sindir. 

found inside a typical industrial pneumatic controller, the exper
imental setup illustrated in figure 3 was used. This installation 
included a compressed air source (AL), a pressure regulator 
(RP), the pneumatic control unit (AP) and an injection nozzle 
(B). The control unit (AP) consisted of two branches; the 
measurement branch with pressure p,„ and the reference branch 
with pressure /?,.. The pressure difference Ap = p,„ - Pr was 
measured with a differential pressure transducer. A simple cali
bration provided the relationship between Ap and the distance 
6 between the nozzle and the flat plane. The reference branch 
remained closed during the measurement phase and flowmeter 
(FM) was only used to investigate the characteristics of the 
measurement branch. Electronic pressure transducers (CP) and 
thermocouples (TC) were used respectively to record the static 
pressures on the flat plate and the stagnation temperatures. Pres
sure and temperature values were measured in the fully devel
oped regions in sections 1-1, 2-2, and 3-3. A 0.2 mm diameter 
pressure tap on the moveable flat plate was connected to a 
pressure transducer to determine the wall pressure distribution 
over the plate. The vertical and horizontal displacements of the 
nozzle and the plate were made using a small milling machine, 
with the corresponding movements monitored by two displace
ment transducers (DV) and (DH). The positioning accuracy 
of this traverse system is ± 1 ^m both horizontal and vertical 
directions. The latter were connected to two ETAMIC electronic 
measurement systems, with digital displays, capable of de
tecting displacements of the order of a micron. The regulator 
diameter ranged from 0.5 to 2 mm, and all the measurements 
were carried out using a standard nozzle with an internal diame
ter {d) of 2 mm and an external diameter (£).,) of 4 mm. 

The random uncertainty estimate for the measurements pre
sented in this paper was less then 1 percent for pressure, 5 
percent for volumetric air flow rate, and 0.5 percent for tempera
ture. 

2.2 Flow Conditions. The volume flow rate, V, was mea
sured in litres per minute, which gave the mass flow rate m = 
pV, when multiplied by the air density drop "normal condi
tions." At the measuring stations, the static pressure p and the 
total temperature T^ were recorded for a given airflow. With 
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1/ p-^pfb) 

Fig. 1 Simple apparatus of Wattebot (1937) 
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Fig. 2 Differentiai apparatus of Fortier (1950) 

this date, it was possible to calculate the static temperature, 
velocity and Mach number from the following relationships: 

and 

T, = T+ v^l2c,„ 

Pa + P = pRT, 

m = pvd\IA, 

r = i - (Vl + AaT, - 1), 
2fl 

Am RT 

M = 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where 

RK+ I 
a = 

2 K 

Am 

_d\(Pa + P) 

From the resulting velocity, temperature and Mach number data, 
with different supply pressures, and for flows with tube diame
ters varying from 6 to 8 mm, we were able to draw the following 
conclusions: 

(1) The velocities and Mach numbers throughout the appa
ratus were low, so that flow could be considered as incompress
ible. 

(2) Differences between the total and static temperatures 
were negligible, because of the low velocities. 

L - < 2 ) P W 
Fig. 3 Experimental setup 

(3) No significant temperature change was noted along the 
tubes, so the airflow could be considered to be isentropic. 

3 Wall Pressure Distribution in the Flat Plate 
As the air exiting the injection nozzle hits the flat plane, 

important changes occur in the velocity and pressure fields. 
An analysis of the possible resulting flow structure between the 
nozzle and the plate, based on the wall pressure distributions, is 
presented in the present section. Figures 4 and 5 show the 
wall pressure distributions on the flat plane, produced by the 
impinging jet, for cases using a standard nozzle with a regula
tor diameter of 1 mm. The supply pressures were p^i = 2 and 
3 bars, with varying 6 and i5 < D^IAd. The area (A^ = d-nd) 
at the entrance (e-e) of the space between the nozzle and the 
flat plane is smaller then the nozzle exit area (Ag = d\/A, 
where d = 2 mm). As a result, the airflow is accelerated and 
one observes a corresponding pressure drop, with a minimum 
value pmin reached at the section c-c. Here the air velocity 
achieves a maximum value corresponding to the local speed 
of sound. This section is known as the critical section. Its 
position is denoted by the radial coordinate r* and depends 
on both the supply pressure pai and the distance 6, as shown 
is Figs. 6 and 7. In pneumatic dimensional control applications 
(80 s 5 < 200 fxm), the critical section is found to be situated 
at a distance corresponding to the half-height of the standard 
nozzle. From the figures, it can be seen that the position of 
this critical section is displaced toward the periphery of the 
nozzle as the height 6 increases. After a certain value of S, for 
example 6 = 1250 fxm for p^i = 3.5 bars as shown in Fig. 7, 
the minimum pressure section is found to be situated outside 
the injection nozzle frontal area. In this case, a recirculation 
bubble is found between the nozzle and the flat plate and a 
second bubble outside the nozzle (Fig. 4) . For values of 6 
greater than a certain value, for example 6 = 1600 /xm for p„; 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = area 
Cp = constant pressure specific heat 
d = injection nozzle inner diameter 
D = regulator diameter 
M — Mach number 
m = mass airflow 
p = static gauge pressure 

Pa = atmospheric pressure 
Pal = supply gauge pressure 

r = radial coordinate 

r* = position of critical section 
R = ideal gas constant 

Re = Reynolds number 
s = pneumatic sensitivity 
T = fluid temperature 
V = velocity 

V = volumetric airflow 
6 = distance separating nozzle and flat 

plate 
K = specific heat ratio 
/u = flow coefficient 

V = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 
4i = contraction coefficient 

Subscripts 

0 = stagnation conditions 
1 = upstream 
2 = downstream 
r = reference value 

Subscripts 

* = value in critical cross-sectional area 
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Fig. 4 Wail pressure distribution on a flat plate with p,, = 2 bar (uncer
tainty in p[r) is ±1 percent) 
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Fig. 5 Wall pressure distribution on a flat piate with p„ = 3 bar (uncer
tainty in p{r) is ±1 percent) 
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Fig. 6 The minimum pressure P M „ as a function of S (uncertainty in p„,„ 
is ±1 percent) 
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Fig. 7 Position of the critical section 

= 2.5 bars in Fig. 6, the low pressure zone on the flat plate 
completely disappears. 

As the distance r increases, the radial area A(r) = lirrS of 
the space between the nozzle and the flat plate increases. How
ever, the airflow does not necessarily use this entire area to pass 
in the space between the two surfaces. In fact, the acceleration 
of the airflow causes a recirculation bubble Tl (Fig. 4) between 
sections (e-e) and (c-c) which reduces the airflow area from 
Ae to A *. Therefore, between these sections, the flow possesses 
the characteristics of flow in a convergent section where A * s 
Ae. A height contraction coefficient of 6*/6 < dl2r* ^ 0.667, 
was found, when r* = 1500 /xm. 

Downstream of the critical section c-c, the pressure increases 
and the velocity decreases. This state of affairs continues until 
the exit section (s-s) is reached. Therefore, in this region, the 
flow has the characteristics of flow in a divergent section. At 
the exit section, a sudden expansion is encountered where atmo
spheric pressure conditions exist. Since the airflow cannot fol
low the sharp contours, two more circulation bubbles are 
formed, one on the flat plate (T2) and the other on the external, 
vertical lip of the nozzle (T3). The wall pressure distributions 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 indicate the presence of the recirculation 
zone (T2) in this particular area. This relatively small bubble 
(~150 to 200 nm) depends on the supply pressure and the 
distance i5. In fact, it disappears when 8 is greater than 400 
nm.. These recirculation zones (Tl and T2) can cause annular 
deposits of oil and dirt on the surfaces and are affected by the 
injection nozzle geometry. 

4 Influence of Supply Pressure and Injection Nozzle 
Geometry 

4.1 Experimental Results. Wall pressure distributions 
are shown in figure 8 for the cases of 5 = 150 /xm and p^i = 
1, 2 and 3 bars. The results show that the size of the low 
pressure area, or recirculation zone, is not greatly affected by 
the supply pressure. 

Figure 9 shows wall distributions for three different nozzle 
geometries for a given 6 and supply pressure. The different 
geometries include a standard nozzle (NS), a bevelled edge 
nozzle with a small level frontal area (Nl ) and a sharp bevelled 
edge without any frontal area (N2). Indeed, if the level frontal 
area is completely eliminated, the low pressure area disappears. 
This means that the nozzle geometry is very important and 
controls the position of the recirculation zone. The elimination 
of the low pressure area offers important benefits in an industrial 
pneumatic dimensional control system by reducing the risk of 
oil and dirt deposits. 

4.2 Numerical Simulation for Incompressible Flow. As 
the space between the nozzle and the flat plate is quite restricted, 
the only measurable quantity is the wall pressure distribution 
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Fig. 8 Wall pressure distribution on the flat plate for various supply 
pressures (uncertainty in p{r) is ±1 percent) 
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Fig. 9 Wall pressure distribution on the flat plate for various nozzle 
geometries (uncertainty in p(r) Is ±1 percent) 

on the flat plate. Therefore, information regarding the entire 
flow field can only be obtained by means of numerical methods. 
For the present paper, the flow was calculated using the 
SIMPLER method (cf. Patankar, 1980). The flow was consid
ered to be laminar, incompressible, isentropic, and symmetrical. 
This type of flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, 
together with the continuity equation, written in cylindrical co
ordinates. The effects of various boundary conditions were 
tested, particularly in areas where the no-slip condition cannot 
be applied, and the results showed that the results in the main 
region of interest were not greatly affected. Results presented 
in this paper are based on an 82 X 172 non-uniform grid in the 
axial and radial directions respectively. Numerical accuracy for 
evaluation of all flow quantities is 10"" and has been achieved 
after nearly 4000 iterations. For all cases presented here, the 
Reynolds number of the flow, defined by: 

Re = ^Wl'nvd, (7) 

was set at 1400. All other dimensions were chosen to match 
those found in typical pneumatic dimensional control appUca-
tions. The calculated general flow patterns and wall pressure 
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Fig. 10 Flow structure and wall pressure distributions for NS, N1, and 
N2 nozzles 

distributions are illustrated in Fig. 10, and the axial velocity 
profiles in Fig. 11, for the three different types of nozzle geome
try. The recirculation zones can be clearly seen in the flow 
pattems for the cases of the standard nozzle and the bevelled 
edge nozzle with the frontal level area. Figure 12 illustrates the 
good agreement between the present numerical results and the 
experimental wall pressure distributions. 
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Fig. 11 Velocity profiles 

Comparing Figs. 9 and 12, it would appear that the geometry 
is more critical than the flow regime. 

5 Influence of Regulator Diameter and Supply Pres
sure 

The standard regulator found in dimensional control equip
ment (Fig. 3) has a convergent shaped inlet and a cylindrical 
section. The ratio of the diameters {Did) of the inner chamber 
and the nozzle outlet has a great influence on the position of 

'•' 2M '•' 

Fig. 12 Numerical results and experimental data for wall pressure distri
bution (uncertainty in p(r)/p(0) Is ±2.5 percent) 
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Fig. 13 Flow rate as a function of S for different regulator diameters 
(uncertainty in 1̂  is 5 percent) 

the critical section, where the flow is choked, as well as on the 
sensitivity of the instrument. 

Volume flow rates for different ratios Did and varying dis
tances 6 are shown in Fig. 13. Looking at these curves, one can 
see that two distinct flow zones exist: in zone I the flow rate 
varies and in zone II it is constant. Zone I coiTesponds to the 
flow regime where the volume flow rate increases with the 
distance 6, In this case sonic flow occurs in region between the 
nozzle and the fiat plate. Zone II, on the other hand, corresponds 
to the case where choked, sonic flow occurs in the regulator, 
which thus fixes the flow rate. This is outside the pneumatic 
control range. 

Figure 14 illustrates the variations in flow rate as a function 
of the height 6, for a regulator of ratio Did = 0.5 and for 
different supply pressures. This figure clearly shows that the 
supply pressure has an important influence on the flow rate. 
This flow rate is proportional to the absolute supply pressure 
in zone II. However, the supply pressure has no influence on 
the critical distance (cf. Fig. 14; S^r = 220 fim) at which the 
flow rate becomes constant. 

The variation in pressure at the stagnation point on the flat 
plate as a function of the distance 6 for different values of the 
ratio Did is shown in Fig. 15 for a supply pressure p^i - 3 
bars. The fact that the pressure difference is a function of the 
distance 6 forms the basis of the construction of pneumatic 
dimensional control systems such as the one shown in Fig. 3. 
For practical purposes, the linear section of the pressure curve 
is used; for example, the interval 60 :fi 6 s 240 /xm, for the 
ratio Did = 0.5. Figure 15 illustrates the fact that as the ratio 
Did decreases, the pressure loss in the measurement branch 

D/d=0,5 

I X O O O O H D - O K I D O O O O O - O - O - O - O - ^ I 

200 300 
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Fig. 14 Flow rate versus distance S and for various supply pressures 
(uncertainty in 1̂  is 5 percent) 
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Fig. 15 Stagnation pressure for various regulator diameters and p^i •• 
3 bar (uncertainty in p{S) is ±1 percent) 

increases, as does the slope of the p = p(S) curve. Figure 16 
shows the change in the stagnation pressure on the flat plate, 
with D/d = 0.5, for different supply pressures. The figure shows 
that increasing the supply pressure increases the sensitivity of 
the instrument. 

5.2 Pneumatic Sensitivity. Using the hnear section of 
any of the curves illustrated in Fig. 15, one can define the 
pneumatic sensitivity by the following expression: 

s = Ap/AS (8) 

where Ap and A<5 are, respectively, the pressure and distance 
differences corresponding to the linear part of the curve. It will 
be noticed from Fig. 17 that, for cases with regulators, all the 
linear parts of the curves extrapolate to, and pass through, the 
same point A. Also the figure clearly illustrates the region where 
the pressure curves are linear. In addition it can be seen that, 
as the ratio D/d increases, the slope of the pressure curve p 
= p{6) decreases, indicating a reduction in sensitivity. The 
variations in sensitivity, as a function of Did, are shown in 
Fig. 18, underlining the fact that the instrument is more sensitive 
for small values of Did. It is clear that the ratio Did has an 
important influence on the pneumatic sensitivity of the instru
ment. It should be noted that the type of flow, whether subsonic 
or sonic, at the regulator level, and the restriction formed by 
the frontal surface of the nozzle and the flat plate, are also 
important factors influencing the sensitivity of the equipment. 

The variable and constant airflow zones are also shown in 
Fig. 17. The zone between the constant flow region and the 
highly sensitive linear zone becomes larger with decreasing 

o D/d=0.865 
0 0.705 
" 0.615 
1 0.50 
0 0,35 
A 0,25 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

5 ||im] 

Fig. 17 Linearity zones; constant and variable airflow diagram (uncer
tainty in p(S) is ±1 percent) 

Did. The same thing occurs in the region past the transition 
zone, indicating that the flow becomes constant more rapidly 
as Did becomes smaller. 

5.3 Flow Coefficient in the Measurement Branch. In 
the case of an isentropic airflow, the theoretical mass flow rate 
at the critical section is given by the following expression: 

where A* = Ir^-wd* is the critical cross-section area, and 

(9) 

R\K + I 

( / < + l ) / ( 2 ( K - l ) ) 

The section area A * varies and depends on the height 6. The 
airflow can be expressed in terms of the exit section area An, 
where ijj is the contraction coefficient which depends on 6. Since 
there is a pressure loss in the measurement branch, Eq. (9) 
must be corrected by the velocity coefficient tp. The product 
of these two coefficients can be represented by a single flow 
coefficient: fj, = ipij/. Introducing this coefficient, the mass flow 
rate can be calculated from the following expression: 

d^n p„ 
m = LL / -7= , (10) 

400 600 

8 [urn] 
1000 

Fig. 16 Stagnation pressure for various supply pressures with D = ^ 
mm (uncertainty inp(S) is ±1 percent) 

Knowing the true and theoretical mass flow rates, it is quite 
simple to determine the flow coefficient in the measurement 
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Fig. 18 Pneumatic sensitivity as a function of the diameter ratio Did 
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Fig, 19 Flow coefficient In the measurement branch (uncertainty In ju 
Is 5.11 percent) 

branch fi = mim*. Figure 19 illustrates the variations in the 
flow coefficient yu as a function of the regulator diameter ratio 
Did and the height 6. This figure shows that, as the ratio Did 
increases, the pressure loss in the measurement branch decreases 
and the value of the flow coefficient increases. Without any 
regulator in the measurement branch, the flow coefficient be
comes simply the flow coefficient of the injection nozzle. For 
very large distances separating the nozzle and the flat plate (5 
a 800 iJtm), the flow coefficient becomes constant and takes 
on the asymptotic value of /x = 0.883, corresponding to a con
vergent shaped nozzle. 

6 Pressure Discontinuity 
As seen in Figs. 13, 15, and 16, pressure discontinuities exist 

outside the pneumatic dimensional control domain of applica
tion. By enlarging part of Fig. 16, we obtain Fig. 20. This figure 
clearly illustrates the existence of discontinuities in the pressure 
curves. These are in the form of sharp increases occurring over 
very short distances (0 < A(5 s 1 mm). The existence of 
these "jumps" was first noted by Markow (1971), however 
no concrete explanation was given. This discontinuity seems to 
be caused by an oblique shock wave which is created at the 
exit section near the flat plate (cf. Fig. 20). The volume over 
which the pressure jump occurs is very small, therefore, it is 
practically impossible to give the exact position of the shock 
wave. Furthermore, apart from the wall pressure, measurements 

are practically impossible in the restricted space under the head. 
When an airflow passes through a shock wave, the flow is 
decelerated and the Mach number decreases from Mi to M2. 
These Mach numbers can be determined using the well known 
expressions: 

M, 

M, = 

1 + ^^-r^ {Pilpx - 1) , 
2K 

1 + —t KP\IP2 
2K 

1) 

(11) 

(12) 

Fig. 20 Pressure jump (uncertainty In p(d) Is ±1 percent) 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the upstream and down
stream states respectively. Experimental results show that the 
ratio of the downstream and upstream absolute pressures, P2I 
P\, varies from 1.0018 to 1.029. These values correspond to 
Mach numbers M, = 1.0008 to 1.0125 and Mj = 0.9992 to 
0.9877, representing a "weak" shock. The creation of this 
shock wave causes a slight increase in the pressure loss, creating 
a small decrease in the airflow in the measurement branch. 

7 Conclusion 
For values of 6 inside the industrial pneumatic dimensional 

control range, low pressure areas were found to exist, corre
sponding to recirculation zones. In the section corresponding to 
the recirculation zone, between the frontal surface of the nozzle 
and the flat plate, a section of minimum pressure and maximum 
(sonic) velocity was found. In order to improve the reliability 
of the control system, it is necessary to eliminate this low pres
sure area. This can be accomplished by reducing the level frontal 
area of the injection nozzle. If this level area is completely 
eliminated, then so is the low pressure recirculation zone and 
the critical flow is found at the outlet section A^ = dird. 

If the flow is compressible in the measurement branch, the 
sonic section corresponds to the minimum section area which 
depends on the height 6. For small values of 6, the critical 
section {A* = r*ir6* < D V / 4 ) is situated between the nozzle 
and the flat plate surface. In this case the airflow is a function 
of the distance 6. As this distance is increased, the critical 
section moves upstream into the regulator because its section 
becomes equal to the minimal area section (A* > D^-KIA). 

The pneumatic sensitivity and the industrial application range 
can be adjusted by the regulator diameter which sets the slope 
of the pressure curves. When the regulator diameter is reduced, 
the sensitivity of the controller increase but the range is reduced. 
However, for a fixed regulator diameter, the measurement range 
is not a function of the supply pressure. 

The flow coefficient, ^i, of the measurement branch depends 
on the regulator diameter D. A reduction in the diameter D 
causes a reduction in the flow coefficient as well, signifying 
that the difference between the real and isentropic flows is 
becoming more importance. 
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On the Influence of Liquid 
Elasticity on Mixing in a Vessel 
Agitated by a Two-Bladed 
Impeller 
The experimental study of the velocity field and power consumption has been con
ducted in a mixing vessel equipped with a two-bladed impeller for a viscoelastic fluid 
and Newtonian and non-Newtonian inelastic fluids for comparison. The results are 
interpreted in the light of a numerical simulation using a flnite element method for 
an ' 'Oldroyd B'' fluid. Both numerically and experimentally a significant influence 
of elasticity is found for an effective Reynolds number greater than a threshold value 
Re* = 5 to 7. Above this value, the power number is increased and the velocity field 
deeply modified. This behavior is mainly related to elasticity of the fluid. 

1 Introduction 

In many industrial fluid mixing operations, the liquid raw 
materials, products, and intermediates are rheologically com
plex. Numerous examples can be found in the polymer based 
industries (manufacturing and processing of synthetic rubbers, 
plastics, fibers, resins, paints, coatings and adhesives), food-
processing industries, biochemical operations or in the manufac
turing of detergents. The most frequently occurring anomalies 
in the fluid behavior are shear-dependent viscosity and visco
elasticity. The viscosity is considered as the most important 
rheological function, and it is a common practice to classify the 
fluids in two categories for which different technologies are 
used for mixing: the low-viscosity fluids, which imply turbulent 
flows and the high-viscosity fluids, which are limited to laminar 
flows in practice and that we study here. The rheological behav
ior of industrial fluids is generally complex and viscoelastic 
properties are often exhibited. Little is known about the nature 
of the mixing process or the impact of rheological complexities, 
and particularly about the effect of elastic properties on mixing 
performance. As viscoelastic fluids are to be more and more 
employed in industry, it is important to get a better understand
ing of hydrodynamics in mixing systems when viscoelasticity 
is involved. This will lead to improve efficiency by making 
mixing systems suitable for viscoelastic fluids. Although the 
oldest results on the influence of viscoelasticity on mixing effi
ciency show some discrepancy, works in the last 15 years agree 
on a negative influence on it. We should quote the results of 
Hooker et al. (1981) for a flat blade disk agitator, Brito de la 
Fuente et al. (1990), Leuliet et al. (1992) and Carreau et al. 
(1993) for an helical ribbon impeller, and Youcefi et al. 
(1992.a) for a paddle impeller. These authors always noted 
a marked increase of power consumption with viscoelasticity 
beyond a Reynolds number threshold, even when influence on 
mixing time was weak when studied. All these studies were 
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concerned with global measurements and no connection has 
been made with local hydrodynamics. 

This paper deals with the flow in a cylindrical vessel agitated 
by a two-bladed impeller, a simple geometrical situation which 
allows both numerical and experimental approaches. This agita
tor is not of common use in industry but it is chosen as a basic 
case that can be extended to anchor or barrier agitators. It is 
nevertheless sufficiently complex to involve the main dynamic 
features of these flows. The studied regime is limited to moder
ate agitator speeds in order to avoid transition to turbulence and 
noticeable 3-D effects. This was verified experimentally and 
taken as an hypothesis for the numerical simulation. The aim 
of this paper is to study the hydrodynamical field under the 
conjugate influence of inertia and viscoelasticity, and to relate 
it to the power consumption in the mixer. 

The experiments were conducted with a typical polyacryl-
amide solution using hot film anemometry in order to determine 
the velocity field. Power consumption was measured by means 
of a torquemeter on the same plant. As pointed out by the 
rheological study, the modifications in the flow properties can be 
attributed to viscoelasticity but also to nonlinear pseudoplastic 
behavior. By means of a numerical analysis conducted by Anne-
Archard and Boisson (1995), it is possible to isolate in a similar 
situation the effects of elasticity alone for an "Oldroyd-B" 
fluid (corresponding to a nonpseudoplastic viscoelastic fluid). 
Comparison of these approaches allows to bring some interest
ing insight in the flow organization. 

The paper is organized in four sections: (;) description of 
the test fluids used and their rheological properties; («') experi
mental apparatus; {Hi) numerical simulation used for compari
son; and {iv) experimental and numerical results in the vessel 
concerning velocity fluids and power consumption. The qualita
tive effects of viscoelasticity are revealed by the comparison 
between the actual experimental fluid and the ideal simulation. 

2 Test Fluids for Experiments 
Without taking into account time-dependent behavior, there 

are mainly three classes of fluids: the Newtonian ones, the non-
Newtonian but inelastic ones, and the viscoelastic ones. Fluids 
of the second class have thus no elastic properties (such as 
nonzero storage modulus) but exhibit a nonconstant shear vis
cosity: they are pseudoplastic (or seldom shear-thickening). 
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Most of the viscoelastic fluids of our third category have also 
pseudoplastic properties. One can study specific viscoelastic 
behavior either with a nonpseudoplastic viscoelastic fluid, such 
as the one discovered by Soger (1977), or by comparing mea
surements among the three classes of fluids in identical physical 
situations. 

For practical reasons, we have adopted the second approach, 
so experiments were conducted with: 

(a) a viscous Newtonian fluid: glycerol, 
(b) two non-Newtonian but inelastic fluids: the first one 

without yield stress: a 1.5 percent (by weight) aqueous solution 
of Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC in abbreviated form), the 
second one with a yield stress: a 2.0 percent (by weight) aque
ous solution of carbopol 940, 

(c) viscoelastic fluids: 0.4 and 1 percent aqueous solutions 
of polyacrylamide (S. N. Floerger AN934SH, PA A in abbrevi
ated form). 

2.1 Rheological Models. If we decompose the stress ten
sor a in the isotropic pressure p associated to the unit tensor 
/ , and in the extra-stress tensor r such as: 

-pi + T, (1) 

the constitutive equation connects the rate of deformation tensor 
D to the extra-stress tensor T. For a large class of inelastic 
fluids including the ones studied here, this constitutive relation
ship can be expressed as a generalized Newtonian relationship: 

T = 2r?(D)D, (2) 

where r?(D) is the shear viscosity. In the case of a Newtonian 
fluid, this viscosity is constant hence yields a purely isotropic 
behavior for the fluid. In the case of 2-D flow with prefered 
direction, say x, this law is expressed in terms of a relationship 
between shear stress r̂ t, and shear rate y = dUldy, where U 
is the ;c-component of the velocity. 

For a viscoelastic behavior, one needs more sophisticated 
laws between tensors T and D and their derivatives, introducing 
in particular the evanescent memory which is a characteristic 
of such fluids. Our polymer solutions are isotropic ones in the 
usual macroscopic sense although they can give rise to some 
kind of anisotropy which is called "flow induced" (Lodge, 
1964) and which is taken into account by means of complex 
tensorial dependence in the rheological equation of state (see 
Section 4) . 

2.2 Viscous Properties. The main characteristic of a fluid 
is its dynamical viscosity 77, which is used to define the Reynolds 
number in presence of inertia effects. CMC and PAA solutions 

Table 1 Rheological properties of tested fluids (the esti
mated uncertainty in m- and To-measurement is < ±3%, 
and s ±5% for the index «) 

Solution m(Pa-s") n (-) TQ (Pa) 

Glycerol 
CMC 1.5% 
Carbopol 2% 
PAA 0.4% 
PAA 1% 

Newtonian 
pseudoplastic 
pseudoplastic 
viscoelastic 
viscoelastic 

1.28 
13.9 
3.2 
0.93 

10.43 

1 
0.47 
0.63 
0.35 
0.21 

0 
0 

91.2 
— 
— 

are pseudoplastic fluids and variations of 77 are well correlated 
over the shear rate range 10"^ to 10' s~' by a power law model: 

t ^ j . n 

Tx, = my (3) 

m is the fluid consistency index and n the flow behavior index. 
For such a system, the apparent viscosity rja is then: 

ria = my" (4) 

Equation (3) should be modified for Carbopol solution be
cause of the yield-stress. This law is known as Herschel-Bulkley 
model: 

= To + my" (5) 

Adjustment of these different parameters for our test fluids 
was made using a Carri-Med controlled stress rheometer CS 
100 with a cone and plate geometry (gap angle: 2 degrees, 
diameter: 40 mm). The controlled temperature was fixed to 
20°C ± 0.2°C. Viscous properties for all test fluids are listed in 
Table 1. 

The Reynolds number Re for a Newtonian fluid in a stirred 
tank is usually defined as: 

Re = 
pNDl 

V 
(6) 

where p is the fluid density, Â  the rotation frequency of the 
impeller, D„ the impeller diameter, and rj the dynamic viscosity. 
For non-Newtonian fluids, pseudoplasticity should be taken into 
consideration and an effective Reynolds number Re' based on 
the apparent viscosity r?,, is used. Assuming a power law for 
viscosity versus shear rate, ?]„ obeys Eq. (4) in which 7 is a 
representative shear rate for the flow in the vessel. This last one 
is estimated according to the largely used theory of Metzner 
and Otto (1957), i.e., it is assumed to be proportional to the 
impeller speed Â : 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

C = torque, N.m 
C(, = vacuum torque, N.m 
D = rate of deformation tensor 

D„ = impeller diameter, m 
d„ = shaft diameter, m 
H = height of two-bladed impeller, m 
I = unit tensor 
J = elastic compliance. Pa"' 

Jo = instantaneous compliance, Pa~' 
J I = spring compliance. Pa ' 
K = Metzner-Otto constant 
m = power law parameter, Pa.s" 
n = power law index 
Â  = impeller rotational speed, rev/s 
p - pressure 

P = power consumption. Watt 
r — radial coordinate (adimen-

sional) 
T = vessel diameter, m 
V = velocity field (vectorial) 

Vr, Vd, Vj = nondimensional radial, tan
gential and axial velocity 

Vref = reference velocity 
y — shear rate, s ' 
(5 = loss angle: phase difference 

between stress and strain in 
small amplitude oscillatory 
shear flow 

T) = dynamic viscosity, Pa.s 
rj„ = shear viscosity (Oldroyd 

'B' law) 

Tja = apparent viscosity, Pa.s 
01 = retardation time (Kelvin-Voigt 

model), s 
\ , V = characteristic times (Oldroyd 'B' 

law) 
p = liquid density, kg.m~' 
tr = stress tensor. Pa 
T = extra-Stress tensor. Pa 

To = yield stress. Pa 
T;,y = shear stress, x-y component of T 

Dimensionless Number 

E = elasticity number 
Np = power number 
Re = Reynolds number 

Re' = effective Reynolds number 
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Table 2 Viscoelastic parameters for PAA solutions (uncer
tainty measurements: Oo, Jo'. ± 3 % , 0,, Jii ± 5 % , 62, J2 
±15%) 

C(%) 

0.4 
1.0 

Ja 

0.038 
0.020 

0, 

3.04 
3.61 

/, 

0.499 
0.191 

6x 

16.87 
24.72 

J2 

0.131 
0.080 

Oi 

1.99 
5.07 

7 = K.N (7) 

K is an experimentally determined constant which is essentially 
function of geometry. The relation (7) has been broadly verified 
with Newtonian fluids. Some studies with non-Newtonian in
elastic fluids mention a weak dependence of K upon the power-
law index n (Hiraokaetal. for a paddle impeller, 1979). Never
theless, a constant value for K is commonly assumed (Takahashi 
et al , 1989; Bertrand and Couderc, 1985; Shamlou and Ed
wards, 1985). Then a constant value of K equal to 7.54 ± 8% 
is taken for our experimental apparatus. This allows evaluation 
of the effective Reynolds number as: 

Re' 
mK"-' 

(8) 

2.3 Elastic Properties. The phase shift between shear 
stress and deformation in a small amplitude oscillatory experi
ments reveals the elastic character of Polyacrylamide solutions. 
The characterization of viscoelastic properties of PAA solutions 
was performed using a creep experiment and a generalized 
" Kelvin-Voigt" model was fitted, whose creep function is 
given by: 

J(t) = 7o + I /, 1 exp + ^o- (9) 

Oscillatory flow and creep recovery measurements were car
ried out using the Carri-Med rheometer. The analysis of the data 
was conducted according to the so-called "Inokuchi" method 
(Couaraze and Grossiord, 1985). This investigation shows that 
the viscoelastic response could be adequately described by as
suming two retardation processes (n = 2). All these parameters 
were fitted for six different PAA solutions whose concentrations 
vary from 0.4 to 2 percent. The decrease of the compliances 7, 
when concentration is increased shows that elasticity grows 
with concentration. The parameters for both fluids presented in 
the following are listed in Table 2. 

3 Experiments 

3.1 Experimental Apparatus. The experimental appara
tus is shown schematically in Fig. I. The vessel is a cylindrical 
flat-bottomed plexiglass non baffled tank. It has a diameter of 
300 ± 0.2 mm and a height of 0.50 m. In the present study a 
two-bladed impeller, which dimensions are given in Table 3, is 
used. The height of the liquid in this tank is equal to the diameter 
of the vessel. The diameter of the two-bladed impeller is half 
of the vessel diameter. The impeller was built in polished stain
less steel and mounted centered on the axis of the vessel. It is 
driven by a variable speed electric motor (Leroy-Somer MVS-
25 model, France) with a maximum speed of 2000 rev.mn ' . 
The rotational speed of the motor shaft is measured using a 
digital tachometer (Bioblock Scientific DT 2234). The 
torquemeter, allowing power measurements, as well as the ane
mometer used for local velocity measurements are connected 
to a data acquisition system. 

The uncertainties in angular velocity Â  and density p are 
estimated at 1 percent and 0.2 percent, respectively. These val
ues, together with previously given uncertainties, lead to total 
uncertainty on Reynolds number calculation equal to 4.5 percent 

Torquemeter 

Impeller 

Computer 

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus 

in Newtonian case (relation (6) for glycerol) and between 8 
and 11.5 percent in non-Newtonian case (relation (8)) , de
pending on the index n. 

3.2 Power Measurement. The power consumption P is 
determined by torque measurement on the shaft. The torque C 
is measured using a noncontact strain gauge torquemeter of type 
HBM-T30FN for torque up to 50 N.m. The power required for 
mixing is then calculated: 

P = InNiC - Co) (10) 

where Co is the unloaded torque. The power consumption is a 
function of the system geometry, rheological properties of the 
fluid and kinematic variables, namely the rotation speed Â . It is 
customary to present these results by plotting the dimensionless 
power number Np as a function of the Reynolds number. It is 
defined as: 

Np 
pN'Dl 

(11) 

The estimated uncertainty on torque measurements is esti
mated to 2 percent and to less than 8.5 percent on the power 
number. 

3.3 Velocity Profiles Measurement. Local measure
ments of the velocity components are carried out inside the 
tank using hot film anemometry (Dantec 55R11). The probe is 
rotating in the flow with the agitator. This technique is a practi
cal compromise with respect to accuracy when one has to deal 
with large agitators and nontransparent fluids. It was used pre
viously for this purpose by Bertrand and Couderc (1985), Soli-
man and Bertrand (1986), and Youcefl et al. (1991), Following 
a procedure identical to these previous studies, the film was 
calibrated in the corresponding fluid at rest inside a circular 
channel of square section in which the probe is translated with 

Da (mm) 

150 ± 0.1 

Table 3 Impeller characteristics 

DJT ( - ) H (mm) 

0.5 500 ± 1 

d„ (mm) 

14 ± 0.1 
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Fig. 2 Calibration curves for the probes 

a controlled angular velocity. Three positions of the probe were 
selected with respect to the flow direction: normal (along 
r-axis), transverse (along z-axis), and longitudinal (along 
6-axis). Examples of the calibration curves are represented in 
Fig. 2. It appears that the level of energy exchanged with the 
flow is lower in the viscoelastic case than in the Newtonian 
case. Furthermore, the behavior for the viscoelastic fluid is dif
ferent from the one observed with inelastic fluids. In opposition 
to the latter, the thermal energy obtained for the film aligned 
with the flow direction is greater than for the film normal to 
the flow. Experimental results from Smith et al. (1967) and 
from Piau (1974, 1980) showing strong modifications on the 
flow pattern around a circular cylinder, confirm that the transfer 
in such fluids is less efficient on obstacles submitted to an 
incoming normal flow. For these reasons the calibration has to 
be done even more carefully in this case and for each tested 
solution. 

The calibration is realized with an error less than 3 percent 
but one must also take account of the drift during the measure
ment time and the misalignment of the probe. It can be evaluated 
to 5 percent owing to frequent readjustment during the experi
ments. For each measurement point, the response of the probe 
for the three positions is processed to provide the three compo
nents of the velocity. In the mixing vessel, the vertical compo
nent along Oz has been found negligible, that is to say, inside 
the limit of 5 percent of the tangential velocity. This finding 
confirms the hypothesis of 2D flow adopted in the simulation. 
The radial velocity is also smaller than the tangential one and 
for this component the error is more important and can reach 
15 to 20 percent. We will not present this component in the 
sequel and we will concentrate our attention on the tangential 
velocity which drives most of the dynamics although it cannot 
be said that this flow is only tangential. The time signals of the 
anemometer show a periodic variation (Youcefi, 1983) due to 
unbalanced load on the axis of rotation. The variations corre
spond to I to 2 percent of the output voltage of the anemometer. 
From the inspection of this signal it can also be concluded that 
turbulence if exists is small and in all case less than 0.6 percent 
of the maximum velocity in the vessel. Altogether the error on 
the calculated tangential velocity can be evaluated to 7 percent, 
a value which is high but still fairly acceptable owing to the 
difficulty of the measurements. 

4 Numerical Simulation of Viscoelastic Flow 

Concurrently with the experimental study, a 2-D numerical 
simulation was conducted on a similar geometry. The 2-D ap
proximation is actually considered as a good one justified by 
experimental measurements. Numerous difficulties are encoun
tered in numerical simulation of viscoelastic fluids which are 
mainly related to the number of variables (six scalar fields in 
2-D) related by a system of non-linear coupled partial derivative 
equations of mixed type elliptic-hyperbolic (Joseph et al., 1985, 

Keunings, 1988). The choice of this configuration is particularly 
suitable for a comparative study. 

The fluid is described by an Oldroyd " B " law which is a 
viscoelastic but non pseudoplastic model with a constant shear 
viscosity 770 • Thus the numerical simulation is able to treat 
separately the specific effects of viscoelasticity and provides 
complementary means to compare the elastic and non elastic 
fluids mentionned in Section 2. This law is expressed as follows: 

T - I - \ T = 2»7o(D + \ ,D) (12) 

where the symbol V holds for the upper-convected derivative: 

^ dr 

dt 
+ ( V . V ) T - VV.T - T.VV'' (13) 

which confers objectivity to the rheological law (Bird, 1977). 
The elasticity of the fluid is proportional to \ which is a 

relaxation time. \ , is the retardation time and a zero-value gives 
the well-known upper-convected Maxwell model; X, = X. is a 
more complex form of the Newtonian law. Then for signifi-
camly elastic fluids \ , must be smaller than \. The retardation 
time V induces a purely viscous term in the momentum equation 
and has thus a stabilizing effect on the numerical results (Joseph 
et al., 1985). As in numerous numerical simulations, we have 
adopted the commonly constant ratio used for the characteristic 
times, which is X̂ /K = 5 (Keunings, 1988; Bird et al. 1977 
(Section 8.1); Fortin and Fortin, 1990; Marchal and Crochet, 
1987). Note that introducing \,. in such a way that \,Jk remains 
small does not change the nature of the rheological characteris
tics of the model. 

The studied flow is governed by a set of coupled partial 
differential equations: the constitutive equation and the continu
ity and momentum equations: 

V.V = 0 (14) 

dV 
p[ —+ (V.W)V ] -V.T+Vp = 0 (15) 

Equation (15) is then expressed in a rotating frame bound 
to the impeller introducing centrifugal and Coriolis forces. This 
allows the problem to be a steady one. Results are then ex
pressed in a fixed frame in a post-processing stage. Neverthe
less, the flow is simulated by an unsteady finite element method 
converging to a final steady-state. This time marching approach 
contributes to a good convergence of the decoupled procedure 
used for the hydrodynamic and constitutive equations. A more 
detailed presentation of the method can be found in a previous 
work (Anne-Archard and Boisson, 1995). Dimensionless equa
tions naturally introduce the Reynolds number defined as in 
experimental case (see Eq. (6)) , and a dimensionless group E 
called Elasticity number which is characteristic of the elasticity 
of the fluid, independently of flow conditions: 

^ 0 

pDl 
(16) 

Numerical simulations are carried out for Reynolds number 
up to 10. The typical difficulties encountered in such computa
tion of viscoelastic flows involve a practical upper limit to the 
Elasticity number at about 2.5 in very low inertia flow (Re = 
0.1), and at lower values of about 0.021 at Re = 10. Use of 
special techniques as streamline upwinding for the constitutive 
equation and subelements for stresses (Marchal and Crochet, 
1987, Anne-Archard and Boisson, 1995) were necessary to 
achieve this performance. The convergence criterion in the itera
tive time approach procedure is based on the ratio of the maxi
mum absolute difference of the values of any variable at two 
successive time steps, to the value at this time step. In the less 
favorable case (i.e., for high elasticity number), a value of 10"^ 
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10' 

Np ^ 
10 

i n ' 

-

Glycerol (Newtonian) 
0 CMC (1,5%) 
A Carbopol (2%) 
• PAA (0.4%) 
APAA(1%) 

n * 

Re 

J>^« 
10" 10" 10' 

Re 

Fig. 3 Evolution of the power number Np versus the Reynolds number 
for all the test fluids. Experimental results. Uncertainty of data: Re: 
±4.5%, Re': ±8% (Carbopol), ±9% (CMC), ±10% (PAA 0.4%), ±11.5% 
(PAA1%),Wp: ±8.5%. 

was used. Note that this process is governed by the stresses, so 
that this relative deviation for velocity field is currently 10""*. 
Mass conservation is verified to within 0.1 percent in most 
cases, 0.6 percent for the highest elasticity number. 

5 Results and Discussion 
A Reynolds number range of 0.3 to 36 was explored for the 

power consumption measurements, but velocity measurements 
were possible only for Re or Re' greater or equal to 5. Flow 
visualizations indicate that end effects at the top and the bottom 
of the vessel are reduced to small regions when compared to 
the whole domain, confirming the 2-D character of the flow. In 
the central zone, the three components of the velocity field were 
measured and clearly confirm the two-dimensional character of 
the flow, i.e., negligible axial velocity V^ compared to tangential 
one Ve (see Section 3.3). This was observed for both Newtonian 
and viscoelastic fluids. 

Experimental as well as numerical results are presented in 
dimensionless form, using the vessel radius, 7/2 and the quan
tity Vref = T^NT as references for length and velocity, respec
tively. Vg indicates the dimensionless value of the tangential 
velocity and r is also the dimensionless radial coordinate. For 
the presentation of the results, "impeller plane" will indicate 
the plane of the shaft and the diameter of the vessel containing 
the impeller. Similarly, "median plane" is the perpendicular 
plane to the impeller plane through the shaft. These planes are 
fixed in a frame rotating with the agitator. 

5.1 Results for Power Number. Experimental results for 
power number versus Reynolds number are presented in Fig. 
3. These results clearly show two different behaviors: for New
tonian and pseudoplastic inelastic fluids, the power number lin
early decreases with Reynolds number in logarithmic coordi
nates. Moreover, the three curves for Newtonian, pseudoplastic 
fluids with and without threshold almost superimpose. This is 
obtained by taking into account pseudoplasticity for the effec
tive Reynolds number Re' (Eq. (8)) (Youcefi et al., 1992a, 
Carreau et al., 1993). 

Viscoelastic fluids (PAA solutions) do not follow this Unear 
law: a threshold Re* clearly appears in the vicinity of Re = 7. 
As long as Reynolds number is less than Re*, these measure
ments of power consumption show a behavior similar to inelas
tic fluids. Beyond Re* the power number significantly increases 
and departs from the Newtonian reference. This behavior is 
then a typically viscoelastic one, which does not appear in 
weakly inertial flow. 

By the numerical simulation we can determine velocity and 
stress fields, thus compute the power P: 

P = I T-.VVdv (15) 

- - E = 0 (Newtonian) 
E = 0.0 
E = 0.016 
£ = 0.021 
E = 0.032 

10' 
Re 

Fig. 4 Evolution of the power number Np versus the Reynolds number 
for three Oldroyd-type fluids. Numerical results 

in logarithmic coordinates, as in experimental case, and for 
three different elasticity numbers. The Reynolds number range 
on this graph varies from 1 to 10 for a better legibility, but 
comparison in the whole Reynolds number range (i.e., 0.1 to 
10) between experimental and numerical results clearly shows 
a very good agreement in the Newtonian case. A behavior simi
lar to the experimental results is observed in this figure for the 
viscoelastic case with a change of slope of the curves beyond 
the threshold Re,t. This numerical threshold lies between 5 and 
6 and is then comparable to the experimental one. The numerical 
simulation reproduces the behavior below the threshold both 
qualitatively and quantitatively for Newtonian as well as for 
viscoelastic fluids. Beyond this threshold, viscoelasticity in
duces an increase in power consumption with respect to New
tonian fluids. The model used for this simulation only provides 
a qualitative trend for this increase. 

5.2 Results for Velocity Field. In the previous section of 
this paper, the effect of viscoelasticity on global parameters and 
namely on the power consumption was addressed. The local 
study of hydrodynamics provides a complementary point of 
view on the problem and gives a better understanding of the 
modifications involved by the viscoelasticity. In our experi
ments, in order to obtain an acceptable accuracy it is necessary 
to impose a sufficient rotation speed, specially in the viscoelastic 
case and Re' must be greater or equal to 5. 

Taking the Newtonian case as a reference, velocity measure
ments were first conducted with glycerin solutions. The results 
are consistent with the ones of Bertrand (1983) and with our 
numerical simulation as already shown by Youcefi et al. 
(1992.b): the dispersion in the results is less than 5 percent. 
The first tangential velocity profiles Ve in the impeller plane 
(Fig. 5) are presented for a Reynolds number equal to 5. Of 
course the linear growth in these curves corresponds to the solid 
rotation of the impeller and the measurements are only possible 
in the gap between the tip of the blade and the vessel wall. In 

0.50 

' e 0.25 

0.00 

Numerical results for power number are presented in Fig. 4 

0.0 

Fig. 5 Tangential velocity in the impeller plane. Effective Reynolds num
ber: Re' = 5. Uncertainty on Newtonian reference: 5% 
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Fig. 6 Tangential veiocity in tlie impeller plane. Effective Reynolds num
ber; Re' = 30. Uncertainty on Newtonian reference: 5%. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of tangential velocities for Newtonian and Oidroyd-
type fluids in the impeller plane 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of tangential velocities for Newtonian and Oldroyd-
type fluids in tfie median plane of the impeller 

this figure, the Newtonian case is plotted and serves as a refer
ence. The experimental points for PAA solutions are connected 
by straight lines. Although this Reynolds number of 5 is slightly 
less than the value proposed for the threshold from the experi
mental curves of Np, significant differences exist between the 
results for Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids. These differences 
are normally increasing with concentration of PAA, i.e., with 
elasticity. Figure 6 is similar to Fig. 5 but corresponds to Re 
or Re' equal to 30. We notice that inertia increases the gap 
between Newtonian and viscoelastic results. Moreover, the con
jugate effects of inertia and viscoelasticity modify the shape of 
the velocity profiles and higher tangential velocities are obtained 
in the central part of the gap. A larger flow rate is then pumped 
by the blade, which is consistant with the larger power con
sumption observed in this case. 

Numerical simulation can §upply for the lack of experimental 
results in low inertia flows. In Figs. 7 and 8 are represented the 
numerical tangential velocity profiles for two Reynolds numbers 
on both sides of the threshold Re,*. These figures display the 

values, respectively, on the impeller plane and on the median 
plane. These results clearly indicate two different behaviors: in 
low inertia flow (Re = 1), the velocity field is weakly affected 
by elasticity: a very small decrease of Vg is noticed. On the 
contrary, moderate inertia effects (Re = 10) lead to serious 
differences between Newtonian and viscoelastic fluids. The 
shape of the velocity profile is largely affected, with emergence 
of a point of inflection, and a large increase of Vs in the gap 
between the tip of the blade and the vessel wall. 

6 Conclusion 

This study is dedicated to hydrodynamics and global energet
ics of a mixing process in viscoelastic fluids. It has been con
ducted in a fairly simple geometrical configuration namely, a 
nonbaffled mixing tank equipped with a paddle impeller. The 
flow was shown to be a 2-D one and this allows qualitative 
comparison with a numerical simulation using the Oldroyd 'B' 
rheological model. 

Two original aspects have been developed through this study. 
The first one consists of direct measurements of the local veloc
ity field in such a system. Despite of the existence of previous 
works on agitated mixing vessels filled up with viscoelastic 
fluids, it is worthwhile noticing that experimental data on the 
velocity field were not available before this work. In fact, classi
cal methods cannot be easily applied to such fluids: for instance, 
the hot film anemometer used here does not behave as in the 
inelastic fluids. The second aspect of this study is directed to
ward the discussion of the effect of the fluid elasticity on the 
process. Actually, in all existing case, except for the very pecu
liar Boger fluid, viscoelasticity is associated to shear-thinning 
and it is difficult to separate both effects from each other. This 
is done here experimentally by using the three categories of 
fluids, namely, Newtonian fluid, inelastic shear-thinning ones, 
and viscoelastic ones. In contrast, Oldroyd model does not intro
duce the shear-thinning effect and can show the effect of elastic
ity on constant viscosity fluid although in our case only qualita
tive conclusion can be drawn from the simple theoretical model 
used. 

The data on the power number versus the Reynolds number 
collapse on a single curve for every nonelastic fluid tested 
whether Newtonian or shear-thinning. This is also the situation 
for elastic fluids below a given threshold of the Reynolds num
ber. Beyond this value, the increase in elasticity of the fluid 
induces a significant raise of the power number and a departure 
from the previous correlation. The numerical simulation support 
this point of view: in this case, there is no shear-thinning effect 
in the Oldroyd 'B' fluid and the observed raise, that corresponds 
roughly to the observed value in the experiments, is only due 
to the conjugate effects of inertia and viscoelasticity. 

The measurements and the computation of the local velocity 
field show that the change in shape of velocity profiles can 
explain the change in the power number behavior and this 
change cannot be attributed to the onset of turbulence as claimed 
by some authors, but should be attributed to elasticity of the 
fluid. As far as the hydrodynamics is changed one must expect 
some changes in the mixing efficiency and work are still in 
progress on this aspect. 

As viscoelasticity is observed in many industrial fluids and 
applications, it will be of great interest to extend the study 
presented here to more complex mixing flows, i.e., to 3-D flows 
as those generated in the most commonly used mixing systems 
for highly viscous fluids. Furthermore, numerical prediction of 
such flows can be improved using more performant rheological 
laws. Insofar as industrial processes are usually confronted to 
elastic behavior, the knowledge of hydrodynamics, together 
with simulation of mixing flows for complex fluids, will thus 
lead to increased efficiency. 
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A Digital Particle Image 
Velocimetry Investigation of 
Flow Field Instabilities of Axial-
Flow Impellers 
Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) has been used to examine the flow field 
in a vessel agitated by an axial-flow impeller in turbulent operation. Both a pitched-
blade turbine and a high-efficiency impeller were studied. Time series analysis indi
cates that the flow field is not steady; rather, it is subject to transients with frequencies 
well below the blade passage frequency (periods ranging from 40 to over 300 impeller 
revolutions have been observed). This result has important implications for computa
tional modeling because current descriptions of agitated vessels are based upon time-
averaged flow fields with superimposed turbulence. This modeling approach may not 
accurately capture the mixing associated with the low-frequency phenomena observed 
in this study. 

Introduction 

Mechanically agitated vessels are in widespread use in the 
chemical processing and allied industries. Their diverse array 
of applications includes storage tanks, blending operations, 
crystallization, fermentation, and as chetaical reactors. Design 
of agitators has traditionally relied on qualitative rules of thumb 
and past experience. However, with the increasing availability 
of enhanced computational and experimental techniques, there 
is a growing emphasis on understanding the fundamentals of 
agitated vessel performance. In many instances the success or 
failure of an agitator can be directly related to the flow in the 
vessel and how it impacts physical and chemical transforma
tions. 

It is becoming apparent that the flow fields in agitated vessels 
are not invariant. Rather, they are influenced by Reynolds num
ber (Wang et al., 1995) and geometry (Kresta and Wood, 
1993). Further, there is growing evidence that the flow fields 
produced by axial-flow impellers are time-dependent, exhibiting 
transients with frequencies considerably less than those associ
ated with small-scale turbulence and blade passage. In this work, 
digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) is used to character
ize low frequency transients in the flow fields produced by 
axial-flow impellers. 

Studies of Flow Pattern Instability 

Numerous recent publications have demonstrated that the 
flow field produced by an axial-flow impeller is not truly steady, 
but rather is subject to instabilities with time scales that are 
substantially longer than those associated with blade passage 
and small-scale turbulence. Single-phase flow patterns of vari
ous axial-flow impellers have been studied by several methods. 
Chappie and Kresta (1993) used tuft visualization to study the 
stability of the flow patterns produced by a three-blade hydrofoil 
impeller and a pitched-blade turbine. They also characterized 
the influence of geometric parameters such as impeller off-
bottom clearance, impeller diameter, and number of baffles on 
flow pattern stability. Bruha et al. (1994, 1995) identified time 

dependence in the flow pattern of a pitched-blade turbine using 
a mechanical measuring device. They found that the frequency 
of transition in the flow pattern is linearly related to the speed of 
impeller rotation, but is much slower than the speed of impeller 
rotation. Winardi and Nagase (1991) used a combination of 
flow visualization techniques to examine the flow patterns pro
duced by a marine propeller. They described the observed flow 
patterns as quick return, full circulation, and intermediate circu
lation. They measured the lifetime distribution of these patterns 
and found that the flow pattern changes were random in their 
order and that the lifetime of a given flow pattern could range 
from half a second to several minutes. Using laser Doppler 
velocimetry (LDV) Bakker and Van den Akker (1994a) found 
that in the upper portions of a vessel agitated by a pitched-
blade turbine the axial velocity exhibited bimodal and trimodal 
distributions. This behavior suggests that the flow in this region 
is not stable, perhaps oscillating between a number of quasi-
stable flows. 

A few process-oriented investigations have also indicated the 
unstable nature of the flow patterns produced by axial-flow 
impellers. Haam et al. (1992) found that the magnitude of the 
interphase (vessel to inside wall) heat transfer coefficient in 
an agitated vessel is periodic in nature. They attributed the 
oscillations in the heat transfer coefficient to the slow (relative 
to the impeller speed) precession of an axial vortex around the 
vessel. Bakker and Van den Akker (1994b) observed periodic 
fluctuations in the local gas holdup for systems agitated with 
axial-flow impellers. Again, the frequency of the fluctuations 
were slow relative to the speed of impeller rotation. As in Haam 
et al.'s heat transfer study, this behavior was attributed to an 
asymmetric flow pattern caused by complex nonstationary vor
tex motion. Thus, both fundamental and process studies have 
established the unstable nature of the flow fields produced by 
axial-flow impellers. The observed instabilities have exhibited 
a wide range of frequencies, with many instabilities occurring 
over a time scale much longer than that associated with impeller 
rotation or blade passage. However, characterization of these 
instabilities is incomplete and very little is known about their 
origin and influence on mixing performance. 

Contributed by tlie Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
April 2,1996; revised manuscript received December 5,1996. Associate Technical 
Editor: P. W. Bearman. 

The DPIV Technique 

Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) combines the op
tical flow characterization technique of particle image velocime-
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try (PIV) with digital image processing to yield a rapid, nonin-
trusive method to study flow fields. Like many other velocime-
try techniques, DPIV requires seeding the flow with particles 
that mimic the motion of the liquid. In the case of DPIV, these 
particles fluoresce when exposed to light of a characteristic 
wavelength. This light is provided by a laser whose output is 
manipulated into a light sheet that illuminates a plane of the 
flow field to be studied. To increase processing speed, rather 
than using photographic techniques, DPIV captures the images 
of the fluorescent particles digitally with a charge coupled de
vice (CCD) camera. 

To obtain fluid velocities, two images of the seeded flow 
field are captured digitally at successive points in time, and 
comparison of these images allows the velocity field in the 
system to be constructed. To do this, the flow field is divided 
into smaller interrogation regions that are considered individu
ally. Rather than tracking individual particles, cross correlation 
is used to obtain the average particle displacement of the ensem
ble of particles in an interrogation region from the successive 
flow field images. Computationally, cross correlation is 
achieved with two-dimensional signal processing techniques 
whose speed is enhanced through the use of fast Fourier trans
forms. The fluid velocity is then calculated assuming linear 
displacement over the time interval between the successive im
ages. 

Willert and Gharib (1991) have described DPIV in greater 
detail, focusing on the cross correlation technique and its imple
mentation. The accuracy of DPIV relies on experimentation 
under appropriate conditions. These include a minimum particle 
displacement of two particle diameters, a maximum particle 
displacement of twenty-five percent of the interrogation region 
dimension, minimal out-of-plane displacement, and a minimum 
of five particles in an interrogation region to ensure accurate 
velocity measurements. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
The DPIV apparatus used in this study is a commercial sys

tem acquired from Dantec Measurement Technology. Figure 1 
illustrates the primary components of the apparatus. A continu
ous argon-ion laser is the light source. A light sheet probe 
equipped with a prism converts the beam into a nominal 0.01 
meter thick Ught sheet. Background laser reflections are virtu
ally eliminated with an optical cutoff filter. The thick light sheet 

used in this study reduces the effects of tangential motion that 
carries particles in and out of the plane of study. This effect is 
particularly significant in the impeller region where the tangen
tial velocities are higher than in the rest of the vessel. The 
flow is seeded with approximately 5000 80-micron diameter 
fluorescent spheres in the illuminated plane. The CCD camera 
is placed 1.8 m from the plane of the light sheet. Placement of 
the CCD camera far from the plane of study minimizes errors in 
determination of the axial and radial velocities due to tangential 
movement of particles within the rather thick light sheet. The 
CCD camera captures a 512 by 480 pixel image of the flow 
field. This image is divided into either 16 by 16 or 32 by 32 pixel 
interrogation regions, depending on the expected velocities. An 
8 pixel step size between adjacent interrogation regions is used, 
resulting in fifty percent or seventy-five percent overlap, respec
tively. The two-dimensional DPIV flow field is then represented 
by a discrete flow field containing approximately 3000 velocity 
vectors. Oversampling the velocity field by overlapping the in
terrogation regions provides more velocity vectors which aids 
in the removal of velocity outliers, reinterpolation, and smooth
ing of the velocity field, all of which improve the accuracy of 
the measurements. 

The diameter of the cylindrical, flat-bottomed plexiglass ves
sel used in this work was 0.292 meters. This vessel was placed 
in a square plexiglass tank filled with water to reduce optical 
distortion. The vessel was equipped with four vertical baffles 
that were evenly spaced about the periphery of the vessel. The 
baffle widths were equal to one-twelfth of the vessel diameter. 
The baffles were offset from the vessel wall by a distance equal 
to one-sixth of the baffle width. The Uquid used was water and 
the liquid level was equal to the tank diameter {HIT = 1). The 
three-dimensional, cylindrical vessel could be rotated relative 
to the laser light sheet so that data could be taken in any vertical 
plane. For some experiments the plane of study was located 
midway between the baffles, while for other experiments a plane 
slightly in front of the plane between two baffles was studied. 

Two impellers were studied (refer to Fig. 1). The first was 
the P-4, a four-bladed, forty-five degree pitched-blade turbine 
with a diameter of 0.102 meters {DIT = 0.35). The width of 
the impeller blades was one-fifth of the impeller diameter {Wl 
D = 0.20). This impeller was studied at off-bottom clearances 
of 0.134 meters (C/T = 0.46, C/D = 1.31) and 0.097 meters 
(C/T = 0.33, C/D = 0.94). The second impeller studied was 

Nomenclature 

C = impeller off-bottom clearance, 
measured from the lowest point 
on the impeller to the vessel 
base (m) 

D = impeller diameter (m) 
/ , /i = frequency of large-scale flow 

pattern fluctuations (s ') 
H = total liquid depth (m) 
A' = agitation speed (revolutions per 

second, s"') 
P( / i ) = power spectral density of the 

spatially-averaged vorticity-
time record (—) 

S = ratio of velocity standard devia
tion to time-averaged velocity 
( - ) 

t = time (s) 
T = vessel diameter (m) 
u = velocity in the A:-direction (m/s) 
V = velocity in the y-direction 

(m/s) 
V = velocity vector (m/s) 

W = impeller blade width (m) 
Wl = discrete Fourier transform of the 

spatially-averaged vorticity-time 
record ( - ) 

y = distance above the vessel base (m) 
u = kinematic viscosity (m^/s) 
a = standard deviation in the velocity 

(m/s) 
w = vorticity vector (s~') 

Subscripts 
i = index for x-direction (—) 
/ = total number of interrogation 

regions in the x-direction (—) 
j — index for y-direction ( - ) 
J = total number of interrogation 

regions in the y-direction ( —) 
k = flow field number in the time series 

( - ) 
K = total number of flow fields in the 

time series ( —) 

1 = frequency index 
z = indicates z coordinate (—) 

Operators 

V = vector differential operator 

X = vector cross product operator 
( - ) 

S = summation operator (— ) 
( ) = area average operator ( - ) 

= time average operator ( - ) 
A = difference operator ( - ) 

Acronyms 
CCD = charge coupled device 

DPIV = digital particle image 
velocimetry 

LDV = laser Doppler velocimetry 
PIV = particle image velocimetry 
PSD = power spectral density 
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Figure 1 (top) 

Line 
Conditioner 

Figure 1 (middle) 

Computer 

Printer 

Figure 1 (bottom) 

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus: laser, controls, and CCD camera (top), vessel and computing hardware 
(center), and impellers studied (bottom) 
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a high-efficiency impeller, a Chemineer HE-3 of standard con
struction with a diameter of 0.114 meters (D/T = 0.39). This 
impeller was studied only at an off-bottom clearance of 0.097 
meters {CIT = 0.33, CID = 0.84). Operation at speeds of 
either 0.6 or 1 s^' (36 or 60 rpm) yielded impeller Reynolds 
numbers (ND^Iv) ranging from 6,190 to 13,100, the lower end 
of the turbulent regime. 

The successive images for DPIV analysis were captured using 
a time delay of 0.033 seconds between the images (this corre
sponds to the standard video timing rate). This delay was appro
priate for the relatively low velocities encountered in this work. 
The highest impeller tip speed used was 0.36 m/s, and the 
maximum fluid velocities would be only a fraction of this value. 
Further, a series of image pairs was taken to study the transient 
behavior of the flow field. Series of either 64 or 1024 image 
pairs were taken. The successive image pairs were separated 
by a time delay of approximately 11 seconds for the 64 image 
pair series and 1.3 seconds for the 1024 image pairs series. This 
yielded time records of 700 or 1330 seconds (11.7 or 22.2 
minutes). Time series analysis was performed only on the data 
sets obtained with the faster sampling rate (with a delay of 1.3 
seconds between successive image pairs). Since this sampling 
rate is approximately 30 times faster than the fastest transients 
observed in the flow field, aliasing errors are not likely to be 
significant. To further verify that aliasing did not influence the 
results and that the observed changes in flow pattern were not 
associated with blade passage, a set separate of experiments 
was performed. These experiments used a much shorter time 
delay of 0.167 seconds between successive image pairs. These 
results are discussed in the section Blade Passage Effects. 

Data Analysis 
Computational options following measurement of the series 

of two-dimensional velocity fields include calculation of the 
time-averaged velocity field, calculation of quantities such as 
vorticity and the standard deviation in the velocity, and the 
construction of one-dimensional time series. 

The time-averaged velocity components at a point i,] in the 
flow field are calculated in the following manner. 

1 
D,-

1 
(1) 

Here u and v are the velocities in the A:-direction and the y-
direction, respectively, i and /' denote the x and y locations in 
the flow field, k denotes the A:th flow field in the time series, 
and K is the total number of near-instantaneous flow fields 
measured. Note that the cylindrical coordinates, with radial, 
tangential, and axial components, typically used to describe 
flow in agitated vessels have been replaced by a planar coordi
nate system since the DPIV technique provides a near-instanta
neous, two-dimensional flow field in the plane illuminated by 
the laser light sheet. In this planar coordinate system, the x 
coordinate replaces the radial coordinate and the y coordinate 
replaces the axial' coordinate (with the y position measured 
relative to the base of the vessel). The z coordinate, which will 
be important relative to the calculation of vorticity, is normal 
to the illuminated plane of study. 

The standard deviation in the velocity at any point in the 
flow field, a-ij, can also be calculated. 

<^ij = I («̂ ,* +1'̂ ,*) - - A 1 . {uu + vh^y^r (2) K 

This velocity standard deviation is a measure of the energy 
contained in the fluctuating velocities in the flow field. The ratio 
of the standard deviation and the magnitude of the average 
velocity, often termed the coefficient of variation. 

Su 
(^ij 

4ufj + vu 
(3) 

provides an indication of the local stability of the flow. 
Vorticity is the curl of the velocity vector (w = V X v) and 

characterizes the rotation of fluid elements in the flow field. 
Vorticity is a vector with a characteristic direction normal to 
the plane in which rotation occurs (as determined by the right-
hand rule). For a two-dimensional flow field such as that ob
tained by DPIV, this directional aspect can simply be described 
by the sense (sign) of the vorticity. Positive vorticity (directed 
out of the plane of observation) corresponds to counterclock
wise rotation while negative vorticity (directed into the plane 
of observation) corresponds to clockwise rotation. Given a near-
instantaneous, two-dimensional {x-y) velocity field at time step 
k, the z-component of vorticity at the point i,j in the flow field 

(.^ij.k)z = 
dV: 

dx dy 
(4) 

can be calculated from the discrete velocity fields using finite 
difference approximations of the derivatives. The spatially-aver
aged vorticity of the A:th near-in,stantaneous velocity field, (a;)*, 
is calculated as follows. 

1 
<w)i = — X X (^ij.t)z (5) 

This yields a one-dimensional time series of the spatially-aver
aged vorticity of the near-instantaneous velocity fields. As will 
be seen, the spatially-averaged vorticities of near-symmetric 
flow fields are approximately zero, while the spatially-averaged 
vorticities of asymmetric flow fields have large magnitudes. A 
high positive spatially-averaged vorticity indicates that there are 
more (or larger) counterclockwise circulation loops, while a 
high negative spatially-averaged vorticity indicates that there 
are more (or larger) clockwise circulation loops. 

The time series of the spatially-averaged vorticity is then 
further analyzed by calculating the power spectral density func
tion (PSD), P ( / i ) , which identifies the dominant frequencies 
of the time series. The power spectral density is determined 
from the discrete Fourier transform of the spatially-averaged 
vorticity, Wi. 

W, I {tj},e'''"" I = 0, ,K - (6) 

P(A) -2l\W,\ \W,-

1, 2, 
K 

- 1 
KAt 

(7) 

/i represents frequency (note that i^ = - 1 in Eq. (6), not the 
A:-direction index as in other equations). The discrete Fourier 
transform is calculated using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
algorithm after applying a Welch window to the time series of 
(a;)t. These algorithms are described by Press et al. (1992). 

Comparison of DPIV and LDV Data 
Since the DPIV technique has not been previously used to 

study flow fields in agitated vessels, a comparison between 
DPIV and a more traditional measurement technique is war
ranted. Figure 2 compares the time-averaged (over the series 
of 64 image pairs) DPIV flow field with the LDV flow field 
reported by Lee (1994). Lee's data was taken in a 0.145-meter 
diameter vessel, and all length ratios (D/T, C/T, H/T, etc.) 
were approximately equal to those of this study. The DPIV flow 
field was obtained at a speed of 0.6 s"' (36 rpm; impeller 
Reynolds number of 6,190), while Lee's data was taken at a 
speed of 8.33 s"' (500 rpm; impeller Reynolds number of 
21,500). The LDV data was taken in the plane of two baffles. 
Since Ught scattering by the baffles prevents data acquisition in 
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LDV Data Time Averaged DPIV Data 

Tip Speed 

Fig. 2 Comparison of tlie normalized time-averaged velocity fields of a 
pitched-blade turbine as determined by LDV (left) and DPIV (right) 

this leads to inaccuracies in measuring the lower velocities out
side of the impeller outflow region because the small displace
ments of these particles would not be accurately measured given 
the spatial resolution of the digital technique. Since the entire 
flow field is required for the following instability analysis, a 
compromise is necessary. However, given the differences ob
served between the LDV and DPIV techniques, a direct compar
ison of these methods on the same agitated vessel is warranted 
(recall that two different vessels were used in the present com
parison). 

DPIV Study of Flow Instability 

The DPIV flow pattern shown in Fig. 2 is the average of 64 
near-instantaneous flow fields taken over a period of 700 sec
onds (11.7 minutes). The DPIV flow pattern and that found by 
LDV are clearly very similar. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the 
near-instantaneous flow fields determined by DPIV are more 
complex than the time-averaged flow field of Fig. 2. In general, 
any near-instantaneous flow field may look very little like the 
time-averaged flow field. The following study of flow pattern 
instability was performed at a speed of 1 s ' (60 rpm), with 

the baffle plane, DPIV data was taken directly in front and 
behind the baffle plane and averaged to yield an approximation 
of the baffle plane behavior. Both flow fields of Fig. 2 have 
been normalized with respect to impeller tip speed to account 
for the differences between the absolute velocities of the two 
experimental systems. The areas of the flow fields have also 
been scaled to the same size for this side-by-side comparison. 

The two flow fields of Fig. 2 demonstrate good qualitative 
agreement between the DPIV and LDV measurement tech
niques. Previously, Fasano and Bakker (1993) have shown that 
the velocity fields determined by PIV are comparable to those 
predicted by computational fluid mixing simulation with LDV-
prescribed impeller boundary conditions. The highest velocities 
in both flow fields are in the impeller outflow which has a 
relatively large radial velocity component. This flow impinges 
on the vessel wall which leads to reversed (radially inward) 
flow at the base of the vessel. Thus, the overall flow field can 
be described as a double figure eight, with flow loops beside 
and below the impeller. One qualitative difference between the 
two flow fields is the location of the centers of the circulation 
loops. This may be due to small differences in the geometries 
of the two experimental systems. In particular, the DPIV vessel 
of this study had a small gap between the wall and the baffles, 
while the vessel of Lee's LDV study used baffles that were 
flush with the wall. 

Figure 3 is a more quantitative comparison of the axial and 
radial velocities measured by the DPIV and LDV techniques. 
Again, all velocities are normalized with respect to impeller tip 
speed, y represents the distance between the measurement point 
and the base of the vessel, and H represents the total liquid 
height. Also, negative axial velocities are directed downwards 
in the vessel. Although there are differences in the velocities 
determined by the two techniques, the quantitative agreement 
is reasonable except for the highest velocities in the impeller 
outflow region {ylH = 0.4). The magnitudes of these highest 
velocities are greater for LDV than for DPIV. The lower veloci
ties of DPIV may be due to out-of-plane movement of the 
fastest particles caused by the tangential flow in the impeller 
discharge. Also, the LDV technique may have a bias towards 
higher velocities since during a certain time period more parti
cles will pass through the measurement volume if the velocity 
is high than when the velocity is low (Lee, 1994). 

The accuracy of the DPIV data in the impeller outflow region 
can be improved by limiting the effect of out-of-plane particle 
displacement by using shorter time delays between the two 
digital images that are used to construct the flow field. However, 

3 LDV AXIAL —DPIV AXIAL • LDV RADIAL - ' D P I V RADIAL 

y/H = 0.6 

a • . I 

a 
• 

• • 
• 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

DIMEKSIONLESS RADIAL POBITION (2x/D) 

flQure 3 (mlddlo) 

DIMENSIONLESS RADIAL POSITION (2x/D) 

Figure 3 (bottom) 

DIMENSIONLESS RADIAL POSITION (2x/D) 

Fig. 3 Comparison of LDV and DPIV normalized time-averaged veloci
ties: ylH = 0.6 (top), ylH - 0.4 (center), and ylH = 0.2 (bottom) 
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(a) 

P-4 - 60 RPM - Vort = -0.005 1 la 
(b) 
P-4 - 60 RPM - Vort = +0.039 1/s 

(c) 
P-4 - 60 RPIM - Vort = 0.133 1/s 

(d) 
P-4-60 RPM-Vort = 

Fig. 4 Near-instantaneous DPIV velocity fields: (a) symmetric; {b) near 
symmetric with less structure; (c) and {d) asymmetric 

the plane of study being located midway between the baffles 
for the pitched-blade turbine and slightly in front of the baffle 
plane for the HE-3 impeller. A series of 1024 near-instantaneous 
flow fields was obtained over a period of 1330 seconds (22.2 
minutes). The instability of the flow field introduces the prob
lem of analyzing this transient phenomenon, and a number of 
approaches were considered. 

The spatially-averaged velocity in the plane of study was 
found to fluctuate with time, with some fluctuations being 
greater than ten percent of the mean (time-averaged) velocity. 
Figure 5 presents the standard deviation of velocity, a, and the 
ratio of the velocity standard deviation to the time-averaged 
velocity, S (again with the pitched-blade turbine at C/T = 0.46; 
the corresponding time-averaged DPIV velocity field was pre
viously presented in Fig. 2) . The standard deviation of velocity 
can be seen to be largest in the impeller outflow. However, 
since the velocities are also high in this region, the relative 
instability of the flow (as expressed by the ratio of the velocity 
standard deviation to the time-averaged velocity) is rather low 
in this region. There are three regions of the flow field that are 
particularly unstable. The first region is near the liquid surface 
where the velocities are very low and the flow direction is not 
well-defined (i.e., the flow changes direction, typically being 
directed radially-inward, but sometimes being directed radially-
outward). A second region of flow instability is the center of 
rotation in the upper flow loop of the flow field. Although the 
standard deviation of velocity is low in this region, the velocities 
are also low. This, and the mobile nature of the center of rotation 
make this region unstable. The third region of instability is the 
boundary between the upper and lower flow loops, including 
the region where the wall meets the base of the vessel. The 
velocities in this region are high, indicating that the boundary 
between the flow loops is mobile, similar to the center of rota
tion of the upper flow loop. 

The parameter that yielded the best analysis of the transient 
flow field was vorticity. Figure 6 is a plot of the vorticity field 
associated with the time-averaged DPIV velocity field of Fig. 
2 (the pitched-blade turbine with C/T = 0.46). This field has 
four regions of high vorticity. The discharge flow to the right 
of the impeller rotates counterclockwise, and therefore has a 

Fig. 5(a) Velocity standard deviation of the pitched-blade turbine 
SID/AvVe{ 

Fig. 5ib) Ratio of the velocity standard deviation to the time-averaged 
velocity of the pitched-blade turbine 

positive vorticity. Conversely, the discharge flow to the left of 
the impeller rotates clockwise and has a negative vorticity. The 
flows returning to the impeller from below also have high vortic
ity. The flow to the right rotates clockwise and has a negative 

Time Averaged D-PIV Data - P-4 - 60 RPM 

Vorticity 
1.0000(1/8) 
0.8571 

0.7143 
0.5714 
0.4286 
0.2867 
0.1429 
0.0000 

-0.1429 
-0.2867 
-0.4286 
-0.5714 
-0.7143 
-0.8571 
-1.0000 

Fig. 6 Vorticity field corresponding to the time-averaged DPIV velocity 
field of Fig, 2 
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Fig. 7(a) 
Fig. 7{b) 

Fig. 7(c) Fig. 7(d) 

Fig. 7 Vorticity fields corresponding to the near-instantaneous DPIV velocity fields of Fig. 4 

vorticity, and the flow to the left rotates counterclockwise and 
has a positive vorticity. 

Figure 7 presents the near-instantaneous vorticity fields corre
sponding to the velocity fields of Fig. 4. The spatially-averaged 
vorticity of Fig. 7(a) is approximately zero because the near-
instantaneous flow field is nearly symmetric (refer to Fig. 
4 (a ) ) . The flow field of Fig. 4(^) is nearly symmetric, but less 
structured than that of Fig. 4(fl). In this case the spatially-
averaged vorticity has a relatively small magnitude, but is not 
zero (refer to Fig. 7(b)). The near-instantaneous velocity field 
of Fig. 4(c) has a large positive spatially-averaged vorticity 
because the large region of positive vorticity to the right of the 
impeller dominates the smaller region of negative vorticity to 
the left of the impeller (refer to Fig. 7(c)) . Conversely, the 
spatially-averaged vorticity of the near-instantaneous flow field 
of Fig. 4{d) is negative because the large region of negative 
vorticity to the left of the impefler dominates the smaller region 
of positive vorticity to the right of the impeller (refer to Fig. 
7(d)). 

A portion of the time record of the spatially-averaged vortic
ity is shown in Fig. 8 (note that only 200 out of a total of more 
than 1200 seconds is shown to avoid compression of the data 
that obscures the oscillations between periods of positive and 
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Fig. 8 Time record of the spatially-averaged vorticity of the pitched-
blade turbine (C/T = 0.46) 
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Fig. 9 Power spectral density (PSD) of the time record of the spatially-
averaged vorticity of the pitched-blade turbine {C/T = 0.46) 

0.0E+ 00 

Period = 88 seconds = 88 revolutions 
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0.00 0.06 0.10 0.15 

FREQUENCY (S ' -1 | 

0.20 

Fig. 11 Power spectral density of the time record of the spatially-aver
aged vorticity of the pitched-blade turbine at a lower off-bottom clear
ance {C/T = 0.33) 

negative vorticity). Although the periods vary, including some 
very quick oscillations, there is a rather ordered oscillation be
tween periods of positive spatially-averaged vorticity and peri
ods of negative spatially-averaged vorticity. 

The power spectral density (PSD) of the spatially-averaged 
vorticity, obtained using Fourier transforms, is shown in Fig. 
9. This indicates that the dominant frequency of the fluctuations 
is 0.025 s~' (which corresponds to a period of 40 seconds). 
This frequency is lower than, but of similar magnitude as, the 
frequencies of macro-instability of a pitched-blade turbine re
ported by Bruha et al, (1994, 1995). They found that the fre
quency of flow pattern fluctuations in water at an impeller off-
bottom clearance equal to one-half of the vessel diameter (C/ 
T = 0.5) could be correlated in the following manner. 

/ = -0.032 + 0.040iV (8) 

For the impeller speed of this work (1 s~'), this equation pre
dicts a frequency of 0.008 s"' (a period of 125 seconds). The 
disagreement between the predicted frequency and the experi
mental value is most likely due to extrapolation of the equation 
(i.e., the slower speed of this study relative to those used by 
Bruha et al. (1 s"' relative to 3.33 to 8.33 s" ' ) ) . Also, the 
pitched-blade turbine of this study had four blades, while that 
used by Bruha et al. had six blades. 

600 800 

TIME (SI 

1,000 1,200 

Fig. 12 Time record of the spatially-averaged vorticity of the high-effi
ciency impeller {C/T = 0.33) 

0.1 m/s 0.1 m/s 

Fig. 10 Time-averaged velocity field of the pitched-blade turbine at a 
lower off-bottom clearance {C/T = 0.33) 

Fig. 13 Near-instantaneous velocity field of the high-efficiency impeller 
illustrating quick return and full circulation flow loops 
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Fig. 14 Near-instantaneous velocity fields of the pitclied-blade turbine talten during blade passage 

The time-averaged velocity field of the pitched-blade turbine 
at the lower clearance {CIT = 0.33; also at a rotational speed 
of 1 s"') is shown in Fig. 10. In this instance the discharge 
flow reaches the base of the vessel rather than impinging on 
the vessel wall as was observed at the higher off-bottom clear
ance {CIT = 0.46). However, there is a small region of upflow 
directly below the impeller. This flow field is more typical of 
axial-flow impellers. The power spectral density of the spatially-
averaged vorticity of the pitched-blade turbine at this lower 
clearance is shown in Fig. 11. In this instance, the maximum 
in this function is not well-defined, but peaks are found at 
frequencies of 0.0114 and 0.0071 s"' (periods of 88 and 141 
seconds, respectively). The lack of a clear maximum in the 
power spectral density of the spatially-averaged vorticity may 
indicate that the flow field of the pitched-blade turbine is more 
stable at the lower clearance. This would agree with visual 
observation of the flow and the results of Chappie and Kresta 
(1993). Also, these peak frequencies are more comparable to 
those observed by Bruha et al. (1994, 1995). 

The time-averaged velocity field of the HE-3 impeller (stud
ied at a rotational speed of I s"' and CIT = 0.33), is very 
similar to that of the pitched-blade turbine at the lower clearance 
(refer to Fig. 10). However, the time-averaged velocity field 
of the HE-3 impeller is more axial than that of the pitched-
blade turbine, with no region of upflow directly below the im
peller. The time record of the spatially-averaged vorticity of the 
HE-3 flow field is shown in Fig. 12. This vorticity time series 
and the corresponding power spectral density (not shown in a 
figure) indicate that a very clear peak frequency occurs at 
0.00301 s"' (a period of 332 seconds). 

The periodicity in the flow field of the HE-3 impeller is far 
more apparent than that of the pitched-blade impeller. The pe
riod is also much longer. As illustrated in Fig. 13, visual inspec
tion of the near-instantaneous velocity fields of the HE-3 impel
ler gives insight into this phenomenon. This particular flow field 
can be seen to be highly asymmetric which is indicated by a 
large positive vorticity. In the terminology of Winardi and Na-
gase (1991) this flow field exhibits quick return (the short flow 
loop below and to the left of the impeller) and full circulation 
(the long flow loop to the right of the impeller that crosses the 
top of the vessel and returns to the upper left of the impeller). 
Visual observation of the flow indicates that this flow asymme
try is very persistent, if not permanent, and slowly precesses 
around the vessel. 

Blade Passage Effects 
A concern that arises when studying transient phenomena in 

agitated vessels is the effect of blade passage on the flow field. 
Since the periods of the transients observed in this study are 
much longer than those associated with blade passage, it is 
unlikely that the transients are due to blade passage. However, 
if the asymmetry in the flow fields would arise from the high 
frequency blade passage, they might still show up as low fre
quencies in the current measurements due to aliasing. To experi

mentally validate that the observed asymmetries are not related 
to blade passage, near-instantaneous velocity fields were ob
tained with the pitched-blade turbine (C/7" = 0.46) during blade 
passage through the plane of study (this requires a significantly 
faster sampling frequency than used in the preceding analysis). 
Three of these velocity fields taken during one blade passage 
are shown in Fig. 14. Although there are minor differences in 
the flow fields, it is apparent that blade passage does not strongly 
influence the asymmetries present in the flow field. 

Conclusions 

Comparison of DPIV and LDV velocity fields indicates that 
digital particle image velocimetry is a reliable technique for 
studying flow in agitated vessels. A novel application of DPIV 
to the study of instability in the flow fields produced by a 
pitched-blade turbine and a high-efficiency impeller illustrates 
the further potential of the DPIV technique. Specifically, time 
series analysis of the spatially-averaged vorticity of the flow 
fields of these impellers indicates that transients with time scales 
corresponding to forty to over three hundred impeller revolu
tions are present. Further, these transients were found to not 
depend on impeller blade passage. These results have important 
implications for computational modeling because descriptions 
of agitated vessels that are based on time-averaged flow fields 
with superimposed turbulence may not accurately capture the 
mixing associated with these low-frequency phenomena. Future 
studies will include further characterization of the transients, 
specifically the influence of impeller type, system geometry, 
and operating conditions. It is also critical that the origins of 
the transients and their influence on mixing performance, sub
jects that have previously received litde attention, be the focus 
of future work. 
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Visualization Measurement and 
Numerical Analysis of Internal 
Flow in Cross-Flow Fan 
Measurements of the internal flow velocity distributions in a cross-flow fan were 
made by particle-tracking velocimetry ( PTV). The flow paths (pathlines ) were photo- 
graphed using a digital camera and analyzed using a computer program developed 
by Tsurusaki and Urata (1989) in order to obtain the velocity distributions. From 
the velocity distributions, the vorticity distributions were calculated and the vorticity 
supply and diffusion in the eccentric vortex region was discussed based on an axisym- 
metric vortex model. A numerical simulation was carried out using a random walk 
model. The work done by the impeller was also discussed based on the measured 
velocity distributions. 

Introduction 
Cross-flow fans (CFF) are widely used for industrial equip- 

ments and household electric appliances like air curtains, air 
conditioners, and heaters. A design method for CFFs, however, 
has not yet been well established because of the complexity of 
the internal flow. The structure of the internal flow can be 
divided into two regions. One region is composed of completely 
closed streamlines and is termed the "eccentric vortex or recir- 
culating region." The other region consists of inflow and out- 
flow and is called here the "through-flow region." 

Many experimental and theoretical studies have been con- 
ducted in order to improve CFF performance. Porter and Mark- 
land (1970) measured the internal flow using a hot-wire probe 
and flow visualization, and obtained useful information per- 
taining to casing design. Murata and Nishihara (1975) also 
studied the effect of the casing on CFF performance, and de- 
rived a relationship between the performance curve and the 
internal flow condition. Mazur and Singh (1987) classified the 
energy loss in the CFF based on measurements of the flow 
velocity. Ilberg and Sadeh (1965), and Ikegami and Murata 
(1966) developed basic theories regarding the eccentric vortex 
structure in CFFs. 

Concerning the generation of the eccentric vortex, Yamafuji 
(1975) observed the internal flow and showed that the eccentric 
vortex was closely related to vortices shed from the impeller 
blades. Lajos (1975) derived a quantitative relationship between 
the blade circulation and the shed vortex strength from flow 
measurements. It must be true that the vorticity is supplied into 
the recirculating region by the impeller. However, there should 
be a mechanism which "removes" the vorticity from the recir- 
culating region: otherwise the vorticity accumulates and eventu- 
ally the flow breaks down. In numerical simulations of CFF 
flow, such as those by Okamoto et al. (1991), Takushima and 
Iizuka (1992), and Kitagawa et al. (1992), it is assumed that 
shed vortices "decay." 

In the present paper, we postulate that the strength of the 
eccentric vortex is determined by the mechanisms of vorticity 
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supply from the blades and vorticity diffusion from the recircu- 
lating region. This area has not been studied before. The experi- 
mental results are used to study the diffusion process as well 
as the work done by the impeller in the recirculating and 
through-flow regions. 

Experimental Apparatus and Method of Measurement 

Experimental Apparatus. A transparent CFF model is in- 
stalled in a rectangular water tank (700 × 700 × 280 ram) 
made of acrylic resin, as shown in Fig. 1. The top of the CFF 
is covered by a transparent plate in order to maintain two- 
dimensional flow. The CFF casing and the impeller specifica- 
tions are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, respectively. The impeller 
is driven by a motor attached to the bottom plate of the tank. 
The flow rate is adjusted using perforated plates at the inlet and 
the outlet of the casing. 

Particle-tracking velocimetry (PTV) is used to measure the 
internal flow of the CFF. Silver polystyrene particles 0.7 mm 
in diameter are used as tracers, and the density of water in the 
tank is adjusted so that it is equal to the particle density by 
adding salt to the water. Halogen lamps at points Hi, H2, and 
H3 are used as light sources as shown in Fig. 1. The halogen 
lamps illuminate the measurement section, which is perpendicu- 
lar to the impeller shaft, through red cellophane films and a slit 
6 mm wide. Flash units are placed at points $1 and $2, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Red cellophane films are attached to the lens of Sa. 
These flash units are connected to a digital camera through a 
delay circuit. 

Method of Measurement. The CFF flow field is very sen- 
sitive to obstacles. Therefore, measurements using a probe 
should be carried out carefully. Here, PTV has an advantage 
over other methods involving a probe. However, few studies 
have been carried out using PTV in a CFF flow field. 

Flow velocity measurements are carried out at the midpoint 
of the impeller width. The rotational speed of the impeller is 
maintained at 50 ± 0.5 rpm. 

The measurement section is illuminated by red light from the 
halogen lamps. S~ emits a flash of white light immediately after 
the shutter of the digital camera opens, $2 emits a flash of red 
light after 19.7 ms, and then the shutter closes. A pathline image 
is composed of a bright white initial point, a bright red terminal 
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus for water flow visualization 
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Fig. 2 Casing of cross-flow fan 

point and a red line between these two points. As shown in Fig. 
1, the pathline images are stored in the memory of  the digital 
camera, then transferred to the color frame buffer board (640 
× 400 pixels, 256 intensity levels)  of a personal computer.  The 
image data are recorded on a hard disk. 

Table 1 Impeller specifications 

Outer diameter 86 mm 
Inner diameter 68 mm 
Number of blades 38 
Blade angle fll = 100° 
Blade height 72 mm 

/~2 = 2 0  ° 

The CFF flow field is divided into five or six regions, and 
about fifty pictures are taken for each region. The velocities 
obtained from these pictures at different t imes are superposed 
and averaged in order to obtain an ensemble  averaged flow 
field. The flow field is reconstructed from the divided regions. 

Data Processing 

Analysis of Pathline Image. The initial and terminal points 
of the pathlines are determined based on the intensity of the 
pixels which comprise the pathline using a computer  program 
developed by Tsurusaki and Urata  (1989) .  The velocity is cal- 
culated from the measured distance between these two points 
and the measurement  time. The initial point is determined based 
on the criteria that the total intensity of  R ( red) ,  G (green) ,  
and B (b lue)  lights is higher  than a threshold value, and the 
intensities of R, G, and B are almost  the same. The terminal 
point is determined based on the criterion that the intensity of 
R is higher  than a threshold value. These threshold values are 
determined empirically. 

Analysis of Velocity Field. To analyze the velocity field, 
a square grid system with a mesh width of 7 m m  (8% of the 
impeller  diameter)  is used. The velocity at a grid point is ob- 
tained by averaging the velocity data within the grid. The values 
of the stream function and vorticity are determined by integrat- 
ing and differentiating the velocities, respectively. The flow 
coefficient of  the CFF is defined as 

dp = Q/u2d2,  (1 )  

where Q is the flow rate per  unit  axial length determined by 
integrating the normal velocities at the CFF inlet (see Fig. 2, 
Suct ion) .  

Representation of Impeller. To facilitate the calculation 
of vorticity supply into the recirculating region, the impeller  is 
represented by a circular actuator with radius rm = ( r l  + ? '2)/  
2. Since there should be no normal  velocity difference across 

N o m e n c l a t u r e  

d2 = outer diameter  of impeller  
Q = flow rate per unit axial length 
r = radial distance from impeller  cen- 

ter 
R = radial distance from eccentric vor- 

tex center 
s = vorticity source strength 
T = moment  
u = peripheral velocity of  impeller 
v = velocity of fluid 
y = vortex sheet strength of actuator 

impeller 
F = eccentric vortex circulation (plus 

sign denotes impeller  rotation di- 
rect ion) 

AF~ = shed vortex circulation (plus sign 
denotes impeller rotation direc- 
t ion) 

A H  = local head of impeller 
A ~  = local head coefficient of impeller  

0 = impeller  peripheral coordinate 
® = eccentric vortex peripheral coordi- 

nate 
u = kinematic viscosity 

u* = effective kinematic viscosity 
,o = density of fluid 
7- = shearing stress 
4, = flow coefficient 

-- head coefficient 
aJ = vorticity 
f~ = angular velocity of  impeller  

Subscripts 
c = through-flow 
m = midpoint  of impeller  blade 
p = Pitot tube measurement  
r = radial direction 
v = eccentric vortex 
0 = impeller peripheral coordinate 

® = eccentric vortex peripheral 
coordinate 

T = shearing stress 
1 = impeller inner radius 
2 = impeller outer radius 
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Fig. 3 Explanation of eccentric vortex (hatched area) 

the actuator impeller, the actuator can be represented by the 
vortex distribution 

7 VOmii ~ % n (2) 

where Vgi„„ and UB„„ are the circumferential velocities on the outer 
and inner surfaces of the actuator impeller, respectively. These 
velocities are obtained as follows. First, the velocities at r = 2̂ 
and r = ri are determined by extrapolating the velocities at the 
grid points. Then, %„„ and Vs,m are estimated by considering 
angular momentum conservation. 

From the law of conservation of circulation, we find that the 
total circulation shed from the actuator impeller per unit time 
is 

Ar„ = -u„,idy/d9)Ae, (3) 

where u,,, is the peripheral velocity of the actuator impeller. 

Results of Measurements 

Accuracy of PTV. The accuracy of the PTV used here was 
examined by comparing the velocities measured using the PTV 
and a Pilot tube at the CFF exit (see Fig. 2, Discharge). The 
velocity, averaged over the CFF exit, obtained using the PTV 
was about 6 percent smaller than that obtained using the Pitot 
tube. 

We now investigate the relationship between the vorticity 
and circulation in the CFF flow field. The circulation around 
the eccentric vortex, shown by the hatched circle in Fig. 3, 
should be equal to the sum of the integral of the vorticity in 
the hatched area and the impeller blade circulation. This is 
expressed as 

(b Vsds = ujdA + I yr,„d&- (4) 

The left-hand side of Eq. (4) is calculated using the velocities 
at the grid points, and the first and second terms on the right-
hand side are obtained by integrating the measured vorticity 
and vortex sheet strength, respectively. As shown in Table 2, 
the experimental results corresponding to the left-hand side of 
Eq. (4) agree well with those corresponding to the right-hand 
side. Therefore, we conclude that the PTV is useful and the 
measurements are internally consistent. 

Table 2 Nondimensional circulations (divided by riu-i) 

' v,ds J u}dA L : y,..dd 

J ojdA + 
Sl'yr,je 

0.68 
0.36 

6,05 
7.07 

0.29 
0.39 

2.97 ± 0.45 
3.68 ± 0.86 

3.13 
3.62 

0.15 
0.21 

6.10 
7.30 

0.47 
0.89 

(a) 0 =0.68 (b) 0 =0.36 

Fig. 4 Measured streamiines 

Streamlines and Vorticity Distribution. Figure 4 shows 
the streamlines obtained from the velocities measured at the 
grid points, for (j) = 0.68 and 0.36. An eccentric vortex is 
observed clearly at both flow rates. The center of the eccentric 
vortex moves towards the rear casing (see Fig. 2) , and the area 
of the recirculating region increases as the flow rate decreases. 
Figure 5 shows the vorticity distributions. The vorticity is high
est at the center of the eccentric vortex, and decreases in the 
radial direction. 

The performance of a CFF depends on the Reynolds number 
for Re < 5000, where Re = U2clv, and c is a blade chord 
(Nakamura, 1985). Some commercial CFFs, however, are oper
ated at Re < 3000 due to fan noise problems (Nakamura, 1985). 
The present experimental results obtained at Re = 2000 will 
differ from results obtained at different Reynolds numbers. 
However, the model for vorticity supply and diffusion described 
in the next section is applicable for different Reynolds numbers. 

Vorticity Supply and Diffusion in Eccentric Vortex 

Figure 6 shows the vorticity distributions plotted against ra
dius R along fines 1-6 defined in the illustration. Figures 6(a) 
and (i(b) show that the measured data fall on a single curve 
irrespective of the directions of lines 1-6. The vorticity de
creases linearly from point Rlr2 = 0 to point Rlr2 = 0.4, but 
the gradient of that curve changes beyond Rlr2 = 0.4. This 
point is denoted as Ri/r2. In Fig. 6, R2 denotes the radius of 
a circle with the same area as the measured eccentric vortex 
(excluding the impeller area). 

Here we consider vorticity diffusion using an axisymmetric 
vortex model which represents the eccentric vortex. As shown 
in Fig. 7(a) , the vortex model consists of two layers of circular 
vortices within 0 < R < Ri and /?i < R < R2. The impeUer is 
represented by an actuator with radius r,„. In the steady axisym-

(a) ?4 =0.68 (b) «4 =0.36 

Fig. 5 l\^easured vorticity distributions 
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Fig. 6 Vorticity distributions 

metric vortex model, the vorticity transport equation is given 
by 

(u* /R)O(ROco/OR) /OR =' - s ,  (5) 

in the coordinate system (R, ®) shown in Fig. 7(a) ,  where u* 
is the effective kinematic viscosity and " s "  is the vorticity 
source strength or vorticity supply from the impeller. 

We now distribute the shed vorticity instantaneously in the 
dark ring AR as shown in Fig. 7(a) .  Then the vorticity source 
strength " s "  is given by 

27rRAR.s  = 2AF~ = - 2 u m ( d y / d O ) A O ,  

where 2AF~ is the total circulation shed from the actuator, and 
AF~ is given by Eq. (3). 

The measured distribution of y, as shown in Fig. 8, is approxi- 
mated by the broken lines in Fig. 7(b).  Then, from the above 
equation, the vorticity source strength " s "  is given by 

s] = (Um/TrR)(y2 - y3) /2Ri  = At/TrR 

(0 < R  < R t ) ,  ( 6 a )  

$2 = ( U m / T r R ) ( ' Y t  - -  T 2  + 3/3 - -  " 7 4 ) / 2 ( R 2  - -  R l )  = A 2 / T r R  

(Rt < R < R2). ( 6 b )  

Assuming that the vorticity at the eccentric vortex center is 
finite, the vorticities are obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6) as 

cut(R) = A i (R i  - R)/Tru* + Ct (0 < R < Rl ) ,  

(7a) 

ctuator 

~/] Y2 

i ! ". 
i ! 
1 ! -, y~ 

i :,R, iR, i ' ,  
L R; I R2 'l 

Vortex L'I 
CeNter 

~0 

(a) Two-layer model of eccentric vortex (b) Approximation of vortex sheet strength 
distribution 

Fig. 7 Vorticity diffusion model of eccentric vortex 
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Fig. 8 Measured vortex sheet strength of actuator (4) = 0.68) 

wz(R) = A2(R2 - R)lTru*2 + C2 In (R) + C3 

(Rt < R < R2). (7b) 
The unknown factors u*, u*, Ct, C2 and C3 are determined 

by the following conditions. 

(1) The vorticity transport flux (27ru*ROw/OR) is continu- 
ous atR = Rt. 

(2) The vorticity is continuous at R = Rt. 
(3) The vorticity at R = R2 is given by the value measured 

(averaged) on the circle at R = R2. 
(4) and (5) 
Circulations F 1 and F2 are given by the surface integrals of 

the vorticity (Fig. 6) measured within the circles with radii R1 
and R2 as 

:? Ft = 27r w t ( R ) R d R ,  

£ F2 = 27r cv2(R)RdR. 
I 

The measured parameters and effective kinematic viscosity 
coefficients are tabulated in Table 3. The vorticity distributions 
given by Eq. (7) are shown by the solid lines in Fig. 6. The 
peripheral velocity ve~ is obtained from Eq. (7) as 

vo~(R) = ( l / R )  cv(R)RdR. (8) 

The values of vo~ obtained using Eq. (8) are shown by the 
thick solid line in Fig. 9. They are in good agreement with the 
measured values. The effective kinematic viscosity obtained 
here is 200-900 times greater than the molecular kinematic 
viscosity u = 1.31 × 10 -6 m 2 / s  (water at 10°C). This large 
value is caused by very strong mixing in the CFF. In the wake 
of a compressor, Gallimore and Cumpsty (1986) reported that 
the effective kinematic viscosity was about 400-800 times 
greater than the molecular kinematic viscosity. 

N u m e r i c a l  A n a l y s i s  U s i n g  R a n d o m  W a l k  M o d e l  

The two-dimensional potential flow in the CFF is computed 
using the singularity method as follows. The casing, suction 
(see Fig. 2) and blades are represented by vortex distributions, 
and the discharge by a vortex-source distribution. Vortices shed 
from the blades are represented by point vortices. The strengths 
of vortices and sources on the boundaries are determined by 
the following conditions. The normal components of induced 
velocities are zero at the surfaces of the casing and blades 
(relative normal velocities), and uniform at suction, and the 
tangential components are zero at discharge. The details of this 
method were described by Kitagawa et al. (1992). 
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Table 3 Measured parameters of eccentric vortex 

Ri R2 Fi F2 v~ v~ 
& (m) (m) (m2/s) (mi/s) (m2/s) (m2/s) 

0.68 0.0172 0.0284 0.0208 ± 0.0021 0.0131 ± 0.0036 0.00035 ± 0.00009 0.00120 ± 0.0016 
0.57 0.0172 0.0303 0.0225 ± 0.0021 0.0166 2 0.0044 0.00035 ± 0.00007 0.00098 ± 0.0014 
0.36 0.0172 0.0381 0.0191 ± 0.0021 0.0165 ± 0.0081 0.00031 ± 0.00012 0.00093 ± 0.0015 
0.21 0.0172 0.0426 0.0180 ± 0.0021 0.0142 ~ 0.0110 0.00015 ± 0.00008 0.00044 ± 0.0012 

Here, we introduce the vorticity diffusion effect using the 
random walk model. A solution of the vorticity diffusion equa- 
tion for nonconvect ive  and axisymmetric  flow is written as 

w = (F/47rut )  e x p ( - R 2 / 4 u t ) ,  

where F is the circulation of a point vortex at the origin at t ime 
t = 0, and R is the distance from the origin. A point vortex at 
the origin can be considered as a group of many vortices, which 
diffuse with time. For these vortices, the probabili ty of  being 
within a circle of  radius R and that of  being within the angular 
band 0 are expressed as 

fi'f " U~ = ( w / F ) R d O d R  = 1 -  e x p ( - R 2 / 4 u t ) ,  

U 2 = 0/27c. 

The vortex location (R,  0) due to random walk is obtained from 
the above equations. Here, t is the t ime elapsed after shedding 
of a vortex from a blade, and the probabili t ies U, and U2 are 
obtained as uniform random numbers  generated by a computer.  
The location of a shed vortex is determined by convect ive mo- 
tion and random walk. 

Originally, Chorin (1973)  used the random walk model to 
analyze slightly viscous flow. The flow past a circular cylinder 
was computed and a good result was obtained for high Reynolds 
numbers.  In contrast, we apply the random walk model for low 
Reynolds numbers  due to large effective kinematic viscosity. 

Figure 10 shows the results obtained for 4) = 0.68 and 0.36 
using an effective kinematic  viscosity of u* = 0.00138 mZ/s, 
substituting u* for u, and a Reynolds number  of Re* = uzd2/ 
u* = 14. This very large value for the effective kinematic 
viscosity coincides with the measured values given in Table 3. 
Reasonable flow fields are obtained using the random walk 
model  at a low Reynolds number.  In this computation,  a single 
value of the effective kinematic  viscosity is used. This is one 
advantage of  using the random walk model as opposed to the 
vortex decay model (Kitagawa et al., 1992),  in which shed 
vortices decay with different decay rates for different flow coef- 
ficients. 

1 .2 '  
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-1 .2  

Uncertainty 
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Fig. 9 Measured and computed peripheral velocities 
the eccentric vortex coordinate (4) = 0.68) 

1.2 
R/r2 

as a function of 

Work Done By Impeller 
The impeller  local head weighted according to the local flow 

rate, and its nondimensional  form (local  head coefficient) are 
defined as 

A H  = ( AQ/Q)(u2vo2 - UlVol)/g, (9 )  

where 

and 

A Q  = rlvr, AO = r2vr2~xO, 

A ~  = A H / ( u ~ / 2 g ) .  (10)  

The local head coefficient is calculated from the measured 
velocity components  with A0 = 10 deg here. Figure 11 shows 
the distributions of the local head coefficient around the impel- 

............................. l .... 

1 

(a) ¢ =0.68 (b) ¢ =0.36 

Fig. 10 Computed streamlines (random walk model, Re* = 14) 
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Fig. 11 Loca l  head coefficient distributions 
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Fig. 12 Detail of impeller work 

ler. The maximum value appears near the boundary between 
the through-flow region and the eccentric vortex region. 

The work done in the eccentric vortex region and that in the 
through-flow region are calculated as 

\I/„ = SA\1/ (eccentric vortex region), 

'^c = 2A\1/ (through-flow region). 

The boundary between the above two regions is determined 
from the measured streamlines. The results are shown in Fig. 
12. The work done in the through-flow region is large at high 
flow rates, and decreases as the flow rate decreases. In contrast, 
the work done in the eccentric vortex region increases as the 
flow rate decreases. 

At a low flow rate of less than 4> = 0.36, the work done, 
'^c, in the through-flow region is smaller than the total head 
coefficient, \Pp, obtained from measurements of the total pres
sure at the CFF inlet and outlet. From this, we conclude that 
an eccentric vortex transfers its kinetic energy to the through-
flow. The moment due to shearing stress at the eccentric vortex 
surface is written as 

f 
Jo 

rRld&, 

where r = -pvt{Rd{Vf^JR)ldR}R^K^. 
The work done by this moment is 

* , = nv»JR)n^^JpgQI{ull2g). (11) 

The measured velocities (Fig. 9) and effective kinematic viscos
ity (Table 3) are used in the calculation. The total work Î/̂  -I-
\P^, shown in Fig. 12, is larger than \l/p except at (/> = 0.21, 
where the flow in the CFF is unsteady and three-dimensional. 

Uncertainty Estimation 
The uncertainties in the measured data were estimated using 

a formula for propagation of errors given in ASME PTC19.1-
1985. Uncertainty bands are shown in the figures and tables. 

Conclusions 
The main results of this study are as follows. 

(1) The present PTV technique including the algorithm 
proposed by Tsurusaki and Urata (1989) is shown to be useful 
for measurement of the CFF flow field and quantitative analysis 
of the CFF performance. 

(2) The circulation of the impeller blade changes signifi
cantly while the blade passes through an eccentric vortex, and 
the blade supplies vorticity to the eccentric vortex. 

(3) The circulation around an eccentric vortex is deter
mined by the vorticity supply due to shed vortices and the 
diffusion of vorticity which depends on the effective kinematic 
viscosity. This viscosity is 200-900 times greater than the mo
lecular kinematic viscosity of the working fluid, as is typical in 
turbulent flows. 

(4) The flow fields were simulated using the random walk 
model and a single value for the effective kinematic viscosity. 
The value for the effective kinematic viscosity was close to 
experimental values. 

(5) The work done by the impeller in the through-flow 
region is significantly larger than the work done in the recircu
lating region at high flow rates, and decreases as the flow rate 
decreases. An eccentric vortex transfers its kinetic energy to 
the through-flow and the amount of energy transferred increases 
as the flow rate decreases. 
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Prediction of Flow Behavior and 
Performance of Squirrel-Cage 
Centrifugal Fans Operating at 
Medium and High Flow Rates 
This paper describes a method for predicting flow behavior and performance for 
centrifugal fans of the squirrel-cage type. The work is directed at improving under
standing of the factors affecting performance of these fans. A simulation approach 
has been adopted. That is, the fan is subdivided into a number of zones (inlet z,one, 
blading zone, volute zone) and the z.ones are divided into elements. Flow behavior in 
the zones and elements and interactions between them are modeled using appropriate 
equations and correlations. The blading correlations make use of new experimental 
data for high-solidity cascades of bent sheet metal blades, typical of squirrel-cage 
fans. Predicted fan performance characteristics are in reasonable agreement with 
experimental results for flow rates at and above the best-efficiency operating point. 
Although relatively simple, the method recognizes the main flow phenomena and 
interactions that occur in squirrel-cage fans and it thus represents a substantial 
advance over what is currently available in the literature. Together with earlier 
experimental work, development of the method has provided considerable insight into 
the relative importance of various aspects of flow behavior. The ability to deal with 
extensive reverse flow through the rotor blading has not yet been incorporated and 
it is evident that this ability is essential for realistic prediction of flow behavior and 
performance at below-design flow rates. 

1 Introduction 
Figure 1 shows a diagram of a squirrel-cage fan. Large num

bers of fans of this type are used in applications requiring low 
noise, small size, relatively high capacity and low cost. They are 
used as circulating fans in central heating and air-conditioning 
systems in residences, as blowers in automotive heating/cooling 
units and in numerous other applications. Many millions of 
these fans are in use in North American residences. Although 
typical power consumption is only 0.5 kW, peak efficiency is 
only about 60 percent so the potential for energy savings is 
substantial. 

A key distinguishing feature of squirrel-cage fans is the large 
width to diameter ratio, b/D2, of their rotors; b/D2 is typically 
substantially larger than 0.25 so that the rotor exit area, nD2b, 
substantially exceeds the inlet eye area, 7rD?/4. Uniform flow 
at rotor exit would thus require the flow to sustain a large 
deceleration, which it is not normally able to do. Instead the 
flow separates as sketched in Fig. 2 and is highly nonuniform 
in the axial direction in the rotor. At relatively low flow rates 
there is also much nonuniformity in the circumferential direc
tion, with reverse flow through substantial portions of the rotor. 
Another distinctive feature of squirrel-cage fans is that the rotor 
generally uses a large number of blades of short chord (about 
O.ID2). The blades are generally made of a single thickness of 
sheet metal and are forward curved to assist in obtaining high 
capacity at low rotational speeds, and thus with low noise. 
Efficiency is generally low, typically about 0.6 total-to-total at 
the best-efficiency operating point. 

Kind and Tobin (1990) reviewed the literature and reported 
on a detailed experimental investigation of the flow in three 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
or FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
September 11, 1996; revised manuscript received March 11, 1997. Associate 
Technical Editor: B. Schiavello. 

squirrel-cage fan configurations. The present paper describes a 
model for predicting flow behavior and performance for squirrel 
cage fans operating at flow rates near and above the best-effi
ciency point, that is where there is negligible reverse flow 
through the rotor. The objective is to gain better insight into 
flow behavior and to identify the main factors which affect 
performance. The ultimate goal is to enable design of more 
efficient fans. Current design methodology is outlined by Eck 
(1973). It completely ignores the highly nonuniform nature of 
the flow and does not deal realistically with the volute flow; 
also it cannot provide performance predictions. Although still 
relatively simple, the flow model outlined in the present paper 
goes well beyond that outlined by Eck and achieves reasonably 
good predictions of performance. 

There are no data in the literature for losses and flow turning 
in cascades of blades such as those used in squirrel-cage fans. 
The paper reports on experiments carried out to provide such 
data. 

2 The Flow Simulation Model 
A flow simulation approach has been adopted for analyzing 

flow behavior and predicting fan performance. That is, the fan 
is subdivided into several zones and each zone is itself subdi
vided into a number of discrete elements. Appropriate conserva
tion relations and/or correlations are applied to each element 
and compatibility relations govern the interactions between ele
ments. Elder and Gill (1985) and Lorett and Gopalakrishnan 
(1986) have used a similar approach for centrifugal compres
sors and centrifugal pumps, respectively. 

All equations in this paper are expressed in terms of nondi-
mensional variables; the nondimensionalizing parameters are 
listed under Nomenclature. Incompressible flow is assumed. 

2.1 Discretization Scheme. The fan is divided into three 
flow zones, inlet (I) , blading (B) and volute (V). The zone 
boundaries are shown in Fig. 3. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote entry 
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Fig. 1 Diagram of a squirrel-cage fan and velocity triangle notation (all 
angles except p^ and pi are positive as shown) 

• SEPARATED 
FLOW 

BLADES 

ZONE BOUNDARIES 

SECTOR & SLICE BOUNDARIES 

Fig. 2 Sketch of flow into rotor 

Fig. 3 Discretization scheme 

and exit, respectively, of a zone. The boundary between the 
blading and volute zones, for example, can be designated as 
either B2 or VI. 

The fan is also subdivided axially into "slices" and circum-
ferentially into "sectors," as shown in Fig. 3. Subscripts i and 
j denote slices and sectors, respectively. If there are m slices 
and n sectors, the blading zone is thus subdivided into m X n 
"elements" and each blading-zone element, for example, has 
an identifier of the form 5j,. Values of about 4 and 30 are 
typically used for m and n, respectively. 

2.2 Flow Model, Inlet Zone. Conditions over the entry 
(II) plane are assumed to be uniform, with velocity purely 
axial. Radial velocity and static pressure over the exit (12) 
surface are allowed to vary in both the axial and the circumfer
ential directions, that is from slice to slice and sector to sector; 
flow rate can vary from sector to sector. Velocity is assumed 
to be purely radial over the 12 surface. In reality, there is usually 
some backflow from the casing into the inlet zone in squirrel-
cage fans and this tends to impart some preswirl to the incoming 
flow. The experiments of Kind and Tobin (1990), however, 
show that backflow and preswirl are negligible for flow rates 
well above the best-efficiency value and are small near the best-
efficiency point. The assumption of purely radial flow at the 12 
surface is thus in keeping with the experimental results, pro
vided that the analysis is restricted to conditions with little or 
no reverse flow, as in this paper. The radial velocity at the 12 
surface is prescribed as a function of axial position, z • Uniform, 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

b,by = rotor width, volute width 
C = absolute velocity of flow 
c = blade chord length 

D|, D2 = rotor inlet, rotor exit diameter 
h = hydraulic head or water depth 

in the cascade tests 
/ = incidence angle, (Pi - /3I) 

K = loss coefficient, see Eq. (3) 
m, n = number of slices, sectors 

p = static pressure//9f/2 
p, = total pressure//9[/2 
Q = volume flow rate 

r, 6, z = radial, tangential, axial coordi
nates (Fig. I) 

s = blade spacing, 0.57r(Di -I- D2)/ 
(no. of blades) 

U = blade speed 
W — relative velocity of flow 
a„ = volute wall angle (Fig. 10) 

/3, /3 ' = relative flow angle, blade angle 
(Fig. 1) 

b = deviation angle, ^2 — P'2 
e = flow deflection angle, /S, - ^2 
•q = total-to-total efficiency of fan 
S, = stagger angle (Fig. I) 
p = fluid density 
4> = nondimensional fan flow coef

ficient, QIU2DI 
ip = (total-pressure rise across the 

fm)/pUl 

Subscripts 
1,2 = rotor or zone inlet, exit; also 

inner, outer boundary 
aug = augmented (see text following 

Eq. (14 and 16)) 
B, I, V = blading, inlet, volute zones 

d = diffusion 
g = gap flow 
i = slice index; also incidence 

j = sector index 
m = mixing 

r,w,z = radial, whirl, axial velocity 
components 

S = blading-exit-flow streamtube 

Superscripts 

= overbars denote values at volute 
cross-section centroids 

Nondimensionalizing Parameters 
for lengths: D2 
for velocities: U2 
for pressures: pUl 
for volume flow rates: U2DI 
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of cascade test apparatus 

linear and step distributions have been tried, with the maximum 
velocity always at the backplate (z = b) of the rotor in recogni
tion of the flow pattern sketched in Fig. 2. Total pressure is 
assumed to be uniform over the 12 surface at the fan-inlet value 
minus a small loss proportional to the dynamic pressure at the 
II surface. This is also in keeping with the experimental results. 
With these assumptions, the velocity and static pressure at any 
point on the 12 surface can readily be calculated from continuity 
and Bernoulli relations for any value of sector flow rate. 

2.3 Flow Model, Blading Zone. A cascade-correlation 
approach is used to treat the flow through the rotor blading. As 
outlined earlier, the blading zone is sub-divided into a number 
of elements. Flow conditions are assumed to be uniform over 
the inlet (Bly) and exit (B2,j) surfaces of each element and the 
cascade correlation is applied separately to each element of the 
blading zone. 

At the inlet surface of each blading-zone element the flow 
velocity (purely radial) and the total and static pressure are 
known from the inlet-zone assumptions and analysis. Average 
values are used where these parameters vary. The blade speed, 
Ui, is also known. The velocity triangle at element inlet can 
thus be solved for the relative velocity vector, Wuj-

The information required from the cascade correlation is the 
exit angle of the flow (i.e., the direction of the vector W2/;) and 
the losses incurred by the flow in passing through the blade 
row. Unfortunately, there is virtually no information in the liter
ature on the performance of the rather unusual cascades used 
in squirrel-cage fans. Typically the blade profiles are highly 
cambered thin arcs; they are strongly forward-facing at exit (P2 
« - 6 0 deg) and operate at very large incidence angles (/ » 
50 deg), even at the design operating point of the fan. Further
more, with highly nonuniform and reverse flow through the 
rotor as possibilities the range of incidence angles can be very 
large; for example, in the case of reverse flow with a rotor 
having P2 = ~60 deg the fluid could well re-enter the rotor 
with an incidence angle of about -120 deg. To supply at least 
an approximate data base, simple cascade tests were conducted. 
The emphasis in these tests was on obtaining a wide range of 
data with a reasonable amount of time and effort. 

The cascade tests were done in water flow, using an open 
surface apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 4. Water depth 
was about 9 cm and flow velocities were of order 0.2 m/s. The 
inlet Froude number, WiHhig, which is analogous to Mach 
number, was thus about 0.2, which is sufficiently low to ensure 
that depth changes due to flow accelerations were small. This 
constraint was necessary to ensure reasonable two-dimensional
ity of the flow through the cascades. All cascades were made 
up of circular-arc cambered sheet metal blades having a chord 

length of 28 mm, a thickness of 0.84 mm and 60 deg camber. 
Leading and trailing edges were square-cut with sharp edges. 
Three space/chord ratios, s/c = 0.51, 0.77 and 1.02 were tested. 
Inflow angle. Pi, ranged from - 7 5 to +75 degrees and stagger 
angle, ^, from - 4 5 to 70 degrees so that the full possible range 
of incidence angles,;', was covered. The open top of the appara
tus enabled changes to the cascade and flow-channel configura
tions to be made quickly and easily. Flow visualization was 
also easy. 

The Reynolds number based on blade chord was approxi
mately 6500; the corresponding Reynolds number in the fan 
tests of Kind and Tobin (1990) was about 35,000, which is 
typical of squirrel-cage fan operating conditions. Des]3ite the 
relatively low Reynolds number of the cascade experiments, 
flow visualization confirmed that the shear layers were always 
turbulent, as would be expected in view of the square-cut lead
ing edges of the blades. This and the fact that separation loca
tions were generally fixed by blade edges imply that the cascade 
test results should be representative of full-scale conditions. 

The cascade test results were applied to the rotating blade 
rows of squirrel-cage fans simply by working in the relative 
reference frame. This procedure neglects the effect of rotation 
on deviation angle, an effect that occurs because the blade-to-
blade passages have an angular velocity in the plane of the flow 
velocity vectors. An adaptation of the Stodola flow model for 
slip (e.g., Dixon, 1978) indicates that the magnitude of the 
rotation effect would only be about one degree for typical squir
rel-cage fans because they have many blades and large values 
of /3^ 

Flow directions in the cascade tests were determined using 
10 cm long cotton threads immersed in the flow and reading 
their direction angles with rulers and a protractor; angles could 
be read within about ±5 degrees. The moderate scatter in the 
resuhs (Fig. 5) indicates that the method was quite satisfactory 
for present purposes. The results of Fig. 5 show that the direc
tion, /32, of the flow leaving the cascades can be described by 
the relation 

02 = cn + s ( I ) 

where /Si is the blade exit angle and S is the deviation angle 
which to a good approximation depends only on incidence 
angle, (, and space/chord ratio, s/c. The data were fitted by the 
correlation 

6 = 15(2s/c)'' ' ' - 0.13/ + 0.0007/' (2) 

with S and / in degrees. The goodness of fit can be assessed by 
viewing Fig. 5 where Eq. (2) is plotted together with the data. 

y -100 
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Fig. 5 Fiow deflection angle versus incidence angle for the tested cas
cade configurations, (sheet metal blades, square-cut edges, 60 deg cam
ber, thickness 0.84 mm, chord 28 mm, WiCJv ^ 6500) 
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Fig. 6 Experimentai data for total loss coefficient as a function of Inci
dence angle for various stagger angles, sic = 0.77 (blade parameters 
as in Fig. 5) 

In the nondimensional notation the total loss coefficient, K,, 
is defined by 

K, = 2(pn ~pn)IW] ( 3 ) 

In hydraulic flows depth or head is proportional to pressure; 
therefore for the cascade experiments Eq. (3) can be written as 

K, = Ah/h,y„ + (l - Wj/W^i) (4) 

where Ah is the drop in surface elevation or static head of the 
water across the cascade, h^,,,, is the dynamic head upstream of 
the cascade and Wi and W2 are the water mean velocity upstream 
and downstream of the cascade, respectively. The level drop 
Ah was measured with an accuracy of ±0.05 mm by means of 
two micrometers in wells connected to static taps in the floor of 
the apparatus. W, and W2 were determined from the continuity 
equation, the volume flow rate through the cascade being deter
mined by means of a sharp-edged weir (see Fig. 4) . Equation 
(4) can only be used when the Froude number, W2/W2g, at 
cascade exit is well below unity; when it exceeds unity the jet 
of water leaving the cascade undergoes a hydraulic jump and 
the downstream depth read by the micrometer is not representa
tive of cascade-exit conditions. Therefore no loss data are pre
sented for cascade configurations which produced large acceler
ation of the flow. 

Total loss coefficient is plotted against incidence angle in 
Fig. 6 for s/c = 0.77. The points for each value of stagger 
angle, ^, are seen to lie on reasonably smooth curves without 
excessive scatter. This helps inspire confidence in the data. 
Accuracy of individual K, values is estimated at ±0.2. The 
minima of the various curves in Fig. 6 are found to occur at 
the incidence angle for which the diffusion coefficient, K^i, is 
minimum. Kj is defined as 

K.,= (W2/W,y (5) 

This suggests replotting of the data in the form of Fig. 7. In 
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Fig. 7 Total loss coefficient versus diffusion coefficient, s/c = 0.77 
(blade parameters as In Fig. 5) 
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Fig. 8 Scatter diagram for total loss coefficient correlation, s/c = 0.77 

Fig. 7 the data collapse into a band, with low and high-incidence 
points tending to fall along the lower and upper margins of the 
band, respectively. The data for s/c = 0.51, 1.02 exhibit similar 
behavior although the collapse is not quite as good as seen in 
Fig. 7. The bands for the different s/c values fall in somewhat 
different locations. All this indicates that the total pressure 
losses are mainly governed by the diffusion coefficient and 
that incidence and space/chord ratio are also significant. The 
following relation was fitted to the data for the total loss coeffi
cient: 

K, = (K„/4 + 0.5) ' - ' (c/s)" ' 

-I- 0.35(0.01/)'(1 + 12(s/c - 0.85)') + 0.01(c/s) (6) 

The form of this relation was chosen on the basis of the 
above discussion. The first two terms represent diffusion and 
incidence effects, respectively; i is in degrees. The third term 
represents friction losses in a constant-area passage with a skin 
friction coefficient of 0.005; this value corresponds to fully 
developed flow at a Reynolds number based on hydraulic diame
ter, 2s, of 5 X lO'* which is reasonably typical of full-scale 
conditions and of the experiments of Kind and Tobin (1990). 
The third term of Eq. (6) is very small relative to the other 
terms in the present application and it is included mainly as a 
matter of form. The loss coefficient values seen in Fig. 7 are 
unusually high compared to profile loss coefficients for conven
tional cascades; this reflects the fact that for virtually all inci
dence angles there are extensive regions of separated flow in the 
blade-to-blade passages, due to the sharp-cornered thin leading 
edges of the blades. 

Figure 8 compares values predicted by Eq. (6) with measured 
values of the total loss coefficient, K,, for the s/c = 0.77 data. 
The root-mean-square of the errors between measured and pre
dicted values of K, is 0.20 for the s/c = 0.77 data shown in 
Fig. 8 and 0.35 and 0.19, respectively, for the s/c = 0.51 and 
1.02 data. Equation (6) is thus considerably less successful in 
correlating the s/c = 0.51 data than for the other two s/c values. 

The incidence angle for any blading-zone element can be 
determined from the velocity triangle at element inlet and from 
the known blading geometry. As is usual for cascades, the dif
ference in direction between the relative velocity leaving the 
blade row and the blade exit angle is represented by the devia
tion angle, 6 (see Fig. 1). This is used instead of the slip factor 
that is normally used for conventional centrifugal impellers 
whose vane-to-vane passages are relatively long. The deviation 
angle is found from Eq. (2) and Eq. (1) then gives the exit 
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Fig. 9 Contour plot of total pressure In a volute cross-section piane 
(R1-C1, <̂  = 0.6, 6 = 315°, U2D2/V «i 3 X 10=) 

angle, P2, of the flow, enabling determination of tie exit veloc
ity triangle. With the exit velocity triangle established, the well 
known Euler pump and turbine equation (e.g., Miassey, 1979) 
can be used to calculate the ideal total-pressure rise across any 
element ij of the blading zone. In non-dimensional form this 
equation is 

(Ap„j)i,e„l = (C„a - C„„t/l/[/2) (7) 

The actual total pressure rise across the element is found by 
subtracting the losses of Eqs. (3) and (6) from the result of 
Eq. (7). The static pressure is then obtained by subtracting the 
absolute dynamic pressure, the absolute velocity, C2, being 
given by the velocity triangle. 

2.4 Flow Model, Volute Zone. Flow parameters in the 
volute are assumed to be uniform in the axial (z) direction. 
Thus the volute is only subdivided into .sectors with no axial 
sub-divisions or slices. The various fluid streams entering a 
volute sector are assumed to mix rapidly such that total pressure 
is uniform over volute cross-section planes. Figure 9 shows a 
contour plot of preliminary experimental data from the appara
tus of Kind and Tobin (1990); it indicates that the assumption 
of uniform total pressure over volute cross-section planes is 
valid within about ±30 percent. 

Figure 10 shows a volute sector. Sector geometry is straight
forward. Flow enters any volute sectory from the corresponding 
blading-zone elements By and from the upstream volute sector, 
(y - 1). Flow leaves the sector through its downstream face. 
Axial velocity components are assumed to be negligible 
throughout the volute. All parameters of flow stn;ams entering 
a volute sector are known from previous calculations. Since 
total pressure is assumed uniform over cross-section planes, the 
circumferential or whirl velocity, C,v, over the upstream and 
downstream faces of volute sectors can be assumed to follow 
the free-vortex relation, that is 

rC,,, Constant (8) 

The calculations for a volute sector must yield the following 
parameters at the downstream face of the sector: v/hirl velocity, 
C„; radial velocity, C,; static pressure; total pressure. This infor
mation is found from continuity considerations as :'ollows (refer 
to Fig. 10). 

Gv, = Gv,,-, + I G By 

Cwj — Qvj'b\/(r\/2j fw\j) 

(9) 

(10) 

C,vj is the mean whirl velocity on the sector exit plane and is 
assumed to be the value of C„ at the centroid of the plane. 
Equation (8) then gives values of C„ at all other radii. The 
radial velocity is assumed to be given by 

C, == C„ tan (o-v) (11) 

where ay is the volute wall angle. Other relations for C,. were 
also tried; the results are insensitive to assumptions for C,.. The 
value of C,. at blading exit normally differs substantially from 
that given by Eq. (11) and the difference drives a crossflow 
which assists rapid mixing in the volute. The angular momen
tum equation is applied to a control volume coinciding with the 
volute sector (Fig. 10) to obtain the static pressure, pj, at the 
centroid of the sector's downstream face. The equation takes 
the nondimensional form: 

m 

(QvjCwjfj ~ Qv,J-\C,^j-\rj^\ — Tvi 2 J QBIJC„B2ij) 

1=1 

= ^v[ft-iO-i(''v2,;-i - '•vi) + (Pj-\ +Pj){rl2j- rl2.j-i)/4 

— Pjrj{ry2j - ryi)] — [wall-friction torque] (12) 
where F' denotes the radius to the centroid of the face. The 
terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (12) represent the angular 
momentum fluxes associated with the inflows and outflows 
shown in Fig. 10. The terms on the right-hand side represent 
the torques due to the pressures and skin-friction on the surfaces 
of the control volume of Fig. 10. The only unknown quantity 
in Eq. (12) is ̂  which can thus be determined. The wall -friction 
torque in Eq. (12) is evaluated by assuming, as discussed later, 
a suitable value of the skin-friction coefficient on the outer and 
side walls of the volute sector; appropriate mean velocities from 
Eq. (8) are used to evaluate the shear stress on each wall. 
Knowing pj from Eq. (12), the nondimensiomil total pressure 
at the centroid of the volute sector's exit plane is found from 

p,yj = PJ + 0.5 (Clj + CD (13) 

where C'.v/ and C,.j denote the whirl and radial velocity, respec
tively, at the centroid of the exit plane, found from Eqs. (10) 
and (11). Using Eqs. (8) and (11) the static pressure at any 
radius r in the sector exit plane can be found from an equation 
likeEq. (13). 

The mixing process assumed to occur inside the volute sec
tors implies a total pressure loss. This loss can be calculated 
by subtracting the total pressure given by Eq. (13) from the 
mass-flow-weighted mean total pressure of the fluid streams 
that enter the volute sector. The principle of the above analysis 
is identical to that of the classical analysis for flow through a 
sudden enlargement in a duct (e.g., Massey, 1979). 

VOLUTE: OUTER WALL 

OUTFLOW FROM 
——^^^ SECTOR 

Qv 

^1^3^-
% « • 
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Fig. 10 Volute sector 
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In view of the discussion below regarding Eqs. (14) and 
(16), the static pressure at blading exit is not necessarily equal 
to that in the volute at radius ryi. Although these static pressures 
do not appear in Eq. (12), the fluid implicitly assumes the value 
prevailing in the volute upon entering the volute-sector control 
volume of Fig. 10. Of course the mechanical energy or total 
pressure of the fluid should remain constant as it crosses the 
boundary. The dynamic pressure of the fluid from the blading 
is modified to enforce this requirement. The flow direction is 
assumed to remain constant so a modified whirl velocity, 
C,',B2y, can be determined for use in Eq. (12). This is important 
to ensuring that the overall losses in the fan are calculated 
correctly. 

2.5 Compatibility of Blading Flow and Volute Flow. 
The flow models outlined in the three preceding subsections 
enable calculation of element or sector exit flow parameters for 
any given set of inflow parameters. However, realistic solutions 
for flow in a fan must satisfy certain compatibility conditions 
between flow in the inlet, blading and volute zones. For exam
ple, the local flow rate from a blading sector must adjust itself 
such that where it enters the volute it is in equilibrium with its 
surroundings. One must adopt an overall calculation scheme 
which enables the various compatibility conditions to be satis
fied. This is not entirely straightforward, especially as there is 
considerable uncertainty about what the most pertinent compati
bility conditions are. 

In the present work, two main compatibility conditions were 
imposed: 

augmented static pressure at 

blading-zone exit, sector j 

/ static pressure in 

\ volute at rvi, dj 

static pressure of 

gap flow 
static pressure at 

blading-zone exit, first sector 

(14) 

(15) 

In general, a blading-zone sector contains m elements; mass-
flow weighted means of the element-exit pressures and veloci
ties were used for the blading-zone exit parameters which ap
pear in Eqs. (14) and (15). The term "augmented static pres
sure" in Eq. (14) will be defined below. The term "gap flow" 
in Eq. (15) refers to the flow through the gap between the cutoff 
of the volute and the rotor (see Fig. 1). Some of the flow from 
the final (j = n) volute sector recirculates by flowing through 
the gap into the first volute sector, at the ^ = 0 plane. 

In centrifugal pumps and fans there is a strong interaction 
between the rotor and the volute and the volute can have a 
strong influence on the overall performance characteristics of 
the machine. This has been discussed by several authors, includ
ing Worster (1963), Brownell and Flack (1984), and Lorett 
and Gopalakrishnan (1986). Equation (14) represents one of 
the interaction mechanisms, the adjustment of blading sector 
flow rate to give flow parameters compatible with local condi
tions in the volute. Conditions in the volute at any circumferen
tial position are mainly determined by the inflows at upstream 
stations. In general, the static pressure at the rotor/volute inter
face varies circumferentially. At the nominal design point the 
rotor and volute are normally matched such that the pressure is 
circumferentially uniform; at flow rates above (below) the de
sign value the pressure falls (rises) with increasing 9. There is 
a corresponding static pressure rise (drop) across the gap which 
decelerates (accelerates) the gap flow. The gap flow thus also 
plays an important role in the interaction between rotor and 
volute. In effect it enables the flow rate in the volute to vary 
less than the delivery flow rate as the fan's operating point is 
varied. Equation (15) attempts to represent the essential physics 
which govern the gap flow rate. 

Equation (14) is a vague statement of the first compatibility 
condition because augmented static pressure is as yet undefined. 

It was originally thought that the static pressure itself was the 
appropriate parameter for the left hand side of Eq. (14) but this 
failed to yield any solutions for blading sector flow rates because 
the blading-exit static pressure was always less than the local 
static pressure in the volute. Upon reflection this is to be ex
pected. With the typical forward facing blading, the relative 
flow through the rotor accelerates with an attendant drop in 
static pressure. The static pressure at blading exit is thus below 
ambient while that in the volute is usually at least slightly above 
ambient to meet requirements imposed by the load on the fan. 
The inescapable conclusion is that the blading-exit flow can 
somehow enter the volute even if its static pressure is initially 
less than that in the volute. Since its total pressure is typically 
well above the volute static pressure it seems reasonable to 
assume that the blading-exit flow undergoes some diffusion 
which augments its static pressure during the process of entering 
the volute. 

Under the assumption of rapid mixing in the volute, the fluid 
from blading sector j must decelerate to the whirl velocity of 
the volute flow, as given by Eqs. (8) , (9), and (10), by the 
time it reaches the volute-sector exit plane. The associated static 
pressure rise is assumed to be that given by the classical sudden-
enlargement relation (Massey, 1979) minus a loss due to mix
ing. The loss is assumed to exceed that given by the sudden-
enlargement relation because the blading-exit streamtube is not 
in a duct but is exposed to the surrounding fluid to which it can 
lose energy by mixing. The relation for the augmented static 
pressure required in Eq. (14) is, in non-dimensional form: 

Pime.J — PB2J + C„vSj(C,„B2j ~ C„,vx;) 

0.5 K„, id B2j CUsj) (16) 

where pay and C,^B2J denote the static pressure and whirl velocity 
at the exit of blading sector; and C,̂ v.sj denotes the whirl veloc
ity of the volute flow at the streamtube mean radius at the 
volute-sector exit plane. This radius is given by 

rsj = rvij + 0.5(rv2j - '"v2,j-i) (17) 

The final term in Eq. (16) is the mixing loss; K^ is an empiri
cal constant, determined as outlined later. It should be noted 
that Eq. (16) is used only for selecting sector flow rates in 
conjunction with Eq. (14); it does not enter in any direct way 
into the evaluation of fan efficiency or pressure rise. 

We now turn to the gap flow compatibility condition, Eq. 
(15). The static pressure, pg, of the gap flow is determined by 
subtracting the dynamic pressure and a loss from the total pres
sure just upstream of the gap. That is, in nondimensional terms. 

Ps = Piw.j 0.5 Cl - K,[0.5idi,„-Cl)] (18) 

where Cg is the velocity of the gap flow. Kg is a gap loss 
coefficient (discussed below), and Cvi,„ is the last-volute-sector 
exit velocity at radius rvi. Thus the loss is assumed to be propor
tional to the dynamic-pressure change sustained by the gap flow. 
In squirrel-cage fans operating at medium and high flow rates 
the gap flow will generally be in the forward direction with 
Cvi.n s= Cg. This is because the total pressure upstream of the 
gap will then tend to be higher than downstream, due to the 
forward-facing blading and higher flow rate through the blading 
at j = n, and because the static pressure then normally rises 
across the gap as discussed earlier. The flow is thus expected 
to decelerate just before passing through the gap and consider
ation of the likely flow pattern suggests that the gap flow will 
sustain little if any loss. The gap loss coefficient. Kg, was ac
cordingly set to zero in the present work unless otherwise stated. 
The gap condition, Eqs. (15), (18), is similar to that used by 
Lorett and Gopalakrishnan (1986). 

2.6 Iterative Calculation Scheme. The following itera
tive calculation scheme was eventually adopted for finding solu
tions which satisfy the flow equations and compatibility condi
tions. 
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Fig. 11 Comparison of predicted total-pressure-rise coefficient and to-
tal-to-totai efficiency with Kind and Tobin (1990) measurements (/I: blad-
ing-sector flow rates satisfy Eq. (14); S: circumferentlally uniform sector 
flow rate specified; C: sector flow rate specified to vary quadratlcally, 
doubling between 0 = 0 and 6 = 360 deg) 

(a) A sector flow rate is assumed for the j = 1 sector of 
the Inlet zone. This Is subdivided Into element flow rates 
according to the assumed axial distribution of velocity 
leaving the Inlet zone. These element flow rates enter 
the corresponding bladlng-zone elements. The blading 
calculations yield the blading-zone exit conditions 
which are the first-volute-sector inlet conditions (the 
QBIJ streams of Fig. 10). 

(b) A gap velocity, Cg, is assumed. Thej = 1 volute sector 
flow computations can then be carried out. 

(c) An Inlet and blading sector flow rate is guessed for the 
7 = 2 sector and calculations like those of step (a) are 
carried out. The program checks if the compatibility 
condition, Eq. (14), is satisfied. If It Is not, a new sector 
flow rate is tried, and so on, until Eq. (14) is satisfied. 
Only solutions where dp^„g/dQ < 0 are accepted be
cause only they represent a stable condition. 

(rf) Step (c) Is repeated for all remaining sectors. 
(e) The program checks If the gap condition, Eq. (15), 

(18), is satisfied. If It is not, a new value of gap veloc

ity, Cg, is tried and steps (b) to (<?) are repeated until 
Eqs. (15), (18) are satisfied. 

Upon completion of steps (a) to (e) a valid fan operating 
condition has been obtained. The delivery flow rate is the sum 
of the sector flow rates through the blading zone. The delivery 
total pressure is p,j=„. Another operating point can be deter
mined by repeating steps (a) to (e) with a different value for 
the flow rate in the j = I sector. 

2.7 Assumptions for Performance Calculations. The 
flow simulation model has been Implemented as a computer 
program. The model allows a range of assumptions for the axial 
distribution of the flow through the blading sectors and involves 
a number of coefficients whose values must be specified. The 
assumptions and values used for the performance predictions 
of this paper are presented here. 

As discussed in the introduction, the incoming flow must 
separate as sketched in Fig. 2. It is therefore reasonable to 
assume constant static pressure along the free boundary of the 
streamtube that enters the blading zone; with the assumption of 
purely radial flow, the cross-sectional area of this streamtube 
at blading entry must then equal the Inlet area, 7rD?/4. The 
axial distribution of flow through the blading zone would then 
be a step profile, with zero flow over the front part of the 
rotor and uniform flow over an axial distance of £)|/4. This 
distribution was used in the present work. A uniform distribu
tion over the full rotor width and a linear distribution from the 
front to the back were also tried; the uniform distribution gave 
unrealistlcally high overall flow rates and results with the linear 
distribution were not greatly different from those with the step 
distribution. The step distribution was used because it appears 
to have the most rational physical basis. 

The Inlet loss was assumed to be 0.1 of the dynamic pressure 
at entry to the Inlet zone. This is simply a rough estimate; the 
results are only mildly sensitive to the assumed value. For typi
cal squirrel-cage fans the inlet losses would be mainly due to 
the flow separation (Fig. 2) that occurs in the inlet zone. 

As discussed earlier, the gap loss coefficient was set to zero. 
The skin-friction coefficient on the volute walls was assigned 

the value 0.003. This is consistent with the friction factor value 
for turbulent flow in a smooth pipe at a Reynolds number of 4 
X 10' based on hydraulic diameter. The volute dimensions and 
mean circumferential velocity at 5 = 180° in the Kind and Tobin 
(1990) experiments, which are typical of full-scale conditions, 
correspond to this value of Reynolds number. 

The mixing loss coefficient, K,„, of Eq. (16) was assigned 
the value 0.3 simply because the program produced reasonable 
results with this value. With substantially lower values the com
patibility condition, Eq. (14), was only satisfied for very high 
sector flowrates and overall solutions were only obtainable for 
very high fan flow coefficients (e.g., (̂  > 1). On the other hand, 
values substantially above 0.3 made it Impossible to satisfy 
Eq. (14). The computed performance results were not overly 
sensitive to the value of K,„, with values In the range 0.25 to 

Table 1 Sensitivity of predicted performance results to various factors 

Factors 

Inlet loss coefficient 
Blading loss, deviation 

Skin friction coefficient on volute walls 
Gap loss coefficient, Kg 
Gap velocity, Cg 

Datum 

0.1 
K„ 6 per Eqs. (6, 2) 
K,, 6 per Eqs. (6, 2) 
0.003 
0 
1.81 
(Eq. (15) satisfied) 

Values 

Trial 

0 
A:, = 0; <5 per Eq. (2) 
K, = Q;S = Q 
0 
0.5 
1.4 
(Eq. (15) not satisfied) 

Ai/( 

-1-0.03 
+0.47 
+0.93 
+0.05 
-0.035 
-0.26 

Results 

A77 

+0.015 
+0.25 
+0.28 
+0.018 
-0.025 
-0.14 

Note; The IXxji and AT; values are the changes in the predicted values for 1// and r) that result from changing the value of the factor in the left 
hand column from the datum value to the trial value, while leaving all the other factors at their datum values. The datum case is as follows: 
assumptions as in sub-section 2.7; sector flow rate specified as circumferentlally uniform; 4> = 0-40. 
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0.35 producing similar results. Recall that K,„ is used only for 
selecting sector flow rates, not for pressure-rise or efficiency 
calculations. 

Instead of selecting flow rates through the blading sectors on 
the basis of the compatibility condition, Eq. (14), the flow rates 
can simply be specified. Computations were also carried out 
with the circumferential distribution of sector flow rate specified 
to be uniform and to increase linearly and quadratically with 6. 
Of course this approach ignores the physical processes which 
determine the sector flowrates and the specified ones may be 
inconsistent with local conditions. 

The computed results became insensitive to the number of 
sectors, n, for n > 20. All the reported results were obtained 
with n = 24. 

3 Comparison With Experimental Results 

Calculations were done for the three squirrel-cage fan con
figurations tested by Kind and Tobin (1990). These three con
figurations were designated Rl-Cl, R1-C2 and R2-C1; two ro
tors, Rl and R2, and two casings or volutes, CI and C2, were 
involved. Rotor Rl had forward facing blades (/3J = 0, ,02 = 
-65°) and rotor R2 had radial-exit blades (/?; = 60°, I3'z = 0). 
Casing C2 had a throat area 1.5 times that of casing CI. Details 
are available in Kind and Tobin (1990). Figure 11 compares 
measured and predicted fan performance characteristics for flow 
rates near and above the best-efficiency values. The agreement 
between measurements and predictions is within 10 percent for 
the commercial rotor (Rl ) configurations and within 20 percent 
for the R2 configurations. In particular the large performance 
difference between the R2-C1 configuration and the other two 
configurations is well predicted. No comparisons are presented 
for relatively low flow rates because, as mentioned earlier, sub
stantial reverse flow through the rotor occurs under such op
erating conditions and the flow model is then invalid. 

Two sets of predictions are presented in Fig. 11. For one set 
the flow rates through the blading sectors satisfy the compatibil
ity condition, Eq. (14); for the other set this condition is ignored 
and the circumferential distribution of flow rate through the 
blading is simply specified, as outlined above. Solutions for 4> 
values near the best-efficiency operating point could only be 
obtained when circumferentially uniform sector flow rate was 
specified. When sector flow rates were selected on the basis 
of the compatibility condition the selected flow rates always 
increased substantially in the 9 direction, yielding relatively 
high 4> values. This presumably reflects deficiencies in Eq. (16). 
Where the two sets of predictions overlap, the results differ 
only slightly. Predicted fan performance thus depends mainly on 
the mean value of sector flow rate and not on its circumferential 
distribution. 

4 Discussion 

The good agreement between measured and predicted perfor
mance of the three fans suggests that the flow simulation model 
adequately represents the essential features of the flow in squir
rel-cage fans operating at medium and high flow rates. 

As mentioned above, it was found necessary to use a specified 
circumferential distribution of blading sector flow rates in order 
to obtain results near the best-efficiency operating point. How
ever, as discussed earlier, circumferentially uniform flow 
through the blading is normally expected at the design point. 
Also the performance predictions are insensitive to the circum
ferential distribution of sector flowrate. Therefore this is not a 
serious practical limitation. 

It is interesting to examine the sensitivity of the performance 
predictions to various factors and assumptions. Table 1 presents 

some results of this nature for the Rl-Cl fan operating at 0 = 
0.4, that is near its best-efficiency point. 

It is clear from Table 1 that inlet losses and volute friction 
losses are relatively unimportant. Blading losses are, however, 
very important and are responsible for approximately half of 
the overall losses. At (j) values within the operating range, the 
fluid leaving the blading zone undergoes a substantial decelera
tion upon entering the volute; the other major loss is the 'dump' 
or sudden-enlargement loss incurred in this process. The flow 
rate through the gap has a substantial effect on the dump loss 
because higher gap flow rates mean higher velocities in the 
volute and thus lower dump losses. This is illustrated by the last 
entry in Table 1. The gap-loss coefficient can have a significant 
influence on the gap velocity and flow rate and thus on the fan 
efficiency. For the second-to-last entry in Table 1 the nondimen-
sional gap velocity that satisfies Eq. (15) is only reduced from 
1.81 to 1.75 and the impact on efficiency is minor. However at 
4> = 0.7 the gap velocity changes from 2.33 to 1.53 and the 
predicted efficiency from 0.33 to 0.15 These results suggest that 
it would be worthwhile to explore ways of reducing blading 
losses and to investigate the effects of varying the gap velocity 
and flow rate. 

5 Conclusions 
A simulation model of the flow in squirrel-cage fans has 

been formulated. It gives reasonably good predictions of fan 
performance at flow rates near and above the best-efficiency 
operating point and provides considerable insight into what fea
tures of flow behaviour are most important. It suggests that 
attempts to improve efficiency should focus on blading losses 
and on the gap flow. 

A large range of cascade configurations of the type used in 
squirrel-cage fans were tested. These tests provided hitherto 
unavailable data for blading losses and flow deflection for use 
in the fan model. 

In its present form the method is unable to calculate fan 
performance for flow rates well below the best-efficiency value. 
This capability would require incorporation of methods for deal
ing with reverse flow through the rotor blading. 
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Theoretical Study of Pressure 
Fluctuations Downstream of a 
Diffuser Pump Impeller—Part 1: 
Fundamental Analysis on Rotor-
Stator Interaction 
A theoretical method was developed to calculate the unsteady flow caused by the 
interaction between impeller and diffuser vanes in a diffuser pump by using the 
singularity method. The unsteady flow in the diffuser vane is assumed to be induced 
by three kinds of unsteady vortices: bound vortices distributed on the impeller blades 
and diffuser vanes, and free vortices shed from the trailing edge of diffuser vanes. 
In order to make clear the contribution of each harmonic component of unsteady 
vortices to unsteady pressure, all the unsteady vortices are expressed in the form of 
Fourier series. The calculated unsteady pressures downstream of impeller agree well 
with the corresponding measured ones. Moreover, it was shown that impulsive pres
sure plays a predominant role for unsteady pressures. 

Introduction 

In a diffuser pump, the centrifugal impeller interferes with its 
surrounding diffuser vanes and produces pressure fluctuations 
downstream of the impeller. The magnitude of the pressure 
fluctuations may be as large as the total pressure rise across the 
pump in the case of small radial gap between impeller and 
diffuser vanes (Arndt et al., 1989, 1990; Brennen, 1994; and 
Tsukamoto et al., 1995). This generates noise and vibration, 
causing unacceptable levels of stress and adversely affecting 
structure fatigue life. There has been, therefore, a need for un
derstanding unsteady flow field due to the interaction between 
the rotating impeller blades and stationary diffuser vanes, i.e., 
rotor-stator interaction. 

The rotor-stator interaction has been investigated intensively 
for axial flow machines. The unsteady component of the lift 
might be the same order as the steady component in the case 
of small gap between the upstream blade trailing edge and the 
downstream leading edge. One of the earlier theoretical studies 
of the interaction problem was conducted by Kemp and Sears 
(1953), who addressed the unsteady loading on thin airfoils 
by using linearized potential flow techniques. Many theoretical 
studies subsequent to Kemp and Sears have been carried out 
for unsteady loading on a cascade of blades due to the rotor-
stator interaction. However, there have been few studies on 
centrifugal machines, the cascades of which constitute circular 
cascades. Among a few studies on the centrifugal machines 
Simpson et al. (1967) characterized the noise induced by the 
interaction in a centrifugal pump by extending Kemp and Sears' 
results to centrifugal machine. lino (1981) applied the singular
ity method to the unsteady pressure in a centrifugal pump impel
ler. Several attempts have been made to simulate numerically 
the rotor-stator unsteady flow (Dawes, 1995). In the theoretical 
point of view, however, we have not reached the stage where 
we can predict the rotor-stator interaction in centrifugal ma
chines with sufficient accuracy. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
May 18, 1996; revised manuscript received February 18, 1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: L. Nelik. 

Whereas there have been a number of experimental works 
on the axial machines (Gallus et al., 1980; Bring et al., 1982; 
Capace and Fleeter, 1989), few of them have been done for 
centrifugal machines. Flow field investigation in the centrifugal 
impefler has been made by Krain (1981), Inoue and Cumpsty 
(1984). Impeller blade pressures were measured by lino and 
Kasai (1985), and-the experimental research of rotor-stator 
interaction in a diffuser pump was published by Arndt et al. 
(1989, 1990) and Tsukamoto et al. (1995). Akin and Rockwell 
(1994) carried out the work of manipulation of spectral content 
of wakes and wake-blade interactions, and investigated the flow 
structure in a radial flow pumping system using high-image-
density particle image velocimetry. However, we need more 
information to provide knowledge on the magnitude of the un
steadiness in flow passage downstream of impeller due to the 
rotor-stator interaction. 

The aim of the present study is to evaluate the magnitude 
of the unsteady pressure downstream of impeller due to the 
interaction between rotating centrifugal impeller and stationary 
diffuser vanes in a diffuser pump by using the singularity 
method. This complex phenomena may be caused by many 
factors—potential interaction, wake interaction, unsteady 
boundary layer, separating vortices, etc. For the puipose of 
understanding the basic mechanism of rotor-stator interaction 
in diffuser pumps, in the present study, flow is assumed to be 
two dimensional, inviscid, incompressible, and cavitation-free, 
and thus only potential effect will be considered. The present 
report describes a fundamental analysis on rotor-stator interac
tion in a diffuser pump. In Part 2 the fundamental unsteady flow 
analysis will be extended to incorporate volute casing effect 
and pressure fluctuations due to rotor-stator interaction will be 
discussed on the effect of flow rate as well as radial gap between 
impeller and diffuser vanes. 

Analysis 

Flow Model. In a diffuser pump, which is our main con
cern, the impeller and diffuser vanes on the stream surface 
constitute two circular cascades. Unsteady flow analysis can 
thus be made for two-dimensional circular cascades in relative 
motion by use of the singularity method. The configuration of 
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Unsteady vortex rf^' Free vortex d/i'. 

vortex d^\ 

Diffuser vane 

Fig. 1 Analytical model 

the circular cascades used in the present unsteady analysis is 
shown in Fig. 1. These are a rotating circular cascade with Z ' 
thin blades and its surrounding vaned diffuser cascade with Z"* 
thin blades. In the present analysis, attention is confined to the 
unsteady flow field downstream of the impeller. It is assumed 
that, to calculate the unsteady effects at any given points, it is 
permissible to neglect the unsteady parts of the vortices on the 
impeller blades. The unsteady flow downstream of the impeller 
is assumed to be induced by the three kinds of vortices: steady 
bound vortices on the rotating impeller blades, dfj,', unsteady 
bound vortices on the diffuser vanes, djlf, and free vortices 
shed from the diffuser vane trailing edge, dp,(. 

Steady Flow. Before going into unsteady flow analysis, the 
steady flow analysis is carried out based on two-dimensional 
circular cascade theory so as to determine the steady vorticity 
distributions on the impeller blades, the diffuser vanes, and the 
steady streamline along which the unsteady free vortices are 
shed from the diffuser vane trailing edge according to the 
change in the circulation around the diffuser vane. The steady 
vortices on impeller blade are expressed as a series in terms of 
the variable (j)': 

Fig. 2 Streamline extending from the diffuser vane trailing edge at rated 
flow rate 

y'ds = dij.\4>') 

= {A'i(l + cos4>') + X A;„sin(m -- 1)(^'sin(/>'} (1) 

where 

cos 4>' = {R, + R2- 2r')/(R2 - R,) (2) 

The steady flow analysis for the impeller is made by neglecting 
unsteady effect due to the interaction between rotating impeller 
and stationary diffuser vanes. Unknown coefficients of impeller 
blade vortices A'„ can be determined by the boundary condition 
that there is no flow through the blade surface in the relative 
system. 

In the steady flow analysis downstream of the impeller, the 
velocity induced by the steady bound vortices on the impeller 
blades is approximated by the vortex of circulation Z T ' on the 
origin. Therefore, the steady velocity downstream of the impel
ler is induced by impeller circulation ZT', source on the origin, 
Q, and steady vortices on diffuser vanes. Unknown steady vor
ticity djl'' on the diffuser vanes can be determined in a similar 
manner to the impeller blade vortices by the boundary condition 
that there is no flow through the blade surface in the stationary 
system. Figure 2 shows an example of the calculated streamline 

Nomenclature 

A, B = coefficients of vortices on impel
ler blade and diffuser vane 

c = symbol of pressure traverse line 
g = acceleration of gravity 

H = total head rise across pump 
N = rotational speed 
/ = harmonic indices 

Â  = number of vortices 
p = static pressure 

p * = relative pressure, = p — (po + 
pVl/2) 

Q = flow rate per unit passage width 
Qr = rated flow rate 

R, r = radius 

.? = coordinate along the streamline 
T = time passing through one pitch of 

impeller blade 
t = time 

t* = nondimensional time, =t/T 
u = circumferential velocity 
V = absolute velocity 
Z = number of blades 

/3 = angle (see Fig. 1) 

r = circulation, = P^ y'ds 

y = density of vortex 
()) = coordinate variable along the 

blade or vane 
e = strength of vortices shed from 

diffuser vane trailing edge 
ip = velocity potential 
0 = angle in relative system (see 

Fig. 1) 
6 = angle in absolute system (see 

Fig. 1) 
dp = vortices element 

p = fluid density 
a = standard deviation of unsteady 

pressure 
T = time defined by Eq. (12) 

Ai/j = nondimensional unsteady pres
sure, = p*/(pu2/2) 

Ai/fp-p = magnitude of nondimensional 
unsteady pressure At/f 

I Alp I = amplitude of Atjj 
Lo = angular velocity of impeller 

Subscripts 

0 = reference point at pump center 
1,2 = impeller inlet and outlet 
3, 4 = diffuser vane inlet and outlet 

c = cosine component 
k = kth vortex on diffuser' vane 

/, m = summation indices 
Mt = maximum number of m 

r = radial component 
.s = sine component 
9 = tangential component 

Superscripts 
d = diffuser vane 
/ = vortices shed from diffuser vane 

trailing edge 
(' = impeller 

- = steady value 
~ = unsteady value 

Abbreviations 

IP = pressure side in impeller 
IS = suction side in impeller 

DP = pressure side in diffuser 
DS = suction side in diffuser 
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extending from the diffuser vane trailing edge at the rated flow 
rate. Each streamlines from each trailing edges has an identical 
line because the steady flow is supposed to be axisymmetric. 

Unsteady Vortices on Diffuser Vanes. The vortices on the 
diffuser vanes change with an identical amplitude and a constant 
phase angle equivalent to the pitch of the diffuser vanes ac
cording to the relative movement between the rotating impeller 
and stationary diffuser vanes. The distribution of vorticity on 
the kth diffuser vane, therefore, can be expressed in the form 
of an infinite series 

yfds ^dp.i=Y. sin [lZ'uj[ t - 2-K{k - 1 )l{Z''io) ] ] 

X [Ainil +cos<t)'')+ X A l s i n ( w - l)</)''sin<^'' 
m=2 

+ Bi COS (t)" sin 4)" }d(l)'^ 

+ E cos [IZ'uJl t - 2-n{k - 1 )/(Z''w)} ] 
;=i 

X {Ain{\ +cos(^'')-t- Z ^ d m S i n ( m - !)</)"sine/)'' 
m=2 

+ BiiCos4>'' sm(j>'')d<f)'' (3) 

where, / is the harmonic index. The coefficients A'' and B'' of 
each vane are identical, and the variable (/>'' is defined as. 

cos (/>'' = {R^ + R3- 2r'')l{R^ - Rj) (4) 

Unsteady Velocity Downstream of Impeller. We will 
consider the unsteady velocity induced by the vortices at the 
point (r, 6) in stationary coordinate system. The impeller bound 
vortices d/j,' rotate with a rotational speed co, and thus induce 
the unsteady velocity given in Fourier series: 

V' = 
2-nr Js, ,^, 

(s)/r}' 

X sin {IZ'(9 - B'(s) - iot)]y'ds (5) 

27rr Js. 
[1 + I {r'(s)/r} 

X cos {IZ'ie - e'is) - wt)]]y'ds (6) 

The velocity induced by the unsteady diffuser vane vortices 
djl'l is expressed by 

, 7 . ^ _ y r ^ J (rj/r) sin (6 - Oj) 
± Js, 27rr (rf/rr + 1 - 2(rf/ ,,r)cosie - 6i) 

X yids (7) 

1 1 - {rilr) cos {6 - O'l) 

2-Kr (rpr)^ + 1 - 2(rpr) cos (9 - df) 

X yids (8) 

The velocity induced by the vorticity shed from the diffuser 
ds, is expressed by 

ir(/r) sin (9 - 9{) 

vane trailing edge, dfll = elds, is expressed by 

=̂1 Js, 2n 27rr (r{/rf + 1 - 2(r{/r) cos (9 ) 

X e{ds (9) 

,_ i Js^ 

1 - (rj/r) COS (9 - 90 

% Js, 27rr (r{/ry + 1 - 2{rf/r) cos (9 - 9i) 

X efds (10) 

The Helmholz theorem for the conservation of vortices leads 

to the conclusion that the rate of total circulation change around 
the diffuser vane is equal to the total shed vortices from the 
diffuser vane trailing edge within unit time. Thus the strength 
of the vortices shed from the diffuser vane trailing edge is 
expressed by 

H{s,t) = -{\IV(s)] 
dt 

y'At 

where V{s): velocity at the point P(.s), and 

T ( dslVis) 

T{s)}ds (11) 

(12) 

The velocity induced by shed vortices dp,l can be rewritten by 
substituting Eqs, (11) and (12) into Eqs. (9) and (10). The 
radial and circumferential components of resultant velocity in
duced by the above three kinds of vortices are given by 

v^ = v[ + vi + vi 
v« = vi + vi + vi 

(13) 

(14) 

Numerical Procedure for Determining Unknown Vorti
ces. The boundary condition requires that the fluid should flow 
along the diffuser vane surface. This condition is fulfilled if 

tan P = VelVr (15) 

The velocity V is divided into the steady and unsteady terms, 
and then the unsteady terms satisfy the following equation. 

tan P = VglVr (16) 

Kutta-Joukowski condition is satisfied in the present calcula
tion by applying Eq. (11) into the diffuser vane trailing edge. 
And the free vorticity shed from trailing edge dp.{ should be 
equal to the unsteady vorticity dp.'l at diffuser vane trailing 
edge. That requires 

djj-i = diii ids (17) 

The sine term as well as cosine term in Eq. (3) should satisfy 
the above equation for each harmonic component of unknown 
unsteady vortices, and then the following two equations can be 
obtained: 

nlZ'ujAin/U4 + nlZ'u}Ai2/(2Ui) 

+ 2Bi, cos PHiu - 7-3) = 0 (18) 

nlZ'ioA'in/U^ + nlZ'uiA'y{2U4) 

+ 2Bi, cos fiHir^ - r-i) = 0 (19) 

In the present analysis, each component of harmonics, lZ'ui(l 
= 1, 2, • • •), can be calculated independently. The diffuser 
vane vortices can be expressed as a series from m = 1 to m = 
Mt in Eq. (3) , in which the unknown coefficients are A'',,„, 

(m = 1, 2, •) and Bj,, Bi, for all the diffuser vanes. 

Table 1 Specifications of test pump 

Impeller: 
Outlet radius 
Number of vanes 

Diffuser vane: 
Inlet radius 
Outlet radius 
Number of vanes 

Volute casing: 
Base circle radius 

Rating: 
Flow rate 
Total head 
Rotational speed 
Specific speed 

R2 

Z' 

R, 
R4 

Z" 

Q. 
H 
N 
Ns 

125 mm 
5 

129 mm 
162.5 mm 

239.4 mm 

6.21 mVmin 
29.2 m 
2066 rpm 
410 rpm, mVmin, m 
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Pressure tap 

Pressure side / Suction side 

Diffuser vane^ 

Fig. 3 Pressure measurement stations for a vaned diffuser passage 

and thus the number of unknown coefficients is 2(Mt + 1). To 
establish a set of linear equations for the unknown variables, 
the unknown coefficients are specified from the boundary condi
tion Eq. (16) at the Mt points on the diffuser vane. Furthermore, 
Eqs. (18) and (19) yield two equations, and thus the 2 ( M + 
1) values of the unknown coefficient of unsteady bound vortices 
are determined. 

Unsteady Pressure. Based on the above calculated flow 
field, the unsteady pressure is calculated using the following 
unsteady Bernoulli's equation: 

p/p + VV2 + (dip/dt) 

- {po/p + VI/2 + (dipo/dt)} = gH (20) 

The pressure and velocity terms are divided into steady and 
unsteady components, and the total head rise through the pump, 
H, is assumed to be steady. Neglecting the small terms, we 
have the unsteady pressure relative to the total pressure at a 
reference point: 

p*/p = - K K - VeVe - (dlp/dt) + (d(po/dt) (21) 

In the above equation, the time derivative of velocity potential 
is expressed by 

(d^/dt) = (dip/dt)' + {d(pldtY + {dCpldtY (22) 

{dCpJdt) = {dipjdty + {dipaldtY + {dipo/dty (23) 

where. 

(dip/dty = 
27r 

X X {rlr')-'^' cos {IZ'ie - B\s) + ujt)) (24) 
1=1 

0.12 

0.08 

0.04 

Diffuser inlet 

0 

• 

o 

• • • • 

• 

. A 
• 
fl 

• 

1 

VIeasured Calculated 

• 0 . (1 = 1) 
u a (1=2) 
A A (1=3) 

0 

• 
• 

^ D 1 B 
• 

i A i A 

1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 
r / R , 

Fig. 4 Calculated and measured amplitudes for the first three harmonics 
of unsteady pressure at rated flow rate 

1.3-

1.2 

1.1-

1.0-
( R 3 / R 2 = 1 . 0 3 ) 

80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

e (deg) 

Fig. 5(a) IVIeasured 

80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

0 (deg) 

Fig. 5(b) Calculated 

Fig. 5 Contour map of magnitude Atjjp-p of pressure fluctuations in 
vaned diffuser passage at rated flow rate; Experimental uncertainty In 
^'/'p-p = ±7.1 percent 

Oi^/aO" = Z — tan J ^^-ff (25) 
^_, 27r r cos 5 - r^ cos 9'^ dt 

tf^~ip>.,\f V 1 <, -1 '•sin 61 - rf sin ef a€;f , ,^^^ 
{difldty = I — tan ——J^ -^ —^ds (26) 

^ ,̂ ZTT r cos 9 — rj. cos 91 at 

The nondimensional unsteady pressure is divided into two 
parts, that is, the dynamic pressure, (Ai/')„ and the impulsive 
pressure, (Aip)^. Then Eq. (21) can be rewritten as 

80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 

G (deg) 

Fig. 6(a) Measured 

1.3-

« 
1.2-

1.1 

1.0 
( R 3 / R 2 = 1 . 0 3 ) 

80 70 60 50 4^ 30 20 1 ^ 0 

e (deg) 

Fig. 6(b) Calculated 

Fig, 6 Contour map of standard deviation <r of pressure fluctuations 
in vaned diffuser passage at rated flow rate; Experimental uncertainty in 
tr =•• ±4.4 percent 
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AiA = ( A ^ ) , + (A^)^ (27) 

where 

A ^ = {p*lp)l{ull2) (28) 

(A.//). = i-VrVr - VeVe)l{ull2) (29) 

(Ai//)^ = [-id(pldt) + (dipo/dt))/(ul/2) (30) 

Moreover, the (Ai/»)p consists of three terms, (Ai/')^, 
(Ai//)^, and (Ai/^)^, which are induced by the three different 
unsteady vortices, j /x ' , fif/i^, and dp,(, respectively. 

(A.//), = (AiA)^ + (A(//):^ + ( A ^ ) ^ (31) 

The accuracy of present analysis may be affected by number 
of numerical integration points, the length of streamline from 
the trailing edge of diffuser vanes, and the number of the har
monics. The calculations are tried for a variety of integration 
points (maximum 100) and the length of streamline (maximum 

Standard circles (r = R3) 

-37t/5 -27t/5 -It/5 
0 
0.0 

Higher pressure 
' fluctuation region 

(1) t* = 0.000 (2) t* =0.138 
Standard circles (r = R3) 

Diffuser vane H'gher pressure ^ - ^ S t T D l m i J e r vane 
fluctuation region 1 

(3) t* = 0.310 (4) t*= 0.483 

Fig. 7(a) Measured 

Standard circles (r = R3) 

Higher pressure 
fluctuation region 

( l ) t * = 0.000 (2)t* = 0,138 
Standard circles (r = Rs) 

. Diffuser vane °' - > - ^ Diffuser vane 
I I 

(3) t*= 0.310 (4) t*= 0.483 

Fig. 7(b) Calculated 

Fig. 7 Time dependent pressure distribution at vaned diffuser inlet for 
rated condition; Experimental uncertainty in Ai/r = ±7.1 percent 

Oeomelrical configuration 
II/5 2*5 t*=0.0 or 9=0.0 

' i !^^S 

(a) Calculated 

1̂  

(b) Measured 

Fig. 8 Time histories of instantaneous pressure Ai/r on the pressure tap 
(ri, c,) at rated flow rate; Experimental uncertainty in Ai/( = ±7.1 percent 

R^ = 6R2). As a result of the trial, in the present calculation, 
we have adopted the 40 integration points and the streamline 
extending to 4R2 from the origin, since the differences of the 
calculated values are found to be small enough to assure a 
reasonable degree of accuracy under these condition. And the 
first five harmonics of unsteady pressure were adopted in the 
calculation because the higher harmonic components are smaller 
enough to neglect comparing with the fundamental one. 

Discussion 
The present calculating method is applied to a test diffuser 

pump and the calculated pressures are compared with the corre
sponding experimental ones. Table 1 shows the specifications 
of the test pump, and the pressure measurement stations are 
shown in Fig. 3. The experimental uncertainty in flow rate was 
found to be within 1.6 percent, and the uncertainty for unsteady 
pressure was within 7.1 percent at diffuser vane passage (Tsuka-
moto et al , 1995). In the present report, the comparison will 
be made for the rated condition of the test pump. 

Unsteady Pressure in Diffuser Vane Passage. Figure 4 
shows the calculated and measured amplitudes for the first three 
harmonic components of the unsteady pressure | At//1 on the c, 
line in the test diffuser passage. The symbols marked by circle, 
square, and triangle indicate the fundamental, the second, and 
the third harmonic components of unsteady pressure, respec
tively. The fundamental harmonic component of unsteady pres
sure is greater than other higher harmonic ones in the calculated 
and measured results. And the difference of first harmonic com
ponent and higher harmonic ones is larger in calculated results 
than in the measured ones. That is because the viscosity of fluid 
is neglected in the present analysis. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the blade-to-blade distributions of the 
magnitude Ai/f,,„,, and the standard deviation a of pressure fluc
tuations in the test diffuser, respectively. In these figures, (a) 
and (b) axe the measured and calculated results, respectively. 
The unsteady pressure is found to be larger on the suction side 
of diffuser vane than on the pressure side at a constant radius, 
and the unsteady pressure decreases with increasing radius both 
in measured and calculated results. 

Figures 7(a) and (b) show the measured and calculated 
unsteady pressure distributions at the diffuser vane inlet, respec
tively. These figures represent the pressure distributions for four 
different stages in time. While the plots outside and inside the 
circle of radius R, indicate the pressure higher and lower than 
the time-averaged one, respectively. Pressure has a maximum 
at the instant when an impeller blade encounters a diffuser vane. 
There can be seen a higher pressure region indicated by a large 
dot which rotates with the impeller rotation. The calculated 
results agree well with the experimental ones, and hence the 
present method may be applicable for the prediction of the 
unsteady pressure in diffuser vane passage of a diffuser pump. 

Figure 8 indicates time history of the instantaneous unsteady 
pressure Ai/f on the pressure tap (ri, c,). The 0 = 0.0 means 
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that the trailing edge of a impeller blade and the leading of a 
diffuser vane are on the same line radiated from the origin. 
Because the first harmonic is predominant in the calculated 
pressure compared with the measured one as shown in Fig. 4, 
the calculated waveform of pressure changes more smoothly 
with time than the measured one. That is the reason why the 
calculated and measured magnitudes of unsteady pressure 
Ai/fp_p shown in Fig. 5 shows better agreement compared with 
the standard deviation a shown in Fig. 6. 

Contribution of Dynamic and Impulsive Pressures. In 
the present singularity analysis in which unsteady flow due to 
rotor-stator interaction is assumed to be induced by three kinds 
of vortices in Fourier series, we can classify the contribution 
of each factor on harmonic components of unsteady pressures. 
Figure 9 shows the contributions of the individual terms of 
unsteady pressure in Eqs. (27) and (31) to the first harmonic 
component at the diffuser inlet. Figures 9(a) and (b) corre
spond to the suction and pressure side. The impulsive pressure 
(Aip)'^ induced by dfj,' is a half-cycle out of phase with the 
dynamic pressure {A\p)„. The impulsive pressure (Ai/f)^ in
duced by dli{, is smaller than other unsteady pressure terms. 
Therefore, the amplitude of pressure is dependent of the phase 
difference between the impulsive pressure (Ai/')J and 
(Aij/)'^. The larger pressure amplitude at suction side is because 
the impulsive pressures (Ai//)^ and (Ai//)^ induced by d/x' and 
dfif take smaller phase difference there. 

t 0.00 

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 
t* 

Fig. 9(a) Suction side; (n , c )̂ 

Fig. 9(jb) Pressure side; (r,, c )̂ 

Fig. 9 Time liistories of individual terms for the first liarmonic of un
steady pressure at rated flow rate 

Conclusions 

Theoretical analysis has been developed for the unsteady 
flow due to the interaction between impeller blades and diffuser 
vanes in the diffuser passage by using the singularity method. 
The calculated unsteady pressures agree with the corresponding 
measured ones, and the calculated results showed that the inter
action between impeller blades and diffuser vanes is main factor 
for the pressure fluctuations in the diffuser passage. The funda
mental harmonic component of the pressure fluctuations is 
found to be larger than other ones. And it was found that the 
influence of impulsive pressure is larger than the unsteady dy
namic pressure. 
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Theoretical Study of Pressure 
Fluctuations Downstream of a 
Diffuser Pump Impeller—Part 2: 
Effects of Volute, Flow Rate and 
Radial Gap 
The fundamental analysis in the first report was extended to calculate the unsteady 
flow induced by the interaction between impeller blades and diffuser vanes/volute 
casing in a diffuser pump. The unsteady flow in the diffuser vane passage, as welt 
as the volute casing, is assumed to be induced by the five kinds of singularities—the 
bound vortices distributed on the impeller blades, diffuser vanes and volute casing 
wall, the sources at volute outlet, and the free vortices shed from the trailing edge 
of diffuser vanes. Calculated unsteady pressures agree with the corresponding experi
mental data. And the calculated results showed the effects of the flow rate, volute 
ca.nng and the radial gaps between impeller blade trailing edge and diffuser vane 
leading edge on the magnitude of unsteady pressure downstream of impeller. 

Introduction 

It is interesting to calculate the pressure fluctuations due to 
rotor-stator interactions in a diffuser pump, since the magnitude 
of pressure fluctuations may be as large as the total pressure 
rise across the pump in the case of small radial gap between 
impeller and diffuser vanes (Arndt et al., 1989, 1990; Brennen, 
1994, and Tsukamoto et al., 1995). There are few practical and 
analytical methods to provide knowledge on the magnitude of 
this unsteadiness in flow passage downstream of impeller. 

The purpose of the present study is to evaluate the unsteady 
pressure downstream of the impeller due to the interaction be
tween a rotating centrifugal impeller and stationary structures 
like vaned diffuser and volute casing. In Part 1, the unsteady 
flow due to rotor-stator interaction was calculated by using the 
singularity method (Qin and Tsukamoto, 1997). In the present 
paper, unsteady flow analysis will be extended to incorporate 
volute casing effect and calculations will be carried out for the 
effect of flow rate as well as radial gap between impeller outlet 
and diffuser inlet. 

Analysis 

Flow Model. In a diffuser pump, which is our main con
cern, the impeller and diffuser vanes on the stream surface 
constitute two circular cascades with volute casing. Unsteady 
flow analysis can thus be made for two-dimensional circular 
cascades in relative motion by use of the singularity method 
similar to the first report (Qin and Tsukamoto, 1997). The 
configuration of the circular cascades used in the present un
steady analysis is shown in Fig. 1. These are a rotating circular 
cascade with Z' thin blades, its surrounding vaned diffuser cas
cade with Z'' thin blades, and volute casing. The unsteady flow 
downstream of the impeller is assumed to be induced by five 
kinds of singularities: steady vortices on the rotating impeller 
blades, dp,', unsteady vortices on the diffuser vanes, dp,i, un-

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
or FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
May 18, 1996; revised manuscript received February 18, 1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: L. Nelik. 

steady free vortices shed from the diffuser vane trailing edge, 
dp,k, unsteady vortices on the volute casing, / i j ' , and unsteady 
sources at the volute outlet, ql'. 

Before going into unsteady flow analysis, the steady flow 
analysis is carried out in the manner similar to the first report 
so as to determine the steady singularity distributions on the 
impeller blades, the diffuser vanes, the volute casing and the 
steady streamline along which the unsteady free vortices are 
shed from the diffuser vane trailing edge according to the 
change in the circulation around the diffuser vane (Qin, 1995). 
Figure 2 shows an example of the calculated streamline ex
tending from the diffuser vane trailing edge at the rated condi
tion. The unsteady free vortices dfii are shed from the diffuser 
vane trailing edge along these steady streamlines. 

Unsteady Vortices on Diffuser Vanes. In Part 1, the un
steady vortices on the diffuser vanes were assumed to change 
with an identical amplitude and a constant phase angle equiva
lent to the pitch of the diffuser vanes according to the relative 
movement between the rotating impeller and stationary diffuser 
vanes. The flow fluctuations, however, are not always identical 
in amplitude, and do not have a constant phase shift with those 
in other diffuser passages because of the asymmetric volute 
casing. The distribution of vorticity on the fcth diffuser vane, 
therefore, can be expressed in the form of an infinite series 

yids = At = Z sin ( /ZW)[AL,(1 + cos (/.'') 

+ I AL„sin { ( m - 1)(/)"} sin</." 
m = 2 

+ Bi, cos (!>'' sin (I)"]d4>'' + £ cos (lZ'wt)[Ai.n(l 

+ cos 0'') + £ Ai,i,„ sin {(m - 1)0"} sin </>'' 

+ Bi, cofi cj}" sin (j)'']dcl>" (1 ) 

where the coefficients A'' and fi'' are functions of diffuser vane 
index k. The values of the coefficients are determined from the 
boundary condition on the individual vanes as described later. 
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(r",(l")\ B 
(a) Distribution of singularities (b) definition of geometrical variables 

Fig. 1 iVIodel of diffuser pump 

The unsteady vortices and sources on the volute casing sur
face are expressed in the form of an infinite series with the 
same frequency as the vortices on the diffuser vanes, IZ 'u: 

It ^^ = E { CTs, sin (IZ'uJt) + CT„ cos (IZ'tot)} (2) 

qT = X [DZ, sin (IZ'ujt) + DZ, cos (IZ'cot)} (3) 

Streamline 

DiffTjser vane 

Volute casinc 

Unsteady Velocity Field. We will consider the unsteady flow rate 
velocity induced by the vortices at the point (r, 0)m stationary 
coordinate system. The velocities induced by the vortices d/j,', 
dp.i, and dp.i are shown in Part 1. 

The radial and circumferential components of velocity induced 
by p,f and q^ on the volute casing are expressed as follows: 

V"/ = X I ~ .' sm a cos i 

mpeller blade 

Fig. 2 Streamline extending from the diffuser vane trailing edge at rated 

11 ^ ' • 

27rr„ 
cos a sin ^ I (4) 

AID! 

V7 = I 
k=l 

n'= I 

27rr„ 

Ik 
2wr„ 

cos a cos I 
27rrr 

sin a sin ^ I (6) 

27rr, 
cos a sin ^ I (7) 

I 
k^l 

l^k 
• COS a cos I 27rr„ 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

sin a sin S (5) The radial and circumferential components of resultant veloc-

A, fi = coefficients of vortices on impel
ler blade and diffuser vane 

C, D = coefficients of singularity on vo
lute casing wall 

c = symbol of pressure traverse line 
g = acceleration of gravity 
H = total head rise across pump 

I = harmonic indices 
N = rotational speed 
N = number of vortices 
p = static pressure 

p * = relative pressure, = p — (po + 
pVl/2) 

Q = flow rate per unit passage width 
Qr = rated flow rate 
q = source strength at volute casing 

outlet 
R, r = radius 

s = coordinate along the streamline 
T = time passing through one pitch of 

impeller blade 
t = time 

t* = nondimensional time, =tlT 
u = circumferential velocity 
V = absolute velocity 

Z = number of blades 
a, P = angle (see Fig. 1) 

r = circulation, = /^^ y'ds 

y = density of vortex 
4) = coordinate variable along the 

blade or vane 
e = strength of vortices shed from 

diffuser vane trailing edge 
ifi = velocity potential 
© = angle at relative system (see 

Fig. 1) 
6 = angle at absolute system (see 

Fig. 1) 
dp, = vortices element 

p = fluid density 
a = standard deviation of unsteady 

pressure 

s ^^^ 
V{s) 

Ai// = nondimensional unsteady pres
sure, = p*l{pull2) 

Ail),,^p = magnitude of nondimensional 
unsteady pressure Ai/» 

I Ai//1 = amplitude of Atj/ 
uj = angular velocity of impeller 

Subscripts 

0 = reference point 
1,2 = impeller inlet and outlet 
3, 4 = diffuser inlet and outlet 

c = cosine component 
k = kth vortex on diffuser vane 

l,m = summation indices 
Mt = maximum number of m 

r = radial component 
re = relative value (see Fig. 1) 

s = sine component 
9 = tangential component 

Superscripts 

d = diffuser vane 
/ = vortices shed from diffuser vane 

trailing edge 
i = impeller 

vc = vortices on volute casing wall 
iw = sources on volute casing outlet 

= steady value 
= unsteady value 

Abbreviations 

DP = pressure side in diffuser 
DS = suction side in diffuser 
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ity induced by the above five kinds of singularities are given 
by 

K = v\ + yf + v^ + vr + vr (s) 
Vfl = n + v^ + v^ + y"/ + v"/ (9) 

Numerical Procedure for Determining Unknown Coeffi
cients. In the present numerical procedure, each component 
of harmonics, /Z'o; (/ = 1, 2, . . . ) , will be calculated indepen
dently. The diffuser vane vortices can be expressed as a series 
from m = 1 to m = A/r in Eq. (1) , in which the unknown 
coefficients are Afa,„,, A^ ,̂,,, B^,, and B^, (m = 1, 2, . . . , M/; 
k= 1,2,. . . , Z'') for all the diffuser vanes, and thus the number 
of unknown coefficients is 2Z''{Mt + 1). The number of singu
larities on the volute casing is A?"<'+", and then the total number 
of unknown variables for each component of harmonics is 
lZ\Mt + 1) + 2A/'"'+". To establish a set of linear equations 
for the unknown variables, the unknown coefficients are speci
fied from the boundary condition that requires the fluid should 
flow along the solid surface at the Mt points on the diffuser 
vane and Ar"+"' points on the volute casing. And the continuity 
condition of unsteady vorticity at trailing edge yields two equa
tions shown in the first report, and thus the 2Z''(Mt + 1) + 
2jyw;+» values of the unknown coefficient of unsteady bound 
singularities are determined. 

Unsteady Pressure Downstream of Impeller. The un
steady pressure is calculated using the unsteady Bernoulli's 
equation. The unsteady pressure relative to the total pressure at 
a reference point is expressed as 

p*/p = -VX - VoVs - (d(p/dt) + (dipo/dt) (10) 

where the time derivatives of velocity potential include the five 
terms induced by the five kinds of singularities, and are ex
pressed by 

(dip/dt) = (dip/dty + {dipldtY + {dCpldt)f 

+ {dipidty + {dipidtr (11) 

{dipo/dt) = {d(pjdty + {dCpJdtY + (dipo/dty 

+ (dipo/dty + (d(po/dtr (12) 

where. 

(dip/dty = 
Z'LOJdlJ.') 

2n 

X S ( r / r ' r ' ^ ' c o s {IZ'id - e'(s) + ujt)} (13) 

r^ sin I 
(dCp/dtY = I — tan-' ^^^ , 

. . ITT r cos 6 - ri cos Oi dt 

r sin 5 - ri sin di del 

(14) 

{d(pldty = I - tan-' • ••- , • } " - 7f ^ ds (15) 
. . 2-K r cos u — r,, cos di at 
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Fig. 4 Effect of volute casing on distribution of the first harmonic of 
vorticity on diffuser vanes {R3/R2 = 1.03, QIQ^ - 1.0) 

{dcpidty S:^( 
27r dt 

(16) 

dqf 
{dp/dtr = I — {Log (r) - Log ( r D ) ^ (17) 

*=i 27r dt 

The nondimensional unsteady pressure Ai/( will be divided 
in two parts: the dynamic pressure, {Aif/X and the impulsive 
pressure, (Ai//)^,. Then Eq. (10) can be rewritten as 

where 

Ai// = (AiA)„ + (A-A)^ 

Aijj = (p*/p)/iuj/2) 

(A.//)„ = ( - K K - t7,y,)/(Hi/2) 

(18) 
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Fig. S Effect of volute casing on circumferential distribution of magni
tudes of unsteady pressure at a radius of rj {R3/R2 = 1.03, Q/Qr - 1.0); 
Experimental uncertainty in Ai/(p_p = ±7.1 percent 
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Fig. 6 Schematics of calculated volute casings 

(A^)^ = {-(dip/dt) + idCpoldt)]l{ull2) (21) 

Discussion 

The present calculating method is applied to the same test 
diffuser pump as the first report and the calculated results are 
compared with the correspondiiig experimental data. The calcu
lated and measured unsteady pressures will be shown for the 
stations in the diffuser passage shown in Fig. 3 and the pressure 
taps from the Vt to Vio on the volute casing illustrated in Fig. 
\{b). The experimental uncertainty in flow rate was found to 
be within 1.6 percent, and the uncertainty for unsteady pressure 
was within 7.1 percent at the vaned diffuser passage and volute 
casing wall (Tsukamoto et al., 1995). 

Effects of Volute Casing. In order to investigate the influ
ence of volute casing on unsteady pressures, the results calcu
lated by the present method incorporated the volute casing effect 
are compared with those without the casing effect. Figure 4 
shows an example of unsteady vorticity distribution on the dif
fuser vane. The solid line shows the results without casing 
effect, and the dotted line does ones with volute casing effect. 
Figures A{a) and {b) present the vorticity distribution of sine 
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Fig. 8 The relation of Ai/fp-p at diffuser iniet to flow rate (Ra/fla = 1.03); 
Experimental uncertainty In Q = ±1.6 percent and in Ai/<p„p = ±7.1 per
cent 

and cosine terms of unsteady vortices, respectively, at f * = 0.0 
when the geometrical relations of impeller blades to diffuser 
vanes are shown in Fig. 1. 

It can be observed that the phase difference between diffuser 
vane Di and Ds is 180 degrees in the case without volute casing. 
On the other hand, the periodicity in circumferential direction 
is not kept in the case with volute casing effect, although the 
effect of the present vlalute casing is not so significant except 
at diffuser vane outlet. 

Figure 5 shows the circumferential distribution of the magni
tude of nondimensional unsteady pressure at a radius of rt in a 
passage of diffuser at rated flow rate. In this figure, the triangle, 
square, and circular marks indicate the calculated results for the 
case with casing effect, one without casing effect and experi
mental results, respectively. The circumferential variations of 
pressure fluctuations are found to be largest near the suction 
surface of the diffuser vane. It can be also observed that the 
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influence of volute casing on unsteady flow is small in the 
present diffuser vane passage. 

Figure 6 illustrates volute casings with the three different 
sizes. The sizes of the smaller and larger casings are 0.8 and 
1.2 times as large as the original one, respectively. In the steady 
state operational condition, the flow in the volute casing also 
may be affected by the interaction between impeller blades and 
diffuser vanes (Tsukamoto et al., 1995). Figure 7 presents the 
comparison between measured and calculated magnitudes of 
unsteady pressure Ai/*,,-,, on the three kinds of volute casing. 
The horizontal axis 0" is the angle measured from the cut water 
along the casing as shown in Fig. l ( ^ ) . The pressure fluctua
tions on the diffuser pump casing wall are remarkable near the 
cut water as on the volute pump casing (Imaichi et al , 1980). 
Calculated results have the same order as the measured ones 
for the original volute casing, and the magnitude of unsteady 
pressure is about 5 of the magnitude at the point (ri , c,) near 
the suction side at the vaned diffuser inlet. Because the unsteady 
flow in the volute casing depends on the distance between dif
fuser vane trailing edge and base circle of volute casing, the 
unsteady pressure on the casing wall increases with the decreas
ing distance. There are the largest pressure fluctuations in the 
smaller volute casing, and the value of Ai/(p„,, at V3 expressed 
by square symbol is about 130 percent of the value for the 
original one plotted as a circle. 

Effect of Flow Rate. Figure 8 presents the distribution of 
the magnitude of nondimensional unsteady pressure Ai/fp-,, at 
the diffuser inlet from (rj , c,) to (ri, C5) for several flow rates. 
Here, the calculated pressures do not include the volute casing 
effect. Calculated and measured results have the same tendency 
which the magnitude of unsteady pressure Ai//,,-,, increases with 
the increasing flow rate Q in the case of Q/Q, > 0.6. While 
the measured At/fp ,̂, is greater at Q/Qr = 0.4 than that at Q/ 
Q,. = 0.6, calculated ones show different tendency. That might 
be thought to be because the present analysis is based on poten
tial flow analysis, and the present method cannot estimate the 
complicated unsteadiness in lower flow rate range. 

Figure 9 shows the calculated steady vorticity distributions 
on impeller blade. The distributions of vorticity shift to the 
trailing edge of impeller blade with increasing flow rate. This 
means stronger interference effect to downstream of the impel
ler. Figure 10 shows the contributions of the individual terms 

Table 1 Specifications of test vaned diffusers 

Radial 
Diffuser clearance 

no. R^/R^ 

1 1.03 
2 1.08 
3 1.13 

Inlet 
angle (3^ 

(deg) 

16.97 
17.49 
17.59 

Outlet 
angle /?< 

(deg) 

15.44 
15.44 
15.44 

Inlet 
radius i?, 

(mm) 

129.0 
135.0 
141.0 

of unsteady pressure in Eq. (18) to the first harmonic component 
at the diffuser inlet (r,, Ci). Here, the (Ai//)^ consists of three 
terms, (A(//)^, (Ai//)'^, and (Ai//)^, which are induced by the 
three different unsteady vortices, dfj.', 
lively. 

dpj'l, and dfii, respec-

(A^)^ = (A,py^ + (A^) ' i + (Ai//)^ (31) 

Corresponding to the movement of vorticity on the impeller 
blades with the increase in flow rate, the terms by the d^l' and 
dp,'' increase with increasing flow rate. Therefore, the shift of 
impeller vorticity distributions is the main cause for the increas
ing unsteady pressure with increasing flow rate. 

Effect of Radial Gap. It was reported that the radial gaps 
between impeller blade trailing edge and diffuser vane leading 
edge are important factor for the unsteady pressure due to the 
rotor-stator interaction (Arndt et al., 1989, 1990). Calculations 
were conducted for the three kinds of vaned diffuser with differ
ent inlet radii to investigate the effect of gaps between impeller 
blade trailing edge and diffuser vane leading edge on the un
steady pressure. The specifications and schematics of the test 
vaned diffuser are shown in Table 1 and Fig. I I , respectively. 
Calculations were made for the radial gaps of 3, 8, and 13 
percent (based on the impeller discharge radius) between impel
ler discharge and diffuser vane leading edge. Figure 12 shows 
the calculated and measured magnitudes of unsteady pressure 
Aipp-p along the Ci line near the suction side of vaned diffuser. 
Both calculated and measured Ai//̂ _p are decreasing with the 
increase in the radial gap. At the diffuser inlet (rj, c,), the 
measured Ai//p_p decreases to 55 percent, and calculated one 
become 30 percent when the radial gaps change from 3 percent 
to 13 percent. The difference between calculated and measured 
results is due to the present theoretical method considering only 
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Fig. 12 Effect of radial gap between impeller discliarge and diffuser 
inlet on pressure fluctuation at suction side in diffuser (Q/Q, = 1.0); 
Experimental uncertainty in Aij/p^p = ±7.1 percent 
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Fig. 13 Variation of unsteady vorticity distributions on diffuser vanes 
witli radial gap between impeller discharge and diffuser inlet 
{Q/Qr = 1.0) 

potential interaction. Figure 13 presents the unsteady vorticity 
dfli on the diffuser vane at /* = 0.0. Because the vorticity 
distribution shifts to the trailing edge with increasing gap be
tween impeller discharge and diffuser inlet, the interaction be
tween impeller and diffuser is weaken and thus the magnitude 
of unsteady pressure induced by dfit decreases. 

Conclusions 
The unsteady pressure downstream of the impeller due to 

the interaction between impeller blades and diffuser vanes was 
analyzed for a variety of parameters by using the singularity 
method incorporated the effect of volute casing. The influence 

of volute casing on the unsteady pressure in the test vaned 
diffuser passage is found to be small because of large gap 
between vaned diffuser and volute casing. Moreover, calcula
tions were carried out to study the effects of flow rate and radial 
gaps between impeller blade trailing edge and diffuser vane 
leading edge on the magnitude of unsteady pressure downstream 
of impeller. As the results of the present study, it was made 
clear that the magnitude of unsteady pressure Ai//,,_p increases 
with increasing flow rate except lower flow rate range (Q/Qr 
< 0.6), in both calculated and measured pressures. And the 
magnitude Aif/p-p decreases 50 percent in measured pressure 
and 30 percent in calculated one near the suction side at diffuser 
inlet, when the gap between impeller discharge radius and dif
fuser inlet radius is increased from 3 percent to 13 percent. 
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Development and Optimization 
of Screw IVIachines With a 
Simulation Model—Part I: 
Profile Generation 
This paper presents a method for the design of twin screw compressors and expanders, 
which is based on a differential algorithm for defining the rotor profiles and an 
analytical model of the fluid flow and thermodynamic processes within the machine. 
Part I of the paper describes the algorithm for screw rotor profile generation. It 
demonstrates the conjugacy condition which, when solved explicitly, enables a variety 
of primary arcs to be defined either analytically or by discrete point curves. Its use 
greatly simplifies the design since only primary arcs need to be specified and these 
can be located on either the main or gate rotor or even on any other rotor including 
a rack, which is a rotor of infinite radius. Secondary arcs are then generated automati
cally from this. By such means any profile combination may be considered. The most 
efficient were obtained from a combined rotor-rack generation procedure. An example 
of this combination is given which produces a rotor profile with stiff lobes and a 
higher throughput than any other known type. Part II describes a mathematical model 
of the compression and expansion processes within positive displacement machines 
which has been well proven in its use for the design of reciprocating and screw 
compressors and screw expanders. 

Introduction 
Screw machines are used today as both compressors and 

expanders. They operate with a variety of working fluids which 
may be gases, dry vapors, or multi-phase mixtures with phase 
changes taking place within the machine. Their mode of opera
tion may be without internal lubrication, oil flooded, or with 
other fluids injected during the compression or expansion pro
cess. The rotor configuration and profile, as well as operating 
conditions required for optimum performance, are highly depen
dent on the machine application. Hence, there is no universal 
rotor profile and configuration or set of working parameters, 
which will produce an optimum design in all cases, even for a 
restricted class of machine. It follows that a set of well-defined 
criteria governed by an optimization procedure is a prerequisite 
for achieving the best performance for each application. Such 
guidelines are also essential for further improvement of existing 
screw machine designs, and broadening the range of their use. 

Modern twin screw machines evolved almost exclusively 
from the patents of Alf Lysholm, which were commercialized 
by the Swedish company Svenska Rotor Maskiner (SRM) and 
virtually all the original manufacturers of these machines relied 
on the licensors to supply details of the rotor design. SRM did 
not publicize their design techniques and, as a result, there were 
very few west European and U.S. publications on rotor profiling 
until comparatively recently. Most of these were limited in 
scope since their authors were mainly employees of compressor 
manufacturing companies who were unwilling to reveal proprie
tary know how. 

In contrast to this, three classical screw compressor textbooks 
were published in Russian where, presumably since there were 
no patent licensing agreements with western companies, there 
was a need to evolve design procedures from first principles. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING . Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
January 4,1996; revised manuscript received January 12, 1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: P. M. Sockol. 

Sakun (1960) gives a full derivation of circular, elliptic, and 
cycloidal rotor lobe profile generation and, most importantly, a 
reproducible presentation of an asymmetric profile later named 
SKBK. The profile generation principle of this book is based on 
an envelope approach, which is also the basis of the procedure 
presented in this paper. Andreev (1961) effectively repeated 
Sakun's work on profiles to which he added his own contribu
tion on rotor tool profile generation. 17 years later, Amosov et 
al. (1977) republished Sakun's profiles to which he added the 
first presentation in the open literature of a reproducible method 
for generating the classic SRM asymmetric and Lysholm pro
files. Where available, these books have been translated pri
vately into German or English. 

Two textbooks were published in German: Rinder (1979) 
presented a profile generation method based on gear theory to 
reconstruct the SRM asymmetric profile 10 years after it was 
patented. Konka (1988) published some engineering aspects of 
screw compressors, but hardly described profiling procedures. 
Rinder's book has also been privately translated into English. 
There are two textbooks in English dealing partly with screw 
compressors: O'Neill (1993) on industrial compressors, and 
Arbon (1994) on rotary twin shaft compressors, but none makes 
sufficient mention of rotor profiling procedures, even for use as 
a general guide. 

There are a few compressor manufacturers' handbooks on 
screw compressors and a number of brochures giving useful 
information on them, but they are either classified or available 
only for licencees. 

There is an unusually large number of patents dealing with 
various aspects of screw compressors and especially their pro
files. The SRM 1946 (symmetric), 1970 (unsymmetric), and 
1982 ( " D " ) profiles are classic examples, but rotor profiling 
patents by other companies were also highly successful. All 
profiles described in the patents were generated by a legitimate 
procedure, but insufficient information is given to make them 
readily reproducible. 

Not surprisingly, there are few publications on screw ma
chines in engineering journals apart from Lysholm's papers of 
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1942 and 1966, and even these do not refer to either the profiling 
method used or Lisholm's description of the profiling principles 
by which the blow-hole area may be reduced. An exception 
was Margolis (1978), who reproduced a symmetric circular 
profile three decades after it had been patented. 

There are three regular conferences which deal exclusively or 
partly with screw compressors. These are the Purdue University 
Biennial Compressor Technology Conference in the USA, the 
IMechE Conference on Industrial Compressors in the U.K., 
and the ''VDI Schraubenkompressoren Tagung'' in Germany. 
Despite the abundance of screw machine papers to be found in 
their proceedings, few of them give much information on rotor 
profiling. Typical of these are the frequently cited pubUcations 
of Singh and Onuschak (1984) and Singh and Schwartz (1990) 
also Peng and Xing (1990) Tang and Fleming (1992), and 
Stosic and Hanjalic (1994) from which a reader will gain little 
on profile generation. Zenan (1984), Xion and Dagang (1986), 
and Zhang and Hamilton (1992) indicate that they used an 
envelope theory to calculate some geometry features of their 
rotors. Only Kinder (1984), gives a clear exposition with a 
presentation of the rack generation procedure based on the the
ory used in his earlier book. 

Textbooks on gear tooth generation, like that of Buckingham 
(1963), give useful background to screw rotor profiling, but all 
of them are limited to the gear conjugate action condition for 
specific gear form cases. Earlier and more fundamental analyti
cal theory on gear tooth profiling based on an envelope approach 
was published in Russian as long ago as 1886 by Gohman, 
and recommended by Litvin (1956). Additional supplementary 
literature can be found in differential geometry textbooks which 
prestent an envelope of a family of curves, but it is still in a 
form requiring further elaboration for profiling purposes. An 
example of these is in Guggenheim (1963). 

The restricted access to fundamental information was a major 
reason for the publication of the rotor profiling procedure given 
in this paper. It is based on Sakun's work, which the authors 
have significandy extended. In addition, the presented method 
offers several novelties in approach, making it simpler, more 
concise, and yet more general than most methods available in 
literature. The method has proved suitable for easy computer 
generation of a variety of screw profiles for engines with differ
ent duties and applications. 

Screw Rotor Profiling Methods 
The conjugacy condition for gear tooth engagement is given 

in the majority of gear textbooks. It states that the common 
normal to the profiles at a point of contact contains a pitch 
point. If this condition is used in screw rotor profile generation, 
rotor profiles are generated in two stages: first, by choice of an 
appropriate curve on one of the rotors and second, by use of 
the conjugate condition requirement to produce a curve on the 
oposite rotor. 

It is obvious that all circles with their centers on the pitch 
circles meet both these requirements unconditionally. This is 
also true for circles with their centers on the rotor axes. Circles 
with other centers and curves, like ellipses, parabolae, and hy
perbolae require more elaborate curves as counterparts on the 

Fig. 1 A screw rotor pair: definitions and symbols 

other rotor. Also, points located on one rotor will form epi- or 
hypocycloids on the other rotor. 

Symmetric circular profile rotors are comprised only of circu
lar arcs with centers on pitch circles. Lysholm's first asymmetric 
profile was derived by the use of a set of cycloids on the high 
pressure side, apart from the pitch circle centered circles. Later, 
the SRM unsymmetric profile employed an offset circle on the 
low pressure side of the gate rotor. The SKBK profile introduced 
the same on the main rotor. In both cases, the evaluated curves 
were given analytically. The SRM " D " profile consists exclu
sively of circles, all of which are eccentrically positioned on 
the main or gate rotor. All patents which followed gave primary 
curves for one rotor and evaluated secondary curves for the 
other in analytical form, all presumably based on derivations 
of the basic conjugacy requirement or some other similar condi
tion. 

Complementary to the gearing practice, Sakun (1960), refer
ring Gohman's theory, claims that an envelope of parametric 
curves of arcs on one rotor forms mating arcs on the other 
rotor which is consistent with the more general requirement 
of conjugacy: two surfaces are conjugate if each generates or 
envelopes the other under a specified relative motion. The the
ory itself is simple and it may be expressed for the planar case 
as follows: 

The main and gate rotors, as indicated by numbers 1 and 2, 
respectively, in Fig. 1, roll on their pitch circles about their 
centers Oi and O2 by angles ip and r = (zi/zz)ili = ip^i- A 
primary arc is defined as an arbitrary function of an angular 
parameter (j) as follows: 

Xj = Xai<l>) (1) 

Vd = yM) (2) 

The secondary arc on another rotor is a function of </> and KJJ 

X = x{4>> 4') = ~« cos —\- Xd cos kifi + y^ sin kip (3) 

y = y((j), (//) = a sin -7 - x,i sin î/f •+ y^ cos kif/ (4) 

Nomenclature 

a = rotor center distance a = ri„ + r2,„ 
i = lobe number ratio / = Z2U1 
k = ratio k = I + l/i 
r = rotor radii 
X = coordinate 
y = coordinate 
z = number of lobes 

ip = rotation angle of the main rotor 
4) = angular parameter 
T = rotation angle of the gate rotor 

Subscripts 
d = defined 
e = external 

i = internal 
r = rack 

w = rolling pitch 
1 = main rotor 
2 = gate rotor 
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where tj/ represents the value of the rotation angle of the main 
rotor at which the primary and secondary arcs have a contact 
point. This angle must satisfy the conjugacy condition: 

dxd dyd dxg dy,, ^ 

d(f> dij/ dip d4> 
(5) 

which is a differential equation of an envelope of " d " curves. 
The expanded form is: 

sin (// — fcy. —7 cos ip + kx,i) = 0 (6) 

Sakun's practice was to insert convenient primary arcs such 
as circles, ellipses, or single points into Eq. (6) to obtain analyti
cal functions i/f = i/f(</>) which, introduced into (3) and (4), give 
secondary arcs as analytical functions of only one independent 
parameter <j). Amosov (1977) used the identical approach. As 
the basic requirement of gear conjugacy is retained in this proce
dure, it may be used as an effective means for the production 
of screw rotor and gear tooth profiles. 

Extensions of the Method 
The method presented in the previous section additionally 

contains some advantages which were not previously recog
nized. It is possible to start with the explicit analytical or numer
ical solution for Eq. (6) and to introduce numerical values 
thus calculated into Eqs. (3) and (4) rather than an analytical 
function. It means that secondary arcs are generated automati
cally once the primary arcs are specified. By this means the 
design process is significantly simplified and the effort required 
to design the rotors is greatly reduced. Also, the range of pri
mary arc curves which may be used is not restricted only to 
those which result in the analytical conjugacy condition. Since 
the primary arcs can be derived from numerical data, any analyt
ical function or even a discrete point function can also be used 
to define them. 

Finally, since all equations are independent of the coordinate 
system in which they are expressed, it is possible to define 
primary arcs as " d " curves using a coordinate system which 
is independent of both rotors. By this means, in many cases 
the defining equations may be simplified. Also, the use of one 
coordinate system to define all the curves further simplifies the 
design process. Typically, the template shown by a dashed line 
in Fig. 2 is specified in a rotor independent coordinate system. 
The same equations are valid for a rotor of infinite radius which 
is the rack described by ' V" in Fig. 1. From the primary arc 
given on the rack, a secondary arc on some of the rotors is 
obtained by the same procedure. The rack is also shown in Fig. 
2 by a dotted line. 

Fig. 2 View of a pair of "N" rotors: solid—actuai rotors, daslied—tem
plate rotor, dotted—rack 

In addition to the convenience of relating all curves to one 
coordinate system only, when compared with rotor profile gen
eration, a rack formed rotor profile offers the following further 
advantages: 

(i) A rack profile is the shortest profile. This means that 
all points taken from the rack will be transformed onto the 
rotors without overlaps or other loops. 

(ii) Straight lines from the rack will be projected onto the 
rotors as involutes, ensuring the favorable rotor contact and 
appropriate rotor-to-rotor torque transfer. 

(iii) Rack generated rotors are usually easier to manufac
ture. 

(iv) A single rack generated main rotor can be matched 
with a range of sizes of gate rotor. 

Unfortunately, rack rotor generation has a disadvantage when 
compared with rotor based profiling methods. In order to ensure 
tightness and to minimize the blow hole area, rotors should 
undercut each other on the high pressure side. This practice is 
widely accepted using either singular points on the main and 
gate rotors or circles, ellipses and parabolas as alternatives to 
single points. With rack profile generation there is no means of 
producing an appropriate undercut directly. With a rack, one 
analytical curve satisfies the conjugacy criterion for a such tight 
rotor contact. This is the cycloid developed on the rack which 
undercuts to form an epicycloid and a hypocycloid on the main 
and gate rotor, respectively, and which corresponds exactly to 
a singular point undercut on a rotor generated profile. If other 
curves are used on the rack, the tightness should be improved 
and the blow-hole area minimized by taking the outer diameter 
of the gate rotor significantly less than its pitch diameter. The 
penalty for this is that it also reduces the rotor throughput, as 
shown by Kinder (1984). This deficiency is here overcome by 
generating the high pressure side of a rack by means of a rotor 
conjugate action which undercuts a single appropriate curve on 
the rack. Such rack is then used for profiling both the main and 
gate rotors. The method and its extensions were used by authors 
to create a number of different rotor profiles, some of them 
used in Stosic et al. (1986) and Hanjalic and Stosic (1993). 
One application is described and patented by Stosic (1996). 

Generation of an ' W Profile 
The following is a brief description of rotor profile, typical 

for a family of rotor profiles designed for the efficient compres
sion of air, common refrigerants, and a number of process gases. 
Rotors are generated by the combined rack-rotor generation 
procedure. Its features are such that it may be readily modified 
further to optimize performance for any specific appUcation. 

The coordinates of all primary arcs on the rack are summa
rized here relative to the rack coordinate system. The lobe of 
the rack is divided into several arcs. The divisions between the 
profile arcs are denoted by capital letters and each arc is defined 
separately, as shown in Fig. 3 where the rack and rotors are 
shown. All curves are given as a "general arc" form of the 
type: ax'' + by'' = 1. Straight lines, circles, parabolae, elipses 
and hyperbolae are all easily described by selecting appropriate 
values for parameters a, b, p, and q. 

Segment E - F is a circular arc, p-q = 2, a = b. 
Segment F-G is a straight line for the upper involute, p = 

q=l. 
Segment G-H on the rack is an undercut by the arc F2 — 

H2 of type ax''j + by^ = I, p = 1. ^ = 0.25 on the gate rotor. 
Segment H-A on the rack is an undercut by the arc Ai — 

Hi of type fiuc^ + byl = I, p = I, q = 0.75 on the main rotor. 
The rack coordinates G - H - A ure obtained through the 
procedure inverse to ( 3 ) - ( 6 ) . 

Segment A - B is an arc of the type ax') + byl = 1 on the 
rack with p = 0.43 and q = l-
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E-F Circle 
P-G Straight Line 
G-H Undercut liy tlie Gate Rotor Arc; p=l, q; 
H-A Undercut by the Main Rotor Arc: p=l | q̂  
A-B Arc: p=0.43, q=l 
B-C Straight Line 
C-D Circle 
D-B Straight Line 

Fig. 3 "N" rack and rotor profile points 

Segment B - C is a straight line on the rack required for the 
lower involute, p = q = 1. 

Segment C-D is a circular arc on the rack, p = q = 2,a = b. 
Segment D - E is a straight line on the rack which completes 

parts of the rotor inner/outer circles. 

Review of the " N " Profile Characteristics 
A variety of modified profiles is possible. The " N " profile 

design is a compromise between full tightness, small blow
hole area, large displacement, short seaUng lines, small confined 
volumes, involute rotor contact, and proper gate rotor torque 
distribution together with high rotor mechanical rigidity. 

The number of lobes required varies according to the desig
nated compressor duty and three configurations are shown in 
Fig. 4. The 3/5 arrangement is most suited for dry air compres
sion, the 5/6 for oil flooded moderate pressure difference com
pression and the 6/7 for high pressure and large built-in volume 
ratio refrigeration applications. 

Although the full evaluation of a rotor profile requires more 
than just a geometric assessment, some of the key features of 
the " N " profile may be readily appreciated by comparing it 
with three most popular screw rotor profiles which were defined 
{a) by Bammert (1979), {b) Astberg (1982), and (c) by 
Hough and Morris (1984). All rotors are shown in Fig. 5 where 
it can be seen that the " N " profiles have a greater throughput 
and a stiffer gate rotor for all cases where other characteristics 
such as blow-hole area, confined volume and high pressure 
sealing line lengths are identical in the designs compared. Also, 
the low pressure sealing lines are shorter, but this is less im
portant because the corresponding clearance can be kept small. 

The blow-hole area may be controlled by adjustment of the 
tip radii on both the main and gate rotors and also by making 
the gate outer diameter equal to or less than the pitch diameter. 
Also, sealing lines can be kept very short by constructing most 
of the rotor profile from circles whose centers are close to the 
pitch circle. But, any decrease in the blow-hole area will in
crease the length of the sealing line on the flat rotor side. A 
compromise between these trends is therefore required to obtain 
the best result. In Fig. 6 two rotors are presented, the first with 
a short sealing line but a large cusp blow-hole area and the 
other with the longer seaUng line but a smaller blow-hole. 

Rotor instability is often caused by the torque distribution in 
the gate rotor changing direction during a complete cycle. The 
profile generation procedure described in this paper makes it 
possible to control the torque on the gate rotor and thus avoid 
such effects. Furthermore, full involute contact between the 
' 'N' ' rotors enables any additional contact load to be absorbed 
more easily than with any other type of rotor. Two rotor pairs 
are shown in Fig. 7, the first exhibits what is described as 
"negative" gate rotor torque while the second shows the more 
usual "positive" torque. 

Fig. 4 "N" profile: 3/5 for dry air compression, 5/6 for oil flooded air 
compression, and 6/7 for heavy duty refrigeration 

Conclusions 
A method for a screw rotor profile generation used by the 

authors for a long time to generate screw rotor profiles has been 
demonstrated. It is convenient both for the design of new rotors 
and the improvement of existing designs. Also, an extension to 
the rack based procedure has been used to generate a higher 

Fig. 5 "N" profile (solid) compared with (a) Bammert (1979), (b) 
Astberg (1982), and (c) IHough and Morris (1984) 
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Fig. 6 "N" rotors: (a) Shorter sealing line/large blowr-lioie, (b) longer 
sealing line/smaller blow-hole 

Fig. 7 
gate 

"N" Rotors: (a) negative torque on gate, (b) positive torque on 

efficiency profile. The matemathically rigorous method used has 
the additional advantage of simplicity which enables a variety of 
profiles to be created in a short time by almost all mechanical 
engineering designers, whereas at present, such skills are known 
to only a limited number of exclusive specialists. 
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Development and Optimization 
of Screw Machines With a 
Simulation Model—Part II: 
Thermodynamic Performance 
Simulation and Design 
Optimization 
This paper presents a method for the design of twin screw compressors and expanders, 
which is based on a differential algorithm for defining the rotor profile and an 
analytical model of the fiuidflow and thermodynamic processes within the machine. 
Part I of the paper presents a method for screw rotor profile generation which 
simplifies and improves design procedures. An example is given of its use in the 
development of a new "N" rotor profile, which is shown to be superior to otiter 
well-known types. Part II describes a numerical model of the thermodynamic and 
fluid flow processes within screw machines, which is valid for both the compressor 
and expander modes of operation. It includes the use of the equations of conservation 
of mass and energy applied to an instantaneous control volume of trapped fluid within 
the machine with allowance for fluid leakage, oil or other fluid injection, heat transfer, 
and the assumption of real fluid properties. By simultaneous solution of these equa
tions, pressure-volume diagrams may be derived of the entire compression or expan
sion process within the machine. The procedure has been developed over a period 
of fifteen years and validated with experimental results obtained from both reciprocat
ing and screw compressors and screw expanders, some of which are included. The 
rotor profile generation processor, thermofluid solver and optimizer, together with 
preprocessing facilities for the input data and graphical post-processing and CAD 
interface, have been incorporated into a design package which provided a suitable 
tool for analysis and optimization of twin screw machine design. An example of its 
use is given in the optimization of the gate tip radius of a selected compressor design. 

Introduction 
Screw compressors are rotary positive displacement ma

chines of simple design capable of high speed operation over 
a wide range of operating pressures and flow rates with high 
efficiencies. They are both reliable and compact and conse
quently they comprise 80 percent of all positive displacement 
compressors sold nowadays and 50 percent of those currently 
in operation. However, their optimum design is very sensitive 
to the correct selection of a number of parameters which govern 
the thermodynamic and flow processes within them. 

In textbooks such as those of Kinder (1979), Konka (1988), 
and Arbon (1994), as well as the earlier classical papers on 
compressors, the compression process is usually described by 
the assumption of a fixed mass of an ideal gas undergoing 
an adiabatic or polytropic compression in which the pressure-
volume relationship is of the form pV where « is a constant 
or variable exponent. This is adequate only when leakage rates 
are very low; there is no fluid injection during the compression 
process and the working fluid is highly super-heated and far 
from the saturated vapor phase. In the case of screw compres
sors, internal leakage can be up to 40 percent of the bulk dis
charge flow, oil, and other fluids may be injected in large quanti-

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING . Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
January 4,1996; revised manuscript received January 12, 1997. Associate Techni
cal Editor: P. M. Sockol, 

ties, and wet vapors may be compressed, or even liquids ex
panded. Under these circumstances, a compression or expansion 
process is better described by means of an open system through 
which fluid may flow by admission, discharge, and leakage 
processes. These, in turn, are described by the equations of 
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy together with the 
transport equations which may be integrated numerically for a 
succession of rotor positions. This was recognized at an early 
stage in the development of techniques of analysis and Sakun 
(1960) made a good start to this approach. Soedel (1972) and 
Hamilton (1974) brought further understanding to positive dis
placement compressor processes in their compressor short 
courses at Purdue University using differential equations with 
temperature and pressure as the derived variables. 

Mathematical modeling and computer simulation of compres
sor operation have now reached such a stage that much of the 
traditional trial-and-error experimental approach to design, still 
widely used in the compressor industry, is no longer necessary. 
Unfortunately, many computer models reported in the open lit
erature differ in their assumptions and in the mathematical level 
at which various phenomena are modeled, while many have 
been inadequately verified by experiment. This has led to sig
nificant differences in the predictions made by the various mod
els. Nonetheless, such models have evolved greatly during the 
past ten years. Their potential is so great that there is little doubt 
that as they become better validated, they are becoming an 
essential design tool and their use is likely to lead to further 
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improvements in machine performance. Confirmation of this is 
given by Fujiwara and Osada (1990), Jonsson (1990), and 
Sauls (1994). 

Mathematical modeling started with the analysis of recipro
cating compressors by Benson (e.g., Benson and Ucer, 1972; 
MacLaren et al., 1975; and Stosic and Hanjalic, 1977), but was 
extended to screw compressors by Fujiwara et al. (1984) and 
Sangfors (1984). The present authors modified the approach to 
use internal energy as the derived variable rather than tempera
ture and pressure, as shown by Stosic et al. (1986). When this 
was used in conjunction with an effective equation of state for 
real fluids they were able to predict pressure changes accurately 
for various applications, as described by Stosic et al. (1988), 
(1989). Tang and Fleming (1992) and Fleming et al. (1994) 
used the same approach in their thorough studies of refrigeration 
screw compressors. 

On the assumption that successful computer models should 
be readily accessible to designers and engineers, as well as 
specialists, the authors have developed a suite of subroutines 
for the purpose of screw machine design, Hanjalic and Stosic 
(1993). This provides facilities for generating new profiles and 
predicting thermodynamic processes in the machine and the 
results obtained from it have been verified by extensive compar
ison with laboratory measurements of the cyclic variation of all 
important local and bulk properties in screw compressors and 
expanders. The computational procedure used in it is divided 
into the following three phases. 

(i) The preprocessor generates the lobe profiles and the 
complete screw-rotor pairs from the algebraically or otherwise 
prespecified profile curves following the general profiling theory 
presented in Part I, or by use of a set of user pregenerated 
points, to give a volume function incorporating all interlobe 
overlapping and blow hole areas, also sealing lines and leakage 
gap areas. 

(ii) The main program simulates the machine processes by 
a set of differential equations for the conservation of mass, 
momentum, and energy which describe the thermodynamic and 
flow processes in an elementary volume within the screw ma
chine at any angle of rotation or instant of time. The model 
incorporates relationships which account for most of the effects 
encountered in a real machine, such as the properties of a real 
gas-liquid mixture, heat transfer between the fluid and machine 
rotors and casing, leakages and oil, or other fluid, injection. The 
integration of the mass and energy equations yields the variation 
of the pressure and temperature of the gas as a function of the 
angle of rotation. A pressure-volume relationship is thereby 
produced, from which the integral compressor characteristics 
are evaluated. The computer code also contains a set of subrou
tines for calculating the thermodynamic and fluid properties of 

a number of different fluids, including most of the new refriger
ants. 

(iii) The post-processing program supplies all results in 
tabular and graphical form, together with plots of the rotor pair 
and machine suction and discharge ports exported in the re
quired format for a CAD facility. All calculations necessary for 
mechanical design, like bearing forces, shaft and rotor stresses 
and deflections accompany the package. 

The package, or some of its main elements, was used for 
the extensive calculation and design of positive displacement 
compressors, mainly of the screw type, and also of screw ex
panders. In all cases, the same screw rotor profiling technique 
and the same mathematical model of the thermodynamic and 
fluid flow process were employed, regardless of the machine 
duty, or fluid used. 

Modeling Rationale 

Thermodynamics of the Compression-Expansion Process. 
A specific feature of the model is the use of the nonsteady flow 
energy equation with internal energy rather than enthalpy or 
pressure and temperature as the derived functions. This was 
found to be computationally more convenient. All the remaining 
thermodynamic and fluid properties within the machine cycle 
are calculated from it and the computation is carried out through 
several cycles until the solution converges. 

The following forms of the conservation equations have been 
employed in the model: 

The conservation of internal energy: 

(X) —- = (mh)i„ - (mh)oM + Q - ujp -— (1 ) 
dijj dtp 

The fluid total enthalpy inflow consists of the following compo
nents: 

(m/i)i„ = (msuAuc) + (m(,A.s) + ('"A.in) (2) 

The fluid total enthalpy outflow consists of: 

(m/z)„,„ = (mdis/idis) + irhijhij) (3) 

the terms of the energy equation may be better appreciated from 
the following: 

(m/i)j„ represents the energy gain due to the gas inflow into 
the working volume by the mass inflow, and its average en
thalpy msuc/jsuc. As such, the energy inflow varies with the rota
tional angle. During the suction period gas enters the working 
volume bringing the gas enthalpy which dominates in the suc
tion chamber. Also, during the process, a certain amount of the 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

A = flow cross-sectional area 
D = characteristic length, diameter 
/ = friction coefficient 
h = specific enthalpy, heat transfer co

efficient 
M = Mach number 
m = mass flow rate 
p = fluid pressure in the control volume 

(working chamber) 
Q = heat transfer between the fluid and 

the compressor surrounding 
R = gas constant 

Re = Reynolds number 

T = fluid temperature in the control vol
ume (working chamber) 

u = specific internal energy 
U = internal energy 
V = specific volume 

V = local volume of the compressor 
working chamber 

w = fluid velocity 
X = vapor dryness, space variable 
y = adiabatic exponent 
fj, = "discharge" coefficient 
u) = the main rotor angular velocity 
ij/ = angle of rotation of the main rotor 
p = fluid density 
^ = flow resistance 

Subscripts 

dis = discharge 
g = gas 

in = inflow 
/ = liquid 

/ = leakage 
l,g = leakage gain 
/, / = leakage loss 

0 = oil 
out = outflow 
sue = suction 

1 = low pressure side 
2 = high pressure side 
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compressed gas accounted for by mi^ghi,g leaks into the compres
sor working chamber through the clearances. The mass of this 
gas, as well as its enthalpy, are determined on the basis of gas 
leakage equations. The total enthalpy inflow is further corrected 
for the injected oil mji„;,n-

The energy loss due to the gas outflow from the working 
volume is defined by the product of the mass outflow and its 
average gas enthalpy (mh)oM- During the delivery this is mdisAdis-
The compressed gas entering the discharge plenum, together 
with mijhij, leaks through the clearances from the working vol
ume into the neighboring space at a lower pressure. In spite of 
the fact that the oil mass fraction in the mixture is significant, 
its volume fraction is usually small. The total fluid mass outflow 
includes the injected oil which remains mixed with the working 
fluid. 

Q represents the heat exchange between the fluid and the 
compressor screw rotors and casing and, through them to the 
surroundings due to the difference in temperatures of the gas 
and the casing and rotor surfaces. It is accounted for by convec
tion only. The surface over which the heat is exchanged, as well 
as the wall temperature and heat transfer coefficient, depend on 
the rotation angle i// of the main rotor. 

The thermodynamic work supplied to the gas during the com
pression process is represented by the term wp{dVldip). This 
term is evaluated from the local values of pressure and dV/dip-

The mass continuity equation: 

dm 

dijj 

The mass inflow rate consists of: 

Win = "isuc + tni,g + m„ 

The mass outflow rate consists of: 

Wont = "itlis + tfilj 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Each of the mass flow rates satisfies the continuity equation 

m = wpA (7) 

The instantaneous density p is obtained from the instanta
neous mass trapped in the control volume and the size of the 
corresponding instantaneous volume V, as p = m/V. 

The equations of energy and continuity are solved to obtain 
[/()/') and m(ilj). Together with V(>!/), the specific internal 
energy u = U/m and specific volume v = Vim are now known. 
We can then calculate T and p: 

(a) For an ideal gas: 

r = (y - l)u/R p =RT/v 

(b) For a real gas (i.e., refrigerant or other): 

u=f\{T,v) p=f2(T,v) 

(8) 

(9) 

These equations are usually uncoupled, with T obtained by 
numerical solution of the equation set, and p explicitly from 
the equation of state, 
(c) For a wet vapor: 

In the case of a phase change during the compression or 
expansion process, the specific internal energy and volume of 
the liquid-gas mixture are: 

Uf + x{Ug — Uf), V = Vf + x{Vg — Vf) (10) 

where the specific internal energy and volume of liquid and gas 
and a saturation pressure are functions of saturation temperature 
only. The equations require an implicit numerical procedure. 
As a result, T and x are obtained. The differential equation of 
internal energy is in the same form for any kind of fluid, and 
it is essentially simpler than any other in derived form. 

Modeling of processes in a screw machine, based on differen
tial rate equations for mass and energy, ensures, in principle, a 
reproduction of the the machine thermodynamics and fluid flow. 
However, its ability to mimic a real process depends strongly 
on how faithfully the model accounts for accompanying phe
nomena and effects, which have to be modeled in an approxi
mate manner. Among the most important of these are the fluid 
and energy losses through the clearances between the rotors 
and casing, as well as between the main and gate rotors them
selves, heat transfer between the fluid and its surroundings, 
fluid friction losses, real properties of the working fluid, phase 
changes and interphase transfer in the case of two-phase flows. 
As equations of conservation of mass and energy are in differen
tial form, it is then possible to define most of the phenomena 
mentioned as derivative functions of the rotation angle. All 
these equations may then be integrated simultaneously over the 
entire compression or expansion cycle. 

Modeling Fluid Leakage. The clearance flow leakage, m,, 
can be expressed in terms of local variables at a particular 
position in the machine, 

m, = HiWiPiA, (11) 

The leakage gas velocity follows from, the differential momen
tum equation, accounting for the fluid-wall friction 

dp . wj dx 
w,dwi - 1 - - ^ + / — — = 0 

P 2 D , 
(12) 

where the friction coefficient is dependent on local Reynolds 
and Mach numbers, as well as the shape of the clearance gap. 
All variables can be defined locally at any position in the ma
chine as functions of the rotational angle. The model is suffi
ciently flexible to distinguish between different types of clear
ances such as the leading arid trailing rotor tip-housing, interlobe 
and the rotor front-housing, and also a variable clearance gap 
due to discharge coefficients which must be assumed to allow 
for the variable shapes of each type of clearance. 

If the leakage is assumed to correspond to a constant enthalpy 
throttling process, then the working fluid temperature will vary 
only slightly and hence its density may be treated as a pressure 
function only. In that case the continuity equation may be inte
grated between the high and low pressure sides of the gap to 
yield 

rhi = fj,,Ai 
Pl _P1 

i?r2[C + 2 1n(p2/p,)] 
(13) 

^ can be evaluated for each clearance gap as a function of its 
dimensions and shape and flow Re and M. The full procedure 
requires the model to include the friction and drag coefficients 
in terms of Re and M for each type of clearance. Likewise, the 
working fluid friction losses can also be defined in terms of the 
local friction factor and fluid velocity related to the tip speed, 
density, and elementary friction area. 

Oil Injection. A similar approach was adopted for model
ing the oil or other fluid injection and its effects on the gas 
cooling. Assuming that the oil injection nozzle has known char
acteristics so that the Sauter mean diameter of the oil droplets 
can be defined, the rate of change of droplet temperature may 
be derived from the local heat transfer equation between the oil 
droplets and gas as 

dT„ ^ KAoJTg^, - T„) 

dtp m„c„uj 
(14) 

where h^ is a heat transfer coefficient between the droplets and 
gas. 

By using local fluid properties for a particular position in the 
machine at a given rotation angle ijj supplied from separate 
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5/6 'N' Profile Oil Flooded Air Screw Compressor 
n-5158rpm Q = 4.04m3/min 
p=10.5b mo/mv=4.33 to=317K tl=295K t2=335K 

lao 220 
Rotor Angle (deg) 

Fig. 1 p - a Diagram for an oii flooded screw compressor 

subprograms, and incorporating the local values of leakage 
flows, friction losses and oil-gas interaction, the modeled equa
tions can be integrated to yield the evolution of all thermody
namic and fluid properties as functions of the rotation angle. 
The derived data can then be further integrated over the cycle 
to estimate overall machine performance characteristics such as 
power input or output and volumetric and adiabatic efficiencies. 

Experimental Verification of the Model 
Before a mathematical model may be used for performance 

prediction or design optimization, the assumed models of all 
flow effects within it must be verified either independently or 
within the computer program as a whole. In this case, predic
tions of all significant bulk and local changes within a screw 
machine were compared with extensive laboratory tests on a 
twin screw air compressor and two-phase expanders. These 
were carried out over several years in parallel with the develop
ment of the mathematical model until satisfactory agreement 
was obtained between the predicted and measured results. 

There are two levels of data which are to be compared: overall 
process parameters, such as flow delivery, compressor power 
and efficiencies, and instantaneous ones and their variation over 
a cycle, such as fluid pressure, temperature and other thenmody-
namic and kinematic properties. The pressure is particularly 
important since it is used to construct a p-V diagram. The instan
taneous parameters are more significant, because if a calculated 
p-V and T-V diagrams agree with measured ones, the overall 
parameters are normally well predicted. Conversely, accurate 
prediction of overall values does not guarantee that the process 
itself was modeled adequately. 

An example of a comparison between experimental and pre
dicted p-V diagrams is given in Fig. 1 for an oil flooded com
pressor and in Fig. 2 for a two-phase expander. The first experi
ment was reported earlier (Stosic et al., 1992) and it will suffice 
here to recall that the instantaneous pressure was recorded by 

TWO-PHASE EXPANDER R~113 
SRM 'A' Profile 163 mm 
n = 2400 rpm, tln=100 degC 

0.10 

0.08 

>> 
o 

C!0.06 

S H 0 . 0 4 
0.02 

O.OO' HiL to. n , n - i I 
-0 .08 - 0 . 0 6 - 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 2 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

Fract ional difference 
Fig. 3(a) 
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0.10 t 

^ 0 . 0 8 

S<0.06 
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0 .00^ 

Rotor ongle (deg) 

Fig. 2 p - a Diagram for a two-phase screw expander 

-0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 -0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 
Frac t iona l Difference 

Fig. 3(d) 

Fig. 3 Fractional difference distribution: A comparison of experimental 
and calculated data (a) power output, (b) adiabatic efficiency 

precalibrated Kistler miniature piezoelectric pressure transduc
ers, mounted in the compressor housing. The second experi
ment, recently reported by Smith et al. (1996), provided valu
able information about the pressure variation in a two-phase 
expander, collected in over 600 tests. The fractional difference 
between experimental and calculated results is presented in Fig. 
3, from which it may be observed that 96 percent have a scatter 
of less than 6 percent. These include tests on expanders with 
main rotor diameters of 81.6, 128, 163, 204, and 416 mm and 
L/D ratios of 1.05, 1.1, 1.28 1.51, and 1.65, built-in volume 
ratios from 3 to 9.1 and water, R-12 and R-113 as the working 
fluids. 

The Effect of Rotor Profile on Performance 
Screw compressor rotors with circular, SRM unsymmetric, 

SRM " D " and " N " rotor profiles are shown in Fig. 4. The 
main and gate rotors have a 4-6 combination and the study was 
applied to three types of machine; namely, dry air, oil-flooded 
air, and refrigeration compressors. For each compressor type, a 
different configuration of " N " profile is shown. 

The same operating conditions were assumed for all cases. 
These are defined by the suction pressure and temperature, and 
the discharge pressure. 

The SRM " D " and the new " N " profiles each produce a 
visible improvement on the symmetric circular and SRM un
symmetric design. These improvements are illustrated in Figs. 
5, 6, and 7 where the estimated adiabatic efficiencies of the 
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Fig. 4 Symmetric circular profile, SRM unsymmetric profile, SRM "D" 
profile, "N" 4-6 profile, "N" 3-5 profile, "N" 5-6 profile, and "N" 5-7 
profile 
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three types of compressor considered are compared. As may be 
seen, the efficiency may be improved not only by changing the 
lobe shape but also by changing the number of lobes. For the 
particular cases considered here, as is well known, the optimum 
rotor configuration for the dry air compressor is the 3-5 but for 
the oil-flooded air compressor the optimum is 5-6, while for 
the refrigeration system compressor it is the 5-7. More details 
can be found in Stosic and Hanjalic (1994). 

Profile Optimization 
There are several criteria for screw profile optimization which 

are valid irrespective of the machine type and duty. An efficient 
screw machine must admit the highest possible fluid flow rates 
for a given machine rotor size and speed. This implies that the 
fluid flow cross-sectional area must be as large as possible. In 
addition, the maximum delivery per unit size or weight of the 
machine must be accompanied by minimum power utilization 
for a compressor and maximum power output for an expander. 
This implies that the efficiency of the energy interchange be-

Dry Air Screw Compressors 
Built in volume ratio 2 
Pin = 1 bar, Tin=293 K; Pout=3.5 bar 
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Symmetric Circular 4 - 6 Profile 
'C 4 - 6 Profile 

_ _ 'N' 4 - 6 Profile 
'N' 3 -5 Profile 
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Tip speed (m/s ) 

Fig. 5 Dry air compressor etimated adiabatic efficiency 
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Fig. 6 Oil flooded air compressor estimated adiabatic efficiency 

tween the fluid and the machine is a maximum. Accordingly, 
unavoidable fluid and energy losses must be kept to a minimum. 
Sometimes, the remedy seems straightforward, as in the case 
of fluid leakages, which are responsible for major fluid and 
energy losses. The effects of different parameters on the ma
chine performance are intercoupled. All effects are present and 
often they exert an opposing influence. The geometry of screw 
machines is dependent on a number of parameters whose best 
values to meet specified criteria can, in principle, be determined 
by a general multi-variable optimization procedure. In practice, 
it is preferable to restrict the number of parameters to a few, 
which are known to be the most significant, and restrict the 
optimization to only them. 

An example is given for a compressor since it is more sensi
tive to the design details than an expander. A dry air compressor 

Refrigeration Screw Compressors: R-134A 
Built in volume ratio 4 
Tev=273 K, Tin = 288 K; Tcon=323 K, Tout=330 K 
Oil/Refrigerant moss ratio 1, Toll = 323 K 
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Fig. 7 Refrigeration compressor estimated adiabatic efficiency 
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Fig. 8 Rotors of different gate lobe tip radii 

was chosen since the process is nearly adiabatic with the rela
tively large value of the isentropic exponent 7 close to 1.4. A 
small, 102 mm diameter compressor with axes 80 mm apart 
operating at a tip speed of 50 m/s was selected to serve as a 
basis for the optimization. The inlet conditions selected were, 
Po= 1.0 bar and To = 300 K to comply with normal compressor 
practice. A built in volume ratio of 2 was selected to correspond 
with a discharge pressure p^ = 3.5 bar. 

As an example, the gate rotor tip radius ro was considered 
as the only variable and all other geometric and operating pa
rameters kept constant. If a Lysholm system of cycloids is em
ployed for the high pressure profile side, the size of the blow
hole area is almost directly proportional to the gate tip radius 
ro and in order to reduce the blow-hole, ro should be made as 
small as possible. Ideally, ro should be equal to zero or even 
be "negative" and thus theoretically the blow-hole area would 
be eliminated. However, reduction in ro decreases the fluid flow 
cross-sectional area and the flow rate. Also, rotors with very 
small values of ro are difficult to manufacture. Two rotor pairs 
with tip radii ro = 0.5 and 3 are shown in Fig. 8 and enlarged 
view of the rotor tips is shown in Fig. 9. 

A series of discrete values of ro was selected and fed into 
the preprocessor, thereby generating a corresponding series of 
different profiles. For each of the profiles, the thermodynamic 
process was simulated to yield all relevant process parameters. 
All major parameters were plotted in terms of ro. In the present 
study, we sought the minimum specific power while duly con
sidering other performance characteristics. The figures which 
follow show the results of the computations. As shown in Figs. 
10 and 11, the compressor power and delivery rate both increase 
monotonically by approximately 20 percent as ro is increased 
from 0.5 mm to 3 mm. Since neither of these parameters are 
directly proportional to ro, it follows that their ratio should 
exhibit an extremum corresponding to the optimum solution 
and this is shown in Fig. 12, as the compressor power per unit 
delivery rate or "specific power." It should be noted that the 
computations yielded a smooth variation in a consistent manner 
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Fig. 10 Power variation with iobe tip radius 
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Fig. 11 Delivery variation with lobe tip radius 

with a very pronounced minimum at ro = 1.6 mm, thus indicat
ing the complex effect of the tip radius ro on the machine 
efficiency. More details can be found in Hanjalic and Stosic 
(1994). 

Fig. 9 Various gate lobe tip radii-enlarged 
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Fig. 12 Specific power variation with lobe tip radius 

Conclusions 
A computer package, developed by the authors, provides the 

general specification of the lobe segments in terms of several 
key parameters, which can generate various lobe shapes, en
abling the computation of instant cross-sectional area and work
ing volume in terms of rotation angle. The package contains a 
mathematical model of the thermodynamic process, as well as 
models of associated processes encountered in real machines, 
such as variable fluid leakages, oil flooding or other fluid injec
tion, heat losses to the surrounding, friction losses and other 
effects, all expressed in differential form in terms of an incre
ment of the rotation angle. Although its use was limited in this 
case to consideration of the tip radius because of its complex 
effects upon the screw machine performance, the computer 
package could be applied to any multi-variable optimization of 
the machine geometry and its working parameters for defined 
optimization criteria. Moreover, it has been shown that for each 
application, a different configuration may be required to achieve 
optimum performance. 

The new "N" profile in 4-6 configuration ensures a higher 
delivery and a better efficiency for the same tip speed, than 
other profiles in all applications considered. Still better perfor
mance may be achieved with other configurations, such as the 
3-5, 5-6, and 5-7, but the effects vary from case to case and 
depend on the compressor type and duty. The final choice will 
depend on other factors and a comprehensive cost-effectiveness 
analysis. 
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Riser-Relief Valve Dynamic 
Interactions 
The dynamic stability behavior of a typical pilot-operated relief valve has been 
investigated both numerically and experimentally. The valve piston equation of motion 
has been solved in connection with the conservation equations of the oscillating flow 
in the attached riser. The boundary condition at the riser tip is of a choked flow type 
and had to be given special attention in oscillatory flows. Pertinent quasi-steady flow 
equations have been formulated to describe the different phases of relief along the 
piston lift. A model describing the process of pressure relief is described briefly, 
followed by a parametric study of the ejfects of various factors on the oscillation 
levels and characters. Field measurements were taken on an NFS 8 pilot-operated 
dual-outlet relief valve mounted on a riser assembly of L/D = 15 in a natural gas 
compressor station. 

Introduction 

Flow-induced piston oscillations of high pressure pilot-oper
ated relief valves have been discerned during the operation of 
several natural gas compressor stations. Subsequent overhaul 
and inspection of these valves showed symptoms of galling of 
the piston and the liner. Piston oscillations, combined with pis
ton lateral forces (due to asymmetry in the flow field around 
the piston) are suspect and may lead to rubbing, sticking, or in 
extreme cases, galling. There seemed to be consistent areas of 
damage where the piston/liner had experienced this phenome
non. These areas were 180 degrees apart in a line perpendicular 
to the main valve outlets in cases of dual outlet valves, and 
opposite to the valve outlet in cases of single outlet valves 
(Dunn, 1991). Figure 1 shows a photo of the damage of the 
former type valve (Dunn, 1991). A complete metallurgical re
port (Semeniuk, 1995) indicated that this galling may Umit the 
maximum piston stroke and hence compromises the overpres
sure protection provided by the relief valve. 

The problem of safety relief valve stabilities has been investi
gated and reported in the literature. Two methods of dealing 
with this problem have usually been used. Both of the methods 
deal with the dynamic equations describing the mechanics of 
the safety valve in connection with the system under consider
ation. The resulting equations are generally unsolvable by ana
lytical means, and therefore the following two methods have 
been suggested: 

The first applies stability analysis to determine whether a 
safety valve is dynamically stable or unstable under any set of 
prevailing conditions. Examples of such analyses are given in 
(MacLeod, 1985; Krivosheev, 1988; D'Netto and Weaver, 
1987; Thomann, 1976), where frictional forces are generally 
neglected and fluid inertial forces in the attached piping are 
considered to be insignificant. These assumptions are appro
priate for simple gas-filled systems, such as a pressure vessel 
and a safety relief valve with a short riser. 

The second considers the actual response of the valve piston 
determined from the solution of the dynamic equations in the 
time domain (Masuda, 1985; Watton, 1983; 1990; Nayfeh and 
Bouguerra, 1990). Almost all of these reports deal with spring 
loaded relief type valves. In these analyses, damping can be 
taken into account in a more rigorous way (Watton, 1983; 
1990). Additionally, the effects of non-linearity and frequency 

response can be obtained from the time domain analysis 
(Nayfeh and Bouguerra, 1990). 

Unfortunately, the above two methods are not readily adapt
able to pilot-operated relief valve systems where the pilot sup
plies process gas to hold the main valve piston seated during 
normal operation (Foy, 1993). The first stability study of a 
pilot-operated relief valve connected to a pressure system 
through a riser was reported by Anderson/Greenwood &. Co 
(Emerson, 1966; Powell, 1971). Here, valve instability was 
shown to be due to the proximity of the natural frequency 
of the piston-dome volume system to the acoustic resonance 
frequency of the riser length. Two riser resonance frequencies 
were referenced (Powell, 1971), one corresponding to a quar
ter-wave-length resonance when the valve is closed, and another 
corresponding to a half-wave-length resonance when the valve 
is open. Experience reported by Powell (1971) has also shown 
that an operationally unstable valve can be made stable if 

0.5 > UJIUJ,, > 2.5 (1) 
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In this paper, the dynamic stability behavior of an NPS 8 X 
8 x 8 dual outlet pilot-operated relief valve has been studied 
both numerically and experimentally on a natural gas high pres
sure compressor station (pressure ~ 6000 kPa). Particular at
tention has been given to the interaction of acoustics and me
chanics in the valves—an area that needs greater design capa
bilities for application to plant system. 

Relief Process of Pilot-Operated Relief Valves 

A pilot-operated safety relief valve design consists of a main 
valve and a pilot as shown in Fig. 2. The pilot controls the 
pressure at the top (dome) side of the unbalanced piston, while 
the bottom side of the piston is exposed to the process gas 
pressure. At pressures below the set point, the pressures on 
opposite sides of the piston are equal but because of the larger 
area on the dome side, the net force is in the seat close direction. 
When the set pressure is reached, the pilot opens, depressurizes 
the dome and the unbalanced forces on the piston cause it to 
stroke upward. When the process pressure decreases below the 
set point, the pilot closes, the dome is repressurized and the 
valve piston moves downward to the closed position. For the 
NPS 8 dual outlet valve used in the present study, the area of 
the dome side of the piston is 1.4 times larger than the bottom 
seating area. Therefore, for the valve to open, the pilot must 
depressurize the dome to a pressure equal to 71 percent of the 
process pressure. 

Four phases of piston stroking can be identified once the 
process pressure exceeds the set pressure. The corresponding 
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Fig. 1 Location of piston damage due to gailing 
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Fig. 2 Pilot-operated safety relief valve operational principle 

process and dome pressures are represented schematically in 
Fig. 3 (and also in Fig. 4) , and the various phases are described 
as follows: 

Phase I: The pilot starts to vent the dome pressure to ambi
ent through a minimum throat area (A^) in the pilot. This process 
continues until the dome pressure drops to the threshold level 
of balanced forces on the piston. 

Phase II: The valve piston starts to move upward, relieving 
process pressure, while the dome pressure continues to drop 
through dome gas evacuation via the pilot. The main process 
gas is released to ambient through the single or dual outlets. 
This causes the process gas to reach choked condition at the 
annulus area produced by the gap between the piston and the 

riser top (seat). This phase will terminate when the piston is 
lifted to a position where the process gas will start to choke at 
the riser nozzle rather than at the annulus gap. This will occur 
when the annulus' effective area becomes smaller than the noz
zle flow area and is defined as "transitional piston height" (h,). 
FoUmer (1980), provided some Mach-Zender-Interferometer 
pictures of flow through a plane valve choked at the annulus 
gap. 

Phase III: The piston continues to move upward from the 
transitional height to the top position. The dome gas continues 
to evacuate to ambient through the pilot, while the piston moves 
upward, giving rise to a moderate decline in the dome gas 
pressure. The process gas pressure continues to decline at a rate 
dictated by the choked flow through the riser nozzle. 

Phase IV: Once the piston reaches its top position, the dome 
gas evacuates at a lower rate; however, its pressure depletes at 
a much faster rate than the previous phase due to the elimination 
of the compression action of the piston motion. The process 
gas pressure continues to relieve through a choked condition at 
the riser nozzle. This phase ends when the dome pressure 
reaches ambient pressure. Following this phase, the process gas 
pressure continues to decline until it reaches a reset pressure, 
at which time the pilot will reset to charge the dome with 
process gas to reverse the process. 

Numerical Simulation 
In this section, a numerical model and governing equations 

for each of the above four phases will be described. 

Nomenclature 

A = cross-sectional area 
A„ = pilot's throat area 
c = speed of sound 

c * = critical speed of sound 
C = damping parameter 

Q = discharge coefficient for cjioked 
flow 

D = riser internal diameter 
Dd = piston diameter (dome diameter) 

h = piston position above nozzle seat 
h, = piston position at transition be

tween Phases II and III 
k = isentropic exponent 

K^ = spring constant 

L = riser length 
ffip = pilot's vent mass flow rate 
M = effective mass of piston/spring (or 

Mach number) 
P = pressure 
t = time 

T = absolute gas temperature 
U = mean gas velocity 
Vj = dome volume 

V^o = maximum dome volume 
Z = acoustic impedance 
w = riser acoustic resonance frequency 

w„ = piston natural frequency 

ojp = piston actual oscillation fre
quency 

p = gas density 
p* = critical gas density 

(, = damping coefficient (=C/ 
2oj„M) 

S = incremental value 

Subscripts 
0, 1, 2 = station locations 

d = dome 
p = pilot 
n — riser nozzle 

min, max = minimum and maximum 
piston lift 
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Fig. 4 Model schematic of various valve stroke phases 

Phase I, shown in Fig. 4(1), represents the dome gas evacua
tion after the line pressure reaches the set pressure. The evacua
tion mass flow rate is given by: 

(2) 

Here, Q, is a discharge coefficient for the sonic flow which 
is assumed to be 0.8 in the present work, according to Benedict 
(1971). Furthermore, the dome gas expansion caused by the 
pilot relief is assumed to be isentropic. Hence the associated 
change in the dome pressure can be determined from: 

rhpdt = -Vdo- dpj = ~V,i„{dPJc]) (3) 

The piston height {h) remains at /) = 0.0 during this phase, 
and the process gas release rate is therefore equal to zero. 

The Phase II model schematic is shown in Fig. 4(11). Here 
the pilot gas evacuation rate rfip is the same as described by Eq. 
(2) where c* and p* are gas properties at the critical condition 
of the dome gas at the instantaneous pressure and temperature. 
The change in the dome gas pressure is related to both gas 
evacuation and piston motion in the following manner: 

m„dt = - p,i • dVj - Vj • dpa 

= paAadh - (y,,„ - Aa-h)(dPJcl) (4) 

The process gas release rate is choked at the annulus gap 
between the valve piston and riser nozzle and can be expressed 
as: 

m„ c'*p*{7rD„h)Cd (5) 

The term in brackets assumes that the flow area is the full 
circumferential gap which may not be true due to the effects 

of the valve casing. The piston lift (h) from the seating position 
is determined from the piston equation of motion: 

Mh + Ch + K,h = P„Ad - PAd (6) 

Here the force acting on the bottom side of the piston is 
assumed to be uniform and equal to the static pressure at the 
riser nozzle. (A more realistic pressure distribution function 
would be needed, but is beyond the scope of the present work.) 
This pressure is determined from solving the full one-dimen
sional flow equations of the gas in the riser and associated 
process system using the method of characteristics (Botros and 
Petela, 1994). The instantaneous flow at the riser nozzle (Eq. 
(5)) is used as a boundary condition required for the solution 
of the hyperbolic P.D.E. representing the flow in the riser and 
associated process piping system. The upstream boundary con
ditions for these equations depend on the process piping system. 
In the present analysis, we assumed that the riser is connected 
to a large pressurized system (vessel). Hence, the boundary 
condition at the bottom of the riser is assumed to be an open 
end and is maintained at a pressure equal to the instantaneous 
process gas pressure. 

Model equations for Phase III depicted schematically in Fig. 
4(111) are similar to those for Phase II except that the process 
gas release mass flow rate is equal to: 

= c*p*A„Q (7) 

This arose from the fact that the process gas flow is now 
choked at the riser nozzle rather than at the annulus gap between 
the piston and riser nozzle. The force distribution is still as
sumed to result from equal distribution of the riser static pres
sure at any instant in time. 

The Phase IV model equations are the same as those for 
Phase III, the only difference lying in the thermodynamics of 
the dome gas. In this phase the piston has reached the top 
position (Fig. 4-IV), and hence the dome gas pressure changes 
according to the following relation: 

rhpdt ~(Vd..in)(dPd/cl) (8) 

In all of the above phases, the piston equation of motion 
should be in effect at every time step of the solution procedure 
in order to allow for piston rebound at either top or bottom 
positions. 

Additionally, the piston natural frequency can be evaluated 
from the dome gas thermodynamic relation. Assuming isen
tropic behavior of the dome gas during piston motion, and ne
glecting gas evacuation through the pilot, the following relation 
can be written: 

d{P,V^,) = Q (9) 

Hence, the upward incremental force on the piston would be: 

kPAddh 
-A„dPd 

Vd 
(10) 

and from the piston equation of motion (6), the natural fre
quency of the piston would be: 

kPdAl ^ K, 

V^M M 
(11) 

Normally, the second term under the square root is negligible 
compared to the first term (by at least two orders of magnitude). 

The model described above for all four phases utilizes the 
BWRS equation of state for natural gas to determine the gas 
density, the speed of sound and the isentropic exponent at the 
prevailing local pressure and temperature. Critical conditions 
are calculated from the stagnation conditions using ideal gas 
relations with real gas values of isentropic exponents at stagna
tion conditions. The error associated with this simplification 
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Fig. 5 Choked flow acoustic resonance model 

was found to be less than 1 percent for critical pressure, 0.4 
percent for critical temperature, 0.2 percent for critical density, 
and 0.6 percent for speed of sound. 

Solution Technique. The above equations pertinent to the 
pilot's flow, dome volume thermodynamics, piston equation of 
motion and riser relief flow were solved simultaneously in a 
marching-in-time numerical scheme. At any step in time, the 
above equations form a set of mixed nonlinear algebraic and 
O.D.E. which form an initial value problem. A standard fourth 
order Runge-Kutta is used to advance the solution an incremen
tal time step. The time step for the solution of these equations 
was selected to be jgth of that required by the method of charac
teristics applied to the solution of the gas dynamics equations 
in the attached riser/process system. This was necessary for a 
stable solution of the O.D.E. system of equations and also for 
minimizing the resulting higher order truncation errors. 

Acoustic Boundary Condition for a Choked Flow 
It was mentioned above that in Phases II, III, and IV, the 

piston has stroked up away from the nozzle allowing the process 
gas flow to the ambient. Depending on the phase, the gas flow 
is choked either at the gap between the nozzle and the bottom 
side of the piston (phase II) or at the nozzle throat (Phases III 
and IV). There is a need to determine the acoustic boundary 
condition in order to assess properly the acoustic interaction 
between the resonance condition in the riser and the piston 
oscillations, particularly in Phase II. In Phases III and IV, de
spite the fact that the piston oscillations cannot affect the riser 
flow condition due to the choke barrier, the opposite can occur 
in that the oscillating riser pressures affect the piston motion 
even when the flow is choked. 

A one-dimensional treatment of the upstream acoustic bound
ary condition for choked flows has been given by Bloxsidge et 
al. (1988) in the context of acoustically coupled combustion 
instability. Study of downstream acoustic boundary conditions 
of near choked flows at the throat of a converging-diverging 
nozzle, analytically by Myers and Callegari (1977), and numer
ically by Nayfeh et al. (1980), alluded to high acoustic ampli
tude to incident wave ratios at the throat when M approaches 
unity. This indicates that a choked flow resembles acoustically 
closed end boundary conditions for the upstream field. 

To examine this further, consider the schematic of the choked 
flow boundary condition that is shown in Fig. 5; station (1) 
denotes an immediate upstream location on the riser where flow 

parameters are (Pi, Tj, pi, U\ and cross-sectional area = Ai), 
and station (2) denotes the choked location where flow parame
ters are (P2, T2, p2, U2 = C2 and area =A2). If an isentropic 
perturbation generated at the upstream station (1), is assumed, 
then 

(12) 

(13) 

Also, if an isentropic expansion of the gas from station (1) 
to station (2) where the flow is choked at (2) is assumed, then 

<5P, 

Pi 

SPi 

Pi 

1 
\ 

= 

/ 

\k 

h 

h 
-

6 pi 

Pi 

\ 
ij 

STi 

Ti 

l + ^ L Z i ^ f 

and in a perturbation form: 

= T: 
fe + 1 

STi 1 -I-
1 

M? Tiiki -- DM? 

= 

'6U 

. Ui 

ST2 

2Ti 

" fe + r 
2 

(14) 

Since perturbations are assumed to be isentropic at station 
(1) and that the flow between stations (1) and (2) is isentropic, 
it follows that perturbations at station (2) are also isentropic, 
and hence: 

SP2 _ , Sp2 
— ^2 

P2 pi 

6P2 ( k2 \ ST2 

Pi \ k 2 - l ) T2 

(15) 

(16) 

As the condition at station (2) is choked, 1/2 = 02, and there
fore; 

6U2 6c2 . , SU2 6T2 
= — or, approximately = — 

f/2 C2 U2 2T2 
(17) 

The continuity equation between stations (1) and (2) yields 
the following perturbation equation: 

AiUiSpi + piAiSUi = A2U26P2 + P2A2SU2 (18) 

Equations (12) through (18) form a set of seven perturbation 
equations in eight perturbation quantities {SPi, Spi, <5r,, 6Ui, 
6P2, 6p2, &T2, 6U2), which can be reduced to one equation in 
the form: 

6Pi = Zi • SUi • Al 

SP2 = Z2-6U2-A2 

2ki(Ti - T2) 

where. 

and 

Z, = 
AiUi Ti(ki - \)-T2{k2- 1) 

Z2 = 
A2U2 

2fe 
( f e - 1) 

(19) 

(20) 

Zi and Z2 are known as the acoustic impedances at stations 
(1) and (2), respectively. A sample calculation was performed 
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on a 3.0 m riser containing natural gas at 6000 kPa, and 10°C, 
and a speed of sound equal to 396 m/s. The impedance at the 
bottom of the riser is related to Zi via the acoustic transfer 
matrix for the riser pipe between stations (0) and (1) of length 
= 3.0 m (Munjal, 1987). Consider a numerical case where f/, 
= 60 m/s and t/z = C2 = 376 m/s and k, = 1.31. The fundamen
tal acoustic resonance frequency can be determined from the 
spectrum of the acoustic impedance at station (0) where Z„ is 
at the first minimum. This results in a value of 32 Hz. If, 
however, a closed boundary condition is assumed at station (2), 
the acoustic resonance condition would correspond to a quarter-
wave resonance yielding a value of 33 Hz which is very close 
to that determined from the above treatment. Spectra of Z„ 
calculated for frequencies up to 200 Hz based on either closed 
or choked flow boundary conditions were found to be almost 
the same. It is therefore confirmed that a choked flow can be 
treated as a closed end boundary condition from an acoustic 
point of view. 

Numerical Results of a Base Case 
A numerical simulation of a base case considered a dual-

outlet relief valve opening following a simulated increase in 
the line pressure beyond the set pressure. An NFS 8 x 8 x 8 
valve was considered which is mounted on an NFS 8 riser as 
shown in Fig. 4. The line pressure was increased from 6000 
kPa to 6010 kPa linearly in 100 ms. The pilot's set pressure 
was set at 6010 kFa. The following are pertinent parameters. 

Valve Characteristics 

D 
D„ 
L 

h 
' '-max 

h, 

M 

0.1937 m 
0.160 m 
3.0 m 
0.065 m 
0.04 m 
0.189 m 
0.002722 m^ 
8.98E-04 m^ 
5.47E-06 m' 
23.289 kg 
7358 N/m 
0.8 

Gas Composition: 

CI = 91.52%, C2 = 5.69%, C3 = 1.2%, iC4 = 0.16%, nC4 
= 0.22%, iC5 = 0.08%, nC5 = 0.07%, Nj = 0.65%, COj = 
0.50% 

A laboratory flow test with air was conducted on the pilot to 
determine the effective flow area when it was forced fully open. 
The pilot was connected to an air cylinder and the upstream 
stagnation pressure was varied from 500 to 2500 kPa. Mass 
flow rate was measured by a calibrated Rockwell turbine meter. 
The effective throat area of the gas evacuation path through the 
pilot was found to vary from 4.94 mm^ to 5.90 mm^ when 
the stagnation pressure was varied from 500 kPa to 2500 kFa, 
respectively. Additionally, a simulated laboratory test was con
ducted on the piston/liner assembly to determine the range of 
the damping coefficient C. The lowest value of C was found 
to be around 6000 N/(m/s) . 

Simulation results are shown in Figs. 6(a) through (h), 
which are discussed below. 

Fiston oscillations (Fig. 6(a)) started as a result of a step 
change in the net upward force (Fig. 6(g)) due to the initial 
piston lift, thus exposing a larger piston area at its bottom to 
the riser gas pressure. Oscillations were then sustained at a 
slightly increasing net average upward force (Fig. 6(g)) . The 
net upward forces were much larger than the forces caused by 
the holding spring, or by the piston weight itself. 

It took approximately 1.2 s for the'valve to stroke to the full 
open position (Fig. 6(c)) once it started to lift. A period of 

piston oscillation was observed for 200 ms following the initial 
lift, with amplitudes decaying in time. The piston oscillations 
occurred at piston lift (h) below the transitional height (h, = 
0.04 m). 

During the oscillation period, the riser nozzle static pressure 
(Fig. 6(c)) was leading the riser flow (Fig. 6(e)) by a 90 deg 
phase shift, consistent with an open end riser bottom from plane 
wave acoustic theory (Munjal, 1987). The phase angle between 
the net upward force on the piston (Fig. 6(g)) and piston lift 
(Fig. 6 (a)) is 90° (the piston motion is lagging). This is consis
tent with the forced vibration theory. 

The piston oscillation frequency (uip) was approximately 56 
Hz, while a;„ averaged around 60 Hz, and hence oj,t was around 
56 HZ (^ = 0.37). This does not mean that, to,, = w^ in general. 
The relationship between cvj,, ui„, uj,i and oj will be discussed 
in more detail in the following section. 

The dome pressure (Fig. 6(rf)) and pilot's flow (Fig. 6 ( / ) ) 
went through the following phases: a steady decrease while 
piston was at zero height, an oscillatory phase due to piston 
oscillation, a constant level due to counter effects of piston 
moving upward and the pilot's gas evacuation, and finally, a 
steady decline at a much faster rate once the piston hits its 
maximum lift h^ia. 

The import of this simulation's result is that when an im
proper or low viscosity lubricant is used (hence lower damping 
coefficient C), the piston oscillations can occur during the open
ing stroke. This is why valve manufacturers always emphasize 
the use of specific types of lubricant with certain high shear 
stresses and viscosity. The C value for such lubricants is at least 
an order of magnitude higher than the value used in the base 
case simulation. The reason for using the lower value in the 
base case simulation was to illustrate this message clearly. In 
order to substantiate this further, the same simulation was re
peated with a higher value of C [35,000 N/(m/s) ] , resulting 
in ^ = 2.16. The result of the piston travel vs. time is shown in 
Fig. 7, indicating substantial suppression of piston oscillations. 

Effects of Geometrical and Operating Parameters 
The influence of the inlet riser length in the above base case 

above was studied numerically. The lower value of C [6000 N/ 
(m/s)] was retained in order to manifest the effect of the riser's 
dimensionless length {LID) on both the frequency and ampli
tude of piston oscillations. Figure 8(a) shows the piston oscilla
tion frequency for various values of LID. In some cases, two 
distinct oscillation modes were observed along the piston stroke; 
the first mode (identified by the symbol X) was observed first 
in time, followed by a second mode of different frequency 
(symbol • ) . An example of the piston lift - time trace of such 
behavior is shown in Fig. 9, for LID = 90. The riser's acoustic 
resonance frequency curves corresponding to one quarter wave 
length (LilD) and to odd multiples (Lxs.i.g/D) are also plotted 
in Fig. 8(fl), along with the piston damped and undamped 
natural frequencies {u>j, w„). It is observed that the piston oscil
lation frequency follows the riser's one-quarter wave frequency 
for lower values of LID. At LID = 20, the two mode oscilla
tions described above started to emerge with two distinct fre
quencies. This is perhaps due to the fact that the three-quarter 
wave resonance in the riser started to approach the piston natural 
frequency. This two-mode oscillation phenomenon persisted for 
higher values of LID up to 140, the maximum considered in 
the present study, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . 

The corresponding piston maximum amplitude (pk-to-pk) is 
shown in Fig. 8(^1). The various vertical lines correspond to 
LID values where the riser's acoustic resonance frequencies 
are equal to the piston damped natural frequency. Maximum 
oscillation amplitudes occur at Li ID corresponding to uj^ = LO 
(one quarter wave). Amplitudes decreased at lower or higher 
values of LID, particularly when LID approached zero. Inter
estingly, amplitudes appeared to increase when LID approached 
L5ID and L)ID but not L3/D and LjID. 
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Fig. 6 Numerical results of base case scenario (low damping ratio ^ = 0.37) 

The dome depressurization rate was evaluated to determine 
its effect on piston oscillations. Parametric results obtained by 
varying the pilot's throat area are shown in Fig. 10. Obviously, 
as the pilot's throat area was increased, the piston oscillations 
tended to vanish at the cost of higher impact velocity of the 
piston against the dome end. For example, an increase of the 
pilot's throat area of 20 times resulted in an increase in the 
impact velocity from 35 mm/s (Fig. 6(a)) to 700 mm/s (Fig. 
10). Although valve manufacturers indicate that the current 
design of relief valves can cope with such an increase in the 

irtipact velocity, a careful optimization should be carried out 
before deciding on how large a pilot's throat area can be. 

Reduction of the piston oscillations was also attempted by a 
valve manufacturer through a different design of the piston o-
ring seals based on a wedge type mechanism. The main purpose 
of such a mechanism is to increase damping when the piston 
is moving upward. The device is called a 'pressure-loaded drag 
wedge seal' since it translates the dome pressure into a radial 
force via a split wedge ring. By utilizing a free body diagram 
of the wedge and balancing the axial and radial forces, it is 
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Fig. 7 Numerical results assuming higher damping ratio ^ = 2.16 
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Fig. 11 Effects of wedge type ring seal on suppressing piston osciila-
tions of the base case 
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Fig. 10 Effects of pilot's exhaust throat area on piston oscillations dur
ing valve opening 

Journal of Fluids Engineering 

possible to correlate the drag force to the dome pressure. This 
drag force is only effected during the upward motion of the 
piston. A wedge case study was simulated for a specific wedge 
mechanism with the following parameters: wedge angle (75 
deg), radial area (3500 mm^) and friction coefficient (0.2). 
Other parameters were exactly the same as in the base case in 
order to permit comparisons. The results are shown in Fig. 11, 
which show a substantial suppression of oscillations (compare 
to Fig. 6(a)). 

Field Tests 
Field measurements were taken at NOVA's Gas Dynamic 

Test Facility which is part of a compressor station on NOVA's 
gas Transmission System in Alberta. An NPS 8 x 8 x 8 dual-
outlet relief valve was mounted on an NPS 8 riser branched off 
an NFS 30 yard pipe as shown in Fig. 12. This setup was 
supplied with high pressure natural gas from both the NPS 30 
and an NPS 42 mainline, operating at 5800 kPa and 23°C. 
Testing was carried out under ambient'temperatures ranging 
from -25°C to -15°C. 

Relief actuation was controlled by a solenoid and manifold 
arrangement in place of the ordinary pilot. This allowed remote 
valve triggering and safe isolation. A changeable orifice assem
bly was used to vary the dome depressurization rate. Measure
ments were taken with high speed digital data acquisition equip
ment. The measured parameters included: line pressure immedi
ately below the relief valve, dome pressure, and outlet piping 
pressure in the valve outlet piping (locations 1, 2, and 3 on 
Fig. 12, respectively). Data were also gathered from existing 
compressor station temperature, pressure, and flow elements. 

T 

a 

^ 

• o 

OOD 

^_^ presaure trBnsmitlcr 

O 
I j difFerential pressure transmitter 

/ \ vibration transducer 

NPS 30Stalion Piping 

Fig. 12 Riser/relief valve assembly of the field test rig 
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Fig. 14 Field measurements during relief valve opening and closing 
(/>„ ~ 9.0 mm") 

Figure 13 shows the dome pressure, the riser pressure, and 
the outlet piping pressure, measured for a pilot equivalent orifice 
size —5.48 mm^. Phase I began at the solenoid (s) trigger (point 
X)) and continued until the piston lifted off and the pressure 
began to rise in the outlet piping. The dome pressure at the end 
of Phase I was lower than that predicted from the physical area 
ratios of the valve. This difference was caused by the increased 
dampening effected by the wedge seal mechanism as will be in 
the simulation of this test later. 

Phase II of dome depressurization is characterized by increas
ing outlet piping pressure and ends when the outlet piping pres
sure stabilizes. The dome pressure remained relatively constant 
throughout Phase II. Furthermore, there was no pressure in
crease at the beginning of this phase nor pressure oscillations, 
which are indicative of much higher damping likely caused by 
the extreme cold ambient condition. 

The beginning of Phase III is characterized by the outlet 
piping pressure stabilization, indicating a maximum flow rate, 
and a transition from a choked piston annulus to a choked valve 
nozzle. From Fig. 13, it is unclear when this Phase ended and 
phase IV began. The numerical simulation (Fig. 6(e)) clearly 
displays a transition prior to full piston travel. From this field 
measurement, however, it can be inferred that the transitional 
height is close to the maximum piston lift, indicating that the 
effective annulus flow area is lower than (7rD„/j). Therefore, 
Phase III was seen to last for very a short time and was mani
fested by a small pressure overshoot as shown in Fig. 13. Phase 
IV (maximum piston lift) is indicated by a step change in dome 
depressurization rate similar to the numerical simulation. 

Figure 14 shows the measurements for a case without an 
orifice (dome depressurization was limited by a j " tubing and 
9.0 mm^ ball valve throat area). Phase I and Phase IV show 
results similar to the former case, and the higher depressuriza
tion rate exhibited in Fig. 14 is exactly matching the increase 
in the throat area. 

The relatively constant dome pressure exhibited in Phase II 
by the former case (Fig. 13) is not demonstrated here due to 
the larger throat area of the dome gas evacuation path. However, 
the large step change in the outlet piping pressure (indicating 
a large change in valve flow and, therefore, piston lift) results 
in a large increase in dome pressure when the valve opens. The 
kink-shaped dome pressure during this phase can be attributed 
to the piston being jammed part-way along its upward stroke. 
This is evident from the constant outlet pressure during this 
piston jamming period (identified as lib in Fig. 14). The exact 
cause for this piston jamming during this phase has not been 
clearly determined. Hence, simulation of this test case was not 
possible. 

The step change in the outlet piping pressure terminating 
Phase lib, followed by another pressure stabilization indicate a 
step change in piston position and an increase in valve flow rate. 
This reveals that Phase III is of very short duration followed by 
the normal Phase IV at maximum piston lift. 

Additionally, Figs. 13 and 14 show the dome repressurization 
and reclosing of the valve following the reverse solenoid trigger 
(points Y). When the piston began to travel to a closed position 
(indicated by the peak in dome pressure and the drop in outlet 
piping pressure), the dome pressure required to begin closing 
the valve correlates very closely to the pressure calculated from 
the physical area ratios of the valve. 

Simulation of the First Field Test Case 

Only the first field test case was simulated using the above 
numerical analysis method. (Simulation of the second case was 
not possible as the cause for the apparent piston jamming part
way up was not clearly determined). The damping parameter 
C had to be increased to a value equal to 90,000 N/(m/s) to 
correlate with the measurement results. This was not a surpris
ingly high value of C, considering that severe cold ambient 
temperature prevailed during the field test. Additionally, the 
wedge seal model with the specific parameters mentioned earlier 
was introduced since the relief valve tested was equipped with 
such a mechanism. The results of this simulation are shown in 
Fig. 15. Clearly, the good agreement between measurement and 
simulation results with regard to the dome pressure (compare 
Fig. 13 with Fig. 15) provides confidence in the modeling and 
solution techniques employed in the present study. Further effort 
will model the sticking (jamming) phenomenon which was 
apparent in the second field test. 

« 7000 

^ 6000 

3 4 
seconds 

Fig. 15 Simulation results of the field measurement case of Fig. 13 
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Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the above 

investigation: 

1. Piston oscillations are possible during piston stroke. The 
overpressure protection of the relief valve may be com
promised because oscillations may occur when the piston 
is at a position lower than the transitional height, possibly 
galling the piston and the liner. The amplitudes and dura
tion of the oscillation depend on the geometrical and 
operational parameters of the relief valve, and particu
larly on the damping parameter and mechanism. 

2. It is critical to use proper lubricants with high shear 
stresses and viscosity in order to prevent piston oscilla
tions during the opening stroke. Additionally, piston os
cillations can be suppressed by a larger pilot vent throat 
area. However, a larger pilot throat area has the adverse 
effect of increasing the piston impact velocity against the 
dome end. Although valve manufacturers indicate that 
the current design of relief valves can cope with such an 
increase in the impact velocity, a careful optimization 
should be carried out before deciding on how large a 
pilot's throat area can be. 

3. Analysis of piston oscillation frequencies and amplitudes 
indicates that the piston oscillation frequency mirrors the 
riser's one-quarter-wave resonance frequency for lower 
values of LID. At LID = 20 and higher, two modes of 
oscillations started to emerge with two distinct frequen
cies. Maximum oscillation amplitudes occurred at LID 
corresponding to oj,/ = a; (one quarter wave). Amplitudes 
decreased at lower or higher values of LID, particularly 
when LID approached zero. 
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Tip Clearance and Tip Vortex 
Cavitation in an Axial 
Flow Pump 
A combined study of tip clearance and tip vortex cavitations in a pump-type rotating 
machine is presented. Cavitation patterns are observed and cavitation inception is 
determined for various gap heights, clearance and blade geometries, and rotor op
erating conditions. An optimum clearance geometry is seen to eliminate clearance 
cavitation when the clearance edge is rounded on the blade pressure side. The gap 
height has a strong effect on clearance cavitation inception, but the trends vary 
considerably when other parameters are also modified. The gap height and clearance 
geometry have less influence on tip vortex cavitation but forward and backward 
blade skew is observed to reduce and increase tip vortex cavitation, respectively, as 
compared to a blade with no skew. 

Introduction 
Improvements in hydraulic machine design have led to much 

better control of cavitation effects. Consequently, other specific 
types of cavitation phenomena which were not much considered 
in the past are attracting more attention. Among these, tip clear
ance and tip vortex cavitation are becoming prominent research 
topics. Delaying or eliminating these two types of cavitation 
(entirely or partially) is a major goal in the design of axial 
pumps or turbines and shrouded propellers due to their undesir
able consequences: noise, vibrations, mechanical damage, 
power loss. 

Tip clearance cavitation and tip vortex cavitation are differ
ent, although related phenomena. Clearance cavitation (or gap 
cavitation) appears inside the gap between the rotating blade 
tip and the surrounding belt. It was analyzed a long time ago 
by Miiller (1935) as being the cavitation that occurs when 
flow through the clearance generated by the intrados/extrados 
pressure difference is subjected to boundary layer separation. 
On the other hand, tip vortex cavitation (or leakage vortex 
cavitation) is that in the vortex attached to the blade tip, trailing 
in the channels between the blades. Actually, cavitation inside 
the vortex does not always extend up to the blade tip. Desinent 
cavitation in the vortex can be a chord length downstream from 
the trailing edge. The present study simultaneously focuses on 
tip clearance cavitation and tip vortex cavitation as it is of 
major importance to determine the relative values of inception 
numbers for these two types of cavitation. The results of a long-
term experimental investigation are given here. An experimental 
facility was built at ACB-CERG and was used to investigate 
the effects of various parameters on tip clearance and tip vortex 
cavitation: clearance geometry, gap height, blade geometry, 
pressure difference between the blade pressure and suction 
sides. 

A number of studies have been devoted to clearance flows 
but most of them were conducted in gas turbines or compressors 
and focused on the determination of losses through clearances, 
pressure distributions around the tip or secondary flows (see 
Murthy and Lakshminarayana, 1986, for a reference on the 
subject). Studies in linear cascades have also brought much 
insight into clearance flows (Heyes and Hodson, 1993, for in-

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
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Stance). Few experimental studies have considered cavitation 
phenomena inside the gaps. To our knowledge, experimental 
studies on cavitation phenomena connected to tip clearance 
flows in a pump-type rotating machine were initiated by Rains 
(1956). Although they focused on tip vortex cavitation, the 
recent studies by Farrell and Billet (1994) and Zierke et al. 
(1995) are the main basis for comparison with our results. 

Experimental Facility 
The experiments were conducted in water tunnel TH300 at 

ACB-CERG. A schematic outline of the facility is shown in Fig. 
1. For the purpose of cavitation studies the absolute pressure in 
the test section could be continuously adjusted in the range 0 -
3 bars. The tunnel had a circular test section of internal diameter 
394 mm in which an axial pump type machine rotated. The 
rotating wheel had 12 blades mounted on the 290 mm diameter 
hub. The blades could be removed and different sets of blades 
were tested. They differed in terms of blade geometry, clearance 
geometry and gap height. The chord length of the blades was 
110 mm and the height 50 mm. The maximum blade thickness 
at the tip was 8 mm. For all experiments the rotation was fixed 
at 15 Hz. Two values of flow rate were used: Q\ = 0.288 m-'s"' 
and Q2 = 0.262 m's" ' , producing a head variation across the 
rotor of Affi = 200 mb and A//2 = 350 mb, respectively. The 
operating condition ( 2 , , A//i) was the design point condition. 

Three rotors were successively investigated over a period of 
three years. They differed in terms of blade geometries, which 
are schematically compared in Fig. 2. Straight blades were 
mounted on the first rotor, i.e., the centers of the profile sections 
are located on the same radius from the bottom to the blade tip. 
Blades with a backward skew and blades with a forward skew 
were tested with the second and third rotor, respectively. A 
blade with a forward skew was twisted around the hub axis in 
the direction of rotation. The leading edge at the tip was at an 
angle of 45 deg with the radial direction. A blade with a back
ward skew was subjected to rotation in the opposite direction. 
For all rotors, the angle of incidence of the blade changed 
slightly from the bottom to the blade tip in order to obtain a 
constant load along the blade. The blade had an angle of 69 
deg with the axial flow direction at the tip. The flow-rate Q was 
slightly adjusted in order to operate all rotors with the same 
head variation across the rotor. Skew produces a different radial 
flow on the blade suction and pressure sides. For a forward 
skew, the radial flow is toward the tip on the suction side and 
directed from the tip to the hub on the pressure side. The oppo-
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1. Main pump 7, Rotor. Test section 
2. Resorber 8. Stater 
3. Nucleus generator apparatus 9. Diverging channel 
4. Nucleus injector 10. Downstream tank 
5. Converging channel 11. Nucleus analyser 
6. Wake generator 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of TH 300 water tunnel 

site flow direction is obtained for blades with a backward skew. 
The study of skew effects on cavitation was aimed at testing 
the conjecture that a forward skew decreases the flow through 
the clearance whereas a backward skew produces an increase. 
The inference is that clearance cavitation could be delayed for 
blades with a forward skew. 

The twelve blades mounted on the first three rotors had differ
ent clearance geometries which are sketched in Fig. 3. The 
clearance geometry designs tested were chosen on the basis of 
the theoretical analysis by Novoderezhkin et al. (1983) and 
Papir and Golikov (1985). A first series involved clearances 
with sharp edges. The clearances of the second blade series had 
a rounded edge on the pressure side and a sharp edge on the 
suction side. For the third blade series the edge was rounded 
on the pressure side but the gap height diverged slightly toward 
the suction side. A rounded edge on the pressure side was aimed 
at eliminating boundary layer separation in the clearance. A 
diverging gap on the suction side was thought to reduce the 
intensity of the tip vortex and hence to delay tip vortex cavita
tion inception according to Gearhart (1966). A fourth clearance 
geometry was investigated on Rotors 2 and 3. Its edge was 
rounded on the pressure side but the clearance was prolonged 
on the suction side by a thin plate fixed to the blade and parallel 
to the wall. This geometry produced very intense cavitation in 
the wake of the plate and is therefore not mentioned later in 
the paper. For the different clearance geometries the blades 
were mounted on the hub with different gap heights. Table 1 
summarizes the different cases tested. 

Visualizations of the different cavitation patterns were carried 
out and served to determine cavitation inception. The circular 
annulus of the test section was made of plexiglass and the test 

Rotor 1 
no skew 

Rotor 2 
backward skew 

Rotor 3 
forward skew 

45° 

(a) 

(c) 

wall 

blade 

wall 

blade 

(b) 

(d) 

wall 

r 

blade 

wall 

blade 

' 

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of clearance geometries, (a) clearance with 
sharp edges; (b) clearance with rounded edge on the pressure side; (c) 
clearance with rounded edge on the pressure side and diverging toward 
the suction side; (d) clearance with rounded edge on the pressure side 
and prolonged on the suction side by a thin plate. 

section was equipped with two visualization water boxes in 
order to make observations free of optical distortion. The main 
window (dimensions 190 mm by 290 mm), located sideways 
to the test section, was used to view flow in the blade clearances 
and in the inter-blade channels using stroboscopic lighting. Wall 
pressure measurements were finally carried out to determine the 
wall pressure map in the region swept by the blades. 

Visual Observations 
Visual observations showed that cavitation patterns change 

greatly depending on clearance geometry. Figure 4 shows the 
cavitation patterns for the three clearance geometries observed 
under the same experimental conditions. The cavitation number 
is low (ff = 1.2. Cavitation index is defined in the next section) 
and most of the different typical cavitating structures observed 
in the course of this work can be seen. Severe clearance cavita
tion is observed when the clearance has sharp edges (Fig. 4(a)) 
while no cavitation is observed in the clearance with a rounded 
edge on the pressure side (Fig. 4(/7)). Tip vortex cavitation 
also occurs but the most intense vortex cavitation is observed 
for the clearance with sharp edges and for the diverging clear
ance. For these two clearance geometries (Figs. 4(a) and 4(c)) 
clearance cavitation rapidly becomes strongly linked to vortex 
cavitation when the pressure is lowered; the shear layer emerg
ing from the clearance displays cavitation. For the diverging 
clearance (Fig. 4(c) ) , the cavitation of the shear layer extends 
inside the clearance and a specific cavitation pattern consisting 
of isolated bubbles is observed inside the clearance. 

A striking effect of blade skew on clearance and tip vortex 
cavitation is shown in Fig. 5. Clearance cavitation and tip vortex 
cavitation are much less intense for blades with a forward skew 
than for blades with a backward skew. The cavitation patterns 
inside the clearance are located between the leading edge and 
about \ of the chord for a blade with a backward skew, whereas 
they are located between the middle of the chord and the trailing 
edge in the case of a forward skew. 

Table 1 Blade geometries, clearance geometries and gap heights im
plemented on the three rotors tested 

Fig. 2 Schematic drawing of the different blade geometries 

blade 

Rotor 1 
no skew 
Rotor 2 

Ijackward 
skew 

Rotor 3 
forward 

skew 

sharp 
edge 

0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 

clearance 
rounded on 

pressure side 

0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 

(in mm) 
rounded on 

pressure side 
& diverging 
0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 

0.5, 1 & 2 
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Fig. 4{b) 

Fig. 4(c) 

Fig. 4 Clearance and tip vortex cavitation patterns for three clearance 
geometries (5 = 1 mm). Rotor 2 (backward skew). Experimental condi
tions: A H = 350 mb, or = 1.2. (a) Clearance with sharp edges; (b) clear
ance with rounded edge on pressure side; (c) clearance with rounded 
edge on pressure side and diverging toward the suction side. 

Inspection of cavitation in the clearances reveals several fea
tures of the flow, which highlight the close connection between 
clearance cavitation and tip vortex cavitation. This is more visi
ble on blades with a backward skew since the clearance cavita
tion is mostly located near the leading edge where the vortex 

Fig. 5{b) 

Fig. 5 Clearance and tip vortex cavitation patterns for clearance with 
sharp edges (5 = 1 mm). Effects of backward and forward skew, (a) 
Rotor 2 (backward skew) A H = 200 mb, <r = 1.50; (b) rotor 3 (forward 
skew) A H = 200 mb, a = 1.55. 

Fig. 6 Interaction of vortices in the vicinity of the blade trailing edge 

is attached. Bubbles reveal the orientation of the streamlines 
inside the clearance and, in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) , streamhnes 
oriented in the direction of rotation (horizontal direction in the 
picture) and streamlines oriented perpendicular to the blades are 
both seen. The streamlines oriented in the direction of rotation 
usually go through the clearance into the shear layer that 
emerges from it and are rolled up in the tip vortex. 

An attached vortex produced inside the clearance was also 
observed when it was subjected to cavitation. This is shown in 
Fig. 6. Three vortices are seen interacting in this picture: the 
tip vortex of the blade (above the blade, label 1 in Fig. 6) , the 
tip vortex generated by the preceding blade (below the blade, 
label 3) and the clearance vortex emerging at the blade trailing 
edge (label 2) . A vortex similar to our so-called clearance 
vortex was identified by Farrell and Billet (1994) and subse
quently investigated by Zierke et al. (1995). From surface flow 
visualizations on the blades the latter authors interpreted this 
vortex emission as resulting from the flow separation on the 
blade suction side. We did not carry out surface flow visualiza
tions on the blades but the vortex (2) is seen in Fig. 6 to 
be prolonged inside the clearance by a cavitation streak. This 
indicates in our opinion that this vortex is emitted inside the 
clearance rather than on the blade suction side. 

Cavitation Inception 
The inception cavitation indexes were determined from the 

visual observation of cavitation patterns. For each rotor the 
pressure was lowered (starting from a high pressure level) by 
steps of 10 to 50 mb and the possible existence of cavitation 
was examined on each blade using stroboscopic lighting. The 
thresholds were determined separately for the tip vortex cavita
tion and for cavitation inside the clearance. In order to reduce 
the uncertainty that follows from the subjectivity of the ob
server, two to four investigators took part simultaneously in 
the observations and in some cases independent investigators 
operated on different days. The thresholds for intermittent and 
permanent cavitation patterns were distinguished. As the uncer
tainty is greater for intermittent cavitation thresholds, this paper 
reports only on permanent cavitation structure inception. 

The experiments were undertaken after degassing the water 
in the tunnel. The rate of dissolved oxygen was measured to be 
in the range 0.5-4 ppm. The cavitation inception numbers were 
determined for rotor 2 without and with moderate gas nucleus 
injection. No effect of gas nucleus injection was noticed as far 
as permanent cavitation structures were considered. 

Figures 7 and 8 show cavitation inception conditions for 
clearance and tip vortex cavitation, respectively. The upstream 
pressure level P„ of cavitation inception is plotted in dimen-
sionless form using the cavitation parameter 

a = (P„ - P,)/AH, 

where P„ is the vapour pressure. Large variations in cavitation 
inception are noticed when the blade geometry, clearance geom-
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Fig. 7 Inception conditions for clearance cavitation, (a) AH = 200 mb; 
(b) A H = 350 mb. Fig. 8 Inception conditions for tip vortex cavitation, (a) A H = 200 mb; 

{b) AH = 350 mb. 

etry, and gap height are varied but no general trend appears 
when the variations versus each parameter are considered sepa
rately. Figures 7 and 8 highlight the fact that clearance and tip 
vortex properties should be considered simultaneously for the 
practical design of rotor blades because some blade features 
that appear to be efficient for reducing clearance cavitation are 
less efficient for reducing tip vortex cavitation. 

Clearance cavitation inception is observed to vary very much 
with the clearance geometry. Cavitation was never observed 
inside clearances having a rounded edge on the pressure side 
(geometry b in Fig. 4) and clearance cavitation inception is 
therefore not given in Fig. 7 for this clearance geometry. On 
the other hand, clearances with sharp edges were usually more 
rapidly subjected to clearance cavitation than other clearance 
geometries. Cavitation inception was determined only for a lim
ited number of cases for clearances with sharp edges as it was 
often still observed at the highest pressure levels considered, in 
which case the plotted symbol is open and an arrow pointing 
upward indicates that cavitation inception occurs at a higher 
value of the cavitation parameter. A particular case was noticed 
for the gap height S = 0.5 mm (Fig. 7(a)) as no cavitation 
was observed for two cases inside clearances with sharp edges. 
Open symbols connected to an arrow pointing downward indi
cate that the inception condition is at a smaller value of the 
cavitation parameter. Inception could not be determined because 
at the lowest pressure levels considered, a large air pocket cov
ered the blade suction side and the head variation across the 
rotor was drastically reduced. When the clearance diverges to

ward the suction side and the edge is rounded on the pressure 
side, clearance cavitation involves the production of small iso
lated bubbles (Fig. 4(c)) for the smaller gap height (S = 0.5 
mm) but cavitation was often not observed inside the clearance 
for the largest gap height (6 = 2 mm). Variations in clearance 
cavitation inception with gap height are significant but the 
trends change with the clearance geometry. When 6 is reduced 
to 0.5 mm, cavitation is eliminated inside a clearance with sharp 
edges whereas it is enhanced inside a rounded and diverging 
clearance. The only very significant effect of blade skew on 
clearance cavitation inception was observed for the clearances 
with sharp edges, in the form of a very strong enhancement of 
clearance cavitation when a backward skew is applied. 

The clearance geometry has more limited effects on tip vortex 
cavitation (Fig. 8) than on clearance cavitation. Tip vortex 
cavitation inception does not vary much with gap height (in the 
range considered here). When variations are observed, tip vor
tex cavitation inception is usually delayed by increasing the gap 
height. It was not observed in our experiment that a diverging 
gap delays tip vortex cavitation, as initially suggested by Gear-
hart (1966). Figure 8 shows that blade skew may significantly 
modify cavitation inception. Backward skew strongly enhances 
tip vortex cavitation. When the clearance is rounded on the 
pressure side (diverging or non-diverging) tip vortex cavitation 
inception was delayed for several blades with a forwaid skew 
as compared to blades with no skew but an opposite observation 
was also made once (AH = 200 mb, S = 2 mm). 
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The cavitation inception numbers obtained for A/ / = 200 
mb and A/ / = 350 mb compare satisfactorily when clearance 
cavitation is considered, but more significant differences are 
noticed when tip vortex cavitation is considered. This leads to 
the conclusion that the magnitude of flow inside the clearance 
is basically scaled by the pressure variation across the rotor, 
while the vortex strength is not a simple function of AH. It 
must be mentioned that Farrell and Billet (1994) introduced a 
cavitation index built on the tip speed that differs from ours. 
As a consequence the cavitation index in their experiment varies 
significantly in relation to the flow parameter, which basically 
represents the ratio of axial velocity to tip speed. 

Wall Pressure 

Measurement and Analysis Procedure. Wall pressure 
was measured using 8 piezo-resistivity pressure gauges placed 
in the lower part of the test section in the region swept by the 
blades. The pressure gauges were spaced out in the axial direc
tion with a distance between two successive gauges of 5 to 8 
mm. The first gauge was located 6 mm upstream of the leading 
edges of the rotor blades while the last was located 6 mm 
downstream of the trailing edges. The other six gauges provided 
pressure measurements in the blade clearance when a blade 
passed over them. The gauges, manufactured by Kulite (type 
XTM 190 M 100 A), were placed in cavities connected by a 
1 mm diameter tube to the inner wall of the test section. The 
uncertainty in pressure measurements was found to be ±4 mb. 
The pressure variations were digitized at a frequency of 30.72 
kHz, which was included in the frequency band of the pressure 
gauge and its cavity. The pressure measurements were averaged 
over 31 rotation periods. The temporal variations in pressure 
were analysed as being the spatial distribution of pressure on 
the inner wall of the test section at 2048 points along the perime
ters of 8 circles. Plotting of the pressure fields in the form of 
isobar maps makes the analysis easier (Figs. 9 and 10). A spline 
function is computed using the set of digitized data and the 
isobar map is plotted from this interpolated function. Error bars 
have not been included in the isobar maps because they are not 
determined uniformly over the whole area depending on the 
direction and pressure gradient. The lines in the azimuthal direc
tion along which pressure was measured are indicated in Fig. 
9(a) . The interval of digitization in the azimuthal direction 
(0.6 mm) is much smaller than that in the axial direction (5 to 
8 mm). 

Results. Wall pressure measurements were performed with 
the rotor operating both at low upstream pressure and high 
upstream pressure. Figure 9 shows the isobar maps for the 
blades photographed in Fig. 4. The plotted pressurs p*(x, y), 
which is the difference between the measured pressure and the 
upstream pressure, is between -400 mb and -500 mb over an 
area that covers a large fraction of the clearance. Since the 
upstream pressure is P„ = 460 mb, the pressure in those areas 
is close to the vapour pressure. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 9 
shows that the areas surrounded by the isobar p* = -400 mb 
cover the observed cavitation zones very well. In particular, the 
wide cavitating zone that includes tiie clearance, shear layer 
and tip vortex is displayed in the isobar maps for the clearance 
with sharp edges (Fig. 9(a)) and the cavitating tip vortex is 
clearly identified on all pressure maps. 

The isobar maps measured for the same conditions of opera
tion but at a much higher upstream pressure level (P„ = 1.64 
bar) are shown in Fig. 10. The lowest pressure levels ( -900 
mb) are reached in the clearance with sharp edges (Fig. 10(a)). 
The minimum pressure level is abput -600 mb in the diverging 
clearance with a rounded edge on the pressure side (Fig. 
10(c)). The minimum values ofp* are approximately the same 
in Figs. 9(b) and 10(b), in agreement with the observation 
that no cavitation occurs in clearances with a rounded edge on 
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Fig. 9 Isobar maps measured on the annulus wall of the test section 
for three clearance geometries. Rotor 2 (backward skew), (5 = 1 mm) 
Exp. conditions: A H = 350 mb, o- = 1.2, P„ = 460 mb. Pressure step 
between two neighboring lines: 100 mb. (a) Clearance with sharp edges; 
(b) clearance with rounded edge on pressure side; (c) clearance with 
rounded edge on pressure side and diverging toward the suction side. 

the pressure side. For the blades considered in Figs. 10(a) and 
10(c) there is almost no cavitation at this pressure level (except 
for some limited structures which could never be eliminated, 
as mentioned before). By comparing the minimum pressure 
values measured in the clearances it is possible to classify the 
efficiency of the various parameters considered in this study in 
terms of delaying or eliminating cavitation. 

Isobar maps were plotted for the different rotors and blades. 
For the sake of space, the comparison between cases with no 
skew, forward skew and backward skew is not presented in this 
paper. It is confirmed by isobar maps that the pressure minima 
are displaced toward the trailing edge when the blades have a 
forward skew. 

Conclusions 

The effects of various parameters on clearance and tip vortex 
cavitation in an axial flow pump were investigated simultane
ously in a systematic way. Cavitation inception indexes were 
determined and the different cavitation patterns were described 
from visual observations and wall pressure measurements. 

Whenever it was possible, the experimental procedures were 
chosen in order to make a reliable comparison of the effects of 
the different parameters. Cavitation inception was simultane
ously determined for the different clearance geometries and gap 
heights that were implemented on each rotor with all other 
parameters being unchanged. 

The most significant results can be summarized as follows: 

• The clearance geometry has a very strong effect on clear
ance cavitation, which can be eliminated when the clearance 
edge is rounded on the pressure side. This is not a new observa
tion, but it confirms that tip vortex cavitation is actually the 
most problematic cavitation arising. Modifying the clearance 
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Fig. 10 Isobar maps measured on the annulus wail of tlie test section 
for three clearance geometries. Rotor 2 (bacicward sl<ew). (S = 1 mm.) 
Exp. conditions; A H = 350 mb, <r = 4.6, P„ = 1640 mb. Pressure step 
between two neighboring lines: 150 mb. (a) clearance with sharp edges; 
(b) clearance with rounded edge on pressure side; (c) clearance with 
rounded edge on pressure side and diverging toward the suction side 

geometry with a gap diverging toward the suction side is not 
an efficient way of delaying tip vortex cavitation while small 
scale isolated bubbles are produced inside the gap in this case. 

• The effects of gap height are hard to interpret from our 
experiments. Strong effects of gap height on clearance cavita
tion were observed in some cases but the trends depend on 
other parameters such as clearance and blade geometries. Farrell 
and Billet's (1994) model of leakage vortex inception shows a 
cavitation index minimum when the ratio X = 6le of the gap 
height to the gap length is about 0.2. The model predicts that 
the cavitation index will slowly increase for \ > 0.2 whereas 
it will increase very rapidly when X. is below 0.1. The experi

mental inception conditions that were investigated by Farrell 
and Billet are, however, limited to a range of values of \ (0.1 
< \ < 0.56) where the tip vortex cavitation index does not 
vary much. The X parameter in our experiment was within the 
range 0.06 < X < 0.38. The effect of gap height on tip vortex 
cavitation appears to be less significant than it is on clearance 
cavitation in the range of variations of X considered in our 
experiment. 

• Applying backward skew on rotor blades has a strong 
effect on clearance and tip cavitation, which are both increased. 
This is interpreted as being the result of modifying the pressure 
distribution along the blade chord. When the skew is backward, 
the clearance flow is concentrated in the vicinity of the leading 
edge where the tip vortex is initiated, leading to an increase of 
both clearance and tip vortex cavitation. On the other hand, 
when a forward skew is applied, a significant part of the clear
ance flow occurs in the vicinity of the trailing edge. The contri
bution of the clearance flow to tip vortex emission is more 
smoothly distributed along the blade chord, implying that tip 
vortex cavitation is delayed as compared with the case with no 
skew. 
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The Erosive Axial Collapse 
of a Cavitating Vortex: An 
Experimental Study 
The erosive efficiency of cavitating vortices is well known, although its exact mecha
nism has not been clarified. In order to bring fundamental information to the subject, 
a new device called ' 'Cavermod" was designed in which axial collapse of a cavitating 
vortex is produced. We consider in this paper the design principles of the apparatus, 
the measurement equipment necessary for observing the phenomenon (collapse time 
of the order of a few milliseconds, axial collapse velocity varying between 70 and 
700 m/s), and the main features of the flow. We also study the damage produced on 
erosion targets in order to correlate the vortex collapse with the erosion indentation 
features. 

1 Introduction 

The study of fundamental hydrodynamic mechanisms in cavi
tation erosion has been the subject of many research works and 
publications for about thirty years. In general, the research effort 
was directed to the situation in which a bubble collapses and 
rebounds, either producing high pressures and shock waves in 
its vicinity or giving a small re-entrant jet in the case of symme
try defect. It has been both theoretically and experimentally 
shown that if a cavitation bubble collapses near a rigid wall, it 
produces a very high-pressure over a small area of the solid 
surface. It has also been found that the impulsive pressure is 
strongly dependent on the distance of the bubble to the solid 
wall. Well-known papers are associated with those models, 
among them the studies of Hickling and Plesset (1963), Benja
min and Ellis (1966), Plesset and Chapman (1971), Lauterbom 
and Bolle (1975), Fujikawa and Akamatsu (1980), Blake et 
al. (1987), and Tomita and Shima (1986). 

As well as bubble collapse, damage is also associated with 
the collapse of cavitating vortices. Selim and Hutton (1983) 
show that the wakes of partial cavities, in which a number of 
cavitating vortices are shed, seem to be intense sources of ero
sion. Soyama et al. (1992) also report that the cavitation erosion 
in hydraulic machinery is particularly severe when cavitation 
vortices are shed from the rear part of an attached cavity and 
collapse rapidly in the vicinity of a solid wall. This was at the 
origin of the development of the so-called Cavitation Vortex 
Generator devised by Lecoffre (1978) and realized by Lecoffre 
et al. (1981). In this device, a cavitating vortex is created then 
annihilated by successively closing and opening a valve on the 
input flow line of a conical chamber. It appears to be an efficient 
tool for carrying out metallurgical tests, see e.g., Karimi (1988). 
Very high speed visualizations of the vortex collapse by Avellan 
and Farhat (1989) have shown that it is mainly axial for most 
of its duration. However, the final stage is marked by the emis
sion of spherical shock waves from several points which resem
ble collapsing bubbles. Thus, the situation is not simple and 
requires further examination. 

In order to provide fundamental information about this sub
ject, a special device called "Cavermod" (abbreviation of 
CAVitation ERosion MODel) was designed. Like the Vortex 
Generator, this device uses the axial collapse of a cavitating 
vortex, but here the vortex is created in a closed rotating cham-
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ber, filled with deaerated liquid. The volume of the chamber 
can be slightly increased in order to form a vapor core in the 
vicinity of the rotation axis; then it is suddenly decreased in 
such a way that an axial collapse of the vapour core is produced. 
Of course the basic motion of the liquid is a solid rotation and 
not a true vortex; it must be noted that a solid rotation is also 
found in the central region of the Vortex Generator. 

In industrial situations, cavitating vortices appear either as 
continuous vapor cores or as chains of bubbles entrapped in the 
low pressure vorticity filaments. Their axial collapse can occur 
if they are properly directed relative to the ambient pressure 
gradient and/or the local directions of the strain rate tensor 
(example of such situations in case of a wake shear flow can 
be found in Belahadji et a l , 1995). When these favorable condi
tions are fulfilled, a continuous core should disappear approxi
mately as shown in the present paper whereas bubble chains 
would probably result in cascade mechanisms. In the present 
study, only the axial collapse of a vortex is studied, but the 
formation and collapse of a spinning bubble chain is possible 
and its study remains an interesting objective. 

2 Basic Ideas 
The first point to be examined concerns the transfer of me

chanical energy from the liquid flow to the solid wall, by which 
erosion is brought about. Such a transfer needs two conditions 
be satisfied: a high level of stress, in order to exceed some limit 
of material resistance, for example the yield stress, and a loading 
time sufficient to make nonreversible transformation of the solid 
material. Concerning this last point, the shock wave coming 
from the bubble collapse and rebound, as calculated for example 
by Fujikawa and Akamatsu (1980), seems to give times of an 
order lower than one microsecond. If we consider microjets of 
diameter d, the time of the impulse they transmit to the wall is 
of the order dl2C, where C is the sound velocity in water. With 
current values of d (lower than 1 mm), we obtain 0.3 ps. It 
will be shown below that, due mainly to the larger size of the 
impact area, greater loading times are obtained with the present 
apparatus. 

The second point is related to the physical model used in the 
design of the apparatus (Fig. 1). The solid rotation of a body 
of liquid with a central vapour core is created in a rotating 
chamber closed on one side by a piston. The piston plays the 
role of a wave-maker for that free surface flow in which gravity 
is replaced by the centrifugal forces. The required axial collapse 
can be obtained if the piston moves rapidly enough toward 
the chamber interior, creating a steeply fronted wave which 
progressively fills the vortex core. With a rigid cylindrical 
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erosion target or 
pressure transducer — 

Fig. 1 Principle of the apparatus 

chamber (radius R), calculations based on conservation of mass 
and momentum of an incompressible fluid are rather simple 
(Dominguez-Cortazar 1994). The main results are the follow
ing: (a) The minimum value of the piston speed required to 
obtain a wave to fill the vapor core is: 

v., R^ 

In current circumstances, that limiting value is quite small 
and it can be easily obtained. For example we obtain about 0.2 
m/s with R = 20 mm, r,, = 3.3 mm, fl = 4000 rpm (b) Then 
the axial collapse velocity V is related to Vp by the following 
relation: 

a ri 

Very large collapse velocities can be thus obtained. In the 
case when r„ becomes very small (which indeed needs a higher 
rotation speed, as mentioned in Section 3), these relations 
would give infinite values for V. In fact, two main mechanisms 
tend to limit the V-values: on one hand the compressibility 
effects and on the other, the volume expansion of the rotating 
chamber under centrifugal forces. These effects are not taken 
in acount in the last relations. 

A rough estimate of the loading characteristics can be made 
if we suppose that the wave has a front perpendicular to the 
axis of the chamber. If that was the case, the value of the 
overpressure produced at the end of the collapse on the target 
or the pressure transducer would be expressed approximately 
by the water hammer formula: 

P = pCV 

which gives about 1500 bars with V = 100 m/s. The loading 
time can be estimated from the expression r„/C, which gives 

2.3 /is for r„ = 3.3 mm. It must be understood that this model 
gives rather extreme values: actually, the core vortex closure 
does not take the shape of a wave with a steep front, but rather 
it resembles an ogive with length / of 10 mm (see Fig. 4 for 
example). Then the end of the collapse takes a larger time of 
the order of Z/V, ie about 0.1 or 0.01 ms, while the overpressure 
is smaller than the one given by the water hammer formula. 
Despite these differences, Cavermod proves to be very efficient 
in producing cavitation erosion. 

3 The Experimental Apparatus 

The main part of Cavermod is a closed rotating chamber 
filled with water. It is made of plexiglas in order to allow 
observation of the phenomena. At one end of the chamber, a 
pressure transducer or an erosion target is mounted to receive 
the collapse impact. At the other end, the chamber is closed by 
a piston and a rubber membrane. To make its complete filling 
with deaerated water easier, the internal geometry of the cham
ber is biconical. 

The operating principle is shown in Fig. 1. The chamber 
filled with dearated water rotates at velocity il (Fig. 1 (a) ) ; the 
control system allows the axial displacement of the piston, a, 
which results in the volume increase of the chamber and in the 
appearance of the vapor core (Fig. 1(b)). Then, a sudden vol
ume reduction, due to the shock of a projectile against the piston 
head, produces the expected cavity collapse (Fig. 1(c)). In 
addition to the control of the three main parameters of the flow, 
n , r„ and V, some other less important advantages can also be 
expected from this configurafion, for instance the concentration 
of the erosive impacts on a small area of the solid wall (some 
square millimeters) around the rotation axis and the use of 
liquids other than water. 

The initial size of the vapor core is given by the conservation 
of the liquid volume. For a given size of the cavity, the axial 
collapse velocity is controlled by the driving pressure of the 
projectile Ap (which controls the shock intensity between the 
projectile and the piston head). That driving pressure is ensured 
by a pneumatic system: thus, by adjusting a and A/;, we can 
control two fundamental parameters of the flow: r„ and V. This 
means that all kinds of vortex collapses (from the weakest to 
the most violent) can be realised. However, the minimum radius 
of the cavity is limited by the maximum rotation velocity of 
the chamber via the stability condition given by Rosenthal 
(1962): the vapor core radius has to be larger than a crifical 
value expressed as 

r„, = (4s/pny" 

where S is the surface tension. This equation gives 1.18 mm 
for the maximum rotation rate of 4000 rpm in the case of water. 
The sketch of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The main design 
values are: 

-Length of the test chamber 
-Piston displacement range 
-Chamber rotation range 
-Piston displacement velocity 
-Driving pressure of the 
projectile 

(L) 
(a) 

(V„) 

156 mm 
1 to 4 mm 
0 to 4000 rpm 
0 to 6 m/s 

(Ap) 0 to 6 bars. 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

a = piston displacement (mm) 
C = sound velocity in water (m/s) 
L = chamber length (mm) 
r„ = initial radius of the vortex (mm) 
R = piston radius (mm) 

V = axial collapse velocity of the vortex Ap = driving pressure of the projectile 
(m/s) (bars) 

V,, = piston displacement velocity (m/s) p = water density (kg/m3) 
P = impact pressure against the solid H = chamber rotation rate (rd/s) 

wall (Mpa) 
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Return now to the fundamental parameters of the flow. From 
the radius R of the equivalent cylindrical chamber, the length 
L, the radius r„, the collapse velocity V, and the rotation rate 
O, it is possible to build three dimensionless numbers, the most 
important of them being the Rossby number i^rJV. As this 
number is very small in the normal running conditions, it might 
be inferred that Coriolis forces do not play an important role 
at first sight. Then, in order to model the flow numerically, it 
becomes possible to assume that in the rotating frame the flow 
is irrotational, which permits to use simplified techniques issued 
from the boundary integral method (Dominguez-Cortazar and 
Canot, 1995). Such methods result in the formation of a reen
trant jet in the closure region of the vortex core. However, 
experimental tests do not show such a jet (see Section 5). 
Consequently, in spite of the small value of the Rossby number, 
it seems that Coriolis forces, by which the total axial moment 
of momentum of the liquid body remains constant during the 
vortex collapse, have to be taken in account for a correct repre
sentation of the Cavermod flow. 

In addition to the previous discussion, dynamical parameters 
such as the liquid density p and the vapor pressure p„ should first 
be outUned. However, consideration of a cavitation parameter is 
not pertinent: on the one hand, no ambient pressure can be 
defined in the chamber before the formation of the vapor core, 
and on the other, when the vapor core appears, the pressure in 
the chamber is fixed by the vapor pressure near the axis. Then, 
as far as delays due to vaporization processes can be neglected 
and global flow behavior only is considered, comparison with 
real situations has to be made mainly on the basis of the Rossby 
number. If one is interested also in the final stage of the collapse 
and the splitting up phenomena (there is experimental evidence 
that the end of the first collapse is marked by a large number 
of local erosive events, the size of which is lower than the 
radius r„ by one order of magnitude at least), one must also 
take into account the liquid surface tension and the Weber simi
larity. Of course, the overpressure produced on the erosion tar
gets will be mainly correlated by the collapse velocity V, the 
speed of sound C and the liquid density p, while the loading 
duration should be referred either to the time r„/C or to the 
time l/V, where / is the length of the ogive in the collapsing 
zone, as previously discussed. 

4 Specific Instrumentation and Uncertainties 

The flow produced in the Cavermod is highly unsteady and 
the cavitation vortices are characterized by a total lifetime of 
about few milliseconds. In consequence various visualization 
techniques are needed for experimental study. The first one, a 
high speed camera, PHOTEC (up to 40,000 frames per second), 
has been used to record the main events of the phenomenon. 
However, the maximum rotation speed of its driving motor is 
not high enough (with a minimum interframe of 25 fj,s) so, 
only a few images of the first vortex collapse can be obtained. 
For the second visualization device, one takes advantage of the 
fact that the flow is fairly repeatable from one shot to the other 
when all control parameters are kept the same. The photographs 
can be taken under flash lighting which is triggered at increasing 
times from an initial instant given by a shock accelerometer. 

Adjustable stop for piston SIfoke 

Spring tension adjustemenl 

Projectile Shock adjustement 

1 (or 

I^TTi —I y * * - Drivi] 

Pressure transducer 
(or erosioti target) 

Fig, 2 The main mechanical elements of Cavermod 

The light source is a Palflash 500 (from HADLAND Corp.) 
with light-pulse of about 250 ns. In this way it is possible to 
reconstitute the sequence of the first vortex collapse. The same 
device was used to measure the piston displacement as a func
tion of time. 

The vortex collapse velocity, just before its terminal phase, 
is measured by means of two parallel laser beams separated by 
40 mm, which are received by two photoelectric cells in the 
absence of vortex and are occulted by the interface of the hollow 
vortex. Both signals are transferee! to a digital oscilloscope, 
NICOLLET, with high acquisition rate (200 MHz), which en
ables measurements of the time interval between the two laser 
beams. 

A piezo-electric pressure transducer (PCB 109A, diameter 
6.3 mm, resonant frequency 500 kHz and rise time of about 1 
fis) is flush-mounted at the end section of the chamber opposite 
to the piston (Fig. 1). Its signal is proportional to the total force 
it sustains, subject to the condition that its rise time is small 
enough (Vogel and Lauterborn, 1989). Even though its size is 
significantly larger than the size of the erosive events, we can 
at least deduce the mean pressure on the target as a function of 
time (Le et al., 1993). 

The error on geometrical parameters (chamber length L, pis
ton radius /f) can be considered as negligible. For the fundamen
tal quantities, the uncertainties are the following; 1 percent for 
n , 0.05 mm for a, 0.1 bar for Ap. Despite of the geometrical 
relation between r„, R, L, and a, the fo-error is quite large due 
to the additional effect of centrifugal forces on the chamber 
volume (see Section 2): it can be estimated as 0.3 mm. The 
uncertainty on the collapse velocity is about 10 percent. In Fig. 
6, the error on abscissae (time) is considered negligible, while 
the ordinates (tension) cannot be related precisely to a pressure 
value. The error on the vortex length is 3 mm. Finally in Fig. 
8, the size of indentations is known within a range of about 5 
percent. All those values are estimated as maximum values. 

5 Main Features of the Flow 
Figure 3 shows a schematic resume of the main events re

corded with the high speed camera. In general, four rebounds 
are observed, but only two are represented. Some interesting 
features of the flow can be observed on this diagram. First, the 
Unear variation of the vortex length proves that the first collapse 
is mainly axial and the measured velocity V is really typical 
of all the first collapse. Second, for the present experimental 
conditions, the duration of the axial stage of the collapse is 
about 0.3 ms. After the first collapse, subsequent formation and 
disappearance of the cavity are of radial type because the veloc
ity of the secondary piston displacement becomes smaller than 
the critical value needed by the axial collapse. 

Figure 4 shows a sequence of photographs of the first implo
sion reconstructed from separated shots. It confirms the axial 
nature of the vortex collapse. During the first instants, the free 
surface of the cavity appears to be unperturbed outside of the 
closure region. This one appears whitish and its details are 
not clear. Nevertheless, one can see some spots of interface 
instabilities on several images. The left end of the whitish region 
moves with a speed two or three times larger than the vortex 
closure and quickly invades all the cavity length. 

The propagation of the whitish region produces, in the neigh
borhood of the target side, a kind of two-phase torus whose 
internal diameter is approximately equal to the initial diameter 
of the vapour core. 

From the first instants of the collapse, on the right side of 
the closure region, we observe a narrow vapour core near the 
piston together with a more or less helicoidal vapour residue 
which follows the closure region of the cavity. The vapor resi
due is in good agreement with the conservation of local moment 
of momentum, which prevents the liquid elements from reach
ing the axis of rotation. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the main events during the total coliapse 
time (Ap = 3 bars, r<, = 1.6 mm, Jl = 3500 rpm) 

Fig. 4 The first collapse of the cavity (O = 3500 rpm, r„ = 2.9 mm, 
Ap = 1.0 bar) 

The axial collapse velocity measured with the laser beam 
system is shown in Fig. 5 for several experimental conditions. 
These values are of the same order of magnitude as the velocity 
values estimated with the high speed camera. For a given value 
of the shock pressure Ap, the axial collapse velocity is as large 
as the initial size of the cavity is small. In the case of the smaller 
Ap-values, the dependence of the collapse velocity on the in
verse of the vapor core area is almost linear, so that it can be 
inferred that the geometric effect is prominent. In the case of 
larger Ap-values, the results are less clear. In particular, the 
maximum collapse velocity seems to be not very dependent 
on the driving pressure (attention must be paid to the large 
uncertainties in Fig, 5) . On the whole, for a first approach and 
if we assume that the high pressure during the vortex collapse 
is due to the rapid axial velocity of the interface which strikes 
the solid wall, the smaller cavities must be more aggressive 
than the larger one. For instance (at the same Ap value of 1 
bar), in the case of a cavity of r,, = 2.9 mm, the axial velocity 
y is about 100 m/s and the order of magnitude of the impact 
pressure, estimated from the water hammer formula P = pCV, 
is around 140 Mpa whereas it is equal to 540 Mpa if r„ = 1.6 
mm, because V = 390 m/s. As already mentioned, that assertion 
has to be tempered by consideration of the loading time (which 
decreases with the vapor core radius) and also of the limiting 
effects of compressibility. 

The direct pressure measurements give, at the final stage of 
the first collapse, about eight pressure peaks. The results ob
tained from the transducer were only qualitative because the 

amplitude signal is strongly dependent on the transducer area 
and on the frequency ratio between the transducer characteris
tics and those of the final stage collapse (Dominguez, 1994). 
However, the transducer allowed us a temporal characterisation 
of the main events of the phenomenon. 

The pressure peaks seem to have the same duration as other 
classical cavitating structures (some microseconds). Figure 6 
shows a temporal correlation between the evolution of the vor
tex length and the instant when the impulsive pressure appears. 
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Fig. 5 Variation of the axial velocity versus the initial size of the vapour 
core ( i l = 3500 rpm, relative uncertainties: SAp = 0.1 bar, dVIV = 10%, 
S{^/rl)/^/rl = 20%) 
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Fig. 6 Correlation between the axiai vortex coilapse and the impulsive 
pressure peaks {ii = 3500 rpm, r<, = 1.6 mm, Ap = 1.0 bar, SI = 3 mm) 

At time t = 330 fis (cf. point A, Fig. 6(a)), which corresponds 
to the final minimum length of the vortex (as deduced from a 
sequence of photographs of Fig. 4) , we observe the first impul
sive peak on the pressure signal (cf. Fig. 6(b)). 

Thus the first pressure peak in Fig. 6 is attributed to the 
impact from the interface vapour-liquid, when the ogive apex of 
the closure region reaches the pressure transducer. This interface 
impact probably results in the creation of tiny new bubbles due 
to the disintegration of the two-phase torus. These bubbles are 
exposed to a high-pressure field so that they may collapse rap
idly. Consequently we note, in a very short time interval 
of about 50 //s, multiple pressure peaks like those shown in 
Fig. 6. 

6 Erosion Tests 

Erosion tests on various materials (stainless steel, bronze, 
copper, brass, and aluminium targets) are carried out with deare-
ated distilled water (water is considered fully deaerated if no 
air bubbles appear after a shot). The erosive efficiency of the 
Cavermod has been successfully demonstrated. Indeed, with a 
single shot we obtain multiple erosion pits. After every shot, 
the pits have been observed with a differential interference mi
croscope (Nikon Optiphot). The erosion damage at the surface 
of the test piece is analysed by the number, size and depth of 
the pits. The influence of the axial collapse velocity, initial size 
of the vortex and shot number on damage have been studied. 
We also studied the spatial distribution of the pits in order 
to correlate the vortex collapse and the erosion indentations 
features. 

Figure 7 shows the damage patterns caused on pure alumin
ium targets (Vickers Hardness 50) and under increasing Ap 
values. Each test corresponds to a single shot. As the driving 
pressure of the piston increases, the damage pattern increases. 
However, the average diameter of the damage pattern is con
served because the three tests are carried out with the same 
initial size of the vapour core. In some cases, as with Ap = 6 
bars (cf. Fig. 7(c)) , the density of erosion pits is so high that 
they cannot be counted; in such a limiting case, the erosion 
pattern can be considered as due to the implosion of the vortex 
itself. 

The numerous indentations illustrate the complexity of the 
final stage of collapse. However, by studying the damage pat
tern, some interesting observations can be drawn: 

• Every vortex collapse is characterized by a nearly circular 
erosion spot. The size of this spot is approximately equal 
to the initial core diameter. It is formed by numerous 
indentations of very different sizes. In general, large in
dentations appear on the erosion spot periphery and the 
smaller in the central part. 
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Fig. 7 Erosion patterns on aluminium fl - 3500 rpm, r̂  = 1.6 mm 
(10 div. = 0.62 mm) 

After a single shot, the indentation distribution is often 
asymmetric: this means that the indentations appear on 
about 5 of the total polar section. This observation seems 
to be related to photographic visualisation, which shows 
that the perturbations on the free surface of the vortex are 
not symmetrical with respect to the rotation axis. 
As regards the size of indentations (from some //m to 
500 /xm), the maximum number occurs for the sizes 
smaller than 10 fim in radius (cf. Fig. 8, for several experi-

4p»Jlifi^i Toml̂ liuralKrpfplts 3$ 

0-10 11-20 21-30 3140 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-! 90 91-100 >100 
Radius, ^m 

Fig. 8 Distribution of indentation sizes on stainless steel specimens 
( n = 3500 rpm, r„ = 1.6 mm, uncertainty of 5% on the indentation radii) 
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mental conditions, with stainless steel 316 L, Vickers 
hardness 150). Nevertheless, the main contribution to the 
total volume eroded is provided by the largest indenta
tions. 

• For long-term exposure, shots produce indentations at a 
proportional rate. The number, the size, and the depth of 
indentations increase under larger Ap, that is under larger 
collapse velocity and also with the softer metal. 

• For all the materials tested, the depth/diameter rate of 
the indentations is between 0.85 and 1.5 percent; those 
values are approximately the same as those reported in 
the literature (Belahadji et al , 1991). 

Consequently, these observations lead us to think that in the 
final stage of the collapse, the erosion process, is dominated by 
the mechanisms which result from the implosion and rebounds 
of spherical bubbles. Those bubbles are isolated in space, but 
they are perhaps subject to reciprocal interactions. Now the 
problem is to know the way in which these events appear from 
the cavitating vortex flow. A possible scenario is that the large 
amount of bubbles are formed in the final torus described pre
viously, which itself seems to result from instabilities of the 
vapour core free surface. But at the present time it is not possible 
to say if unstabilities are fundamental or if they result from the 
strong excitation of the mechanical system by the shock of the 
projectile on the piston head. However, the experimental work 
has allowed us to evaluate the moments when the critical events 
of the erosion take place. 

7 Conclusion 

A new device for the study of cavitation erosion due to the 
axial collapse of a cavitating vortex was presented. The three 
main parameters of the flow in this device can be controlled. 
The apparatus appears to be efficient as each shot produces a 
significant number of erosion indentations on metallic targets. 
Collapse velocities between 70 and 700 m/s are realized. Direct 
pressure measurements by a small transducer allowed us to 
identify the critical erosive instants. The visualization tests show 
the final stage of the axial vortex collapse at those critical in
stants when a two-phase torus is formed against the metal target 
or pressure transducer. A good correlation between the axial 
vortex evolution and the first appearance of the impulsive pres
sure has been observed. The pressure peaks and the presence 
of a number of pits over the impacted area seem to indicate 
that the targets are subject to a large number of local impulsive 
pressures. They probably result from the collapse and rebound 
of the spherical bubbles which are formed by the disintegration 
of the two-phase torus. Some reciprocal interactions are also 
possible. Finally, the duration of the high pressure final stage 
is of the order of 50 microseconds after the axial collapse, and 
the future work must be concentrated on this time interval. 
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This paper is concerned with the collision dynamics of a water droplet impinging on 
three kinds of smooth surfaces (Inconel alloy 625, stainless-steel, and silicon) heated 
to above the Leidenfrost temperature (SOCPC). It has been found that the time histories 
of the droplet diameter, the height and the distance between the bottom of droplet 
and the hot surface after rebounding are almost unchangeable regardless of the kind 
of surface material, when the Weber number is kept so low that the droplet does not 
break up into some parts. However, the critical Weber number, whether or not the 
droplet is disintegrated into some pieces during deformation, has been confirmed to 
be changeable depending upon the kind of surface material. For relatively low Weber 
number cases, but above the critical one, the droplet breaks up into some parts after 
the droplet reaches a maximum diameter on the surface. As the Weber number is 
increased further, the droplet disintegration occurs during the spreading process. 
Also, the droplet disintegration mechanism has been discussed from an experimental 
point of view. 

1 Introduction 
The mist/spray cooling technique is widely used in a number 

of industrial areas. For example, in the iron- and steelmaking 
industries, this is applied to the secondary cooling zone in the 
continuous casting process, because the shell surface just after 
solidification must be softly cooled by impingements of many 
water droplets. We analyzed numerically the flow field of gas-
particle two-phase mixture jet impinging on a flat surface nor
mal to the flow, corresponding to the mist/spray cooling situa
tion (Hatta et al., 1993). In the numerical analysis, the assump
tion that all particles reflect elastically from a solid surface 
immediately after collision was introduced. However, as is well 
known, for lower Weber number cases corresponding to a low 
impact energy, a droplet impinging on a hot surface spreads in 
the form of the flattened disk, recoils and finally rebounds from 
it (Wachters and Westerling, 1966). On the other hand, for 
higher Weber number cases, the droplet breaks up into a number 
of small parts on the hot surface. 

So far, the collision dynamics of a liquid droplet impinging 
on a hot surface have been investigated mainly from an experi
mental aspect. Some researchers presented a sequence of 
sharply observable photographs showing deformation process 
of liquid droplets impacting on a hot surface. Wachters and 
Westerling (1966) investigated the deformation process of a 
saturated water droplet of about 2 mm in diameter impacting 
on a poUshed gold surface heated to 400°C. Akao et al. (1980) 
inspected the deformation behavior of some kinds of liquid 

* Data have been deposited to the JFE Data Bank. To access the file for thi.s 
paper, see instructions on p. 738 of this issue. 
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droplets with about 2 mm in diameter on a chromium-plated 
copper surface heated to 400°C. Xiong and Yuen (1991) mea
sured the time history of a heptane droplet impinging on a 
stainless-steel surface in the temperature range from 63°C to 
605°C. Chandra and Avedisian (1991) measured the time his
tory of an n-heptane droplet impacting a stainless-steel surface 
in the temperature range from 24°C to 250°C keeping the Weber 
number constant (We = 43). Also, they examined the deforma
tion process of the droplet on a porous ceramic surface (Chandra 
and Avedisian, 1992). Naber and Farrell (1993) examined the 
deformation process of three kinds of liquid droplets of 0.1 ~ 
0.3 mm in diameter on a hot stainless-steel surface. Anders et 
al. (1993) investigated the rebounding phenomenon of ethanol 
droplets impacting obliquely on a smooth chromium-plated cop
per surface at 500°C. 

Many of these studies treated the deformation behavior of 
the droplet impacting the hot surface in a relatively low Weber 
number range, so that the breaking up of droplet does not occur. 
Wachters and Westerhng (1966), Akao et al. (1980) demon
strated a sequence of photographs showing the droplet disinte
gration process. Naber and Farrell (1993) measured the number 
of disintegrated droplets and the coefficient of restitution of 
disintegrated droplets in some Weber number cases. However, 
the details of droplet disintegration mechanism remain un
known. 

Fujimoto and Hatta (1996) investigated numerically the de
formation and rebounding processes of a water droplet on a 
hot surface above the Leidenfrost temperature in a low Weber 
number range. We found that the recoiling and rebounding of 
droplet occur owing to the surface tension effect. Also, the 
numerical results were found to be in fairly good agreement 
with the experimental data. However, it is impossible to analyze 
numerically the droplet deformation process for higher Weber 
number cases, because the droplet breaks up into small parts 
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on the surface during the deformation. Therefore, in the present 
paper, the droplet disintegration mechanism has been discussed 
from an experimental point of view. 

When the droplet impacts on a hot surface above the Leiden-
frost temperature, the droplet is in direct contact with the solid 
surface first, at least, for a short time just after collision; then 
a thin vapor film is formed on liquid/solid interface (Nishio and 
Hirata, 1977). This fact suggests that the droplet deformation 
process on the hot surface is strongly influenced by the surface 
conditions such as the surface temperature, the surface 
roughness, the surface material, etc. In fact, the critical Weber 
number, whether or not the droplet breaks up into many small 
parts on the hot surface, is scattering in the range of 50 ~ 90 
according to the experimental conditions (Wachters and West-
erling, 1966; Ueda et al., 1979; Shoji et al , 1984; and Hatta et 
al., 1995a). 

The purpose of the present study is to clarify the disintegra
tion process of droplet impacting the hot surface heated to above 
the Leidenfrost temperature. The experiments have been per
formed on condition that the water droplet with 0.3 ~ 0.6 mm 
in diameter impacts perpendicularly the three kinds of smooth 
metallic surfaces (Inconel alloy 625, stainless-steel, and silicon) 
heated to 500°C. To visually understand the collision dynamics 
of a water droplet, the progressive stages of the droplet deforma
tion have been photographed in the Weber number range from 
We = 10 to 65. It has been found from a set of the experimental 
results that the droplet disintegration process is divided into two 
types according to the Weber number. For the case of low 
Weber number, but above the critical one, the droplet breaks 
up into small parts in the recoiling process and, subsequently, 
these disintegrated droplets coalesce with each other. On the 
other hand, for a higher Weber number case, the droplet disinte
gration occurs in the spreading process and disintegrated drop
lets move far away outerwards. Furthermore, we have found 
that there is almost no effect of the kind of surface material on 
the droplet deformation process in a Weber number range less 
than the critical one. However, it has been confirmed that the 
critical Weber number is changeable depending upon the kind 
of surface material, that is, the thermal conductivity of surface 
material. 

2 Experimental Apparatus 

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental 
apparatus by which the deformation process of a droplet imping
ing on a rigid surface heated to above the Leidenfrost tempera
ture can be measured. The water is pressurized statically by 
high pressure air to ensure a jet running out of the needle tip. 
The needle is flat tipped and set vertically. A needle oscillator 
using speaker coil, which vibrates at a particular frequency, is 
attached to the needle tip. Thereby, a uniformly spaced stream 
of droplets is generated with an almost equal diameter and 
velocity. A disk of 200 mm in diameter rotates horizontally 
between the needle exit and the heated surface. Only one droplet 
per revolution can pass through the slit hole of the rotating disk 
and reach the heated surface. The droplet size, as well as the 
impinging velocity, is easily changeable by the water pressure, 
the vibration frequency of the needle oscillator, and the inner 
diameter of the needle. But, it is impossible to change only the 
droplet diameter with keeping the impinging velocity constant, 
and the inverse is also impossible. 

The droplet falls vertically onto a test surface. Inconel alloy 
625, stainless-steel and silicon are used as a test plate in order to 
inspect the effect of surface material on the droplet deformation 
process. The test surface temperature is measured by the 
chromel-alumel thermocouples and adjusted by the thermocon-
troller unit (Omron, E5A2). Throughout the present paper, the 
surface temperature is fixed at 500°C. But, it should be added 
that the temperature change during the experiments is confirmed 
to be within ±20°C. 
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of experimental apparatus 

The deformation process of a droplet is recorded by using a 
video camera equipped with a macrolens. The droplet images 
are exposed by the back light method using two microflash units 
(Sugawara, MS230), which can be operated at a constant time 
interval. The first flash is adjusted to catch the droplet just 
before the collision with the surface. The flash timing is met 
by using both an optical sensor perceiving the slit position on 
the rotating disk and a delay timer. In the present experiment, 
the droplet is photographed in the range of the time interval 
from 100 fis to 2000 ^s. The time interval of the two flash units 
can be set by a flash controller. The lightning period of the 
flash units is kept below 2 fis. The droplet image can be exposed 
only during flashing. The time variation of the droplet height 
and diameter during the deformation on the hot surface is re
corded by many double exposure video images on the basis of 
the statistical procedure. The droplet diameter before reaching 
the heated surface can be directly measured from the video 
image. Also, the impinging velocity can easily be estimated 
from both the moving distance of the droplet and the time 
interval of the two flashes. 

The residence time of the droplet during the deformation on 
the hot surface just after making contact with it can be easily 
evaluated from the distance between the droplet and the surface 
in the first exposed image, the impinging velocity and the time 
interval of two flashes. Thereby, the height and the diameter of 
the droplet on the surface can be measured directly from the 
second exposed image. The droplet deformation process is pur
sued by a number of droplet images. Again, the measurement 
accuracy determined by the resolution of the video image is 
within ±0.006 mm in the present measurement unit. 

3 Results and Discussions 

As a first approach, the deformation process of a water droplet 
impinging on a solid surface at room temperature has been 
inspected for the cases where the solid surface material is In
conel alloy 625 and silicon. The static contact angle between 
liquid and surface was measured to be 57 degrees for the water/ 
Inconel alloy combination case and 25 degrees for the water/ 
silicon case, respectively. Therefore, it follows that the final 
water film diameter can be larger on the silicon surface than 
that on the Inconel alloy one, and that the final liquid film height 
on the silicon surface is kept small compared with that on the 
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Fig. 2 Time variations of droplet diameter D(a) and height H{b) imping
ing on cold inconei as well as silicon surfaces for We = 37.4. It is noted 
that the measurement accuracy is within ±0.006 mm. 

Inconei alloy surface on the same water volume condition. Then 
we have investigated whether or not the droplet behavior during 
the deformation is influenced by the kind of surface material. 
This experiment has been carried out on condition that the initial 
droplet diameter Dp = 0.5 mm and the impinging velocity Uo = 
2.32 m/s. The Weber number We (=pDpvl/a-) is evaluated to 
be 37.4 in this case, where p and a denote the hquid density 
and surface tension, respectively. The Weber number can be 
estimated by p and a at room temperature (say, 20°C). Figure 
2 shows the comparison of time histories of the droplet diameter 
D and the height H (see Fig. 3) on two kinds of surfaces. Here, 
it is noted that the time T is nondimensionalized by (Dp/vo). D 
and H are done by the initial droplet diameter Dp. Also, T = 0 
denotes the moment of the collision of droplet with surfaces. It 
can be seen from Fig. 2 that the time evolutions of D and H 
on two kinds of solid surfaces are very similar in the initial 
stage. It suggests that the evolution of wetted area and the 
spreading rate of a droplet are independent of the kind of surface 
material during the early period of impact. However, it is found 
that in the time range of T/(Dp/vo) > I, D becomes larger and 
H becomes smaller on the silicon surface compared with the 
case of water-Inconel alloy system. 

Next, we consider the case where the material surface is 
heated to 500°C. Figure 4 shows the time histories of droplet 
diameter D, height H, and distance C between the hot surface 
and the bottom of droplet after rebounding from the hot surface 
(see Fig. 3(e)) on condition that Dp = 0.42 mm and Uo = 2.05 
m/s (We = 24.5). The experimental results for both the water/ 
Inconei alloy and the water/silicon cases reveal the almost same 
deformation process in the whole time range. It follows that the 
effect of surface material on the droplet deformation process is 
negligibly small. It can be judged that this is owing to the fact 
that the vapor film is formed at the liquid/sohd interface and 
the droplet is isolated from the solid surface through it. 

(d) (e) n 

Fig. 3 Definitions of droplet diameter D, height H and distance between 
droplet bottom and surface C after rebounding from it 
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Fig. 4 Time histories of droplet diameter D(a), droplet height H(b) and 
distance C{c) impinging on Inconei alloy 625 as well as silicon surfaces 
heated to 500°C for We = 24.5. It is noted that the measurement accuracy 
is within ±0.006 mm. 

Incidentally, Nishio and Hirata (1977) confirmed experimen
tally that a droplet at room temperature contacts directly with 
a stainless-steel surface heated at 607°C in a very short time 
after collision. The surface temperature in the present study is 
lower than that of their experiment. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to consider that in the present situation, the droplet is in direct 
contact with the solid surface first in a short time just after 
impact and then a thin vapor film is formed on liquid/solid 
interface. 

It is well known that the collision behavior of liquid droplet 
impinging on a hot surface is roughly divided into two types. 
For a lower Weber number case corresponding to a low impact 
energy, a droplet spreads in the form of the flattened disk, 
recoils owing to the surface tension effect, and finally rebounds 
from the hot surface (Wachters and Westerling, 1966). On the 
other hand, for a higher Weber number case, the droplet breaks 
up into many small parts on hot surfaces. The best method to 
understand the collision dynamics of a water droplet on a hot 
solid surface is to photograph the progressive stages of deforma
tion of the droplet on the various experimental conditions. Table 
1 shows six kinds of experimental conditions. A sequence of 

Table 1 Experimental conditions of water droplet impinging on a hot 
silicon surface shown in Figs. 5 and 6. It Is noted that measurement 
accuracy, is within ±0.006 mm. 

case 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

( V ) 

(vi) 

Dp{mm) 

0.34 

0.34 

0.42 

0.40 

0.38 

0.40 

?;o(m/s) 

1.48 

1.75 

2.05 

2.83 

3.35 

3.42 

We 

10.3 

14.5 

24.5 

44.5 

59.2 

65.0 
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Fig. 5(b) 

photographs showing the progressive stages of deformation of 
the droplet impinging on the silicon surface heated to 500°C 
have been taken on the above condition. 

First, Figs. 5(a) to (c) demonstrate a sequence of photo
graphs showing the deformation process of the droplet for the 
relatively low Weber number cases corresponding to the experi
mental conditions (i) , (ii), and (iii) in Table 1, respectively. 
The liquid spreads monotonously in the radial direction and 
reaches a maximum diameter after making contact with the hot 
surface. Subsequently, the water film begins to recoil backwards 
toward the center and the recoiling continues to occur owing 
to the surface tension effect at the periphery. Finally, the droplet 
is observed to rebound from the surface as a somewhat long 
and narrow mass. The shape of the droplet flying in space is 
observed to be changeable owing to the velocity difference 
between the top and bottom parts. The detailed deformation 

Fig. 5(c) 

Fig. 5 A sequence of pliotograplis showing the water droplet impinging 
on the hot silicon surface with low Weber numbers 

process of the liquid droplet for the low Weber number case was 
described in our previous work (Fujimoto and Hatta, 1996). 

Next, Figs. 6(a) to (c) are a sequence of photographs show
ing the deformation process of a droplet for the relatively high 
Weber number cases corresponding to the experimental condi
tions (iv), (v) , and (vi) in Table 1, respectively. At any case, 
it can be recognized that the droplet breaks up into small parts 
on the hot surface, and that the number of disintegrated droplets 
on the hot surface has a significant tendency to increase with 
the Weber number. 

What should be noticed first is that with the high Weber 
numbers (say. We > 44.5), a larger scale deformation occurs 
in a shorter time in comparison with the low Weber number 
cases (say. We < 24.5), although the deformation process 
seems to be very similar regardless of the Weber number, until 
the droplet begins to break up. The question which we must 
consider is when and how the droplet breaks up. It can be 
understood that the droplet is broken into some parts on the 
recoiling process after reaching a maximum diameter for the 
cases where We = 44.5 and 59.2 (corresponding to Figs. 6(a) 
and (b)). In fact, the disintegrated droplets are seen to move 
towards the central zone and to coalesce with each other. On 
the other hand, the case is also seen where the droplet is broken 
on the .spreading process. This can be understood from the fact 
that the disintegrated droplets move far away outwards from 
the central zone, as shown in Fig. 6(c) . 

The liquid film before and after reaching a maximum diame
ter is composed of two regions (Hatta et al., 1995b, Fujimoto 
and Hatta, 1996), one of which is the part of the thin water 
film in the central region. The other is the part of the doughnut
like shape in the peripheral region which corresponds to the 
ring structure. However, it is natural to consider that the sec
tional area of the ring structure is not uniform in the circumfer
ential direction, at least, just before the droplet begins to break 
up. For example, it is self-evident that such a case occurs, if 
we see the photographs at f = 0.380 ms in Fig. 6(a) , at t = 
0.320 ms in Fig. 6(h) and at ? = 0.255 ms in Fig. 6(c) , respec
tively. Here, the difference in the rotational velocity of the 
ring structure occurs locally in the circumferential direction 
regardless of whether it is on the spreading or recoiling process. 
As a result, it is not unnatural to suppose that the ring structure 
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Fig. 6(6) 

Fig. 6(c) 

Fig. 6 A sequence of photographs showing the water droplet impinging 
on the hot silicon surface with relatively high Weber numbers 

breaks up by twisting or shearing, and that this phenomenon 
occurs locally in the circumferential direction of the ring struc
ture. 

Next, it can be recognized that the disintegrated droplets 
become small in size and therefore small parts increase in the 
number with the Weber number. This is due to the fact that the 
deformation scale of the water droplet on the hot surface is 
enlarged with increasing the Weber number corresponding to 
the initial impact energy. Naber and Farrell (1993) counted the 
number of disintegrated water drops after collision with the hot 
stainless-steel surface heated at 400°C and found that the droplet 
is separated into an average of 8.8 droplets for We = 74, and 
16.8 for We =115 during the collision. Also, a similar tendency 
has been obtained in the present experiment. 

Figure 7 gives the time history of deformation process of the 
droplet impacting the silicon surface heated to SOCC for We 
= 10.3(fl), lO.lib) and 32.0(c), respectively. The comparison 
among three kinds of Weber numbers shows that the water film 
diameter is larger and the water film thickness is smaller as the 
Weber number is increased. Also, the time at which D/Dp 
reaches the maximum value, as well as the time at which the 
droplet rebounds just from the surface, becomes longer with 
the Weber number. Incidentally, it is noted that in a later stage 
after collision with the surface, the measured values tend to 
scatter with the increase in the Weber number. We believe that 

this is due to the fact that droplets cannot keep the shape axially 
symmetric with the Weber number. 

In our previous paper (Hatta et al , 1995a), we proposed 
the experimental formula capable of predicting the maximum 
diameter of the droplet on the hot surface as a function of the 
Weber number We alone, 

D,nJD,, = 0.093 We° + 1 (1) 

This gave best-fit to the case where a water droplet impinges 
on the Inconel alloy surface heated to 500°C on condition of 
We < 50. Figure 8 gives the variation of the maximum diameter 
on three kinds of metallic surfaces heated to 500°C against the 
Weber number. The solid curve in this figure denotes the value 
estimated by Eq. (1). It can be seen from this figure that the 
predicted maximum droplet diameters are in fairly good agree
ment with the experimental data and that the effect of surface 
material on the maximum diameter is negligibly small. Also, 
the data obtained by other researchers (Ueda et al., 1979, Akao 
et al, 1980) are additionally plotted in this figure. These data 
were measured on condition that the droplet impacts perpendic
ularly the polished surface heated to above the Leidenfrost tem
perature with low Weber numbers. It is seen that the numerical 
results estimated by Eq. (1) give good fit to the experimental 
data obtained by other researchers. 

Chandra and Avedisian (1991) proposed the expression for 
the maximum droplet diameter obtained from a simple energy 
balance as follows: 
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Fig. 7 Time histories of deformation process of a droplet Impacting a 
hot silicon surface with We = 10.3(a), 20.1 (b) and 32.0(c), respectively. 
It Is noted that measurement accuracy Is within ±0.006 mm. 

3 We 

2 Re D„ 
+ (1 - cos 61) A™ 

D„ 

1 
We + 4 U - 0 (2) 

where Re and 9 denote the Reynolds number and the contact 
angle between the liquid and the solid surface, which is fixed 
at 180 deg on condition that the surface temperature is above the 
Leidenfrost point. They predicted that the effect of the Reynolds 
number on D^aJOp is significant if the droplet is small or the 
liquid viscosity is high. Then, we have checked the relation 
between D^^JDp and Re, but almost no significant effect could 
be found, at least, for our experimental data. We add to note 
that Re ranges between 450 and 1400, and that We/Re ranges 
between 0.018 and 0.042 in the present experimental condition. 
At any rate, it can be regarded from Fig. 8 that D^^JD^ can 
be predicted sufficiently well by the Weber number alone. In 
addition, we have confirmed that D^^JDp evaluated by Eq. (2) 
are much larger than the experimental data in all cases. 

Next, the time T^m required for the circular water film to 
reach the maximum spreading diameter from the moment of 
collision with surfaces has been investigated for three kinds of 
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Fig. 9 Time needed for a spreading droplet to reach a maximum diame
ter on hot surfaces heated to 500°C against the Weber number 

surface materials. Figure 9 indicates the variation of T^^J^Dpl 
Uo) against the Weber number We. Here, it is noted that the 
time Tmax is nondimensionafized by (Dp/vo). It has been found 
that there is the strong correlation between the Weber number 
and Tm^JiDp/vo), while almost no effect of the kind of surface 
material on Tn-^JiDplvo) has been recognized. Here, we propose 
the empirical formula capable of giving the relation between 
Tm^J(Dp/vo) and We as 

T„,J(Dp/va) = 0.27 We""'^ (3) 

By the way, the solid line in this figure denotes the value esti
mated by Eq. (3) and the experimental data measured by Chan
dra and Avedisian (1991) is additionally plotted there. The 
result of Eq. (3) has also been found to be in good agreement 
with their experimental data. 

Next, the time from the moment of collision to the moment 
of departure from the surface has been inspected for the lower 
Weber number cases. According to some researchers (Wachters 
and Westerling, 1966; Ueda et a l , 1979; and Shoji et al., 1984), 
it has been commonly accepted that the droplet residence time 
TK on a hot surface is approximately equal to the first-order 
vibration period of a freely oscillating droplet as follows: 

T,/(Dp/Vo) = (Dp/Vo) = 7 VW^ (4) 

Figure 10 gives the relation between the nondimensional droplet 
residence time and the Weber number, for three kinds of hot 
surfaces. The dotted line shows the result calculated by Eq. (4). 
The calculated results are not necessarily matchable with the 
experimental data, in particular, in a lower Weber number range. 
Then, we propose the following empirical formula as 

TJiDp/vo) = 1.25 We" (5) 

The solid line in Fig. 10 denotes the result calculated by Eq. 
(5). It is seen that this numerical result is in better agreement 
with the experimental data even in the lower Weber number 
range than that calculated by Eq. (4). 

The critical Weber number, whether or not the droplet is 
disintegrated on the surface during the deformation, was pro-
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posed by some researchers (Wachters and Westerling, 1966; 
Ueda et al , 1979; Akao et al., 1980; and Shoji et al., 1984). It 
is reasonable to consider that the critical Weber number is sub
ject to the various factors such as the kinds of surface material/ 
liquid, the surface temperature and so on. In fact, Ueda et al. 
(1979) proposed that the critical Weber number is 65 for water 
droplets and 75 for Freon 113 droplets impinging on the copper 
surface heated to 300°C. In the present investigation, the effect 
of the kind of surface material on the critical Weber number 
has been experimentally examined on condition that the water 
droplet impinges on three kinds of surfaces heated to 500°C. 
As a result, the critical Weber number is approximately 50 for 
the Inconel alloy 625 (Hatta et al., 1995a), approximately 45 for 
the stainless-steel, and approximately 40 for the silicon surfaces, 
respectively. The effect of the kind of surface material on the 
critical Weber number has clearly been recognized. 

When the droplet impacts the hot surface, the surface temper
ature falls once a little owing to direct contact on the solid/ 
liquid interface and then rises again owing to the thermal con
duction from the inner side of the solid material to the surface. 
At the same time, the temperature at the bottom of liquid droplet 
reaches the boiling point and a vapor film is formed on the 
solid/liquid interface. It may be natural to consider that the 
recovering rate of the initial surface temperature after the impact 
depends upon the thermal conductivity of the surface material. 
The larger value of the thermal conductivity operates upon pro
moting the vapor film generation. This leads to isolating the 
liquid droplet from the solid surface through the vapor film 
faster. The liquid droplet floating on the vapor film cannot uni
formly spread/recoil in the radial direction. As a result, the ring 
structure of liquid droplet is cut off by twisting/shearing at or 
above a certain value of the Weber number. That is to say, the 
larger thermal conductivity of the surface material resuhs in 
lowering the critical Weber number. We believe that if heat 
transmission from the hot surface to the droplet bottom is more 
remarkable, the droplet tends to be unstable on the vapor film 
and break up. Therefore, the critical Weber number lowers. 
Incidentally, the conductivity of these materials is 17 W/(m • K) 
for Inconel alloy 625 (Aerospace Structural Metals Handbook, 
1994), 23 W/(m- K) for stainless-steel and 42 W/(m- K) for 
silicon (JSME Data Book, 1986), respectively, at 500°C. 

4 Conclusion 

The collision dynamics of a water droplet impinging on hot 
solid surfaces have been investigated from an experimental 
point of view. Emphasis has been placed upon understanding 
the spreading, recoiling, and rebounding/breaking-up processes 
of a water droplet after collision with surfaces. Three kinds of 
solid surfaces (Inconel alloy 625, stainless-steel, and silicon) 
have been used as the test surface and heated to 500°C. The 
impact Weber number has been taken in the range between We 
= 10 and 65. As a result, we have found that the time evolutions 
of the droplet diameter, the height and the distance between the 
hot surface and the droplet bottom after rebounding are almost 
unchangeable regardless of the kind of surface material, if the 
surface temperature is above the Leidenfrost temperature and 
the Weber number is kept so small that the liquid droplet does 
not break up into some parts. However, the critical Weber num
ber, whether or not the droplet is disintegrated into some parts, 
has been experimentally confirmed to be changeable depending 
upon the kind of surface material. 

Furthermore, the droplet disintegration mechanism has been 
discussed from an experimental point of view. The droplet disin
tegration occurs in the Weber number range above the critical 
one in the spreading/recoiling process. With increasing the We
ber number, the deformation scale of the droplet is enlarged 
and the sectional area of the ring structure in the peripheral 
region tends to be small and ununiform, before/after the droplet 
reaches a maximum diameter. Hence, the difference in the rota

tional velocity of the ring structure occurs locally in the circum
ferential direction and consequently the ring structure is disinte
grated into a lot of parts by twisting or shearing. Also, the 
number of disintegrated parts has been found to increase with 
the Weber number. The results obtained in the present investiga
tion are summarized as follows: 

(1) As a first approach, the deformation process of a water 
droplet impinging on different kinds of solid surfaces 
at room temperature has been tried on the same experi
mental condition. It has been found that the time evolu
tion of the droplet diameter D and height H are very 
similar during the early period of impact regardless of 
the kind of surface material, but changeable in the later 
stage. It suggests that the effect of the contact angle on 
the deformation process becomes significant in the later 
stage on the wetting condition. 

(2) However, the time variations of D, H, and C denoting 
the distance between the surface and the bottom of 
droplet after rebounding have been found to be very 
similar regardless of the kind of surface material, if the 
surface is kept to above the Leidenfrost temperature. 
This leads to the fact that the effect of the kind of 
surface material on the droplet deformation process is 
negligibly small, when the surface temperature is so 
high that the vapor film is formed on the solid/liquid 
interface. 

(3) It has been found from the photographic observation of 
the impact process of droplet on hot surfaces that the 
droplet disintegration process can be divided into two 
types according to the Weber number. For the case of 
low Weber number, but above the critical one, the drop
let breaks up into small parts in the recoiling process 
and then these disintegrated droplets coalesce with each 
other. On the other hand, as the Weber number is in
creased further, the droplet disintegration occurs in the 
spreading process and disintegrated droplets move far 
away outerwards. 

(4) It has been suggested that the critical Weber number 
whether or not the droplet is broken on hot surfaces 
changes depending upon the kind of surface material, 
concretely upon the thermal conductivity of the surface 
material. The small thermal conductivity leads to en-
largir^g the critical Weber number. The converse is also 
true. 

(5) The empirical formulae capable of predicting the time 
needed for the spreading droplet to reach a maximum 
diameter and the time at which the droplet rebounds 
from the surface have been built up as a function of 
the Weber number alone. 
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Previous reports of experiments performed with water (Fund et at., 1987 and Kececi-
oglu and Jiang, 1994) indicated that beyond the Forchheimer regime the rate of 
change of the hydrostatic pressure gradient along a porous medium suddenly de
creases. This abnormal behavior has been termed "transition to turbulence in a 
porous medium.'' We investigate the relationship between the hydrostatic pressure 
gradient of a fluid (air) through a porous medium and the average seepage fluid 
velocity. Our experimental results, reported here, indicate an increase in the hydro
static pressure rate beyond a certain transition speed, not a decrease. Physical 
arguments based on a consideration of internal versus external incompressible vis
cous flow are used to justify this distinct behavior, a consequence of the competition 
between a form dominated transition and a viscous dominated transition. We establish 
a criterion for the viscous dominated transition from consideration of the results of 
three porous media with distinct hydraulic characteristics. A theoretical analysis 
based on the semivariance model validation principle indicates that the pressure 
gradient versus fluid speed relation indeed departs from the quadratic Forchheimer-
extended Darcyflow model, and can he correlated by a cubic function of fluid speed 
for the velocity range of our experiments. 

Introduction 
We consider here the incompressible flow of a Newtonian 

fluid through a regular channel filled with a fixed and rigid 
porous matrix. For low fluid speed the Darcy law is valid. As the 
fluid speed increases the form drag effect becomes increasingly 
important. To accommodate this phenomenon the Darcy law is 
extended with a quadratic velocity term as suggested by Dupuit 
(1863) and Forchheimer (1901). 

Fand et al. (1987) and Kececioglu and Jiang (1994) per
formed experiments using water flowing through a pipe filled 
with solid spheres playing the role of a porous medium. Fand 
et al. (1987) presented their experimental results plotting graphs 
of (Ap/L)d/p,v, where Ap is the static pressure drop along the 
pipe, L is the distance between the two pressure taps, d is the 
diameter of the spheres, p, is the fluid dynamic viscosity, and v 
is the average (seepage) fluid velocity, versus the Reynolds 
number pvd/fi, where p is the fluid density. Here we denote 
(Ap/L)d/fj,v by P and pvd/p by Re^ for simplicity. The pres
sure drop was measured outside the porous medium. 

Kececioglu and Jiang (1994) had the pressure drop measured 
inside the region occupied by the porous medium. They pre
sented their experimental results in a similar form, the only 
difference being the multiplication of the pressure P term (ordi
nate) by fif. In both cases a series of three main flow regimes 
was identified, namely a Darcy regime shown as a horizontal 
line in the Pd versus Re^ graph (Pd constant), a Forchheimer 
regime shown as an inclined (positive slope) straight line (Pd 

* Data have been deposited to the JFE Data Bank. To access the file for this 
paper, see instructions on p. 738 of this issue. 

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division 
April 17, 1996; revised manuscript received March 31, 1997. Associate Technical 
Editor; F. Giralt. 

— /(RCrf)), and a third regime called by the authors the "turbu
lence regime'' where another straight line, with smaller slope 
than the inclination of the Forchheimer regime, was identified. 
Their main conclusion was that the turbulence regime is charac
terized by a quadratic relationship between pressure drop and 
fluid velocity, as the Forchheimer regime, but having distinct 
permeability and inertia coefficient. Therefore, a two-equation 
model would be needed to represent the entire flow range, one 
for the Darcy and Forchheimer regimes and one for the third 
regime. 

We present our own experimental tests of fluid flowing 
through a porous medium to show that indeed a third regime 
sets in at a high fluid speed and that this regime is characterized 
by an increase in the velocity rate of change of pressure drop 
(when P is plotted versus Re). We also demonstrate that this 
flow regime can be fitted well with a cubic velocity term, an 
extension to the Forchheimer-Darcy model. This one-equation 
model is valid for the entire flow regime of our experiments. 
We then use physical arguments and published results to support 
our hypothesis that in incompressible viscous flow through a 
porous medium the friction (drag) coefficient can either in
crease or decrease during transition from the Forchheimer re
gime to the third regime. 

Turbulence Regime 

A fundamental detail, not discussed at length by Fand et al. 
(1987) or Kececioglu and Jiang (1994) when analyzing their 
experimental data, is the decrease in the inclination of the line 
relating P and Re^ as the flow proceeds from the Forchheimer 
regime to the third regime. This reduced inclination indicates 
that the rate of increase of pressure drop with velocity becomes 
smaller when regime three sets in. In other words, if the Forch
heimer-Darcy regime could be extended to higher fluid speeds, 
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into the third regime zone, the total pressure drop would be 
higher than the pressure drop of the third flow regime. This 
phenomenon is abnormal for internal flows because it implies 
a decrease of flow resistance at high fluid speed. 

The labeling of the third regime as a turbulence regime asso
ciated with a drag reduction is somewhat misleading. In many 
situations a transition from laminar to turbulent flow leads to a 
restriction of the flow, rather than the opposite. For instance, 
the fundamental Moody diagram (White, 1994, p. 318) for pipe 
flow indicates that if one is capable of extending the laminar 
regime into the turbulence flow range then the pressure drop of 
laminar flow, for the same fluid speed, will be always smaller 
than the pressure drop of turbulent flow. It is true that for flow 
around a bluff body the transition to turbulence is associated 
with a reduction in drag, resulting from a delayed boundary 
layer separation and hence a narrower wake. However, one 
needs to be careful in extrapolating from a single bluff body to 
a porous medium composed of several such bodies. The wake 
behind one body will be dispersed by the presence of the other 
bodies. If the bodies are very close together along the main 
flow direction, the form drag dominated transition to turbulence 
of bluff bodies might be masked by the viscous dominated 
transition characteristic of internal flows. A dual transition be
havior, dependent on the morphology of the porous medium, is 
then conceivable from a theoretical point-of-view. 

It is noteworthy that though the curves of drag coefficient 
(plotted versus Re) for bundles of long cylinders exhibit varia
tions in slope similar to that of bluff bodies, they do not exhibit 
the dramatic drop found in similar curves for a single sphere 
or a single cylinder. Compare, for example, Figs. 6.19 and 6.20 
with Fig. 6.5 in Zukauskas (1987). The case of staggered tubes 
(Fig. 6.20) shows transition beyond the laminar form drag (flat) 
regime. However, in the case of aligned tubes the transition 
occurs before the prevailing of form drag, more in line with 
a viscous dominated flow transition (internal flow—Moody 
diagram). 

Recent experimental evidence (Short, 1994, p. 44, Fig. 2.12) 
indicated that for flow across bundles of in-line short cylinders 
the drag coefficient can decrease or increase during transition 
depending on the ratio of length to diameter of the cylinders. 
For instance, with a ratio equal to 1.75 (short cylinders— 
closely spaced channel surfaces) the drag decreased during 
transition (because the horseshoe vortex effect dominates along 
most of the cylinder's length) and with a ratio of 7.25 the drag 
increased during transition because now the horseshoe vortex 
influences a proportionally smaller area along the length of the 
cylinder and as a consequence the transition is viscous (not 
form) dominated. 

Another important point is that results obtained from consid
eration of turbulence at the microscopic level (pore level) may 
not carry over to turbulence at the macroscopic level. For exam
ple, Fand et al. (1987) refer to the results of Dybbs and Edwards 
(1975). These results, obtained using laser anemometry, indi
cated local turbulence (at the pore level) beyond a certain fluid 
speed. But it does not follow that there was any turbulence at 
the macroscopic level. 

Experimental Equipment and Procedure 

We performed experimental tests using three aluminum 
blocks with a porous aluminum layer inserted in it. Fig. I. The 
experimental setup is designed to obtain accurate determination 
of the fluid flow (seepage velocity) and pressure drop across 
each test block. 

All aluminum blocks have inlet and outlet plena connected 
by a 76.2 mm long (L), 50.8 mm wide (W), and 1.0 mm thick 
(H) test channel (Fig. 1). A porous layer is bonded with a very 
thin coating of Sheldahl T1401 spray adhesive to the internal 
surface of the test channel and to the lateral surfaces with 1177/ 
cab-o-sil filling. 

Each porous layer is obtained by compressing a 1570 pores 
per meter aluminum 6101-O alloy matrix, shown in Fig. I lower 
left, in the direction perpendicular to the flow direction (along 
H, Figure 1). The compression ratio, r = HQ/H (where Ho is 
the initial matrix thickness and H is the final matrix thickness), 
of each layer is indicated in Table 1 next to its initial (uncom
pressed) density, p., = 1 — (/>o (where <̂o is the initial volumetric 
porosity of the matrix), and its measured porosity cj) after com
pression. The advantage of using these aluminum porous layers 
as test material instead of spheres is the flexibility of having 
different hydraulic characteristics (porosity, permeability, iner
tia coefficient, etc.) but employing the same material. 

A flow setup is built for performing measurements using air 
(Figure 1, upper left) including a pressure regulator to adjust 
the maximum inlet air pressure. The air flow rate range is from 
1.7 X 10̂ "̂  to 10"' m'/s corresponding to an air velocity range 
of 0.033 to 19.26 m/s. The rotameters (OMEGA FLl 11, FL1I2, 
and FLI14) are calibrated to two percent of the reading value. 
Their repeatability is within one-half percent of reading value. 

The differential pressure is measured between the inlet and 
outlet ports of the block. A 300 Pa gauge micromanometer 
manufactured by Combustion Instruments Ltd. (0.1 Pa accu
rate) is utilized to measure small pressure drops. For the moder
ate pressure drop regime a 0.5 kPa gauge inclined portable 
manometer, manufactured by Dwyer Inc., is used. The uncer
tainty of the instrument is 2.5 Pa. A 46.5 kPa, accurate to 30 
Pa, and a 78.5 kPa accurate to 10 Pa, f/-shaped manometer are 
used to measure the pressure drop at higher range. Pressures 
above 68.9 kPa were measured with a 690 kPa Marsh pressure 
gage, accurate to 6.9 kPa. The Mach number at maximum air 
speed is approximately 0.06 allowing one to neglect compress
ibility effects. 

The inlet air temperature is recorded in order to correct the 
air density and viscosity. A type J thermocouple wire is inserted 
in the air stream with the temperature displayed by a 450 AJT 
OMEGA thermocouple thermometer. The air properties are ob
tained by linear interpolation as a function of temperature (Air 
Properties Table, Bejan, 1993). The outlet air temperature is 
also measured with a portable thermocouple thermometer. The 
air temperature difference between inlet and outlet is negligible 
(within thermocouple uncertainty of 0.5°C) for all experiments. 

Air test results represent the arithmetic average of at least 
five experimental runs for each block. For each test block the 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 

c = cubic coefficient 
Cf = inertia coefficient 
d = sphere diameter 
H = thickness 
(• = summation index 

K = permeability 
L = length, distance between pressure 

taps 
n = number of data points 
A' = number of data pairs 

p = static pressure 
P = modified pressure, (Ap/L)d/fj,v 
r = compression ratio 

Re,/ = Reynolds number, pvd/p 
Rcsr = Reynolds number, pvK°'^/p 

V = seepage velocity 
W = width 

6 = residual, Eq. (4) 
(/> = porosity 

K = average deviation, Eq. (2) 
fj, = dynamic viscosity 
p = density 
a = semivariance, Eq. (5) 

Subscripts 

exp = experimental 
0 = initial 
s - solid 

theo = theoretical 
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus: hydraulic setup (upper left); aluminum porous medium 
layer (lower left); test block with porous medium insert (right). 

data acquisition starts at low flow rate, increasing in finite steps. 
No hysteresis is observed when acquiring data reducing the 
flow rate. 

Results and Analysis 
We now present the flow test results for all three blocks. We 

refer to a low flow range with maximum velocity around 1.5 
m/s. Full range includes all experimental points up to the maxi
mum measured velocity value. 

Experimental results from hydraulic tests performed within 
the low flow range limit were presented by Antohe et al. (1996). 
They also described in detail a procedure for estimating the 
uncertainties of the experimental data (not repeated here). Once 
the pressure gradient Ap/L and the seepage fluid speed v were 
obtained, they curve-fltted the experimental data using least-
square fitting and the Forchheimer-extended Darcy model writ
ten as 

X I Apexp - Ap til (2 ) 

Ap 

L 
A* 

= -v + 
K 

(1) 

The permeability and inertia coefficient values for each layer, 
and their uncertainties, are included in Table 1. In all cases the 
permeability based Reynolds number, Re^ = pvK^'^/p was 
larger than 1.0 and so the flow was within the Forchheimer 
range. 

We have here extended the experimental results of each layer 
to a high fluid speed range, and compared the results with 
the pressure gradient predicted, within this flow range, by the 
Forchheimer-extended Darcy equation obtained by Antohe et 
al. (1996). The comparison is presented in Fig. 2 in which the 
experimental results are presented next to the results of the 
Forchheimer-extended Darcy equation shown with straight 
lines. All graphs exhibit a deviation of the experimental points 
from the theoretical curves, for fluid velocity beyond a critical 
velocity value. There is indeed a departure from the Forch
heimer-extended Darcy regime. We computed the average devi
ation K, 

where n is the total number of experimental points, for each 
layer. The results are: 337.4 kPa/m for layer 1, 676.6 kPa/m 
for layer 2, and 459.2 kPa/m for layer 3. 

We investigated further the possibility of having the quadratic 
velocity equation fitting the full regime. In Fig. 3 we show 
the results of interpolating the experimental results with the 
Forchheimer-extended Darcy equation, but this time determin
ing the inertia coefficient Cf by fitting the full range of data and 
not only the low range as done by Antohe et al. (1996). The 
permeability coefficient K obtained using the low range is kept 
fixed (recall that permeability is a parameter related with the 
Darcy—low speed—regime). The new inertia coefficient val
ues for layers 1, 2, and 3 are, respectively, 0.468, 0.661, and 
0.570. The average deviations in this case are: 66.2 kPa/m for 
layer 1, 80.9 kPa/m for layer 2, and 65.5 kPa/m for layer 3. 

Although a much better agreement between experimental and 
theoretical results is obtained when the inertia coefficient is 
computed using the entire velocity range, the inertia coefficient 
becomes "range dependent" varying in the present case by 26, 
60, and 36 percent for layer 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This might 
indicate a departure from the quadratic model proposed by 
Forchheimer (1901). 

Figure 4 presents the experimental results in a form similar 
to the form used by Fand et al. (1987) and Kececioglu and 
Jiang (1994), in terms of iAp/L)/v versus v. Two distinct 
straight lines fit the data very well. The difference in the inclina
tion is obvious for all three test blocks. Moreover, the inclination 
increases past a critical point indicating an increase in the pres
sure drop as compared with the pressure drop that would have 
been obtained if the preceding flow regime were extended to 
the same fluid speed. It is clear at this stage that a third flow 
regime, beyond the Forchheimer-extended Darcy regime, in
deed exists. The corresponding RBK of transition are: 19.3, 3, 
and 7.4 for layers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

Table 1 Hydraulic parameters obtained by Antohe et al. (1996); p̂  is the initial density of the aluminum layer, r is the 
compression ratio, <j) is the measured porosity, UK and Uc^ are estimated uncertainties of computed permeability K and 
inertia coefficient Cp values 

Layer 

1 
2 
3 

P. [%] 

4 
4 
8 

r 

7 
14 
7 

<!> 

0.64 
0.46 
0.32 

K [10^'W] 

11.36 
1.75 
5.36 

U^ [%] 

5.4 
3.6 
4.7 

CF 

0.371 
0.413 
0.418 

f/., [%] 

8 
11.5 
8.8 
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Fig. 2 Experimental and theoretical pressure gradient (continuous 
lines) versus fluid speed; theoretical results follow the Forchheimer-ex-
tended Darcy model with Kandc^ determined from the low range velocity 
results. Uncertainties: 2.1 percent for fluid velocity and 5.6 percent for 
pressure gradient. 

AP/L 
[MPa/m] 

15 20 
v[m/s] 

Fig. 3 Experimental and theoretical pressure gradient (continuous 
lines) versus fluid speed; theoretical results follow the Forchheimer-ex-
tended Darcy model with K determined from the low velocity range re
sults and Cp determined considering the entire velocity range. Uncertain
ties: 2.1 percent for fluid velocity and 5.6 percent for pressure gradient. 

AP/(Lv) 

[MNs/m* 

AP/(Lv) 0.5 

[MNs/m" 

Fig. 4 Experimental modified pressure gradient versus fluid speed. Two 
distinct straight lines, with different inclinations, fit well the experimental 
data. Uncertainties: 2.1 percent for fluid velocity and 6.2 percent for 
modified pressure gradient. 

We then tried fitting the experimental results with a cubic 
law of the form 

Ap 
(3) 

where the cubic coefficient c has units Pa s'/m''. The results 
are presented in Fig. 5. The continuous lines are the least square 
cubic curves fitting the experimental results. In this case, the 
permeability and the inertia coefficients are the same as the 
ones obtained interpolating the low velocity range (Table 1). 
Therefore, the fitting of the high velocity range is affected only 
by the cubic term. The values of the cubic coefficient c are 
listed in the figure. The corresponding average deviations are: 
21.1 kPa/m for layer 1, 48.8 kPa/m for layer 2, and 29.5 kPa/m 
for layer 3. Comparing them with the deviations of the quadratic 
fitting, the cubic curve fitting leads to a much better agreement, 
corresponding to 32, 60, and 45 percent of the deviations ob
tained with the Forchheimer-extended Darcy model when Cf is 
determined from the full range. Moreover, it provides a unique 
model for the entire velocity range of our experiments. 

Model Verification 
We note in passing that Joseph, Nield and Papanicolaou 

(1982) wrote "The suggestion that the one-dimensional form 
of (1) be modified by the addition to the right-hand side of a 
term proportional to pv"^ dates back to Dupuit (1863), but the 
modified equation is usually associated with the name of Forch-
heimer (1901). Forchheimer and others have also included a 
term proportional to u', but this does not seem to be consistent 
with experiment. . . The available experimental data correlates 
well with a quadratic drag law (see, for example, MacDonald 

8-
AP/I. 

[MPa/m] -. 
(>-. 

-

4-i 

ik 

0^ 

Layer 
• 1 
o 2 

i 3 

c 

0.208 
2.484 

0.615 

10 15 20 
v[m/sj 

Fig. 5 Experimental and theoretical pressure gradient (continuous 
lines) versus fluid speed; theoretical results follow the cubic-Forch-
heimer-extended Darcy model with K and c^ determined from the low 
range velocity results; the cubic coefficient is obtained from curve fitting. 
Uncertainties: 2.1 percent for fluid velocity and 5.6 percent for pressure 
gradient. 

et al., 1979)." Muskat (1937) remarks that the cubic term was 
added by Forchheimer, not in his (1901) paper (which just had 
a v^ term) but later, in Forchheimer (1930). 

The discussion in the previous section indicates that a cubic 
model yields better agreement (substantially smaller deviation) 
with the experimental results. To substantiate this result we 
consider the strategy for model validation suggested by Davis 
et al. (1992). The suggested method tests if there is any correla
tion between the residuals, defined as 

6 ( D , ) = Apexp(l!,) - Ap,heo(l ' ,) ( 4 ) 

The semivariance used to estimate the "correlation" is pre-
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Fig. 6 Residuals (top) and varlogram (bottom) of the Forchheimer-ex-
tended Darcy model (with CF and K determined from the low velocity 
range) for porous layer 1 

sented in more detail by Delhomme (1978). Briefly, the semiva-
riance is a function of the "lag distance" (distance between 
two experimental points) and defined as 

CT(Au) = —- X [S(Vi + At)) 
27V(Ai;) ,r; 

SMV (5) 

where in the present case D, is a fluid speed, An is the ' 'distance'' 
between two experimental fluid speeds, and N(Av) is the num
ber of pairs of experimental points AD units apart. If the semiva-
riance tends to a finite value as the "lag distance" An increases 
then the residuals do not correlate and the theoretical model is 
valid. Otherwise, the residuals correlate and the theoretical 
model is invalid. 

We then tested three hypotheses: (1) a Forchheimer-extended 
Darcy model (results shown in Figure 2) with the permeabiUty 
and the inertia coefficient obtained from the low speed range, 
(2) a cubic-Forchheimer-extended Darcy model with K and 
Cf obtained from low speed range and the cubic coefficient 
c determined by the best fitting of the full range, and (3) a 
Forchheimer-extended Darcy model with the inertia coefficient 
obtained from the full speed range. 

The results of the two layers with lowest and highest cubic 
coefficient value, namely layers 1 and 2, are presented next. 
The residuals and the corresponding variance of layer 1 follow
ing from the hypothesis (1) are shown in Fig. 6. Observe the 
increase on the residual with the fluid speed. The variogram 
(lower graph) clearly shows in a parabolic shape the increase 
in semivariance with the "lag distance" AD. This shows that 
the theoretical Forchheimer-extended Darcy model is inappro
priate for correlating the experimental data. Now, observe in 
Fig. 7 the residuals (top) and the variogram (bottom) when 
hypothesis (2) is tested. The reduction in the residual values, 
when compared with Fig. 6, is noteworthy. The variogram is 
flat, indicating that the cubic-Forchheimer-extended Darcy 
model is an appropriated model for representing the experimen
tal data. 

The observations and conclusions of the previous paragraph 
could be media dependent. That is, there is no guarantee at this 
point that a porous medium with distinctly different hydraulic 
parameters would behave similarly. We now present the results 

5 '•'• 

[MN/m^] 1.5-

1.0-

0.5^ 

0-

-0.5^ 

-1.0-

o o o o o o ^ o o O O o " » t ' " O" O ' * ' d * O t ! » = ° * * * 

0 
v[m/s] 

Fig. 7 Residuals (top) and variogram (bottom) for the cubic-Forch
heimer-extended Darcy model for porous layer 1 

of layer 2. Notice from Table 1 and Fig. 5 the differences in 
hydraulic parameters between layers 1 and 2: porosity 4',/4>2 = 
1.39, permeability Kt/Ki = 6.49, inertia coefficient Cfxlcn = 
0.90, and cubic coefficient Ci/c2 = 0.08. It is clear that layer 2 
is very different from layer 1. 

Figure 8 presents the residuals (top) and semivariances (bot
tom) for hypothesis (1). Again, the Forchheimer-extended 
Darcy model is not appropriate. In Fig. 9, hypothesis (2) leads 
to much lower residuals and flat variance throughout the veloc
ity range. The results support the validity of the cubic-Forch
heimer-extended Darcy model. Notice that the residuals graphs 
of Figures 6 and 8 indicate the validity range of the Forch
heimer-extended Darcy model in agreement with the previous 
estimates of Figure 4. 
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Fig. 8 Residuals (top) and variogram (bottom) of the Forchheimer-ex
tended Darcy model (with c^ and K determined from low velocity range) 
for porous layer 2 
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Fig. 9 Residuals (top) and variogram (bottom) of the cubic-Forch-
heimer-extended Darcy model for porous layer 2 

In Fig. 10 we present two variograms. The results are for 
layer 1 considering hypothesis (3). The top graph refers to 
the Forchheimer-extended Darcy (quadratic) model but with cp 
determined from the full range data. The bottom graph refers 
to the cubic case (the same as the bottom graph in Fig. 7 but 
with a different scale). The purpose of the inclusion of Figure 
10 is to investigate how the quadratic model, with cv determined 
from full velocity range, compares with the cubic model. The 
results show that the cubic model is more appropriate (there is 
a uniform semivariance close to zero), while the quadratic (full) 
model indicates a lot of scattering in the data and a tendency 
of a to increase sharply as Av increases past 15 m/s. 

a 
[TN^/m''] 

Av[m/s] 

We do not attach any special significance to the cubic term. 
We concur with Fand et al. (1987) and Kececioglu and Jiang 
(1994) that the transition under discussion is essentially one 
from one velocity range for which there is v ̂ -dependent drag 
to another, with the same velocity dependence but with an al
tered drag coefficient. The simplest assumption is that, in the 
transition region, the drag coefficient varies linearly with v, and 
so the drag itself is a cubic function of v. The i;-' term is simply 
a correction term and never becomes dominant; it is applicable 
for a limited velocity range. If one is concerned Only with very 
large values of u (beyond the transition region) then a quadratic 
drag law is appropriate. This is in accordance with the argument 
by Joseph et al. (1982) that at large velocities the drag is essen
tially form drag, and hence on dimensional grounds must de
pend on u^. 

Conclusions 
Initial tests at relatively low flow speed were performed for 

determining the permeability and the inertia coefficient of three 
distinct porous layers. The experimental tests were then ex
tended to a high flow regime, beyond the Forchheimer regime. 
Our experimental results indicate a subtle transition to a third 
regime at Rcĵ  ~ O( l0 ) . This regime, also quadratic in v, is 
unequivocally observed when plotting the experimental data as 
AP/(Lv) versus v. 

The rate of change of static pressure gradient along the porous 
medium in our experiments is increased when compared with 
the gradient at the same speed yielded by the Forchheimer 
regime. This observation, contrary to what was reported pre
viously from experiments with water flowing through solid 
spheres, is in line with what one would expect of transition in 
confined geometries in which form drag is not predominant. 
Indeed, the internal morphology of the porous media used in 
our experiments is more like that of a capillary reticulate in 
which form drag should be relatively small as compared with 
the form drag effect induced by the bluff-body like morphology 
of a porous medium made of spheres. 

Although lacking data to substantiate the published claim of 
transition to turbulence, we can anticipate the existence of two 
distinct types of transition of incompressible viscous flow 
through a porous medium depending on the morphology of the 
solid matrix. This would explain the anomalous pressure rate 
behavior described previously. 

The experimental results were then analyzed theoretically 
considering two hypotheses: (1) Forchheimer-extended Darcy 
model, or (2) cubic-Forchheimer-extended Darcy model. Using 
the residual parameter we show that the cubic model of hypothe
sis (2) correlates the experimental data much more accurately 
than the best curve fit using the Forchheimer-extended Darcy 
model. Calculating the semivariances at various "lag dis
tances" we demonstrate that the cubic velocity model is more 
appropriate for high speed (beyond RCK ~ O (10)) flow through 
a porous medium. 

(J 

[GNVm'^] 

15 20 
Av[m/s] 

Fig. 10 Variogram for the Forchheimer-extended Darcy model (with K 
determined from the low velocity range and CF determined from the full 
velocity range) (top) and variogram for the cublc-Forchheimer-extended 
Darcy model (bottom) for porous layer 1 
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A Two-Phase Cinematic PIV 
Method for Bubbly Flows 
A cinematic particle image velocimeter (PIV) for measurement of time varying fields 
in two-phase flow is described. This system has the capability to track detailed 
characteristics of individual bubbles moving through a turbulent flow field, e.g., size, 
shape, velocity, and acceleration, and simultaneously to measure the instantaneous 
fluid velocity field on a two-dimensional plane. The .system employs an argon-ion 
laser, a rotating polygonal mirror and a single 35 mm movie camera. Two features 
of this technique are the ability to capture bubble trajectories for long periods of 
time and the use of bubble images which appear as two fine point images for each 
instant, from which centroid and diameter can be deduced. The instrument is evalu
ated in an experiment on the dispersion of nominally 3.5 mm diameter bubbles from 
a point .source in a two stream, turbulent, planar free-shear layer. Characteristics 
of the fluid field and the bubble motion are described. 

Introduction 

The dispersion of bubbles in a turbulent flow is a complex, 
not fully understood phenomenon. Its description requires an 
understanding of the spatially complex, temporally evolving 
random fluid flowfield, and observations of the motion of the 
bubbles in response to that flow. In simple liquid velocity fields 
such as quiescent fields or laminar fields with simple temporal 
behavior, it has been possible for decades to measure several 
interesting properties of bubble motion, such as terminal veloci
ties, shapes, trajectories and the wake behind the bubble. In 
turbulent flow fields, the phase-Doppler velocimeter offers a 
powerful ability to distinguish between liquid and bubble phase 
making it possible to measure point-wise statistics of both the 
liquid phase and the bubbles. The present experimental tech
nique provides the ability to track the bubble motion through a 
two-dimensional temporally evolving flowfield and to quantita
tively establish the kinematics of both phases simultaneously. 
This information is attained on a two-dimensional plane in the 
fluid as a function of time. While complete three-dimensional 
information is an obvious goal, the step from point-wise mea
surements to two-dimensional measurements is a large incre
ment which may offer several new insights into the phenomena. 

Particle Image Velocimetry. The particle image velocime-
try (PIV) technique directly determines instantaneous velocity 
vectors for an entire plane of a flowfield. For unsteady flows, 
PIV provides significant advantages over point-wise measure
ment techniques such as pitot probes, hot wires and laser Dopp-
ler anemometry, because of the ability to record flow structure. 
Adrian (1991) reviews the theory and advances in PIV, as 
well as other particle imaging techniques. Hinsch (1994) also 
reviews advances in PIV and with particular regard to full three-
dimensional, time-dependent velocity fields. The basic principle 
of PIV involves photographically recording double-exposures 
or multiple-exposures of tracer particle images illuminated by 
successive pulses of a laser sheet. With the photographic magni
fication and the light sheet pulse separation time known, and 
the local average particle displacement measured by correlations 
of subsets of the digitized image, the velocity is simply given 
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by displacement divided by time. The low image density limit 
of PIV involves looking at individual tracer particles rather than 
groups of particles, and is commonly referred to as particle 
tracking velocimetry (PTV). 

Studies of two-phase flow usually employ the low image 
density particle tracking method to observe motion of suspended 
matter. The resulting measurements of the particle or bubble 
velocities are sparse and irregularly spaced. In contrast, if the 
fluid is seeded in fine particles and the correlation method is 
used to measure displacements in small local areas, the fluid 
velocity field is obtained on a uniform grid of typically higher 
spatial resolution and thus does not suffer from large interpola
tion uncertainties. The ideal for a two-phase flow is to combine 
both of these techniques into a single measurement process 
which is able to discriminate between the light scattered by fine 
seed particles that mark the fluid motion and the large suspended 
matter of interest in the two-phase flow. Further, since the La-
grangian trajectories of the suspended matter are of fundamental 
interest, it is desirable to obtain these data with resolution in 
time and over long periods of time. 

Previous research on two-phase flow measurements has in
cluded the work of Vogel and Lauterbom (1988) in which 
liquid velocity vectors for the collapse of a cavitation bubble 
were recorded for a limited number of frames at very high 
rates. Hassan and Canaan (1991) used PIV to determine bubble 
velocities and pathlines in a steady flow around a circular cylin
der, tracking only the bubble motion. Recent work which 
achieved simultaneous measurement of the liquid velocity and 
micro bubble velocity with a single-frame, single instant mea
surement has been done by Sridhar et al. (1991), Hassan et al. 
(1992), Liu and Adrian (1993). Two-phase flow of solid parti
cles in air has also been studied by McCluskey et al. (1993), 
using PTV to measure particle velocities in a gas jet. The chal
lenge in such work was to distinguish between images of the 
suspended phase and images of the seed phase. 

In principle, extension of the PIV or PTV method to unsteady 
flow fields is a straightforward process, accomplished by re
cording sequences of images. In practice the method is limited 
by the filming rates of film or video cameras. Measurements of 
high filming rates are possible (Vogel and Lauterborn, 1988, 
Stolz et al. 1992), but such drum film cameras typically have 
a limited number of frames per sequence and have been used 
in the non-uniform PTV regime to date. Lin and Rockwell 
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(1994) demonstrated measurements of single-phase flow behind 
the cylinder using a photographic filming camera with a single-
frame cross-correlation PIV technique. Recently, Sridhar and 
Katz (1995) combined cinematic PIV with long-time exposure 
photography to simultaneously obtain velocities of liquid and 
microbubbles in simple laminar vortices. Their work involved 
the combined use of cinematic camera and a single-frame photo
graphic camera which observed multiple images of the particle 
tracks. Other sequences may also be recorded by video cameras, 
often called digital PIV (Willert and Gharib, 1991, Huang et 
al. 1993, Hassan et al. 1992). The digital camera framing rates 
are already approaching those of cinematic film cameras and 
with the advent of high resolution video cameras (e.g., 2K X 
2K), there is close parity to the spatial resolution of a 24 mm 
X 35 mm film camera. Hence either may be used where of 
course the digital recording format removes the analog to digital 
transfer. 

The system described here uses cinematic recording which 
offered the best resolution at the time the system was developed. 
It seeks to provide simultaneous measurements of the fluid and 
bubble velocities as functions of time over relatively long spans 
of time so that the Lagrangian characteristics of the bubbles 
can be observed over the time scale of the turbulent flow. The 
approach taken is similar to that of the work of Sridhar and 
Katz (1995). It differs by considering the more complex case 
of turbulent flow, and by using a single movie camera instead of 
a combination of a cinematic camera and a long-time exposure 
single-frame camera. The present work also treats much larger 
bubbles which are capable of deforming and seeks to measure 
their instantaneous diameter. As such, a novel method for 
tracking and determining bubble diameter is described. 

Experimental Equipment and Techniques 

Free Shear Layer Apparatus. This experimental study 
was conducted in a closed-loop water tunnel with a vertical test 
section. The tunnel has a total recirculation length of about 20 
meters and a 9:1 contraction ratio just upstream of the test 
section and just downstream of a set of rectangular grid flow 
conditioners. The test section is approximately 1 meter long 
with interior cross-section dimensions of 30 cm X 30 cm. Opti
cal access is available on all sides through four removable Plexi-
glas windows with a thickness of 2.86 cm. The tunnel volume 
is approximately 4500 liters, with a passive bubble trap located 
at the top of the water tunnel to eliminate bubble recirculation. 
The tap water in the tunnel was filtered (prior to seeding with 
PIV tracers) through filter papers with a 2.5 micron pore size. 
This filtration was necessary to eliminate any particulates with 
diameter on the order of the seeding particle size of 8 microns. 

The unforced free shear layer is created by a splitter plate 
with pressure-correcting screens, similar to the one used by 
Dimotakis and Brown (1976). It produced a high speed velocity 
of 42.5 cm/s and a velocity ratio of 0.23, yielding an average 
hquid velocity (f/ave) of 0.26 m/s. Further details of the water 
tunnel and splitter plate design can be found in Loth and 
Cebrzynski (1995). 

Bubble Injection System. For this study, it was desired to 
have a low bubble injection rate ( < 5 Hz) so that individual 
bubbles could be easily distinguished and tracked through the 
liquid flowfleld. Compressed air was delivered through a succes
sion of tubings to a slender stainless steel injector tip. The 
injector tip inner diameter of 0.5 mm was the size determined 
by Cebrzynski (1994) to provide nominally 3.5 mm bubbles. 
To minimize the integrated effects of turbulent dispersion which 
can cause a large majority of the bubbles to wander out of the 
light sheet, the bubble injector was located just below the cam
era field of view, which coincided with the vertical light sheet 
located in the spanwise center of the test section (see Fig. 1). 
This configuration of relatively thin tubing primarily aUgned 
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Fig. 1 Experimental scPiematic and optics arrangement witii respect to 
ttie fieid of view (whiere x is upwards and / is to ttie right). 

with the streamwise direction had litfle effect on the down
stream shear layer development and structure. Air bubbles in 
water achieve their terminal velocity in less than a centimeter, 
such that these bubbles were essentially at terminal velocity as 
they passed through the field of view. 

Cinematic PIV System. The cinematic PIV system design 
and optimization were carried out according to principles set 
forth in Adrian (1991), Keane and Adrian (1990, 1991, 1992), 
and Prasad et al. (1992). The primary components of the system 
are a Mitchell 35 mm framing movie camera with double-pin 
register for high film stability, a 5W argon-ion laser (principal 
Unes at 488 and 514 nm), a 24-sided rotating polygonal mirror, 
and a 145 mm diameter collimating lens (see Fig. 1). Various 
other lenses and mirrors are included for beam steering and 
focusing. The 8 micron hollow glass sphere tracer particles 
(specific gravity = 1.1) are illuminated by the scanning laser 
beam and the images recorded on 35 mm black and white 
Kodak Wide Latitude Surveillance film (125 lines per mm). 
The available film area per frame is 19 mm X 25 mm. For a 
magnification of 0.1654 and the given resolution and mean flow 
speed (0.26 m/s), the optimal pulse separation time, At', was 
5.21 ms. At a framing rate of 30 fps, this allows a triple sweep 
to occur during the shutter opening (170° rotating angular shut
ter). Use of a triple pulse (instead of just a double) eliminates 
the need for precise synchronization between the shutter and 
the scanning mirror and increases the signal-to-noise ratio of 
the PIV correlation (Keane & Adrian, 1991). Further details 
of this design, as well as results of both the single-phase shear 
layer and bubbly flows, can be found in Oakley (1995) and 
Oakley etal. (1996). 

A single-frame cross-correlation technique was applied to 
0.87 mm square interrogation spots on film, which corresponds 
to a physical vector spacing of 2.6 mm, using 50 percent over
lap. A matrix of 43 (transverse) by 47 (streamwise) vectors 
was obtained for each frame. The vector spacing is 3.3 percent 
of the shear layer thickness, b, which is based on the 5-95 
percent points in the mean velocity profile. The temporal resolu
tion of the velocity field evolution is given by (t/aveAf")/fo = 
0.11 (where At" is the time between frames), so that the struc
tures can easily be tracked between frames and the distortion 
of eddies is seen as a gradual process. Taking into account finite 
film and CCD resolution, uncertainty of the scanning mirror 
speed, and the small variation of At' for a given particle (which 
is a function of its velocity for a scanning beam system) revealed 
a maximum instantaneous liquid velocity uncertainty (8UL) of 
2.1 percent (Oakley et al., 1996). 
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Fig. 2 Close up of raw image showing bubble Images and tracer parti
cles. One example set showing six dark points (as sketched In Fig. 3a) 
is located in the center of the Figure. These are a result of three pairs 
of reflections caused by a triple exposure of a single bubble of nominal 
3.5 mm diameter moving upward. Note the 8 ^m seed particles are not 
as reflective and can only be clearly observed with an extreme close-
up, as was used for the liquid velocity vector interrogation. 

The vorticity is spatially averaged from the instantaneous 
velocity field by evaluating the circulation, F, around the square 
of the eight neighboring grid points and dividing by the enclosed 
area, 4AA:^ (AX is the grid spacing). Thus, the uncertainty in 
vorticity combines the uncertainties of eight independent veloc
ity vectors, i.e., 6uj = where 6UL === 0.016Af/ is 
the maximum uncertainty in a given velocity vector and where 
At / is the liquid velocity difference across the shear layer. This 
results in a relative uncertainty of the local vorticity (scaled by 
the mean vorticity, AU/b) of 30 percent. 

However, an additional error is introduced because the bubble 
centroid may be out of the 1 mm thick two-dimensional plane 
that illuminates the seed particles. This occurs because the re
flections from the bubbles are much stronger than that of the 
particles (e.g., Fig. 2) and as such the thickness of the plane 
containing possible bubble images was observed to be approxi
mately 2 mm in thickness. Therefore, centroid uncertainties of 
±1 mm relative to the measured liquid velocity position are 
possible. Based on a peak of 10 Hz for the velocity spatial 
gradients at the bubble location (Oakley et al., 1996), this 
yields a maximum liquid velocity uncertainty caused by spatial 
interpolation of 10 mm/s. Combining this with the uncertainty 
before interpolation yields a total maximum uncertainty in liq
uid velocity at the bubble centroid of 4.0 percent of t/ave- The 
total liquid acceleration uncertainty due to spatial interpolation 
at the bubble location is estimated by assuming it is equal to 
the combined total uncertainty of two velocities divided by the 
temporal resolution (0.033 s), yielding a value of 0.47 m/s^. 

Bubble Position and Diameter Determination. Once the 
velocity vector maps were obtained from the PIV interrogations, 
the locations of the bubbles were individually determined for 
each frame. Individual bubbles were selected Ijy examining se
quences of the movie film and finding bubbles with distinct 
images which could be tracked across a significant portion of 
the light sheet (i.e., several successive frames). Bubbles which 
were more isolated from their nearest neighboring bubbles were 
preferred due to the desire to eliminate significant bubble-bub
ble hydrodynamic interaction. Typically, those selected were at 
least four bubble diameters from their nearest neighbors. In 
general, several bubbles may be in the field of view at any time, 
so great care was necessary to properly track a given bubble. 
Figure 2 shows an expanded portion of a raw image of triple 
exposed bubbles and particles. 

It was observed by examining the prints that the instantaneous 
image of a bubble illuminated by a scanning laser beam (for 
the sizes studied herein) is two points of light. This is consistent 
with the more general scattering optics of bubbles described by 
Langley and Marston (1984). The bubbles in the PIV pictures 
then appear as six points, which are really three pairs of points 

from the triple-exposure (see Fig. 3(a) ) . The circumference of 
the bubble is typically not seen. These points of light come 
from a first point on the bubble surface where the surface normal 
is at a 45° angle to the lens optical axis and a second point 
which results from an internal bubble reflection as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). Since the bubble is approximately circular in the 
horizontal plane, we may calculate the angle (a = 25.8 deg) 
and thus compute the ratio of the bubble width to the image 
pair spacing (= 1.75). This ratio was used to compute the aver
age bubble width (w) for each bubble along its trajectory 
(which typically included five to six frames). To verify this 
ratio when the bubble is no longer spherical, photographs of 
the bubbles in both the shear layer and in quiescent flow were 
analyzed to obtain bubble width. The deviation of the measured 
width to theoretical width was found to be less than 6 percent. 
From the bubble height (h), the aspect ratio of the bubble (E 
= h/w) was also measured from the photographs and compared 
to the expected values for ellipsoidal bubbles in a contaminated 
liquid, e.g., ordinary tap water, as given by eq. 7-22 of Clift 
et al. (1978). Again, the photographs of the bubbles were ana
lyzed to obtain aspect ratio and the largest deviation of the 
measured to theoretical E was found to be less than 3 percent. 

centroid trajectory 

bubble 

up 

seed particle 

Fig. 3(a) Schematic of bubble image on film showing two-spot reflec
tion and the local trajectory (small spots represent tracer particles). 

^bubble surface 

Fig. 3(b) Schematic of two-point reflection mechanism looking down 
on a bubble which is assumed circular in the horizontal plane. 
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Therefore, the total uncertainty of equivalent bubble diameter, 
CIB = w ( £ ) ' " , is expected to be less than 7 percent. 

With regard to bubble position accuracy, the positions of the 
bubble image pair of points are obtained by using the same 
CCD camera and monitor used in the PIV interrogations. Using 
the joystick controller, the film is moved with respect to the 
camera to find the location of the bubble points. The micron 
movement mode of a Unidex motion controller and use of cross
hairs on the monitor allows for precise location of these points. 
Therefore, the centroid of each reflection spot can be located 
to within a pixel, which corresponds to 0.04 mm physical di
mension. The error in the bubble centroid location is v2 times 
the error in locating one of the points, or 0.058 mm. This error 
is approximately 2 percent of both the liquid vector grid spacing 
and the bubble diameter, so it is negligible. 

Bubble Velocity and Acceleration Uncertainty. We now 
turn our attention to uncertainties which directly influence bub
ble velocity and acceleration. The first uncertainty we will con
sider is that of applying curvefits to the trajectories. The coordi
nates of the 6 points of reflected light per frame (triple-expo
sure) were processed to find the centroid of each pair. The 
coordinates of the trios of centroids from several successive 
frames were plotted vs. time and fitted with ninth-order least 
mean square polynomials. The curve through these centroids is 
assumed to define the local trajectory (see Fig. 3(a)) . Analyti
cal derivatives of these curvefits give the velocity and accelera
tion components. The curve fits for x and y vs. time were found 
to have an rms deviation from the original centroid coordinates 
of 0.15 mm. Although the curvefits are intended to correct 
some of the error in centroid location due to the unknown 
instantaneous deformation, in a worst-case scenario, this error 
could increase the uncertainty level to 0.161 mm. 

In order to make a simple estimate of errors in bubble veloc
ity, we consider a finite difference approximation, even though 
use of curvefits should provide a lower level uncertainty in 
velocity by providing a higher order trajectory definition. Note 
that the three positions of the bubbles in the preceding frame 
and the following frame provide the strongest influence on de
termining the curve fitted trajectory. Thus an appropriate esti
mate of the velocity uncertainty is given by using the interframe 
time interval. At" = 33.3 ms. The velocity error due to the 
0.161 mm uncertainty in centroid locations can be approximated 
as that from a centered difference calculation from data of three 
consecutive frames, i.e., 

6t/«, = 
S.Sx 

2(At") 
(1) 

where At" is the time between frames (33,3 ms), so 6Ugi = 
0.34 cm/s. If, on the other hand, we assume that the centroid 
locations are perfect, the central finite difference formula from 
the Taylor series expansion of position will have a leading 
second order error of 

5U„2 = 
{At"f d'x 

6 dt' ' 
(2) 

which can be approximated as {AfYaBtmsfsl^, where the rms 
acceleration, a„„s, of bubbles in the shear layer was found to 
be 4.77 m/s^ and the average bubble oscillation frequency,/a, 
was 7.63 Hz, so 6UB2 = 0.67 cm/s. Thus the total estimated 
uncertainty in bubble velocity (<5[/B) is 0.76 cm/s. This value 
is approximately 1.5% of the mean streamwise bubble velocity 
component and 8 percent of the rms transverse bubble velocity. 

Finally, errors in bubble acceleration are similarly considered. 
The contribution due to the maximum uncertainty in centroid 
location yields 
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Fig. 4 Combined trajectories for the six bubbles analyzed in the shear 
layer. 

SUB, = 
V6(5x 

(3) 

which is estimated as 0.35 m/s^. The leading order error from 
a three point finite difference formulation is given by 

6aB2 = (Af")^aflrms/l/24 (4) 

6aB2 = 0.013 m/s^, which is nearly negligible in comparison 
with doB 1. Thus the total uncertainty in bubble acceleration is 
0.36 m/s, which is 7 percent of the bubble rms acceleration. 

Example Flowfield Results 

Presently, only nominally 3.5 mm diameter bubbles have 
been studied in the shear layer. The same injector tip was used 
for the bubbles in the shear layer as for a previous rising bubble 
study, but the mean liquid flow past the injector tip and/or the 
turbulence in the shear layer caused the bubbles to detach 
sooner, resulting in smaller diameters than in quiescent water. 

Trajectories. The basic oscillating character of the bubble 
trajectories is unchanged whether the bubbles are rising in qui
escent water or through a shear layer. The quasi-sinusoidal mo
tion for six different bubbles in the shear layer is apparent in 
Fig. 4. We shall examine in more detail the motion of an exam
ple bubble rising through the turbulent flowfield of the shear 
layer, which is typical of the motions of other interrogated 
bubbles. Figure 5 shows this particular bubble at its instanta
neous location within the liquid velocity field and the corre
sponding vorticity maps for three typical sequential frames. The 
complex flowfield with detailed small-scale structure is much 
different than the classic large-eddy/braid structure of low 
Reynolds number shear layers and in several regions, the com
puted two-dimensional vector field is not divergence free indi
cating significant three-dimensionality (Oakley et al., 1996). 
The vorticity map shows a spectrum of structure sizes. How
ever, it should be noted that the vorticity field is not resolved 
to the Kolmogorov scale nor to the'scale of the vortices shed 
in the bubble wake (which can be sub-millimetric) and that 
the spatially-averaged vorticity uncertainty was estimated at 30 
percent. This suggests that one should be careful in interpreting 
the instantaneous vorticity at the bubble location. 

Figure 6 shows the transverse coordinate of the bubble 
centroid as a function of time. The counterpart streamwise loca
tion as a function of time is approximately linear, but with 
variations large enough to significantly affect the velocity and 
acceleration. The trajectory curve fits were used to obtain bubble 
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Fig. 5 Sequence of velocity vectors and tlie corresponding total vortlcity maps for a bubble in a 
turbulent free shear layer. The dashed lines correspond to negative vortlcity, and the approximate 
range of values present is from -30 s~' to +10 s '. 

velocity and acceleration, and derivatives were evaluated at 
discrete times when necessary. The unique aspect of two-phase 
cinematic PIV is the ability to simultaneously obtain the time 
history of the two-dimensional bubble velocity (MB, DB) and the 
liquid velocity («L, ft.) which can be interpolated to the bubble 
location, as shown in Fig. 7. The transverse components of the 
liquid and bubble velocity appear to be centered around zero, 
as expected. The mean streamwise liquid velocity component 
is less than the mean shear layer convection velocity, which is 
due to the appearance of this particular bubble toward the lower 
speed portion of the shear layer (see bubble 1 in Fig. 4) . 

Hydrodynamic Variables. To examine the bubble dynam
ics, the liquid quantities at the bubble locations (including ve
locity, acceleration and vortlcity) were obtained for several such 
bubbles. From the independently measured liquid and bubble 
velocities, the relative velocity was calculated. It was seen that 
large variations of relative velocity exist (~20 to 45 cm/s), 
even for a single bubble. However, the average of these scat
tered values is approximately equal to the expected terminal 
velocity, based on previous rising bubble studies (Oakley, 
1995). The two-dimensional Reynolds number is not simply a 
direct multiplicative factor times each value of relative velocity. 

y (mm) 

because the diameter of each individual bubble is somewhat 
different. A large spread of values was seen again, ranging from 
approximately 700 to 1700, with a mean of around 1200. 

Instantaneous vortlcity of both signs was seen by the bubbles, 
which was expected based on the single-phase results (Oakley 
et al., 1996). The mean of these vortlcity values was negative, 
which is also consistent with the shear layer negative mean 
velocity gradient. The measured rms magnitudes of vortlcity 
will always be underestimates, due to limited measuring resolu
tion of the PIV. However, the vortlcity resolution is of the 
order of the bubble size such that increased resolution is not 
necessarily beneficial in determining an average vortlcity sur
rounding the bubble. In general, we have shown that bubble 
and liquid characteristics can be simultaneously obtained with 
relatively high accuracy and temporal resolution. 

Conclusions 

A two-phase cinematic PIV technique was developed, which 
allowed simultaneous measurement of the time-resolved liquid 
velocity field and the time histories of bubble position, velocity, 
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Fig. 6 Transverse bubble position as a function of time. 

Fig. 7 Combined plot of the streamwise and transverse velocity compo
nents of the bubble and the liquid at the bubble location as a function 
of time. 
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and acceleration. From the triple-pulsed bubble images in a 
sequence of PIV pictures, the bubble size and bubble trajectory 
can be accurately determined. The technique was applied to a 
dilute flow of bubbles moving through a turbulent free shear 
layer as they rose due to buoyancy and the convection of the 
liquid flow. The images of the bubbles were easily distinguish
able from the tracer particles, and direct measurement of the 
bubble size was possible from the images. Direct measurements 
of the bubble two-dimensional velocity and acceleration as well 
as the coincident liquid velocity and vorticity were obtained 
along the trajectories of several bubbles in a turbulent free shear 
flow. This technique can thus provide enough details of the 
bubble and liquid kinematics to estimate instantaneous lift and 
drag forces. Application of a bubble dynamics equation is then 
possible to allow further investigation of interphase momentum 
transport for modeling of multi-phase flows, which is the subject 
of future work. 
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Introduction 
There are many methods in use to produce shear velocity 

profiles in the wind tunnel. The most well known and commonly 
used among these are the use of grid of rods proposed by Owen 
and Zienkiewicz (1957) and that of curved mesh screens by 
Elder (1959). Two generahzed theories of flow through nonuni
form gauzes were presented by Elder (1959) and McCarthey 
(1964). Both of them are complex in the mathematical treat
ments and Cockrell and Lee (1966) have extended the work of 
Elder (1959) to practical use. However, Castro (1976) and 
Turner (1969) have discussed some of the discrepancies of the 
Elder's theory. As far as McCarthy's analysis is concerned, it 
is suitable only for three-dimensional shear flows and it is not 
applicable to an arbitrary shape gauze and to a nonuniform 
upstream flow distribution. A very serious disadvantage of using 
curved wire gauzes to produce linear shear profiles is that the 
method of fixing the gauzes precisely in the wind tunnel is very 
difficult. A slight slackness or deviation from the desired shape 
causes serious distortion of the resulting shear profile down
stream from the gauze. Cowdrey (1967) presented a theory of 
spacing grids of rods for use in simulating the atmospheric 
velocity profile. This method is simple and popular, but its main 
disadvantage is that, immediately behind the grid, the velocity 
profile is not smooth and the displacement of a single rod can 
produce a serious velocity excess or defect in the required pro
file. 

Regarding shear flow production techniques, there are a num
ber of interesting practical problems for which the generation 
of a linear shear profile is required. They include the behavior 
of shear flow in the presence of turbulence in the free stream. 
Perhaps the most important application is the experimental sim
ulation for various shear flow gradients on the study of wind 
effects on structures, but equally important is the study of dif-
fuser and duct behavior when they are to be tested with a variety 
of known and convenient velocity profiles. 
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Theoretical Analysis 

To calculate the desired velocity profile, the following as
sumptions are made. 

(1) The flow in the honeycomb cell is fully developed, 
therefore the friction factor " / " can be considered as reason
ably constant for the range of Reynolds number considered. 

(2) The desired shear velocity profile is formed by stream
line deviation immediately upstream of the honeycomb. The 
flow regime upstream of the honeycomb, excluding wall bound
ary layers, can be regarded as a potential flow regime in which 
Laplace's equation for a two dimensional stream function is 
applied. 

(3) There is no flow normal to the boundary walls of the 
tunnel. A complete set of boundary conditions are shown in 
Fig. L 

Calculation Procedure 

The calculation of the honeycomb profile to produce the re
quired shear velocity profile is based on the experimental value 
of the cell friction factor / defined by. 

f-
AP-D 

(1) 

where AP is the pressure drop across the cell length " L " and 
diameter " D . " f/ is the undisturbed upstream velocity and p 
is the density. In the present experiments two types of honey
comb were used. Evaluation of / for both of paper and alumin
ium foil honeycombs showed it in the range .0073 < / < .0082, 
for the Reynolds numbers in the rang of 3500-8000, depending 
on the cell size of the honeycomb, at the mean free steam 
velocity o f ~ 9 - 1 0 m / s . The values of friction coefficient were 
also obtained by using the relations suggested by Bradshaw and 
Gee (1960), Sigalla (1958), and Hammon (1982). The values 
obtained showed only a difference of less than six percent. 

In the potential flow region upstream of the honeycomb, 
Laplaces equation is satisfied as follows. 

V > = 0 (2) 

where i/* is two-dimensional stream function, and the velocity 
components u and v are given by 

dy 
V = 

dx 

The pressure drop across the honeycomb cell can be written, 
as a function of height "y" above the floor. 

P{o, y) - P+„ = AP(y) = 
4fL{y) 

D 
pUHy) (3) 
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Fig. 1 Identification of terms and boundary conditions 

From Bernoulli's equation for the potential flow region. 

P.„ + \pUl P{o,y) + \pV\o,y) (4) 

where " D " is the lateral velocity component of the flow at entry 
to the honeycomb. From Eqs. (3) and (4) we have 

4 /L(y) 

D 
•\pV\y-) +]^pV\y) + \^pv\o,y) 
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/x 

= P_„ + - p f / 1 . (5) 

If the right-side of Eq. (5) is equal to a constant K, the length 
of the honeycomb cell L(y) at a particular height y is determined 
as 

L(y) = — 
4 / 

K v^(o>y) 

'^pUHy) U\y) 
(6) 

If "K" is known from the wind tunnel calibration and the 
operating conditions and D and / a re known from the specifica
tion of the honeycomb, the cell length L{Y) can be calculated 
by Eq. (6) with the velocity profile U{y), once v{0, y) is 
known. 

The Calculation of Lateral Velocity Component, 
viO,y) 

The lateral velocity component v{0, y) may be calculated 
by applying Laplaces equation to the potential flow region up
stream of the honeycomb. If required velocity profile is specified 
as 

U ms-' 

Fig. 2 Typical velocity profile with paper honeycomb at d = 880 mm 
(d is distance downstream of honeycomb trailing edge) 

The lateral velocity is given by 

'̂ 'A / N v' "^ • n-iry ^, ^ ^ 
- r = ^(o.j,) = ;£ Q „ _ s m — ^ (11) 
dx „^, / / 

Equation (10) can be further written as 

n-K 2 C nny CU^^ + , i ^ I, _ (;_ dy 

Hence the integration and simplification of this equation to
gether with use of Eq. (11) yields 

V(o,y) = 
4U-jn . T r y 1 . STTV 

sm ^^ -I- —r sm — -
I 3 ' / 

u{Y) = CU-^ + ^^^^y 

1 . 57ry 
- H - s m - ^ + (12) 

(7) 

where N. = rnV^Jl is the degree of velocity shear and CU^„ is 
the velocity on the wind tunnel floor, the general solution of 
the Laplaces equation in the potential flow region which satisfy 
the boundary conditions at the walls i.e., y = 0, / and x = —<» 
can be written as 

Substitution of Eqs. (7) and (12) into Eq. (6) then enables 
L{y) to be evaluated and the shape of the honeycomb to be 
determined. 

iA(x, y) = t/.ooy + 2. a- sm —p e —— 

At the entrance of the honeycomb (x = 0) , 

diji 
t/(y) = —- = [/_« + Z^ ttn—r cos — -rnr mry 

dy 

(8) 

(9) 

By using Eqs' (7) and (9), together with the Fourier series 
method, a„ can be obtained as, 

2 f mryl^^, ( 
a„ = — cos — - CU-r. + 

rnr Jo / [ \ 
CU_. + I i ^ , , _ ^_^ dy (10) Fig. 3 Shear profiles produced by metal honeycomb, (a) d = 40 mm; 

{b) 200 mm; (c) d = 690 mm; (d) d = 1190 mm 
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Fig. 4 Longitudinal turbulence intensity beliind honeycomb at d = 440 
mm 

pressure drop coefficient of the honeycomb because of the 
oblique flow into the cell. 

The serious problem in using the honeycomb was the shaping 
of the blocks supplied by the manufacturer. However, it was 
found that if the honeycomb was held firmly in a jig whose 
shape conformed to that of the required finished product, it 
could be cut on a fine toothed band saw with little trouble, 
particularly without crumbling the ends of the honeycomb cells. 

Kotansky (1966) did not discuss if there is any effect of 
partial blockage of the cells on the resulting shear profiles. 
He also did not elaborate if there is any critical length for 
the cell to get the fully developed flow. During the present 
experiment it was found that the cell length was not critically 
important as the flow seemed to behave exactly the same way 
as the flow behaved in the turbulent pipe flow. In the turbulent 
pipe flow the fully developed pressure drop is reached quite 
near the entrance, so it is justifiable to assume that the flow 
in the honeycomb cell to be fully developed regardless of its 
length. It was also found that the partial blockage of some 
of the cells did produce velocity excess and defect regions 
in the resulting shear profiles. However, the profiles with 
unclean honeycomb cut also distort the resulting shear profile 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the honeycomb down
stream. Therefore, it is suggested that a good quality honey
comb with clean cut is necessary if one wants to get the full 
advantage from this technique. 

Experimental Results 
The experiment was carried out in a wind tunnel with a 

working section of 0.6 m X 0.6 m X 2.5 m, in the Department 
of Building Science at Sheffield University, U.K. The experi
mental arrangements are shown in Fig. 1. To measure the veloc
ity profiles downstream of the honeycomb, a standard NPL type 
pitot static tube connected to Beltz manometer was used. The 
turbulence level along the centre line behind the honeycomb 
was less than one percent. 

As mentioned above two types of honeycomb were used. 
Preliminary results were obtained with a paper honeycomb hav
ing a hexagonal cell type measuring 14.3 mm across flats. A 
typical velocity profile is shown in Fig. 2, having a shear gradi
ent {HllU-dUldy) of 0.26, where H is the total height of the 
working section and U is the average mean velocity of the shear 
flow. This velocity profile was measured at 0.88 m downstream 
of the trailing edge of honeycomb. The experimental data in 
Fig. 2, show good agreement with the specified values of veloc
ity gradient adopted in the theoretical calculation to determine 
the honeycomb shape. The typical velocity profiles at four dif
ferent downstream positions were obtain with the metal honey
comb (cell size 6.5 mm), and are shown in Fig. 3. Again the 
agreement between the theoretical value and experimental pro
files were good. 

It is clear from these results that this method produces accu
rate specified linear shear profiles with very low downstream 
turbulence level. The distribution of turbulence level behind the 
honeycomb was less than one percent and is shown in Fig. 4. 

It is of interest to estimate the incidence angle of the stream
lines at the entrance of the honeycomb. If the same velocity 
profile as Eq. (7) is assumed 

U{y) = CU-

then using Eqs. (7) and (12), the value of v/u was found to 
be equal to 0.1 with corresponding value of {arc tan (v/u) ] = 
6 degrees. The incidence effect are dependent on the particular 
flow geometry selected. However, if the cut surface of the hon
eycomb is not clean then nonuniformities resulting from the 
poor surface could outweigh these incidence effects. The inclu
sion of 11^(0, y) term in (6) is only one percent correction. 
However, the main effect of v(0, y) would be to change the 

Conclusion 

The present method of shaped honeycomb technique to pro
duce linear shear flows is useful to obtain the most reasonable 
and accurate results. The most important and significant impli
cation of this method is that linear shear flows with very low 
turbulence levels downstream of the honeycomb can be pro
duced. The production of low turbulence linear shear flows are 
important if studies are to be made of the interaction between 
free stream turbulence and the shear flow originating from a 
point of separation on a bluff body. Such studies are considered 
to be necessary for a full understanding of aerodynamic loading 
mechanisms. 
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Analytical Solutions for the 
Developing Jet From a Fully-
Developed Laminar Tube Flow 

D. S. Lee/ K. D. Kihm,^ and S. H. Chung' 

Introduction 
The very classical problem of the developing jet exiting from 

a tube flow (Fig. 1) is of particular interest to those involved 
with gaseous or particulate fuel injection as an initial condition 
for the successive combustion analysis. The fully developed 
flow field farther away from the tube exit is generally well 
described by the Schlichting's similarity solution (Schlichting, 
1968). However, the similarity assumption fails to hold in the 
developing region of the jet close to the exit. Conventional 
analysis of the developing region numerically solves the 
Prandtl's nonlinear boundary layer equations for detailed veloc
ity profiles (Pai and Hsieh, 1972; du Plessis et al , 1973; Dmi-
triev and Kulesova, 1974; Arulraja, 1982). Though most of 
the numerical solutions agree reasonably wefl with the existing 
experimental data (Okabe, 1948; Abramovich and Solan, 1973; 
Rankin et al., 1983) achieving an analytical solution will be of 
an important value based on its closed-form comprehensiveness 
and physically intuitive nature. 

Arulraja et al. (1983) derived an analytical solution only for 
the maximum center velocity decay along the jet axis. The 
results show that the maximum velocity decays Unearly in the 
developing region. Matching of the maximum velocity at the 
boundary between the developing and fully developed similarity 
regions determined the length of the developing region. 

For the simpler case of uniform nozzle exit velocity profile, 
Rankin and Sridhar (1978) developed an analytical solution for 
the velocity profiles in the developing region assuming a poten
tial core of uniform velocity. In their analysis, the surrounding 
region was assumed as annular free shear flow holding the 
Schlichting's similarity velocity profile. 

The current work proposes two approximate methods to ana
lytically calculate the developing jet velocity field from a fully-
developed laminar (parabolic) axisymmetric tube flow. 

Method I: Linearization of the Boundary Layer Equa
tions 

The Prandtl's boundary layer equation, a nonlinear second-
order parabolic partial differential type (Schlichting, 1968), 
describes the axisymmetric laminar jet flow field (Fig. 1). 

du 
« — h 

ox 

du 

dr p r dr 

du 
Ifr (1) 

in which the total momentum remains unchanged along the 
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Fig. 1 An axisymmetric laminar jet developing from the parabolic exit 
velocity profile 

jet, the total mass flow rate gradually increases because of the 
entrainment from the ambiance. 

Three assumptions are made particularly for the jet devel
oping region near the tube exit: (1) the relatively short jet 
evolving distance negates the entrainment effect, (2) the linear 
radial diffusion dominates over the nonlinear axial convection, 
and (3) the Lagrangian particle motion along the centerline 
describes the axial convection. With these assumptions the non
linear boundary layer equation, Eq. (1), can be decoupled into 
two linear differential equations, i.e., one is a diffusion type 
equation that describes the radial diffusion in the absence of 
entrainment. 

du{t, r) l£ld_ 

p r dr 

{t,r) 

dr 
(2) 

and the other is a Lagrangian description of fluid particle motion 
along the centerline, which substitutes the nonlinear convection. 

dx 

dt 
= u,„{x) (3) 

where the subscript m denotes the maximum or centerline veloc
ity. 

The boundary and initial conditions are 

du 

dr 

u(r, t 

= 0 at 0 and M -> 0 as (4a,i) 

0) = M„,,„[l - {rlr^Y] for 0 < r < r„ (4c) 

where «,„.„ = «„, (x = 0) , the maximum centerline velocity at 
the tube exit, and r^ is the nozzle radius. Solving Eq. (2) to
gether with Eqs. (4a, b, c) gives 

u{t*,R) 
= 2t*e 

Jo 
nil - r,^)e"'"'lo(2r,Rt*)d7j (5) 

where f* is a dimensionless Lagrangian time defined as 
rl/4vt, R = r/r„, and /Q is the zeroth-order modified Bessel 
function of the first kind. 

Integration of Eq. (3) using the initial condition of Eq. (4c) 
provides a relationship between the Eulerian axial coordinate X 
and the Lagrangian time coordinate /* as 

X V 1 r"'* 
X ^ - T = T7 [1 -77(1 -e-" ' )]rf77 (6) 

a„ u„,^„a„ i o Jo 
where d„ denotes the nozzle diameter. 

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) determines the jet velocity 
profiles M(Z, K), or u{x, r), for the developing region—this 
solution is called near-field solution where the flow similarity 
is not estabhshed. The well-known Schlichting's similarity solu-
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tion (1968) constitutes far-field solution for the developed re
gion, where the flow similarity prevails. 

Method II: Velocity Profile Matching 

The experimental data of Rankin et al. (1983) indicate that 
the jet core of a certain radial distance in the developing region 
maintains approximately the initial parabolic profile, and this 
"parabolic core" region diminishes as the similarity velocity 
profile prevails in the annular outer region (Fig. 1). The radius 
of the parabolic core decreases to zero as the developing region 
ends at X = X, where X, denotes the developing regional length. 

Method II assumes that a parabolic inner core represents the 
developing region and the similarity solution recovers in the 
annular outer region. Thus, for the developing inner core 

1.2 
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f^m.O I \nnfr *̂ HI , 

for 0 

and for the outer region (Schlichting, 1968) 
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for B < /? (lb) 

where B(X) denotes the core radius normalized by the nozzle 
radius, i.e., b(x)/r„,Xvi& the location of virtual origin measured 
from the nozzle exit, and the dimensionless radius R = r/r„. 

An interpolation of the maximum center velocity calculated 
from Method I gives 

U,n(X) 
= 1 - 17.72X for 0 < X < X, (8) 

with a confidence of multiple determination R^ = 0.99. 
The jet velocity profiles, Eqs. (7a) and (lb), must be contin

uous and smooth at the regional boundary R = B; 

and 
~ dU' 

OR 
inner 

' dU~ 

-9R_ 

at R = B (9a, b) 

In addition, the axial momentum of the free shear axisymmetric 
incompressible jet must be conserved: 

dx Jo 
RWdR = 0 (10) 

where U = C/i„„er (Eq. 7a) for 0 s /? < 5 , (/ = Uo„Ky (Eq. lb) 
for fi < iJ s «=, and t/ = 1 - R^ at X ^ 0. 

Solving Eqs. (9a, b) and (10) determines the inner core 
radius B, 

^ 1(1 - 17.72X)' J 

the location of the virtual origin, 

1 - 17.72X (1 - B^)' 
X„= -X + 

16 1 - 1.5B' 

and the jet spread parameter 

_y_ _ 1 - 17.72X 

Re. " 2 " 

1 - B ^ 

Vl - 1.5B' 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Substitution of Eqs. (11) through (13) back into Eqs. (7a) 
and (lb) determines the jet velocity distribution U(X, R) for 
the whole developing region. The length of the inner core, 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of maximum velocity variations aiong thie jet axial 
distance 

X, = 0.0165, is readily calculated by setting the core radius B 
equal to zero in Eq. (11). 

Comparison With Experimental Results 

Figure 2 presents the axial decay of the centerline velocity 
normalized by M„,,„ at the tube exit. For the developing region, 
X < Xi, the linearized analysis of Method I shows better agree
ment with the experimental data (Rankin et al , 1983) than the 
other numerical (Pai and Hsieh, 1972) and analytical results 
(Arulraja, 1982, Arulraja et al., 1983). The Schlichting's simi
larity solution deviates from the experiment in the developing 
region which lacks the flow similarity. 

In the developed region, X > X,, the center line velocity 
calculations from Method I underpredict compared with the 
experimental data. This deficiency comes primarily from the 
fact that Method I does not account for the flow entrainment. 
The effect of entrainment remains small in the developing re
gion due to the shorter jet travel distance. When X is large, 
however, the gradual addition of the entrained flow enhances 
the total flow rate, and in turn, the centerline velocity is greater 
than the Method I prediction given under no entrainment. The 
similarity solution, which accounts for the entrainment, well 
predicts the centerline velocity variation when X > X,. 

Figure 3 presents the jet velocity profiles calculated from 
both Method I and Method II along X inside the developing 
region, compared with experiment (Rankin et al., 1983) and 
the similarity solutions (Schlichting, 1968). Near the nozzle 
exit (X = 0.001), both Method I and Method II predict fairly 
well while the Schlichting's similarity solution gives large dis
crepancies from the experimental data particularly at the center 
and near the jet boundary. The linearized approximation of 
Method I is fairly well justified in this region close to the nozzle 
exit where the jet develops with negligibly small entrainment. 

As X increases (X = 0.005 and 0.01), the entrainment effect 
is no longer negligible and Method I underpredicts since its 
result does not account for the entrainment. In practice, the 
entrainment effect will gradually increase the jet flow rate and 
expand the jet radius as the jet develops. This can explain the 
underprediction of Method I and the deficiency increases with 
increasing axial distance. 

Method II analysis is exclusively based on the velocity 
matching between the near (parabolic) and far (similar) fields. 
Therefore, Method II retains the entrainment effect by its nature 
and the calculated velocity profiles show excellent agreement 
with the experimental data for all the tested X locations inside 
the developing region. Although not shown, the maximum cen
terline velocities calculated from Method II also show excellent 
agreement with experiment. 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the axial jet velocity profiles calculated from 
Method I and Method II with experimental data [8] and the Schlichtlng's 
similarity solution [1] 

lem considered is fully developed flow in a square channel with 
streamwise curvature and spanwise rotation in a negative sense, 
i.e., the Coriolis force counteracts the centrifugal force. The 
rotation of the channel is found to have a significant effect on 
the flow structure in general, and the Dean vortices in particu
lar. The nonlinear interaction of the Coriolis instability and the 
centrifugal instability results in several new flow structures, 
including one with coexistence of Ekman, Dean, and corner 
vortices, one with coexistence of Ekman and comer vortices, 
one with one-pair vortices and an agostrophic, virtually inviscid 
core, and one with Coriolis vortices on the inner convex wall. 
These are in agreement with the experimental findings. 

In summary, both Methods I and II accurately calculate the 
maximum centerline velocity decay for the jet developing re
gion, but Method II more accurately predicts the jet velocity 
fields in detail. Outside the developing region, the Schlichtlng's 
similarity solution is well accepted. 
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1 Introduction 

The curvature and rotation of a channel introduce centrifugal 
and Coriolis forces in the momentum equations describing the 
relative motion of fluids with respect to the channel. Such body 
forces usually cause an instability in forms of streamwise-ori-
ented vortices. The knowledge of formation and development 
of such vortices is essential to have the ability to predict and 
control the performance for technical applications of the flow 
in blade passages of radial flow pump, compressor impellers, 
centrifuges, cooling channels of rotating machinery, and particle 
separation devices among others. 

In a streamwise pressure-driven flow in a curved channel, 
streamwise vortices may develop near the outer concave wall 
above a critical Dean number due to the centrifugal instability, 
an imbalance between the pressure gradient and the centrifugal 
force. Here the Dean number De is a combination of the Reyn
olds number Re and the curvature ratio of channel a (De = 
Rev a, Re = W,„djv with W„, as the streamwise mean velocity, 
dh the hydrodynamic diameter of the channel, and v the kine
matic viscosity; a = dJRc with R^ as the curvature radius). 
These vortices are usually called Dean vortices, as Dean first 
examined viscous flow in the curved channels (Dean, 1928). 
Coriolis force, due to the spanwise rotation of a straight channel, 
has a role similar to that of the centrifugal force in the curved 
channels, resulting in the appearance of the Coriolis vortices 
near the pressure (leading) wall (Hart, 1971). 

The combined effects of both curvature and rotation appear 
in a curved channel with spanwise rotation. Depending on the 
direction of rotation, destabilizing effects due to the curvature 
and the rotation may either enhance or couriteract each other. 
Nonlinear interaction of these two destabilizing mechanisms 
will result in a complicated flow structure. We examine this 
structure in the present study using a finite-volume method. 

The effect of the spanwise rotation on the curved channel 
flows has been examined recently by Selmi et al. (1994), Mats-
son and Alfredsson (1994), and Wang and Cheng (1995, 
1996). When the rotation is positive, the flow was found to 
remain similar to those observed in stationary curved channels, 
in straight channels with a spanwise rotation, and in heated 
horizontal channels, i.e., with two or four vortex secondary 
flows (for a circular or square cross section) in addition to 
the pressure-driven main flow. There are, however, quantitative 
changes due to the rotation. When the rotation is negative, 
however, the nonlinear competition of the Coriolis force and 
the centrifugal force leads to a more complicated flow situation. 
In particular, three major features have been identified experi
mentally: (1) the centrifugal instability in forms of Dean vorti
ces could be cancelled by a negative rotation, (2) the inward 
Coriohs force due to a negative rotation could give rise to 
vortices on the inner convex wall, and (3) the secondary flow 
appears to be of multiple pairs of vortices for some negative 
rotation rates. Note that the questions regarding the detailed 
flow structure have been left unanswered. Also a numerical 
analysis is desirable to predict and confirm these experimental 
findings and to reveal the mechanism behind these phenomena. 
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rotation of the channel is found to have a significant effect on 
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one with one-pair vortices and an agostrophic, virtually inviscid 
core, and one with Coriolis vortices on the inner convex wall. 
These are in agreement with the experimental findings. 

In summary, both Methods I and II accurately calculate the 
maximum centerline velocity decay for the jet developing re
gion, but Method II more accurately predicts the jet velocity 
fields in detail. Outside the developing region, the Schlichtlng's 
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1 Introduction 

The curvature and rotation of a channel introduce centrifugal 
and Coriolis forces in the momentum equations describing the 
relative motion of fluids with respect to the channel. Such body 
forces usually cause an instability in forms of streamwise-ori-
ented vortices. The knowledge of formation and development 
of such vortices is essential to have the ability to predict and 
control the performance for technical applications of the flow 
in blade passages of radial flow pump, compressor impellers, 
centrifuges, cooling channels of rotating machinery, and particle 
separation devices among others. 

In a streamwise pressure-driven flow in a curved channel, 
streamwise vortices may develop near the outer concave wall 
above a critical Dean number due to the centrifugal instability, 
an imbalance between the pressure gradient and the centrifugal 
force. Here the Dean number De is a combination of the Reyn
olds number Re and the curvature ratio of channel a (De = 
Rev a, Re = W,„djv with W„, as the streamwise mean velocity, 
dh the hydrodynamic diameter of the channel, and v the kine
matic viscosity; a = dJRc with R^ as the curvature radius). 
These vortices are usually called Dean vortices, as Dean first 
examined viscous flow in the curved channels (Dean, 1928). 
Coriolis force, due to the spanwise rotation of a straight channel, 
has a role similar to that of the centrifugal force in the curved 
channels, resulting in the appearance of the Coriolis vortices 
near the pressure (leading) wall (Hart, 1971). 

The combined effects of both curvature and rotation appear 
in a curved channel with spanwise rotation. Depending on the 
direction of rotation, destabilizing effects due to the curvature 
and the rotation may either enhance or couriteract each other. 
Nonlinear interaction of these two destabilizing mechanisms 
will result in a complicated flow structure. We examine this 
structure in the present study using a finite-volume method. 

The effect of the spanwise rotation on the curved channel 
flows has been examined recently by Selmi et al. (1994), Mats-
son and Alfredsson (1994), and Wang and Cheng (1995, 
1996). When the rotation is positive, the flow was found to 
remain similar to those observed in stationary curved channels, 
in straight channels with a spanwise rotation, and in heated 
horizontal channels, i.e., with two or four vortex secondary 
flows (for a circular or square cross section) in addition to 
the pressure-driven main flow. There are, however, quantitative 
changes due to the rotation. When the rotation is negative, 
however, the nonlinear competition of the Coriolis force and 
the centrifugal force leads to a more complicated flow situation. 
In particular, three major features have been identified experi
mentally: (1) the centrifugal instability in forms of Dean vorti
ces could be cancelled by a negative rotation, (2) the inward 
Coriohs force due to a negative rotation could give rise to 
vortices on the inner convex wall, and (3) the secondary flow 
appears to be of multiple pairs of vortices for some negative 
rotation rates. Note that the questions regarding the detailed 
flow structure have been left unanswered. Also a numerical 
analysis is desirable to predict and confirm these experimental 
findings and to reveal the mechanism behind these phenomena. 
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In the present work, the effect of the negative spanwise rota
tion on Dean vortices is examined numerically by a finite-vol
ume method at low to relatively rapid rotation rates where both 
convective and diffusive terms play an important role, and con
sequently, the full nonlinear equations must be solved. The 
specific problem considered here is the steady, hydrodynami-
cally fully developed flow in a square channel with streamwise 
curvature and spanwise rotation in a negative sense (Fig. 1). 
Attention is focused on the Coriolis-force-driven transitions in 
both secondary and streamwise main flow structures. The em
phasis is also placed on the interactions of the centrifugal insta
bility due to the curvature and the Coriolis instability from the 
negative spanwise rotation, and not their secondary instabilities 
or the transition to turbulence, although the vortices studied 
ultimately have an important influence on the transition. 

2 Governing Parameters and Numerical Metliod 
Using the finite-volume method, we obtain fully developed 

solutions of the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations govern
ing the laminar flow in a rotating curved channel. No-slip 
boundary conditions are used on the channel walls. The govern
ing equations contain three dimensionless parameters (curvature 
ratio (T, pseudo Dean number D^, and modified rotation number 
Li) defined as: 

a ^ aa^c 3 Ren 

Re Aufi 2Dk 

in which 

Ren = a'n 

with a. Re as the channel width and curvature radius (Fig. 1), 
pt, V as the viscosity and kinematic viscosity, and c, f2 as the 
streamwise pressure gradient and angular rotating speed. The 
main features of the numerical method include a staggered mesh 
system, a power-law formulation for the combined effect of 
convection and diffusion terms, an equation-solving scheme 
consisting of an alternating direction line-by-line iterative pro
cedure (ADI) with block correction technique, and a well-
known SIMPLE scheme for velocity-pressure coupling. 

The initial calculation for the Dean problem was performed 
by setting angular velocity fJ = 0 to verify the code. Both 
mean friction factor and detailed flow structure obtained by the 
present study are in excellent agreement with the published 
theoretical, numerical, and experimental results. The computa
tional grid covers whole cross section of the channel to allow 
the possible asymmetric solution with respect to the x-wd%. The 
grid density is 51 X 51 in both X- and y-directions {X = xia, 
Y = yla). The grid spacing is uniform in both the X- and Y-

centrifugal force 
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Coriolis force 
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Fig. 1 Pressure-driven flow in a square channel with streamwise curva
ture and spanwise rotation (pressure-driven main flow is along positive 
0-direction) 

directions. The accuracy of the 51 X 51 grid computation was 
confirmed by repeating calculations with finer and coarser grids 
(35 X 35, 43 X 43, 51 X 51, 59 X 59) for six typical flow 
structures. The solution was assumed to be convergent in a 
numerical sense if the maximum relative error in each of the 
primitive variables (i.e., velocity components and the pressure) 
over the whole grids is less than 10 ~* between successive itera
tions. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The typical secondary flow patterns and streamwise velocity 
isopleths and profiles are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for several 
representative values of Li at u = 0.02 and Dk = 500. In each 
contour figure, the left and right frames are the upper half of 
inner (convex) and outer (concave) walls, respectively. Also 
the upper and bottom frames are the upper wall and the hori
zontal centerline, respectively. The stream function and stream-
wise velocity are normalized by their corresponding maximum 
absolute values 11/* | max and Wmax, respectively. A cross is drawn 
to denote the position at which they reach these maximum 
values. A vortex with a positive (negative) value of the stream 
function indicates a counter-clockwise (clockwise) circulation. 

For the case with vanishing value of L,, the CorioUs force 
disappears and the problem becomes the classical Dean problem 
which has been well examined by many investigators. The sec
ondary flow consists of two-pair of counter-rotating vortices, 
as shown in Fig. 2(a) , when the Dean number is beyond its 
critical value for the appearance of the Dean vortices. The larger 
vortices are called Ekman vortices which are always present 
for any no-zero value of Dean number. The smaller vortices 
are called Dean vortices which come from the centrifugal insta
bility and appear only when the Dean number is above the 
critical value. A strong inward secondary flow exists between 
two Dean vortices, while a strong outerward secondary flow 
appears between the Ekman vortices and the Dean vortices. 

As the channel rotates in the negative direction, the corner 
vortices appear first at the upper-inner comer [Fig. 2{b)], then 
at the upper-outer comer [Fig. 2 (c) ] . The circulation direction 
of these corner vortices is clockwise which is opposite to that 
of the Ekman vortices. This forms a structure with coexistence 
of Ekman, Dean, and corner vortices. The formation and devel
opment of the comer vortices squeeze the Ekman and Dean 
vortices [Fig. 2(b)-(d)], reduce the maximum absolute value 
of the secondary stream function, and increase the maximum 
value of streamwise velocity. 

Shown in Fig. 3(b)-(d) are the streamwise velocity corre
sponding to the secondary flow patterns in Fig. 2(b)-(d). 
They are qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 3(a) . However, 
the formation and development of the corner vortices have two 
effects on the streamwise main flow: (1) moving the streamwise 
velocity peak upward to the boundary between the Ekman and 
Dean vortices, and (2) reducing the value of the streamwise 
velocity in the region with the corner vortices. 

When the negative rotation becomes more rapid, the growth 
of the corner vortices pushes the Ekman and Dean vortices 
further toward the center part of the outer wall. Essentially, the 
Dean vortices presented in Fig. 2(a)-(d) disappear and the 
secondary flow restabilizes to a structure with the Ekman vorti
ces and the comer vortices [Fig. 2(e)]. The maximum absolute 
value of the stream function and the maximum value of the 
streamwise velocity are all seen to increase. Furthermore, the 
streamwise velocity distribution experiences a dramatic change. 
In particular, the isovels [Fig. 3(e)] become more densely 
spaced near the inner wall while they become more sparsely 
spaced near the outer wall as compared with the previous case 
[Fig. 3(d)]. This will lead a change in the distributions of the 
local friction factor ratio. The flow in the channel core is neither 
ageostrophic nor geostrophic. The viscous shear is not confined 
in a thin layer along the walls, but exists in the whole cross 
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Fig. 2 Coriolis-force-driven transitions in secondary flow structure at a 
= 0.02 and D» = 500 (X = xla,Y = y/a) 

velocity along the horizontal and vertical centerlines which are 
not shown here. The streamwise velocity w changes linearly 
across the core and a little from the lower wall to the upper 
wall. The vorticity is, then, nearly constant. Slow-moving fluid 
from the outer wall is accelerated across the core mainly at a 
constant rate until the inner wall is approached. The Coriolis 
and convective inertial forces dominate the ageostrophic core. 
Streamwise velocity falls to zero in viscous layers on outer and 
inner walls. This constant-vorticity, inviscid core flow structure 
suggests a possible analysis by the asymptotic method. It ap
pears that no such attempt was made so far in the literature. 

When the negative rotation becomes more rapid, the ageo
strophic one-pair vortex breaks down into a configuration of 
two-pair of counter-rotating vortices that is asymmetric with 
respect to the vertical centerline [Fig. 2(k),(l)]. The additional 
pair of counter-rotating vortices near the center of the inner 
wall is called Coriolis vortices. They result from the Coriolis 
instability and are similar to the Dean vortices due to the centrif
ugal instability. Secondary flow and the streamwise velocity 
[Figs. 2, 3(k)(l)] are qualitatively similar to those shown in 
Figs. 2, 3(a) by interchanging inner wall and outer wall. How
ever, the inward Coriolis force gives rise to them in the inner 
convex wall. This differs from the centrifugal instability. Also, 
their size is smaller than the Dean vortices shown in Fig. 2(a). 

The onset of the Coriolis vortices on the inner convex wall 
is consistent with the instability explanation given by Cheng et 
al. (1976) for the centrifugal instability. In the region near the 
central inner wall, the pressure gradient across the channel in 
x-direction is negative but the Coriolis force increases from zero 
at the inner wall to a maximum value at the position with 

section of the channel. The boundary layer theory is, apparently, 
not valid for the analysis in this flow region. 

Increasing rotation speed further in the negative direction, 
the corner vortices with a clockwise direction of circulation 
grow, merge together and push the original Ekman vortices 
toward the horizontal centerline. The maximum absolute value 
of the stream function decreases while the maximum value of 
the streamwise velocity increases. Figures 2(f)-(h) illustrate 
this process. In this region, the streamwise velocity [Fig. 3 ( / ) -
(h)] remains similar to that shown in Fig. 3(e). It is noted that 
such a multiple pair vortex structure does not exist in the Dean 
problem and in the Coriolis problem. However, similar results 
are also found for case of circular cross section (Wang and 
Cheng, 1996). Also, secondary flow patterns in Fig. 2(e)-(h) 
are very similar to those observed through flow visualization 
experiments (Wang and Cheng, 1995). 

Further growth of corner vortices finally causes the original 
Ekman vortices to disappear and secondary flow becomes one-
pair vortex configuration with a clockwise direction of circula
tion, as shown in Fig. 2(i), (j). This confirms that flow reversal 
can result from an inward Coriolis force. And the reverse direc
tion of secondary flow indicates domination of the Coriolis 
force over the centrifugal force. Isovels are observed to be more 
sparsely spaced near the outer wall than near the inner wall 
[Fig. 3(i)(j)]. The densely distributed isovels near the center 
part of the inner wall result in a high pressure region since 
centrifugal force and Coriolis force are proportional to w^ and 
w, respectively. Flow in the channel core appears ageostrophic, 
i.e., pressure gradients are balanced by both Coriolis force and 
convective inertial force. Two streamwise velocity peaks are 
observed near the inner wall rather than the outer wall with one 
on the upper half of the cross section and the other on the lower 
half. The regions with higher velocity are moved toward the 
upper and lower walls while they are shifted toward the inner 
wall by the rotation in the negative direction. A depression in 
the streamwise velocity profile near the inner wall shown in 
Fig. 3(i), (j) foreshadows onset of a Coriolis instability to be 
described later. A striking feature of this ageostrophic one-pair 
vortex structure can be inferred from profiles of the streamwise 
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Fig. 3 Coriolis-force-driven transitions In streamwise main flow struc
ture at a- = 0.02 and D,, = 500 (X = x/a, Y = y/a) 
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maximum streamwise velocity. The instability due to the imbal
ance between pressure gradient and Coriolis force results in an 
unstable region near the inner convex wall. If the rotation speed 
is large enough, viscous effects can no longer hold the one-pair 
vortex structure in place, thus additional vortices may appear. 

It is interesting to note that upon increasing rotating speed 
further, we cannot obtain a convergent solution. Two possible 
sources can cause this divergence: numerical instability and 
physical instability. By numerical instability we mean the insta
bility due to improper numerical scheme. By physical instability 
we mean the instability caused by physical problem itself, which 
means that there exists no steady, two-dimensional solution if 
the rotation speed is increased further. At this stage, it is not 
clear which factor causes the divergence. However, we reason
ably suspect that it may be the physical instability based on two 
facts: (1) we fail to obtain the convergent solution by trying 
smaller grid sizes and initial guesses for the velocity and pres
sure fields for several cases; (2) we can easily detect the Coriolis 
vortices shown in Fig. 2( / ) . This suggests possible further anal
ysis using unsteady three-dimensional model and bifurcation 
analysis in the region of the parameter space with a higher 
rotation rate. 

4 Concluding Remarks 
The centrifugal instability in forms of Dean vortices can be 

completely cancelled by a negative rotation of channel. This 
cancelling process is characterized with the secondary flow re
versal through formation and development of clockwise circu
lating corner vortices. This leads to new flow structures with 
the coexistence of Ekman, Dean, and corner vortices, with the 

coexistence of Ekman and corner vortices, and with one-pair 
vortices and an agostrophic, virtually inviscid core. Also a 
higher rotation rate leads to a Coriolis instability in forms of 
Coriolis vortices on the inner convex channel wall. These are 
in agreement with the experimental findings by Matsson and 
Alfredsson (1994) and Wang and Cheng (1995). 
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New Parameters Describing 
Extra Straining Effects 
in Turbulence Models 
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1 Introduction 
The standard k - e turbulence model is currently incorporated 

into general purpose CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 
codes and widely used as a practical and cost-effective design 
tool to analyze complex shear flows commonly encountered in 
many engineering problems. This is mainly attributed to the 
fact that this model, with its simplicity and reasonable accuracy, 
satisfies a tensor invariant condition representing the coordinate 
independence and thus can be generalized for arbitrary flows. 
However, it is also evident from many of the calculations pre
sented previously that, although most of the standard turbulence 
models such as the two-equation models are successful in pre
dicting simple flows, they are invalid or inadequate for complex 
shear flows subjected to extra rates of strain by three-dimension
ality, curvature, rotation, flow separation, and other effects (see 
Lakshminarayana, 1986). 

Several investigators (cf. Launder et al., 1977; Leschziner 
and Rodi, 1981) have modified the standard turbulence model 
in order to include the extra straining effects arising in practical 
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complex flows. In these modified models the parameters such 
as the dimensionless Richardson numbers or the stability param
eters are commonly adopted in the model constants as functional 
forms to accounts for the extra straining effects. These parame
ters depend on streamline curvature coordinates. In general, 
however, it is difficult to use them in the Cartesian coordinates 
and also to generalize them for arbitrary three-dimensional com
plex shear flows. These deficiencies are not shown in the stan
dard models which are expressed in the Cartesian tensor nota
tion satisfying the tensor invariant condition. One way to rem
edy the deficiency of the existing modified models is to replace 
the existing parameters adopted to account for the extra straining 
effects with new suitable parameters satisfying the tensor invari
ant condition. In order to solve the problem, I propose new 
parameters and emphasize their importance in this paper. 

2 Brief Review of Existing Parameters Accounting 
for Extra Straining Effects 

Among many existing parameters dealing with the extra 
straining effects, the stability parameters and several forms of 
the Richardson number are commonly adopted in turbulence 
models, although they are originally used in both theoretical 
and experimental research to describe the stability mechanism. 
The stability parameters are dimensionless, characterizing the 
ratio of the extra rate of strain produced by curvature and rota
tion, respectively, to the inherent shear strain. The extra rate 
of strain produced by curvature in the stability parameters is, 
however, in general expressed in terms of streamline curvature 
coordinates. 

Among several Richardson numbers, the turbulent gradient 
Richardson number R„ proposed by Launder et al. (1977) is 
adopted in most of modified k - t models, which is generally 
expressed as, follows: 

R/, = UJBV (1) 

where UJBV denotes the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. Bradshaw 
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maximum streamwise velocity. The instability due to the imbal
ance between pressure gradient and Coriolis force results in an 
unstable region near the inner convex wall. If the rotation speed 
is large enough, viscous effects can no longer hold the one-pair 
vortex structure in place, thus additional vortices may appear. 

It is interesting to note that upon increasing rotating speed 
further, we cannot obtain a convergent solution. Two possible 
sources can cause this divergence: numerical instability and 
physical instability. By numerical instability we mean the insta
bility due to improper numerical scheme. By physical instability 
we mean the instability caused by physical problem itself, which 
means that there exists no steady, two-dimensional solution if 
the rotation speed is increased further. At this stage, it is not 
clear which factor causes the divergence. However, we reason
ably suspect that it may be the physical instability based on two 
facts: (1) we fail to obtain the convergent solution by trying 
smaller grid sizes and initial guesses for the velocity and pres
sure fields for several cases; (2) we can easily detect the Coriolis 
vortices shown in Fig. 2( / ) . This suggests possible further anal
ysis using unsteady three-dimensional model and bifurcation 
analysis in the region of the parameter space with a higher 
rotation rate. 

4 Concluding Remarks 
The centrifugal instability in forms of Dean vortices can be 

completely cancelled by a negative rotation of channel. This 
cancelling process is characterized with the secondary flow re
versal through formation and development of clockwise circu
lating corner vortices. This leads to new flow structures with 
the coexistence of Ekman, Dean, and corner vortices, with the 

coexistence of Ekman and corner vortices, and with one-pair 
vortices and an agostrophic, virtually inviscid core. Also a 
higher rotation rate leads to a Coriolis instability in forms of 
Coriolis vortices on the inner convex channel wall. These are 
in agreement with the experimental findings by Matsson and 
Alfredsson (1994) and Wang and Cheng (1995). 
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1 Introduction 
The standard k - e turbulence model is currently incorporated 

into general purpose CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) 
codes and widely used as a practical and cost-effective design 
tool to analyze complex shear flows commonly encountered in 
many engineering problems. This is mainly attributed to the 
fact that this model, with its simplicity and reasonable accuracy, 
satisfies a tensor invariant condition representing the coordinate 
independence and thus can be generalized for arbitrary flows. 
However, it is also evident from many of the calculations pre
sented previously that, although most of the standard turbulence 
models such as the two-equation models are successful in pre
dicting simple flows, they are invalid or inadequate for complex 
shear flows subjected to extra rates of strain by three-dimension
ality, curvature, rotation, flow separation, and other effects (see 
Lakshminarayana, 1986). 

Several investigators (cf. Launder et al., 1977; Leschziner 
and Rodi, 1981) have modified the standard turbulence model 
in order to include the extra straining effects arising in practical 
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complex flows. In these modified models the parameters such 
as the dimensionless Richardson numbers or the stability param
eters are commonly adopted in the model constants as functional 
forms to accounts for the extra straining effects. These parame
ters depend on streamline curvature coordinates. In general, 
however, it is difficult to use them in the Cartesian coordinates 
and also to generalize them for arbitrary three-dimensional com
plex shear flows. These deficiencies are not shown in the stan
dard models which are expressed in the Cartesian tensor nota
tion satisfying the tensor invariant condition. One way to rem
edy the deficiency of the existing modified models is to replace 
the existing parameters adopted to account for the extra straining 
effects with new suitable parameters satisfying the tensor invari
ant condition. In order to solve the problem, I propose new 
parameters and emphasize their importance in this paper. 

2 Brief Review of Existing Parameters Accounting 
for Extra Straining Effects 

Among many existing parameters dealing with the extra 
straining effects, the stability parameters and several forms of 
the Richardson number are commonly adopted in turbulence 
models, although they are originally used in both theoretical 
and experimental research to describe the stability mechanism. 
The stability parameters are dimensionless, characterizing the 
ratio of the extra rate of strain produced by curvature and rota
tion, respectively, to the inherent shear strain. The extra rate 
of strain produced by curvature in the stability parameters is, 
however, in general expressed in terms of streamline curvature 
coordinates. 

Among several Richardson numbers, the turbulent gradient 
Richardson number R„ proposed by Launder et al. (1977) is 
adopted in most of modified k - t models, which is generally 
expressed as, follows: 

R/, = UJBV (1) 

where UJBV denotes the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. Bradshaw 
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(1969, 1973) has suggested proper forms of the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency for a simple flow system with rotation and for a 
simple curved flow. For a simple rotating channel flow with 
angular rotation f2, the turbulent gradient Richardson number 
is given as follows according to Bradshaw: 

R„ = — UJBV = —2S2I -
dU_ 

dy 
-19. (2) 

For general two-dimensional curved or separating flows, this 
number is expressed approximately as 

R. RjB — t̂ BV — 2 
Us ( dU, ^ U, 
k \dn R 

(3) 

in the streamline curvature coordinates (s - n coordinates). 
Here j is the streamline direction, n the direction normal to the 
streamline, R the local radius of curvature, and Rs„ a turbulent 
gradient Richardson number expressed in the streamline curva
ture coordinates, respectively. Note here that this parameter 
is a modified version of the gradient Richardson number first 
proposed by Bradshaw (1969, 1973); the latter is defined as 
the square of the ratio of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency to a 
typical frequency scale of the shear flow, while the former is 
formed by replacing the mean flow time scale in the denomina
tor of the latter with a turbulence time scale (k/e) (see Launder 
et al., 1977). Thus, the turbulent gradient Richardson number 
still relies on the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. However, since the 
Brunt-Vaisala frequency is expressed in the streamline curva
ture coordinates, it is difficult in general to use the turbulent 
gradient Richardson number in Cartesian coordinates and also 
to extend them to three-dimensional complex flows. Conse
quently, all of the existing modified turbulence models adopting 
this parameter have problems to generalize for arbitrary flows. 

3 New Parameters Describing Extra Straining 
Effects 

As discussed above, the deficiency of the existing parameters 
to account for the extra straining effects is traced to the fact that 
they still maintain the Brunt-Vaisala frequency UJBV proposed by 
Bradshaw, which depends in nature on the streamline curvature 
coordinate. The simplest possible way to remedy the problem 
of existing parameters is to introduce a new frequency scale 
satisfying the invariant condition with the Cartesian tensor nota
tion, by which the Brunt-Vaisala frequency may be replaced. 

In general, both the mean strain rate tensor 5„ and the mean 
vorticity tensor fiy defined by 

2 \ dxj dx; n,, 
_ 1 (dUi__ dUj^ 

dXi 2 \ dx< 
(4) 

are widely used to describe the flow phenomena in the field of 
fluid mechanics. They have the same frequency (or time scale) 
in simple shear flows where the significant strain rate compo
nent is one. In complex shear flows, however, they have in 
general distinct different frequencies due to extra rates of strain 
by additional velocity gradients, curvature, buoyancy and Cori-
olis forces. Based on this consideration, it is assumed that the 
characteristic frequency accounting for the extra strain effects 
is determined simply by the relative difference between these 
two tensors. Consequently, as a characteristics frequency, we 
propose a new frequency UJM defined as follows: 

LLI M — ('2,jSi,j SijSij) (5) 

Note here that dUi/dxj is replaced with dUi/dxj + Cijifli, in the 
rotating coordinate and £„». denotes the permutation tensor. This 
new frequency satisfies the tensor invariant condition and works 
significantly only in the complex shear complex shear flow 
where several types of the extra rate of strain exist. It is mean
ingful to recognize here that, although the present frequency is 

derived from a simple consideration, its physical meaning can 
be obtained from the Poisson equation for the mean pressure P 
in an incompressible turbulent flow expressed as follows: 

1 d'P 

p dxkdxk 

dUi dUj dui duj 

dxj dxi dxj dXj 

{\lij\lij ^ij^ij) 
dUi dUj 

dxj dXi 
(6) 

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) represents 
the turbulent nonlinear interaction and vanishes in the case of 
homogeneous turbulence. In contrast, the first term on the right-
hand side represents direct influence of both mean deformation and 
mean rotation, and is in the same form as the present characteristic 
frequency accounting for the exfi-a straining effects of Eq. ( 5 ) . 
This is consistent with the fact that the mean pressure field physi
cally varies significantly due to the extra straining effects. 

Nondimensionalizing the square of this frequency by the 
square of the typical frequency scale of the shear flow having 
generality, i.e., the mean strain rate tensor, we obtain a new 
parameter Mf representing the extra strain effects as follows: 

Mf = 
ZOijOy 

(ilijillj JiJiJij) 

2'Jm/i'J. 
(7) 

mn ^mn 

In addition, following the practice of Launder et al. (1977) , 
another new (turbulent) parameter Mf, is formed by replacing 
the mean flow time scale in the denominator of Eq. (7 ) ISySy 
with a turbulence time scale (k/e)^ as follows: 

Mf, = { - \ wi = {ilyilij ^ij^ij) (8) 

These new parameters, satisfying the tensor invariant condi
tion, are expressed in the Cartesian tensor notation with simple 
functional forms. Thus, the parameters can be easily extended 
up to three-dimensional complex shear flows, which is a contrast 
to the existing parameters such as the gradient Richardson num
bers. More details on the new parameters are given in Myong 
(1994). 

4 Discussion 

As a typical rotating flow, the fully-developed rotating channel 
flow with counterclockwise rotation fl about a spanwise axis (i.e., 
an axis perpendicular to the (x - y) plane of the mean rate of 
strain) has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally 
by several researchers (see e.g., Johnston et al., 1972; Howard et 
al., 1980). It has been discovered that the standard k- e turbulence 
model does not reproduce the trends of the available experimental 
data, while several modified models adopting several parameters 
to account for extra straining effects show correct trends. The new 
parameter Mf,, the turbulent gradient Richardson number R„, and 
the "turbulent" stability parameter Sr„„ (or the "turbulent flux" 
Richardson number R/,) can be expressed in the rotating coordinate 
as follows: 

M„=,f)U=-2n(Ay(^-o 

R„ -̂ "'ijlf-̂ " 
^roit ~ '^ft -2n 

du 
dy 

0 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Note that the parameters of Eqs. (10) and (11) have been 
actually used in the modified models to calculate the above flow 
by Howard et al. (1980). The new parameter lies as an average 
between these two parameters, suggesting a good possibility 
that, instead of the existing parameters, the present parameter 
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can be used to account for extra straining effects, at least, due 
to rotation. This fact has been confirmed by Myong (1995). 

Note also here that the existing form of Eq. (10) can be derived 
in a straightforward fashion, following the analysis of Rodi 
(1976), from an algebraic Reynolds stress model which adds 
simply the generation term associated with rotation to the produc
tion rate terms due to the shear strain rate. Thus, it is generally 
recognized that this is the correct form describing the relative 
characteristics of rotational effect to main strain term, and currently 
adopted as a parameter to account for rotational effects in existing 
modified k - e models. However, Launder et al, (1987) have 
recently pointed out that the substantial derivative DuiUjIDt is not, 
as it stands, materially invariant, and suggested that a ftame-indif-
ferent convective derivative is obtained by assigning half the rota
tion "generation" term to the convective term; i.e., the effective 
generation associated with rotation is only half as great relative to 
shear generation. The author (in preparation) has recently found 
from the systematic analysis that, in the case of rotating flows the 
correct form describing the relative characteristics of rotational 
effect to main strain term is not that of Eq. (10) but the present 
one ofEq. (9). 

In case of separating flows such as backward-facing step 
flows, the turbulent gradient Richardson number expressed in 
the streamline curvature coordinates (s - n coordinates) is 
widely used in turbulence models. However, it is difficult to 
use this parameter in Cartesian coordinates as mentioned above. 
On the contrary, the new parameter is convenient to use for 
complex separating flows and also possible to extend to three-
dimensional flows, because it is expressed in Cartesian tensor 
notation which satisfies the tensor invariant condition. In order 
to demonstrate this fact clearly, let us consider the new parame
ter applied to a two-dimensional flow as 

M„= - 2 — ~ 
dy dx 

— V + 
dx) ^ 

dVY 
.dy ) 

(12) 

in the Cartesian coordinates. Equation (12) is also expressed 
correctly by coordinate transformation in the streamline curva
ture coordinates {s - n) as follows (Myong, 1994): 

Mr, -2 — —^ 
R dn 

dU, . U„ 

ds 
+ — 

R 
(dU„ 
\ dn 

(13) 

Equation (13) is a general form of the new parameter satisfying 
the tensor invariant condition in two-dimensional flow. Appar
ently, it is significantly different from that of Leschziner and 

Rodi (1981). However, with the fact that dUJds = 0 by the 
definition in the streamline curvature coordinate, introducing 
the following simplifications used by Leschziner and Rodi, 

R 

dU, 

ds 
dUj. 

dn 
= 0 

we can obtain the following expression from Eq. (13): 

Mn = 
J ^.kVdU.U, 

(14) 

(15) 

It can be seen from Eqs. (3), (9), (10), (12), and (15) that the 
parameter Mj, has very strong similarity to the existing parameters 
such as the turbulent gradient Richardson number and that for 
small curvature or rotational effects they are identical, i.e., M/, = 
R,,. And, the frequency UM has very similar characteristics to the 
Brunt-Vaisala frequency UJBV- It is valuable to note here that My
ong (1995) has demonstrated the usefulness of the parameter Mf, 
through its appUcation to the backward-facing step flow. 

It is recognized that extra strain rates produce in general the 
extra production rate of Reynolds stresses which may be directly 
related to the parameters representing the extra straining effects. 
In this respect, the form of Eq. (3) is currently widely adopted 
as a parameter to account for the curvature effects in existing 
modified k — e models and also is known to be the correct form 
describing the relative characteristics of curvature effect to main 
strain rate term, since Leschziner and Rodi (1981) have derived 
this form straightly from an algebraic Reynolds stress model. 
However, Lee et al. (1988) have recently pointed out that 
Leschziner and Rodi included incorrecfly production-like terms 
in the production terms of Reynolds stresses under deriving 
procedure in the streamline coordinate system. These incorrect 
terms were found to be occurred by the coordinate transforma
tion from convection terms of Reynolds stresses. And, they 
have suggested that the correct form is of Eq. (15). In addition, 
the form of the present parameter has been also obtained by 
Kim and Chung (1987), in the course of derivation of the new 
eddy diffusivity model capable of predicting a weak-swirl flow 
from an algebraic Reynolds stress model. 

Finally, since swirling flows are in general three-dimensional 
complex shear flows having extra straining effects due to both 
the curvature and swirl at the same time, these effects should 
be compositely considered in the parameter accounting for the 
extra straining effects. However, it is difficult to represent these 
effects compositely in the existing parameter. Even if possible, 
they lose generality because they do not satisfy the tensor invari
ant condition. For example, Rodi (1978) has reported that these 

2W 
d W 

dr \ r 

' (duV (duV /y \n I du dvV I dwV 
dr 

(16) 

On the contrary, the new parameter satisfying the tensor invariant condition is expressed in the cylindrical coordinates as 
follows: 

r dr dr dx 

dU dV 
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dr \ dr \ r 
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effects are compositely considered in the following parameter 
expressed in the cylindrical coordinates (x - r — 9 coordinates). 
From the above results, it can be clearly seen that the parameter 
proposed by Rodi represents only the extra straining effect 
mainly due to the swirl, while the new parameter represents 
compositely the extra straining effects due to both the curvature 
and swirl at the same time. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

The turbulent Richardson numbers and stability parameters 
are widely used in turbulence models to account for the extra 
straining effects due to three-dimensionality, curvature, rotation, 
swirl, and others arising in practical complex flows. Although 
not impossible, it has some difficulties to describe these parame
ters with Cartesian coordinates and thus to generaUze them for 
arbitrary flows. In the present paper, we have introduced a new 
frequency scale satisfying the tensor invariant condition in a 
simple form, considering the characteristics of both the mean 
strain rate and the mean vorticity tensors. With this new fre
quency scale, two new parameters are proposed to describe 
the extra straining effect on complex shear flows. The new 
parameters are convenient to use for complex shear flows such 
as separating flows or rotating flows with relatively simple 
forms and also possible to extend to three-dimensional flows, 
since they are expressed in the Cartesian tensor notation with 
satisfying the tensor invariant condition. And, through a semi
quantitative analysis between the new and existing parameters 
for several typical complex flows, the newly proposed parame
ters are found to be general and more adequate than the existing 
parameters in representing the extra straining effects on com
plex shear flows in turbulence models. Thus, it is recommended 
that the existing parameters adopted to account for the extra 
straining effects in the modified models be replaced with the 
present ones satisfying the tensor invariant condition and the 
resultant modified models be applied to the complex shear 
flows. Finally, it is anticipated that the newly proposed parame
ters are also helpful to describe the stability mechanism experi
mentally. 
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Introduction 

A thorough search of the literature has revealed that only two 
papers by Feldman et al. (1982a and 1982b) have dealt with 
developing flow in the entry-region of eccentric annuli. In these 
two papers, the two transverse momentum equations were 
dropped; the hydrodynamic model comprised only two equa
tions, namely, a reduced axial momentum equation and the 
continuity equation. Consequently, this two-equation model 
does not form a complete mathematical model and additional 
assumptions regarding the transverse flows were used to facili
tate a solution. 

The first objective of this note is to present a mathematically 
well-posed model for the problem under consideration, i.e., a 
model capable of describing the forced flow in the entry-region 
of eccentric annuli without need of assumptions dependent on 
prior knowledge of the mechanism of transverse flows. The 
second objective is to develop a numerical algorithm to solve 
the obtained model. Finally, numerical results not available in 
the literature are presented for the developing velocity profiles 
and pressure drop. 

Governing Equations and Method of Solution 
A two-dimensional cross-section of the geometry under con

sideration is shown in Fig. 1(a) . This eccentric geometry can 
easily be described by the bipolar coordinate system (77, ^ and z) 
shown in Fig. \{b). The transformed geometry in the complex 77 
— ^ plane is a slab of length (r?, — ry^), where 77, and r}„ are 
the values of the bipolar coordinate 77 that coinside with the 
inner and outer cyUnder surfaces, respectively, and width equal 
to the limits of ̂ , that is 27r. 

The fluid is assumed to be Newtonian with constant physical 
properties. The flow is steady, laminar and enters the annular 
passage with a uniform velocity, «„. Body forces are absent. 
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effects are compositely considered in the following parameter 
expressed in the cylindrical coordinates (x - r — 9 coordinates). 
From the above results, it can be clearly seen that the parameter 
proposed by Rodi represents only the extra straining effect 
mainly due to the swirl, while the new parameter represents 
compositely the extra straining effects due to both the curvature 
and swirl at the same time. 

5 Concluding Remarks 

The turbulent Richardson numbers and stability parameters 
are widely used in turbulence models to account for the extra 
straining effects due to three-dimensionality, curvature, rotation, 
swirl, and others arising in practical complex flows. Although 
not impossible, it has some difficulties to describe these parame
ters with Cartesian coordinates and thus to generaUze them for 
arbitrary flows. In the present paper, we have introduced a new 
frequency scale satisfying the tensor invariant condition in a 
simple form, considering the characteristics of both the mean 
strain rate and the mean vorticity tensors. With this new fre
quency scale, two new parameters are proposed to describe 
the extra straining effect on complex shear flows. The new 
parameters are convenient to use for complex shear flows such 
as separating flows or rotating flows with relatively simple 
forms and also possible to extend to three-dimensional flows, 
since they are expressed in the Cartesian tensor notation with 
satisfying the tensor invariant condition. And, through a semi
quantitative analysis between the new and existing parameters 
for several typical complex flows, the newly proposed parame
ters are found to be general and more adequate than the existing 
parameters in representing the extra straining effects on com
plex shear flows in turbulence models. Thus, it is recommended 
that the existing parameters adopted to account for the extra 
straining effects in the modified models be replaced with the 
present ones satisfying the tensor invariant condition and the 
resultant modified models be applied to the complex shear 
flows. Finally, it is anticipated that the newly proposed parame
ters are also helpful to describe the stability mechanism experi
mentally. 
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two papers, the two transverse momentum equations were 
dropped; the hydrodynamic model comprised only two equa
tions, namely, a reduced axial momentum equation and the 
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does not form a complete mathematical model and additional 
assumptions regarding the transverse flows were used to facili
tate a solution. 
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well-posed model for the problem under consideration, i.e., a 
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the literature are presented for the developing velocity profiles 
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const. 

1 = const. 

Fig. 1 (a) Two-dimensional cross-section of the geometry under con
sideration; (b) bipolar coordinate system 

Using the appropriate coordinate scale factors (Hughes and 
Gay lord, 1964), assuming the pressure to be a function of the 
axial coordinate only (dp/drj = dpld£, = 0) , neglecting the 
axial diffusions of momentum and energy (d^/dz^ = 0) , drop
ping the 77-momentum equation since the rj-velocity component 
(u) is much smaller than the ^- and z-velocity components (w 
and u) and introducing the proper dimensionless parameters, 
the governing four equations can be replaced by the following 
three dimensionless boundary-layer equations. 

djHW) ^ d(HV) ^ djH'U) _ ^ 

W dW V dHW 

drj 

dW 

dZ 

V 
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dZ 

dH 

9^ 

(1) 

1 /d^HW d^HW \ 2 / dHW dHV \ dH 

H' drj^ d^ j H'\ d'n di j 
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H^ d(, dZ 

W dU V dU ^^dU 
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H d£, H drj dZ 

dP 1 
— —_ _ J _ 

dZ H^ 

' d^U d^U 
1 

L ^ C " Sr?" 

(2) 

(3) 

U, V, and W are the dimensionless velocity components in Z, 
rj, and i directions, P is the dimensionless pressure, Z is the 
dimensionless axial direction, and H is the dimensionless coor
dinate scale factor (Mokheimer, 1995). 

The differential continuity Eq. (1) subject to the no-slip con
ditions on the two boundaries can be written in the following 
integral form. 

8(1 - N) 

7r( 1 + N) Jo Jn^ 
UH^drid^ = 1 (4) 

A' is the annulus radius ratio (A' = rilr„), see Fig. 1(a). 
Equations (1) through (3) are subject to the following bound

ary conditions 

for Z = 0 and r\a<r}<r},, 

V=W=P=6=Q and {/ = 1 

for Z a O and 77 = 77,, L'= y = W= 0 

for Z > 0 and 77 = 77̂ , t / = V= 1^= 0 

for Z > 0 and ^ = 0 and 

= 0 

(5) 

TT (the line of symmetry): 

dV _dW _dU 

Equations (1) through (4) were numerically handled using 
a linearized finite-difference algorithm (Mokheimer, 1995). 
Due to symmetry, the above equations need to be solved in 
only half of the slab, i.e., for 0 < ^ s TT. The hydrodynamically 
fully developed flow, which occurs if the channel is sufficiently 
long, provides an analytical check on the numerical solution to 
be obtained. For hydrodynamic full development, V = W = 0, 
dU/dZ = 0, dPIdZ = constant, the ^-momentum Eq. (2) and 
the inertia terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (3) vanish and 
the resulting axial momentum equation reduces to 

8%, , d^Uf, 

de d-n^ \dZ ^ 
(6) 

In the above equation, the subscript/rf stands for fully developed 
conditions. This equation is identical to the equation of steady-
state heat conduction with internal heat generation which was 
solved by El-Saden (1961). The solution of Eq. (6) is 

Ufa = A*77 + 5 - —- coth 77 

+ X cos ni[CT + (D - C* coth 77)e""''] (7) 

Applying the boundary conditions (5) the constants of integra
tion A*, B, C, and D can be determined (Mokheimer, 1995). 

Results and Discussion 
Computations were carried out for annuli of N = 0.5 and 

0.9. The radius ratio 0.5 was chosen since it represents a typical 
annular geometry and some of the results presented by Feldman 
et al. (1982a) are for this particular radius ratio. These results 
provide a means of verification of the present work and can 
also be used to compare the present model with the two-equation 
model of Feldman et al. (1982a). 

Due to space limitations, only a representative sample of the 
results will be shown here. Figure 2 shows examples of the 
developing axial velocity profiles in the widest and narrowest 
sides of the gap of an annulus of N = 0.5 and E = 0.5 (E is 
the dimensionless eccentricity, E = el{r„ — n), see Fig. 1(a)) . 
The profiles shown in Fig. 2 show that at early stages of the 
axial velocity development (small values of Z) fluid adjacent 
to the annulus two walls (e.g., 4> = 0.05 and 0.95, where 4> -
iv — Vo)/(Vi ~ Vo)) decelerates due to the formation of the 
two hydrodynamic boundary-layers on these boundaries. Conse
quently, as a result of continuity principle, fluid outside these 
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two boundary-layers (e.g., (̂  = 0.4 or 0.3) accelerates. How
ever, due to the increased resistance to flow in the narrow side 
of the annulus (as a result of eccentricity) the fluid on this 
narrow gap side moves in a tangentially-like direction (in ^-
direction with a velocity component W) to the wide gap side 
of the annulus. Such a tangentially-like fluid transportation from 
the narrow gap side to the wide gap side increases as the flow 
moves away from the entrance (Z increases) and thus causes a 
reduction in the values of the axial velocity profile on the narrow 
gap side and vice versa on the wide gap side. However, far 
enough from the entrance such a tangential-like transportation 
decays as the flow approaches hydrodynamic full-development 
with V = IV = 0. 

The acceleration of fluid outside the developing boundary 
layers on the widest gap side of the annulus is created by (1) 
transportation of fluid from inside these two boundary layers 
by means of the V-component of velocity and (2) transportation 
of fluid from the narrowest gap side of the annulus by means 
of the W-component of velocity. On the other hand, the fluid 
outside the two developing hydrodynamic boundary layers on 
the narrowest gap side of the annulus undergoes two counter
acting actions, namely, acceleration due to fluid transportation 
from inside these two boundary layers by means of the V-
component of velocity and deceleration engendered by transpor
tation of fluid from the narrowest gap side to the widest gap 
side by means of VF-component of velocity. The latter action 
overcomes the first as the flow moves downstream the entrance 
cross-section and hence the resultant effect creates decreasing 
values of the axial velocity component on the narrowest gap 
side of the annulus. However, both actions gradually decay with 
further increases in the axial distance Z and finally vanish when 
the flow becomes hydrodynamically fully developed. 

Other unpresented results indicate also how the eccentricity 
makes the profile asymmetric. Differences in the velocity at 
different angular locations (i/f = f/TT), and over the cross sec
tion at any angular location, become more pronounced with 
increasing eccentricity. Such asymmetry will be reflected on 
the other two velocity components (V and W). Examples of 
the developing tangential-like velocity component (W) near the 
widest-gap side of the annulus (ip = 0.05) are presented in Fig. 
3 for Â  = £ = 0.5. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first 
time that the development of such a velocity component has 
been considered for the case of entrance-region flows in eccen

tric annuli. An appreciation of this development leads to a better 
understanding of the mechanism of development in the entry 
region. At the lines of symmetry (i.e., i/( = 0.0 and TT), the W-
component of velocity has a zero value. On the other hand, at 
i/f = 0.05, Fig. 3 shows how the tangential-like velocity compo
nent develops as the flow moves away from the annulus en
trance. As can be seen from this figure, such a tangential-like 
flow is mainly from the narrowest-side of the annulus toward 
its widest side (i.e., in the opposite direction of ^ with negative 
values of W). In all cases, the IV-velocity component starts 
from zero at the annulus entrance and ends again at zero at the 
position where the flow reaches the fully developed state. 

Engineers are not frequently concerned with the details of 
the fluid velocities but only with pressure drop. When the flow 
becomes hydrodynamically fully developed, the pressure drop 
is due to only the viscous shear action. In this case the pressure 
drop as obtained by means of Eq. (6) is a linear function of Z. 
Under the assumption of whole channel fully developed flow 
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Fig. 4(a) Development of the friction coefficient with Z, for different 
eccentricities, N = 0.5 
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Fig. 4(b) Development of the pressure gradient with Z, for different 
eccentricities, N = 0.5 

(i.e., if the flow were fully developed right from the annulus 
entrance) Eqs. (6) and (7) can be used to find the dimensionless 
pressure gradient (dP/dZ)fj and hence the linear variation of 
the dimensionless pressure P^i with Z. For a developing flow, 
the pressure drop is due to both inertia and viscous actions. 
Consequently the dimensionless pressure P in the entry region 
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is a non-linear function of Z. However, if the annulus is suffi
ciently long, the developing local dimensionless pressure (P) 
should finally (at large values of Z) follow a linear relationship 
with Z having the slope as that given by Eq. (6) , {dP/dZ)fd. 
The difference between P and Pfn, for a given Z, will be referred 
to as the pressure drop increment (V). This pressure drop incre
ment is due to the inertia forces in the developing region. For 
an annulus of given radius ratio N and eccentricity E, the pres
sure drop increment must asymptotically approach a constant 
value which will be referred to as the fully-developed pressure 
drop increment (V/</). 

Unpresented results show that the variation of P with Z fol
lows the above-mentioned trends and that the pressure drop, for 
a given Z in a given annulus (A^), decreases with increasing E. 
Therefore, for a given pressure drop along an annulus, increas
ing the eccentricity causes an increase in the flow rate through 
the annular channel. The variation of the ratio between the local 
friction coefficient (at any value of Z) to the fully developed 
friction coefficient, \ , is plotted against Z in Fig. 4(a) for 
different eccentricities in an annulus of radius ratio N = 0.5. 

Table 1 gives the computed values of the fully-developed 
pressure drop increment (V/,,) in the two annuli under investiga
tion (Â  = 0.5 and 0.9) for various values of the eccentricity E. 
Figure 4(a), together with Table 1, indicate that the assumption 
of whole channel fully-developed flow would lead to consider
able underestimated values for the pressure drop in the entry 
region. It is worth mentioning that in all the computer runs the 
obtained numerical results for the developing axial velocity 
profiles U approached asymptotically (at large values of Z) the 
fully developed velocity profile given by Eq. (7). Moreover, 
validation of the present computer code and its numerical results 
have also been checked by the trend of other results at large 
values of Z; the dimensionless pressure (P), the pressure drop 
increment (V), and the pressure gradient dPIdZ for given N 
and E, were found to follow the aforesaid linear relationship, 
has a constant value (V/,/) and approaches the fully developed 
analytical value (dP/dZ)fj, respectively. 

In both the present work and that of Feldman et al. (1982a), 
the hydrodynamic development length (Z/^) is arbitrarily defined 
as the distance required for the maximum of the axial velocity 
profile ([/mnx,/<;) to approach within 1 percent of its fully devel
oped value. This length is given in Table 1 for various values 
of £•. It is worth mentioning that Feldman (1974) used ten 
series-terms in Eq. (7) when computing the fully developed 
axial velocity profile (and hence the value of t/max,/,/)- In the 
present work ten, fifteen, and twenty series-terms have been 
used for £ = 0.1, 0.2 < £ < 0.4 and E a 0.5, respectively. 
The corresponding values of U^.^^ju, as obtained from Eq. (7) , 
are given in Table 1. 

The pressure gradient at full development (dP/dZ)^^ is given 
also in Table 1 for all the annuli investigated. For each value 

Table 1 Values of V/j, Zfj, Uma^jj, and (-dP/dZ)^ for different annular geometries 

E 

0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 

0.6 
0.7 
0.8 

V/̂  

N = 0.5 

0.37525 
0.54370 
0.75370 
0.94820 
1.08601 
1.0715** 
1.24395 
1.14876 
1.01915 

N = 0.9 

0.57572 
0.94046 
0.84310 
1.01910 
1.17190 

1.20680 
1.28770 
1.25340 

Z/< 

N = 0.5 

0.146 
0.185 
0.204 
0.216 
0.217 
0.254** 
0.208 
0.189 
0.163 

N = 0.9 

0.102 
0.188 
0.265 
0.340 
0.401 

0.455 
0.501 
0.532 

^ max Ji/ 

N = 0.5 

1.78713 
2.01820 
2.19275 
2.31356 
2.38109 
2.372** 
2.40494 
2.39610 
2.36449 

N = 0.9 

1.76178 
2.02849 
2.23086 
2.37268 
2.45643 

2.49495 
2.49876 
2.47875 

Analytical 

47.1381 
45.2434 
42.4360 
39.0702 
35.4916 
35.33** 
31.9629 
28.6525 
25.6476 

N = 0.5 

Numerical 

47.2193 
45.3949 
42.6407 
39.2628 
35.7084 

32.2533 
29.0170 
26.0630 

-{dPldZ)„ 

Tiedt* 

46.962 
45.082 
42.278 
38.916 
35.342 

31.818 
28.512 
25.510 

Analytical 

45.2964 
44.8168 
42.1640 
38.7796 
35.0092 

31.2728 
27.7584 
24.5780 

N = 0.9 

Numerical 

47.5808 
45.5380 
42.5180 
38.9100 
35.0876 

31.3396 
27.8068 
24.6156 

Tiedt* 

47.284 
45.278 
42.290 
38.716 
34.920 

31.186 
27.686 
24.516 

* Results of Tiedt (1971) as presented by Shah and London (1978). 
** Results of Feldman et al. (1982a). 
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of E, both the analytical value, which has been obtained by 
Eqs. (6) and (7), and the computed numerical value are given. 
The agreement between these two sets of results provided an
other means of validation of the present model and computer 
code. On the other hand, Table 1 compares also all the present 
results for (dP/dZ)fa with those of Tiedt (1971) and some of 
the present results for V/̂ , Z/̂ , L̂maxja and {dPldZ)fj with the 
corresponding results of Feldman et al. (1982a) for the case of 
N = 0.5 and E = 0.5. As can be seen from this table, there is 
good agreement between the present results for {dPIdZ)^ and 
those of Tiedt (1971). Moreover, the agreement between the 
present results and those of Feldman et al. (1982a) for V/̂ , 
t̂ max,/d. and {dPldZ)fl is excellent (the difference between the 
two sets of results is less than 1 percent for any of V/</, t/max,/<i 
and {dPldZ)fa). However, the present hydrodynamic develop
ment length is 14.6 percent shorter than that obtained by Feld
man et al. (1982a). This difference might be due to Feldman's 
use of only ten series-terms in calculating t/max./̂  (upon which 
is based the criterion for determining Z/̂ ) while twenty terms 
were used in the present work. However, another comparison 
for the variation of dPIdZ with Z, presented in Fig. A{b), has 

shown an excellent agreement with the corresponding results 
of Feldman et al. (1982a). 
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Experimental Measurements in a Centrifugal 
Pump Impeller1 

Y. N. Chen.' The authors presented very interesting and 
comprehensive experimental results on a centrifugal pump im- 
peller with air as working medium. Their experimental results 
are compiled in Fig. 23 in order to obtain a better overview. 

The authors explain the reduction of the axial relative velocity 
on the shroud surface at y ly ,  = 0.3 of Station 2 (Fig. 9 )  to be 
caused by the secondary flows induced by the shroud curvature 
and the blade to blade Coriolis force. A secondary vortex in 
this zone as revealed by Fig. 8 is not considered. At Station 3, 
the low relative velocity travels along the shroud to the suction- 
side comer. The authors attribute this phenomenon to the thick- 
ening of the boundary layer in the pressure-side comer, and 
exclude the effect of the shroud curvature. No vortex behaviour 
of this low velocity flow is considered either. 

The writer would like to point out the discovery of the vortex 
in the field of the relative velocities induced by the curvature 
of the blade channel due to bending from the axial to the radial 
direction. This vortex is indicated by an arrow L. It is a vortex 
low because of its rotation in the same sense as the impeller 
rotation. 

The relative velocities over Station 2 show the pattern of a 
huge passage vortex, which has a property of vortex high H 
because of its rotational sense being against that of the impeller 
rotation. This passage vortex is induced by the rotating impeller 
due to suction of the fluid from the absolute frame of zero 
vorticity. 

At Station 3 a vortex low L appears in the suction side shroud 
comer, developing from the Dean's type vortex pair of the 
curvature mentioned. The vortex high H of this pair cannot be 
distinguished from the prevailing passage vortex high H. This 
vortex low L also shrinks to a small size under the influence 
of the passage vortex high H. It extends to Stations 4, 5 ,  and 
6. The vortex low L is driven by the pressure field of the blade 
channel to this comer. 

' By A. C. Bwalya and M. W. Johnson published in the Deceinber 1996 issue 
of the JOURNAL OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING, VOI. 118, NO. 4, pp. 692-697. 

Sulzer Innotec Ltd., P.O. Box, CH-8401 Winterthur, Switzerland. 

Station 2 already penetrates through the curvature of the blade 
channel. Therefore, the vortex low L of the Dean's type vortex 
pair can be formed there. However, this vortex low L is stabilized 
in the middle field of the cross section, because there is scarcely 
a pressure field generated by the inlet edge of the impeller. 

The tangential relative flow at Station 1 is then the prerotation 
caused by the passage vortex of the impeller. No vortex low L 
is found there because this station lies in the straight part of the 
channel. 

The core of the vortex low L is always formed in the field 
of both the lowest throughflow and the lowest pressure (Figs. 
7, 10, 13, 16, and 20). Thus, the wake is a longitudinal vortex 
low L rotating in the same sense as the impeller (Chen et a]., 
1996). Very regular vorticities of the same sense are embedded 
in the vortex, so that a circulation can be assigned to it. 

At Station 6 a second field of the lowest throughflow arises in 
the middle region of the hub side. This appears to be caused by the 
unsteadiness of the curvature of the blade at the outlet (Fig. 2).  
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Authors' Closure 
The authors thank Dr. Chen for his discussion. The vortex pair 

(low L and high H )  described by Dr. Chen is the classic secondary 
flow pattern generated through either passage curvature or rotation 
superimposed on a passage vortex which enhances the vortex H. 
The passage vortex, as Dr. Chen states, is a result of the change 
from a stationary coordinate system to a rotating one. The strength 
of the secondary flows is directly dependent on the boundary layer 
development and it is interesting that there is little evidence in the 
current results (for a pump) of secondaty flow up the SS and PS of 
the blades whereas secondary flow is apparent here in a compressor 
impeller (Johnson and Moore, 1983a, b) .  This is believed to be 
because the blade boundary layers are only formed beyond the 
leading edge of the blade. For the pump, the blade leading edge 
is close to Station 2 at which point the flow has already been 
tumed through about 45 deg in the axial to radial direction. Thus 
the effects of the axial to radial bend on secondary flow are greatly 
diminished. This leads to the wake (and vortex L) moving onto 
the suction surface earlier in the pump than in the compressor. 
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